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73. Thomas, 69. William, 118. W.V., 
468. 

Rhydinge (Ridinge), Agnes, 30. Janet, 
30. Nicholas, 30. Thomas, 30. 

Richard I., 85. 
Richard II., 11, 12, 16, 39, 407. 
Richard III., 11. 
Richardson, John, 95, 96. 
Richardson, Richard (Dr.) of N. Bierley, 

177, 201, 215, 408, 462. 
Riley, 73. 
Ripon, marquis, 201, 258. 
Rishforth (Rushforth), Agnes, 70. 
Rishworth (Rushworth), Edward, 432. 

Francis, 109. Jonathan, 432. Marie, 
432. Robert, 36, 105, 108 to 1.10, 432. 
Susan, 432. Thomas, 432. 

Ritson, Joseph, 80, 84, 85, 137. 
Roberts, Francis, 74. 
Robertson, John, 449. Richard, 129. 
Robin Hood, 461. 
Robinson, George, 456. George E., 444. 



James, 126. John, 74, 76. Maj., 147. 
Michael, 68. Samuel, 73. -, 165. 

Rodds, Thomas, 35. 
Rodley, John, 197. 
Roe, Thomas, 72, 76. 
Roebuck, John Arthur, 422, 424. 
Rogers, Anthony, 104. 
Rogerson, Sydney, 207. 
Rookes (Rokes), Elizabeth, 196. William, 

196, 287. 
Roper, Charles, 103. Christopher, 98.105 

to 107. Edward, 114. John, 98, 102, 
103, 105, 112. Robert, 112, 114. 

Rosa, Salvator, 263. 
Ross, Percival, 225, 262, 297, 326, 448, 

467, 468. 
Rossiter, col., 143, 147. 
Rosthorne, widow, 26. 
Roth, H. Ling, 448 
Rothwell, Richard, 29. 
Rowe, J. Hambley, 246, 263, 268, 448, 

467, 468. 
Rowland, Thomas, 72,130. 
Rowlinson, Richard, 70. 
Royalist compounders, 458, 459. 
Roydes (Rhodes), Richard, 28. 
Rumney, William, 457. 
Ruskin, John, 258. 
Russell, lord John, 425. 
Ryan, Alfred Thomas, 456. Vincent John, 

456. Vincent William, 456. 
Rycrofte, James, 285. 
Ryder, John, 468. Thomas, 333. 
Ryecroft, Alice, 118. 
Ryley (Riley), Abraham, 74. 
Rymer, 180, 181. 

Sadler, Michael Thomas, 416. 
Sagar, John, 33, 76, 128, 432. 
St. John, Theophilus, 222. 
Salt, Daniel, 55. Titus, 39, 256. 
Sanburne, Mary, 167. 
Sandall, John, 73. 
Sandell, F. D., 468. 
Sanders, col., 136, 165, 166. 
Sanderson, John, 456. 
Sangar, Elizabeth, 72. 
Sargent, John, 248. Miss, 248. 
Savile, George, 178. 
Saville, Henry, 103, 410. Thomas, 69, 

410. William, 105, 129, 140, 141. 
Sawden, Thomas, 114. 
Sawley, Hugh, 283. 
Sawtrey (Sautre), 389. 
Saxton, Mr., 29. 
Scalls, Margaret, 77. 
Scarr, Joseph, 411. 
Scoaley, Robert, 74. 
Scorah, John Bilton, 467. Thomas Enoch, 

467. 
Scoresby, William, 208, 272, 415, 455, 459. 
Scott, 165. Anthony, 116. James, 460. 

Margaret, 116. Peter, 374, 375. Rich. 
ard, 116. Walter, 85, 460. 

Scruton, William, 37, 49, 52, 57, 185, 203, 
230, 233, 269, 329, 343, 352, 368, 436, 
442, 443, 444, 467, 468. 

Sedgwick, prof., 272. 
Seebohm Family, 95. 
Seed, William, 71. 
Seýerus, emp., 364. 
Sewell, Augustus Bell, 393, 455, 468. G. 

F., 208, 268. 
Shackleton, Christopher, 239. Jane, 239. 
Rosamunda, 121. 

Shaftesbury, earl, 416, 420, 424. 
Shakespeare, 7, 12, 13, 78. 
Sharp, Abraham, 3, 94, 377, 459. Ann, 

75. Charles Swaine Booth, 282. David, 
346. John, 96, 193, 269, 346. Mary, 
74. Richard, 103. Thomas, 72, 74, 
346. William, 75, 282. 

Sharpe (Scharpe), Bridget, 73. Henry, 
114. James, 69. Mary, 71, 74. Nicho-
las, 71. Rebecca, 69. Samuel, 76. 
Thomas, 69, 75. Thomas D., 193. Wil-
liam, 114. 

Shaw, R. Norman, 265. William, 73. 
Sheartcliffe, Mr., 30. 
Sheffield, John, 73. 
Shepherd, James, 456. 
Sherburn, Richard, 349. 
Sherburne, 149. 
Sherwood, William, 207. 
Shields, Thomas, 64, 66. 
Shirtcliffe, William, 30, 
Shufirey, W. A., 117. 
Shuttleworth, James, 93. 
Simpson, F. U., 362. Rev. Dr., 264, 265 
Simes, Francis, 345. 
Sinclair, earl, 163. 
Skaife, Robert, 246. 
Skarbrught, Nich, 121. 
Skeat, prof., 79, 326. 
Skerrit, 273. 
Skevington, T. MT., 468. 
Skirlaw, bp., 452. 
Slany, John, 125. 
Slater, Grace, 239. Edward, 128. John, 

239. Margaret, 239. Mary, 239. Wil-
liam, 239. 

Slingsby, Henry, 133, 134. Mr., 177. 
Sloane, Edward, 277. 
Smeaton, John, 260. 
Smith, Anthony, 70, 73. C: W., 454. 

Dennis, 335. James, 70. Jeremy, 70. 
John, 75, 321, 345. Martha, 120, 121, 
242. Mary, 123. Pollard, 454. Tho. 
masine, 116. William, 74, 75. W. 
Ramsden, 205, 206. 

Smithson, maj., 149, 150, 171. 
Smythe, col. J. U., 20, 21, 22. Doctor, 

126. Ellyne, 31. John, 18, 19, 20. 
Joseph, 193. Robert, 197. 



Smythies, Christopher, 121. George, 121. 
Miles, 121, 

Snoden (Snowden), Gyles, 124. 
Snowden, John, 76, 77. Peter, 35. Wil-
liam, 74. 

Sogedan, John, 114. 
.omerset, duke, 261. 
Sotheby, 217. 
Sotheron-Estcourt, Lucy Sarah, 40. Tho-
mas H. S., 40. 

Southey, Robert, 421. 
Sowary, Mr., 409. 
Sowden, Edward, 68, 70, 73, 77. John, 

329, 467. 
Speight, Harry, 185, 281, 336, 352, 367, 

368, 452, 455, 467, 468. Jeremy, 76. 
Spencer. Ben, '278. Capt., 151. Samuel, 

130. W. T., 468. 
Spottiswoode, 153. 
Stables. Alice, 314. 
Starner, Hugh, 455. 
Stancliffe, Grace, 122. Edward, 122. 
William, 122. 

Stanfield, Charles, 274. 
Stansfield, Charles Edward, 239. Eliza-

beth, 239. Gilbert, 30. Hall, 246. 
James B., 468. John. 234, 239, 243, 
245, 246, Joshua, 76, 239. Mary, 239, 
241, 242, 243, 246. Mr., 52, 54. Samuel, 
76. J. S., 21. 

Stanhope, Barbara, 126. John, 126, 409. 
J. Spencer-, 93. 

Stapleton, H., 206. Nicholas, 38. Miles, 
38, 39. 

Staveley, Thomas K., 230. 
Stead, Edith, 28. John, 75. Joshua, 77. 

J. J., 449, 467, 468. Richard, 77. Sarah, 
130. Thomas, 291. William, 68, 130, 
373, 374. 

Steadman, 324. William, 373, 374. 
Steele, James, 47. 
Steinhauer, Henry, 412. 
Stephens, J. R., 415, 420, 423. 
Steward, George, 455. 
Stillingfleet, James, 202. 
Stirling, W. F., 455. 
Stockall, John, 127. 
Stockdale, 180, 181. 
Stoham, Mr., 38. 
Storey, Robert, 273, 274, 278. Thomas 

William, 456. 
Stow, John, 389. 
Strachan, 156. 
Straunge, doctor, 105. 
Stredder, E., 85. 
Strickland, 178. George, 93. 
Strype, 389. 
Stukley, William, 80. 
Stringer, Thomas, 167. 
Stroud, Mr., 139. 
Stubbs, bp.. 8, 13, 189, 388. 
Stubley, George, 131. 

Stubs, 174. 
Suddards, William, 468. 
Sugden, Jane, 69. John, 100,105114. Rich-

ard, 100. Robert, 103, 106, 111, 197. 
Thomas, 71. William, 72, 100. 

Sunderland, John, 5. Peter, 68. Richard, 
432. 

Surnames, English, 460. 
Sutcliffe, Bridget, 72. Halliwell, 351. 

Joseph, 47. 
Swaine, Abraham, 27, 291. Ann, 68. 
Anne, 27. James, 27. Thomas, 76. 
William, 69. 

Swayne, Grace, 73. Thomas, 117. Wil-
liam, 290. 

Swift, Abraham, 73. 
Sydenham, lord, 420. 
Sykes (Sikes), Agnes, 31. John, 72. 
Symons, William, 125. 

Tackley, Frederick James, 456. 
Talbot, Anthony, 114. 
Tatham, Mary, 413. 
Taylor, Christopher. 32. E. A. \V., 57. 

Ezekiell, 132. Geoige, 42. Isaac, 79. 
James, 450. Jeremy, 223. John, 28. 
Joseph, 42. J. Stanley, 467, 468. 
Richard, 129. 

Taylor, Samuel, 131, 132. Thomas, 347. 
William, 42. 

Teal, John, 373. 
Tellitson, Peter, 121. 
Tellytson, John, 121. William, 121. 
Tempest, 17. Alice, 29. Beatrix, 29. 

Christopher, 29. Col., 149, 415. Doro-
thy, 30. Elizabeth, 29. Francis, 36, 
263. Henry, 29, 453. Johanna or 
Janie, 36. John, 29, 106. Maj., 263. 
Miss (Broughton Hall), 251, 263, 383. 
Mrs., 263. Pedigree Charts," 263. 
Pierce, 263. Richard, 17, 18, 28, 29, 
197. Rosamond, 31, 103. Stephen, 36, 
263. Thomas, 30. 

Tennant, Mr., 234. 
Thackray, William, 467, 468. 
Theodore, abp., 397 to 399. 
Thomas, Charles Lomax, 456 
Thompson (Tompson), 71. Edward, 39. 

Elizabeth, 132. George, 71. Henry, 
39. John, 178. Jonathan, 68, 72, 73, 
127. Lucy, 39. Matthew, 345. Mat-
thew William, 67, 345. Peroriet, 59. 
Poulett, 420. Rebecca, 132. Richard, 
457. Sarah, 132. Thomas, 132. 

Thoresby, Ralph, 264. 
Thorn. Will, 352. 
Thornhill, Thomas, 412, 413, 426.427, 429. 
Thornton, Elizabeth, 29. James, 70, 194. 

John, 28, 35, 72, 77, 467, 468. Richard, 
28. Robert, 28. Tempest, 28, 29. 
William, 28. 

Thorpe, Grace, 122. John, 122. Marie, 



xiv. 

410. Richard, 122. William, 122. 
Threapland, John, 31. 
'l'hwaite, Joseph, 96. 
Thwaites, Joseph, 96. 
Tickle, John, 337. 
Tillett, Mr, 188. 
Tillotson 118, 121. A., 468. 
Tindall, Bradwardine, 39. Lucy, 39. 

Mary, 39. 
Tollit, Arthur Henry, 456. 
Tolson, Richard, 270 to 272. 
Tombes, Richard, 167. William, 166, 167, 

170. 
Tomis (Thomas), Jonathan, 73. 
Tomlin, Alfred John, 455. 
Tomlinson, Ralph, 271. 
Tompson, Rridget, 70, 71. 
Tong, William, 352. 
Tonge, Nicholas, 193. 
Tongue, 174. 
Tooley, Elizabeth. 167. Samuel, 167. 
Topcliff (Topeclyf), Richard, 217. 
Tordoff, T. Arthur, 352. 
Tothill, Richard, 114. 
Towler, Mr., 29. 
Townley, Henry, 108, 109. Lawrence, 

110. 
Trelawney, 422. 
Trollop, Andrew, 261. 
Tuke, William, 234. 
Turner, George, 76. Henry Tudsbury, 

455. J. Horsfall, 29, 100, 110, 111,267, 
468. J. W., 468. Mr, 29, 30. Richard, 
69. Thomas, 30, 457. 

Twisden, 180. 
Twistelton's regiment of foot, 145. 
Tylley, Robert, 449. 

Uttley, Daniel, 73. 

Varley, Ann, 70. Jonas, 70. Ledger, 18. 
Vaughan, W., 468. 
Vernet, 263. 
Vicars, John, 74. 
Vickars, John, 30. 
Victoria, queen, 23. 
Villy, Francis, 264, 335, 352, 353, 433. 
Virgo, Charles George, 467, 468. 
Vitalian, pope, 397. 

Waddington, James, 278. 
Wade, David, 467. Dorothy, 28. Eliza-

beth, 70. John, 45. Robert, 198, 199. 
William, 76, 373. 

Wadsworth, Richard, 74, 76, 116. 
Wainhouse, Mr., 213. 
%\Tajnman, Elizabeth, 113. Hannah, 113. 

Richard, 113. William, 116, 230, 242, 
243. 

Waldegrave, Robert, 217. 
Wales, Elkanah, 29. 

Walker, 26. Anthony, 34. Dawson, 456. 
F., 268. J. U., 57. John, 5, 27, 71, 77, 
114, 123, 193, 430. Jonathan, 75. Mar-
garet, 120. Mary, 123. Michael, 73. 
Rachel, 123. Ralph, 72. Richard, 69. 
Thomas, 131, 290. William, 69, 71,166, 
193, 283, 415, 429. 

Waller, Charles, 22. 
Wallis, Myles, 76. Sarah, 71. 
Walmesley, Ann, 119. Edmund, 119. 

Mary, 119. 
Walter, John, 428. 
Walton, 210, 211. James, 234. Julian, 

239. Myles, 73. 
Warburton, John, 27. Mr., 286. Thomas, 

77. 
Ward, George, 68. Sam, 75. William, 36. 
Warde, William, 193. 
Wardman, Henry, 230. John, 71. 
Warine, Fulk Fitz, 80. 
Warner, William, 78. 
Warwick, earl, 261. 
Waterhouse, Edward, 28. Elizabeth, 75, 

George, 108 Grace, 76. Jonas, 287. 
Martha, 76. Robert, 108. 

Watkinson, Agnes, 115. Capt., 156. 
Henry, 69, 77. Joshua, 71. 

Watson, 136. Anthony, 112. George, 28. 
James, 30. Mary, 116. Sarah, 120. 
William, 72. 

Watt, E. B., Hall-, 113. 
Watterhouse, Anna, 70. Nathaniel, 69. 
Waugh, Robert Percival, 456. 
Webster, Isabell, 127. John, 35. Natha-

niel, 70. William, 27. 
Weddell, John, 33. 
Wedhope (Widdop), John, 103. 
Weld, Thomas, 349. 
Welles, lord, 262. 
Wells, E. A., 467, 468. Jeremy, 75. 
Wentworth, 179, 182. Margaret, 109. 

Thomas, 104, 178. 
Wesley, John, 46, 411. 
West, Edward, 21. Margaret, 74. 
Weston, 180. 
Westwood, J. 0., 264. 
Whalley, James, 456. 
Wharam, George Dent, 456. 
Wharton, barons of, 462. 
Wharton, lord, and his charities, 460. 

Mrs., 47. 
Wheater, Mr,, 79. 
Whip, Robert, 240. 
Whittaker, C., 259. Dr., 246, 269, 354, 

360, 362, 384, 453, 456. Mary, 74. 
Whitehead, George, 219, 220. John, 73. 
Whiteley, Mrs. Robert, 256. 
Whitley, Isaac, 72. 
Whittell, Grace, 432. Margaret, 432. 
Whittingham, Jane, 75. 
Whytley, 128. 
Wickham Family, 460, 



v. 

Wickham, Henry, 235, 242. Lamplugh, 
313, 320. William, 448. 

Wickwaine. abp., 449. 
Widdop (Wydhope), Alice, 98. John, 102, 

103. Robert, 69. Susannah, 70. 
Wilberforce, William, 413. 
Wilcock, William, 72, 76, 77. 
Wildman, Abraham, 273. 
Wilhowes (Willows), Ann, 75. 
Wilkie, David, 255. 
Wilkinson, 117, 217. Alice, 68, 119. 
Anna. 196. Christopher, 69. Henry. 102. 
James, 76. Joash, 193. John, 234. 
Jonathan, 75. Joseph, 244. Ould widow, 
73. Richard, 132, 196. Samuel, 77. 
Susannah, 121. Thomas, 70, 131. Wil-
liam, 75. 

Willey, Francis, 67. 
William 1., 9, 190. 
William III., 236. 
William of Malmsbury, 253. 
Williams, J. L., 468. 
Williamson, Agnes, 314. T. A., 468. 
Wilson, 72. Ben, 468. Charles, 243. 

Daniel, 230. Henry, 115. John, 70, 
271. Joseph, 70. 75. J. E., 346. Mar-
garet, 115, 239. Martin, 72. Matthew, 
350, 365, 406. Priscilla, 70. Sarah, 76. 
S. E., 265, 351, 467, 468. Thomas. 29. 
William, 345, 346. 

Willson, Isabell, 28. 
Wilton, John, 122. Michael, 122. Sybill, 

122. Thomas, 122. 
Woller, Francis, 98. 
Wolsey, 263. 

Womersley, Richard, 68, 69. 
Wood, Butler, 49, 255. 467, 468. John, 

30, 58, 77, 206, 207, 224, 282, 413, 415. 
Jonas, 71. Mr., 216. Richard, 30. 
Robert, 30. Samuel, 130. Thomas, 72, 
127, 291. Timothy, 73, 77. 

Woodrowe, Francis, 127. 
Woods, Robert M., 456. 
Wooler, John, 75. 
Wordsworth, 461. 
Wormald, Percival, 451. 
Wormall, Hannah, 239. Henry, 234, 237, 

238, 244. John, 234, 244, 245. Mar-
garet, 239. 

Worsley, 167. Lieut.-col., 167. 
Wootton, Anthony, 125. 
Wrathall, Robert, 453, 454. 
Wren, col , 152. 
Wright, Adam, 114. Alexander, 106. 
Anthony, 98, 105, 111. Edward, 106, 
112. Godfrey, 225, 282. John, 98. 
John Charles, 456. Joseph, 249. J. C., 
468. Mr., 30. Richard, 70, 102, 114. 
Robert, 98, 114. Sarah, 70, Thomas, 
79, 276. 

Wroot, Herbert, E., 224, 226, 249, 468. 
Wryneck, Henry, 11. 
Wylton, Chris (qy. Wilson), 102. 
\Vyns, Gilbert, 114. 

Yates, Jude, 256. 
York, duke of, 181. 

Zouch, Henry, 235. Thomas, 410. 
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Abbey Gateway, Whalley, 349. 
Aberford, 260. 
Accrington, 377. 
Ackton Church, 143. 
Ackworth (llakewith), 101. 
Acre Howe Cross, Baildon, 380. 
Acridge, Wensleydale, 318. 
Addeiton Fair. 170. 
Addingham. 353. 
Addler Street, London, 124. 
Adel, 346, 355, 380. 
Adwalton (Atherton), 142, 170. 
Adwalton Moor (battle of), 133. 
Africa, 89. 
Agincourt (battle of), 194. 
Aire. river, 110, 226, 261, 267, 306, 309, 

317, 354, 362, 378, 402. 
Aire valley, Shipley, 228. 
Airedale, 316, 378, 433. 
"Airedale Poet," 46. 
Alderscholes Lane, Thornton, 302, 308. 
All Saints Church, Shelbrook. 90, 
Allerton, 3, 50, 58, 59, 68 to 70, 72, 77, 94, 

190, 192, 197, 199, 259, 302, 303, 401. 
Allerton Top, 303. 
Allerton Village Stocks, 198. 
Almescliff Crag, 378. 
Almondbury, 454. 
Alnwick, 157. 
Altrincham, 111. 
America (Friends from), 238. 
Amsterdam, 217. 
Ancient British Remains, 458. 
Ancient Monuments Act 1882 and West 

Riding, 445 to 447. 
Angel Inn, Baildon, 44. 
Anglo-Saxon Crosses, 462. 
Anthropology of Yorkshire, 462. 
Apperley Bridge, 141, 306, 309, 405. 
Apperley Bridge \Vesleyan Academy, 204. 
Appleby, 146, 148. 
Appleby Bridge, 148. 
Appleby Castle, 146, 147, 153. 

Architecture, Evolution of, 460. 
Ardsley, 458. 
Armitage, 176, 179, 182. 
Arncliffe, 117, 405. 
Arncliffe Parish Registers, 117. 
Arthirigton, Eccup and Adel Manor, 380. - 

Artists' Notes (local), 440. 
Ashton-under-Lyne, 420. 
Austhorpe, 260. 
Austwick Hall, 213. 
Aylesbury Church, 253. 

Back Lane, Clayton, 302. 
Back Lane, Little Horton, 299. 
Bacup, 371. 
Baildon, 37, 59, 228, 298, 303, 309, 380, 

443, 461. 
- Bridge, 39, 227, 228, 303, 309. 
- Green, 46, 47, 303, 309. 
- Hall, 39. 
- Lodge, 41. 
- Moor, 5, 37, 44, 378, 380, 444, 458. 
- Moor (Antiquities). 95. 
- Old Market Cross, 443, 444. 
- Parish Church, 47, 48. 
- and Rumbald's 1oor, 460. 

Stocks, 443, 444. 
Well Close, 42. 

- Westgate, 44. 
Bailey Stile, Clayton, 302. 
Bailiff Bridge, Wyke, 307. 
Bakewell Grammar School, 248. 
Baldwin Lane, Clayton, 302. 
Bank Bottom, Wibsey, 307. 
Bankfield Museum, Halifax, 448, 451. 
Bank Foot, Bowling, 307. 
Bank Foot to Odsal (Highway), 307. 
Bankhouses, 110. 
Bank Newton, Gargrave, 194. 
Baptist Academy, Bristol, 373. 
Baptist cause at Shipley, 462. 
Barden, 317. 
Bare Intack End, Lothersdale, 240. I 



Barkston, 260. 
Barnard Castle, 145, 148. 
Barnesdale, 86, 89, 90. 
Barnett (Burnett) Fields, 299. 
ltarnoldswick. 363, 370. 
Baruside, 108. 
Barrand's House, Littoridale, 118. 
Bartlett's Buildings, Holborn, 325. 
Barton Turf Church, Norfolk, W. 
Barwick-in-Elmet, 260. 
Bath, 315, 424. 
Batley, 127, 132. 166, 404. 
Batley Church, 127. 
Bau1sedge, Come, 118. 
Bawdwayne (Bawdwen), 112. 
Bawtray (Bawtree), 89, 131. 
Baysgarth, Barton-on- Humber, 324. 
Beacon Hill, Horton, 300 
Beacon Lane, Wibsey, 300. 
Beamsley, 214. 219. 
Beauchamp Tower (Tower of London). 104. 
Becca Banks, 260. 
Beck Close, Allertori, 259. 
Becklands, Glusburn, 119. 
Beckside Mill, Great Horton, 301. 
Beckwithshaw, 310. 
Beeford, 96. 
Belgium, reredos made in, 348. 
Bell Chapel, Horton, 200, 408. 
Belvoir Priory, 385. 
Bentham, 234, 239. 
Bents Lane, Shipley, 228. 
Berkeley Castle, 10. 
Berkshire, 5. 
Bernysdale, 84, 86. 
Berwick, Co. York, 317. 
Berwick-upon-Tweed, 152 to 154, 158. 
Bethel Chapel, Shipley, 46. 
Bethemsley, Co. York, 315. 
Bewdley Bridge, 163. 
Bierley, 69, 71. 73, 75, 76, 401. 
Bierley Chapel, 201, 207, 408. 
Bierley Hall, 201, 215. 
Bingley (Byngley), 36, 101 to 104, 108, 

110 to 112, 130, 190, 222, 227, 267, 302, 
303, 306, 317, 318, 378, 401. 

Bingley Bridge, 36. 
Bingley (Court at), 101. 
Bingley, St. Ives, 266, 336, 337. 
Bingley (history of), 100, 110, 400. 
Birch Lane. Bowling, 299. 
Birks Farm, Horton, 301. 
Birstall (Brysedall), 30, 132, 404, 451. 
Birstall Church, 449 to 451. 
Blackburn, 115. 
Blackpool, 295. 
Blind Lane (Blyndelone), 100. 
Blyth, co. Notts, 89. 
Boggard (Holden) Lane, Baildon, 41. 
Boiling, Bowling, 68, 113, 190, 263, 299. 
Boiling Hall, 113, 286, 299, 424, 448. 
Bolton, Bradford, 3, 94, 123, 192, 193, 305, 

322. 405. 
Bolton-by-Bowland. 116. 
Bolton-le-Moors, 372. 
Bolton Outlanes. 304, 305. 
Bolton, Wharfedale, 317. 
Boothtowri, Halifax, 306, 307, 451. 
Bordeaux, 110. 
Border Raids in Ot.ley Parish, 48. 
Borobridge, 10, 48. 82, 92. 
Borsehonse, co. Suffolk. 125. 
Boston, Co. Lincoln, 175 
Bosworth Field, 11, 15. 
Bowdon, 115. 
Bowes, 145. 
Bowling. 3, 17, 51, 68, 77, 94, 190, 192, 

299, 319, 401. 
Bowling Back Lane, 298. 
Bowling (Bridle Road), 299. 
Bowling Coal Field. 319, 438. 
Bowling (East). 299. 
Bowling ITallyate, 291. 
Bowling Iron Works, 293. 
Bowling Lane, 297, 299, 300, 307. 
Bowling Old Lane. 299, 307. 
Bowman's Hotel, Howden. 452. 
Bracewell, 17, 263. 
Brackenhall Green, 373. 
Bracken lloyd, Allerton, 259. 
Brackney Brow, 341. 
Bradfield, 87. 
Bradford, 26 to 33 35, 36 39, 50, 53, 57, 

59, 60, 62, 68 to 77, 94 to 96, 123, 126, 
127. 130 to 132, 141) to 142, 144, 168. 
171, 176. 181, 182, 186, 188 to 190, 192 
to 196, 199, 202, 204, 205, 209, 224, 225, 
227, 248, 255 to 258, 269, 270, 277, 279, 
282, 288, 289, 294, 295, 297, 300, 305, 
306 , 308, 309, 331, 343, 346, 352, 381, 
393. 

Bradforddale, 198, 308, 406, 409. 
Bradforddale and Spen Valley, 308. 
Bradford, acreage of Township, 401. 

- Adolphus Street, 298. 
- Advertiser, 59, 67. 
- Advertiser and Shipley, Windhill 

and Idel News, 59. 
- Aldermanbui'y, 125, 300. 
- All Saints' Church, 300. 
- Ancient Streets, Names and " City 

Fathers," 347. 
- Antiquary, 248. 
- Aycliffe Hill, 300. 
- Aycliffe Lane, 300. 
- Back Lane, 298, 299, 
- Balme Street, 225. 
- Bank (the first in), 95. 
- Barkerend, 194, 289, 290, 298, 304, 

461. 
- Beck, 21, 231, 283, 284, 289, 290, 

292, 293, 295 to 297, 300, 303, 
304, 402. 

- Belle Vue, 258. 



Bradford, Bentley Street, 225. 
- Birks Hall, 298. 
- Black Abbey, 127, 285, 343, 347. 
- Black Abbey Fold, 347. 
- Black Swan Inn. 293. 
- Bloomerfield, 284. 
- Boggard Lane, 225, 298. 
- Bolton Bridge, 286. 
- Bolton Lane, 305. 
- Bolton Road, 50, 304, 305, 310, 402. 
- Bond Street, 65, 300. 
- Booth Street, 225, 282. 
- Bower Green 298. 
- Bower lloyds, 284. 
- Bower Street, 225. 
- Bowling Beck, 231, 297 299. 
- Bowling Green, 225, 299. 
- Bowling Green Hotel, 345 
- Bowling,-Lane, 297, 299, 300, 307. 
- Bowling Old Lane, 225, 299, 307. 
- Breckyate als Breck Loyne, 285. 
- Brewery Lane, 300. 
- Brick Lane (Breck Loyne), 284, 

285, 298, 301, 308. 
- Brick Lane Mills, 285, 301. 
- Bridge, 406. 
- Bridge Street, 203, 297 to 299. 
- Bridle Road, 299. 
- Bridlington, 374. 
- Broad Lane, 298, 304. 
- Broadstones, 57, 225, 292, 293, 305. 
- "Brook," Bad condition of, 55. 
- Brook Street, 225. 
- Brown Cow Yard, 42. 
- Bull Royd Lane, 302. 
- Bull's Head Inn, 345. 
- Bull's Head Yard, 300. 
- Camden Terrace, 208. 
- Canal, 256. 
- Canal and Railway, 315. 
- Canal Wharf, 225. 
- Carlisle Road (Back Lane), 304. 
- Cemetery Road, 301. 
- Central Coffee Tavern, 62, 63. 
- Chain Street, 301. 
- Chapel Lane, 66, 230, 299. 
- Chapel Lane Graveyard, 323, 324. 
- Chapel of St. Sitha, 250. 
- Charles Street, 225, 282, 293. 
- Characters, 462. 
- Cheapside, 55, 224, 283, 303, 322, 

323. 
- Children's Hospital, 212. 
- Christ Church, 200, 202 to 205, 224, 

408. 
- Christ Church (sale of), 206. 
- Christ Church Parsonage, 206. 
- Chronicle, 66, 67. 
- Chronicle and Mail, 65, 66. 
- and Wakefield Chronicle, 52, 67. 
- Church Bank, 50, 194, 224, 291, 293, 

295 to 297, 304, 305, 310. 

Bradford, Church Bridge, 289, 291, 292. 
295, 297. 

- church Gates, 291. 
- Church Institute, 462. 
- Church Steps Inn, 305. 
- Church Street, 303, 304. 
- Churches of, 462. 
- Churchwardens' Accounts, 460. 
- Churchyard Market, 294. 
- "City Fathers" and Street names, 

347. 
- City Road, 284, 301. 
- City Road Station, 301. 
- City School of Art, 225. 
- in the Civil Wars, 462. 
- Clayton Beck, 302. 
- Clayton Lane, 299, 307. 
- Clayton Road (Lidget Green), 301, 

302. 
- Cliff Lane, 303, 304. 
- Cliff Laith Farm, 304. 
- Cliff Wood, 188. 
- Coaching Days in, 439. 
- Coal Pit Lane, 363. 
- Coal Wharf, 316. 
- Cockerfield, 284. 
- Colepit Sike, 290. 
- Corn Mills. 19. 
- Corn Mills (plan of), 16. 
- Corporation (purchase of books), 

249. 
- Courier (first Bradford paper), 49, 

50, 52, 67. 
- (and Huddersfield) Courier, 50. 
- Court House, Darley Street, 224. 
- Court House, Hall Ings, 224. 
- Court Leet, 191. 
- Court Rolls, 462. 
- Courts Baron and Leet, 95, 192. 
- Cowgill Lane, 303. 
- Croft Street School, 209. 
- Cropper Lane, 301, 346. 
- Crossclose, 285. 
- Cross Lane, 300, 301. 
- Cuckoo Bridge, 297. 
- Cutler Heights Lane, 298, 299. 
- Daily Argus, 66, 67. 
- Daily' Chronicle, 67. 

Daily Observer, 54, 55. 
- Daily Review, 67. 
- Daily Telegraph, 64 to 67. 
- Daisy Hill Lane, 302. 
- Darley Street, 24, 202, 225, 258, 

303, 443. 
- Dead Lane (Vicar Lane), 292, 298. 
- Delph Close, 285. 
- Delph (Delfe) Holes, 291. 
- Dewhirst's Mill, 299. 
- Dick Lane, 299. 
- Dirk Hill Farm, 300. 
- Doles Close, 319. 
- "Domesday," pathetic words of, 25. 



Bradford and District, 60, 94, 95. 
- Duce Lane, 304. 
- Ducking Stool, 295. 
- Duckworth Lane, 302. 
- Dudley Hill, 299, 300. 
- Dudley Hill, Killinghall and Harro-

gate Trust, 310. 
- Duke Street, 303. 
- "Dunkirk" (Dunkirk Street), 225. 
- Early Business Enterprise, 312. 
- Early Drama in, 459. 
- Early Educational Institutiop s, 461. 
- Early Methodism in, 461. 

East Brook, 298. 
- Eastbrook Chapel, 332. 
- Eastbrook House, 282. 
- Eastbrook (Boggai'd) Lane, 225, 

298. 
- East Parade, 225, 283. 
- Ebenezer Street 64. 
- Eccieshill Road, 299. 
- Elections, 459, 460. 
- "Ellis James & Co.", 21. 
- uEllis & Priestman," 21. 
- Evening Mail, 58,65 to 67. 
- Fair, 51. 
- Fair Gap (ffairgapp), 283, 346 
- Falderinges Close, 131. 195. 
- Families of, 458. 
- Fawcett Row, 225. 
- Fire Brigade Station, Alderman-

bury, 225. 
- Fire Engine, 56. 
- First Newspaper, 49. 
- Fitzgerald Street, 225. 
- Four Lane Ends, 284. 
- Forster Square, 225, 282, 284, 403, 

406, 431. 
- Free Street, 304. 
- Friends' Provident Institution, 24, 

225. 
- Friends' Register, 437. 
- Frizinghall Lane, 303, 304. 
- Gain Lane, 299. 
- Gaisby Lane, 305. 
- Gallewhirtals, 284. 
- Gallows (Gallowes), 290. 
- George Hotel, 273, 314. 
- George Street, 224. 
- Girls' Grammar School, 212. 
- Glebe Lands, 95. 
- Godwin Street, 225, 303. 
- Golden Square, 211, 284, 298. 
- Goodmaiisend, 284, 298. / 
- Grammar School, 204, 213,224, 283, 

/ 287, 296, 303, 305, 460. 
- Grammar School Playground, 296. 

Gratton Road, 291. 344, 347. 
- Great Crabtree's Close, 26. 
- Great Horton lioad, 297, 299, 300, 

301, 306. 
- Great Northern Railway, 298. 

Bradford, Greetwhitelands, 284. 
- Guild of Help, 249. 
- Hall Garth, 286. 
- Hall of Pleas, 287, 294. 
- Halifeilde Crosse, 285. 
- Hailfield, 284 to 287. 
- Hall Ings. 224, 231, 282. 
- Hall Lane, '299. 
- harris Street, 224, 282. 
- Ilaycliffe (Aycliffe) Hill, 300. 
- Haycliffe Lane, 300. 
- Heap Lane. 304. 
- Heaton Road. 303, 304. 
- Herald, 57. 67. 
- Heraldry, 459. 
- ílilwife Close, 131. 
- Hollingreave Lane, 290. 
- Holme. 296. 
- Holme Top Lane, 299. 
- Hoppy Bridge. 295, 296. 
- Horton Bank, 301. 
- Horton Bank Bottom, 306. 
- Horton Colliery, 319. 
- Horton Green, 300. 
- Horton Lane. 225. 
- Horton Lane Chapel, 225, 346. 
- Hustlergate, 225, 288. 
- Idle Lane, 305. 
- Idle Moor, 305. 
- Idle Road, 299. 305, 310. 
- Improvement (1803) Act, 230. 
- Infirmary, 94. 206. 
- Isle of "Mann," 295. 296. 
- lye Bridge. 291. 
- Ivegate, 21, 26, 250, 283, 287 to 289, 

293, 294, 297, 300, 437. 
- Jer Lane, 300. 
- John Street, 291. 

Jurdan Holme, 131. 
- Keighley Road, 308. 
- and Keighley Turnpike Road, 228. 
- Kellett House, 256. 
- King's Mill, 225. 
- Kirkgate, 54 to 57, 224, 225, 257, 

273, 283, 286, 288, 289, 292, 293, 
297, 298, 303, 320, 323, 324, 406. 

- Kirkgate Chapel, 303. 
- Laisterdyke, 298, 299, 310. 
- Laisteridge Lane, 300. 
- and the Lancashire Border, 404. 
- Laudwellfeildes, 284. 
- Law Institute, 53. 
- Lawyers (Noted local), 95. 
- Leeds (Old) Road, 298, 299, 304. 
- Leeds Road, 282. 298, 310. 
- Legrams. 291, 298, 300. 301. 
- Legrams Lane, 298, 300, 301. 
- Lidget Green, 301. 
- Lidget Lane, 301. 302. 
- Lime Kilns, 318, 319. 
- Lister Park, '256, 303. 
- Lister Terrace, 225. 



xx. 

Bradford, Little Holme, 131. 
- Little Horton Lane, 225, 297, 299, 

300, 307. 
- Littlewhitelands, 284. 
-- Local Civil War Tracts, 133. 
- Local Domestic Life, 462. 
- Local Map, 462. 
- Local Medical History, 458. 
- Longacres, 131. 
- Long Close, 287. 
- Long Croft, 291. 
- Long Croft Place, 291. 
- Lower Lane, 298. 
- Lower Mill, 290. 
- Lumb Houseirig, 289. 
- Lumb Lane, 303. 
- Lyngyefeld (Lingfield), 284. 
- Manchester Road, 225, 299, 307, 308. 
- Manningham Lane, 303, 308, 443. 
- Manningham Park, 303, 304. 
- Mannville, 225. 
- Manor Hall, 199, 286. 

Manor Row, 442. 
- Manor and Township, 400. 
- Market Cross, 294. 
- Market Place, 225, 293, 294, 345. 
- Market Street, 65, 230, 284, 293, 

298. 299, 406. 
- Market Tavern, 199. 
- Mechanics' Institute, 248,255, 256, 

270, 272, 461. 
- Meeting Places of the Society. 466. 
- Midland Railway Station, 224, 284. 
- Midland Station (Cab Stand), 225. 
- Mildred Court, 62. 
- Mill Bank, 21, 300. 
- Mill Dam, " Milne Dame,"285. 
- Mill Lane, 299, 301. 
- Mill Street, 224. 
- Miller Gate, 21, 437, 438. 
- Millholme, 322, 
- Milnecliff, 285. 
- Miryshay, 18. 
- Mitchell Brothers' Mill, 299. 
- Monastic Lands in, 460. 
- Moor. 197, 297, 299. 
- Morley Street, 225. 
- Navigation Canal opened, 316. 
- Narer Holme, 131. 
- Nelson Street, 230. 
- Nethercruckleswell, 287. 
- New Hey Road, 299. 
- Newhouse, 285. 
- New Lane, 298. 
- New Leeds Road, 310. 
- New Mill Dam, 21. 
- New Millers Dam. 301. 
- Newspaper Press, 49, 462. 
- North Gate, 283, 298, 303, 443. 
- North Parade, 442. 
- North Park Road, 304. 
- North Street, 305. 

Bradford, North Wing, 297, 304, 305, 310. 
- Oak Lane, 304. 
- Oak Lane (Rooley Lane), 299. 
- Oastler Statue, 431. 
- Observer, 2, 5, 53, 54, 56, 58, 64, 

67, 276. 
- Observer Budget, 6, 55, 94. 

Observer Jubilee, 53, 54. 
- Old Artists in, 460. 
- Old Coach Road, 403. 
- Old Firms in, 458. 
- Old Grammar School, 305. 
- Old Landmark, 230. 
- Old Local Families, 460. 
- Old Presbyterian Chapel Yard, 323, 

324. 
- Old Records, 95 
- Old Roads, 461. 
- Old Sketch (1718), 286. 
- Orange and Protestant Banner, 209, 

211. 
- Otley Road, 304, 310. 
- Over Cruckleswell, 287. 
- Pack Horse Inn, 283, 344, 345. 
- Paper Hall, 297. 
- Parish, 7, 30, 190, 200, 270, 393, 

400, 462. 
- Parish Church, 26, 27, 31, 68, 140, 

200, 201, 204, 205, 235, 282, 346, 
393, 396, 408 458. 

- Parish Church, Recollections of, 461, 
- Parish Church Records, 458. 
- Park Avenue, 300. 
- Park Lane, 299. 
- Parry Lane, 298. 
-- Peckover Street, 305. 
- Peel Park, 297, 304, 305, 402. 
- Philadelphia Chapel, 305. 
- Piccadilly, 54. 
-- Pickles Lane, 300. 
- Piece Hall, 225, 438, 458, 459. 
- Piper's Grave, 224, 283, 291, 321, 

442. 
- Planetrees Farm, 298. 
- Plans of, 224, 282, 368, 459. 
- Poll Tax, 407. 
- Pollard Lane, 306. 
- "Post Coach" (four inside), 52. 
- Post Office, Miller Gate, 438, 439. 
- Post Office (in the Forties and 

Fifties), 225. 
- Poverty Bridge, 301. 
- Prehistoric Antiquities in District, 

461. 
- Prison, 438. 
- Public Free Library, 50,55,249,436. 
- Quaker Lane, 300. 
- Quarry Gap Farm, 298. 
- Queen's Mills, 21. 
- Railway and Canal at, 315. 
- Rand's Mill, 225, 330. 
- Rawson Place, 224. 



Bradford, Rawson Road, 291. 
- Reminiscences of, 461. 
- Rent Roll, 194. 
- Review, 59 to 64, 67. 
- Riot of 1826, 458. 
- Ripley's Reservoir, 299. 
- Roads, 462. 
- Rolls of Manor Court, 460. 
- Rooley Lane, 299, 300, 308. 
- Rowlercroft, Skinner Lane, 320. 
- Royalist Compounders, 458, 459. 
- Sackville Street, 344. 
- St. Aidan's Church, 211. 
- St. Augustine's Church, 304. 
- St. Catherine Close, 284. 
- St. Georges Hall, 282, 420. 
- St. Helena (bottom of Godwin 

Street), 225. 
- St. James' Church, 200, 206, 207. 
- St. John Street, 256. 
- St. John's Church, Wakefield Road, 

207. 
- St. Jude's Church, 206, 207, 209 to 

212. 
- St. Mary Magdalene's Church, 211. 
- St. Matthew's Church, Bankfoot, 

207. 
- St. Sitha's (wayside chapel), 201, 

381. 
- Scarr Hill, 429. 
- Scholemoor Lane, 301. 
- School of Art, 225. 
- School of Design, 257. 
- School Street, 303. 
- School Well, 296. 
- Scientific Journal, 95. 
- Shakespeare Inn, Westgate, 345. 
- Shearbridge Road, 301. 
- Ship Alley, 67. 
- and Shipley Highway, 290. 
- Silbrigeclose (Silsbridge), 285. 
- Sill Bridge, 291, 347. 
- Silsbridge Lane, 224, 291,'293, 298, 

300, 301, 344, 345, 347. 
- Simes Street, 225, 345. 
- Skinner Lane (Cheapside), 283, 

303, 321. 
- Skinner Lane, Manningham, 304. 
- Smiddles Lane, 299, 307. 
- Smith Lane, 302. 
- Smithson's Old Shop, Westgate, 

344. 
- Snake Hill Lane, 302. 
- Soke, 95, 458. 
- Soke Mills, plan of, 16. 
- Southfield Lane, 300. 
- Spink \\Tell, 305. 
- Spink Wood, 50. 
- Spring Bank Place, 303. 
- Squire Lane, 302. 
- Sticker Lane, 298, 299. 
- Stoneflatt, 284. 

Bradford, Stoneyclose, 284. 
-- Stott Hill, 215, 287, 288. 
- Stott Hill Hall, 287, 305. 
- Strike of 1825, 458. 
- Subscription Library, 345. 

Sunbridge Road, 300. 
- Sun Inn, Ivegate, 300, 320, 345. 
- Survey in 1311, 191. 
- Swaine Green, 298, 299. 
- Swanne, 293. 
- Talbot Hotel, 273, 345. 
- Talbot Inn Yard, 225. 
- Technical College, 248. 
- Temperance 50ciety, 203. 
- Tennyson Place, 304. 
- Thiefscore Lane, 301.-
- Thole Earthe, 284. 
- Thornbury, 310. 
- Thorncliffe Road Mission, 211. 
- Thornton Old Road, 302, 303. 
- Thornton Road, 285, 308. 
- Thrulandes, 131. 
- Times (Auty's), 57, 58, 66, 67. 
- Times (Cook's), 63, 64, 67. 
- Times (Hatton's), 67. 
- Toad Lane, 230, 299, 345. 
- Toller Lane, 302 to 304, 309. 
- Top-o't-Town Chapel, 324. 
- Town Gate, 290. 
- Town Hall, 230, 299. 
- Town Hall district, 225. 
- Town Street, 291. 
- Towne-Shayfoote Close, 195. 

Townend House, Westgate, 345. 
- Towneshaehead, 195. 
- Towneshaesyde, 195. 
- Trade of, 272, 436 to 438. 
- Turls, 297. 
- Turis Green, 300. 
- Tyeraal Lane, 298. 
- Tyrrel Street, 225, 288, 297, 299, 

300. 
- Undercliffe, 299, 304. 
- Undercliffe Field. 131. 
- lJndercliffe Lane, 304, 310. 
- Union Passage, 225. 
- Union Warehouses, 224. 
-- Unicorne Croft, 289. 293. 
- Unitarian Chapel, Toad Lane, 345. 
- Unpublished Local Map, 462. 

Uppclose, 285. 
- Upper Clow, 290. 
- Vicar Lane (Dead Lane), 63, 224, 

292, 298. 
- Vicarage, Church Bank, 224. 
- Victor Road, 304. 
- Victor Square, 282. 
- Village, 21. 
- Village Stocks at Allerton in 1360, 

198. 
- Wakefield Road, 298, 299, 306, 438, 

443. 

ii 
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Bradford, Wapping Road, 224, 305, 310. 
Water courses, 402, 462. 
Water Side Farm, 301. 
Water Works (the first), 95. 
Water Works at (1755), 289. 
Weekly Telegraph, 65, 67. 
Well Close, 285. 
Well Street, 296, 310. 
Westgate, 62, 204, 274, 277, 278, 
ç283, 288, 289, 297, 298, 300 to 
303, 306, 343 to 347, 460. - Westgate Waterworks, 289. 

- Westgrove Street, 346. - West Park Road, 302. 
- Wharfe Hotel, 305. 
- Whetley Hill, 302, 443. - Whetley Lane, 285, 301, 304. 
- White Abbey Chapel, 249, - White Abbey Road, 347. - Whitè Bear Inn, 298. 
- White Swan Inn, 293. - Whytelands, 195. 
- Wills of, 458. - Wood and Waste Lands, 198. - Workhouse, 58. - Yorkshire Penny Bank, 442. 

Bradley, near Skipton, 120, 317. 
Bramley, 123, 310. 
Bramley Fall, Leeds, 310. 
Brampton in Gilsland, 147, 153. 
Branch Inn, Shipley, 309. 
Branshay or Brownshaw Moors, 112. 
Branshay (alias Exley) Moor, 112, 
Brecks, Manningham, 285. 
Brick Lane to Fairweather Green (Old 

Road), 308. 
Bridlington, 295. 
Brigg, co. Lincoln, 118. 
Briggate, Leeds, 310. 
Brighouse, 257, 258, 307. 
Brighouse and Denholme Road, 302, 307, 

308. 
Brighouse Mechanics' Institute, 248. 
Brighouse to Odsal Highway, 307. 
Brighouse Road, 302. 
British Colonies, Abolition of Slavery Bill, 

55. 
British Empire, 64. 
British Museum, 103. 
Brookfoot (upper), 129. 
Brotherton, 39. 
Brough, 145. 
Brougham Castle, 147. 
Broughton Church, 263. 
Broughton-in-Craven, 117, 118, 263. 
Broughton Hall, 251, 263. 
Broughton Hall Library, 263. 
Broughton Manor Court Rolls, 263. 
Brow Lane (Hill), Great Horton, 301. 
Brown Royd, Manningham, 59. 
Brown Royd Farm, Little Horton, 300. 
Brown Royd Hill, Wibsey, 307, 308. 

Bruntisland, 162. 
Buck Mill, Thackley, 305. 
Buckden, Wharfedale, 319, 452. 
Bucklersbury, city of London, 313. 
Burley-in-Wharfedale, 309, 378, 379. 
Burley Road, Leeds, 310. 
Burnett Fields, Bowling, 299. 
Burnsall, 263. 
Burnsall Church, 263. 
Burnsall Manor Court Rolls, 263. 
Bury College, co. Lancaster, 376. 
Bushyfield, Allerton, 259. 
Butler Lane, Baildon, 41, 44. 
Buxstones, Rawdon, 313. 

Calverley, 28 to 30, 73, 102, 103, 1.10, 176, 
228, 306, 310. 402, 404, 405. 

Calverley Bridge, 306. 
Calverley Church, 29, 410. 
Calverley Moor, 299. 
Calversike Hill, 99, 113. 
Cambridge, 81, 96, 125, 126, 213, 216, 222. 
Cannon Hall, 93. 
Cannon Mill, Great Horton, 301. 
Canterbury, 219, 388, 396, 397, 398. 
Canton of St. Gall, 247. - 

Carbutts, Allerton, 259. 
Cardigan Fields, Kirkstall, 310. 
Car Green, 113. 
Car Head, Cowling, 112 to 116. 
Caricatures, 462. 
Carlinghow, 127. 
Carlisle, 146, 147, 153. 
Carlton-in-Craven, 117, 118, 120, 233, 234, 

237, 238. 
Carr Head, near Shipton, 242, 315. 
Carr House Lane, Shelf, 307. 
Carr Lane, North Bierley, 307. 
Carr Lane, Windhill, 305. 
Carr and Orchard Croft, Allerton, 259. 
Carr Syke, Frizinghall, 303, 304. 
Cartwright Hall, 5. 
Castle Dykes, near Ripon, 364. 
Castle of Sargans, 247. 
Castleford, 261.' 
Castlestead, 355. 
Catherine Slack," near Queensbury, 306, 

307. 
Catraeth, 462. 
Cattrick, 145. 
Causeway Top. 308. 
Caves of Craven, 365. 
Chapel Hill, Baildon, 42, 
Chapeiry of Clitheroe, 119. 
Charing Cross, 138. 
Charlestown, 303, 309. 
Chatburn, 118, 119. 
Cheldis-in-Craven, 246. 
Chellow, 42. 
Cheshire, 144, 164. 
Chester, 256. 
Chevin, 309. 

1 



Chick, near Colchester. 253. 
Chorley, 151. 
Christchurch Priory, co. Hants, 222. 
Church Lane, Shipley, 308. 
Church Street, Shipley, 228 to 230. 
Civil War events in Scotland, 134. 
Clayton, 68, 77, 190 to 192, 197, 298, 301, 

302, 307, 401, 405. 
Clayton Beck, 302. 
Clayton Heights, 302, 307. 
Cleckheaton, 310, 449. 
Clerkenwell, 167. 
Cleveland, 96. 
Cliff Lane, Baildon, 44. 228, 303, 309. 
Cliff Wood (Le Cliff), 285. 
Ciitheroe, 116, 119, 120, 149, 318. 
Clockhouse, Manningham, 303, 308. 
Close II ead, Lane, 302. 
Cloughfoid, 369. 
Clough House, Huddersfield, 132. 
Clover Close, Bowling, 319. 
Coal Field at Bowling, 319, 438. 
Coat Garth, Allerton, 259. 
Cock, river, 260, 262. 
Cockermouth, 117. 
Cocking Lane, 302. 
Cockeisand Abbey, 349. 
Codnor, co. Derby, 410. 
Coinage, 462. 
Colchester, 125. 
Coley (Caidley), 135, 136, 140, 168, 174, 

178, 181. 
Collie, 117, 240, 306, 374. 
Come, river, 253. 
Commons Rights, 460. 
Coney Garth, 341. 
Congregationalism in Thornton, 462. 
Coniston Cold, 118, 453, 456. 
Connaught, 330. 
Cononley, 115, 120, 239, 317. 
Convent, Great St. Bernard, 9. 
Copley, 410. 460. 
Cottingley, 227 to 230, 266, 302, 303, 309, 

432. 
Cottingley Bridge, 309. 
Cottingley Moor Road, 303. 
Cow and Calf Rocks, Ilkley, 309. 
Cowling (Colling), 112 to 118, 120, 121, 

317. 
Cownail Carrs, Skircote, 410. 
Craven District, 87. 
Craven "Domesday" berewicks, 267. 
Craven and the N.W. Highlands, 336, 341. 
Craven Street, Strand, 325. 
Croft, Allerton, 259. 
Croft, Bowling, 319. 
Croft House, Shipley, 227. 
Crofton, near Wakefield, 405. 
Cross at Towton Slade, 262. 
Cross Green, Canton, 120. 
Cross Hills, 246, 267, 235. 
Crossley Hall, Allerton, 308. 

p 

Crow Hill, Haworth, 403. 
Crowgill Park, Shipley, 230. 
Cruckleswell, 287. 
Cyprus, 4. 

Pamems, 111, 112. 
Deal, co. Kent, 222. 
Deep Lane, Great Horton, 302. 
Deerstones, co. York, 317. 
Denholme, 303. 
Derbyshire, 462. 
Derbyshire Brough, 355. 
Dewsbury, 39, 404. 
Dieppe, 113. 
Dineley Arms, 310. 
Dintingdale, 260 to 262. 
Dog Lane, Great Horton, 301. 
"Domesday," co. York, 246, 267. 
Doncaster, 89, 92. 
Dosvkabottom Cave (coins), 366, 367. 
Draughton, 317. 
Drighlington, 410, 449. 
Dublin, 254. 
Duckenfield, 164. 
Dudley Hill, Killinghall and Harrogate 

Trust, 310. 
Dukenies, 92. 
Dunbar, 164. 
Dundce, 164. 
Puns, Scotland, 151. 
Dunstable, 372, 373. 
Dyngley, 103. 

Eagle (Eglia), co. Lincoln, 383. 
East Brent, 223. 
Eastburn, 317. 
East Morton, 101, 102. 
Eastby, 317. 
Eaton (Eton), 125. 
Ecciesfield, 405. 
Eccleshill (Eagleshill), 68 to 70, 72 to 74, 

76, 77, 131, 197, 228, 304 to 306, 309, 
310. 401, 405, 406, 410, 458. 

Eccleshill Bank, 306, 310. 
Eccleshill Moor, 305. 
Eddystone Lighthouse, 260. 
Edinburgh, 133, 155, 156, 158, 161, 217, 

220, 221. 
Eland (Elland), 122, 450. 
Elmet, 276. 459, 461. 
Elsiack, 253, 264, 353, 354,362 to 364. 
Ely, 383. 
Embsay, 116, 317. 
Emm (Elm) Lane, Heaton, 304. 
Ermine Street, Co. York, 260. 
Erringden Park, 126. 
Escrick, 39, 184. 
Eshton Hall, 270, 350, 406. 
Evesham, 8. 
Exeter, 390. 
Exley (Ekysley), 115 to 118, 190, 462. 



'ag1ey, 306. 
Fagley Lane, 306. 
Fairweather Green, 50, 57, 308. 
Fall Top, Clayton, 302. 
Fall Top Road, 302. 
Farnhill, 317, 453, 454. 
Farnley Wood Plot, 458. 
Faweather, Bingley, 379. 
Feizor, 213, 221. 
Ferrybridge, 89, 145, 261. 
Ferrybridge and Tadcaster Road, 260. 
Ferryhill, 164. 
Fewston, 404. 
Fieldens of Todmorden, 415, 425. 
Fife, county, 162. 
Fiskerton, Co. Lincoln, 118. 
Five Lane Ends, Idle, 304, 305. 
Fixby, 412, 413, 426. 
Flanders, 91. 
Flasby Fell, 362, 363. 
Fleet Prison and Oastler. 426 to 429. 
Florence, 390 to 392. 
Ford and Swamp, 306.  
Fountain Dale, 88. 
Fountains Abbey, 456. 
Fox and Hounds Inn, Menston, 309. 
France, 36, 43, 79, 80, 91, 198. 
Frierhead, 340, 311. 
Frizinghall, 59, 193, 305, 321, 322. 
Frizinghall Lane, 303. 
Fulneck, 439, 440. 
Furness to Ribble, 267. 
Fylingdales, 90, 

Gain Lane, Calverley Moor, 299. 
Gaping Goose Inn, 378. 
Garden Lane, 307. 
Garforth, 260. 
Gargrave, 118, 148, 149, 350, 353 to 355, 

363. 365. 
Gargrave to Winterburn Road, 340. 
Garton-on-the-Wolds, 209. 
Gatherley Muir (moor), 145. 
Gaul, early parishes in, 393. 
Gawger Field, Scotland, 157. 
Genellam (ginnell, narrow way), 100. 
Germany, 247. 
Ghent, 8. 
Giggleswick, 213, 221, 223, 366, 367, 434. 
Gildersome, 248, 870. 
Gilsiand, 262. 
Girlington, 59. 
Gisburn, 116. 
Glasgow, 161. 
Gledstone, 353. 
Gloucester, 175. 
Glusburn (Glussbrun), 118, 119, 246, 317. 
Godley (Embankment), 308. 
Gomersal, 449. 
Gothic Architecture, 458, 461. 
Grange Lane, Allerton, 302. 
Granson, Switzerland, 248. 

Grassington (Girston), 6, 118, 452. 
Great Britannie, 221. 
Great Gamel Hall, co. Notts, 86. 
Great Horton, 58, 128, 204, 298, 301, 302, 

306. 307. 
Great Keltus, 246. 
Great North Road, 92. 
Great Ouseburii, co. York, 222, 223. 
Greengates, 306, 310. 
Green Lane, Eccleshill, 306. 
Green Lane, Great Horton, 301. 
Green Side, 298. 
Grenehill, 36. 
Grewelthorpe, 355. 
Greystock Castle, 147. 
Grimston Moor, 336. 
ürindleton, 116, 117. 
Growth of a House, 460. 
Guildhall, London, 167. 
Guiseley, 75, 203, 228, 309, 313, 314, 401, 

448. 
Gussage co. Dorset, 222. 

Haddington, 158, 160. 
Hainworth (Haneworth), 101 to 103. 
Halifax, 20, 32, 39, 57, 67, 71, 72, 126, 

130, 135, 136, 140, 142, 144, 170, 172, 
174, 178, 181, 239. 269. 273, 306 to 309, 
313, 344, 347, 400, 405, 410, 459. 

Halifax, Bradford and Leeds (Road) 
Trusts, 309. 

Halifax, Bradford and Huddersfield Ob-
server, 67. 

Halifax New Road thrdugh Shelf, 307. 
Hall Lane, Bowling, 299. 
Hallamshire, 80, 87. 
Hallas, 319. 
Halt (Hault), Windhill, 370. 
Halton, co. York, 260, 317. 
Halton West. 119. 
Hambleton Hills, 89, 91. 
Hampsthwaite, 250. 
Harden, 101, 103, 104, 106, 111,131, 128, 

266, 309. 
Harden Beck Foot, 309. 
Harden Hall, 309. 
Harden Moor, 309. 
Hare Gate Lane, 353. 
Harrogate, 306, 431. 
Harrop Edge, Allerton, 303. 
Harthill, 108. 
Hartwith, 370. 
Hathersage, 93. 
Haugh Lane, 307. 
Hawksworth, 39, 176, 228, 309, 378, 379, 

461. 
Haworth, 46, 190 to 193, 200, 201, 204, 

306, 351, 373, 401, 407, 408. 
Haworth and Colne Road, 302, 303. 
Haworth Road, 303, 351. 
Haycliffe Hill Colliery, Horton, 319. 
Hayneworth, 101. 



Itaziewood, near Skipton, 317. 
Headingley Lane, Leeds, 310. 
Headley, 33, 34, 126, 302. 
Headley Ley Lane, 302. 
Heath hall, 18, 20. 
Heaton, 3, 68, 77, 94, 190, 192, 193. 229, 

230, 302, 304, 314, 322, 323, 370, 401. 
Heaton arid Cottingley Moors. 302, 309. 
Heap Lane Manuingham, 304. 
Heckmondwike, 449. 
Heldewellowes, 103. 
Hell Hole Gill, Otley, 309. 
Hellesbury, co. Cornwall, 254. 
Hellifield, 119, 348. 
Holpstone, co. Hants, 216. 
Helivillowes, 102. 
Heraldry, local examples, 458 to 460, 
Hermit Iîiri, Ilkley 309. 
Heston-in-Middlesex, 325. 
Hewenden Reservoir, 303. 
High Sunderland, 306. 
Hill Top, Thornton, 302. 
Himalayan Folklore, 462. 
Hipperholme, 136. 
Hipperholme to Leeds highway, 310. 
Hurst Wood, Shipley, 228. 
Hodder, river. 349. 
Hodgson Fold, Bolton, 305. 
Holden Moor, Airedale, 433, 434. 
Holderness, 124. 
Hole Bottom, 302. 
Hollin Park, 33. 
Holling Close, Bolton, 193. 
Hollings Hill, Esholt, 228, 303, 309. 
Hollingwood Lane, Gt. Horton, 298, 301. 
Holywell Ash Lane, 211. 
Holywell Ash Street, Strand, 427. 
Hood, Robin's Well, 87. 
Hookmoor, 260, 261. 
Hone (qy. Holm) house, 111. 
Hornby Castle, 287. 
llorncastle, 113, 118. 
Horncliffe, 45, 46. 
Horsforth, 126, 306, 309. 
Horsley, 371. 
Horton, 3, 21, 26, 68 to 77, 127, 192, 193, 

201, 235, 298, 300, 301, 306, 314, 322, 
346, 401, 413. 

Horton Academy, 374, 375. 
Horton Bank Bottom, 306. 
Horton Bank Top, 298, 300, 306. 
Horton Grange, 301. 
Horwich, 119. 
Hounslow, 325. 
How Stean Cave, 367. 
Howden, 451, 452. 
Hoylehouse, 28. 
Hubberholme, 452, 453. 
Huddersfield, 24, 132, 199, 276, 307, 308, 

416, 429, 454, 457. 
llulcott, co. Bucks, 205. 
Hull, 86, 139, 141 to 143, 255. 

Hundercliffe field, 131. 
Hunsworth, 419. 
Huntington, co. York, 184. 
Hurst Green, co. Lancaster, 349. 
Hutton Pagnell, 39. 

Idle, 30, 73, 130, 304, 305, 306, 316, 321, 
322, 346, 405. 

Idle Hill, 305. 
Idle Lane, 305. 
Ightenghil1, near Come, 343. 
Ilkley., 39, 94, 266, 309, 352, 353, 364, 404. 
Ilkley Spa, 309. 
Ingrow (Yngwroo), 101, 103. 
Intack, 32. 
Ireby, 147. 
Ireland, 42, 50, 138 to 141, 153, 154, 198. 
Ireland Bridge. Bingley, 309. 
Isle of Man, 164, 295. 
Isle of Man, Bolton, 322. 
Isleworth, 325. 
Isurium 461. 
Italy, 390, 393. 

Jumbles Lane, Manningham, 303, 301. 

Kelfield, 116. 
Kendal, 146, 148, 371. 
Kesewyk (Keswick), 101. 
Kettlewell, 318, 452. 
Keighley, 34, 97 to 99, 101 to 104, 106, 

108 to 112, 114, 117, 240, 309, 319, 326 
to 328, 336, 361, 404, 433. 

Keighley, Halifax, Bradford and Hudders-
field Observer, 54. 

Keighley and Skipton Mercury, 59. 
Kelber, 355. 
Kildwick, 108, 111, 112, 114 to 117, 119 to 

121, 233, 263, 267, 317, 336, 404, 433, 
453, 454, 456. 

Kilham, in York Wolde, 27. 
Killinghall Road, 142. 
Kilnsey, 452. 
Kipping, 308. 
Kirby Malzeard, 405. 
Kirby-on-the-Hill, 145. 
Kirkby Malham, 118. 
Kirkby South, 90. 
Kirkby Thorpe, 146. 
Kirkby Wiske, 411. 
Kirkhead Cave, 367. 
Kirklees, 84, 86, 91, 93. 
Kirkstall, 42, 101, 263, 309, 310, 391, 430, 

431. 
Kirkstall Abbey, 310. 
Kirkstall Bridge, 310. 
Kirkstall and Waddington Charters, 263. 
Knaresborough, 48, 177, 223, 452. 
Knarrs, co. Lincoln, 114. 
Knutsford.heath, co. Lancaster, 143. 
Kyme, 80. 



Lake Dwellers, 461. 
Lambspring, Westphalia, 263. 
Lancashire 8, 81, 82, 142, 143, 150, 151, 

162, 164, 175 to 177, 226, 267, 419. 
L. and Y. Railway Station, Bradford, 224. 
Lancaster, 8. 54, 97, 98, 108, 265. 
Laneharn, co. Notts, 184. 
Langtown, co. Cuinb, 153. 
Lausanne, 247. 
Laycock (Lacoc, Laycooke), 97. 99. 100 to 

104, 106 to 108. 111, 112, 116, 190. 
Lead Chapel, 260, 262. 
Leathley, Wharfedale, 310. 
Leavensor, 125. 
Leeds, 23, 54, 101, 141 to 144, 171, 175, 

179, 199, 222, 223 248, 255, 256, 258 to 
260, 264, 265, 269, 297, 306, 309, 310, 
320, 366, 380, 404, 411, 416, 448. 

Leeds Independent, 50. 
Leeds Intellinger, 52, 414. 
Leeds Mercury, 56, 414. 
Leeds Patriot, 53. 
Leeds Times, 64. 
Leeds and Yorkshire Mercury, 56. 
Leèds (I oidis) and Elmete, 269. 
Leeds to Halifax highway, 289. 
Leeds and Harrogate Road, 310. 
Leeds and Liverpool Canal, 226. 
Leeds and Whitehall Road, 310. 
Lees, 102, 104, 108. 
Leicester, 145. 
Leith, 155, 158. 
Levenhull Garth, Holderness, 124. 
Leventhorpe, Thornton, 285, 308. 
Leventhorpe Hall, 308. 
Leventhorpe Mill, 308. 
Leyburn, 279, 368. 
Lezoux, Potteries, 362. 
Lichfield, 170. 
Lichnagarie (Lang Niddery), 155. 
Liege, academy of, 349. 
Lightcliffe, 122, 307. 
Lilycroft Lane, Manningham, 304. 
Lincoln, 113, 118, 315, 348. 
Lincolnshire, 113, 114, 143, 412. 
Lindisfarne, 406. 
Little Bridge lug, Frizinghall, 322. 
Little Horton, 59, 282. 
Little Keltus. 246. 
Littondale, 117, 118. 
Liverpool, 23. 
Liversedge, 132, 449, 450. 
Local Minor Poets, 462. 
Local Pottery Manufacture, 462. 
Local Puritan Ministers, 461. 
Locksley, 85. 
London, 12, 23, 33, 34, 38. 59, 82, 91,104, 

110 123, 124, 133, 138, 164, 165, 167, 
168, 171, 181, 182, 216, 217, 220, 221, 
222,241, 242, 250, 258, 261, 263, 271, 
278, 325, 344, 369, 374, 389, 390, 417. 

London, Beauchamp Tower, 104. 

London, Deeds, per carrier to, 409. 
Long Causeway, 353. 
Long Lane, Allerton, 303. 
Long Preston, 119, 
Lothersdale, 117, 118. 
Lotherton, 260, 261. 
Low Countries, 390. 
Low Lane Clayton, 302. 
Low Lane, Windhill, 228. 
Low Moor, 248, 307, 310, 313, 315, 316, 

319, 320. 
Low Moor Ironworks, 307. 
Lower Cuosslands, Bowling, 319. 
Lower Eshroyd, Allerton, 259. 
Lower Headley, Thornton, 302. 
Lower Pikeley, Allerton, 303. 
Lower Yeadon, 309. 
Loxley Chase, near Sheffield., 87, 92. 
Loxley, river, 87. 
Lucca, Italy, 381, 383, 386, 390 to 392. 

Malsis (Malseyes), 246. 
Maltir.iln Lane. 302. 
Manchester, 119, 162, 344, 347, 421, 436. 
Manningham (Mannes-ing-ton), 3, 21, 58, 

68 to 77, 94, 123, 13l 169, 192, 197, 
207. 231, 232, 283 to 285, 301, 303, 304, 
346, 401, 443. 

Manningham Corn Mill, 301. 
Manningham Old Hall, 303. 
Manningham Stoope, 285. 
Many Well Heights, 303. 
Margetson Charity, Drighlington, 460. 
Market Weighton, 284. 
Marley (Marloe), 36, 101, 103, 104, 109, 

110. 
Marley and Old Road to Keighley, 309. 
Marston, 39. 
"Martin Colledge," 122. 
Mazepond, Southwark, 374. 
Melbourne, Australia, 42. 
Hells, co Somerset, 386. 
Menston (1ensington, Manston), 231, 232, 

309, 313, 378, 458. 
Methley, 262. 
Methodism in England, 249. 
Metz, 80. 
Michaelstosve, Co. Cornwall, 254. 
Mid-Airedale, 462. 
Middleham Earthwork, 363. 
Middlesex Hospital, 325. 
Military Defences of Yorkshire, 461. 
Milman Lane, Idle, 306. 
Milnethorp, 126. 
Minskip, 355. 
Monk Bretton Priory, 00. 
Moorland Boundaries, 403. 
Moravian School, Fulneck, 412. 
Morecambe, 295. 
Mordington, Scotland, 154. 
Morley (Marley), 101, 102, 108, 
Morpeth, 153. 



Morton, 102 to 105, 168. 
Morton East, 101. 
Morton West, 101. 
Mountain, near Queensbury, 302. 
Musselburgh, 155 158. 
11ytton, 117, 348, 349. 

Nab Gate, Shipley, 228. 
Nab Wood, Shipley, 308. 
Nantwich (Namptsvick). 143, 144, 157, 163. 
Nappa F'Iatts, in Paythorne, 117. 
Netheredge, Sheffield, 279. 
Nether Yeadon, 259, 314. 
Newark, 145, 416. 
New Bank in North Bridge, Halifax, 308. 
Newbowe, 385. 
Newby Strowpes, Wrose, 322. 
Newcastle, 26, 50, 145. 153, 165, 166, 175. 
Newmarket. 139. 
New Miller Dam, Manningham, 301. 
Newsholme, 97, 99, 101, 115. 
New York, 222. 
Nidd Hall, 186. 
Non-Parochial Registers in Yorkshire, 461. 
Noon Nick Lane, 309. 
Norbury, co. Derby, 386. 
North acres, Towtoii Field, 262. 
North Bierley, 198, 434. 
North Bridge, Halifax, 306. 
North, Rising of the, 104 
North allertoìi, 48. 
Northbourne. co. Kent, 218. 
Northowram, 307. 
Northowram Green, 307. 
North Riding Anglian Stones, 267. 
Northroide, Southowram. 128. 
Northumberland, 146, 165, 362. 
Northumbria, 284, 459. 
Northwick, 165. 
Norton Tower, Ryiston, 336, 338. 
Norway, 50. 
Nostell Priory, 449. 
Nottingham, 82, 85, 89, 139. 175, 374, 413. 
Nottinghamshire, 86, 89, 147. 

Oakenshaw to Cleckheaton Highway, 310. 
Oakwell Hall, 450. 
Oakworth (Okeworthe), 97, 101 to 104, 

106, 108, 111,350. 
Odsal, 300, 307. 308. 
Odsal Top, 300, 307. 
Odsal to Wyke Highway, 307. 
Ogden in Saddleworth, 373. 
Old Allen Moor, near Denholme, 303. 
Old Chemist's Shop, Knaresbro', 452. 
Old Dolphin, 302, 307. 
Oldham, 418, 422. 
01(1 Road, Halifax to Bradford, 308. 
Old Shooting House, Rumbles Moor, 45. 
Old Yorkshire Customs, 460, 462. 
Old Yorkshire Newspapers, 459. 
Open-Field System of Tenures, 459. 

Osgoldcross, 86. 
Otley, 41, 43, 48, 228, 297, 304, 306, 309, 

378, 402. 404 
Otley, Border Raids at, 48. 
Otley to Bradford Road, 309, 310. 
Ouldcotes, 117. 
Outlanes, Bolton, 304. 
Ovenden. 128, 306, 
Oxenhope, 190, 192. 
Oxford, 182, 236. 263. 

Padiharn, 119. 
Paradise Green, 301, 302. 
Pasture Lane, Great Horton, 302. 
Paythorne, 117. 
Peel Castle, 1.O.M., 164. 
Penrith, 146, 147. 
Pentland Hills, 157, 158. 
Pickering, 8. 
Piers Bridge, 165. 
Pilgrimage of Grace, 460. 
Pinchbeck, 302. 
Place Names, 462. 
Plumpton Park, 82, 88. 
Poll 'lax in Bradford District, 407. 
Ponden Kirk, near Haworth, 406. 
Pontefract, 7, 10, 23 to 25, 89, 90, 144, 

145, 199, 261, 320, 343. 
Pool Bank, Wharfedale, 310. 
Popley, 103. 
Popeley, 449. 
Port Mahon Chapel, Sheffield, 375. 
Potternewton, 106. 
Prehistoric America, 460. 
Prehistoric Man, 460. 
Preston, 149, 151, 1(i2. 
Preston, battle of, 349. 
Pricking Mill, 305. 
Priestliorpe. 101 to 104, 108. 
Priestley, 28. 
Principle of Toleration, 461. 
Prune Park Lane. Allerton, 303. 
Public Record Office, London. 186. 
Pudsey. 29, 176, 298, 346, 458, 459. 
Pule Nick. 306, 307. 
Putsell, 36. 

Queensbury, 302, 306, 307. 
Queensferry, 162. 

Raikes House 120. 
Ramsden's Mill, Great Horton, 301. 
Ratcliffe Bridge, 119. 
Rathmell, 341, 342, 434. 
Rathmell Earthworks. 341, 352. 
Rawdon (Rawden), 28, 141, 309, 313, 370, 

378. 
Bedding, 239. 
Red Lion Inn, Odsal, 308. 
Repton Priory, 385. 
Reveshy Abbey. Co. Lincoln, 385. 
Rhine, river, 247. 



Ribbald Bridge, 151. 
Ribble to Furness, 267. 
Ribchester, Co. Lancaster, 363. 
Richmond, co. York, 271. 384. 
Riddlesden, 36, 100, 101, 103 to 110, 128. 
Riddlesden (East), 103, 459. 
Riddlesden (West), 102, 103, 459. 
llievaulx Abbey, 266. 
Rigton. Wharfedale, 310. 
Ring o' Bells Inn, Shipley, 308. 
Ripon, 138, 148, 405. 
Rising of the North, 104. 
itiva Hill Stone Crass, 378 to 380. 
Rivock Edge, 433. 
Rochdale, 143 256. 
Rodley, Calverley, 310. 
Roman Antiquities, 458. 
Roman Baths at Bath. 461. 
Roman Britain, 365. 
Roman Camp at Elslack, 263. 
Roman l{emains in Yorkshire, 45!. 
Roman Roads, 460, 462. 
Roman Site at Kirk Sink, 353. 
Roman Wall, 459, 462. 
Roman Yorkshire, 461. 
Rombalds ([tumbles, Rumbalds, Rumbolds) 

Moor, 45, 46, 378, 460. 
Rome, 91. 
Rookes, 28. 
Rooley Lane, 308. 
Rose Castle, 146. 
ilosse Hotel, Shipley, 310. 
Rosse Street Chapel, Shipley, 376. 
Rowell, 449. 
Roxburgh House, Dunbar, 159, 160. 
Royd House, Kildwick. 453, 456. 
lloyds Hall (Roydishall), 196, 287 319, 

345. 
Ilushin Castle (LO.M.), 164. 
Russell Street, Covent Garden, 278. 
Rutherford Abbey, co. Notts, 162. 
Rydings Hall, Birstall, 45]. 

Sabden. co. Lancaster, 115, 119. 
St. Albans, 17. 385, 461. 
St. Faith, London, 216. 
St. Gall, canton of, 247. 
St. Johnston, Scotland, 162. 
St. Omer, France, 349. 
St. Osithe (Osyth), Essex, 250, 389. 
St. Osyth and St. Benet Sherehog, Lon-

don, 250. 
Saint Wilfrey Isle, 147. 
Saltaire, 39, 59, 94, 228. 
Sam's Mill, Great Horton, 301. 
Sargans, castle of, 247. 
Savoy, 12. 
Saxton, co. York. 260 to 262. 
Scale, 119. 
Scarborough, 9, 88, 90. 210. 
Scarlet Heights, 307. 
Scarnber Earthworks, 340. 

Scarnber, Flasby, 336, 338. 
Scarthingwell, 262. 
Scholes, Cleckheaton, 101 to 103, 108, 111. 
School Green, Thornton, 302, 303, 308. 
Scorboro, Beverley, 113. 
Scotland. 134, 138, 141, 144, 145, 152, 153, 

162, 164, 165, 262. 
Seacroft, 142, 260. 
Sedberg, 405 
Selby, 141, 144, 348, 452. 
Settle in Craven, 213, 221, 336. 
Sharket Head Queensbury, 302. 
Shaterford, 102. 
Shawhead. Colne, 116, 118. 
Shays, Allerton, 259. 
Sheep Hill Lane, 302. 
Sheffield, 29, 86, 117, 144, 279. 
Sheffield Iris. 244. 
Shelf, co. York, 118, 128, 300, 307. 
Sherburn, 141. 
Sherwood Forest, 83, 88, 89, 92. 
Shibden (Shipden), 174, 307, 308. 
Shibden Beck, 307. 
Shipley, 33, 34, 39, 46, 68 to 71, 74, 75. 77, 

130. 226 to 230, 242, 267, 298, 303, 305, 
—306 308. 310, 316, 318, 369, 372, 375, 
401, 462. 

Shipley and Bramley Turnpike, 306, 310. 
"Shipley Glen," origin of name, 375. 
Shipley to Leeds (old road), 306. 
Shipley (plan of) in 1800, 226. 
Shipley in 1750, 370. 
Shipley, "wood and waste," 198. 
Shorthampton. co. Oxon, 385. 
Sidmouth, 222. 
Siege of Perry, 461. 
Sienna. 390. 392. 
Silchester, 5. 
Silsden 120, 433, 434. 
Simon Fell, 342. 
Sise (Syth's) Lane, Bucklersbury, 390. 
Skeeby, 384. 
Skeibrook Chapeiry, 90. 
Skelby castle, 147. 
Skell, river, 88. - 

Skipton, 48, 101, 103, 116 to 118, 148, 221, 
223, 317 to 319, 353, 404, 434. 

Skipton and the canal, 226. 
Skipton-Clitheroe Road, 353. 
Skipton Limestone and Bradfoìd, 317. 
Skircote, 410. 
Slaidburn, 405. 
Slavery in Yorkshire," 414. 

Sleaford, 113, 118. 
Sliddery Ford, 112. 
Smith House Lane, 307. 
Snaith, 384. 
Snaygill, 120. 
Soaper Lane, Wihsey, 300. 
Soudan, 89. 
South Kirkby, 90. 
Southowram: 26, 128. 



Southwell minster, 184. 
Sowerby, 144, 171, 172. 
Spain. 91. 
Spen Valley, 308, 462. 
Spen Height, Forest of Pendle, 118. 
Springhrn'st wood, 227. 
Squirrel, 302. 
Si'ower (?) Ing, Bolton, 322. 
Staincliffe. 132. 
Staincross, 86. 
Staiiìforth, 213. 
Staiibury, 7, 191, 192, 351. 
Stancliffe, 166. 
Standiacre. co. Derby, 385. 
Stane-hill, Scotland, 155, 156. 
Stanemore, 145, 148. 
Stairningley, 310. 
Stanwick, 146. 
Stanyares Hall, 149. 
Steeton, 113, 317. 
Stirling, 153, 162. 
Stirton. near Skipton, 317. 
Stone Chair, 307 
Stone Cross at iliva Hill, 378, 379. 
Stone Gapp, 112, 246 
Stonyhui'st College, 348, 349, 382. 
Stony Lane, 303. 
Stony Ridge, 229. 
Stoop Jug, Bolton, 193. 
Stopforth. 152. 
Stoi'ithes. near Skipton. 317. 
Storr hill, 290, 307. 
Stoups, Allerton, 259. 
Studley Park, 88. 
Stump Cross, 307. 
Summerlytoii, Co. Suffolk, 386. 
Sunderland, 153, 372. 
Sutton, 113, 119, 246, 317, 339, 374. 
Sutton, earthworks at. 335 to 342. 
Sutton, mounds and pottery, 434. 
Swain lloyd, 303. 
Swales moor, 306. 
Swamp, Bowling, 319. 
Switzerland, 50, 247. 
Switzerland, Folk Songs of, 247. 

Tabard Inn, Southwark, 344. 
'l'adcaster, 141, 261, 262. 
Tan House. Gieat Horton. 289. 
Tarsus, in the East, 397. 
Tattenhall, co. Chester. 234. 
Tattershall, co. Lincoln, 386. 
Tewkesbury, 15. 
Thackley, 304, 305, 310. 
Thirsk, 411. 
Thorleby, near Skipton, 317. 
Thornbury. 310. 
Thornhall, in Craven, 143. 
Thornhill, co. York, 176. 
Thornhill Briggs, 128. 
Thornthwaite, 250, 384. 
Thornton, 33, 68 to 71. 74, 75, 96, 190, 192, 

201, 204, 259, 298, 301 to 303, 308, 321, 
401, 458, 461. 

Thornton Chapel, 302. 408. 
Thornton Corn Mill, 302. 
Thornton Old Road, 302, 303. 
Thornton valley, 95. 
Thorp Arch, 141. 
Thorpe Manor Court Rolls, 263. 
Thwaite, 219. 
Thwaites, 97, 109, 110 
Ticklñll, 86, 89. 
Tiverton, 184. 
Toby Lane, Great Horton, 301. 
Todmorden, 418. 
Token coinage. 461. 
Tong, 28, 29, 73 to 76, 263, 449, 464, 465. 
Tong Church, 450. 
T ong Hall. 450. 
Torwood, 161; 162. 
Tour through Yorkshire, 460. 
Towcester, 375. 
Towerhill, 125 
Town End, Great Horton, 301. 
Town Gate, Baildon, 43. 
Town Lane, Idle, 305. 
Towton, 260 to 262. 
Towton Cross, 260. 
Towton Slade, 260 to 262. 
Trees Farm, Manningham, 304. 
Trodshame Bridge, 152. 
Truncliffe (embankment), 308. 
Turnpike Road Plans, 311. 
Turrets and Milecastles, Roman Wall, 461. 
Turvin Coiners, 461. 
Two Educational Trusts, 459. 
Tyersal, 28. 

Undercliffe (Hundercliff), 290, 299, 304. 
Undercliffe Moor, 299. 
University of Cambridge, 216. 
Upper Airedale, 317. 
Upper Brookfoot, 129. 
Upper Burnett Field, Bowling, 319. 
Upper Crosslands, Bowling, 319. 
Upper Eshroyd, Allerton, 259. 
Upper Globe Inn, 304. 
Upper Head Row Leeds, 310. 
Upper Headley. 126, 302. 
Upper lihirie. 247. 
Upper Wharfedale, 317. 
Ure (Yure), river, 318. 
Utley (Utelai), 97, 99, 101. 
lJttoxeter, 152. 

Vale of York, 261. 
Valle Crucis Abbey, 461. 
Victoria Cave, 366, 367. 
Village Stocks in 14th century, 198. 

Waddy, 149. 
Waddington, 117. 
Wakefield, 86,87, 91, 92, 125, 128, 129, 

142, 321, 404. 
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Wakefield Chronicle, 52. 
Wakefield Churchyard, 31. 
Wakefield House of Correction. 267. 
Wales, Deeds per carrier to, 409. 
Walton-hall, 151. 185. 270. 
Warcop, co. Westmoreland, 384. 
Wareing Lane, Brighouse, 307. 
Warley, 315. 
Warrington, 162. 
Warrington Bridge, 152. 
Warwick Bridge, 146. 
Waterloo, battle of, 314. 
Waterton Chapel, Methley, 262. 
Waver Ditch, Little Horton, 291. 
%Vearmouth, 153. 
Wellington Street. Leeds, 310. 
Welsh Marches, 81. 
Wensleydale, 271. 
Wensleydale, fishing and feasting," 318. 
Wentbridge, 144. 
Wesleyan Academy, Apperley Bridge, 204, 

305. 
Westby Hall, 353. 
Westfield Lane, Idle, 305. 
Westflatts, Alleiton, 259. 
Westgate (Wiskett), Hill, 142. 
West Indies and Slavery, 413. 
Westminster, 194. 
Westminster Abbey, 385. 
Westmoreland, 175. 
West Morton. 101. 102. 
West Riding. 26, 91. 
West Riding and Ancient Monuments Act 

1882, 445 to 447. 
West Riding Parishes, 405. 
West llidlesden, 102, 108. 
West Scholes, near Queensbury, 302, 
West Witton. 271, 279. 
Westfield Lane, Idle, 305. 
Wetherby, 248. 
Whalley, 348, 349, 354. 
Whalley Abbey, 104, 115, 348, 350. 
Whalley Church, 349. 350. 
Wharfe, river, 261, 262. 378. 
Wharfedale. 228, 378, 433, 452. 
Wheatley, near Ilkley, 120. 
Whinfield Park, 146 
Whitby, 90, 221. 
Whitchurch. co. Stafford, 163. 
White (Wyke) Lane, Wibsey, 300. 
White Cross, 309. 
Whitefield, Allerton, 259. 
White Hart Inn, Eccleshill, 306. 
Whitehouse Farm, Shipley, 228. 
Whitkirk Church, 260. 
Whitley, co. York, 136. 137. 
Wibsey, 69 to 71, 74, 75, 77, 204, 300. 
Wibsey Bank, Wibsey, 300, 308. 
Wibsey Bank Foot, 299, 300, 308. 
Wibsey Chapel, 201, 408. 
Wibsey Colliery, 319. 
Wibsey Moor, 315, 438. 

Wibsey Slack, 307. 
Wigan, 151, 162, 163. 
Wilfrey (Saint). Isle of, 147. 
Williamson Park, Lancaster, 265. 
Wilsden. 68, 69, 71, 75, 76, 192, 209, 401. 
Vilsden "wood and waste," 198. 
Winchest'r Cathedral, 386. 
Windhill, 28, 305, 310. 
Windhill Crag, 305. Tnsby, co. Lincoln, battle of, 143. 

nski1l, 213. 
Vinwick, 152. 
Wiial, 164. 
Wiskett (Westgate) Hill, 142. 
Wistow, 96. 
\Viswall, co. Lancaster, 98, 99, 105, 107, 

115. 
Woodhall in Wensleydale, 318, 319. 
Woodhouse, 104. 
Woodhouse Moor (muir), 141. 
Woodsome Hall, 454. 
Wool EdgeCroft, Allerton, 259. 
Worcester, 163. 
"Wormald Chapel," Birstall, 450. 
Wormald's Hall, Almondbury, 454, 457. 
Wramplingham, co. Norfolk, 219. 
Wressel (Wresil), 141. 
Wrose. 305, 322. 
Wrose Hill, 305. 
Wycollar Hall, "Ferndean," 351. 
Wyke, 191, 192, 307, 449. 
Wykeham, near Scarbro', 384. 
Wynstowe. Co Chester, 27. 
WTynt Knott Syke (Whin Knowle), 100. 

Yarm, co. York, 222. 
Yeadon, 309. 
Yeadon Moor, 310. 
Yelland, co. Lancaster, 220. 
Yore (Ure), river. 460. 
York. 18, 29, 85, 97, 116, 139, 141, 144, 145, 

153, 171. 175, 177 to 179, 181, 182, 184, 
237, 242, 243, 261, 262, 347, 348, 462. 

- Bootham Bar, 144. 
- Castle, 168, 236, 240, 243 to 245. 
- Cathedral, 95, 96, 261, 406. 
- Chronicle, 221. 
- Gaol, 237, 241, 243, 
- House of Convocation, 212. 

- Micklegate, 144. 
- Museum, 366. 
- Walmgate, 262. 
- Walmgate Bar, 144. 
- Water Lane, 178. 
Yorkshire, 44, 80, 82, 86 to 89, 93, 101, 

136, 146, 152, 153, 164, 175, 198, 257, 
277, 279, 412. 
- Anthology, 267. 
- Army, 145. 
- Books, 249. 
- Daily Observer, 56, 203, 224. 
- Dano-English Name Roll, 267. 



Yorkshire Dialect Society, 249, 267. 
- "Domesday" Book. 267. 
- Early Journalism, 49. 
- Early Woollen Trade, 459. 
- Earthworks, 461. 
- Lay Subsidy, 114, 121. 
- Magazine, 248. 
- Mills, Work in, 419. 

Yorkshire Penny Bank (Bradford), 283 
321, 442, 443. 

- Place Names, 231, 267, 326. 
- Runic Stones, 267. 
- Sports (evening paper), 65. 
-- Topographers. 461. 
- Tour through, 460. 

DIRECTIONS TO BINDER OF VOL. III., NEW SERIES. 

'I'he Portrait of Mr. Wm. Cudworth to be the frontispiece. 

The Covers and Annual Reports should be bound in at the end of the volume. 

The sheets of Marriage Registers with separate pagination [Signatures B, C, 

C, E (sic)] are to be bound in a separate volume when sufficient sheets are 
issued. 
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WILLIAM CUDWORTH. 

311 (Ibeniorialil. 

BY 

CHARLES A. FEDERER, 

EDITORIAL SECRETARY. 

%INCE the last issue of our Journal, a man has passed 
from our midst who was one of the founders of the 
Bradford Historical and Antiquarian Society, and 

the impress of whose mind and indefatigable industry 
determined to a great extent its direction of effort and 
its mode of development. Born in Bradford in Septem-
ber, 1830, William Cudworth was introduced to literary 
work when but twelve years of age, by being apprenticed 
to the printing trade in the office of Mr. William Byles 
in 1842. The critical and intellectual atmosphere of a 
newspaper office, where public men and public affairs are 
more dispassionately canvassed and more intelligently 
appreciated than is done in either council chamber or 
public assembly, was an excellent school for the open 
mind of the young apprentice, and did more to foster in 
him the love of historical knowledge connected with the 
place of his nativity than scholastic teahing could have 
done. He already at this early period commenced his 
lifelong habit of collecting and carefully filing away 
newspaper cuttings, reminiscences, documents, &c., re-
ferring to mattes of local history, topography, and 
celebrities, a habit which gradually accumulated the 
copious material he utilised in later years when writing 
his unrivalled series of local histories.* 

* This invaluable collection is now in the possession of J. Norton Dickons, Esq. 

A 
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William Cudworth rose step by step from case work 
to office work, the reader became reporter and writer, 
each rung of the ladder giving him a wider view of the 
forces at work around him, and bringing him into touch 
with ever-widening circles of individual agents in the 
march of social, political, intellectual and religious pro-
gress in our city and neighbourhood. In the early seven-
ties his professional engagements made him a constnt 
visitant of the outlying districts of Bradford, and his 
historical bent of mind led him to investigate their 
history, to gather every available information from the 
proverbial oldest inhabitant, to confront their statements 
with authentic records, and to weave together the data 
thus obtained into a connected historical narrative based 
upon first-hand accounts and documentary evidences. 
The different sections of this historical and descriptive 
narrative appeared successively in the columns of the 
Bradford Observer, and in 1 876 were issued, corrected 
and amplified, in book form, under the title, Round about 
Bradford, a portly volume of 542 pages, which had a 
very large sale and ranked at once, and deservedly so, as 
the standard history of greater Bradford and the necessary 
companion to James' History of Bradford. Encouraged 
by the success of this venture, Mr. Cudworth's enthu-
siasin for historical pursuits increased to the point of 
absorbing almost all his time not taken up by professional 
engagements, and naturally led to close intercourse with 
a few kindred spirits who found delight in pursuits similar 
to his own. Chief amongst these was his lifelong friend, 
the late Mr. T. T. Empsall, and it was in the early part 
of 1878, during an evening spent by Mr. Cudworth in 
the company of the latter gentleman, that the idea of a 
local Antiquarian Society was first mooted. How the 
idea matured into actual steps for the formation of our 
Society is related by Mr. Cudworth himself on pp. 6 to 
11 of Vol. I., New Series, of the Bradford Antiquary, 
in an appendix to his Memoir of Mr. Empsafl, who pre-
deceased him by exactly ten years. Suffice it to say that 
he became the first Editorial Secretary of the Society, 
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and acted as such until 1893 ; but even after his retire-
ment he remained a constant contributor to the columns 
of our Journal, and to the last took a special interest in 
this department of our Society's work. The impulse 
given to historical and antiquarian pursuits by a vigorous 
and active society, focussing and combining the mental 
powers and efforts of a number of men, stimulated him 
to further literary activity, and year by year there issued 
from the press books and pamphlets, the productions of 
his fertile brain. His second important work was entitled 
Historical Notes on the Bradford Corporation, and was 
illustrated with the portraits of all the mayors and public 
officials who had held office up to that period. This was 
followed by the first of a series of monographs qn the 
different townships which went to make up the con-
glomerate now denominated the city of Bradford. 
Rambles round Horton was the first of the series to 
appear ; the volumes on Bolton and Bowling, and 
Manninqham, Heaton, and Allerton, were printed at 
intervals of five years, and together they form a connected 
series of works on local history of which no similar 
example exists in these islands. A work which appealed 
to national as well as local appreciation was his Life and 
Correspondence of Abraham Sharp, the Astronomer, a 
large quarto volume which appeared in 1889, in a very 
handsome style of typographical get up, and which 
received commendatory notices on the part of the scientific 
journals of this country ; the work was spoken of in the 
highest terms by Professor Barnard of the Lick (now of 
the Yerkes) Observatory, United States of America. 
Mr. Cudworth's minor works will be found enumerated in 
the bibliographical list which appears elsewhere in this 
issue of our Journal. 

Mr. Cudworth's affection for his native town was more 
than merely historical it pervaded every part of his 
spiritual and intellectual being ; his mind followed, as if 
he had been a responsible agent in it, the rise and progress 
of every religious denomination in Bradford ; he noted 
with approving gladness the development of musical, 

AA 
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dramatic, artistic, literary, and scientific taste in the city, 
and, as far as time and opportunity would serve, actively 
participated in the work of the various learned societies 
whose object is the cultivation of one or other of the 
different modes of mental activity. His pamphlets on 
Musical Reminiscences in Bradford, Methodism in Brad-
ford, The Bradford Infirmary, &c., and above all his 
contributions to the Bradford Scientific Journal, point 
to this universality and withal perfect unity of purpose, 
of objectivity, of concentration ; in a word, William 
Cudworth was not versatile, in the common acceptation 
of the word, but he made everything contributory to his 
life-task of watching every footstep of the object of his 
affection, his Beatrice, and so placing her on her pedestal 
that every beholder should be compelled to share his own 
admiration. 

Mr. Cudworth carefully preserved every scrap of 
picture, engraving, or drawing, of various parts of the 
old Bradford which has been so completely transformed 
during the last half-century, and reproducing them on 
lantern slides used them to illustrate his popular lectures 
on "Old Bradford." The same subjects were brought 
out pictorially in coloured prints, and also in album form, 
at the time of the Royal Jubilee celebrations. He was 
also a vice-president and hard-working member of the 
Bradford Scientific Society, and took a special interest in 
the subject of glacial geology, upon which the researches 
of Professor Kendall have of late years thrown such a 
flood of light. His papers on this and kindred subjects 
which appeared in the Journal of the Scientific Society 
rise far above the level of mere dilettantism and are free 
from all superficiality and commonplace. 

Mr. Cudworth took a far wider view of antiquarian 
study than is comprised in merely local investigations 
with clear and penetrating mind he traced the develop-
ment of human civilisation as manifested in various parts 
of the globe, in the distant islands of the Pacific as well 
as in the lands bordering on the Mediterranean. The 
discoveries of General Cesnola in the island of Cyprus 
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excited his lively interest and led him to form that unique 
collection of ancient clay lamps, comprising some two 
hundred different specimens, which are described in his 
printed Dissertation on Antique Lamps, and which are 
now in the possession of Mr. John Sunderland, of Skipton. 
His interesting collection of flint implements, some of 
them from America, but most from various parts of York-
shire, especially Baildoii Moor, has found a home in the 
Cartwright Hall. Even the term "local archæology" 
was taken by him in a very wide sense. On the one 
hand, the excavations on the site of the old Roman city 
at Silchester excited his keen interest and led him to 
travel to distant Berkshire to see and handle the precious 
remains of antiquity unearthed there; on the other hand 
he was in epistolary intercourse with Mr. J. Romilly Alien, 
editor of the Illustrated Antiquary, to give and receive 
information on discoveries of antiquities made in Europe 
or nearer home. When excavations at Ilkley brought to 
light remains of ancient Olicana, it was mainly through 
his instrumentality that the Ilkley Museum of Roman 
Antiquities was established, in which the unearthed 
objects are secure from destruction or dispersal. His 
tactful help and counsel also led to the establishment of 
a similar museum at Grassingtoii, now under the care of 
Mr. J. Crowther, where the many interesting objects 
found in the barrows of the vicinity are stored and made 
accessible to students and visitors. 
At the close of the fiftieth year of Mr Cudworth's 

connection with the Bradford Observer, the occasion was 
seized by his many personal friends and by the admirers 
of his strenuous literary and social work, to mark their 
appreciation by a public meeting held at the Bradford 
Town Hall, at whiOh he was presented with a gold watch 
and cheque for £150, handed to him by his Worship the 
Mayor of Bradford on behalf of a large body of sub-
scribers. 

In 1898 Mr. Cudworth retired from active work on the 
staff of the Bradford Observer, though continuing to 
contribute occasional articles to the columns of the 
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Observer Budget. His health, however, began to fail, 
and though there were frequent intervals during which 
he felt as vigorous in mind as in former years, yet he 
suffered at other times from a nervous depression which 
rendered him incapable of continued exertion. At last 
the end came, and on 20th March, 1906, he sank to sleep. 
A few words on the character of our departed friend 

must close this imperfect sketch. Unassuming and modest 
to the highest degree, William Cudworth never sought 
fame ; self-effacement rather than self-advertisement was 
the keynote of his intercourse with everyone he came in 
contact with. Ever ready to communicate from his vast 
store of information, he required no acknowledgment, but 
was content to help on the work of research for its own 
sake, feeling amply repaid so long as the car of intellectual 
progress advanced,- whether by his means or that of 
others was immaterial to him. Effusiveness was not one 
of his characteristics : with the utmost self-possession he 
received good or bad news, he encountered good or bad 
fortune ; the same equanimity, having almost the appear-
ance of indifference, characterised his demeanour when 
he interviewed our chief magistrate and when he con-
versed with the homely villager. And yet underneath 
the somewhat austere exterior dwelt a soul full of warm 
affection not only for his friends but for everything that 
tended to a higher life. A simple trustful faith in God 
and firm belief in his revealed will preserved him his life 
through from the temptations of a new gospel of science 
falsely so called and the will-o'-the-wisp of higher criti-
cism, and enabled him to fulfil God's will humbly and 
faithfully in the station assigned to him. 



THE DUCHY OF LANCASTER 

AND THE 

MANOR OF BRADFORD, 

BY 

H. F. KILLIOK. 

'j E all know that Bradford is in the West Riding 
of the County of York, and those of us who 
have read Mr. ,James's history know also that 

the great Parish of Bradford contains within it several 
irìanors, including the Manor of Bradford, which com-
prises the Townships of Bradford and Manningham, and 
Stanbury, near Haworth, and that the Parish is within 
the ancient Honor of Pontefract, and thus technically 
part of the great possessions of the Duchy of Lancaster. 
But if we are asked, "What is this Duchy of Lan. 

caster? How comes Bradford to belong to it, and how 
does the ownership affect in any way the Bradford of 
to-day ?", I am afraid that we should find our knowledge 
on these subjects somewhat hazy and uncertain. We 
know that the Duchy has a very concrete existence 
that it maintains a large list of officials, of whom the 
Chancellor, now the Right Hon. Sir H. H. Fowler, is 
usually a member of the Cabinet, and that in 1905 it 
produced a revenue of £106,776, of which His Majesty 
King Edward received £63,000. 
We believe, I daresay, that in some way it represents 

the estate of John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster, to 
lwhom we refer in the language of Shakespeare as "old 
John of Gaunt, time honour'd Lancaster," but the Honor 
of Pontefract never belonged to John of Gaunt except 
in right of his wife, to whom it descended from her 
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father, and John of Gaunt himself, being born in 1340 at 
Ghent, died at the age of 59 in 1399. What then is 
this Duchy of Lancaster, the name and existence of 
whioh are familiar to most of us, but of the origin and 
nature of which we seem to have little or no clear 
knowledge? 

It is not the County Palatine of Lancaster, though 
that county is included amongst its possessions. 

There is no Duke of Lancaster, though His Majesty 
King Edward sometimes assumes the title when it pleases 
him to travel incognito, and no Duke of Lancaster, so 
fir as I know, has existed since 1=44, when Henry the 
Fifth was crowned. What the Duchy estates formerly 
represented we may learn from Bishop Stubbs, who tells 
us in his Constitutional History that they gave the Crown 
a hold as owner in almost every shire in England. 
To ascertain how this great property was gathered 

together, and how it has been preserved to the present 
time, we must go back to the thirteenth century, when, 
in 1216, nearly 700 years ago, Henry the Third ascended 
the throne of England as a boy of 10. He married 
Eleanor of Provence, and his second son, Edmund, known 
from some personal defect as Crouchback, was born 16th 
January, 1245. He was a favourite both with his fither 
and mother, but his fortunes and the history of the 
Duchy of Lancaster inay be said to begin on that disas-
trous day, the 3rd of August, 1265, when Simon de 
Montfort, the great Earl of Leicester, fell mortally 
wounded on the field of Evesham, and his titles and 
estates, as well as those of the barons who had supported 
him, were forfeited to the Crown. Amongst those barons 
was Robert de Ferrers, Earl of Derby. 

After the victory of Evesham, Edmund Crouchback 
was created Earl of Leicester and Derby, and High 
Steward of England, and had grants of the estates of 
Simon de Montfort and Robert de Ferrers, or parts of 
them. He had also in 1267, or thereaboûts, a grant of 
the honor, county, castle and town of Lancaster, the 
castle, manor, and forest of Pickering, in Yorkshire, and 
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doubtless other estates, and was created Earl of Lancaster. 
In 1269, at the age of 24, he married the Lady Avelme 
de Fortibus, the only child and sole heiress of William de 
Fortibus, Earl of Albernarle, one of whose ancestors, Odo, 
Earl of Champagne, in France, and of Albemarle and 
Holderness, married Adeliza, sister of William the Con-
queror, and had vast grants of manors and lands in 
Yorkshire ; and another, William le Gros, built Scar-
borough Castle. Edmund was created Earl of Champagne 
in right of his wife, and her great possessions were for a 
short time added to his own. But she died in 1270, the 
year after her marriage, and had no children. Edmund 
remained a widower until 1278, when he married Blanche, 
daughter of Robert, Earl of Artois, brother of the King 
of France. His father's marriage with Eleanor of 
Provence brought to England many of her relatives, and 
her uncle Peter of Savoy, rose high in the favour of 
King Henry, who created him Earl of Richmond, in 
'Yorkshire, and in 1246 gave him an estate in the Strand, 
in London, on which he erected a residence, the site of 
which is still known, and has a definite boundary, as the 
precinct of the Savoy. This property Peter devised by 
will to the convent on the Great St. Bernard. The monks 
sold it to his sister, Queen Eleanor, and she gave it to 
her son Edmund .who resided there. 
By his second wife, Edmund Crouchback had two 

children, Thomas and Henry, and on his death in 1296 
Thomas succeeded to his titles and estates, and became 
Earl of Lancaster, Leicester, and Derby. Like his father 
he married a wealthy heiress, Alice de Lacy, the only 
surviving child of Henry de Lacy, Earl of Lincoln, a 
descendant of that Ilbert de Lacy the survey of whose 
great possessions occupies seven pages of Domesday book, 
and shews that he had 150 manors in the West Riding, 
including Leeds and Bradford, which constituted under 
his rule the seignory or honor of Pontefract. Blackstone 
tells us that in the early times of our legal, constitution 
the king's greater barons, who had a large extent of 
territory held under the Crown, granted out frequently 
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smaller manors to inferior persons to be held of them-
selves, which do therefore now continue to be held under 
a superior lord who is called in such cases the lord para-
mount over all these manors, and his seignory is frequently 
termed an honor. Thus arose the Honor of Pontefract, 
but the Manor of Bradford as it now exists was not 
granted to an inferior lord, but retained by the lords of 
the honor. 
The marriage of Thomas was arranged when Alice de 

Lacy was nine years of age and her husband only eleven, 
and an arrangement was made by her father and King 
Edward the First that all the great De Lacy estates should 
belong to Henry de Lacy, her father, for life, and when 
he died they were to belong to Thomas of Lancaster and 
his wife Alice and their children, and if they had no chil-
dren they were to go to the heirs of Edmund Crouchback, 
Henry de Lacy being the last male of his line. He died 
in 1 31 0, and Thomas of Lancaster, his son-in-law, already 
Earl of Lancaster, Leicester, and Derby, was created 
Earl of Lincoln. 

Earl Thomas took an active part in opposition to the 
favourites of the weak and worthless King Edward the 
Second. He was taken in arms against his Sovereign at 
Borobridge, brought captive before Edward in his own 
castle of Pontefract, ordered instantly to death as a 
traitor, and beheaded there in 1321, his vast estates being 
confiscated to the king. His wife had a bad reputation, 
was separated from her husband, and married again after 
his death, but died without issue. 

Earl Thomas was looked upon by Englishmen as a 
martyr. His bones were said to have sweated blood and 
worked miracles, and when King Edward the Third came 
to the throne after his father's murder at Berkeley Castle 
in 1326, the attainder of Earl Thomas was reversed by 
Parliament on the ground that he had not been tried by 
his peers according to the laws of the realm. He had no 
children, and thus his brother Henry succeeded to his 
titles and estates, and also succeeded as son and heir of 
Edmund Crouchback to the estates of Henry de Lacy. 
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Henry of Lancaster added to his estates by marriage 
with Maud, daughter and heiress of Sir Patrick Chaworth, 
and died in 1345. His honors and estates descended to 
his son Henry, known as Henry Wryneck, who was Earl 
of Derby, Lancaster, and Leicester, and High Steward of 
England. He served valiantly and well in France under 
Edward the Third, and was created Earl of Lincoln in 
1350, and in 1352 Duke of Lancaster. The title of duke 
was then new in England, and only one had been pre-
viously created, namely, the Black Prince, who fourteen 
years before was created Duke of Cornwall. The Duke 
of Lancaster is known in history as the Good Duke. He 
died of the plague in 1362, leaving two daughters and no 
son. Maud, the elder, was twice married, but died of the 
plague in 1363 without issue. Blanche, the second 
daughter, thus inherited the vast estates of her father, 
and was probably the richest heiress in England. 
And now we reach the man with whom we usually 

connect both the Dukedom and the Duchy of Lancaster, 
John of Gaunt, so called because he was born at Ghent 
in 1340, the fourth son of Edward the Third and the 
good Queen Philippa. He was created by his father Earl 
of Richmond when he was two years old, and at the age 
of nineteen, in June, 1359, he married Blanche of Lan-
caster, and thus the vast domains and princely fortune of 
that house came to him on the death of his father-in-law 
in right of his wife, and after the good duke's death, 
when his titles lapsed for want of heirs male, John of 
Gaunt was created Earl of Leicester, Derby, and Lincoln, 
Lord High Steward, and finally Duke of Lancaster in 
1362. 
That from him sprang the house of Lancaster, and 

from his brother Edmund of Langley, the house of York, 
that their conflicting claims to the crown of England 
deluged the land with blood for a century, and brought 
its greatest nobles to the grave in the field or on the 
scaffold, -that Richard the Second, Henry the Sixth, and 
the young Edward the Fifth were murdered, and Richard 
the Third killed at Bosworth field, we know from the 
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history of England and, with less historical accuracy but 
unrivalled dramatic power, from the pages of Shakespeare. 
John of Gaunt was liberally portioned by his father, and 
when, in 1372, he surrendered by arrangement with his 
father the earldom and honor of Richmond and many 
estates which had come to him with that title, he received 
in exchange a great number of castles, manors, lands and 
property .in the counties of York, Derby, Durham, Sussex, 
Nottingham, Norfolk, Suffolk, Huntingdon, and Cam-
bridge, including the castles of Tickhill and Knares-
borough, and the great forest of Knaresborough in 
Yorkshire, and when to his own fortune was added the 
great Lancaster inheritance, we can understand that John 
of Gaunt was the wealthiest of his father's subjects, and 
was surrounded in his great mansion in the precinct of 
the Savoy with almost regal magnificence. 
The mansion has long disappeared, having been sacked 

and burnt by the rioters in 1381, but the precinct of the 
Savoy remains part of the Duchy estates, and if you 
walk from the Strand to Waterloo Bridge you will pass 
Lancaster Place on the right-hand side, where the offices 
of the Duchy are still situated. 
He left only one son by the Lady Blanche, and she 

died in 1369. He afterwards married twice, and left 
other sons and daughters. His eldest son, Henry Boling-
broke, was born about 1366. He was married at the age 
of fifteen, and, like his forefathers, allied to a great 
heiress, one of the two daughters and co-heirs of Hum-
phrey de Bohun, Earl of Hereford. In 1385 he was 
created Earl of Derby, and in 1397 Duke of Hereford, 
and we know that his quarrel with the Duke of Norfolk 
led to his banishment by his cousin King Richard II. 
His father died in February, 1399, and Richard the 
Second seized upon his estates and property during 
Henry's banishment. Then, as we know, Harry of 
Hereford, Lancaster, and Derby, landed with an army at 
Ravenspur, at first claimed only the inheritance and 
dignities to which he was entitled by the death of his 
father, but afterwards ascended the throne on the deposi-
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tion and resignation of his cousin, and became King 
Henry the Fourth, and as the eldest son and heir of his 
father and mother he became the owner of their great 
possessions, and in right of his wife also the owner of a 
moiety of the estates of Humphrey de Bohun, Earl of 
Hereford, his father-in-law. 
And now we see how the Duchy estates had grown 

like a great snowball from the possessions of Edmund 
Crouchhack, added to and increased by his sons and 
grandson, by John of Gaunt and Harry of Hereford, and 
by successive marriages with wealthy heiresses, until, as 
we learn from Bishop Stubbs, they gave the Crown a 
hold as owner in almost every shire in England. But we 
know that riches too often take to themselves wings and 
fly away. 
Yet we know also that more than 500 years after 

Harry of Hereford, Lancaster, and Derby became King 
Henry IV., his great inheritance, or at all events a sub-
stantial part of it, was preserved intact, affording a 
handsome yearly revenue to the monarchs of England. 
We will now see how this came to pass. We can hardly 
imagine our gracious King Edward VII. being slain in 
the field of battle, or barbarously murdered in a dungeon. 
But Henry IV. knew that he was not entitled by inherit-
ance to the crown, that he had forcibly dispossessed his 
cousin Richard, even if he were not privy to Richard's 
murder, and that in those rough and stormy times he in 
his turn might lose the great prize he had gained. We 
remember that Shakespeare describes him as saying to 
Prince Harry, "God knows, my son, by what by-paths 
and indirect crook'd ways I met this crown, and I myself 
know well how troublesome it sat upon my head." 
He knew that as king he had ceased to be earl or duke, 

those inferior dignities being in law drowned and extin-
guished in the nobler title. He knew also or supposed 
that his own private fortune would or might become part 
of the Crown estates and, if he were deposed or displaced, 
go with them to his successor. In the very first year of 
his reign, therefore, he sought to prevent this from 
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occurring, and by his Royal Charter or Letters Patent, 
dated 14th October, 1399, confirmed by an Act of Parlia-
ment the same year, it was provided that Prince Henry, 
his eldest son, should be Duke of Lancaster, and that the 
estates of the Duchy, and all others his hereditary estates, 
should still belong to him in fee as an individual and not 
as king, and should descend as if he had not become king. 
The Charter or Letters Patent are entitled in Latin, 
«Carta Regis Henri ci Quarti de separatione Ducatus 
Lancastr.ice a Corona auctoritate Parliarnenti Anno re9'ni 
suí primo." 

The language of the Letters Patent is curious. Bear 
in mind that he had taken up arms against his cousin 
and sovereign nominally to recover only his ancesttal 
titles and estates, that he had taken advantage of the 
weakness and unpopularity of that cousin to depose him 
from his throne and to become king in his place, with a 
more than doubtful title to that dignity, and that Richard 
had been afterwards barbarously murdered in prison, yet 
the Letters Patent recite as follows : " Whereas the 
Duchy of Lancaster and very many other counties, honors, 
castles, manors, possessions and lordships within our 
realm of England and Wales did, before the Lord of all 
things so lately in his unspeakable mercy called us to the 
royal estate and dignity, descend and come to us by 
hereditary right by the death of Henry, late Duke of 
Lancaster, our grandfather, our most dear lord and 
father, John, late Duke of Lancaster, and our most dear 
lady and mother, Blanche, his wife," and so when Henry 
the Fourth died and Harry of Monmouth became Henry 
the Fifth, though he ceased to be Duke of Lancaster, he 
inherited the Lancaster estates as heir to his father, and 
his share of the De Bohun estates as heir to his mother, 
Mary de Bohun, who died before her husband became 
king of England. Then by an act of Parliament in the 
second year of his reign, in 1413, his share of the De 
Bohun estates was added to the possessions of the Duchy, 
and a few years afterwards there was a partition of those 
estates between the king and his cousin, the Countess of 
Stafford, who inherited the other half: 
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There were several further acts of Parliament relating 
to the estates during the long reign of Henry the Sixth, 
and they mention the various localities where the estates 
were situated, and specially mention the manor of Brad-
ford. But when the •Lancastrian party were finally 
crushed on the field of Tewkesbury, poor Henry VI. lost 
his crown and his life, and Edward the Fourth took his 
place. He seized upon the Duchy estates, disregarded 
the arrangements made by Henry the Fourth, and in the 
first year of his reign an act of Parliament was passed 
by which the Duchy estates were to belong to Edward 
the Fourth and his successors, being kings of England, 
but to remain under a separate guiding and governance. 
Then the wheel of fortune turned again at Bosworth, 
and Henry of Richmond claiming as heir of the house of 
Lancaster, came to the throne as Henry the Seventh. 
We krow that by his marriage with Elizabeth, the eldest 
daughter of Edward IV., and heiress to the crown in 
right of the house of York, the long and bloody conflict 
which we call the 'War of the Roses came to an end, and 
in the first year of King Henry the Seventh he, like his 
predecessors, careful of the great Duchy estates, obtained 
an act of Parliament that they should in future be held 
by the kings of England separate from the Crown, in 
like manner as Henry the Fourth, Henry the Fifth, 
Henry the Sixth, and Edward the Fourth had previously 
held them. 
And so they came to be held, and continue to be held, 

in the year 1907, and what remains of them is still 
dealt with and treated as the private property of the 
Crown, under separate guiding and governance. There 
is a curious illustration of this in an old case decided by 
the courts in Michaelmas term in the fourth year of 
Queen Elizabeth. King Edward the Sixth was born in 
1537, and died at the age of sixteen in 1553, after reign-
ing six years. He granted various leases of the Duchy 
estates, and the opinion of the judges was sought 
whether these leases were valid, seeing that he was under 
the age of twenty-one years when they were signed. 
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The question was whether a lease by the king was valid 
in spite of his nonage or minority, it being clear that'such 
a lease by a subject would be void. After long and 
elaborate argument it was decided that the act of a king 
as king was not defeated or avoide.d by nonage or minority. 
The grounds of the judgment are quaint and curious. 
The king, said the judges, in the eye of the law has two 
bodies, a body naura1 and a body politic. The natural 
body is mortal, and subject to infirmity and dissolution. 
The body politic cannot be seen or handled, consisting of 
policy and government void of infancy and old age. 
'fheii said they, after Henry the Fourth deposed Richard 
the Second and assumed royal estate, and joined to his 
natural body the body politic of king, the possessions of 
the Duchy were in him as king and not as duke, the 
name of duke being lower than the name of king, was 
drowned by the name of king, for the king could not be 
duke in his own realm. 
The Manor of Bradford then has been technically held 

during the 840 years which have elapsed since the Norman 
Conquest, first by the great family of De Lacy, until the 
death of the last earl in 1310, then by the Earls and 
Dukes of Lancaster until Henry the Fourth came to the 
throne, afterwards by the mònarchs of England in right 
of the Duchy of Lancaster, under the arrangements 
which I have shortly described, and at present by their 
grantees. The manor was mainly composed, as I have 
said, of the townships of Bradford and Manningham, 
and the lord owned within it, as was not unusual, a water 
corn-mill, at which all the inhabitants were bound to 
grind their corn. 

It happened that T was concerned about forty years 
ago in the revival, enforcement, and final extinction of 
this ancient right, the story of which events seems to me 
not unworthy of preservation in the pages of the Brad-
ford Antiquary. 

The Duchy estates, at all events in old times, sepin to 
have been made use of for the purpose of raising money. 
They, w ere certainly mortgaged a's early as the reign of 
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Henry the Sixth, and portions seein to have been disposed 
of from time to time. Thus His Majesty King James 
the First, by Letters Patent under the Great Seal, and 
also under the Seal of the Duchy, dated 31st July, 1611, 
granted the lord's corn-mills within the Manor of Brad-
ford, together Ibe1ieve with a number of similar mills in 
other manors, to Edward Ferrers and Francis Phillips in 
fee. The property was described as "those two corn-
mills under one roof called Bradford Mills, in the south 
part of Bradford, with the soke and other rights thereto 
belonging, in the tenure of Sir Richard Tempest, Kt., at 
the yearly rent of £6. 6s. 8d., and that other corn-mill 
then newly built in the east part of Bradford," with 
similar rights, also occupied by Sir R. Tempest at the 
rent of 6s. 8d. The grantees were to hold and enjoy the 
property, and all lands, waters, pools, fisheries, soke, suit, 
toll, and rights belonging thereto to themselves, their 
heirs and assigns for ever, which premises were parcel of 
the possessions of the Duchy of Lancaster, and held of 
the king as of his Manor of Enfield at a rent of £6. 6s. 8d. 
for the Bradford mills, and 6s. 8d. for the other mill. 
They afterwards sold the property to the tenant, Sir 

Richard Tempest, of Bracewell and Bowling, of whom we 
have an account in Mrs. Tempest's most interesting paper 
on the Tempest family in the first volume of the miew 
series of the Antiquary, page 507. We know that the 
linonopoly, of the lord's mill was a grievance iii very early 
times, and we learn from Professor Oman's account of the 
great revolt of 1381 that the rioters at St. Albans tore 
up some ancient millstones in thè floor of the monastery 
buildings, a trophy of the victory of Abbot Norton in 
1274, who had prevented the inhabitants from establish-
ing private mills, and confiscated their querns to pave his 
parlour, and that one of their requirements was that the 
abbot should abolish the monopoly of the seignorial mill. 

King Henry the Fourth had established a court for 
the Duchy, called, according to Blackstone, the Court of 
the Duchy Chamber of Lancater, held before the Chan-
cellor of the Duchy, and concerning all matters of equity 

13 
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relating to lands holden of the king in right of the 
Duchy, and distinct from the courts of the county 
Palatine. To this tribunal Sir Richard found it necessary 
to resort in 1628, when he took proceedings against 
William Lyster and others for withdrawing their suit 
soke and muloture from his Bradford mills. By a decree 
made in the suit in 1628 (4th Charles I.) it was declared 
that all tenants, freeholders, copyholders, or inhabitants 
within the manor, and within two miles of the mills, 
should do their suit and grind all their corn spent in their 
houses at the mills, so as the same be ground within 
twenty-four hours, and the defendants were to pay twenty 
nobles for costs. 
Then in the 18th century the property passed into the 

hands of the Smyth family, of Miryshay, near Bradford, 
and Heath Hall, Wakefield, and in 1775 similar proceed-
ings were instituted by J110. Smyth, Esq., against Hill, a 
baker, and Crossley, a merchant, of Bradford, and Ledger 
and Yarley, of Manningham, described as badgers, for a 
similar offence. The defendants denied the right, and 
alleged that they had bought in Bradford market oatmeal 
and flour exposed for sale, as they contended they might 
rightly do. An action at law was directed to be brought, 
and was tried at York, and verdict given for the plain-
tiff, and by decree of the Duchy Court, dated 31st 
January, 1782, the right was again declared to exist, and 
to extend to grinding all corn, grain, and malt used 
ground within the manor. It was also declared that the 
toll or muicture for grinding was as follows : For wheat, 
one-sixteenth part thereof; for shelling oats, and grind-
ing the same into meal, one-twenty-fourth part thereof; 
for making oats into shelling, one-forty-eighth part 
thereof; for grinding malt, an upheaped peck for a 
quarter, containing nine bushels Winchester measure 
for grinding peas, beans, barley, and rye, one-sixteenth 
part thereof. And an injunction was granted restraining 
the defendants from infringing the right, or making, 

* A " badger" is defined by Johnson as "one that buys corn in one place and 
carries it into another." 
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baking, or brewing flour, meal, or malt, not ground at 
the mills, into bread, beer, or ale. 
The terms of this injunction throw such a vivid light 

upon the relative position, at the period referred to, of 
lord, tenant, and inhabitant, that I venture to give the 
advertisement by which it was brought to public notice 
in extenso: 

ADVERTISEMENT. 

BRADFORD-MILLS, March 30, 1782. 

W I1EREAS by a Decree lately made in his Majesty's Duchy Court 
of Lancaster, in a Cause between JOHN SMYTH, Esq; the 

Owner of the ancient Corn-Mills at Bradford, Complainant, and several 
of the Inhabitants of Bradford and iJlanningham, Defendants ; IT IS 
DECREED AND DECLARED, That the Tenants Freeholders, Gopyholders 
and Inhabitants, within the Manor of Bradford, and within two Miles 
of Bradford Mills, ought heretofore to have done and still of right 
ought to do Suit and Soke to the said Mills, and ought to grind all the 
Corn, Grain and Malt, expended or used ground in their louses, at 
the said Mills and in no other Place ; AND that none of them ought 
to grind any Corn, Grain or Malt, to be used, consumed or spent 
ground, in their or any of their Houses, or for their or any of their 
Uses, at any other Mills than Bradford Mills ; AND that the Custom 
in Manner aforesaid had been well proved in the said Cause, and ought 
to be established, AND the same was decreed accordingly ; AND that 
the said Tenants, Freeholders, Cop yholders and Inhabitants ought to 
pay for grinding the same the following Toll or Mulcture, viz, for 
grinding Wheat one Sixteenth Part, and for shelling Oats and grinding 
the same into Meal one Twenty-fourth Part, and for making Oats into 
Shelling, one Forty-eighth Part, and for grinding Malt an upheaped 
Peck for a Quarter, containing Nine Bushels Winchester Measure, and 
for grinding Pease, Beans, Barley and Rye, one Sixteenth Part. But 
that in Case any such Corn Grain or Malt brought to the said Mills 
should not be ground within Twenty-four Hours, the Owners thereof 
might take away the same and grind it elsewhere : AND FURTHER, 
the Defendants and all other the said Tenants, Freeholders, Cop yholders 
and Inhabitants, are by the said Decree perpetually restrained from 
erecting, using, resorting to, or employing any Mill, Quern, or Engine 
whatsoevèr, to the Prejudice of the Soke and Suit of the Plaintiff's 
Mills, or any of them, AND from grinding any Malt, Corn, or Grain 
had upon their, or any of their Lands, or consumed and spent in their 
Houses at any other Mill or Mills. AND THAT the Defendants and all 
other the said Tenants, Freeholders. Ûopyholders and Inhabitants are in 
like Manner restrained from buying or bringing into the Manor of 

BB 
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Bradford, and within two Miles of the said Mills, for the purpose of 
selling or disposing of the same to any of the said Tenants, Free-
holders, Cop yholders or Inhabitants, any Corn, Grain, Flour, Malt or 
Meal ready ground, or for consuming or using the same, or any Part 
thereof, at or in their respective Houses, within the said Manor, and 
within two Miles of the said Mills ; AND they are in like Manner 
restrained from making, baking or brewing any Flour, Meal or Malt, 
which shall not have been ground at the Plaintiff's 'Mills, into Bread, 
Bear, Ale, or other Liquor, to be spent, used, sold, disposed of, or 
consumed within the said Manor, and within two Miles of the said 
Mills ; AND they are also in like Manner restrained from using, 
spending, or consuming any Corn. Malt or other Grain ground, in 
their said Houses respectively, which have or hath not been ground 
at the Plaintiff's Mills. THEREFO]iE in Order that no Person may 
pretend Ignorance of such Decree, the substance thereof, so far as 
relates to the Suit and Soke of the said Mills, is herein-before stated, 
AND, 

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, 

THAT if any Person or Persons shall presume to be guilty of any 
Breach or Violation of the said Decree, proper Measures will be taken 
(more speedy and efficacious than by Action) to enforce from the 
Agressor or Agressors a Satisfaction for the Injury which Mr. SMYTH, 
or his Tenant of the said Mills. may Sustain thereby ; and such Per-
sons as may hereafter know of any Grist being withdrawn from the 
said Mills, or of any Hand-Mill, Quern, or other Engine being kept or 
used within the Limits of the said Soke, are requested to give Notice 
thereof to the Tenant of the said Mills, 

OR, TO - 

Mr. PARK ER, Attorney at Law, in Halifax. 

Fancy the effect of such a notice on the Bradford of to-
day! What a peg on which to hang a scathing denun-
ciation of the tyrant landlord 

In 1840 the property had descended to the late Colonel 
J. G. Smyth, of Heath Hall, and he again took proceed-
ings in the Duchy Court to establish and enforce his 
rights with the same result. The right being thus 
upheld by law remained unquestioned, but the great 
increase of the population of Bradford rendered it impos-
sible on the one hand to supply the demand from the 
mills, whilst it provided ample business for them without 
enforcing the monopoly on the other, and thus the right 
fell into disuse and was practically forgotten. Moreover, 
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the mulcture for grinding wheat, one-sixteenth part 
thereof, was not sufficient under modern conditions to 
make it worth while to enforce the right. 
And so matters remained until 1863, and many of us 

remember the mills and their water supply as they existed 
at that time. The lofty, ugly, and comparatively modern 
corn-mill at the foot of the steep slope of Miller Gate, 
which led from the head of Ivegate down to Mill Bank. 
The large sheet of water known as New Mill Darn, more 
than half-a-mile away to the north-west, fed by the 
Bradford Beck, and from which the mill goit brought 
water to the mills, receiving much pollution in its pro-
gress. There was also a small mill at the east end of the 
dam. 

The Bradford Mills were undoubtedly on the site of 
the ancient manorial mills, and were subject to the rent 
of £6 6s. 8d. What became of that other mill "then 
newly built, lying and being on the east part of the said 
village of Bradford," as it was described in the grant to 
Ferrers and Phillips, I know not, but it could not have 
been the mill at the east end of the dam. The tenants 
had for many years been Messrs. Ellis & Priestman, 
afterwards Jas. Ellis & Co., and in 1863 consisted of the 
late Alderman West and Mr. J. S. Stansfield. Although 
the mulcture for grinding corn was low, that for grinding 
malt, an upheaped peck for a quarter, containing nine 
bushels Winchester measure, was more liberal. 
The old brewery of Messrs. Whitaker & Company 

being across the beck and in the township of Horton, 
was just outside the limits of the manor, and was proba-
bly originally placed there on that account, but the large 
brewery of Messrs. Wailer & Company had not been 
very long established, and there was one other large 
brewery at Manningham and many smaller brewers 
within the limits of the monopoly. It was obvious that 
all of them rolled or crushed their own malt, and that 
they would find it highly inconvenient to bring it to the 
Queen's Mills, as they were called, for that purpose. 
Colonel Smyth therefore determined to enforce his right 
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to grind or roll all malt used for brewing within the 
manor, and he was advised that the Court of Chancery 
had concurrent jurisdiction to enforce his rights. Notice 
was given to all the brewers that they must roll their 
malt at the mills, but they refused to do so ; whereupon 
proceedings in chancery were taken by Colonel Smyth 
against Mr. Chas. Waller in 1864 to prevent him from 
grinding or rolling malt, to obtain damages for his past in-
fringement, and for an order that his mills and machinery 
for malt rolling might be destroyed. My firm was em-
ployed by Colonel Smyth, in conjunction with his family 
solicitor, and no small excitement was created by the 
revival of an old-world right supposed to have been long 
dead and buried. 
Mr Waller, by his answer in the suit, dated 14th July, 

1864, disputed the existence of the right, alleged that 
it had been abandoned, and submitted that it was 
unreasonable and void, and that the mills were wholly 
insufficient. He also alleged that the mulcture was un-
reasonable, and amounted to 3s. Gd. a quarter as compared 
with the charge then usually made of 9d. per quarter. 
But the plaintiff's rights were too clear to be disputed, 
and the defendant thought it wise to consent to a decree 
dated 28th January, 1865, by which he admitted the 
plaintiff's rights, and agreed to pay an annual rent for 
the privilege of rolling or grinding the malt he used. 
The rights thus admitted by him were not disputed by 
other brewers within the manor, who, not wishing to 
send malt to the mills, made arrangements on the same 
basis of an annual payment, and an additional rent-roll 
of about £400 was realised in this way by Colonel Smyth. 
Then in 1869 the property was put up for sale, and 

sold to a syndicate of gentlemen who afterwards disposed 
of it to the Bradford Corporation. The purchase by 
them was made for street improvements, but also no 
doubt with a view to extinguish the manorial rights. 
The Corporation pulled down the mills, and appropriated 
part of the site to the formation of Sumibridge Road and 
the various other alterations in that locality, sold off the 
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surplus land, and thus this ancient monopoly, which 
carried us back to the times of the Norman Conquest 
and the rule of De Lacy, ceased to exist: The rent of 
£6 6s. 8d. was still payable in 1869, and is still paid for 
aught I know. The smaller rent of 6s. 8d. seems at that 
time to have disappeared. 
The Manor of Bradford itself, with other large property, 

was granted by Charles I. to trustees for the Corporation 
of London, in feoffment, to be held as of the king's 
Manor of Enfield, subject to a rent charge of £35 4s. 6d. 
They are said to have acquired it with other manors, 
including Leeds and Liverpool, in payment of a debt 
owing by King James the First. The Corporation of 
London sold it, and it became vested at the end of the 
seventeenth century in Henry Marsden, Esq., who bought 
off the rent in 1671 for £591 4s. 8d. His successor 
conveyed the manor thus free from rent, in 1795, to 
Benjamin Rawson, Esq., for £2100, from whom it has 
descended to the present lord ; all this we learn from 
Mr. James. 
The Crown in "right of the Duchy, and as lord of the 

honor of Pontefract, had a court baron in the honor, in 
which from time immemorial, claims to debt or damage 
not exceeding 40s. might be enforced. 
By an Act passed in 1767 (7 George III.) the amount 

of the jurisdiction was extended to £5, and by another Act 
passed in 1839 (2 and 3 Vict., c. 85), entitled "An Act 
for the more speedy recovery of small debts and damages 
within the Honor of Pontefract, parcel of Her Majesty's 
Duchy of Lancaster, in the West Riding of the County 
of York, and for altering the practice and extending the 
jurisdiction of the said court," a court of the honor 
was established in the place of that which previously 
existed, the jurisdiction in debt was extended to £15, 
the judge was to be appointed by the Chancellor of the 
Duchy, after the death or resignation of Jno. Hardy, 
Esq., the grandfather of the present Earl of Cranbrook, 
who was then steward and judge, and the court was to 
meet once a month at Pontefract, Leeds, Bradford, and 
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Huddersfield, and also at other places if thought 
necessary. 

This tribunal, which I believe was known as "The 
Court of Requests of the Honor of Pontefract," existed 
until it was superseded by the modern county court of 
Yorkshire, established in 1846, and the court and offices 
were on the site of the offices of the Friends' Provident 
Institution, in Parley Street, Bradford, the buildings 
being afterwards used for the purposes of the county 
court. 

Perhaps I may be permitted to end this somewhat 
disconnected story by adding one other reminiscence of 
the manor and its rights. Within the manor there 
was an ancient tribunal, now vanished. I mean the 
court baron or manor court, in which I once practised, 
and I should think that I am the only living solicitor 
who has attended a trial by jury in that court. The 
jurisdiction was limited to cases of debt or damage not 
exceeding 40s. The judge was the steward of the manor, 
and several bailiffs executed the process of the court. It 
was held when there was any case to try, or other 
business, in a large room in the Manor House Inn in 
Parley Street, now pulled down, but trials were rare 
because the costs involved were not less than six or seven 
times the amount of the claim, if both sides are taken 
into account. The jury was, I believe, five or seven, 
instead of the usual dozen, and the procedure was similar 
to that of the superior courts, of which, with so small an 
amount in dispute, it was a somewhat comic parody. 
The first business was to compel the defendant's 

appearance. He was summoned to appear by the service 
of a somewhat unintelligible printed form, and if, as 
often happened, he was as unable to read as he was 
unable, or it may be unwilling, to pay, and disregarded 
the summons, his appearance was enforced by the issue 
of a distringas, under which the bailiff seized his goods, 
if he could find any, and held them until an appearance 
was entered. What happened if he were still in default 
I know not, but if he appeared there were or might be 
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formal pleadings, declaration, plea, replication, rejoinder, 
and so forth, until an issue was reached. Then notice of 
trial was given, a record was made up, the cause entered, 
jury summoned, and trial had, followed by judgment and 
execution. But practically the court was confined to the 
recovery of undefended debts, and the defendant, not 
being able to distinguish between a distringas to compel 
appearance and an execution for the debt, generally paid 
promptly if he could manage to do so, when the distringas 
was executed. Trials, as I have said,, were rare, but I 
can remember a squabble about a disputed milk score, in 
which the fiery disputants proceeded to that stage, and 1 
was present at the trial. The court was abolished more 
than forty years ago, and as the county court had con-
current jurisdiction, its disappearance, save as a relic, like 
the old corn mills, of the social arrangements of the past, 
had few to regret it. 
I know not whether the Duchy holds to-day as owner 

any property in the Manor or Parish of Bradford. They 
claim, I believe, .a right to the benefit of any escheat 
that may occur within the manor, or any other manor in 
the parish, by the death of an inhabitant without heir 
or relative, and one such case at all events happened 
within my own knowledge many years ago, where such a 
claim was made and admitted. The right of course 
arises from the fact that the manors existed before the 

re�Iuia n of Edward the First, and before the statute of 
'  einptores," and were held of the lords of the 
honor and not of the Crown, and it is therefore a reminder 
to us of those far-off days when the stern Norman baron 
ruled his honor from his great stronghold at Pontefract, 
and when Bradford might be described in the pathetic 
words of Domesday, "Ilbert has it and it is waste." 
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LII. 

Bradford. 19 December 1599. 

Abstract of Will of EDWARD BOWER, of Bradford, yeoman. 
(From York Re,qi.try). 

to THOMAS BOWER, his eldest son, he gives his land in Bradford, 
which he had lately by the demise of one WILLIAMMACHON, 
of Southowram, if he pays 26s. 8d. to MARIE BOWER, his 

daughter, in the porch of the Parish Church. He gives the best of 
his goods to EDWARD, SYMON, JONAS, WILLIAM, JEREMIE, and 
MARIE, his children, equally, except the mangers and hecks in his 
house; also a table in the great parlour, and a long table in the hail, 
and a lead in the kitchen, a range in the hail and another in the 
kitchen, with all bedsteads except two which SYMON'S wife shall 
choose. All the rest THOMAS BOWER is to have, with the rest of the 
bedrooms, THOMAS paying to the other children £3 6s. 8d., and to 
my son SYMON £10. SYM0N is to have the house in Ivegate, now in 
the occupation of BRIAN BIRKHEAD. THOMAS is to pay to WILLIAM 
£12 when he reaches his 26th year. He gives to WILLIAM the house 
in Ivegate now in the occupation of widow ROSTHORNE and widow 
WALKER. THOMAS is to pay to JEILEMIE £12 when he reaches his 
25th year, and to MARIE £12 when she is 23, or in default the close 
called Great Crabtrees, now in the testator's own occupation. 
He makes THOMAS and JONAS his executors. 

LIII. 

Horton. 31 July 1603. 

Abstract of Will of WILLIAM LAWE, of Horton, clothier. 
(17ront York Registry). 

ESIRES to be buried in the Parish Church or the Parish Church-
yard, Bradford. Leaves to AGNES, his now wife, £10, which 
are in the hands of WILLIAM MALLABURNE, of Newcastle, 

merchant; two spitts and two gawbe irons with all the furniture 
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belonging to same; also the bedstocks "wherein she and I doe use to 
lie." with bedding and furniture, and half of all the rest of personalty. 
To ANNE, daughter of GODFREY LAWE, his son and now wife of 
JAMES SWAYNE 20s. He wills that GODFREY LAWE, ROBERT 
LAWE, and JOHN LAWE, his sons. and THOMAS BOWERS, GODFREY 
BAYLEY, and JOHN WALKER, his sons-in-law, shall have all the 
residue, and makes them his executors. 

Witnesses: ABRAHAM LYSTER; ABRAHAM SwAYNE. 

Proved, 22 March 1608. 

LIV. 

Bradford. 20 J/ay 1604. 

Abstract of Will of JOHN BENWICKE, of Bradford, scrivener. 

(From York Reqistry). 

( JOHN BENWICKE, of Bradford, scrivener, a wretched sinner, J confess and acknowledge openly by writing and by words 
before God Omnipotent and before all that are here present 

as witnesses if there needeth any, that I believe and confess generally 
all and every part and article of the Christian faith wherein every 
Christian believer is bound to be believe." He desires to be buried in the 
church of St. Peter, Bradford. He gives to the poor of Bradford 
3s 4d.; to CECILY JACKSON, his servant, £3, in money or money-
worths, at or before two indifferent men, to be paid at such time as 
the said CECILY comes to any preferment, she giving one year's suffi-
cient warning afore she be paid. To JOHN WARBURTON, his cozen, 
dwelling at Wynstowe in Cheshire, 3d. To ELIZABETH BENWICKE, 
his wife, all personalty; she is not to part with any part or portion of 
the said goods as long as she is living if she survives him. After her 
death the said goods are all to go to his brother RICHARD HILLS 
children, that is to say, to FRANCIS HILL, £20 and the half part of 
my household goods as they stand in Bradford; the rest to RICHARD 
HILL, the younger, MATTHEW HILL, JOHN and ELIZABETH, children 
of RICHARD HILL, of Kilham. 

Executor: his wife. 

Supervisor: RICHARD HILL, dwelling at Kilham in York 
Wolde, my brother-in-law, and FRANCIS, his son. 

Witnesses: WILLIAM WEBSTER, vicar of Calverley. 
JOHN (JUOFTE, curate of Bradford. 
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LV. 

Bradford. 19 August 1608. 

Abstract of Will of JOHN BANCROFT, of Rookes. 

(From York Registrtì. 

.Írû E orders that his interest in Rookes' Farm go to pay his debt 
to his daughters first ; the remains of his goods and chattels 
to be divided into 3 parts: one part to go to MARY, his now 

wife; another to his daughter, and to JUDITH and PRUDENCE, her 
daughters, for portions; out of the rest, MARY REYNER, his servant, 
is to receive a cow with calf, and the remainder of the third part he 
gives to SAMUEL HOYLE, of Hoylehouse, and EDWARD WATER-
HOUSE, of Priestley, my neighbours and trustie friends, in trust for 
the said daughters. 

Executors: SAMUEL HOYLE; EDWARD WATERHOUSE. 

\Tjtnesses . Mr. RICHARD ROYDES; ROGER BANCROFT; 
JOHN HANSON. 

Proved, 13 December 1608. 

LVI. 

q,e,sal. Calverley. 18 April 1615 

Abstract of Will of RICHARD THORNTON, of Tyersall. 
(From Ynk Registry). 

- .fÛFE leaves his lands, tenements, &c., to the Right Worshipful 
SIR RICHARD TEMPEST, Knt., FRANCIS RAWDEN, of Raw-
den, gent., and ROBERT ELMHEJRST, of Windhill, gent., till 

his son, TEMPEST THORNTON, or another of his sons, come of age, 
for the benefit of his children. He entreats his good friends to see 
that they are well and christianlike brought up, and in good literature, 
so far as their portion will extend. His will is, that his younger sons, 
WILLIAM, RICHARD, and JOHN, after TEMPEST is of age, shall 
have a yearly annuity for their respective lives. Of his goods and 
chattels, he gives to SIR RICHARD TEMPEST his grey stoned horse; 
to ROBERT ELMHURST a white mare; to PERCIVAL HOBSON, his 
brother-in-law, a bay mare; to FRANCIS RAWDEN his bay mare with 
one eye; to SARAH, his eldest daughter, and to DOROTHY, his third 
daughter, a gray mare with its foal, "when it cometh ;" to ELLEN, 
his second daughter, the black filly; to his beloved wife ELIZABETH 
his sorrel mare; to EDITH STEAD, his servant, when she leaves his 
wife's service, £3; to DOROTHY WADE, his servant, 20s.; to GEORGE 
WATSON, when he leaves his house, 40s.; to ROBERT THORNTON, 
when he leaves his house, £4; to LUKE RAwE, servant, 2s. ; to 
ANTHONY BOULTON, 2s. Gd.; to JOHN TAYLOR, is.; to ANNIE 
RAWDEN, is.; to cousin ISABELL WILLSON, a bushel of wheat; to 
MARIE POLLARD, daughter of Richard Pollard, of Tong, 30s., out of 
debts owing me by Mr. Gibson, if she will take it, otherwise 20s. out 
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of my own goods. He remits to ELKANAH WALES, minister of 
God's word at Pudsey, 20s. which he owes him. Ile gives to 
Mr. SAXTON, late minister of Pudsey, lOs.. and to Mr. TOWLER, 
minister at Sheffield, lOs., upon condition that each of them shall 
preach one sermon at Calverley Church within one year after his 
decease. To Mr. RICHARD ROTHWELL, minister, 12s. 4d., entreat-
ing him to bestow one sermon, ' if he may be suffered," at Calverley 
Church, within a year after his death. He remits to Mr. KEMPE, 
minister, of Bradford, all reckoning between them, except lOs. which 
he shall pay to CALEB KEMPE, his son. To Mr. TURNER, minister 
of Tong, he gives 5s. To MAWDE, the wife of Mr. ELLIS MICKLE-
THWAYTE, of York, a bushel of oatmeal baked, to be sent to her to 
York. To the son of THOMAS WILLSoN, of York, baker, who at 
the last Assizes was sick and with a crutch, 2s. Gd. To JOHN CLARKE, 
of York, 2s. Gd. To the poor of Calverley, lOs. Of all the rest of 
his personalty, he gives to each of his five daughters one-twentieth 
the rest to be equally divided amongst the five daughters and the 
three younger sons. 

Ile appoints as executors his brother-in-law, ROBERT ELMHURST, 
and PERCIVAL HoBSON. He entrusts the order and government of 
his eldest son TEMPEST to HUGH ORESSIE, together with the 
marriage of the said son, who, his desire is, shall be bestowed in 
marriage upon one of the daughters of the said HUGH (IRESSIE, if 
it please God that liking shall grow between them; and his humble 
prayer unto the King's most excellent Majesty, or to whomever the 
wardship of his said son shall be belonging, is that he would grant 
the same unto the said HUGH CRESSIE accordingly. Ile appoints 
SIR RICHARD TEMPEST, Knt., and HUGH OREssIE, Esq., Super-
visors. Witnesses: MICHAEL JENKINSON, THOMAS MANN, JOHN 
ELSWORTH. 

MEMo.—A codicil gives the wardship of his son to his wife 
ELIZABETH. 

Proved, 19 April 1615. 

LVII. 

Tong. 16 August 1672. 

Abstract of Will of RICHARD TEMPEST, Esq, of Tong. 

(From York Registry).' 

.ffl,E leaves his body to be buried in Tong Church or Free Chapel. Ile commits and puts JOHN TEMPEST, his son and heir, to 
ALICE his wife and mother of the boy, and his whole manor 

of Tong, and all his messuages, lands, tenements, milnes, mines, rents, 
&c., to his wife during the minority of his son and the preferment of 
his youngest children, BEATRIX, CHRISTOPHER, ELIZABETH, and 
HENRY TEMPEST, and appoints his wife ALICE executrix. flé be-
queaths to his son JOHN TEMPEST his white stoned horse, and a ring 
or signet of gold, having on it the seal of his arm s; to his son 
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CHRISTOPHER, his little black nag; to his wife ALICE, his black-
alezan horse; to his son HENRY, a heifer of two years old; to each 
of his daughters, a white stirk of a year old; to his sister DOROTHY, 
a quarter of wheat; to his cousin THOMAS TEMPEST, his riding coat, 
his cloth breeches, and 20s.; to NICHOLAS Hoppy, his grey gelding, 
and his new jerkin and new breeches; to GEORGE LANGDALL, a bay 
mare that was bought of one Wright; to cousin ANN CORDINGLEY, 
his Jersey carnation stockings; to his father-in-law, his sword; to 
his mother-in-law, his silk stockings; to his uncle WILLIAM HART-
LEY and his cousin EDWARD HOPPEY, one mourning cloak each; to 
hiš brother-in-law JAMES MATJLEVERER, his best cloak; to Mr. 
TURNER, a mourning cloak and 205.; to his uncle SHEARTCLIFFE, 
to his cousin HENRY GASCOIGNE, to GEOFFREY PICKARD, and to 
RICHARD POLLARD, each a mourning cloak; to FRANCIS BAICKS, 
£5 and his workaday doublet; to JAMES WATSON, 40s. and his 
workaday breeches; to JOHN WOOD, his servant, lOs.; to ROBERT 
WOOD, that which is written and set down in RICHARD POLLARD'S 
keeping; to WILLIAM GIBSON. 20s.; to THOMAS BAKES, a heifer; 
to ELIZABETH HARGRAVES, lOs.; to ANNE BOOTH, õs.; to MARY 
ATKINSON, 4s.; to RICHARD WOOD, 3s. 4d.; to all his godsons, 
6s. 8d each; to ROBERT GOODALL, one sidecoat; to ELIZABETH 
NETTLETON, one sidecoat; to the poor people of Brysedall (Birstal) 
parish, 5 marks, and to the poor of Bradford parish, 5 marks; to 
RICHARD POTTER, one pair of great bowls. 

Witnesses: THOMAS TURNER, WILLIAM SHIRTCLIFFE, 
NICHOLAS floppy, FRANCIS BAKES, WILLIAM GIB-
SON, JAMES WATSON. 

Proved, 30 September 1614. 

LVIII. 

Idle. Calverley. 15 October 1586. 

Abstract of Will of TRISTRAM LEDGERD, of Idle. 
(From York Registry). 

E leaves his body to be buried in the Churchyard of Calverley. 
He bequeaths to AGNES RYDINGE, daughter of NICHOLAS 
RYDINGE, 6s. 8d ; to ELIZABETH JACKSON, daughter of 

WILLIAM JACKSON, late of Bradford, 6s. 8d. All the residue of his 
estate and personalty to go to MARY, his wife, and THOMAS LEDGERD, 
his son, both of whom he appoints his executors. And further to be 
confirmed and satisfied by the assent of his father, THOMAS LEDGERD, 
and his father-in-law, THOMAS RYDINGE, in such points as shall be 
herein wanting and imperfect, remembering also that the said THOMAS 
LEDGERD did freely pass on his estate in the tenement to MARY, the 
wife of TRISTRAM LEDGERD, and to THOMAS, their son. Witnesses 

hereof: JOHN VICKARS, JANET RIDINGE, GILBERT STANSFIELD, 

THOMAS RIDINGE, THOMAS LEDGARD. 

Proved, 1 February, 1586-7. 
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LIX. 

Wakefield. Bradford. 7 Auqust, 1548. 

Abstract of Will of TRISTRAM HORTON, priest, of Wakefield. 
(From York Registry). 

.ÍbE gives his soul to Almighty God, his maker and saviour, 
beseeching our Lady Sancta Maria, the mother of Jhu. Christi, 
our Saviour, and all the Saints in Heaven, to pray for him 

his body to be buried within the holy sanctuary of Wakefield Church-
yard. He orders £6 8s. 4d. to be distributed and dealt out among 
the poor folks of Wakefield ; and also, after his burial as soon as it 
may conveniently be done, £6 8s. 4d. to be distributed and divided 
among the poor people of Bradford, for the good of his soul and all 
Christian souls. He bequeaths to TRISTRAM BULLING, gent, 40s.; 
to two of his brothers and one of his sisters, each 6s. 8d. ; to AGNES 
SIKES, 6s. 8d.: to all his godchildren, Gd. each; to TRISTRAM 
LEDGEAItD'S wife, one featherbed, two pillows of fustian, one 
coverlet, one silver spoon, with Gs. 8d.; to ROGER JOWET, his 
brother (in law), and unto two of his sisters, 3s. 4d. each; to ELLEN 
BRACEWELL, 3s. 4d.; to my lady ROSAMOND TEMPEST, 35. 4d.; to 
WILLIAM HORTON, his kinsman, one side gown, and to ISABELL, 
his wife, Gs. 8d.; to CHRISTOPHER HORTON, his kinsman, 6s. Sd., 
and to JENNET, his sister, 6s. 8d.; to JOHN HORTON, his kinsman, 
one gown, and to JENNET, his sister, 6s. 8d.; to ISABELL HORTON, 
6s. 8d.; to ELLYNE SMYTHE, 6s. 8d. The residue he wills that his 
master (steward) CHRISTOPHER FFEILDE shall divide among the 
poore folks of Bradford, wherever the greatest need should appear to 
be; and he appoints the said CHRISTOPHER as executor. 

Witnesses: GILBERT BRowN1; JOHN rfHREAPIAND 

JOHN I3ROW1NE. 

Proved, 3 October 1548. 

LX. 

Bradford. Overbrea. 30 December 1589. 

Abstract of Will of TRISTRAM HORTON, of Bradford, yeoman. 

(From York l?egistry). 

%EAVES his body to be buried in the Parish Church of Bradford, 
amongst the bodies of the youthful members of his family 
there buried. He appoints that his wife ANNE is to have her 

rights to the goods on the premises, and gives her 30s. a year out of 
his lands during widowhood. To his eldest son, WILLIAM HORTON, 
he gives £5 a year out of his lands till he is 23 years of age. The 
residue of the profits of his lands is to be reserved and used for the 
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benefit of his youngest children, JOHN, JEREMIE, and ISABELL. The 
guardianship of his eldest son WILLIAM is entrusted to ROBERT 
I-I EMMINGwry, of the Overbrea in Halifax parish, and to his brother 
ROBERT HORTON, until he is 23 years of age. What other children 
TRISTRAM HORTON has or may have, are committed to the guardian-
ship of ANNE, his wife, during her widowhood; if she does marry, 
the guardianship passes to his brothers, WILLIAM HORTON and ROBERT 
HORTON. If his wife is with child, the child or children when born 
shall have equal portions with his other children both in lands and in 
goods. For the better preferment of his two younger sons, JOHN and 
JEREMIE HORTON, he has given each one close of land; and he gives 
to his daughter IsABELr. £20 which his heir is to pay her. His heir is 
to have the house to live in and the lease of a close called the Intack, 
lying on the south side of the house. He gives 40s. to the poor of 
Bradford, and appoints all his children, except WILLIAM, as executors; 
ROBERT HEMMINGWAY, CHRISTOPHER TAYLOR, vicar, and RICHARD 
HILL to be supervisors. 

Witnesses: RICHARD HILL, WILLIAM HORTON, ROBERT HORTON. 

Proved, 1 December 1591. 

LXI. 

Bradford. 26 August 1557. 

Abstract of Will of THOMAS COOKE, of Bradford, yeoman. 

(Ft-on York Registry). 

to .JENET, his wife, and to ROBERT COOKE, his son, he gives his 
whole draught of oxen with all things thereto belonging; they 
are to use the same and occupy the land jointly, so long as 

they can agree. He bequeaths to his daughter ISABELL the cupboard 
in the nether parlour; to WILLIAM COOKE one little counter in the 
over parlour; to RICHARD HODGSON 3s. 4d., to pray for his soul and 
all Christian souls The residue is to be divided into three parts: one 
part to go to his wife JANET; one part to his son JOHN; the third 
part to discharge any debts of his, to carry him forth to his burial, 
and to pay the church duties. What remains he gives to his son 
ROBERT whom he appoints executor. But ROBERT is on the day of 
his marriage to give 20s. to his other son JOHN. He also gives to the 
said JOHN all such sums of money as are owing to. him, the said 
THOMAS COOKE, and which he paid for casting of the bells of Bradford. 

Witnesses: RICHARD HODGSON, priest; JAMES DEJNYNGTON; 
THOMAS BAYLYE. 

Proved: 29 November 1557. 

I 

I 
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LXII. 

Thornton. 4 June 1669. 

Abstract of Will of JOHN MIDGLEY, of Headley, gent. 
(From York Registry). 

.frÛ E devises to JOHN WEDDELL and JOHN SAGAR, both of Brad-
ford, certain properties, to sell the same in order to provide 
for the payment of his debts, in case his personalty should 

not be sufficient for that purpose. He leaves to his brother JosIAs 
the capital messuage called Headley, together with all royalties and 
chief rents of the manor of Thornton; also his share, as he inherited 
it, of Hollin Park, and all rights to the said manor and Hollin Park 
belonging; the said JoslAs paying as legacy to the children of his 
younger brother, WILLIAM MIDGLEY, of London, deceased, the sum 
of £100, to be divided amongst them; also to his sisters 20s. each for 
rings; also to each of their children 20s., and to JOHN WEDDELL 20s. 
for a ring, lie leaves to the poor of Bradford 20s. ; to the poor of 
Thornton 20s.; to each of his servants then dwelling with him, 5s. 
And as he always holds it his duty and the duty of every good Chris-
tian to pray to and praise God rather than hear sermons, he gives to 
the minister of Thornton and his successors for ever lOs. yearly, on 
condition that he reads divine service every St. Thomas' day at 
Christmas, both in the morning and afternoon of the same day annually 
at the chapel of Thornton. All the rest of his lands in Thornton he 
gives to the eldest son of the said WILLIAM MIDGLEY, deceased, on 
condition that he pay to his younger brothers and sisters £100. 

LXIII. 

Shipley. 27 February 1599. 

Abstract of Will of WILLIAM RAWSON, 'of Shipley, gent. 
(From Wahefielci Registry). 

.(bE wills that his wife AGNES have her thirds. He leaves to 
WILLIAM RAWSON, his eldest son, his corsiet and the pike to 
the same belonging, together with his sword and dagger; to 

each of the six children of WILLIAM GARFORTH, his son-in-law, one 
ewe and one lamb; to his SOfl EDWARD RAWSON and to his grandson 
DIoNIS GAnFonTH, £5 each, out of £10 due to him by his son WILLIAM 
upon a bill to be paid at 6 years' end, and if PIONIS should happen to 
die before that is due, then his share shall fall to LAWRENCE RAWSON, 
the testator's son. To his SOfl5, THOMAS, LAWRENCE, and EDWARD 
RAWSON, and to his daughters, ISABELL, wife of STEPHEN PASLEW, 
ELIZABETH, AGNES, and JANE RAWSON, he leaves all the residue of his 
goods, to be divided equally amongst them, saving that the £20 which 
he paid with his said son LAWRENCE to his master shall stand as part 

C 
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of his portion so far as the same will go, and that thus the rest of the 
said brothers and sisters shall take up, every one of them, forth out of 
his goods, so much as will come to £20 a piece, before he and they 
shall take their equal share of the rest. And whereas he has by deed 
of feoffment, dated 1 May 14th Elizabeth (1571), granted to the said 
WILLIAM GARFORTH and to ANTHONY WALKER, of Keighley, a 
messuage and land with appurtenances in Shipley, now in the tenure 
of WILLIAM BOOTH, clothier, and RICHARD BOOTH, also one other 
messuage and two fulling mills, and all the lands, tenements, goits, 
dams, &c., thereto belonging in Shipley, now in the occupation of 
GEORGE POLLARD,—tO such uses as are described in a certain inden-
ture bearing date 3 May 40th Elizabeth (1597), made between the 
testator and his son WILLIAM of the one part, and WILLIAM HAWKS-
WORTH, of Hope, gent., of the other part, that is to say to the use 
and behoof of his said son WILLIAM RAWSON and his heirs and assigns 
for ever, under the proviso that if he, the said son WILLIAM RAWSON, 
do not well and truly pay to the testator or his assigns as he by his 
last will shall nominate, the sum of £100, that is, £40 on 1st May 
1608, £40 on 1st May 1609, and £20, being the residue, on 1st May 
1610, all to be paid at the capital messuage in Shipley wherein I now 
dwell, between the hours of 10 in the morning and 3 in the afternoon 
—then the said feoffees, WILLIAM GARFORTH and ANTHONY WALKER, 
shall stand seized of the said messuages occupied by WILLIAM and 
RICHARD BOOTH and GEORGE POLLARD. Wherefore the said testator) 
WILLIAM RAWSON, does by these presents give the said sum of £100 
to his sons, THOMAS, LAWRENCE, and EDWARD RAWSON, and to his 
daughters, ISABELL PASLEW, ELIZABETH, AGNES, and JANE RAWSON, 
in equal shares. In default of payment, he gives the said properties 
to his wife AGNES, to his son THOMAS RAWSON, to his brother-in-law 
THOMAS PASLEW, of London, draper, and to JOHN ?VJIDGLEY. Of 
Headley in Bradforddale, on condition that they shall sell the same 
for as much as can be got for them, and to distribute the proceeds 
amongst his children, viz., THOMAS, LAWRENCE, and EDWARD RAWSON, 
his sons, and ISABELIi PASLEW, ELIZABETH, AGNES, and JANE RAWSON, 
his daughters. He appoints his wife, WILLIAM and 'THOMAS RAWSON, 
and THOMAS PASLEW, and JOHN MIDGLEY, as supervisors; and stipu-
lates that if his said son, EDWARD RAWSON, and his said daughters, 
ELIZABETH, AGNES, and JANE RAWSON, will not be counselled, advised 
and ruled by his said supervisors, of whom my said wife is one, in 
their marriage and in their education and course of life until they 
shall be of age, he or she or they who so shall refuse to be counselled, 
advised, and ruled, shall utterly forfeit their parts in the said sum of 
£100, and their part or parts shall be divided amongst those that are 
dutiful. He appoints his wife AGNES, his son THOMAS, and his son-in-
law WILLIAM GARFORTH as executors. 

Witnesses: JOHN COSYN; WILLIAM RAWSON, jun.; 
JOHN MIDGLEY. 

Proved, 10 July 1600. 
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LXIV. 

Bradford. 6 October 1562. 

Abstract of Will of JACOB BROOK, of Bradford, clothier. 
(From York Registry). 

IS goods are to be divided into three parts: one part to go to 
his wife JENNET; another part to his children JAMES, ISABELL, 
BRIDGET, and ANNE; the third part to be reserved for the 

discharge of his debts and the expenses of his burial. He leaves to 
his son JAMES two texters, four pair of shears, two pair of looms with 
all manner of thing belonging to his calling, as the eldest child's 
portion at the sight of four honest men. Be leaves to his daughter 
AGNES 6s. 8d.; to 'THOMAS RODDS, his servant, his best white fustian 
doublet; to RICHARD CORDEY, his servant, one pair of white hose, 
the best but one; to his son JAMES, all his best apparel, and his sword 
and buckler, bow and quiver. He appoints his wife, his son JAMES, 
and his daughter ISABELL as executors. He wills that JOHN WEBSTER, 
THOMAS BOWER, JOHN COOKE, and THOMAS RANSÐEN act as super-
visors. 

Witnesses: THOMAS RODDS; GEORGE RAMSDEN; PETER SNOWDEN. 

Proved, 7 February 1563. 

LXV. 

Bradford. 28 May 1539. 

Will of WILLIAM CLA.RKSON, of Bradford. 
(From. York Registry). 

N Dei nomine, Amen. The 28th daye of May in the yere of oure 
lorde God MDXXXIX., I, WILLIAM (JLERKSON of Bradforde, 
beinge of goode mynde and of whole memorie, make my laste 

will in thys maner and forme folowinge: ffirst I bequeathe my soull 
unto Ailmightie God my creator and redemer, and my bodie to be 
buried within the church yerde of Bradforde aforesaide. 

ITEM. I bequeathe unto SIR THOMAS YLLYNGWORTHE 8s. in money, 
and he shall pray for my soull and all my frendes soules and for all 
cristin soules. The residue of all my goods I give unto MARGARET 
my wif, to ROBERT, GEORGIE, HENRIE, MARUERIE, ELIZABETHE, and 
ALICE, my children, and also to such childe as MARGARET my wif is 
conceaved withe, whome I make my full executors of this my laste 
will. These beinge wittnes: TRISTRAM LEDGERDE, JOHN THORNTON, 

EDWARDE ELLYS, THOMAS COKE, with others moo. 
Proved 16th daye of August 1539, by the same relict, ROBERT, 

MARJORIE, ELIZABETH, and ALICE CLERKSON; with reservation for 
the interests of GEORGE and HENRY CLERKSON, and the child exisiting 
in utero matris, coexecutors in the same testament. 

cc 
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LXVI. 

Bradford. 11 October 1577. 

Will of ROBERT CLARKSON, Bradford. 
(From York Registry). 

3 N the name of God, Amen. The 11th October in the sixth yeare 
of the reigne of our sovraigne ladye Elizabeth, by the grace of 
God quene of England, Ffraunce, and Ireland, defender of the 

ifaithe, &c., I, ROBERT CLARKSON, of Bradford in the countye of 
Yorke, clothier, being of wholle mynd and perfyte rememberance 
(praysed be God), do maike my laste will and testament in maner and 
forme followinge. Ffirst 1 bequeathe my soull unto the hands of 
Almyghtie God, and my bodye to be buryed in the parishe church 
yearde of Bradford. Item. I do give to MARGARET my wyf all my 
leasses and all my freehold landes in Bradford for the terme of her 
natural lyf, and after her decease, my will is that the same land shall 
wholly remayne to WILLIAM CLARKSON, my eldest sonne and to his 
heires for ever; in consideration whereof I will that my said sonne, 
WILLIAM CLARKSON, within the space of one wholle yeare next after 
the death of MARGARET my said wyf shall contente and paye or cause 
to be contented and payd unto HENRY CLARKSON, my younger sonne, 
the some of Tenne pounds of lawfull Englyshe money. Item. I will 
that my debts and funerall be met and discharged of my wholle goods. 
The residue of all my goods and cattels I gyve and bequeathe unto 
the aforesaid HENRYE CLARKSON, my sonne, ANNE CLARKSON, the 
greater, ANNE CLARKSON, the lesser, and ELIZABETH CLARKSON, my 
daughters, whom I do make the executors of this my last will and 
testament. Lastlie I do appoynte WILLIAM WARDE, THOMAS BALIE, 
ROBERT CooKE, and JAMES ÐUNNINGE the supervisors of this my last 
will and testament. 

Witnesses: EDWARD COWLINGE; WIELTAM WARDE; THOMAS 

BALIE; JAMES I)uNNINGE; EDWARD FOURNES; RICHARD 

CORDINGLEY; with others mo. 
Proved, 15 Januarie 1577/8. 

LXVII. 

Bingley. 20 December 1577. 

Abstract of Will of STEPHEN TEMPEST, of Bingley. 
(From York Registry). 

j,
 E gives to the poor of Bingley 20s.; for mending Bingley 

Bridge 20s. The rest to go to JOHLNNA or JANIE, his wife, 
and FRANCIS TEMPEST, his son, equally, and makes them his 

executors. He appoints his "verie and singular good" Mr. ASHLEY, 
of Putsell, Mr ROBERT RYSHWORTH, of Riddlesden, gent., WILLIAM 
OURRER, of Marley, and JOHN RAWSON, of (irenehill, yeoman, as 

supervisors. 

Proved, 2 August 1578. 
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BAILDON: 

SOME OF ITS ANCIENT AND MODERN FEATURES, 

BY 

WILLIAM SORUTON. 

(Read before the Society December 9th, 1904.) 

tHE subject of my paper covers rather a wide area, 
and in order to bring it within the compass of one 
evening's lecture I shall have to treat it in a some-

what discursive and fragmentary manner. 
To speak of the British remains on Baildon Moor is to 

touch upon a subject of considerable interest, but one 
that affords a wide domain for mere conjecture and 
speculation. Into that domain it is not now my intention 
to enter. Many wild guesses have been made and con-
flicting opinions expressed concerning these time-worn 
relics, but apart from all theories we have abundant 
evidence that on this moor, and in its immediate neigh-:. 
bourhood, there are earthworks and trenches, ancient 
trackways, cup and ring-marked stones, pit dwellings, 
burial mounds, and other mementos which afford un-
mistakable evidence of the Brigantian tribes who once 
inhabited these hills and high plains. 

Writers possessed of the imaginative faculty have 
pictured for us the ancient ceremonies of sun worship, 
burial scenes, and other Druidical usages on this "Hill 
of Baal," but I disclaim the possession of this faculty to 
any appreciable extent, and, indeed, there is the-less need 
for any exercise of it on my part, in view of the fact 
that these matters have already been dealt with by 
others much abler to do so than I am. 
As to the etymology of the name "Baildon," local 

historians appear to be pretty well agreed that it literally 
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signifies the "Hill of Baal," and that this hill has been 
the scene of those idolatrous practices in pagan times, 
when the sacred fire was kindled and the human sacrifice 
offered in adulation of Baal, whose "high places" are so 
frequently mentioned in the Holy Scriptures. The 
summit of the elevation known as "Hope Hill" is 925 
feet above sea-level, and it well deserves the name of the 
"High Plain," which it often gets, for most extensive 
views of the surrounding country are to be obtained from 
it when the skies are clear. Such a site was certainly 
not likely to be overlooked by the tribes who roamed 
over this wild yet glorious district in those far away times. 
Some modern authorities, however, throw much doubt 

on the existence of Baal worship among the Celts of these 
islands, and the future historian of Baildon may have to 
look about for some other derivation than the popular 
one I have just named. One local chronicler has recently 
suggested the "Hill Ford" ; but my experience of fords 
does not lead me to look for them on the hill tops, and I 
am bold enough to think the ford theory, as applied to 
the summit of Hope Hill, will scarcely "hold water." 
But I must leave prehistoric conjecture for the safer 
ground of historic fact. 
The descent and title of the Manor of Baildon is a 

long and complicated one, but Mr. W. Paley Baildon, of 
London, has, by much industrious research, been able to 
throw considerable light upon it. The earliest lord of 
the manor, he states, of whom there is any record, was 
Hugh, son of William de Lelay (Leathley), who flourished 
in the days of Henry III. He held the whole manor, 
and divided it between his daughter Isolda and his son 
William. Isolda married Adam de Neyrford, and brought 
her half to that family. The other half came to the 
Stophams, but whether by purchase or marriage is not 
known. By a deed dated St. Barnabas Day, 1338, it is 
evident that the manor was then in the possession of the 
Stapleton family, for it states that "Whereby Nicholas 
Stapleton granted to his son Miles Stapleton, and his 
heirs for ever, his manor of Bayldon in Ayrdale, and all 
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his lands, &c., within the said manor, under the yearly 
rent of a red rose." From the Stapletons it passed to 
the Fitzwilliams, who held it for a long period, and then 
sold it to Walter Hawksworth, of Hawksworth, for £1300. 
The Hawksworths, conjointly with the Bayldons, retained 
possession of the manor until 1704, when Mr. Henry 
Thompson, of Escrick, purchased it, and it remained in 
this family until 1849, when the estates were divided 
and sold. The late Mr. Bailey Blackburn was the largest 
purchaser, securing the river land from Baildon Bridge 
to the old stepping stones at Saltaire. The price was 
£5000, but Mr. Blackburn afterwards disposed of it to 
the late Sir Titus Salt for £10,000. The late Mr. Maude 
bought the manorial rights, along with a large portion 
of the Baildon estate, and at his death they became the 
property of Colonel Maude. 
A curious light is thrown upon the position of Baildon 

in the year 1378 by that most interesting document, the 
Poll Tax list of Richard II. The sum raised by Baildon 
(12s. lOd.), bears favourable comparison with some other 
towns and villages not far away. Thus Bradford with 
its 300 inhabitants paid 23s., Shipley 9s. 4d., Halifax 
12s. 8d., Dewsbury 13s. 4d., and Ilkley 18s. lOd. It 
would seem that Baildon then consisted of sixteen 
married couples, five unmarried males, and six females, of 
whom two were widows. 
I have been much struck by the manner in which 

many old Baildon families have "stuck to the soil" 
through many generations. Several of the names re-
corded in the Poll Tax list for this village arë yet in 
existence. In point of antiquity and importance the 
Bayldon family claims the first place, for we find them 
located here soon after the Conquest, and thenceforward 
down to the 17th century, when Mary, daughter of 
Francis Bayldon, of Baildon Hall, married, in 1665, 
Mr. Bradwardrne Tindall, of Brotherton, Hutton Pagnell, 
by whom she had an only child, Lucy, wife of Mr. Edward 
Thompson, of Marston, who died in 1715. Her last 
descendant, and therefore the last descendant of Francis 
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Bayldon, was Lucy Sarah, wife of the Right Hon. Thos. 
H. S. Sotheron-Estcourt (Home Secretary in 1859), who 
died without issue in 1870. 
A family that figures somewhat prominently in old 

Baildon deeds, as extensive property owners, is that of 
the Lamberts. Their abode was the fine old homestead 
at Low Baildon, called "The Rookery," now the residence 
of Mr. Smith Feather, of Bradford. John Lambert was 
a gentleman of considerable force of character, and some 
eccentricity. The following document found among his 
papers will, perhaps, serve as evidence of the latter. It 
bears date October 30th, 1822 

"As Mr. Lambert does not like to be receiving warning, and 
having another servant to look out for every six months, if John 
Beck chooses he will engage him for twelve months upon the 
following terms, viz.: 
"Mr. Lambert will give him £30 per year from 1st November 

next, he, John Beck, to provide himself with all kinds of good 
and neat clothes, and to find his own washing, or, Mr. Lambert 
will give him £28 per year and wash for him. 

"But, whenever he is wanted to go out with either the car or 
the gig, either to ride or drive, John Beck is to go out in a blue 
frock coat, such as he now wears, with either a yellow or a broad-
striped waistcoat, and either top boots or clean gaiters. John 
Beck is not to object to do anything he may be wanted to do, as 
has been the case during the time he has lived with Mr. Lambert. 
Should it so happen that John Beck is in Mr. Lainbert's employ 
three years hence, is attentive, industrious and careful, keeps 
himself clean, and is steady during the time, Mr. Lambert will 
then make him a present of £6 over and above his wage, or a 
new suit of clothes at John Beck's option. 
"N.B.—As John Beck prefers being washed for, his wage is to 

be £28 per annum, to which I agree. JOHN LAMBERT." 

Whether or not John Back managed to pull through the 
three years with satisfactory behaviour and received the 
promised reward is more than I am able to say, but I 
have been assured by one of his offspring that it is more 
than likely that he did, for he was "a good and faithful 
servant." 
John and Anne Lambert had one son who died young, 

and two daughters, Margaret Eleanor and Caroline Anne, 
the former of whom married Mr. James Bent, and the 
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latter became the wife of Thomas Lockley, M.D. Dr. and 
Mrs. Lockley resided at Baildon Lodge, Low Baildon, and 
Mr. and Mrs. Bent lived at the Rookery close by. Here 
was born, in the year 1852, their son, James Theodore 
Bent, the distinguished traveller and man of letters. 
After an absence of twenty years, during which he 
travelled over the world, he returned home to die, having 
caught a malarial fever. Though only forty-five years of 
age, he had seen much of the world, had passed through 
many hair-breadth escapes of his life, and made himself 
famous. He was a member of the Council of the Royal 
Geographical Society, through whose journals many of 
the valuable results of his investigations in distant lands 
were given to the world. In all his wanderings he had 
been accompanied by his wife. He died early in May, 
1897. 

There are now no representatives in Baildon of John 
Lambert or of his offspring, but the Bent and Lockley 
families have left behind them a fragrant memory. Their 
deeds of kindness were done quietly and without ostenta-
tion, and, although it would ill become me to parade 
them now, I have no hesitation in saying that not a few 
of the deserving poor of Baildon tasted the sweetness of 
their benevolence. 

In the two old roads, "Holden Lane" and "Butler 
Lane," we have a perpetual reminder of two old and 
worthy Baildon families—the Iloldens and the Butlers, 
—the former being one of the oldest in the village. 
Robert Holden was an extensive owner of property, and 
I have seen his signature to many old deeds. His will, 
dated February 4th, 1739, is a curious document, and is 
couched in language one rarely meets with in the legal 
documents of these "evil degenerate days." He begins: 

"In the name of God, Amen. I, Robert Holden, of Bayldon, 
in the Parish of Otley and County of York, Yeoman, being sick 
and indisposed in body, but of sound Mind and Memory çpraised 
be God for ye same), doe make and declare this my last Will and 
Testament, in manner following," &c. 

At the top of Holden (or "Boggard") lane is Chapel 
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Hill, the houses on which belong to the Butler family. 
The Butlers are said to have come originally from Ireland, 
and were descendants of the Earl of Ormond. One of 
the Butlers intermarried with the Beecrofts of Kirkstall. 
A branch of the Boiling family has both lived and 

owned property at Baildon. I have seen the will of a 
"Phebe" Boiling of Baildon, but do not remember the 
date of it. By, a deed dated 11th May, 1694, George 
Taylor, of Baildon, yeoman, conveyed to William Boiling, 
of Chellow, yeoman, "All that messuage or tenement, 
the inheritance of the said George Taylor, and all those 
closes of land, meado*, and pasture, known by the several 
names of the Well Close,' the 'Three Ley Closes,' and 
the 'Half-day Mowing Close.'" From this document it 
is evident that the Taylor family is of long standing in 
Baildon. In the Hearth Tax list for this village (1665), 
a "William Taylor" and "Widow Taylor" are mentioned. 
This is evidently one of the old Baildon families that for 
generations past have been identified with the village, 
and who have offspring still living to represent them. 
In the person of Mr. Joseph Taylor (familiarly known by 
his many friends as "Joe "), the Taylor family is now 
worthily represented. 
The Goldsboroughs are credited, though on what author-

ity I have not been able to learn, with being the oldest 
family in Baildon, and that they can trace their descent 
from the Conquest. Mr. Richard Goldsborough, the 
head of the famous firm of R. Goldsborough & Co., Wool 
Merchants, Melbourne, was a branch of the Baildon 
thrnily. He commenced the wool business in a small 
warehouse in the Brown Cow yard, Bradford, and after 
a while was tempted to try his fortune in Australia, and 
no more striking instance of colonial enterprise and 
sagacity, followed by almost phenomenal success, could 
be mentioned than that of the firm of which he was the 
founder. Their gigantic warehouses, and no less gigantic 
business, are amongst the things which Australians men-
tion with pride as indicative of the business vigour of 
the Antipodes. 

1 
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Some of the old Baildon families whose names have 
come down to modern times were closely linked with the 
industrial life of the village. Thus, the Renards, who 
came from France in 1680, were for many years identified 
with the cloth manufacturing business. So also were the 
Brooks, who can trace their connection with the same 
industry for fully 300 years. Another old and influential 
family is that of the Amblers, who were among the first 
to start the worsted business in Baildon. The rapid 
development of this industry has brought with it many 
changes ; some for the better, others for the worse. 

Facilities are now afforded for improving the industrial, 
educational, and social life of the village that were not 
so much as dreamt of by former generations. Much of 
the clannishness of the inhabitants has disappeared. Old 
habits of frugality have given place to a more luxurious 
style of living. The names of families that clung to 
Baildon for generations have given place to others 
foreign to the soil," and even the quaint speech and 

time-honoured dialect of the old people is fast dying out. 
The space at my disposal forbids my dwelling at any 

length on the topography of Baildon. The old market 
place or "Town Gate" as it is called, with its ancient 
market cross and modern water fountain, attracts the 
attention of visitors on their way to the moors. Since 
the stocks have been restored to their former position the 
old-world appearance of the market square has been 
greatly increased. There is no market held here now, 
but there is a tradition that one was in existence long 
before the charter was granted for the Otley market, in 
the days of King Atheistan, well nigh a thousand years 
ago. This, however, would be difficult to prove at this 
time of day, and I think it may safely be allowed to 
remain as a tradition and nothing more. The old cross 
around which the market was wont to be held is a relic 
of considerable antiquity. As if to give it a sort of 
"ancient and modern" aspect, and bring it down to date, 
it was some years ago made to serve the purpose of a 
lamp post, and more recently of a finger post, indicating 

(j 
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the way to the station. At my request both these dis-
figurements have been removed by the District Council. 

In the coaching days when the route to the north was 
through Baildon and over the moor, the old Angel Inn 
was a welcome hostelry for both "man and beast." The 
arrival or departure of a stage coach would then be an 
event of more than ordinary interest, for there would be 
little else to vary the monotony of the quiet and isolated 
village. Harking further back still, to the far-away 
pack-horse days, the principal inn of the place was near 
to the church, and the old house is yet pointed out. The 
pack-horse road then ran by way of Cliffe Lane, Butler 
Lane, and Ladderbanks Lane, portions of which may yet 
be traced as originally constructed. 

Leaving the market-place and proceeding up North-
gate, we soon arrive at the moor, which, apart from all 
its historic and prehistoric associations, is one of the 
most delightful breathing spaces in Yorkshire. It is 
unquestionably Baildon's chief attraction, and its nearness 
to the village has doubtless had much to do in moulding 
the character of the Baildon people. When we consider 
the elevated position of the village, the vast extent of 
the moors beyond, and the wintry storms that have 
swept across them in by-gone ages, we cannot wonder 
that many a weird and ghostly tale should have been 
shaped out and handed down from generation to genera-
tion. In the village itself there are still old folds, dark 
and mysterious corners, and creaky old buildings such as 
ghosts and goblins were supposed to haunt and delight 
in. Old Westgate was formerly regarded as the favourite 
resort of guytrash, padfoot, and the "White Woman" 
where they held "high court," disturbing and frighten-
ing the peaceable inhabitants with their pranks and 
antics. Miss Huddleston, who resided in Baildon several 
years, has told us, in her book entitled Rueben Gaunt, 
that so recently as the year 1858 witchcraft was firmly 
believed in by many of the inhabitants, and that a small 
cottage in Keicliffe could then be pointed out as the house 
where the chief witch lived. "Witch doctors," she says, 

r 
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"were consulted in preference to qualified surgeons, and 
a charm procured from the Baildon planet ruler, was 
esteemed of far greater value than a prescription from a 
skilful physician." 
I have already dealt with the old families of Baildon, 

let me now briefly speak of some noteworthy individuals. 
This village may not, perhaps, have produced many dis-
tinguished characters, as the world counts distinction, 
but it has certainly given birth to some worthy ones, 
whose purpose in life was not so much to make a noise 
in the world as to serve their day and generation well, 
and do the greatest possible amount of good in the circle 
in which they were placed. One of these worthies was 
Joshua Briggs, the "Moorland Schoolmaster." I cannot 
pause to dwell upon his early struggles as a parish 
apprentice, or of his praiseworthy efforts to help his 
widowed mother to bring up a family of small children. 
As for education, he received none but such as he gained 
for himself: When he became a married man he removed 
with his wife and children to that most isolated spot on 
bleak Rumbles Moor, known as the "Old Shooting 
House," or more correctly, "Horncliffe," and at this out-
of-the-way spot he started a day school, himself the 
schoolmaster. This was in the year 1800. Marvellous 
indeed must have been the faith and courage of the man 
who could complacently enter upon such an enterprise 
as this ! Horncliffe is even at this day a spot far 
removed from the "busy haunts of men," and a solitude 
disturbed by no voice but that of the wild bird, and no 
sound but that of the winds or the crack of the sports-
man's gun. Here it was that Joshua Briggs began his 
day school. So few in number, however, must have been 
his pupils, either from the long distance, or the limited 
accommodation of the school, that in order to eke out a 
livelihood, he was obliged to combine the occupation of 
besorn maker with that of schoolmaster. Here bn sum-
mer afternoons, amidst the smell of wild flowers and the 
• whirling boom of the mountain bee, the besorn maker 
and schoolmaster led forth his little band of scholars to 
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give them lessons, while they pulled the blooming lung 
for his besoms, which he sold in the surrounding villages 
on the Saturday holidays. Of the pupils who attended 
this moorland academy, we know at least of one who 
received impressions, and imbibed a love of nature which 
afterwards bore rich fruit. This was John Nicholson the 
"Airedale Poet," who, after receiving the first rudiments 
of his education from his father at the woolsorting board, 
was sent to the school on Rumbles Moor in order that 
he might "finish his education." Who shall say that 
the inspiration, which in maturer years brought forth the 
Airedale and other poems of John Nicholson, was not the 
outcome of the happy days spent here when the poet's 
mind was young and impressionable? One of the most 
prominent and useful features in Joshua Briggs' career 
was that of founder and pioneer of Sunday schools in 
and around Baildon at a time when those institutions 
were all but unknown. After a residence of several 
years at llorncliffe, he removed to Baildon, where he 
rented a straw thatched cottage and carried on his school, 
and also plied his trade of besorn maker. The picture 
given us of Briggs in old age is that of a venerable 
looking man of middle height, with white locks flowing 
down almost to his shoulders and supporting himself by 
a long staff. On his left arm he carried a small basket 
containing the books he used in teaching. His appear-
ance was truly patriarchal. His long and well-spent 
life was brought to a close in the year 1827 at the age 
of 78, and his remains were interred in the burial ground 
at Bethel Chapel, Shipley. 
Among other Baildon worthies of whom I should like 

to have said something, had space permitted, was 
Thomas Fairbank of Baildon Green, who formed one of a 
small society of praying people in Baildon in connection 
with John Wesley. Thomas was a great admirer of 
Grimshaw, of Haworth, who was then attracting anxious 
hearers of the Gospel from far and near. Among those 
who were thus attracted was Thomas Fairbank, who 
came statedly a- distance of 12 miles, in spite of bad 
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weather and worse roads, and thought nothing of tramp-
ing all the way from Baildon Green, and returning home 
the same way, and this through a course of several years. 
To Baildon belongs the honour of having given birth 

to that learned and pious man, the Rev. Joseph Sutcliffe, 
M.A., who was horn in the year 1762, and entered the 
Methodist ministry in 1786. It is to be regretted that 
no suitable biography of Sutcliffe has ever been compiled, 
for he is justly entitled to a high place among the most 
eminent of the self-made men of Methodism. He wrote 
and published many books and pamphlets, the mere enu-
meration of which would require more space than can 
be spared in a paper like the present. His literary attain-
ments appear to have been most versatile, for besides 
being the author of a volume of hymns he produced a 
large number of minor publications on theology, personal 
religion, geology, and politics. Indeed his active brain 
and ready pen seem never to have been at rest. And yet, 
diligent as he was in his studies, he was a faithful 
pastor, visiting the people of his charge from house to 
house, caring for and commanding in a high degree, their 
confidence, love, and affection. 
Some thirty years ago Baildon lost one of its best 

known inhabitants by the death of Mr. James Steel, 
surgeon. His genial and affable manner will be remem-
bered by many; so also will his open-handed generosity, 
and the kindly treatment of his patients, especially such 
of them as were in need of charity as well as medical 
skill. 
Yet another worthy was Mrs. Wharton, the bone-

setter, whose reputation as "T' Baildon Doctor" ex-
tended for miles beyond the village to which she belonged. 
It was truly said of her that "her charity and good 
neighbourliness were as well-known in Baildon as her 
professional skill was appreciated outside." 

it does not come within the scope of the present con-
tribution to deal with the Parish Church of Baildon, or 
the various other churches outside the Establishment. 
All that is known of the early history of the former is 
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of a fragmentary character. In the summer of 1316 the 
Scots, when on their raids across the Border, ventured so 
far into the Northern parts of this country that they 
burnt Northallerton, Boroughbridge, Knaresborough, and 
Skipton, and made such havoc in Archbishop Melton's 
Manor of Otley, that he "cursed them with bell, book, 
and candle." They came again three or four years after, 
and went over the same ground. Baildon being close to 
Otley and within its parish, would be sure to come in for 
its share of trouble, and it is more than likely that the 
church would be destroyed, for it was rebuilt in 1338, 
and William de Melton, Archbishop of York, "of his 
fervour and devotion contributed to the fabric of the 
church at Baildon six hundred marks of silver in aid 
thereof." The present church (dedicated to St. John 
the Evangelist) was erected in 1847. Its predecessor 
was an extremely plain building, with no stained glass 
in its windows to relieve its plainness. The present 
structure may not, perhaps, be remarkable for archi-
tectural beauty, but from its elevated position it forms j 
a striking oFj ect when viewed from the surrounding hills 
and valleys. But if not attractive without, it is so 
within, its appearance having been greatly improved by 
recent restorations, and the parishioners may now ex-
claim, "this is indeed our holy and beautiful House !" 

It may be said of Baildon that it now possesses two 
characteristics—it is both ancient and modern. Its easy 
approach by a line of railway has done much to deprive 
it of its former isolation, and its reputation as a health 
resort has tempted certain merchant princes, hailing from 
Bradford, to erect residences on its eastern slope which 
have given it quite a suburban aspect. The village is 
doubtless on the eve of other changes that will ere long 
rob it of much of its rural picturesqueness. 



THE BRADFORD NEWSPAPER PRESS, 

BY 

BUTLER WOOD. 

(Read before the Society, February /6th, 1906). 

tHE subject of the Bradford Newspaper Press has 
already been ably dealt with by Mr. Wm. Scruton, 
in an article which he contributed to the Leeds 

Mercury Supplement, for 19th May, 1883, and entitled 
Early Yorkshire Journalism. He also wrote two articles 
for the Yorkshireman on Yorkshire Journalism in 1802, 
which appeared on May 19th and June 2nd, 1 877. In 
addition to these contributions he gave an interesting 
account of the "First Bradford Newspaper," i.e., the 
courier, in the Yorkshireman of 1st September, 1887. 
I am greatly indebted to these and other unpublished 
memoranda by Mr. Scruton, without whose help it would 
have been difficult to compile the present paper. 

Mr. C. A. Federer has also placed at my disposal a rich 
store of material bearing on the Bradford Press, and to 
both these gentlemen I am under deep obligations, not 
only for the material placed at my disposal, but also for 
other help which has been most freely and disinterestedly 
rendered. 

In looking over the subject as a whole, it soon became 
apparent that it would be impossible to deal effectively 
with the host of periodicals of the Yorkshireman type 
within the limits of the present paper. I have therefore 
left the consideration of these for a future occasion, and 
will confine my attention to those journals which may be 
fairly classified as newspapers. The first of these is the 

D 
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BRADFORD COURIER AND WEST-RIDING ADVERTISER. 

The Bradford Public Library is the fortunate possessor 
of the publish er's file copy of this journal, which contains 
in many of its issues written instructions as to the dura-
tion of the advertisements therein. The volume was 
purchased from a Newcastle gentleman, who inherited 
it from one of his forbears who had been formerly con-
nected with this newspaper. The first issue is dated 
Thursday, 14th July, 1825, and it continued to bear the 
title above mentioned till the 36th number, which then 
appeared as the Bradford and lluddersfield courier and 
West-Riding Advertiser. It is more than probable that 
this change was made with a view of reviving its dimin-
ishing circulation. The editor is careful to point out that 
the interests of the town will receive as much attention 
as in the past, but notwithstanding this assurance the 
paper underwent no alteration in size. During the first 
year of its existence the condition of the working classes 
was very deplorable. A few weeks before the first 
number was issued a strike of weavers and woolcombers 
had begun, and this lasted nearly six months. Large 
and excited meetings of the strikers were held during 
this period, mostly at Fairweather Green and Allerton, 
and these are somewhat meagerly reported, but those 
held by the masters receive a large amount of space. 
The prospectus printed in the first number is a rather 

flatulent effusion, so worded as to give the impression 
that Party politics would be carefully avoided, but it 
consistently took the Tory side nevertheless, and many 
of the leading articles were of a violent type. It was 
printed by Thomas Inkersley, whose reputation as a 
printer and publisher was very great at that time in 

Bradford.  The first editor was Mr. H. D. Ingl is, whose descrip-
tions of travel in Switzerland, Norway, and Ireland were 
widely read at the time of their publication. He was 
editor of the Leeds Independent before he took charge of 
the courier. The local news yields much interesting 
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reading to those who may have time to glance over its 
pages. Here is one 

"A short time ago a boy who works in the coal mines at 
Bowling had the misfortune to have one of his toes cut off by the 
fall of a large stone. Ile managed to stop the bleeding, and 
wrapping up the toe in a bit of brown paper, pursued his work 
till night. He then came down into the town, and with the 
utmost sang froid, applied to a surgeon to set him it on again, 
producing it out of his waistcoat pocket, where it had been for 
nearly eight hours." 

Another item records the commencement of the present 
Bolton Road, which begins at the bottom of Church 
Bank, and goes through Spink Wood, and rises about 
one inch in the yard. The prediction that there would 
be an abundance of buildings springing up along its 
route, has, however, not yet been justified. 
At this time many turnpike roads were commenced, 

and the advertisement columns contain public notices 
connected with these undertakings. Many of these 
advertisements are very entertaining, and the persistence 
of those setting forth the virtues of Rowland's Kalydor 
and Warren's Blacking show that in those early days the 
value of continuous advertising was recognised by the 
sagacious tradesman. The issue of December 8th contains 
the following 

"During the fair. James Rochester's Royal Menagerie. Indis-
putedly the most rich, grand, and complete collection of foreign 
animals ever known to travel through any part of the world; 
and is now offered for the inspection of amateurs, connoisseurs, 
and the public; by which an opportunity is afforded of viewing 
at one glance, almost every kind of extraordinary, rare, and 
valuable quadruped that ever crossed the ocean—such as have 
always been considered leading objects of exhibition, inclusive of 
several animals entirely new to this country." 

These were afterwards enumerated as under 
The performing lions and tigers in one den—indisputedly the 

most singular instance of savage ferocity tranquilized into animal 
discipline. The boa constrictor, or great serpent of Java; several 
noble lionesses from Barbary and Senegal—on the 8th of June, 
1824, one of them brought forth three cubs which are thriving 
exceedingly well. The spotted hyena, or the tiger wolf, etc. 
Admittance—Ladies and Gentlemen, is.; Servants and children, 
6d." 

DD 
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These columns contain notices of the coach services, and 
also those of the carriers between Bradford and the 
adjacent towns or villages. The following is a copy of 
one 

"The Brilliant, a four inside post coach, to Leeds and back daily. 
The inhabitants of Bradford, Leeds, etc, are most respectfully 
informed that the above coach commenced running on Monday 
last, from the Sun Inn, Bradford, at seven o'clock, to the lVhite 
Horse Inn, Leeds, in time to meet the London, York, Sheffield, 
and Birmingham coaches, and returns in the evening at a quarter-
past six o'clock. 

Performed by the public's servants, 
December 1st, 1825. iliRsi', HOLLTNGS & Co." 

Many others might be given, but time and space forbid. 
It remains to be said that this journal came to an end on 
the 10th of April, 1828, having run for two years and 
nine months. The interest in the undertaking was trans-
ferred to the proprietors of the Leeds Intelligencer, which 
is recommended to the attention of the subscribers of the 
now defunct courier. Some time previous to its decease 
an advertisement appeared in its columns, to the effect 
that the copyright and printing materials were to be 
disposed of, and calling attention to the fact that it had 
been conducted on the principle of adherence to the 
Protestant Constitution of the Church and State. 

Mr. Scruton says that the proprietors had been losing 
money at the rate of £500 a year—a statement one can 
readily understand, when the heavy stamp and paper 
duties are taken into consideration. 

BRADFORD AND WAKEFIELD CHRONICLE. 

On the 23rd of July, 1825, just nine days after the 
appearance of the Courier, the above-named journal made 
its debut. It was published by Messrs. Stansfield Sons 
& Co., whose shop was at the bottom of Westgate, and 
whose business is carried on to this day by our esteemed 
townsman, Henry Gaskarth. It was more Liberal in tone 
than its rival—being an exponent of Whig principles. 
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The hopelessness of carrying on two ventures of this 
kind in a town of Bradford's dimensions soon became 
apparent, and after the termination of the great strike, 
previously referred to, the paper gradually fell into a 
decline, and died a natural death on the 29th of April, 
1826, its interests being transferred to the proprietors of 
the Leeds Patriot. 

I 
If 

BRADFORD OBSERVER. 

It is seventy-two years since the first number of this 
journal appeared, the date being February 6th, 1834. It 
was issued as a weekly newspaper, from the premises now 
used as the Law Institute, next door to the present 
quarters of the firm. The first numbers were very small 
compared with those of the present day. For two years 
and a half the paper consisted of eight pages measuring 
18 in. by 13 in. only. It was issued at 3d. a copy, and 
the stamp duty was 4d., making the total cost 7d. In 
1836, however, a reduction of the stamp duty enabled 
the proprietors to make the price 4d. The obstacles in 
the way of producing a paper at a reasonable cost will 
be realized when we remember that in addition to the 
paper and stamp duties, there was a duty of is. Gd. on 
every advertisement inserted in the paper. 
The venture was originated by a number of prominent 

inhabitants, who felt that the town should possess a 
journal of its own, and Dr. Godwin, Robert Milligan; 
J. Garnett, and a few other gentlemen formed a syndicate 
for carrying out the project. The capital was raised in 
£25 shares, which were held by about 90 shareholders. 
From its beginning the members of the Byles family 
have been associated with its fortunes. The founder of 
the present firm, Mr. William Byles, came from the staff 
of the Athena3urn to conduct the newspaper and to under-
take the duties of printing and publishing. 

In the article which appeared in the Bradford Observer 
of February 6th, 1884, giving an account of its Jubilee, 
and to which I am indebted for the facts now recorded, 

k. 
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it is stated that the entire staff engaged in rearing the 
infant newspaper only numbered about ten, whereas at 
the present time it takes about 130 persons to keep it in 
order. The first Editor was a Mr. Housman, of Lancaster, 
and Mr. T. C. Foster, of Leeds, was the first reporter. 
Like most infants it had internal troubles, lit was printed 
on a machine which was considered a great thing in its 
day. I find a windy account of its merits in the second 
number of the Observer, giving also a picture of the Press 
which, in the words of its designer, cc consists of pedestal, 
columns, and cornice of the Gothic order of architecture." 
This wonderful contrivance proved unequal to its respon-
sibilities, and broke to pieces during the printing of the 
third issue. For some weeks after this the paper had to 
be printed in two parts in the establishments of Mr. 
Stansfield and Mr. Edward Keighley, and it is related 
that on the first night of this arrangement, as the com-
positors were carrying the "formes" of type up Kirkgate, 
they were stopped by the watchmen under the impression 
that they were about to arrest a gang of body snatchers. 
In April, 1841, the paper passed into the hands of 
Mr. John Dale, who held it until 1847, when the Observer 
was transferred to Mr. Wm. Byles, and from that time 
to the present it has been in the hands of Mr. Byles and 
his family. Soon after this arrangement was effected 
the printing establishment was removed to premises now 
occupied by Messrs. Fattorini, where it remained for 20 
years, after which it was brought to its present home in 
Piccadilly. During this period the odious stamp duty, 
and also the duty on advertisements and paper were 
abolished, thus making it possible to issue the newspaper 
at a cheaper rate. 
From a leaflet, kindly lent me by Mr. Federer, I find 

that Mr. Dale proposed to issue, on the 31st of December, 
1842, a Saturday edition of the Observer. I have not 
been able to ascertain how long this arrangement lasted, 
but presume it was not of long duration. It was entitled 
The Keighley, Halifax, Bradford, and Hudclersfielcl 
Observer. On the 5th of October, 1868, the Observer 
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was first issued as a daily morning paper. It was soon 
found, however, that there was room for a weekly edition 
and during the following year the Observer Budget was 
started. These changes involved the provision of new 
machinery and other contrivances necessary for meeting 
the altered conditions. The first year's issue of the 
paper has been presented by Mr. Alderman Godwin 
to the Public Free Library. No. 1 is doubly inter-
esting on account of its being the first copy bearing the 
Government stamp; a fact which is recorded in the 
handwriting of Mr. Godwin's father, the late Mr. John 
V. Godwin. It is produced with all the care and taste 
which was characteristic of the printing of that period, 
and it bears a strong resemblance to the early numbers 
of the Athenœurn, a fact easily explained when we re-
member that Mr. Byles came direct to Bradford from the 
office of that journal. Some of the advertisements bear 
the names of many Bradfordians who flourished three-
quarters of a century ago. The father of our late towns-
man, Mr. Jeremiah Rhodes, draws attention to his 
"Musical Instrument Repository and Royal Bazaar" 
and Mr. Walter Milligan, the founder of the great firm 
of Milligan, Forbes & Co., advertises his drapery business 
in Kirkgate. I find also that Mr. Daniel Salt is desirous 
of letting his wool warehouse in Cheapside. Even at 
that time of day the vendors of quack medicines knew a 
thing or two in the way of puffing their nostrums, for 
the virtues of Norton's camomile pills, and Dewhurst's 
cough mixture, are very skilfully set forth in this number. 
The political news contains the King's speech on the 

opening of Parliament (February 4th, 1834). This was 
the first Parliament elected under the Reform Act of 
1832, and the speech refers, amongst other matters, to 
the Bill for the Abolition of Slavery in the British 
Colonies. In looking over the first year's file one notices 
many references to the condition of the town at this 
period. One correspondent writes to complain of the 
shameful state of the "Brook," and he accounts for the 
stagnation of the stream not only to the rubbish thrown 
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into it, but also to the waterwheels placed in the heart of 
the town. Another correspondent complains of the 
obscene writing on the walls of buildings. In contrast to 
our present Fire Brigade system, we note that on one 
occasion when a fire broke out, the fire engine was found, 
but no horse, and it had to be dragged through the 
streets by a crowd of persons accompanied by a solitary 
fireman. When the scene of the fire was reached it was 
discovered that there were no buckets, and the engine 
had to be taken back. As at the present time, it has 
always been on the side of Liberalism, and its general 
tone was consonant with the best traditions of the 
English Press. The paper attained its Jubilee on the 6th 
of February, 1884, on which date the historical resume 
previously mentioned was printed. 
On November 18th, 1901, the title was changed from 

the Bradford Observer to the Yorkshire Daily Observer. 
In an announcement of the change of title the Observer 
says, "Recent events have left the Observer, beyond all 
question, the foremost exponent of Liberal and Free 
Church views in the great County of York--the leading 
morning paper covering .the whole sphere of local, national 
and foreign affairs, and commenting on them in the true 
spirit of Liberalism." It also goes on to say that the 
title Bradford Observer might imply limitations which 
did not exist, consequently it had been considered 
desirable to adopt a title more clearly indicating its 
actual sphere of influence. 
The recent events just alluded to are probably due to 

the fact that three weeks before this announcement, the 
Leeds Mercury passed into the hands of the Harmsworths, 
who altered its title to the Leeds and Yorkshire Mercury, 
and reduced its price to a half-penny. It also proclaimed 
that in its policy the Mercury "refuses to acknowledge 
an admission of the necessity of Home Rule for Ireland 
as a test of Liberalism," and concludes by suggesting the 
necessity of forming a new Liberal Party. 
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BRADFORD HERALD. 

The first number of this newspaper was issued on 
January 6th, 1842, at 4d. per copy. It was brought out 
in the interest of the Conservative Party, which at that 
time had no organ of its own in Bradford. It was pub-
lished by Mr. E. A. W. Taylor, of Kirkgate, Bradford; 
and printed by J. U. Walker at Halifax. In general 
appearance it differed little from the Observer, but was 
printed in a larger sheet. The first issue is interesting 
mainly on account of a long and laudatory review of 
James's History of Bradford, which was issued in this 
year. As I am unable to give any idea of its duration, I 
should be glad to receive any information respecting it. 

THE BRADFORD TIMES. 

Mr. William Scruton has kindly furnished the following 
note on the first venture bearing the title of Bradford 
Times, which was printed by Mr. Squire Auty. 

"This small and unassuming journal (one penny, 
weekly) was first issued February 18th, 1854. 'Brief 
life,' however, was 'its portion,' as I have not been 
able to trace its existence beyond its issue for April 29th 
of that year. That existence seems to have depended 
upon its advertisements which, for so insignificant a paper, 
were by no means scarce. One of the most important of 
these was that of the Jewish firm, E. Moses & Son, 
'tailors and outfitters,' who had just opened out a large 
establishment in Bridge Street. Joseph Hick, chemist, 
Broadstones, also freely advertised his 'Cough lozenges ;' 

while Mess. Humphries & Halliwell announced, what 
was then a new feature in Bradford, viz., their 'Photo-
graphic Portraits,' which they call 'the popular and 
fashionable method of taking portraits.' The 'Notices 
to Correspondents' contain a few items of interest. Two 
of these must suffice : 'The Poetry of L. M. 0. is far 
from being correct, and is, of course, unfit for our columns. 
He is evidently young, but time and practise may enable 
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him to produce superior verses.' 'Sambo. We have not 
legal knowledge sufficient to give you advice on the sub-
ject.' Evidently the paper would not run to the expense 
of a 'Legal Column.' 
"The main feature of interest attaching to the Brad-

ford Times is the fact that its proprietor and editor was 
Mr. John Wood, a somewhat eccentric, but indeed a 
worthy man. He was a native of Allerton, in which 
village he passed his earlier years ; but he afterwards 
opened and conducted a school at Manninghanì. From 
the latter place he removed to Great Horton, where he 
took the initiative in the establishment of a sub-post-
office for that district, himself being appointed post-
master. He was, however, best known as a newspaper 
correspondent, in which capacity he was connected more 
or less with the Bradford Observer for a period of thirty 
years. That connection ceased in 1871 when Mr. Wood 
transferred his services to the Bradford Evening Mail, 
then being commenced. He was an uncompromising 
Conservative and Churchman, and seldom omitted an 
opportunity of defending his principles. 
"His role as editor and proprietor of the Bradford 

Times was not a success—financially it was a failure— 
but he carried on a bookselling and printing business at 
the same time. In advertising this in his paper he says, 
'J. W. will carefully exclude from his establishment all 
publications which have a licentious, immoral, or infidel 
tendency, and it is upon this ground that he asks for 
public patronage and support.' 

"During the year previous to his death, which took 
place in February, 1878, Mr. Wood published a brief 
sketch of his life, the cost of which .was defrayed by a 
few gentlemen, but it brought him little appreciable 
return. Then he became incapacitated for work through 
attack of rheumatism, and, sad to relate, he ended his 
long and active life within the walls of the Bradford 
Workhouse at the advanced age of seventy-five years." 
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BRADFORD ADVERTISER. 

The history of this paper is of an exceedingly chequered 
nature. It was founded in May, 1855, as a weekly paper, 
and sold at id. According to Mr. Federer, to whom I 
am indebted for all the information given respecting it, 

the two inner pages were printed in London, and the rest 
in Bradford. It became the recognised organ of General 
Peronnet Thompson, who represented Bradford from 1847 
to 1852, and from 1857 to 1859. This gentleman contri-
buted a number of political articles which were afterwards 
published in book form under the title of. Audi Altera?m 
Partern in 1858. In 1858 or 1859 the Keighley and 
Skipton Mercury was incorporated with this journal, and 
the price reduced to one penny. From 1863 to 1868 the 
paper gradually declined, when, in the latter year, it 
appeared as a small four-page sheet, and mostly padding 
at that. The price was then a half-penny. At Christmas, 
1873, the founder, proprietor, editor, compositor, reader, 
and printer were all crystallised in the person of Mr. John 
Marshall Jowett. He resolved to revive the ancient 
glories of the paper by investing in a few founts of new 
type and reverting to the original size and get-up, but 
unfortunately the resources of the establishment were 
not equal to the production of more than two pages. 
Another spurt was made in 1878 when it appeared before 
the world with the following comprehensive title, The 
Bradford Advertiser, and Shipley, Windhill, and Idel 
News, and purported to circulate in such remote regions 
as Saltaire, Frizinghall, Baildon, Great and Little Horton, 
Allertbn, Girlington, and Brownroyd. Its pages were at 
this time enriched with contributions on local history by 
Mr. J. Horsfall Turner. It finally dwindled down to be 
an advertisement sheet which was distributed gratis to 
unwilling recipients, and ceased to exist on the death of 
Mr. Jowett, which took place some years ago. 

BRADFORD REVIEW. 

A sheet kindly lent to me by Mr; Federer, contains the 
announcement of the projected issue of a "cheap local 
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newspaper for Bradford and district," to be called the 
Bradford Review. We give this characteristic circular 
in extenso. 

A CHEAP LOCAL NEWSPAPER 

FOR BRADFORD AND THE DISTRICT. 

ON SATURDAY, JANUARY 16TH, 1858, 

Will be issued the First Number of a Weekly Newspaper, 
entitled 

THE BRADFORD REVIEW. 

The "Review" will consist of Four Pages, CONSIDERABLY LARGER in 
Size than those of any other Paper in the District. 

PRICE THREE HALFPENCE. 

It is a remarkable circumstance that, in the populous and enterprising 
town of Bradford, there is not a newspaper, published on the Saturday, 
which presents a digest of general news together with an adequate 
record of local intelligence, or that constitutes an acknowledged 
medium for the discussion of the varied social and political interests of 
this important locality. It is notorious that the great bulk of this 
public-spirited community read news only at the end of the week, and 
they are therefore mainly dependent, for this kind of literature, on 
journals published in other towns. But the 120,000 inhabitants of 
Bradford, and the almost equal number in the large villages which 
surround this centre of the worsted manufacture, must feel that they 
ought to have an organ, appearing on the Saturday, which is identified 
with' the interests of the district, and especially devoted to their 
advancement. It is the design of the originator , of the REVIEW to 
meet this need by issuing a first-class Saturday's Newspaper at a price 
that will bring it within the reach of all ranks. 
The REVIEW will be a perfectly independent and thoroughly liberal 

journal. The great design of its conductor will be to combine a 
faithful epitome of the news of the week—Domestic and Foreign— 
with the earnest advocacy of political and social progress. 

In reference to organic changes in politics, the REVIEW will contend 
for Manhood Suffrage, Vote by Ballot, Short Parliaments, the Distri-
bution of Electoral Power on the basis of population, and the Abolition 
of Property Qualification for Members. But while contending, on 
principle, for these changes. the REVIEW will be ready to support any 
sound and really useful measure of reform that may have a chance of 
becoming law. 

In general legislation and the practical government of the country, 
the REVIEW will be the strenuous opponent of over-legislation and 
centralization, and the earnest supporter of self-government and local 
management. 

t 
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The REVIEW will be the advocate of Administrative and Financial 
Reform. It will be the steady opponent of jobbing and corruption in 
the public service, and the supporter of economy and retrenchment in 
the national expenditure. It will contend for the gradual adoption of 
a system of direct taxation as plans may be devised for the equitable 
assessment of taxes on that principle. 

The REVIEW will steadily urge the necessity of Law Reform—of 
reform in ou'r Courts and judicial processes, as well as in the law itself. 
It will insist on a cheap and expeditious administration of justice, both 
in the civil and criminal departments of judicial procedure. 
The REVIEW will cordially render whatever assistance it can to all 

denominations in their efforts for the advancement of the common 
object of religion ; and, in ecclesiastical affairs, it will be for the per-
fect equality of sects. It will be against Church Rates and all 
ecclesiastical imposts—against the appropriation of public money to 
religious purposes, and especially opposed to the application of national 
institutions and national property to sectarian objects. 

In Foreign Affairs, the REVIEW will be in favour of the adoption, 
by the English Cabinet, of an open and equitable course of policy; it 
will aim to foster a public opinion that shall influence the proceedings 
of Government in this direction—that shall call for a fuller recognition 
of acknowledged principles of international law, and that shall ulti-
mately insist on the consideration of the interests of peoples, rather 
than of dynasties, in the settlement of the great questions of European 
politics. 

As to the numerous social, economic, and commercial questions that 
now so deeply interest all classes, the REVIEW will give earnest and 
systematic attention to these subjects. The improvement and extension 
of education, by every legitimate agency, will be constantly sought; 
and the sound practical efforts of all parties in this great work will be 
cordially assisted. Perfect freedom and equality will, however, 
always be contended for in this matter. Institutions, agencies, and 
movements adapted to ameliorate the condition of the people, and to 
promote the physical, intellectual, or moral well-being of the masses, 
will have all the hearty co-operation which it may be in the power of 
the REVIEW to afford them. 

Appropriate space will be allotted to literary subjects. This depart-
ment will contain useful notices of valuable works, interesting selec-
tions, and original papers by able writers. The aim here will be to 
furnish the readers of the REVIEW with an instructive exposition of 
the progress of human thought. and a faithful mirror of the tendencies 
of the age, as these are developed in its literature. 
On commercial subjects, the REVIEW will contain regular accounts 

of the markets, and will supply such other commercial information as 
may be important to a community so largely engaged in trade and 
manufacture. 

Arrangements are being made to secure the latest intelligence on 
all subjects of general interest; faithful reports of meetings, and 
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other public movements in the town, will be given; and special 
means will be taken to obtain full and authentic information as to 
occurrences and proceedings in the district. No care or expense will 
be spared that can render the REVIEW a really useful Family and 
General Newspaper. 

It must be clearly understood that the REVIEW will not be the 
organ of any particular party or sect. It will not labour for party 
interests or sectarian objects, but for the advancement of great princi-
ples, and for the elevation of all classes of the large community in the 
midst of which it will be published. In the discussion of all subjects, 
the primary object of the REVIEW will be—to promote honest inquiry 
and manly conduct among both friends and opponents. While it will 
zealously contend for the great principles and measures alluded to 
above, it will ever encourage free thought and independent action in 
all. The REVIEW will emphatically seek to foster the fullest practical 
liberty—the freedom of individual thought and action. As one means 
of advancing this object, space will be allowed in the REVIEW for the 
free discussion, by correspondents, of such questions as may be con-
sidered interesting and useful to the community at large. Such 
discussions must, however, be conducted in a gentlemanly and truth-
seeking spirit. 
The BRADFORD REVIEW will be printed and published by JAMES 

HANSON, at the REVIEW Office, Mildred Court, Market-street, Brad-
ford, where Communications, Subscriptions, Orders, and Advertise-
ments will be received, after the 1st day of January. 1858. 

Though this production does not attempt to show how 
it will be a party newspaper and thoroughly independent 
at the same time, yet it eventually proved to be extremely 
liberal—one might say radical—in its tendencies. It 
was edited and printed by our late eminent townsman, 
James Hanson, whose devoted efforts on behalf of 
education will ever be remembered by the citizens of 
Bradford. It was in the columns of this journal that 
the proposals for the adoption of the Public Libraries 
Act were first set forth, and it was largely through 
the advocacy of this project in its columns that the Act 
was ultimately adopted by the Municipality. During 
the eleven years of its existence it strenuously main-
tained an advanced political creed, often with more 
zeal than discretion. It was first issued from Mildred 
Court in Market Street, but the printing establishment 
was afterwards removed to the bottom of Westgate, in 
the premises which were afterwards used as the Central 

41 
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Coffee Tavern. The first number was issued on Saturday, 
16th of January, 1858, at id. per copy. It consisted of 
four pages of a size somewhat larger than those of the 
Observer. On the 6th of June, 1861, a change took place 
in the publishing arrangements of the Review, which 
from that date appeared as a hi-weekly. The mid-weekly 
issue came out on Thursdays, and contained 24 columns. 
This was sold at one penny. The Saturday edition was 
enlarged from 40 to 48 columns, and the sheets were 
larger in size, but the price (1-d.) remained the same. 
From an advertisement in the Review of August 28th, 

1869, I see that it was proposed to start a daily issue at 
a half-penny. I have the first number before me now, 
dated 1st September, and I find that it was rather a 
small and insignificant sheet of four pages, but I have 
not been able to ascertain how long it existed. The usual 
weekly issue was sustained till February 12th, 1870, on 
which date the last number appeared. It contained a 
farewell from Mr. Hanson to those readers who had con-
sistently supported him in his newspaper venture. 

BRADFORD TIMES. 

This weekly newspaper, the second venture bearing 
this title, was founded by William Cooke, a printer, 
whose place of business was in Vicar Lane. The first 
number appeared on the 24th of June, 1865, and the 
last at the end of September, 1872. From the opening 
leader I gather that there was a want of an additional 
weekly newspaper in the locality, and the Times came to 
meet the requirement. We are told that "its politics 
will be Liberal and Progressive ; its cause will be 
emphatically the people, and that the paper will never, 
no never, be swayed by partiality or injustice." 
When quite a young lad, I saw a good deal of Mr. Cooke 

in his printing establishment. He was a peppery little 
man, wore a silk hat and frock-coat, and had the general 
appearance of a parson. He was, however, an avowed 
Freethinker, and I believe he printed pamphlets uphold-
ing these principles. He also issued chap-books which I 
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remember seeing suspended from strings running round 
his shop window on the Ebenezer Street Side. 
The paper was really a colourable imitation of the 

Leeds Times, and consisted largely of extracts from other 
journals, with a liberal spicing of divorce and similar 
news. Like the Leeds Times it was sold at twopence a 
copy. It was never a serious competitor with the Observer, 
which at that date (1865) was only issued weekly. It is 
more than probable that its circulation would be crippled 
by the advent of the Bradford Review (1869). At any 
rate it only lasted three years after the appearance of 
Mr. Hanson's venture. 

Exactly eight years after its death, namely, 2nd 
October, 1880, the paper was dug from its literary grave 
by Mr. W. H. Hatton, who states in an introductory 
article that "Though we have been considered to be 
dead, we have only been sleeping—we rise with many 
important additions. When the Bradford Times ceased 
to be printed, it had the character of being a very 
ordinary newspaper. We are conceited enough to believe 
that anyone who examines these pages to-day. will ac-
knowledge that we are a very extraordinary penny paper." 
It then proceeds to confess its political faith, and assures 
its readers that it will be no party organ, and that it will 
"oppose any attempts to destroy those grand institutions 
which have built up the honour and glory of the British 
Empire." in the very next article, however, there is a 
distinctly partisan attack on Mr. Gladstone. The rest of 
the first number consists entirely of paste and scissors 
padding, excepting two columns of cheap advertisements. 
The general character of the paper never rose above 
mediocrity, and its leading articles were not over-burdened 
with wisdom. The last number in our possession is dated 
1st September, 1883. 

BRADFORD DAILY TELEGRAPH. 

(EVENING PAPER). 

This newspaper was founded by Mr. Thomas Shields, 
and the first number appeared on the 16th of July, 1868. 
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The price was a half-penny then as it is now. It has the 
distinction of being the first daily paper published in 
Bradford, for the Observer was not issued as a daily 
morning paper until the 5th of October of the same year. 
The Telegraph had no evening rival until 1871, when the 
Bradford Evening Mail took the field. Unlike the latter 
paper, the Telegraph has not only survived till now, but 
is still possessed of a healthy and vigorous constitution. 
It has always been conducted in an enterprising manner, 
and has consistently advocated Liberal principles from its 
commencement. 
The first printing office was situated in Bond Street, 

where the Bradford Chronicle and Mail also had its 
printing establishment. In those days a two-feeder hand-
fed Wharfedale machine was sufficient for printing the 
newspaper. Now the office contains Hoe machines, which 
are capable of turning out 72,000 copies per hour. 

After a time the newspaper soon out-grew its Bond 
Street home, and the establishment was removed to a 
building opposite the Mechanics' Institute. Here new 
machinery was fitted up to meet the growing require-
ments of the business, but even these arrangements were 
soon found inadequate to cope with the increasing work, 
and eventually the present premises in Market Street 
were purchased from the Yorkshire Banking Company, 
and reconstructed to meet the requirements of the firm. 
These were opened in 1902. 
A Weekly Telegraph was started on the 31st of July, 

1869, containing a resume of the week's news, together 
with stories and other interesting matter suitable for 
home reading. This has always been popular in the city 
and surrounding villages. It consists of twelve pages, or 
eighty-four columns, and is sold at one penny. 
The proprietors also issue a Saturday evening paper 

named the Yorkshire Sports, which is intended to meet 
the requirements of those who take a special interest in 
sports and pastimes. It is of the same size and price as the 
daily issue. The first number was published in Septem-
ber, 1899. 

E 
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The proprietorship was transferred, in April, 1898, to 
the present owners, whose proper title is "The Bradford 
and District Newspaper Company, Limited." £30,000 
was paid for the goodwill by the Company. The share 
capital is £37,000. Debentures £20,000. The following 
gentlemen have filled the post of editor, James McKinlay 
and David Eastwood, Mr. George Alvey being the 
present editor. The 'managers came in the following 
order : Thomas Shields (proprietor), David Eastwood, 
and Jasper Patterson. Mr. H. C. Derwent is the present 
manager, and is well known as an energetic and capable 
head of the business relations of the Company; 

BRADFORD EVENING MAIL. 

(DAILY). 

First issue September 18th, 1871, by James Lawson, 
Chapel Lane, Bradford ; sold at a half-penny ; and 

BRADFORD CHRONICLE. 

(DAILY). 

First issue October 1st, 1872 ; sold at one penny. 

Both these papers came from the same printing office, 
and were published by H. W. Morrison for the Bradford 
Newspaper Company, Limited. They were started in 
the interest of the Tory and Conservative parties in 
Bradford. After a time they became amalgamated under 
the title of the Bradford Chronicle and Mail, and issued 
as a halfpenny evening paper. The venture came to ail 
end in the last week of August, 1883. The Bradford 
Times of that year passes some scathing comments oil the 
apathy of the Conservative party, which is held to be 
responsible for killing the Mail by starvation. 

BRADFORD DAILY ARGUS. 

This brings us to the youngest of our Bradford daily 
journals. It appears that Lord Masham, Sir John Cass, 
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Sir E. Flower, J. H. A.ckroyd, Francis Willey, and a 
number of other Bradford gentlemen, first originated the 
scheme for floating a newspaper which should serve as 
the organ of the Conservative party in the city, and the 
Bradford Daily Argus was the result of this effort. A 
company was formed under the title of "The Bradford 
and County Constitutional Press Company, Limited," 
and I believe Sir M. W. Thompson, Bart., was the first 
chairman. The printing and editorial offices were, and 
still are, in Ship Alley. From the first number, which 
was issued on the 16th of June, 1892, I gather that it 
was printed and published by Mr. Henry Fieldhouse, of 
Rose Bank, Fairweather Green. This gentleman left 
Bradford after a short time, and since then the whole of 
the management has been in the hands of Mr. Jasper 
Patterson, who is still the guiding spirit of the concern. 
Mr. Patterson has had a long connection with Bradford 
journalism. He was connected with the advent of the 
Bradford Evening Mail and the Bradford Chronicle, 
and was manager . of the Telegraph at the time when 
called upon to pilot the Argus in 1892. 

DATE OF PUBLICATION OF THE FIRST NUMBER OF :-

Bradford Courier 
Bradford and Wakefield Chronicle 
Bradford Observer... 

,, Herald 
Halifax, Bradford, and Huddersfield Observer 
Bradford Times (Auty's) 

Chronicle and Advertiser 
Advertiser 
Review 
Times (Cooke's) 
Daily Telegraph 
Weekly Telegraph 
Daily Review 
Evening Mail 
Daily Chronicle 
Times (Hatton's) 
Daily Argus 

14 July 1825 
23 July 1825 
6 February 1834 
6 January 1842 
31 December 1842 
18 February 1854 
1 July 1854 
May 1855 
16 January 1858 
June 1865 
16 July 1868 
13 July 1869 
1 September 1869 
18 September 1871 
1 October 1872 
October 1880 
16 June 1892 

EE 



BURIAL REGISTER 

OF 

BRADFORD PARISH CHURCH 

TRANSCRIBED BY THE LATE 

T. T. EMPSALL, ESQ. 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 522 (VOL. II.). 

Explanation of contraction in the second column u'. wift ; 

S. sonne ; d. dawjhler ; ch. chi/de. 

1677. 

Dec. 27 Jonathan s Robert Green, Bradford 
John Hitching, Bradford 

29 Peter Sunderland, Esq., Allerton 
Jan. 3 Thomas Hill, Wilsden 

6 Jeremiah Holmes, Heaton 
9 Widow Mortimer Bradford 

12 William Stead, Bradford 
13 Joseph Mitchill, Boiling 
16 Jane Jackson, Bradford 
24 w Michael Robinson, Wilsden 

Feb. 12 ch Joshua Lobley, Eccieshill 
Sarah Bratils, Horton 

18 Jane w William Green, Bradford: elder 
ch James Rhoades, Bradford 

14 19 Alice d Francis Wilkinson, Clayton 
23 Ann w James Swaine, late of Horton 
26 ch Jeremiah Exley, Allerton 

ch Mr. Joseph Butler, Bradford 
ch Edward Sowden, Ecciesell 

March 1 James Hill, Bradford, a Scotchman 
12 Susannah Ludley, Bolling 
15 ch Richard Woomersley, Bradford 
19 Ann w John Booth, late of Manningham 

1678. 

Mar. 25 ch Jonathan Tompson, Bradford 
ch George Ward, Horton 

26 ch Richard Murgetroyd, Shipley 
27 Michael Drake, Thornton 
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Mar 30 w William Beanland, Wilsden 
31 John Barnes, Bradford 

April 2 Richard Woomersley, Bradford 
3 Grace Drake, Thornton 
7 ch Thomas Oates, Horton 

w Edward Collinson, Wibsey 
10 John S John Hustler, Maningham 
11 Rebecca w Samuel Sharpe, Maningham 
14 Jeremy s Joseph Armitage, Clayton 
15 Mary Balme, Thornton 
18 Richard s Thomas Walker, Bradford 
21 ch Thomas Roades, Bradford 
22 Grace Philip, Bierley 
27 Mary Freeman, Bradford 
28 Robert Widdop, Clayton 
29 William Booth, Wibsey 

John Clough, Horton 
May 1 John Northrop, Maningham 

12 ch Thomas English, Bradford 
ch Roger Johnson, Horton 

13 An Leemin, Clayton 
14 William Swaine, Horton 
24 ch Henery Watkinson, Maningharn 
25 ch Thomas Savill, Allerton 
26 Thomas Sharpe, Bowling 
27 Richard Turner, Bradford 
28 ch ,John Kitchin, Bradford 

Genitt Bowker, Bradford 
31 Sibill Banks, Bradford 

w James Higgin, Bowling 
June 1 Abraham Bell, Horton 

5 Jane Sugden, Bradford 
8 Phoeby w John Lumbe, Bradford 
16 Susanna Collinson, Horton 
21 William Hopkinson, Bradford 
27 Susanna w John Berry, Ecciesall 
28 ch David Halmond, Horton 
30 ch James Sharpe, Horton 

ch Henry Atkinson, Bradford 
ch William Craven, Heaton 

July  1 Jane w Richard Birkitt, Bradford 
w Christopher Wilkinson, Horton ç 

2 ch John Naylor, Horton 
4 ch William Walker, Bradford 

ch John Brookesbank, Shipley 
7 ch Edward Collinson, Wibsey 
12 ch James Sharpe, Horton 
15 ch Nathaniell W'atterhouse, Clayton 
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July 16 Sarah Newill, Bradford 
18 w Thomas Wilkinson, Ecciesall 
26 ch John Wilson, Bradford 
28 Priscilla w John Wilson, Bradford 

Aug. 14 Elizabeth w John Waid, Maningham 
16 ch Jeremy Stuith, Bradford 

Sept, 4 Robert Bell, Bradford 
Susannah Widhop, Clayton 

7 ch Richard Wright, Shipley 
9 Martha d John Hurst, Clayton 
13 w William Armitage, Ecclesall 

'15 Jeremy Exley, Allerton 
16 Samuell Holmes, Heaton 

ch Abraham Nichols, Bradford 
Oct. 2 ch James Smith, Clayton 

5 ch Abraham Crowther Maningham 
6 Katherin Overin, Horton 

12 ch Mr. Richard Richardson, Bowling 
Jobri Clough, Horton 

18 w John Miers. Horton 
w Anthony Smith, Clayton 

24 Richard Rowlinson, Wibsey 
27 Thomas Holdin, Allerton 

Ann w Jonas Yarley, Thornton 
Nov. 8 Sarah Wright, Horton 

20 isabell Parish, Bradford 
Dec. 5 ch Edward Sowden, Ecciesall 

a bastard ch Sarah Speight, Horton 
12 Mary d Abraham Hodgson, Bradford 

oh James Ackroyd, Bradford 
15 Agnes Rishforth, Clayton 
17 ch Joseph Wilson, Bradford 

Mercy Drake, Bowling 
22 a bastard ch Mary Emat, Bradford 
23 Jonas \Tarley, Thornton 
28 Nathaniell Webster, Bradford 

Jan 2 ch Robert Bates, Bradford 
9 ch Jeremy Gledhill, Thornton 

11 widdow An Bairstow, Bowling 
14 John Holmes, Bradford 

An Eshton, Bradford 
15 Sarah Preston, Bradford 
16 ch Peter Avecroft, Shipley 
17 Bridget w George Tompson, Wibsey 
18 James s James Thornton, Horton 

Samuel s James Hopkinson, Thornton 
20 An w Edward Marshall. Bradford 

An w Richard Greene, Bradford, Parish Clarke 
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Jan. 21 Anna w Mr. Jonas Watterhouse, Bradford 
22 ch John Thompson, Hallifax 
23 William Walker, Bradford 

Mary d Robert Cooke, Bradford 
Ann Horsfeild, Shipley, a stranger 

26 Bridget Cordingley, Shipley 
w Joseph Preistley, Clayton 

Feb. 3 Mary w John Sharpe, Horton 
Grace Feildin, Clayton 

5 w James Jub, Bradford 
6 William Bowcocke, Clayton 

d Mathew Gelder. Bradford 
9 Bridget Tornpson, Bowling 

11 An w Thomas Beaver, Wilsden 
12 ch Richard Nayler, Bradford 
16 ch John Walker, Clayton 
22 William Seed, Bierley 

ch John Jowett, Heaton 
24 ch Joseph Craven, Heaton 

March 2 . ch William Hey, Bradford 
4 Mary d Widdow Knowles, Clayton 
5 ch James Howgate, Bradford 

ch Abraham Goldsbrough, Heaton 
8 ch Jonathan Tomis, Bradford 

Ir 9 Jonas Wood, Bradford 
w Nicholas Sharpe, Horton 

10 ch Robert Hudson, Heaton 
11 ch Thomas Blakey, Bradford 
15 John Mortimer, Horton 
16 ch Simeon Darren, %\Tibsey 
17 Patience w James Allerton, Bowling 
18 w John Nichols, Thornton 

ch Joshua Wilkinson, Horton 
20 ch Thomas Sugden. Maningham 

ch Mary Pyper, a stranger 

FINIS. FR PEMBERTON, 
1679. Vic. de. Brad. 

Mar. 25 Thomas Bayly, Bradford 
George Thompson. Wibsey 

26 Mary w Daniell Fearneley, Maningham 
28 ch Thomas Sugden, Maningham 

ch John Wardman, Horton 
30 Sarah Wallis, Horton 

April 1 Mathew s Mathew Drake, Bradford 
ch John Ambler, Clayton 

4 ch Joshua Boardall, Bradford 
5 ch Tempest Pollard, Bradford 
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April 6 William Sugden, Clayton 
8 ch Isaac Hawmond, Maningham 

17 James Fairebank, Bradford 
Ann d Edward Jackson, Bradford 

Anthony Mires, Horton 
ch Mathew Clayton, Bowling 

20 Richard Hallyday, Bradford 
William s Richard Coardingley, Bowling 

21 Mary w John Houldsworth, Clayton 
23 ch Jonathan Fourenace, Allerton 
25 William s John Watson, Olaton 

ch James Ogden, Bradford 
Elizabeth Sanger, Bowling 

20 Thomas Wood, Bradford 
Bridgit w Timothy Sutcliffe, parochiæ de Hallifax 

May 2 Mary d Michael Barstow, late of Clayton 
4 w James Ogden, Bradford 
5 ch Jonathan Torn son, Bradford 
7 Martin Wilson, Eagleshill 
9 John Crabtree, Maningham 

10 Two bastard ch Mary Wilson, Clayton 
11 w Timothy Lister, Horton 
13 Thomas Mires, Horton 

ch John Drake, Bradford 
ch Michaell Seede, Bradford 

15 ch Mr. Thomas Sharp, Horton 
Margaret Jowit, Heaton 

16 ch Joseph Greenehough, Bradford 
17 William Holmes, Bradford 

Mary Maman, Clayton 
18 ch Thomas Roe, Bradford 
22 Susana Milner, Clayton 
24 ch Jonathan Tomis, Bradford 
25 ch Richard Bell, Bradford 
27 ch Thomas Rowland, Bradford 
30 John Hodgson, Horton 

Isaac Whitley, Horton 
w John Sykes, Bradford 

June 1 David s David Parkinson, Bradford 
ch Thomas Hartley, late of Bradford 
d Francis Holmes, Bradford 

2 Jonathan s Robert Hayneworth, Clayton 
9 ch Ralph Walker, Bradford 

ch Robert Mitchell, Bradford 
io John Thorneton, Little Horton 
14 ch William W ilcock, Bradford 
21 oh Joseph Houldsworth, Horton 
24 John Brigg, Maningham 

I 
I 
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June 30 Mary Clayton, Horton 
July  3 Abraham Roades, Byerley 

7 w John Sheffield, Bowling 
8 a bastard ch Mat Riley 
10 ch Nathan Hopkinson, Bradford 

Mary Midlebrough, Horton 
15 oh Joseph Preistley, Horton 
21 Jonathan Jowitt, Heaton 

,.s 24 ch Timothy Wood, Bradford 
Aug. 1 ch Edward Sowden, Eagleshill 

W Richard Pitts, Bradford 
2 William Ingham, Bradford 
3 Anthony Smith, jun., Clayton 

ch Samuel Robinson, Bradford 
16 Grace Swayne, Bradford 
20 John Clough, junr., Horton 
28 oh Peeter Pickard. Shipley 

Sept. 7 oh Richard Dinison, Bowling 
8 Widow Hopkinson, Horton 
10 w Jonathan Tomis, Bradford 
13 Bridget Sharpe, Bowling 
16 Elizabeth Hayneworth, Clayton 
17 Daniell lJttley, Maningham 
18 ch Nathan Houldsworth, Bradford 
20 Susana d William Hollindrake, Horton 
22 Widow Lister, Lordshipp of Tong 

ch Robert Burneley, Bradford 
27 w Mathew Oates, Bowling 
29 Susanna Roades, Clayton 
30 Mary Litle, Bradford; stranger 

Oct. 5 Thomas Harrison, Bradford 
7 ch Myles Walton, Bradford 
10 John Carins, Horton; Scotchman 
12 Susana d Ambrose Daren, Horton 
18 ch Michael Kershaw, Horton 
19 w John Whitehead, Eagleshill 
25 Cattarine w William Atkinson, Bradford 
26 Abraham Swift, Clayton 
27 Michael Hitchon, Clayton 
28 Ould Widow Wilkinson, Bradford 
29 Ellinor d Michael Walker, Byerley 
30 w William Shaw, Heaton 

Nov. 2 w John Barstow, Clayton 
7 ch John Sandal!, Bradford, late of Idle 

12 w William Clarkson, Bradford 
14 Joseph Bower, parochiæ de Calverley 

James Horton, Eagleshill 
ch Nathan Jowet, Eagleshill 
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Nov. 15 William Brookesbank, Shipley 
18 oh James Ogden, Bradford 
25 Richard Mortimer, Clayton 
29 Mary Whitaker, Clayton 

Dec 2 ch Jonas Cass, Horton 
7 Mary d Jonas Brigg, Bradford 

Samuel Hustler, Horton 
9 ch Mr. Thomas Sharpe, Horton 

Francis Roberts, a stranger, died at John 
Dixon's, of Heaton 

15 Mary Lobley, Eagleshill 
16 Margaret West, Bradford 

ch Richard Wadsworth, Horton 
17 w Tempest Coardingley, Tong 
18 Grace Booth, Bradford 
19 Joseph Drake, Thornton 

Martha d John Collinson, Bowling 
23 Martha Mitchell, Bowling 
24 Isabell w Thomas Longcaster, Bowling 
27 Robert Scoaley, Bradford 
28 Abraham Ryley, Clayton 
29 w John Robinson, Thorneton 

Sarah Raw, Bradford 
Ann Kinder, Bradford 

30 oh John Rasterick, Eagleshill 
31 Mathew Oates, Horton 

Jan. 4 William Hodgson, Bradford 
oh Abraham Ryley, Horton 

6 oh David Elawmond, Horton 
7 oh John Greengate, Heaton 

w Thomas Parker, Horton 
10 William Smith, Bradford 
11 oh Roger Jonson, Horton 
16 oh Mary Sharpe, Bowling 

Elizabeth Pearson, Bowling 
17 Mary w John Sharp, Lordshipp of Tong 

James s Robert Kent, Bradford 
20 w William Snowden, Bradford 
21 ch Samuel Littlewood, Vibsey 
27 John Vicars, Eagleshill 

Feb. 3 oh William Oates, Clayton 
6 ch Thomas Blakey, Bradford 

oh John Brookesbank, Shipley 
7 oh Jonas Houldsworth, Bradford 

11 Rebeca Hawmond, Horton 
17 w John Burneley, Maningham 

w John Nayler, Horton 
19 Alice Milner, Clayton 

4 
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Feb. 20 Jane Whittingham, Bradford 
March 2 ch William Rawson, Bowling 

5 ch Thomas Sharpe, Bowling 
8 ch William Rawson, Bowling 

Jeremiah G-ledall, Thorneton 
r'0 w William Wilkinson, Maningham 

12 ch Jesper Broughton, Bradford 
ch David Hawmond, Horton 

13 Sarah Baraclough, Wibsey 
16 w William Pollard, Maningham 
19 ch William Smith, late of Bradford 
20 Joseph Bower, Byerley 
23 Widdow Fairbank, Bradford 

FINIS. FR. PEMBERTON, 
Vic. de Brad. 

SAM WARD, 
JOHN STEAD., 

Church wardens. 
1680. 

April 1 Abraham Moore, Claton 
4 ch Joseph Preestley, Claton 
6 w John Smith, Claton 

13 Isaac s Thomas Gledhill, Horton 
16 Ann W Thomas Sharp, Lordship of Tong 
17 John Wooler, Horton 
20 ch John Man, Bradford 
22 Jeremy Wells, Claton 
23 John Phillip, Bowling 

w Jeremy Lord, Bradford 
25 James Jowet, Guiseley 
28 ch Joseph Wilson, Bradford 
29 Anne Wilhowes, Bowling 

May 2 ch Joseph Booth, Wilsden 
7 Jeremy Northrop, Bradford 

11 ch William Sharp, Heaton 
12 Jonathan s John Walker, Wilsden 
17 Anne Mather, Bradford 
28 ch Joseph Ramsden, Bowling 
30 Richard Kent, Bradford 

June 1 ch Thomas Brigg, Bradford 
5 Jonathan s Frances Wilkinson, Claton 
7 Elizabeth Waterhouse, Bradford 
8 ch George Leedome, Bradford 

11 ch Charles Bland, Bradford 
13 ch Richard Atkinson, Bradford 

ch Joseph Craven, Heaton 
15 Charles Bland, Bradford 
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June  22 Joseph s Mathew Drake, Bradford 
27 ch Nathan Holdsworth, Bradford 
29 Mary d Matthew Drake, Bradford 

ch William Webster, Bradford 
ch Jeremy Firth, Horton 

July 2 Mary d John Greenwood, Bradford 
4 ch Jonathan Goldsbrough, Bradford 
8 Martha d Myles Wallis, Claton 

14 ch Joseph Booth, \'Vilsden 
15 w Jeremy Bartles, Bradford 

ch John Ellis, Bradford 
ch Thomas Brundle, Manningham 

16 Richard Naylor, Lordship of Tong 
23 Sarah w Christopher Wilson, Eccieshill 
26 ch John Roads, Horton 
27 Matthew Clough, Horton [Horton 
28 ch Martha Mufit, died at Daniel! Greenwood's, 

Aug. 4 Mary W William Rawson, Bowling 
6 ch Joshua Stansfield, Horton 
8 ch Thomas Roe, Bradford 
13 Richard Laycocke, Manningham 
14 William Armitage, Eccleshill 
15 ch James Denham, Bradford 
16 w Thomas Arrandell, Bierley 
19 Martha Waterhouse, Manningham 
21 ch Robert Dixon, Bradford 
26 John s Michaell Robinson, Wilsden 
27 Rosamund Dawson, Bradford 
31 ch Richard Wadsworth, Horton 

Sept. 2 w Samuel! Pollard, Bradford 
5 Jeremy s James Speight, C!aton 
6 James Phillip, Bradford 
8 ch Josias Nicholls, Bradford 

w Roger Ratliff, Bradford 
9 ch Christopher Pawson, Bradford 

12 John Sagar, Bradford 
13 William Fournis, Heaton 
17 ch Samuell Stansfield, Bradford 
19 ch William Wade, Bradford 
20 ch Robert Lancaster, Bradford 
23 Grace Waterhouse, Bradford 
25 Thomas Swaine, Little Horton 

Elizabeth Hodgson, Bradford 
26 Samuel! Sharpe, Clayton 
27 ch John Snowden, Bradford 

Oct. 3 Grace d Jonathan Turner, Bradford 
ch James Wilkinson, Horton 

5 Widdow Nowi!!, Bradford 
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Oct. 8 Richard Stead, Wibsey 
10 ch Abraham Brundle, Maningham 
13 ch Abraham Crowther, Maningham 
19 Edward Marshall, Heaton 
22 ch John Snowden, Bradford 

ch Timothy Wood, Bradford 
24 ch \Viddow Akeroyd, Horton 
29 ch Thomas Warburton, Bowling 
31 Lydia Docker, Bradford 

Nov. 1 w Robert Mitchell, Bradford 
ch William \Vilcocke, Bradford 

5 Esther Jobson, Bradford [Vickar 
6 ch Mr. Francis Pemberton, Bradford, 
7 WTiddow Mitchell, Bradford 
8 ch Joshua Stead, Bradford 

ch Timothy Wood, Bradford 
ch Samuel! Wilkinson, Maningham 

10 ch William Clarkson, Bradford 
11 ch Thomas Driver, Bradford 

ch Christopher Pawson. Bradford 
12 ch Tempest Pollard, Bradford 
12 ch Michael! Kirshaw, Wibsey [Bradford 
14 Joshua Field, died at George Kitching's, 

Margaret Scalls, Clayton 
James Parker, Great Horton 

15 ch Joshua Pollard, Bradford 
19 ch John Wood. Bradford 

Isabel Booth, Bradford 
22 ch Daniel! Knight, Bradford 

w Michaell Kirshaw, Wibsey 
ch John Walker, Bradford 

30 ch Edward Sowden, Eccieshill 
Dec. 1 Phebe w Richard Cockroft, Bradford 

2 Sarah Illingworth, Allerton 
ch Robert Kent, Bradford 
ch John Pollard, Bradford 

5 ch John Ellis, Bradford 
7 ch John Thornton, Horton 
9 John Holdsworth, Clayton 

ii Judith Bower, Bradford 
ch James Ellis Bradford 

Ann Chippandale, Bradford 
13 ch Joshua Foardall, Bradford 
14 ch Jasper Pickard, Shipley 
22 ch Jonas Clarkson, Bradford 

ch James Fairbank, Bradford 
ch Henry Watkinson, Maningham 



ROBIN HOOD: MYTH on MYSTERY? 

BY 

CHARLES A. FEDERER, L.C.P. 

(Read before the Society, 9/h April 1897). 

"1 love a ballad in print, o' life, for then we are sure they are true." 
(SHAKESPEARE. Winter's Tale, act iv., scene 3) 

"At Paske began oure Morris, and ere Pentecoste oure May, 
Tho' Itoben Hood, hell John, Friere Tucke, and Marian deftly play, 
And lard and ladie gang till Kirk with lads and lasses gay." 

(WARNER. Albion's Enqland, ed. 1597). 

, ERHAPS no personality, true or fictitious, ever 
took such firm hold of the popular imagination of 
mediæval England as that of Robin Hood. As a 

redresser of the wrongs of the common people, and 
champion of the oppressed, and endowed with that 
combination of craft and animal courage which ever 
gains the sympathy of the crowd, his name grew to be 
a household world throughout the length and breadth 
of the land. 

In view of a fame wider than the bounds of this realm, 
of a popularity which is certainly not the product or 
growth of modern times, it must appear strange that not 
only the traditional history of the noted outlaw, but his 
very existence has been questioned. Stranger still, it is 
not the absence of traditional and semi-historical material 
which is the cause of the mist of indefiniteness enveloping 
the real facts of Robin Hood's life ; on the contrary, it 
is the very superabundance of incidental poetical and 
historical references to "a" Robin Hood, but connected 
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with periods which are centuries apart, that causes the 
despair of modern investigators. 
I need not say anything in disproof of Canon Isaac 

Taylor's contention that we have in the story of Robin 
Hood the mere development of a solar .myth, and that 
the unerring archer is but Apollo darting his arrows of 
light into the lurking places of the powers of evil. Still, 
it is but just that I should state that this view has the 
support of such an eminent antiquary as Thomas Wright, 
the German Grimm, and other investigators of note. 
The principal grounds on which they maintain their 
argument are the absence of any direct historical evidence 
regarding Robin Hood, the numbers of places in widely 
separated parts of the country which are associated with 
him and bear his name, and a general resemblance 
between many of the circumstances related of him and 
those recorded of various legendary personages through-
out Europe. Besides the undeniable fact that the earlier 
form of the name was Robin a' Wood, fully established 
by Professor F. J. Child, in his introduction to the fifth 
volume of his English and Scottish Ballads, by Professor 
Skeat in his edition of the Tale of Gamelyn, and by 
Mr. J. Payne Collier in an Essay printed in the Athenœum, 
we cannot shut our eyes to the circumstance that Robin 
Goodfellow and Robin i'th' Wood were names given from 
the earliest times to the sprightly elf whose mischievous 
pranks are immortalized in Midsummer Night's Dream 
and whose existence was never so much as doubted by 
our superstitious forefathers. And let me add that Robin 
and Marian appear in conjunction in some of the earliest 
Troubadour ballads of Southern France. 

Another theory put forward of recent years is that of 
our neighbour, Mr. Wheater, who .argues that Robin a' 
Wood was but a generic term applied by the Anglosaxon 
dwellers in the hilly districts of the northern portion of 
England to the remnants of the British inhabitants who 
were skulking in the woods and watching for opportuni-
ties to swoop in true Indian fashion on Saxon and 
Norman waythrer alike. This theory is undoubtedly 
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very plausible and has many circumstances in its favour; 
but it leaves the evidence yielded by the ballad literature 
altogether out of account. 
We next come to examine the view taken by Mr. W. 

F. Prideaux who is convinced of the personality of Robin, 
but enters into a very laboured argument to prove that 
Robin a' Wood was the pseudonym, or rather the popular 
nickname, of one Fuk Fitz Warine, grandson of Guarine 
of Metz, who was one of the questionable worthies that 
came over with the Conqueror. This Fulk Fitz Warine 
was brought up at the Court of Henry II. as the play-
mate of Prince John, whose hatred he contrived to incur; 
no very difficult thing if in this instance also the child 
was father to the man. Anyhow, when John became 
King of England he put no restraint on his resentment 
against Fitzwarine who was deprived of his paternal 
inheritance, outlawed, and compelled, in order to save his 

- life, to take refuge "under the grene-shawe tree." Now 
it must be allowed that many of the adventures of Fitz 
Warine in England and France, in the course of which 
he passed under the names of Del Boys and A'Wood, 
bear a certain resemblance to the gestes of Robin Hood 
as related in the ballads. Yet the arguments adduced 
by Mr. Prideaux amount at most to possibilities, but 
have not the elements of probability. 

Another pseudo historical account is that given by 
Stukeley, in his Paleographia Britannica, vol. ii., p. 115, 
where he seriously propounds a "pedigree of Robert 
Fitzooth, commonly called Robin Hood, pretended Earl 
of Huntingdon, who died in the year 1274, shewing his 
descent from the lords of Kyme." The wonder is that 
Ritson, in his preface to the Robin Hood ballads, gives 
currency to such concoctions. 
The first really serious attempt to disentangle the con-

fused web of multifarious written and verbal traditions 
concerning Robin Hood was that made by Joseph Hunter, 
the historian of Hallamshire and of South Yorkshire, and 
to my mind the most industrious, most painstaking, and 
most intelligent antiquarian this country has ever 
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produced. Hunter published the result of his researches 
in a pamphlet printed in 1852 under the title The Ballad 
Hero, Robin Hood, the thread of his argumentation 
being as follows. 
The earliest demonstrable allusion to Robin Hood in 

English literature occurs in the Vision of Pierce Plough-
man, a metrical allegory or series of poems written by 
William Langlande in the year 1362, during the reign of 
Edward III., the date being fixed by references to the 
geat plague which in that year ravaged England. 
Tanglande puts into the mouth of Sloth, one of his 
allegorical characters, the words 

"I kan noght parfitly my paternoster 
As the prest it syngeth, 
But I kan rymes of Robyn lode 
And Randoif, Erl of Chestre." 

which is good evidence at any rate that by the middle of 
the fourteenth century the exploits of Robin Hood had 
already become a well-established tradition. 
A century later, probably about 1495,. a collection of 

Robin Hood Ballads was printed by Wynkyn do Worde, 
one of the earliest English printers, under the title of 
A Lytell Geste of Robyn Hood. Now this collection 
yields the most satisfactory and reliable evidence we 
have of the life and exploits of our hero, and comprises 
one or two circumstances which go far to substantiate 
the fact of the actual existence of Robin Hood. 
The Lytell Geste or Brief History is divided into eight 

Fyttes or cantos, the seventh of which, and part of the 
eighth, relate the story of an adventure of Robin and 
the king who in one place is styled "Edwarde our cumly 
Kinge," and refers to the progress made by the king 
through the Welsh Marches into Lancashire. A copy of 
this particular ballad, printed in black letter, is preserved 
in the public library at Cambridge, and bears the heading 
Here beginneth a mery geste of Robyn Hode and his 

meyne, and of the proude Sheryfe of Nottyngham," the 
printer's colophon being C Explycit King Edwarde and 
Robyn lode and Lytell Johan. Emprinted at London, 

F 
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in Flete Strete, at the syne of the Sone, by Wynkyn de 
Worde." Now it is no very difficult matter to determine 
to which of the three Edwards the ballad refers. It is a 
matter of historical certainty that Edward I. never was 
in Lancashire after he ascended the throne. It is just as 
certain that Edward III. did not visit Lancashire, if at 
all, until the latter part of his reign when, as we have 
before seen, the name of Robin Rood had already entered 
upon its traditional stage, i.e., he belonged to the past, 
not the present. This leaves us with Edward II. Now 
we have documentary and contemporary proof that in 
the autumn of the year 1323, after the defeat of the Earl 
of Lancaster at the battle of Boroughbridge, the second 
Edward did make a progress through Lancashire, York-
shire, and Nottingham, and here begins a series of 
something more than mere coincidences between a sober 
historical narrative and the traditional account given in 
the Robin Hood Ballad. The halting lines of the latter 
tell us that when King Edward arrived at Nottingham, 
he was informed of the serious diminution which had 
taken place in the number of deer in the royal fbrests, 
owing to the depredations of the outlaws led by Robin 
Hood. 

All the passe of Lancasshyre 
Be went both ferre and nere, 

Tyll he came to Plomton parke, 
He faylyd* many of his dere. 

There our kynge was wont to se 
Herdes many one 

He coud unnetht fynde one dere 
That bare ony good borne. 

The kynge was wonder wroth withall 
And swore by the trynytè, 

'I wolde I had Robyn H ode, 
With eyenj I might hym se!'' 

I have no need to tell my readers that in those times 
the killing of the king's deer was a far more heinous 
crime than the committing of murder, and subject to 
much severer punishment. King Edward determined to 

* Missed. t Scarcely. T Eyes. 
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put an end to that state of affairs, obtained a guide to 
lead him through Sherwood Forest, and set out with a 
retinue, disguised as monks, to penetrate into the lurking 
places of the outlaws. 

If ye wyll se good Robyn, 
Ye must do after me: 

Take fyve of the best knyghtes 
That be in your 1ede, 

And wake downe by yon abbay, 
And get you monkes wedet; 

And I wyll be your ledis man 
And lede you the way." 

The ballad relates how they were suddenly encountered 
by Robin and his men who relieved him of his money and 
then, as was their custom with their involuntary guests, 
pressed him to dine with them. After dinner, sports and 
feats of archery were gone through, in the course of 
which the real rank of the pretended abbot was dis-
covered, and Robin pleaded for and obtained the royal 
pardon. A condition, however, was attached to the 
pardon, viz., that he must quit his wandering life and 
enter the service of the king, which he agreed to do, and 
the ballad goes on to say that he "dwelled for nearly a 
yeare in the kynge's courte in London toune." 
Now a striking confirmation of the latter portion of 

the foregoing narrative is found in the fact that in the 
Records of the Household Expenses of Edward II., which 
are preserved in the Exchequer, the name of Robyn Rode 
occurs several times as one of the twenty-four valets or 
porters of the chamber during the period running from 
the 25th April to the 22nd November, 1324, about eight 
months, i.e., the length of time indicated in the ballad 
as that of his stay at the king's court. The Record 
entry of the 22nd November, which on the assumption 
of the identity of the two Robin Hoods is the latest 
historical record we have of our hero, runs thus in the 
Norman French original, "Robyn Hod jadys un des 
porteurs poar cas qil ne poait pluis travailier, de donn 

Guidance. t Garments. 
F  
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par comanclement Vs.=to Robin Hood, formerly one of 
the ushers, on account of his being no longer able to work, 
by order, 5 shillings." 
Here the ballad steps in again and apprises us that 

Robin, being weary of the trammels of court life, begged 
leave to visit his home, which was granted to him for a 
brief period, 

"Me longeth sore to Bernysdale, 
I may not be therfro, 

Barefote and wolwardell I have hyght 
Thyder for to go! 

Yf it be so, than sayd our kynge, 
It may no better be; 

Seven nyght I gyve the leve, 
No lengre, to dwell fro me." 

but that the attractions of a roving life proved too strong 
for him, that he put himself again at the head of his 
former companions, and that he continued for another 
twenty-two years to live the life of a robber chief till his 
tragic death at Kirklees. 
The only objection made to the reception of the 

particular ballad in question as quasi-historical, is the 
undignified part played therein by the king. But it is 
matter of history also that Edward II. was one of the 
most unkiiiglike, puerile, and whimsical monarchs that 
ever sat on the throne of England, a king who did not 
consider it derogatory to seek congenial amusement in 
playing at chuck-farthing—pitch and toss I take it to 
mean—with his menial servants ; and I think the mas-
querading related in the ballad was far more consonant 
with his tastes than were the weighty matters of state 
government. 

Since the time of the first appearance of the Lyttell 
Geste of Robin [lode, the best modern edition of which 
is that by Joseph Ritson, a stream of more or less 
authentic Robin Hood ballads, in separate and in collected 
form, has issued from the British press and still finds an 
appreciative reading public. Most of those ballads are 

* Fleece turned inward. 
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included in Ritson's Collection ; some, however, escaped 
his industrious researches. The collection most popular 
in the north of England during the early part of last 
century was the Robin Hood Garland, which professed 
to give "a complete history of all his notable exploits 
performed by him and his merry men, and a more full and 
particular account of his birth, &c., than any hitherto 
published." A copy of an "illustrated" edition of this 
Garland, printed in 1800 at York, lies now before me. 
You will observe that I have not said one word as yet 

about the vivid description given to us in Sir Walter 
Scott's Ivanhoe of the meeting between King Richard 
and Robin Hood at Locksley, nor need I say more than 
state my opinion, which will be supported by every lover 
of English literature, that ivanhoe is indeed one of the 
most brilliant works of fiction which have ever issued 
from the brain of a novelist. But surely no one would 
dream of adducing Scott's magnificent fiction as a valid 
proof that Robin Hood was contemporary with Richard 
Cœur de Lion. 

Such contemporaneousness is, however, most elaborately 
argued by Mr. E. Stredder in a series of very able articles 
which appeared in Notes and Queries in 1887. Time 
forbids to enter Sully into the argument. Suffice it to say 
that he identifies the Simon o' the Lee, the name which 
Robin gives in the ballad entitled "The Bold Fisherman" 
as his family name, with Simon de Liz, a descendant of 
Earl Waltheof's daughter Maud whose husband built 
Nottingham Castle and became Earl of Huntingdon in 
right of his wife. Given the title, Earl of Huntingdon, 
what a vista of genealogical importance opens for poor 
Robin, and to do Mr. Stredder justice, he takes full 
advantage of it and makes all the rest of the English 
nobility blush in comparison with Robin's purer lineage. 
But leaving the various theories identifying Robin 

Hood with this or that individuality, I think it is fairly 
established that whether as a Fitz Warine, or as Earl of 
Huntingdon, or as a Saxon commoner, the man had a real 
being and exercised a noteworthy influence upon the 
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history of his own time. Personally I am fully, convinced 
that Hunter's argumentation amounts almost to proof 
positive, especially in the light of a further discovery of 
his, which will introduce the second portion of my paper, 
viz., my reasons for believing that Robin Hood was a 
Yorkshireman. I dealt with this portion of my subject 
in a cursory fashion some years ago in a contribution to 
Bygone Yorkshire, a work published by Mr. William 
Andrews, of Hull. 

Mr. Hunter ascertained that in 1317, i.e., six years 
before the royal progress referred to previously, the name 
of Robertus Hood is found in the court rolls of the manor 
of Wakefield, as defendant in a suit regarding a small 
piece of land: This date tallies perfectly with what we 
know of Robin's subsequent life, and is as solid proof as 
the entries in the Exchequer Roll. But taking again the 
Ballads as our guide, 

The father of Robin a forester was, 
And he shot with a lusty strong bow; 

Two north country miles and an inch at a shoot, 
As the Pinder of Wakefield doth know." 

In the same ballad we read that his maternal uncle was 
Gamel of Great Gamel Hall, "a squire of famous degree 
in J\Tottinghamshire," I am afraid inaccurately, for in 
another ballad which relates the encounter between 
Robin and his unknown cousin Gamel, the latter declares 
proudly "I'm Yorkshire !" Compare also his relationship 
to the prioress of Kirklees and various incidents in his 
career and we are irresistibly driven to the conclusion 
that his earliest years were spent in the neighbourhood 
of Wakefield. In fact we find that the scene of all his 
earlier exploits, as recounted in the ballads, is laid in 
Barnesdale, a name which designates, roughly speaking. 
the wapentakes of Osgoldcross, Staincross, and Strafforth 
with Tickhill, or all that part of the West Riding of 
Yorkshire which lies south and west of WTakefield. The 
surname Loxley, which was occasionally assumed by 
Robin Hood, points to the vicinity of Sheffield as the 
place, if not of his nativity, yet of a temporary home or 
retreat of our hero, probably among kinsfolk. 
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In Hunter's I1allarnshire we read that the Loxley 
rises near the village of Bradfield, and flows along a 
thinly-peopled country which in the memory of man was 
wholly unenclosed and uncultivated, called Loxley Chase 
—a district which seems to have the fairest pretensions 
to be the Loxley of our old ballads, where was born that 
redoubtable hero, Robin Hood. The remains of a house, 
in which it was pretended he was born, were formerly 
pointed out in a small wood in Loxley, called Bar Wood, 
and a well of fine clear water rising near here has been 
called from time immemorial Robin Hood's Well. How-
ever, whether born in Loxley Chase or near Wakefield, it 
was at the latter place that. Robin Hood's combative 
nature first came into conflict with the representatives of 
established authority, and here he was worsted. 

It was evidently as a mere youth that Robin, with two 
other young men, fell foul of the above-mentioned Jolly 
Pinder of Wakefield, who administered such sound 
correction on the whole trio. 

All that was heard by three witty young men, 
'Twas Robin Hood, Scarlet, and John; 

With that they espy'd the jolly Pindar, 
As he sat under a thorn. 

Now turn again, turn again, said the Pindar, 
For a wrong way you have gone; 

For ye have forsaken the king's highway, 
And made a path over the corn: 

O that were a great shame, said jolly Robin, 
We being three and thou but one. 

The Pindar leap'd back then thirty good foot, 
'Twas thirty good foot and one; 

lie lean'd his back fast unto a tree, 
And his foot against a thorn; 

And there he fought a long summer's day, 
And a summer's day so long, 

Till their swords on their broad bucklers 
Were broken close to their hands." 

It is also probable that the encounter with the lusty 
shepherd, in which both he and little John were signally 
defeated, took place in his earlier years on one of the 
lonely sheepwalks of Craven or North Yorkshire, for we 
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presently find him in Fountain Dale, near Ripon (i.e., 
Studley Park of the present day) 

"And coming to fair Fountain Dale 
No farther would he ride; 

There was he 'ware of a curta1 friar 
Walking by the water side." 

From the description of this redoubtable friar, he must 
have been a lay brother, appointed to the post of forest 
ranger on account of his great strength and agility 

"The fryar had a harness good 
And on his head a cap of steel, 

Broad sword and buckler by his side, 
And they became him well. 

The curtal fryar had kept Fountain Dale 
Seven long years and more; 

There neither was knight, lord, or earl, 
Could make him yield before." 

Here again Robin is worsted in the single combat which 
takes place after the amusing episode of the friar's 
carrying him over the river Skell, and being carried hack 
in his turn astride of Robin whom, to finish up with, he 
soused in the river. It is certainly a curious and 
suggestive circumstance that in every stand-up fight 
which Robin had in Yorkshire he was invariably worsted 
and owed his escape solely to the timely intervention of 
his merry men, from which it may fairly be inferred that 
at the time of his residence in Yorkshire he had not yet 
attained the maturity of strength which he subsequently 
displayed in Sherwood Forest. 
We find another Yorkshire reminiscence, redolent of 

home, in the moan of poor seasick Robin aboard the 
fishing craft off Scarborough 

"0 woe is me, said Simon then, 
This day that ever I came here! 

I wish I were in Plumpton Park, 
A chasing the fallow deer 

For every clown laughs me to scorn, 
And by me sets nothing at all; 

If I had them in Plumpton Park, 
I'd set as little by them all." 

* Farmyard. WI. 
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Passing over the details of Robin Hood's various 
exploits in Sherwood Forest, in the course of which the 
Sheriff of Nottingham loses his life as many times as did 
Osman IDigna in the Soudan, I would remind my readers 
that Sherwood Forest extended formerly over a much 
wider district than that which now bears the name. The 
whole of the south-east of Yorkshire, Bawtry, Blyth, 
Tickhill, &c., was included in it, and in journeying back-
ward and forward between Nottinghamshire and York-
shire, the outlaws were forced to pass through the district 
lying between Bawtry, Tickhill, and Doncaster, in order 
to reach the centre of Barnesdale, i.e., the country lying 
between Pontefract, Ferrybridge, and Doncaster. Bearing 
this in mind, we shall clearly understand the course taken 
by Robin Hood and his men, when a serious effort was at 
last made by the king's government to put an end to the 
intolerable anarchy which kept so large a part of the 
kingdom without the pale of the law. The king's forces 
converged upon Sherwood Forest from the south and the 
west, and 

"Then said little John, 'tis time to be gone, 
And that to another place; 

Then away they went from merry Sherwood, 
And to Yorkshire they did hie; 

And the king did follow with a hoop and halloo, 
But could not come him nighe." 

At this critical period then, Robin and the remnant of 
his men, made first for the Ferrybridge district, and, 
when Barnesdale became too hot for them, turned towards 
the hilly district of North-East Yorkshire, where he was 
certainly safe from pursuit ; for the Hambleton Hills 
were then, as they have been almost to our own days, as 
impassable and as unknown a country as the central 
regions of Africa. From those elevations, now bleak and 
bare moors, but of yore covered with dense forests, the 
wide expanse of the North Sea is everywhere in view 
a succession of lovely wikes or bays soften the rugged 
outline of the iron-bound coast and give precarious foot-
hold to picturesque fishing villages. Upon one of the 
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largest of those bays, midway between Scarborough and 
Whitby, converge a number of dells, each with its own 
tiny streamlet, entirely secluded from the inland part of 
the county, and until recently accessible by sea only. 
Fylingdales is the collective name of this romantic dis-
trict in which Robin Hood and his followers took up their 
abode for a time, and many are the legends which are 
still current respecting their doings in those quarters. 
One of the most interesting of the ballads, entitled 
"Robin Hood's Preferment, or, the Bold Fisherman," 
refers to this period. In this ballad a reference is made 
to Robin's building or founding a church, and Mr. Richard 
Holmes, in Pontefract, its Name, its Lords, and its 
castle, says, in reference to this : "We have seen good 
grounds for attributing the chapeiry of All Saints, Skel-
brook, in the parish of South Kirkby, to the renowned 
Robin Hood, and believe it to have been the chapel in 
Barnesdale to which, while at the royal court, he turned 
with the affection which elicited the following 

'I built me a chapel in Barnisdale 
Which seenily is to see; 

It is of Mary Magdalene 
And thereto would I be.' 

Skeibrook Chapel was attached to St. Mary Magdalene's 
Priory at Monk Bretton, and the three cups, the arms of 
that priory, were till lately to be seen as a finial to the 
hood moulding of the tower, a comparatively recent 
addition to Robin Hood's church which was originally 
without a tower." Another charitable foundation attri-
buted to Robin Hood (Simon o' the Lee) is that of an 
almshouse or fishermen's hospital at Scarborough, out of 
the "twelve thousand pounds in money bright" which 
he found on the captured French man of war, as related 
in the Preferment ballad. 

"It shall be so as you have said, 
And with this gold for the opprest 

An habitation I will build, 
Where they may live in peace and rest." I 

I 
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The Hambledon forests were not as well stocked with 
deer as Sherwood Forest, nor did many Bishops, Barons, 
and Sheriffs pass that way ; so that poor Robin found 
his occupation gone, and the fishing business proved to be 
little to his taste. Overcome by the longing to return 
to the scenes of his former exploits, Robin attempted to 
establish himself again in the West Riding where he 
began anew to shoot the king's deer, despoil bishops and 
abbots, vex sheriffs, and to generally set the laws at 
defiance. But not long with impunity ; for the king 
sent "a trusty and worthy knight, Sir William by name," 
who, with his archers, fought a pitched battle with Robin 
Hood's men, and, although the ballad reports the issue as 
undecided 

One party they, went 
For London with free good will: 

And Robin Hood to the grene wood tent 
And there he was taken ill," 

yet it is easy to read between the lines that Robin was 
defeated and seriously wounded. 

He sent for a monk to let him blood, 
Who took his life away. 

Now this being done, his archers they run: 
It was no time to stay. 

Some went on board and crossed the seas 
To Flanders, France, and Spain; 

And others to Rome, for fear of their doom, 
But soon returned again." 

According to tradition, the battle took place near Wake-
field, and Robin took refuge with a cousin who was 
prioress of Kirklees Nunnery and who has been accused 
of having wilfully allowed him to bleed to death. This 
accusation, however, scarcely bears examination. 
At the distance of a "bow-shot" from the Nunnery, 

within the grounds of Sir George Armytage's Park, is 
the reputed grave of Robin Hood. His dying request 
was: 

"Make my grave of gravel and green 
Neither scant in length nor breadth." 
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It is somewhat unfortunate for the authenticity of his 
burial here that a careful examination of the ground has 
revealed the damaging fact that the pediment of the cross 
(which undoubtedly did stand here) rests on the solid 
natural rock, precluding all possibility of interment. The 
following two versions of an inscription are stated to 
have been formerly seen on this grave 

Here undernead dis laitle stean 
Layz robert earl of huntingtun 
Ne'r arcer ver az he sa geud 
An pipl kauld him robin heud 
Sik outlawz az he and biz men 
Vii england nivr si agen. 

Obiit 24 kal dekembris 
1247. 

Robert, Earl of Huntingdon, 
Lies here, his labour being done; 
No archer like him was so good, 
His wildness called him Robin Hood 
For thirteen years and somewhat more 
These northern parts he vexed sore; 
Such outlaws as he and his men 
May England never know again. 

ii 

Now putting together the various indications found in 
the ballads, in traditional stories, and in official documents, 
the following appears to us to be the historic substratum 
of the whole. 
Robin Hood's father was a Wakefield man; young 

Robin was born either near Wakefield or in Loxley Chase 
near Sheffield ; he was a roysterer in his youth ; being a 
retainer of the Earl of Lancaster, he was present at the 
disastrous battle of Boroughbridge, on Palm Sunday, 
1322 ; he escaped and took refuge in the wild district 
near the Great North Road, about Doncaster, where he 
plied his calling of poacher and highway robber, gathering 
a number of followers about him ; he drifted further 
south, into Sherwood Forest, now best known under the 
aristocratic name of The Dukeries ; he was taken prisoner 
and kept at King Edward II.'s court, but escaped again 
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to Yorkshire and resumed his roving life ; ultimately the 
whole band was rooted out by the king's forces, Robin 
himself receiving a wound of which he died at Kirklees 
of which a cousin of his was prioress. 
A few words in conclusion about John Little, who upon 

joining Robin Hood's band was subjected to a mock bap-
tism and received the name of Little John. A large 
ancient bow was kept at Cannon Hall, seat of J. Spencer 
Stanhope, Esq., said to have belonged to Little John; it 
bears on it the name of Col. Naylor, 1715, who was the 
last man who bent it and shot a deer with it. The bow 
• is of spliced yew, above six feet long, although the ends 
where the horns were attached are broken off. 

In Hathersage churchyard are shown the head and foot 
stone of Little John's grave. James Shuttleworth, son-
in-law of the last of the Spencers, had the grave opened 
in 1780, and a thigh bone of the extraordinary length of 
28 inches was found. Distance between the two stones 

yards. 
The story of the repeated unearthing of the thigh bone, 

and its being carried away by Sir George Strickland, is 
told in Hunter's Hallarnshire; footnote by Gatty on 
pages 3 and 4. 
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MONUMENTAL INSCRIPTIONS OF BRADFORD WORTHIES. 

1.-Inscription on a White Marble Monument affixed to the wall of 
the North Aisle in York Cathedral 

H. J. 
JOHANNES RICHARDSON, A.M. 
Bradfordiê in hoc comitatu oriundus, 

Coll. Christi apud Cant. alumnus. 
Johanni Sharp archiep Ebor. per complures annos a sacris 

domesticis; 
Auctus simul rectoriâ de Beeford & prebendâ de \Vistow; 

Quam in hâc ecclesia dignitatem amplioribus postea perniutavit, 
Ad potiora stalla evectus præcentoris, et archidiaconi de Cleveland 

In nurnerurn tandem canonicorum residentiariorurn ascitus. 
Vir pacificus, verecundus, simplex: hisce nonìinibus cum paucis 

celebrandus, 
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Cum plerisq; probus & pus quoad cætera laudandus. 
Familiaribus suis & amicis, ob admodurn suavern a natura indo-

lern, moresq; plané ingenuos, 
Non minûs charus vixit quam desideratus decessit, 

28 Oct. 1735. Æt. 60. 

Translation. 
Here lies John Richardson, M.A., born at Bradford in this county, 

educated at Christ College, Cambridge, many years chaplain to John 
Sharp, archbishop of York, and at the same time beneficed with the 
rectory of Beeford and the prebend of Wistow, which he afterwards 
exchanged for higher dignities in this church, being advanced to the 
better stalls of precentor and of archdeacon of Cleveland, and at 
length added to the number of canons residentiary. He was a 
peaceable, modest, and honest man. In these characters few could be 
compared to him; in other things he was not exceeded by most good 
and pious men. His naturally exceedingly agreeable and sweet dis-
position and his unaffected and artless manners no less endeared him 
to his acquintances and friends than his death caused their regret. 
He died 28 October, 1735, aged 60. 

li L 

2.—Inscription on a Mural Tablet in St. James's Church, Thornton: 

SISTE VIATOR ITER. 

The depositæ sunt reliquiæ 
Jose"' Thwaites Perpet' Curatis 
de Thornton. Cujus brevis vita-, 

nulla pars periit. 
Primam religioni 
Secundam populo 

Tertiam sibi 
Omnem Deo consecravit 
Obiit inter Lacrymas 

et Vota Omnium 
die Febrii XXVIII. 

MDCCXCIX. 

PERGE VIATOR ITER. 

(Translation.) 

STAY THY WAY, OH TRAVELLER! 

Here are deposited the remains of Joseph Thwaites, Perpetual 
Curate of Thornton, no part of whose brief life has perished: he 
consecrated the first part to religion, the second to his people, the 
third to himself, the whole to God. 
He died, amidst the tears and vows of all, on the 26th day of 

February 1799. 
PASS ON THY WAY, OH TRAVELLER! 
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THE FORGOTTEN MANOR OF EXLEY. 

BY 

WM. ANDERTON BRIGG, M.A., LL.M. 

(Read before the Society 1 March, 1907). 

It FORGOTTEN manor is not often heard of: 
"Lapsed" they often became, or merged, but at 
anyrate the name remained. 

In Domesday Book the fòllowing manors are enumer-
ated for the parish of Keighley 

ÌJTELAI. One manor, where William had one carucate to.be taxed. 
CHIC HELAI (Keighley). Two manors, where Ulchel, Thole,'Raven-

suar and W illiam had six carucates to be taxed. 
ACURDE (Oakworth). One manor, where Gamelbar and William 

had one carucate to be taxed. 
LACOC. One manor, where Ravensuar had two carucates to be 

taxed. 
NEWHIJSE (Newsholme). One berewick, where William had one 

carucate to be taxed. 

Of these, Oakworth has always remained a separate 
manor, and was only enclosed in 1855. Those of Laycock 
and Utley seem to have become merged in Keighley, as 
Parson Gale, Rector of Keighley, writing in 1710, states 
that there were then only three manors, Keighley, Oak-
worth, and Thwaites. Of these, Thwaites, we are told 
by the author of Keighley, Past and Present (writing in 
1855), was sold by the owner, Thomas, Lord Fairfax, in 
1739, and there being little or no waste it ceased to exist. 
The manor of Keighley, which had belonged to the 

Keighley family from the twelfth century, passed to the 
noble house of Cavendish by marriage about 1558, and 
is still held by them. An Inclosure Act was passed in 
1780 for the manors of Keighley, Thwaites, and News-
holme. 

G 
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However, it is about none of these I would speak, but of 
the manor of Exley, also in the same parish. My attention 
was drawn to it many years ago by the perusal of an old 
deed, one of many in the possession of my family, 
a copy only, lacking signatures and seals, but cotem-
porary. Dated the 11th February in the fourteenth 
year of Elizabeth, it purports to be made between Francis 
Paslewe, in the county of York (curiously omitting his 
residence), Esq., and Walter Paslewe, his son and heir 
apparent, of the one part, and John Paslewe, of Wiswall, 
county of Lancaster, of the other part, and is a grant 
from Francis and Walter to John, in fee, in consideration 
of £300, of all that the manor or lordship of Exley in the 
parish of Kighley, together with the messuages and 
tenements held by the following persons :-

Chris. Roper, yearly rent, 
Robt. Wright, Jr. 11 
Robt. Wright, Sr. 31 
Richard Laycocke 
Robt. Wright 
Anthony Wright 
John Roper 
John Fell 
John Craven 
John Roper 
Robert Rawson 
Alice Widdopp 
John Paslewe 
Francis Wooller 

o 13 4 
o 14 3 
o 14 3 
o io 0 
o io 0 
081 
068 
0 14 3 
016 
018 
010 
010 
0 10 2 
0 17 Š 

all within the parish of Kighley, and also the annual or 
yearly free rents and services going out of the follow-
ing messuages, &c., situate in the parish of Kighley 

Messuages &c. of Thomas Mawde gent. 
John Wright 
Walter Leach 
Robt. Beanlands 
John Rawson 
Thomas Brigg 
Arthur Raw lyng, clerk 

0 9 10 
028 
0 4 6 & services 
0 0 6 
0 0 7 
0 0 4 
0 0 6 

There are covenants by the vendors to hand over all 
title deeds to the purchaser before the Feast of St. John 
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the Baptist next at the mansion and now dwelling-house 
of the purchaser in Wiswall ; also the usual warranty 
as to title and further assurance, excepting terms of years 
already granted and the chief services due to the chief 
lords of the fee. 

There is nothing to show in which part of Keighley 
parish these lands lay, but the names Roper, Wright and 
Craven are found in deeds relating to lands at Laycock 
and Newsholme Dean; Brigg and Rawlyng belong to Cal-
versike Hill, all places on the north side of the North Beck; 
and Fell and Beanland are connected with the district 
known as Exley Head and Fell Lane, on the south side 
of that stream. There is no mention, however, of the 
Claphams, the most important family at Exley, although 
we find in the following year a fine levied between Geo. 
Clapham, John Clapham and others, plaintiffs, and John 
Paslewe and Johanna his wife, and Walter Paslewe and 
Elena his wife, deforciants, as to messuages with lands 
in Kighley and Exley More. 

It would seem, however, that the Claphams had a lease 
of the whole "manor or capital messuage, called Exley 
Hall" from the Paslewes, as Thomas Clapham, of Exley, 
gent., by his will made 18th November, 1563, divided 
the same between his sons George and John equally. 
And the name of Clapham occi.irs, along with those of 

Sugden, Roper, Wright, Hall, Tonson and others, in a fine 
levied in 1656 between them as plaintiffs, and Henry 
Paslew deforciant, as to lands in Kighley, Laicock, and 
Exley, in order, it would seem, to set at rest a claim 
made by Henry Paslew to the Paslew lands as related in 
a Bill of Chancery set out below. The Claphams, I may 
add, founded one or two small charities for the poor 
of Keighley, still in existence, and were, I believe, 
ancestors of the Claphams of Utley. 
The following deed in the writer's possession shews 

the origin of the before-mentioned free rent payable by 
Thomas Brigg 

Sciant p'sentes et futuri q'd ego Walterus Paslew armigr ac dnus de 
redilsden dedi concessi et hac p'sente carta mea indentata confirmavi 

G  
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Willo brige de cauversykehyll unam acram t're et dim' in c'o is (sic.) et 
vastis de Kyghley p'ut jacet ex p'te boreali t're Willi p'ker h'end et tend 
p'dictam acram t're et dim, cum omnibus suis p'tin' p'fato Willo her' et 
assign' suis de me p'fato Waltero et her' meis inp'pt'm [p socagium ?] 
Reddendo inde annatim mihi p'fato Waltero et hered. meis iiij denarios 
argenti ad festam pentecoste et sancti martini in hieme p' equales 
porciones et faciend' sectam cùrie mee de IRedeisden p'dicta quotiens 
teneri contigit et si contigit p'dictus redditus aretro ac non solutus 
in p'te vel in toto ad aliqd. festum quo solvi debeat q'd tunc licebit 
mihi p'fato Waltero her' et assign meis destringere et destrinciones 
ibidem plac' abducere effugere et penes se retinere quosqu' de toto 
p'dicto redditu Cu' omnibus inde arreargiis sique finalis & plenare fuit 
satisfact et ego vero p'dictus Walterus et her' mei p'dicta acra' t're et 
dim' cu omnibus suis p'tin' p'fato Willi her' et assign' suis contra omnes 
gentes warantizabimus et inp'pt'm defendemus In cujus rei Testim' 
huic p'senti carta indenta sigillu' meu' apposui data apud Redilsden 
vicesimo secundo die m'rtis anno regni regis Henrici octavi post 
conquestu' Anglie xxiiij hiis testibus Thoma Clapham de heckyisley 
ge'neroso Willemo Sugden Joh'e Sugden R'co bryge Cu' multis aliis. 

[Endorsed "paslewes deede."] [No seal.] [22 March, 1533.] 

The land thus granted is said to be to the north of 
William Parker's land, and by another deed made 15th 
Feb., 19 Henry VIII., William Bryg acquires from 
Henry Kyghlay, Esquire, Lord of Kyghlay, 1 acres of 
land of his waste in the vill of Kyghlay, lying between 
Laycock crosse* on the west, a Genellarn (i.e., narrow way 
or 'ginnell') called Blyndelone (nòw Blind Lane) on the 
east, the land of Wrn. Parker on the south, and Wynt 
Knott Syke [Whin Knowle] on the north. The lands thus 
granted would seem to be contiguous, and are still in our 
fitmily. Moreover there is no evidence that the Briggs 
ever had any land at Exley. But how the two families 
of Pas1ev and Kyghley came to have lands so intermixed 
I know not. 
I will return later to the above-mentioned grant of the 

manor, and will now see if we can find any earlier traces 
of it. 

Mr. Horsfall Turner (History of Banyley) records with-
out comment: "Quo Warranto, 21 Edward I., re Manor of 

* There is a small stone cross built into the wall by the road-side at Laycock. but 
at a point much too far away to meet this description. Perhaps the junction or 

cross where the roads divide below Whin Knowle is meant. 
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Redleston, Kesewyk, Aciceworth and Hayneworth," which 
may have some connection with Exley, as Exley adjoins 
and may be said to be in Oakworth (which was and is in 
Keighley parish). And one of the seven daughters of 
Simon de Monte Alto (predecessor of the Paslews of 
Riddlesden, is said in 1294 to be the wife of Henry de, 
Ecciesay. In Kirkby's Quest (18 Edward I.) Simon's heirs 
and one Gilbert de Hoton are said to have land in 
Oakworth of Lady Margaret Nevill. And again in 
Kirkby's Quest we find the following 

J(lqItle!J cum hamlettis L7chae Utleley Halcewrith et ITeusurn. In 
eadern villa cum hamlettis pdtis sunt xl car. terræ quarum ix sunt de 
feodo caster de Skypton et ii swit de Feodo de Gan telue ques dorninus 
[Ricardus] de Kighley tenet de Abbatis de Kirkestall et idem Abbas 
de Milisenta de Cantilupo et eadem M. de rege in capite et quælibit 
car. redd. p.ann. ad Finem pdm. iiid. ob. q. unde summa est xxxiiid. 
ob. q." 

In an Extent of the land, &c., of George de Cantilupo, 
made in 1273, it is stated that Richard de Kihele held 
two carucates of land in Kihele at 8d. rent, and owed suit 
to the Court at Bingley (Yorks. Rec. Series, xii., 136). 

This Milicent de Caritilupe also held the, manor of 
Bingley, and it may be that we have here a clue to the 
origin of the manor. For we have always been taught 
that no new manor could be created after the Statute 
Quia Emptores (18 Ed. I.). I say this because I find the 
following reference to the manor in an Inquisition post 
mortem, taken at Leeds the 20th April, 38th Henry VIII. 
(1546), before Wm. Constable, Esq., Escheator of the 
King in Yorkshire, by virtue of a writ directed on the 
death of Walter Paslewe, of Riddlesden, Esq. The 
Jurors on their oaths say 

That the said Walter Paslowe, long before his death, being seized in 
his demesne as in fee of and in the manors of Riddlesden, Ekyslai,, 
Morlay [i.e, Marley], and Harden, and of and in six messuages, six 
mills (water), eight cottages, 5000 acres of land, meadow, pasture, 
woodland, and moors, and 48s. rents, in Riddlesden, Haneworth, East 
Morton, West Morton, Byngley, Presthorpe, Morley, E/cqs/ay, Kyghley, 
Laycooke, Yngwroo, Olceworthe, &oles, and Harden, in Yorkshire, made 
the following disposition thereof: 
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29 April, 32 Henry VIII., 1540. To Francis Paslowe, son and heir 
apparent, and Isabella his wife, all his messuages, &c., in Morton, 
Byngley, and Kyghley, then in the occupation of (inter alios) John 
Wydhope, Alex. Holmes, Robert Wryght, John Wydhope, Sr., and 
John Roper [I only give the Keighley sounding names] except a close 
called Heiwillowes, to the said Francis and Isabella and their heirs 
male, with remainder to the right heir of the grantor in fee, of which 
premises the said Francis and Isabella were then seised. 

19 March, 35 Henry VIII., 1544. To Richard Paslowe, another 
son, a messuage in Morley, in the occupation of Henry \i\Tylkynson, 
and two messuages and lands in Kighlay called Shaterford [a mistake 
for Slitheryford] then in the occupation of Richard Wryght [there are 
still Wrights there] and George Holgayte, and a messuage at 
Presthorpe for life: of which premises Richard was then seised. 

19 March, 35 Henry VIII. To Alexander Paslowe, another son, 
the manor of Morley, then in possession of George Paslowe, grantor's 
brother, for life, of which premises Alexander was then seised. 

19 March, 35 Henry VIII. To Walter Paslowe, another son, a 
messuage in Morton and one in Kighlay, in the occupation of Thomas 
Ekyslay, and one in Scoles in the occupation of Henry More for life, 
of which premises Walter was then seised. 

19 March, 35 Henry VIII. To Thomas Paslowe, another son, 
messuages and lands in Byngley, and all lands in Kyghley, then in the 
separate tenures of John Horshall [qu. llorsfall] and Chris. Wylton 
[qu. Wilson] for life, of which premises Thomas was then seised. 

19 March, 35 Henry VIII. Towards the fulfilling of an Indenture 
of Marriage between Wm. Calverley, of Calverley, Esq, and the 
said Walter Paslowe, made the 26 April, 32 Henry VIII., grant to 
Thomas Maude, of West Ridlesden, and Miles Hartley. of Kyghley, 
clerk, all his manors, messuages &c., in Ridlesden, Morley, Morton, 
Est Morton, West Morton, Kighlay, Scoles, Presthorpe, Okeworthe, 
E/cqs1ay, Lacoc/ce, Bynglay, Haneworthe, and Lees, to hold the same in 
trust, to re enfeoff therewith to the said Walter for life, with remainder 
to Francis Paslowe, his son and heir in tail male, with remainder to 
the heirs male of the grantor, with remainder to the heirs male of 
Alexander Paslowe the grantor's father, with remainder to the 
grantor's right heirs, which trust [framed thus to evade the recently 
enacted Statute of Uses] the trustees duly discharged by an Indenture 
of 21 March, 35 Henry VIII. 

I give these details because they afford us authentic 
particulars of the Paslew family and illustrate the 
extreme value of Inquisitions in this particular. The 
Jurors then proceed to state how these manors and lands 
are held, viz. 
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HARDEN, of the King in capite, by knight service, i.e., 20th part of 
one knight's fee, and rented 30s. 8d. per annum, and worth beyond 
reprisals (i.e. nett) £12. 

MAnLEY (except two tenements), of Robert Everyngham, Esq., by 
service unknown, the two tenements of the King as of the late Priory 
of St. John of Jerusalem, in England, in socage, by fealty and rents, 
2s. per annuni for all services and demands, and worth £8. 

RIDLESDEN, 212 carucates, parcel of the manor of Henry, Earl of 
Cumberland. as of his castle of Skipton by knight service, and the 
manor itself, and all messuages, &c, in Ridlesden, East and West 
Morton, Bingley, and Presthorpe (the 21 carucates excepted), of the 
said Henry, Earl of Cumberland, by service unknown. 

HANEWORTHE, one tenement, of Lady Rosamond Tempest, widow, 
and Henry Savile, Esq., by service unknown, worth 13s. 4d. per annum. 

EKYLSAY (sic.) and all messuages, &c., in Ekilsay Yngwroo [Ingrow], 
of Thomas Ascaley, as of his manor of Dyngley. 

And all the said messuages, &c., in Kighley, Lacocke, Okeworthe, 
and Scoles, are held of the said Earl of Cumberland, in socage, and 
the said manor, messuages, &c., in Ekyslay, Kyghley, Lacocke, Oke-
worthe, Yngwroo and Scoles, are worth beyond reprisals £16. 

The Jurors conclude by saying that Walter Paslewe 
died 20 April, 36 Henry VIII., and Francis Paslewe, his 
son and next heir, was then 26 years old. 
J suggest that "Thomas Ascaley of Dyngley" is a 

mistake for "Astley of Bingley," the then lord of the 
manor of Bingley, and that the manor of Exley repre-
sents the two carucates held in the time of Edward I. 
of the fee of Cantilupe, the predecessors of the Astleys. 
And there I must leave it. 
By deed of 20th January, 33rd Henry VIII., now in 

the British Museum, the above-named Francis Paslew 
granted all his messuages, &c. [not the manors], in the vills 
of Morton, Byngley, Kyghley, Haneworthe, and Morton 
Banks in the occupation of (inter alia) John Wedhope, Sr., 
John Roper, Robert Sugden, Chas. Roper, Miles Hartley, 
presbyter, and Richard Sharp (except Heldewellowes, in 
the occupation of John Wedhope, Sr.), and worth 20 
marks per annum, to Wm. Calverley, of Calverley, and 
Robert IPopley, of iPopley, gent. And by another deed 
of 24th January following, the grantors regranted the 

U 
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same to Francis Paslew and Isabella his wife for life, with 
remainder over in favour of their issue male. 

There are several sales of land in Exley by the Pas-
lews recorded in the Feet of Fines about this period, e.g. 

1568. Michaelmas. Francis Paslew and Isabel his wife, and Walter 
Paslew and Elena his wife, to William Clough and John Rawson of a 
niessuage with lands in Exley, to be held of the said Walter from 
Pentecost next following the death of Francis, when they remain to 
George Clapham for a term of 44 years, at an annual rent of 45s. 

Not a very lucid statement, but having some connec-
tion perhaps with the lease already mentioned to the 
Claphams, and not the only lease made by the Paslews, 
as we shall see shortly. 

1566-7, Hilary Term. Francis Paslew to Walter Calverley, Esq., John 
Lacye, Esq., William Hawksworth, Esq., and Thomas Wentworth. Esq., 
of the manors of Ryddelsden, Exieij, and Harden, and 60 messuages, 30 
cottages, 3 water milnes, and 3 fulling mills, with lands in the same, 
and in Kyghley, Morton, Marley, Byngley, Laycock, Scoles, Okeworth, 
Presthorpe, and Lees. 

1574. Francis Paslew, Esq, and Isabel his wife, and Walter Paslew, 
gent., to Anthony Rogers, of two messuages and a cottage, with lands, 
in Woodhouse and Kighley More. 

1573. Francis Paslew, Esq., and Elizabeth [qu. Isabel] his wife, 
and Walter Paslew, his son and heir apparent, and Edmund, a younger 
son of Francis, to Wm. Butterfielde of a messuage and two cottages, 
with lands, in Kyghley. 

The grant to Hawksworth and others was perhaps a 
family settlement, or intended to avoid forfeiture, as 
Francis Paslewe was soon afterwards a felon, being 
implicated, I fancy, in the Rising of the North, thus 
following the example of Abbot Paslew, of Whalley, who 
was hanged before his own abbey door in the Pilgrimage 
of Grace. Francis Paslewe's name, with the date 1571, 
is carved on the wall of the Beauchamp Tower in the 
Tower of London. 

But to return to the grant of 1572. John Paslew's 
purchase included the Riddlesden property of the family, 
but that it did not pass unchallenged is seen from the 
following proceedings in Chancery. I hesitate to give 
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the reports in full, although tempted to do so by the 
quaintness of their diction. 
The first is a Bill filed in 1 572 by Robert Risheworth, 

of Riddlesden, gent., in which he alleges (inter alia) that: 

One Walter Paslawe, late of Riddlesden, gent., being seised of one 
capital messuage or mansion house in Ricidlesden, and of six score 
acres of meadow, nine score acres of pasture, 200 acres of arable 
land, 40 acres of wood, and two mimes in Morton and Riddlesden, 
either in fee or in tail male, did by deed of 5 October, 13 Elizabeth, 
let the same (inter alia) to the orator for 40 years, from Lady 
Day next after the death of his father Francis; and afterwards, 
in the month of February in 14 Elizabeth, did bargain and sell 
(inter alia) the same to one John Paslawe of Wiswall, gent., in fee 
on condition that he should pay the said Walter the sum of £40 a year 
for life; which deeds were drawn, written up, and engrossed by one 
Richard Greneacres, of the Inner Temple. gent, and acknowledged 
and confessed by the said Walter before Dr. Straunge, a Master in 
Chancery, at which time the said Dr. Straunge did take a perfect note 
of the date that it was the 14th year; all which, notwithstanding the 
said John Paslawe, by subtle advice of divers of his adherents and 
accomplices, names unknown, rased and altered out the said deed the 
words "14" and inserted "13," so as to defeat the aforesaid lease; 
and prays a writ of subpoena to the said Richard Greneacres and one 
Robert Caley, a witness to the deed, to appear and answer to the said 
premises so as to perpetuate their testimony. 

To which Bill the said Richard Greneacres and Robert 
Caley duly appeared, and admitted that the deed was 
dated the 14th year when they witnessed it, and prayed 
to be dismissed from the suit with their reasonable costs. 
And there the matter ended for the time being, for in 

subsequent proceedings the said John Paslew tacitly 
admits that the date was 14th Elizabeth. The above-
mentioned copy grant of Exley manor is certainly dated 
the 14th Elizabeth. 

In 1577 we find a Bill in Chancery, addressed to Sir 
Nicholas Bacon, Lord Keeper of the Great Seal of 
England, by Martin Birkeheade and Alverey Copley, esqs., 
Wm. Savile, gent., Chris. Roper, Anthony Wryghte, 
John Fell, John Holmes, George Clapham, John Clapham, 
Win. Rawson, John Sugden, and John Roper, [all Exley 
names], complaining that a marriage being intended be-
tween Walter Paslewe, son and heir apparent of Francis 
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Paslewe of Riddlesden, esq., and Katherine, daughter of 
Thos. Hardwick of Potternewton, gent., by indenture 
23 January, 1 & 2 Phil. & Mary (1555), the said Walter 
Paslewe covenanted to enfeoff John Lacye, Francis 
Paulmes,esqs., Stephen Paslewe and Laurence Lyid1ey, 
gents., with an estate in fee in certain lands and tene-
ments in Exley, Okeworthe, Laycock, Harden, and 
Kighley, of 20 marks a year clear value, in trust for the 
heirs male of the said Walter and Katherine, with re-
mainders over, in consideration of £100 to be paid by the 
said Hardwick to the said Francis, and £40 to the said 
Walter and Katherine when they were eighteen and be 
married, for keeping house together, the same to be 
returned if the parties died before marriage consummated, 
or if they disagreed. In pursuance of which covenant 
the said Francis conveyed to the said trustees his said 
manor of Exley, and all his lands, &c., there, and also one 
tenement there in tenancy of Chris. Roper, a messuage 
there in tenancy of Wm. Fell, a tenement in Oakwell 
[Oakworth] in the tenancy of Robert Sugden, one other 
there in the tenancy of Alex. Wrighte, a tenement in 
.Lacocke in the tenancy of the wife of Edward Wrighte, 
a tenement in Harden in the tenancy of Sir John Tempest, 
other tenements there in the tenancy of Thomasine 
Lacock, Robt. I1lingworth, and Thos. Lancashier, and a 
tenement in Kighley in the tenancy of John Cower 
[Cowper]. 

Further complaining that the young people having 
disagreed, and the moneys having been repaid about 18 
years ago [1559], Walter had married Helen, daughter 
f John Lacye [one of the trustees], and the premises 
were conveyed to her for her life in the name of her 
jointure, and Katherine had married one Richard Bevett 
in 1563, who was then dead. 
And further complaining that the said Francis Paslewe, 

Walter Paslewe, and Helen, or those who had their estate 
in the premises, had conveyed the said premises to the 
plaintiffs for a great sum, but, nevertheless, the said Kath. 
Bevett and one Leonard Rearesbie, had lately entered 
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into possession, anJ commenced an action for trespass 
against Chris Roper for his lands in Lacock. Prayer for 
a subpoena and a direction to the said Katherine to con-
firm the previous grants and for an injunction. 

Reply.--That the grant to user, made in 1555, was 
good and cannot be upset; that the £100 and £40 were 
not paid within a year; and that Walter was stolen by 
sundry of his kinsfolk and pretended friends from the 
house of the said Thos. Hardwick-, and out of the com-
pany- of the said Katherine, and that that the said 
Walter did not marry her was his fault and not hers. 

Replication.—That it was five years after the said 
disagreement that Walter married, and Katherine only 
pretends title because she thinks plaintiffs cannot' prove 
repayment. 

Rejoinder. —That Francis upset the proposed marriage 
because Thomas Hardwick was to have the custody and 
education of the said Walter : and that Thomas, by 
reason of the disagreement, fell sick, and on his death 
bed, being greatly grieved by the evil dealing of the said 
Francis, who had abused him not only in the matter of 
the said marriage, but also in the getting of the said 
sums of money of him by colour of the said marriage, 
which, as it afterwards appeared, he never meant should 
take place, by his will, gave his wife Edith 100 marks 
in gold and silver, on condition that she should with the 
money pursue the law against the said Francis, and 
directed her not to agree with him other than the law 
directed. 

Presumably the 100 marks were spent, but with no 
ultimate benefit apparently to anyone but the lawyers, 
as Madame Bevett does not come into the story again. 
In fact, as we have already seen, the manor of Exley had 
then passed into the hands of John Paslew, and he kept it. 
But it was otherwise with the grant of the manor of 

Riddlesden, already referred to. For 30 years after, in 
October term, 1600, came the said John Paslew (or 
Pasley as he called himself), of Wissewall complaining 
to Sir Thos. Egerton, Lord Keeper, that :-
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Whereas Walter Pasley, late of Riddlesden, gent., by divers deeds 
made in or about 27 February, 14 Elizabeth [Note, not 13] for good 
consideration, granted to complainant the manor of Riddlesden and 
divers niessuages, &c., in Morton, Kigheley, Marley, Bingley, LacoeIc, 

- Scoles, Okeworthe, Presthorpe, and Lees, in fee, by virtue of which 
complainant entered into possession and held courts: 

And whereas by the said deeds complainant, your orator, continued 
to pay the said Walter £40 a year at Pentecost and Martinmas* in 
Kighley Church porch.; 

And whereas complainant, at the request of Robert Rishworth, of 
Ridlesden, gent, had become bound in 300 marks to Robert Water-
house, son of George Waterhouse, formerly of the Inner Temple, and 
then of Harthill, which said sum Robert Rishworth many times promised 
to discharge but had not done 

And whereas the said Richard had, before the said conveyance, pro-
cured a lease from the said Walter Paslew for small or no consideration 
for 40 years of the demesnes of Ridlesden, under the yearly rent of 
20 marks, the same being well worth £100 per annum, such lease to 
be voided on payment of £60, which last condition was not inserted in 
the deed, but by the procurement of Sir Thomas Gargrave, Kt., deceased, 
in whose presence the same was rehearsed, and with the parties' consent 
was inserted on a memorandum on the fold, which money was tendered 
at the proper time, but receipt delayed and put off by the said Rish-
worth, and afterwards the said memorandum cut off the Indenture; 

And whereas other secret leases were made by the said Walter 
Paslew to the said Robert Rishworth and others unknown, before the 
grant to complainant, with intent to deceive complainant; 

And whereas the said Robert Rishworth, perceiving that complainant 
had got the reversion in fee, did labour with him to obtain same, and 
in the end an agreement was come to that the said Robert should have 
the fee of the demesnes of Ridlesden, on his discharging complainant 
of said the recognizance of £300 and the said rent of £40, and that the 
conveyance should be made to Henry Townley, of Barnside, county 
Lancaster, gent., and Thomas Mawde, of West Riddlesden, gent., as 
trustees, which was accordingly done; since when the said Thomas 
has died, but in spite of the said Robert not having discharged the 
said recognizance and paid the said rent, the said Henry Townley, 
being Robert Rishworth's brother-in-law, has refused to reassure the 
premises to complainant, and the said Robert Rishworth did practice 
with the Earl of Cumberland, as overlord, by colour of the wardship 
of Walter Pasley's heir, whereas in fact the lands could not descend 
to the heir by reason of the said conveyance to complainant, and 
moreover the said Walter was long before indicted and outlawed for 
felony; 

* These are still the rent days in Kildwicic, awl were once universal in this 

district. 
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And whereas complainant, not being minded to contend with so 
high a personage, and the heir of Walter Pasley being educated by the 
said Robert Rishworth, and encouraged that the attainder could be 
reversed by error (which was done, it being affirmed to the court that 
the Walter was dead before the outlawry was pronounced), the said 
Robt. Rishworth, with one Lee, father-in-law to the heir, procured anQ-
agreement with complainant, which complainant, considering that he 
grew old, and the greatest part of his estate was spent in this litigation, 
yielded to, the terms being that Francis, the heir took the demesnes 
of Riddlesden, Marloe and Thwaites (except the West Fields), and 
complainant East Morton, Bankhouses, and the West Fields, where-
upon complainant innocently gave up all his deeds and writings to the 
said Francis and Robert Rishworth at the latter's house. And having 
got the deeds Robert Rishworth persuaded Francis Pasley, who was 
then very young, and, "by reason of his education with the said Robert 
Rishworth, very dissolute," not only to refuse to carry out his agree-
ment, but to convey the whole of the premises, being worth £200 per 
annum at least, to Robert Rishworth, at a far undervalue, whereby the 
aforesaid Francis is utterly beggared: and is now persuading Henry 
Townley not to carry out his trust, and is receiving the rents, &c., as 
owner, and refusing to discharge complainant of his recognizance. 

Prayer for a writ of subpoena to appear and produce deeds. 

The defendants, Robert Rishworth and Henry Town-
ley, in their Reply to what they call this "slanderous 
and most untrue Bill of Complaint which is drawn out 
into a tedious and unnecessary length," say 

That in October, 13 Elizabeth, Walter Pasley made the lease already 
mentioned, of the mansion house of Riddlesden, &c., and a water mill 
and fulling mill, to Robert Rishworth for 40 years, in consideration of 
a great sum of money, reserving an annual rent of £7 during the life 
of his mother, and after her death the annual rent of £13 6s. 8d., 
there being also covenanted a yearly rent of £4 13s 4d. to Margaret 
Wentworth and her heirs; 
That Walter Pasley and the complainant became bound to the said 

Robert Rishworth in a recognizance for £500 to perform the covenants 
in the said lease. 

That afterwards the said Walter Pasley, by lease, January, 14 
Elizabeth, made a further demise of the premises for 80 years from 
the expiration of the former lease, reserving a rent of £8 6s 8d. 

That complainant, alleging a grant in fee of the said premises, the 
said Robert Rishworth agreed with complainant for purchase of the 
premises, and one messuge in Kighley for £ (blank), which were 
accordingly conveyed by deed of 10 June, 15 Elizabeth, to Henry 
Townley (his brother-in-law) and Thomas Mawde (his kinsman), as 
trustees, to prevent merger of his leases with a covenant for quiet 
possession and good title, excepting a lease for 60 years made to the 
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said Robert Rishworth, and the said rent of £4 13s. 4d. and the 
dower of Isabel, mother of Walter Pasley. 

That the said Robert Rishworth believed the said complainant had 
good title, but afterwards finding that he had meanwhile reassured 
the premises to Walter Pasley, and that the grant of 14 Elizabeth 
was conditioned on his paying £40 a year to the said Walter. by which 
reassurance and non-payment of the said £40 complainant's title was 
gone, he, long after the death of the said Walter and his father Francis, 
who outlived him about eight or nine years ago [in 1552], did agree 
with Francis, son and heir of Walter, for the purchase of his estates 
in Riddlesden, Marley, Thwaites, and Bankhouses, or elsewhere, in the 
parishes of Kighley and Bingley, for divers sums of money, the con-
veyance being made to protect the leases, in part to Henry Banyster 
and John Cowper, and in part to Barnard Parker and Lawrence 
Towneley, as trustees, and they still hold them. 

That this suit is commenced by procurement and at the charge of 
Thomas Pasley, of London, draper, who has now a suit depending for 
recovery of said manor of Riddlesden, that complainant the said 
Thomas Pasley the said Francis Pasley, son of Walter, and one Francis 
Pasley have combined to prosecute the suit and share the proceeds. 
That complainant never exercised acts of ownership, inasmuch as 

Alexander Pasley and Richard Pasley have several estates for life, 
the one of a tenement called Marley . 

The rest of the bill is torn off, and .1 cannot say what 
the result was, but Robert Rishworth remained in 
possession of Riddlesden, and tradition says the River 
Aire turned out of its ancient course in indignation at 
the wrong done to the old line. 
The reference to the suit by Thomas Paslew is borne 

out by a Chancery Bill set out pretty fully in Mr. Hors-
fall Turner's History of Bingley, from which we are able 
to make out the following pedigree 

[ALEXANDER PAsLEw]= 

1  

Walter Paslew= 

Francis Richard A1exanderHe1en [Walter] [Thomas] 
d. 1582 o.s.p.m. minister [Margery] 

In. 1604 of ob. 1617 
 [Isabella] Glemham, 

co. Suff. 

_  -_ Frncis Henry 
Walter Edmund Alexander William retd. to Eng., act. 50 I 
d. 1573 O.S.P. O.S.P. o.s.p.m. 1631 ; in 1631 I 

In. 1595 1571 1596 o.s.p. 1637. 
Helen Inq. p.m. Henry 

Fricis, b. 1568, o.s.p. 1603, at Bordeaux. 
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The suit itself is between William Clapham, Thomas 
Clapham of Morton, Thomas Fell, Thomas Clapham of 
Exley, Geo. Clapham, Mary Rawson, and others, v. Henry 
Paslew, senr., and Henry Paslew, junr., and recites that 
Walter Paslew was seised (inter alia) of a capital 
messuage called Ekisley, and 130 acres of land, &c., in 
Eckisley in Kighley, in the tenure of Thomas Clapham, and 
a messuage called Hone House [qu. Holm House] in 
Kighley, and 86 acres in the tenancy of Robert Sugden, 
and a messuage and 40 acres in Kighley, &c.,* and 2 
messuages and 70 acres in Scoles, and 6 messuages and 
20 acres in Oakworth. It recites the enfeoffments made 
by Walter to his son, and recites the descent of the title 
to Henry Paslew, who was living in 1637, and appears to 
have proved it, as in 1658 Henry Paslew released various 
estates to the then holders. 
I have seen a copy of the Fine made 1656, already 

mentioned, confirming this settlement, in which William 
Clapham of Exley, William Clapham of Bingley, Thomas 
Clapham, John Sugden, John Roper, Thomas Clapham 
of Laicocke, Anthony Wright, and other persons with 
Keighley names are plaintiffs, and the premises are in 
Kighley, Exley, Laycocke, and Harden. 

All this, however, is a long digression from the Manor 
of Exley, sold as we have seen, in 1572, to John Paslew, 
as it was not included in the last mentioned disputes, 
and was in fact sold very shortly afterwards, on the 
28 March, 14 Elizabeth, according to my informant, 
Mr. J. B. Laycock of Altrincham, formerly of Keighley, but 
the date is given as two years later in the Feet of Fines. 
The purchase money was £240, and the purchase included 
10 messuages and 8 cottages with lands in Kighley, 
Exley, and Lacock, and 1 messuage in the hamlet of 
Damems, and various free rents, including 4d. a year 
from Thomas Brigg. The purchasers were Hugh Lay-
cocke and Matilda Laycocke, widow. 

Laycock or Lacock, is a common name in Kildwick, 

* Mr. 'I'urner omits the rest and I have not yet seen the Bill itself. 

I 
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Keighley, and Bingley parishes, and occurs in the list of 
freeholders of Exley manor; being derived from the hamlet 
of Lacock in the parish of Keighley. I do not know its 
meaning, though it sounds like a diminutive. 

This particular Lacock probably belonged to Coiling or 
Cowling, in the adjoining parish of Kildwick, and we find 
the name among the list of wills in 1550 and 1558, and 
also in the list of Feet of Fines, among the buyers and 
sellers of land mentioned therein. In 1581, Hilary term, 
Edmund Laycocke, son and heir apparent of Hugh 
Laycocke, John Procter, gent., and Anthony Watson, 
gent., purchased the manor of Exley, and 26 messuages, 
and a water rniln with lands in Exley, Lacocke, Colling, 
and Collinghead, Sliddery Ford, and Damems, from the 
said Hugh Laycocke and Matilda Laycocke, widow. The 
two last named sold some of the Exley property in 1596 
to Edw. Wright, John Roper, and Robt. Roper, viz., 
3 messuages and 3 cottages with lands in Kighley and 
Branshay Moor als Exley Moor ; and I have seen a deed 
pro-viding for the custody of the Fine. Branshay or 
Brownshaw, is the modern name of the moorland, now 
broken up, above Exle$J'Head, and helps to define the 
limits of the manor. But it was included in the 
Inclosure of the Manor of Kg}ley, made in 1780. 
The Laycocks came into possession of Carhead (or 

Coiling Carr as it was then called) about this time. 
Carhead is the chief estate in Cowling, and the eigh-
teenth century house, surrounded by beautiful timber 
and gardens, is the principal feature of that somewhat 
barren country. 
By Indenture 1 June 1601, Edmund Laycocke and 

others (including Edmund Bawdwayne, member of the 
Bawdwen family of Stone G-appe, one of whom translated 
Domesday), as tithe farmers, made arrangements with 
the freeholders of Cowling (including Hugh Laycocke, 
Christopher Laycocke, John Laycocke, Stephen Laycocke, 
and Thos. Laycocke) as to a modus in lieu of tithe ; and 
payment is directed to be made at Edmund Laycocke's 
dwellinghouse at Carhead. 
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I am not sure how far Mr. Laycock's pedigree of the 
family is correct, but I will adopt it. I may say, however, 
that Mr. John Clough, in his History of Steeton, says it 
was Stephen Laycock who purchased Carhead, formerly 
Carr Green, from Alverey Copley in 1616. 
Edmund Laycock was succeeded by his son Edmund, 

of Coiling Carr, Lord of the Manor of Exley, and he is 
said to have bought the manor of Coiling from Alverey 
Copley, circa 1630, at which time Copley was also selling 
the adjoining manor of Sutton to the freeholders. He 
divided his estates between his two sons, Edmund taking 
Coiling Carr, and John, Coiling Hill. 
But it would seem that the manors of Coiling and 

Exley were held by the two brothers in common, for we 
find Edmund, the son, described as Lord of the Manors 
of Coiling and Exley (or Laycock), and John, the son of 
John, as joint lord of the same. 
Edmund's sons died in infancy, and his estates passed, 

through the marriage of his daughter Elizabeth with 
Richard Wainman, to the Wainman » a Boiling family, 
Richard's grandfather being fL - husband of Hannah, 
the daughter of William Rawson, of Boiling Hall. The 
last Wainrnan died in 1872, and the Carhead estate now 
belongs to his grandsoli, Mr. Hall Watt, of Scorboro, 
Beverley. * 
The other branch of the family seems to have migrated 

to Lincolnshire. Edmund Laycock, the son of John, is 
described as of Florncastle, county Lincolnshire. His 
son Edmund lived at Lincoln, and his son, Dr. Edmund 
Laycock, at Sleaford. 

In 1774, my informant says, Dr. Edmund Laycock sold 
the manor to George Griffin (see an entry in the Recovery 
Rolls), and here my information ceases, except that in an• 
old account book kept by an ancestor of mine, Dr. Joshua 
Brigg, an-apothecary, of Calversyke-hill, in which receipts 
and payments are jumbled up with prescriptions for all 
the country-side, are the following entries 

* Mr. Hall Watt was killed in July, 1908, in a motor car accident near Dieppe, 
in France. 

11 
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January 11, 1770. Paid John Laycock near Carhead, 8 pence for 
2 years' free rent to Mr. Laycock, of Knott, in Colinghead. He lives 
in Lincolnshire, and is 4d. a year due 21 December, 1769 0 0 8 

June 17, 1772. Paid John Laycock, at Carhead, 8 pence for 2 
years' free rent due at St. Thomas' Day last, as I suppose 4 pence a 
year due to Mr. Laycock at Knot, Colinghead 0 0 8 

Feb. 22, 1775. Paid John Laycock, Carrhead, 4 pence due to Lay-
cock at Knot, Colinghead, for the year 1774 in full. 

April 17, 1776. Paid John Laycock, at Carhead, now of the Knarrs, 
in Lincolnshire, 4 pence, a free rent due to Laycock, Knott, near [qu. 
now] Lincolnshire. Due last St. Thomas' Day in full, nothing to pay 
before. 

I paid John Laycock a free rent due to Laycock, lord of Colling, 
the first day of August, 1782. at 4 pence a year, being 6 year in arear, 
the said John Laycock, late of Carhead, Deputy Receiver. Due 21 
day December, 1781 0 2 0 

LAY SUBSIDY YORKSHIRE, 206/116 (14 AND 15 HEN. VIII). 

WAPENTAKE OF STANECLIFF AND EwoRoss. 

VILLA DE KYGHTLEY. SIR HENRY KYGHTLEY. chief lord there. 

Val. terr. Val bon. 
John Mawde, tenant to Constyn Mawde Nil. xxs 
Edwarde Roper do. Nil. xxxs. 
Robt. Wright, tenant to Waltr. Passeley Nil. xiijs. iiijd. 
Adam Wright do. Nil. xiijs. iiijd. 
Willm. Fernell do. Nil. xxs. 
Gilbt. Wyns do. Nil. xs. 
Robt. Howler (10. Nil. viijs. 
Robt. Roper do. Nil. vjs. viijd. 
John Brigge, dwellyng of hys owne xis. xxxs. 
Willm. Parker do. XS. iiijli. 
Willm. Brige, dwellyng with hys father Nil. Nil. 
John Brige, dwellyng of his owne xxs. us. 
Ric. Wright do. Nil. iiijii. 
Willm. Estburn do xxs. xis. ijd. 
Robt. Hodson do. xxs. xxs, ijd. 
John Sogedan do. iijs. xxs. 
Bartholmew Glover (10. xs xxs. 
Henry Scharpe, tenant to Sir Henry Keyghtley Nil. vjs. viijd. 
Willm. Scharpe do. Nil. vjs. viijd. 
Robt. Leche do. Nil. xs. 
Robt. Buttrfeld do. Nil. xxs. 
John Nedd'wodde do. Nil. xxs. 
Edward Rawson do. Nil. xs. 
John Walker do. Nil. xxs. 
Christofer Gibbons Nil. iijii. 
Thomas Sawden, tenant to Willm. ifairfax Nil. xiijs. iiijd. 
Ric. Hertley do. Nil. viijs. 
Edwarde More, tenant to John Copley Nil. xs. 
John Rawson, tenant to Antony Talbot Nil. xis. 
Ric. Tothill do. Nil. xxxs. 
Thomas Laicoke, tenant to Laurence Keyghtley Nil. vii. xs. 
Laurence Ellyston, tenant to Ric. Wright Nil. xiijs. iiijd. 



IISeôírcc of Lcoch of lkutbwíck 
CHART I. 

Contractions-Will proved (w.p.). 
will dated (w.d.). 
baptisms (bp.). 
marriages (m.). 

and burials (br.). All were at Kildwick un-
less otherwise expressed. 0=Carleton. 
Sk.=Skipton. A=Arncliffe, in Litton-
dale. x=elsewhere. 

Kildwick Register of Marriages irregularly 
kept 1641-1662. 

Wm. Laycock, 
living 1603. 

Edmind=j=(2) Margaret (1).. Wilson. 
hr. 28/10/1603 ; Wilson. 

w.d. 27/10/1603; br. 6/6/1608. 
w.p. 17/1/1604. Henry. 

EdmndMaria Barestow, 
bp. 9/3/1585-6 ; m. 1/12/1607 ; w.d. 17/9/1660 
br. 6/4/1648 ; w.d. 3/2/1647 ; w.p. 1661-2. 

deed of gift, 1646, 
of Colling Carr to Edmund; 

of Coiling Hill to John. 

  Laycock=j 
r - - 

Hugh LaycockElizabeth 
of Cowling Carr and 

Cowling Hill; d. 1623. 

-r  i 
Hugh, William, Edward, Alice, 

w.p. 9/11/1611 ; bp. 24/1/1579 ; bp. 18 April, 1577; living 1611. 
of Coiludge Car, living 1611. br. 31 Jan., 1657.8. 

Kildweek. An "ancient man." 

-r 
Anne=Thomas Bradley. Agnes, 

bp. 2/6/1588 ; bp. 1583 ; br. 1616 ; bp. 15/11/1500. 
in. 12/2/1606-7. son of Robert B. and 

Agnes Watkinson. 

John Richard 

i 

I 
Steven Lacock=j=  
of Coiling ; hr. 16/5/1605  

w.d. 28/3/1571 
w.p. 2/10/1572. 

Stepien=1=Jeneta Wooller, 
of Bentengarr, I br. 20/1/1623.4 
M. 8/11/1580 ; of Stothili. 
hr. 6/5/1605. 

rm  i -i 
Henry, Anne, 

bp. 9/1/1585-6. bp. 23/2/1583.4. 
William, Marie, 

bp. 15/9/1588. living 1605. 

EdmndT(1) Mary Watson, (2)Wm. Wainman, 
of Coiling Carr; dau. Wm. Watson of Emsay; 
bp. 26/9/1608; (Chancery Procead'gs, m. 11/1/1660-I, 

d. before Laycock v. Wainman). at Skipton. 
1215/1659 

w.d. 28/9/1658 ; William. 
w.p. 31/5/1659, 
at Canterbury. 

Maria, 
bp. bp. 7/6/1612. 

Martha, 
bp. 30/4/1615. 

Anne, 
bp.23/li/1617 
=John Jack-

son. 

Jonathan, Edmund, 
hp. 19/2/1651-2 ; bp. 20/2/1652.3 
hr. 24/2/1651.2. died in father's 

lifetime. 

1 
Mary, 

bp. 13/2/1654-5. 
Martha, 

bp. 21/l657. 

Eidd, 
bp. 13/2/1658-9; 
hr. 12/7/1659. 

John, 
hp, 24/8/1620 ; hr. 16/8/1694 

w.d.28/7/1693 ; w.p. 20/9/1694 
(l)9=Hester Caley, of liolton. 

by-Bolland; br.22/5/1657. 
(2)TAnna (?Tiilotson), 

hr. 18/12/1675. 
(3) Margaret, widow 
of Anth. Scott, and 
dau. Rich. Clark, of 
Gisburn ; shed. 1707. 

r 
Martha, 

bp. 2/6/1650 
hr. 20/8/1670. 

r  
John, Joshua=Ann... Martha, of Horucastle; 

bp. 15/8/1682 A.; of Coiling Hill ; hr. bp. 27/9/1691 A. bn. 15/12/1682 
hr. 26/8/1682 A. bp. 16/6/1689 A.; 15/4/ Esther. d. 16/7/1744. 

hr. 28/3/1748 ; 1761. lop. 1/4/l693A. 
w.d. 27/12/1744 
w.p. 22/6/1748. 

-I-
Wilham= 

bp. 6/3/1652.3 ; living 
1683 at Grindleton, 

Jonathan. 
bp. 11/12/1625 
hr. 12/7/1627. 
Jonathan, 

bp. 22/7/1628, 
of Skircoat. 

=Mary, dau. of 
David Heming-

way,* 
of Mountain. 

'"am, 
bp. 27/1/1632-3 

tanner at 
Skipton. 
Susanna, 

bp. 11/8/1623. 

Ti 
John=Anne Tillotsoii. 

bp. 1/4/1660 ; hr. 16/12/1728 C.; w.p. bp.20/11/'64 
hr. ./4/1719 C.; 25/2/1728 ; of Knott, hr. 28/9/1694. 
w.d. 1/5/1717 ; in Lothersdale. Martha, 
w.p. 9/5/1719. bp. 10/9/1671. 

-I--i-
Edmond(l) Grace Littlebury, William Ann, John, 

30/9/1714 ; d. 24/8/20 o. bp. 8/2/1684 C ; bp. 12/6/1687 C. 
=(2) Abigail Burton, m. 1701, not at (1, 23/10/1694 C. 
wid., 1721 ; d. 12/1/40 in Kildwick, Margaret, 

(3) Susannah  , =... Wilkinson, bp. 15/9/1689 C; 
living 1744. - of Kappa =Thos. Swayne 

Flatts. of Sheffield. 

Jeet Henry, WilliamAlice 
of Culling Carr; in. 29/5/1581 ; Jackson. 
hr. 10/3/1597-8 ; hr. before 1598 
w.d. 4/3/1597-8; (20/4/1588 
w.p. 3/5/1598 ; wt. 50)? 
(1) Margaret 

hr. 14/12/1590. 
= (2) Alice Parkinson 

m. 9/15/1592. 

Margaret, 
bp. 3/9/1581. 

StepenThomasine Smith, 
bp. 26/12/1583 ; br. 1/9/1673. 
m. 15/12/1610 
br. 29/1/1630.1 
of Carhead; 

w.d. 13/1/1630-1 
w.p. 12/2/1630-1. 

P S-I-

Margaret, 4 
bp. 7/2/1611-2. 

William, 
bp. 20/11/1614. 

Christopher Lacock, of Kyldwyke, will dated 3 Dec., 1536, proved 27 Feb., l83-7 (Fork Registry, 
Vol. xi., p. 227). Mentions wife Alice, sons Hugh and William, and daughter Ann. 

Hugh Laycock, of Colling Carr. Administration granted 28/2/1589. Mentions Richd. Laicocke, of 
Thorneton (1 in Craven).-Act Book, 1589. 

Maud or Matilda Laycock, of Laycock, wid., living 1572, when she and Hugh Laycock bought the 
manor of Exley from John Paslewe for 4250. 4 

Thomas LaycockAgnes, 
of Gill Kildwick ; hr. 28/2/1590-1 ; (hr. 19/1/1593-4 ?) 
w.d. 25/2/1590.1 ; w.p. 31/7/1593. 

I  
Wi1hamAnna Bradeley ; Peter. lsabella=FJohn Smythe. 

m. 12/2/1606-7 ; br. 25/12/1625. m. 30/2/1593. 
hr. 19/10/1623 ; w.d. 4/1/1619; 
w.p. 23/671624 ; of Cononley. Christopher, of Cowling Head. 

Michael, 
bp. 30/9/1576. 

Edmond, ) Thomas, PeterT(1) Jane Bawdwen. 
bp. 14/4/1608 ; (m. 27/8/1639?) tip. 16/7/1609. bp. 15/8/1613 ; m .130/l/1639-O 
hr. 10/4/1646 ; w.d. 7/4/1646; hr. 19/4/1685 ; hr. 8/2/1640-1. 
w.p. 17/6/1657 ; widower, of w.d. 19/12/1684; =(2) Grace Deansfeld, 

Cononley ; (==Agues Smythe?) w.p. 12/8/1685. iri. 27/11/1641 
Isabel, 

bp. 20/6/1587. 

-r m 
Martha, 

tip. 14/7/1691 C; 
= Firth. 

Mary, 
bp. 9/6/1692 C; 
=Wm. Peart. 

Hanah=j=Stephen Moorby, Martha, 
m.16/4/1744,Sk. bp. 26112/1721 Sk. bp. 28/7/1717. 

Son of Robt. M. Anne, 
bp. 29/12/'18 

Anne, Robert, =Thos. Spencer. 
tip. 3/12/1745 Sk. bp. 30/6/1748 Sk. Isabell, 

tip. 28/9/20 
=James Berwick 

Alice, 
bp. 8/7/'22 

=Joseph King. 

* See Pearson's History of Northowi am, pp. 53 and 60. 
Query if founder of Laycocks, of Shaw Hill, Halifax. 

Susanna, 
bp. 24/10/23 

=Geo. Howarth. 
Mary, 

bp. 9/6/26; 

EdmondSusan, dau. of Thomas, 
bp. 30/11/'30. 1 John Parker. bp. 26/5/32. 

in. 1754 in 

=Geo. Bestwell. WilliamEleanor Stirk, 
John, of Keighley, of Bradley. 

bp. 6/l/'27.8 ; bp. 1760 
hr. 19/6/1754. rn. 29/4/1784. 

Joshua, 
bp. 26/5/'29. 

b. 1789 

I- -   
John=Sarah Marshall. 

in. 1830 iv. I 

Rev. James Marshall Laycock. 

Jonas, 
bp. 21/6/33. 
Jonathan, 

bp. 11/2/38-9; 
hr. 19/1/1765 
w.d. 17/1/1765 

saddler, 
of Glusburn. 

Maria, 
bp. 7/4/1616 
m. 12/8/1641 
br. 6/5/1662. 

Edmund 
Laycock; 

br. 1/5/1692. 

mm i 
Henry, Stephen, 

bp. 27/6/1619. bp. 27/9/1629. 
Agneta, 

tip. 20/4/1623. 

m 
John, 

bp.20/2/'95-5 C; 
=Ann Loynd. 

Joshua, 
bp. 15/6/98 C 
br. 13/4/1700 C. 

Edmnd=Rebecca 
of Knott and Lincoln; 

b. 4/10/1715 ; d. 1770 a,. 

Susannah, 
tip. 13/3/1700-1 C; 
m. before 1727, 
=Wm. Rhodes. 

iiríaRichard 
bp. 20/7/1617. Dawson. 

of 
Swinden. 

'd. 2/1/1681. Jo'in Anne= ... Hill, of 
Sarah=(I) William, (2)Anne (Sawley?), Thomas Otterburne. 

br. 11/9/1674. bp. 7/2/1640-1 ; on. (2) (25/7/1677, 

Josph=j=Elizabeth   
bp. 24/7/1664; hr. 4/2/1716  
hr. 9110/1718 
w.d. 5/10/1718 
w.p. 27/10/1718. 

hr. 29/1/1710.1 
w.d. 18/1/1710-1; 
w.p. 8/2/1710-I. 

 S-1 

Peter, 
bp. 1015/1668. 

Anne i=(l))Peter. (2)=j=Margaret 
hr. 10/11/1719 tip. 15/5/1692 

br. 24/3/1745-6; 
w.d. 13/3/1745-6 

w.p 8/7/1746. 
=(3) Martha  
w.d./21/8/1764 

- r w.p.5/15/l767. 
Isabella, Joseph, 

bp.7/lo/1703C; bp. 2/11/1719; 
on. before 1727, hr. 10/11/1719. 
= Hugh Clough 

Tillotson, 
of Brigg, in 

Lincs., in 1746. 

m 
Dr. Edmorid=Sarah Field, Grace, Sarah, 

b. 1753 ; M. 16/12/1788, of Lincoln. bp. 12/9/1737 C. tip. 15/2/1738 C. 
at Fiskeston, Lines. 

d. 25/5/1809, at Sleaford. 

1 
Edmund, Sarah, 

bn. 29/10/1790 iv ; tin. 4/10/1789 is 

bp. 20/1/1791 X. bp. 17/10/1789 iv. 

[BRADFORD' ANTIQUARY, 1908.] 

¼.. 

Skipton)? 
hr. 12/3/1703. 

Mann, 
bp. 25/8/1678. 
 Garforth 

ThornasM argaret 
bp. 16/1/1680; 1 Fowler, 
m. 22/2/1711-2 ; hr. 23/8/1750. 

hr. 5/7/1742. ". 
William, tip. 21/2/1713-4. 

I m  I I I -c--i 
Thomas , Sara, William, Elizabeth, 

(innkeeper) bp. 29/11/'96 ; bp. 9/9/1700. bp. 15/5/1709; 
bp. 22/2/1694 ; in. 16/10/1722 Joseph, br. 1/8/1718. 
in. 13/2/1723 ; =Richard tip. 7/2/1702-1 ; Margarita, 
hr. 23/5/1753 ;I Harper. hr. 23/12/1709. bp. 27/12/1711; 
=Martha Clough. - Edmund, on. 17/7/1746, 

William. bp. 16/3/1706; at Downham. 
Hannah, br. 26/10/1740 ; =Wrn. Cowgill, 

bp. 27/5/1725. w.d. 19/10/1740; of Thornton-
w.p. 9/9/1741. in-Craven. 

P  rn  
IF Joseph  Martha Smith, William, Elizabeth, Ann, 

bp. 31/10/1723 ; hr. 20/2/1792-3. bp. 22/2/1725. tip. 11/5/1729. bp. 20/5/1733. 
m. 15/12/1748; 
hr. 18/6/1794 

w.d. 16/2/1792 
w.p. 10/10/1794. 

Elizabeth, Per=Mary Barker. 
bp. 4/11/1749 tip. 3/11/1751; 
living 1792 at in. 17/1/1791. 
Melsonby. 

Ann, Margaret, 
bp. 25/12/1753 ; bp. 6/6/1756. 
m. 20/2/1774; 
=John lanson, 

of Silsden. 

F'  r m  m  
Joseph, Thomas Parker, MargaretJohn Teal. Thomas, 

bp. 20/8/1791. tip. 25/5/1793 ; bp. 11/1/1795 ; bp. 21/8/1796 
br. 5/12/1793. m, 23/12/1817 ; hr. 1873. 

br. 1825. 
I    1 

Mary Ann=John Booth, Peter=Mary. 
br. 1893. iv of Silsden. l on, 1821 

hr. 1888, 
of Cononley. 

'l 
Peter, 

tip. 17/6/1798 
hr. 1864. 



THE LAYCOCKS 
OF THE 

PARISH OF KILD WICK. 

COMPILED BY DR. LAYCOCK, OF SABDEN, NEAR BLACKBURN. 

(The notes in hraekefs are by MR. J. B. LAYCOCK, of Bowdon). 

MAUD or MATILDA LAYCOCK, of Laycock. A widow in 1572, 
when she and hugh Laycock, of Cowling, bought the Manor of Exley 
from John Eas1ew, of \Viswell* [Lancashire, gent.. by deed 28th 
March, 14 Elizabeth, 1572]. She was probably the mother of Hugh 
and William. 
HUGH LAYCOCK, of Carr, in Cowling, married Elizabeth [of Coiling 

Hill. He had property at Newsholme Dean]. He was buried at 
Kildwick, 1623. Ile was the father of Edmond, Hugh [of Coiling 
Carr, who by will, 15th July, 1611, left all his property to his nephew, 
Edmund Laycock], William [vix. 1611], Edward [vix. 1611], Alice 
[vix. 1611]. Of these: 
EDMOND LAYCOCK, of Carr, in Cowling [of Colling Hill and Cow-

ling Carr. Left all his land to his son and heir in tail male. Will 
dated 1603], died [28 October] 1603, having married Margaret, widow 
of -. Wilson, by whom he had three children, Edmond, Anne, and 
Agnes [born 1590]. [Ann Laycock, born 1588, married Thomas, son 
of Robert Bradley by his wife Agnes, daughter of -. Watkinson, of 
Cononley, born 1583, married 1606, died 1616]. His wife had a son 
Henry Wilson by her first husband. 
EDMUND LAYCOCK, baptised at Kildwick, 1585-6 [of Colling Carr, 

Lord of the Manor of Exley, inherited from his grandfather along 
with other property at Newsholme Dean (see deed 31 March, 1609). 
Waininans say that about 1630 he bought the Manor of Coiling from 
Alverey Copley. In 1646 he made a deed of gift to his eldest son, 
Edmund, of Coiling Carr, and to his second son, John, of Colling Hill 
(Chancery Proceedings, Y. 1162)], married Mary Bairstow [Will dated 
1660] at Kildwick in 1607, and died in 1648 [Will dated 3 February, 
1647]. He was of Carhead, in Cowling, and had the following chil-
dren: Edmond, Maria, Martha, Anne [baptised 23 November, 1617, 
married John Jackson]. John (see below), Susanna [baptised 11 August, 
1623], Jonathan [baptised 11 December, 1625, died 12 July, 1627], 
Jonathan [baptised 22 July, 1628], William [baptised 27 January, 
1632-3; a tanner at Skipton]. Of these: 

* \Viswell is near Whalley Abbey, the last Abbot of which was John Paslew. 

H  
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EDMOND LAYCOCK, of Carhead, baptised [25 September] 1608, 
married Mary, daughter of William Watson. He made his will 
September 28th, 1658, which was proved May 31st, 1659. [Wainmans 
say he bought Carhead of his brother-in-law, Henry L., in 1641, Lord 
of the Manor of Cowling and Laycock (sic.', but I have no proof of 
this, as from my searches he did not marry Mary Laycock, daughter 
of Stephen and Thomasine Laycock ()zée Smith, married in 1610). of 
Carhead, but as in this pedigree]. His widow married William Wain-
man [of Embsay] at Skipton. January 11th, 1661 [Slcipton. Parish 
Reqisters], and had by him a son, William Wainman, whose descend-
ants afterwards owned Carhead 
Edmond Laycock had the following children: Jonathan, baptised 

[19 February, died 24 February] 1651-2, Edmond, baptised 1652-3 
[died 1658], Maria [or Mary], baptised [13 February] 1654-5 [\\Tain 
mans say she married Richard Wainman, and so obtained the manors 
of Colling and Laycock (sic.)], Martha, baptised [21 June] 1657, and 
Eldad [Eldred], baptised [13 February] 1658-9. The two daughters 
survived their father, but of the sons only one, Eldad [Eldred], sur-
vived him, and he only did for a short time, being buried July 12th, 
1659. With him ended the first line of the Laycocks of Carhead. 

JOHN LAY000K, of Cowling Hill, was the second son of Edmond 
Laycock, of Carhead (see above), and was baptised August 24th, 1620 
[and died in 1694]. He married three times, (1) Hester Caley 
[daughter and co-heir of William Caley], of Bolton -by-Bolland, 
(2) Anna [died 18 December, 1675], (3) Margaret, widow of Anthony 
Scott [of Gisburn, yeoman], and daughter of Richard Clark,t of 
Gisburn [yeoman in 1681. She died 1707. She was heiress to her father, 
her first husband, and her son, Richard Scott]. He was buried from 
Cowling Hills at Kildwick, August 16th, 1694. His children were: 
[by Hester Caley] Martha, born 1650 [baptised 1650, died 1670], and 
William, born 1652-3 [and by Ann -], John, born 1660, Tillotson, 
born 1664 [baptised 20 November, 1664, died 28 September, 1694], 
and Martha, born [10 September] 1671. Of these 
WILLIAM LAY000K was baptised 1652-3, and in 1683 he was living 

in Grindleton, near Clitheroe [Chancery Proceedings, Laycock v. Wayte. 
He inherited freehold estate from William Caley at Kelfield and York 
and Grindleton.] [This William was almost certainly the father of 
Joshua, who was living at Colling-hill in 1748 where he died, because 
this Joshua was the nephew of John Laycock, of Knott, the second 
son of John Laycock, of Collinghill, by his second wife Ann. It is 

* Edmundus Laycocke and Maria Laycocke married 12 August, 1641, at Kild wick. 

—EDITOR. 
Anthony Scott and Margaretta Clarke married at Gisburuc. 19 December, 1648. 

Rebuilt into the wall of a farm-house at Cowling Hill are the initials and date' 
I. L., 1648. 

§ Owned Shawhead, in the manor of Come, which his brother John fell heir to. 
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from this Joshua that my family is directly descended. I have never 
been able to find the record of William's marriage, but I think it 
would take place while he was living at Grindleton, and would be 
registered at Mitton or Waddington. Grindleton Registers do note 
go so far back]. He was probably* the father of 
JOSHUA LAY000K, of Cowling Hill, yeoman, who married Ann, 

and who was the father of a large family: 
Martha. born 1717. 
Anne, bofn 1718, married 1744, Stephen Moorby, butcher. See 

&S'lciptoìi Registers. 
Isabell, born 1720, married James Barwick, of Keighley, shop-

keeper. 
Alice, born 1722, married Joseph King. 
Susanna, born 1723, married George Howarth. 
Mary, born 1726, married George Bestwell. 
John, born 1727-8, married. 
Joshua, born 1729. 
Edmond, born 1730, married Susan, daughter of John Parker. 
Thomas, born 1732. 
Jonas, born 1733. 
Jonathan, born 1738-9. Of these 

JOHN LAY000K, of Cowling lull, yeoman, was buried at Kildwick, 
June 19th, 1754, and I have no evidence to show that any of the 
family resided there afterwards. 

JOHN LAYCOCK, of Knot, in Lothersdale, baptised April 1st, 1660, 
second son of John Laycock [1620-1694], of Cowling Hill, married 
Ann [died 1728]. Ile was joint lord of the manors of Exley and 
Colling, and possessed of land in Littondale, parish of Arncliffe and 
parish of Colne, and had farms at Broughton-in-Craven, Skipton, and 
Paythorne. This is the John Laycock who was buried in the chancel 
of Carlton Church, and the date ought to be April, 1719, though it is 
given as 1710 in \\Thitaker's History of 01av6n. However, his will 
was made May 1st, 1717, and proved May 9th, 1719. He probably 
built Knott, for the initials evidently refer to him and his son Edmund, 

L. L. A.D. 1695. He had a large family, as follows: 
Edmund. 
William, [born and died 1683]. 
Ann, baptised 1684, married [1701] - Wilkinson, and in-

herited Nappa Flatte in Paythorne. 
John, baptised 1687, buried 1694. 
Margaret, baptised 1689, married Thomas Swayne. of Sheffield, 

and inherited house and lands near Kirk Sikes (late William 
Hewitt's), in Lothersdale. 

* Joshua, son of William Laycock, of Ouldcotes. baptised 16 June, 1689, Parish 
Register of Arneliffe. This entry is furnished through the kindness of the Rev. W. 
A. Shuifrey, who proposes to print this valuable register shortly. 
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Martha, baptised 1691, married Firth, and inherited a 
inessuage and lands at Broughton-in-Craven. 

Mary, baptised 1692, married William Peart, of Girston (Gras-
sington) and received £200 for her portion. 

John, baptised 1695 [of Knott], married Ann, daughter of 
John Loynd, of Ohatburn, heiress of Spen Height in the 
Forest of Pendle. He inherited lands in Littondale. 

Joshua, baptised 1698, buried 1700. 
Susanna, baptised 1700-1, married William Rh6des before 1727, 

and inherited lands, etc., in Lothersdale. 
Isabella. baptised 1703, married Hugh Clough before 1727, 

and inherited lands, etc., in Lothersdale. 
Tillotson. of Brigg, in Lincolnshire, in 1746. He owned 

Shawhead and Baulsedge in Colne and inherited Barrand's 
House in Littondale. 

[EDMUND LAYCOCK. of Knott, and of Horncastle, co. Lincolnshire, 
gent., eldest son of John and Ann of Knott, born 15 December, 1682, 
died 16 July, 1744, Lord of the Manor of Coiling (jointly), was 
possessed of an estate in the parish of Canton-in-Craven, and 
property at Shelf, parish of Halifax, and in Skipton parish. He 
married 

1. Grace Littlebury (married 30 September, 1714, died 24 
August, 1720), by whom he had one son, Edmund (see 
later). 

2. Abigail Burton, widow (married 1721, died 12 April, 1740). 
3. Susannah Knott (living in 1744). 

EDMUND LYCOCK, the son, of Knott and Lincoln, gent. (born 
4 October, 1715, died in 1770), was Lord of the Manor of Coniston 
Cold, co. Ebor., and had property in the parishes of Gargrave and 
Kirkby Maiham, was joint Lord of the Manor of Coiling and Exley, 
and had property at Canton-in-Craven, where several of his children 
were born. He married Rebecca and had issue besides two daughters, 
Grace, baptised 1737, and Sarah, baptised 1738, 
EDMUND LAYCOCK (born 1753, died 25 May, 1809, æt. 5, at Slea-

ford, Co. Lincolnshire). He formerly lived at Horncastle. Ile married 
Sarah Field, of Lincoln, on 16 December, 1788, at Fiskeston, co. 
Lincolnshire, and had issue, Sarah, born 4, baptised 17 October, 1789, 
and Edmund Laycock born 29 October, baptised 20 January, 1790. 
I also find that a certain William Laycock, of Skipton, innkeeper, 

was joint owner of the manors of Coiling and Exley, along with the 
Lincolnshire Laycocks. He made his will in 1700, and it was proved 
in 1702. He left a widow, Elizabeth, and one son, John, and mentions 
in his will Susan Brigg]. 

JOHN LAYCOCK, of Glusburn, married firstly Alice Ryecroft, and 
secondly, Lucy Gill, probably widow of Miles Gill. lie died in 1611. 
His children were Thomas, baptised 1578, buried 1589. Richard and 
.John. 
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RICHARD LAYCOCK, of Glusburn, baptised 1580, married Alice 
Gill in 1604-5, and was the father of Anna, Maria, Jane, Elizabeth, 
Robert, John, William, Richard and Thomas He died in 1634. 

JOHN LAYCOCK, of Glusburn, second son of above Richard, was 
baptised in 1617, and married Jennet (Brigg in 1640). He died in 
1697. His children were Richard, Elizabeth, and John. 

RICHARD LAYCOCK, of Glusburn, was baptised in 1650, and he 
married twice; (1) Priscilla Breston in 1674, and (2) Maria or Mary. 

Their children were Elizabeth, John, Jana, Jennetta and Gulielmus 
(William). Richard Laycock does not appear to have been buried 
with his forbears at Kildwick Church, but he was evidently dead 
when his father made his will, August 4th, 1697. 

JOHN LAYCOCK, of Glusburn and Lane End Farm. Sutton Moor, 
son of Richard by his first marriage, was baptised at Kildwick, July 
14th, 1678, married Anna Hargreaves in 1696, and was buried in 1763. 
Ile was the first to leave Glusburn, where his ancestors had been 
tenant-farmers of the Malhams. The grandfather of this John Lay-
cock was in possession of a inessuage in Glusburn, and lands called 
Becklands. Esh Greaves, Flatts, Garbridge Close, and Flatt Boyle Ings 
Close, with mowing in the Garbridge. The children of John and 
Anna Laycock were Elizabeth, Margaret, Hester, John and Hannah. 

JOHN LAYCOCK, baptised at Kildwick, September 13th, 1711, 
married Mary Gott, then both of Glusburn, at Kildwick, November 
12th, 1741, and had two children, John, baptised January 8th, 1743-4, 
and Mary, baptised February 16th, 1745-6. The burials of him. and 
his wife I have not found. His daughter Mary married Richard 
Frankland, a Lothersdale man, at Kildwick, in 1769, joined the 
Baptist Church at Sutton in 1777, and was buried at Long Preston 
in 1832, aged 86 years. She was the mother of the Rev. Benjamin 
Frankland, a \Vesleyan minister, John Frankland, of Gouthwaite Hall, 
William Frankland, of Long Preston, and Joseph Frankland, of High 
Scale. Halton West, near Ilellifield. 

JOHN LAYCOCK, of Clitheroe, Writer and Deputy Steward at 
Clitheroe Castle, baptised at Kildwick, January 8th, 1743-4, married 
Alice \Vilkinson, of the Chapelry of Clitheroe, at Padiham, June 7th, 
1778. Ile was buried at Clitheroe in 1784, and his widow in 1786, 
leaving an only child, .John Laycock, the first of Sabden baptised at 
St. Mary's, Clitheroe, May 16th, 1779. Married Ann, daughter of 
Edmund and Mary \Valmsley, yeoman, of Chatburn, at Clitheroe, in 
1800. He was brought up by his aunt, Mary Frankland, at Scale. 
Buried at Sabden, July, 1838. The children of John and Ann Laycock 
of Sabden, were Joseph of Ratcliffe Bridge, WTillianì of Sabden, 
Edmund of Horwich, Dr. John A. of Sabden, and Benjamin of Sabden 
and Manchester, and five daughters, Mary Ann, Alice, Ellen, Sarah, 
and Ann. 
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WILLIAM LAYCOCK, of Cononley, married (1) Sarah, and (2) Anne. 
His will was proved in 1710. He had children, Joseph. Thomas, 
Peter, Mary (and Jonathan). 

JOSEPH LAYCOCK, of Cononley, baptised at Kildwick in 1664, 
married Elizabeth. His will was proved in 1718. His children were 
Peter, Thomas, Sarah, William, Joseph, Edmund, Elizabeth, and 
Margaret. 

PETER LAYCOciK, of Cononley. Will proved in 1746. Baptised at 
Kildwick in 1692. Married (1) Anne, (2) Margaret, (3) Martha. His 
children were, Joseph (died in infancy), Joseph, William, Elizabeth, 
and Ann. 

JOSEPH LAYCOCK, of Cononley, baptised at Kildwick, 1723 Will 
proved in 1794. Married Martha Smith at Kildwick in 1748. His 
children were, Elizabeth, Peter, Ann, and Margaret. 

PETER LAY000K, of Cononley. Had lands in Cononley, Cross 
Green in Canton, and at Wheatley in Ilkley. Baptised at Kildwick in 
1751. Married Mary Barker, of Cononley, at Kildwick, in 1791, and 
had the following children : Joseph, baptised 1791 ; Thomas Barker, 
baptised 1793, died in infancy; Margaret, baptised 1795; Thomas, 
baptised 1796; and Peter, baptised 1798. 

HENRY LAYCOCK, of Snaygill. married Elizabeth Gill at Kildwick, 
October 19th, 1731. His children were John, Henry, James, and 
William. 

HENRY LAYCOCK, of Bradley, married Margaret Walker, of 
Silsden, at Kildwick, in 1759. He was baptised at Kildwick in 1736. 
His children were Elizabeth, Mary, Thomas, Jonas, Margaret, .Jonas, 
Henry, and James. 
THOMAS LAYCOCK, baptised 1764, married (1) Eleanor Barron, and 

(2)  . After his second wedding he removed to Clitheroe as 
a carrier. His children were Henry, Jonas, Robert, Mathew, James, 
William, David, Susanna, John, and two other daughters. 

HENRY LAYCOCK, baptised 1785, the eldest son; married Mary 
Greenwood in 1811, and had the following children, Thomas, Sarah, 
William, Ellen, Ishmael, Henry, Mathew, Mary, and Margaret.* 

JONAS LAYCOCK, of Raikes House, son of Henry and Margaret 
Laycock, of Bradley, was baptised in 1772, and married Sarah \Vatson, 
of Cowling, March 6th, 1794. His children were Peter, William, 
Robert, Jonas Henrietta Catherine, Margaret, and Ann, all baptised 
at Kildwick, July 13th, 1806, and Dinah. 

Still living at Cowling, the wife of John Brigg. 



Contractions-Will proved (w.p.). 
will dated (w.d.), 
baptisms (bp.). 
marriages (in.). 

and burials (br.). All were at Kildwick un-
less otherwise expressed. C=Carleton. 
Sk.Skipton. AArncliffe, in Litton-
dale. ae1sewhere. 

Kildwick Register of Marriages irregularly 
kept 1641-1662. 

Alice Ryecroft9=(l) 
born 1645 

in. 30/1/1577-8 
br. 12/7/1585. 

I-
Thomas, 
9/11/1678. 

John Laycock 
of Glusburn; 
hr. 1814/1611. 

Riclard-Alice Gill, 
bp. 1/5/1580 ; hr. (124/3/1641). 

in. 11/2/1604-5 
br. 26/11/1634 
w.d. 19/11/1634 

w.p. 5/9/1635. 

(2)==Lucy Gyll, 
m.31/8/1591 
bi'. 16/12/1620. 

L 

John, 
bp. 25/6/1592; 
hr. 29/8/1662. 

Anna Jane,i bp. 23/6/1605. bp.4/3/1609-10; 

hr. 26/5/1651. 
Maria, Elizabeth, 

bp. 21/9/1607 ; bp. 21/6/1612. 
Robert, 

Hargreaves. bp. 2/2/1614-5 I 5 
 - hr. 25/3/1675 
Thomas. w.d. 15/3/1674 
John. w.p. 5/1/1675. 

r  Edmund, Priscilla Preston-(I) Richard (2)Maria Elizabeth, 
hp 5/9/1641. m. 6/8/1674 ; bp. 19/5/1650.   bp. 25/3/1655. 

hr. 20/1/1680. Joseph, 
bp. 5/2/1659-0. 

JõhnTJenett 
bp. 7/12/'17 ; Brigg, 
in. -/7/1640 ; br. 

br. 7/8/1697 ; 1/3/1697-8. 
w.d. 4/8/'97 
w.p. 4/4/1700. 

William5=Mary Richard, 
bp. 27/11/'20; (?Spencer) bp. 11/8/23; 
br. 1019/1671; br. 1112/1687; 
w.d. 1918/'71; w.d. 5/2/'87 
w.p. 13/8/72; w.p. -/3/'87. 

Rosamunda 
T  

1 
Thomas, 

bp. 17/12/'26; 
hr. 31/1/'47.8. 

 1 

1jebíçree of 1La2coch of lkftbwich. 
CHART II. 

John LaycockSusannah Wilkinson. 
of Cowling 
in. 7/1/1685. 

HenryRosamunda Shackleton; 
bp. 10/1/1691-2 ; br. 25/7/1761. 
in. 26/10/1713 
br. 14/7/1773. 

Agnes, Ellen, 4 
bp. 25/7/1686. bp. 13/5/1688. 

I- 1 
JohnMargaret  HenrySarah Hutchinson. Anne, 

bp. 18/5/1718 
in. 11/2/1745. 

H rn  
Henry=1=Martha Margaret, Robert, Mary, 

bp. 6/6/1742 ; Smith. bp. 29/6/' 44 bp. 4/5/1716 ; bp. 2/8/1746. 
in. 28/10/1766 ; in. 7/2/1769 ; Ann, 

T
Ann Ban- bp. 15/5f48. 
fluster. 

Alice, Mary, r 
bp. 13/2/1670-1. bp. 15/2/1675-6. Robert, 

I I bp. 14/10/1768. 
Infant, 1656. Infant, 1659. Anne, 

Richard, Martha, bp. 3/9/'51. 
bp. 28/1/1657 ; bp. 2/7/1664. William, 
of Ileeles House Anna, bp. 26/7/'70 

in 1671. bp. 15/911661. 

r -, 

Elizabeth, John=Anna Har. Infant, 
bp. 25/11/1674. bp. 14/711678 ; greaves, d.y. 

in. 18/4/1696 ; br. 5/2/1740-1. 1677. 
hr. 16/3/1763 
of Lane Ends. 

Ann. 

Jane, 
bp. 14/10/1683. 

rn 
Jennetta, 

bp. 4/10/1685 
..m. -/3/1708 
=Wm. Fell. 

Elizabeth, Mrgsrita, Hester, 
bp. 17/2/1701. bp. 27/8/1704. bp. 4/5/1707. 

- rn 
John==Mary Gott, 

bp. 13/9/1711 ; of 
m. 12/11/1741 ; Glusburm 

Mary Richard Frankland, 
bp. 16/2/1746 ; of Lothersdale. 
m. 23/2/1769 

br. 1832, 
at Long Preston.' 

rrn 
Rev. Benjamin. 

Wesleyan Minister. 
John, 

of Gouthwaite. 

-I 
William, 

of Long Preston. 
Joseph, 

of Halton West. 

-rn T T. 
Sarah. Ellen. Alice. Mary Ann. Benjamin, 

of 
Sabden. 

'I 
William, 

bp. 11/3/1687 
br. 28/12/1735 
w.d.20/12/1735; 
w.p. 16/3/1735. 

Hannah, 
bp. 10/711716. 

John Alice Wilkinson, 
bp. 8/1/1743 ; hr. 12/3/1786. 
m. 7/6/1778, 

at Padiham; 
br. 1784, 

at Clitheroe. 

r 1 
JohnAnn, daughter of 

bp. 16/5/1779, Edmund and 
at Clitheroe ; Mary Walmsley 
m. 23/2/1800, br. -/4/1854. 
at Clitheroe 
d. 15/7/1838, 
at Sabden. 

rn 1 
Edmund, William, Joseph, Dr. John A. Laycock, 

of of of Ratcliffe of Sabden, 
Harwich. Sabden. Bridge. 

bp. 11/11/1759. of Bradley, 
Mary, bp. 1511/'64, Sk.; 

of Snaygill, m. 26/1/1785 
bp. 26/12/1761, Carrier 

5k. Clitheroe to 
Manchester. 

Joseph, 
bp. 1816/1738 
hr. 8/8/1738. 

Thomas LaycockT Râchel, 
br, 25/1/1789. 

r  1 
Joseph'dsabel1 Spencer, 

bp. 1/1/1739 of Carleton; 
m. 19/2/1765. 

Ì-1- * 

William. John, William. Mary, 
Joseph. unmarried, =Wm. Watson; 

of in. 4/7/1808. 
Cononley. 

10 

ThornasPriscil1a Ickringi11, 
bp. 25/1/1767 ; m. 25/3/1788 
b . about 1855, d. aet. 84. 

aet, 88. 
1 2 

Joseph, Martha, Thomas, AaronTMaria son. Benjamin, Thomas, Moses, Priscilla, 
bp.22/4f50; bp. 7/4/53. 13/8/1758; b. about 1805 ; Baldwin, son. m. 23/2/1819; bp. 115/3/1789 ; (br. 12/5/1812) bp. 2214/1798. 
br. 8/3/'ÎI. Rosamund, br.26j5/'67. d. about 1880, John. br. 1114/1819; m. 22/10/1812; Judith. 

John, bp. 4/4/1756. 

hr. 18/8/'67. 

1 1 
Henry, Henry, Elizabeth, 
I4/7/'71. 4/10/'78. 4/3J'Si. 

Henry Laycock=Elizabeth Gill. 
of Snaygill ;I 
m. 19/10/1731 

Martha, George, W/lliirn. bp. 25/2/1:770. 
11151' 83.29/10/'86.  John. George, 

d.y. both d.y. bp. 28/4/1771. 
William, 

of West Closes, 
bn. 1780; 

in. 18/8/1803; 
d. 11/9/1865. 
=Ann Wilson. 

:i,,':,.,b kA.,. - 'Vh,,..,.,, P,.I,,,,.iil,. 
I "t"-', £&', UWVU 

Robert, of Alderman 19 yrs., d.y. =j=(l) Chas. =-%Silliam 
bp. 26/9/1773. Ingrow. Mayor 3 years, - Stoddart. 

Martha, - 

11/6(1775. 

John, HenryMargaret 
bp. 3/1/1731-2. bp. 12/9/1736 ; Walker, 

m. 9/1/1759 ; of 
Silsden. 

rn 
James, Jonas, William, 

bp. 27/12/1744. bp. 16/12/1738, bp. 9/8/1747. 

of Botany, Isabella, =(2) 
Australia; =1=James Stephen 
b. 1846 ; Wilson, Archer, 

_(1) Mary Ann; living at of 
Black- Cononley; 

(2)  burn. 4.' dead. 

7-
Elizabeth,  ThomasT(l) Eleanor Barron, 

of Bradley 
br. 28/11/1807. 

-(2)  Trem0'd to Clitheroe. 
Joln. dai. diu. 

Henry--Mary Jonas, Robert, 
bp. 3/7/1785 ; Greenwood, hp. 27/6/'87 
m. 2619/1811 ; dau. of in. 14/3/1812. 

d. 1869. Ishmael =j=Margaret 
Greenwood. I Stirk, 

of Sutton. 

iV 1 
Anne, Thomas, 

bp. 29/11/'12. bp. 11/12/'14. 
Mathew, 

bp. 15/8/'19. 
of Bradley. 

-r  
Thomas, William, Sarah, Ellen, Ishmael, 

bp. 10/1/1813. bp. 27/7/1817. bp. 30/lo/'14. bp. 17/1011819. of Sutton. 
born 1824 

Snowden, d. 1907. 
4.,of Cowling. 

-I' 

Jonas, 
bp. 31/8/'66 Sk.; 

br. 25/7/'69. 
Margaret, 

bp. 23J11/'68 Sk. 
br. 25/7/'69. 

Jdnas=y=Sarah Henry, 
bp. 28/6/'72 ; m. 6/3/'94 ; Watson, bp. 15/1/'75; 
of Raikes House, Cowling of br. 12/2/'82. 
Carrier to Manchester. Cowling. 

- r  
Peter Mary 

(StewardBrigg. 

rn rn  rn-r  at 
Mathew, James, David, Carr-

hp. 30/8/'89 ; hp. 16/10/91 ; bp. 23/3f94. bp. 1/9/'99. head). 
l4Jlf'13. m. 22/4/13 ; William, Susanna, 

=j=Ann Mus- br. 11/10/'lS. bp. 27/ll/'96. bp. 29/8/1802; 
grave, =j=Anne br. 3/11/1803. 

of Skipton. Mawson, 
of Snaygill 

daughter, '- I 

John Whit- Eleanor, Margaret, 
tam, bp. 5/12/'13. bp 2811/' 16 

of Padiham. hr. 1878. 
=Thos. Ackernley. 

'1' 
rn  
Henry, 

horn 1831 

William, 
of Skipton, 
bp. 17/5/18. 

Jonas, Johi, 
  d. unm 

James, 
bp. 26/11/'80. 
Carrier to 
Manchester. 

all bp. 13/7/1866. 

Wilson, 
of Cross-
fiatts 
Iboth 
Çlead; 

six chil-
dren. 

Barlara, Maria, Elizabth, 
b. 1835 ; Wil1iam =Edward 
- Charles Stans- Walker; 
I Hudson, field, of no children 
4. of Cononley 
Bradford; I four Ann, four children. =Ed. Hill, 
children. 4.. of 

Cononley; 
no children 

William, RolertDorothy 
of Throup. 

Malsis. 

Jonas= Sarah-
of 4'., Joseph 

Prospect Hutchinson. 
House, Elizabeth-

Kildwick. Richard 
Hill. 

Ann. 

-r 
Mathew, Mary, Margaret. 

(twins) bn. -/5/1822 
bn. 10/6/1826 ; ==John Brigg 

Hoyle, -  d.y. 4of Cowling. 
of Bradford. of Cowling. 

rn 
Jonas=j=Jane 

Throup. Catherine. 

William, 
of 

Oakcliffe, 
Lothers-
dale. 

Henrietta 
Margaret, of Bristol. Dinah, 

=Stephen 

Sarah. Elln, Bannister. 

Ann, 
John 

Hewit. 

II 

Henry, 
br. 8/2/1810. 

Sarah, 
hr. 6/3/1810. 

bp. 26/4/'52; aet. 72. Joseph. drowned. -rah Carr. 4'.. 
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JOHN LAYCOCK, of Cowling, married Susannah Wilkinson at 
Kildwick, January 7th, 1685. His children were Agnes, Ellen, and 
Henry. 

HENRY LAYCOCK, of Cowling, baptised at Kildwick in 1691-2, 
married Rosamunda Shackleton at Kildwick in 1713. and buried at 
Kildwick in 1773. His children were John, Henry, and Anne. 

JOHN LAYCOCK, baptised 1714-5, married Margaret. He was a 
miller, of Cowling. His children were Henry, Margaret, and Robert. 

HENRY LAYCOCK, husbandman, of Cowling, married Martha Smith, 
of Cowling, in 1766. He was baptised 1742, and had the following 
children, Robert, Henry, William, John, Henry, Elizabeth, Martha, 
Mary, and George. 

His brother, Robert Laycock, of Cowling, miller, married Ann 
Bannister, of Cowling, in 1769, and had the following children, John, 
George, Robert, and Martha. 

LAY SUBSIDY YORKSHIRE 206/116 14 & 15 HENRY VIII. 

WAPENTAKE OF STANECLIFFE & EWCROSS. 

COLLYNG. COPLEY, gent., eheyffe lord there & ANTONY CLYFFORD, stuard. 

Val. terr. Val. bon. 

Peter Tellitson, dvel1yng of hys owne xs xxxiijs iiijd. 
Nich. Skarbrught do xis. iiijd. xxs. 
Christofer Laycoke. tenant to Mr. Copley XS. VU. xs. 
John Hargraves do. Nil xxs. 
Miles Laycoke do. Nil. xviijs. 
Wilim. 'renytson (10. Nil. xiijs. iiijd. 
The. Bawdewen do. Nil. xs. 
John Tellytson do. Nil. xxxs. 
Christofer Smythes do. Nil. v markes. 
John Blakey do. Nil. xxii. xis. 
John Laycoke. tenant to Thomas Langton Nil. viijs. 
George Smythe do. Nil. viijs. 
Miles Smyth (10. Nil. xxxs. 
George Hargraves, tenant to Peter Myrfekie Nil. xxxs. 
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LXVIII. 

Lig/,t1it[e. 3rd January, 16/3. 

Abstract of Will of RICHARD THORPE, of Lightcliffe. 

(From York Registry). 

DECLARE that concerning my lands, GRACE, my wife, shall 
enjoy them for life, and at her death they are to go to SYBILL, 
my sister and heir apparent, now the wife of JOHN WILLTON, for 

her life, and if JOHN WILLTON, now of "Martin Colledge," eldest son 
and heir of JOHN and SYBILL WILLTON, enjoy his father's land after his 
father's death, then my lands shall pass to THOMAS WILLTON, younger 
son of the said JOHN and SYBILL WILLTON. But if JOHN WILLTON, 
junr., should die, and THOMAS succeed to his estate, then my lands shall 
go to MICHAEL WILLTON, the youngest son of JOHN and SYBILL 

WILLTON. My personalty is to be divided into two parts, one of which 
GRACE, my wife, is to have, and out of the other GRACE, daughter of 
WILLIAM STANCLIFFE, Whom I have brought up, is to have £10, to be 
put to her use at the end of two years on the advice of my wife and 
EDWARD STANCLIFFE, my brother-in-law; to JOHN THORPE, brother of 
WILLIAM THORPE, deceased, 5s. 8d.; my executors to pay ISABELL 

HANSON, widow, of Eland, 12s. 4d.; to ISABELL HEAP, 2s.; to MARIE 
BENTLEY, servant, 3s.; to all godchildren, 12d.; all the rest to JOHN 
WIILTON my brother-in-law, and SYBILL his wife, and I make theni 
executors. My wife to have her bed. 

Witnesses: WILLIAM STANCLIFFE, JOHN BRIGHOWSE, JOHN 

HANSON. 

Proved, 3 August, 1614. 
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LXIX. 

Bolton. Bramley. 9th July, 1683. 

Abstract of Will of WILLIAM LISTER, Bolton, 

(Dean and (hapter, York). 

SETTLE my estate in Bramley on JOHN LISTER, grandson, he 
paying £50 to the executors, and debts, and legacies. My 
appurtenances in Bolton to grandchild, JOHN LISTER, son of 

WILLIAM LISTER, late of London, aged 23; failing him to his brother 
THOMAS; failing him to MARY SMITH, ROSAMOND LAMBERT, ELLEN 
NORTHROPP, and JUDITH MARSHALL, my four daughters, equally. The 
property to be in the hands of the executors until the said JOHN LISTER 
attains the age of 25. To NARY WALKER and RACHEL WALKER, 
daughters of JOHN WALKER of London, 40s. each at the age of 21; to 
TIIoIIAs LISTER, son of WILLIAM LISTER, £3 to put him apprentice; 
to SARAH LISTER, daughter-in-law, wife of said WILLIAM LISTER, 12d. 
in money, in lieu of what she may claim out of my estate, because her 
husband and she have put me to extraordinary charges; to JAMES 
NORTHROPP, son-in-law, my bay mare, he to pay half her value to 
GRACE, my wife. JAMES NORTHROPP, son-in-law, of Manningham, and 

JOHN LAMBERT, nephew, executors. 

Proved. 

LXX. 

Bradford. 16 June, 1648. 

Abstract of Will of CHRISTOPHER PARKINSON, of Bradford. 

(From York Regitrt,). 

BEQUEATH to BARTHOLOMEW PARKINSON, my son, a pair of 

bedstocks standing in my house and 20s. in money; to JENNET, 
wife, lOs, and to ISSABELL and SARAH PARKINSON, daughters, 

40s. each; to REBECCA, my daughter, and HENRY LANCASTER, her 

husband, 20s. each; and I give to the said REBECCA and AGNES 

my daughter, now wife of GEORGE FLETCHER, my feather bed and bed-
clothes and linen to be equally divided, and I give to the said AGNES ray 
cloak; to CHRISTOPER PARKINSON, son of HENRY LANCASTER, all my 
apparel and clothes whatsoever, except a new jerkin and a new pair of 

breeches which were late made, these I give to GEORGE FLETCHER, my 
son-in-law; to the poor of Bradford, 20s.; to DAVID HORTON, 12d.; to 
DAVID PARKINSON, 12d.; all the rest to CHRISTOPHER, RICHARD, 

BARTHOLOMEW, HENRY, and JOHN LANCASTER, five sons of the said 
HENRY LANCASTER, and to HENRY, CHRISTOPHER, THOMAS, and ISABELL 

FLETCHER. BARTHOLOMEW PARKINSON and GEORGE FLETCHER executors. 

JOHN HORTON and JOHN ÐARNBOROUGH, of Bradford, supervisors. 
Witnesses: S. HUSTLER, TEMPEST HOYLE, JANNETTA HoYLE. 

I 
1 
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LXXI. 

London. 20 November, 1612. 

Will of EDWARD LISTER, of London. 

N the name of God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy 
Ghost, three persons in one, the immortal, invisible, and only wise 
God, to whom be ascribed all power, praise, and dominion, majesty, 

and hearty thanksgiving, for ever and ever, Amen. I, EDWARD LISTER, 
of London, esquire, doctor of physique, sound in memory and not 
sick in body, as the writing hereof testifies, for which God's name be 
praised, calling to mind the mysterious frailty of this present life, the 
inevitable necessity of future death, and the great uncertainty of the 
appointed hour thereof, make this (by God's assistance) my last will and 
testament in manner and form following. First, my soul (which is the 
form of myself, and under God giveth being and motion to my body), 
I betake into the hand of God the Father, as to my most gracious and 
sole redeemer, being assured of the good acceptance thereof into eternal 
happiness by the assured testimony of God's Holy Scriptures, ascertain-
ing the same unto my spirit and sanctifying in some measure all the 
powers thereof, unto the end even the end of my hope, which is in the 
salvation of my soul, and that not for any merit of work in me the 
quintessence of the best thereof if there were any good—which I neither 
believe nor acknowledge—bath matter in itself to condemn me were it 
not for the merit of Christ's all sufficient propitiating sacrifice, once 
affixed upon the cross, by the which he is made life and death, and unto 
me is the advantage. And concerning the earthly fate of this my 
mortal and corruptible body I bequeath earth to earth for a time, that 
is my body to the grave in full assurance to be joined and perfect both 
soul and body at the glorious appearing of the Saviour Jesus. Now as 
for mine outward estate in this world wherewith it bath pleased God of 
his great goodness above my deserts and hopes to bless me. To ANNE, 
my wife, to whom I commend the fear and love of God, above whatsoever 
I can give unto her, I give the whole estate which she bath in her own 
dwelling-house, as also jewels, plate, and household stuff, whatsoever 
she brought unto me, and which she did enjoy from her former and 
hereto often remembered kind husband; to her also I give an annuity 
of £50 out of my lease of the capital messuage and demesne lands of 
Levenhull Garth in Holderness, to be paid to her at her now dwelling-
house in Addler Street, London, or by distraint or other settlement, to 
the satisfaction of my wife's brother, Mn. GYLES SNODEN, whose too 
great kindness to me bath greatly hurt (if not wholly overthrown) his 
estate, for which I am right heartily sorry. I give an annuity to him 
of £10 out of my lease of Leavenhull Garth. To Mn. EDMUND MEAWTYS 
(who married my wife's oldest daughter), and to Mn. FRANCIS BLUNT 
(who married her youngest daughter), to each of them I give three 
yards of black cloth, at 20s. the yard at least, for mourning cloaks, and 
to each of their wives black "taffetay," so much as will serve them for 
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mourning gowns, and to the husbands and wives, each a gold ring of 
30s. weight in gold, besides the making, having this in the inside 
engraven (Yœlum patria Chris his Via, with two letters for my name, and 
an enamelled death's head betwixt the letters. Another like ring, in 
all points, I give unto all my own brethren and sisters, and my wife's 
brethren and their wives, as if they were named; and also to Mn. JOHN 
SLANY and his wife, MR. DIMouND and his wife, MR. MANSFIELD and 
his wife, and mine uncle, Mn. JAMES LISTER'S sons and their wives, and, 
to my nephew, Mn. JEHORANAN MAWDE and his wife. To my brother, 
Mn. BRYAN LISTER, and JOSEPH LISTER, his eldest son, gentleman King's 
College, I give my lease of the site of the manor of Borsehouse in 
Suffolk, and all the writings therein appertaining. To my nephew, 
JOSEPH LISTER aforesaid, I give my house in Wakefield, with the croft, 
etc., and I desire my brother, Da. LISTER of York, who is installed 
thereof—but in trust—to pass it unto him according to form of law. 
To BRYAN LISTER, his father, I give my seal of arms and the letters 
patent of arms of right belonging unto them. To JOHN LISTER, his 
second son, now scholar of Eaton, I give an annuity of £10 out of the 
manor of Leavensor for 20 years, commencing from the death of ANNE, 
my wife, which is to be paid in Wakefield Church porch. I give to the 
youngest son, STEPHEN LISTER, the like annuity in the same terms. To 
his daughter, my niece ELIZABETH, I give £50 at her marriage or age 21. 
To my sister, MRS. MAWD, I give an annuity of £6 out of my lease of / 
Leavensore, and to her two sons now at Cambridge, TIMOTHY and 
SAMUEL, I give 40s. per annum each while students. To my niece, 
REBECCA PIGnILLs, and all her sisters at their marriage or age 21, £10 
each; also to every one of her brothers being scholars of either 
university, 40s. while there and prove not fellows of some one college 
or more. To MARY KEMPE, daughter of my sister ELIZABETH, deceased, 
£5 at marriage or age 21. 1 give to Mn. ROBERT HARLAND, pastor of 
Aldermanbury, 40s.; to the poor of the same parish, 40s.; and to 
MR. HARLAND'S wife a gold ring with death's head engraved and the 
letters R. D., being the gift of Mr. ROBERT DAVY, deceased. Towards 
a stocks to set the poor of Wakefield on work, £10, at the discretion 
of my brother WILLIAM. I give to my good friend MR. WILLIAM 
SYMONS of Colchester, and Mn. ANTHONY WorroN of Towerhill, 40s. 
each, and to MR. WorroN's son, my godson, £5. To every manservant 
in mine house three yards of black cloth, at lOs. per yard, for a mourn-
ing cloak and one quarter's wages, and to every maid servant a mourn-
ing gown of the same cloth and lOs.; to my water-bearer for the time 
being, a mourning gown at 7s. the yard; To WIDOW KING, an outworn 
servitor, I give the same and 5s. All my books I give to my nephew, 
Jons LISTER, except my written books, which I give to my brother the 
doctor, and my bible and all my English divinity which I give to my. 
daughter BLUNT. Having given divers rent charges out of my leases 
at Leavensore, which I hold from His Majesty, my will isthat they 
should be now barred to the executors for the renewing of their grant 
from the King at his or their pleasure. I make my well-beloved 
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brothers, MR. DOCTOR LISTER of York, MR. WILLIAM LISTER of Wake-
field, and Mr. RICHARD LISTER of Milnethorp, executors. Supervisors: 
my worthy and right well-beloved friend RICHARD HATTON, ESQ., 
sergeant-at-law, and MR DOCTOR SMVTH, provost of King's College, 
Cambridge, to whom and their wives I bequeath a ring of 40s,, engraved 
as before mentioned. 

Witnesses: JOHN MITCHELL, gent., THOS. PAWSON, servant 
Proved, 25 October, 1620. 

LXXII. 

Brwford. 2 December, 1623. 
Or 

Abstract of Will of JEREMY HILL, of Bradford. 

(From York Registry). 

ESIRES to be buried in the church or churchyard of Bradford 
He bequeaths to WILLIAM, his youngest brother, £3; to ANNIE, 
GRACE, MARIE, and ISABELL HILL, his sisters, 2s.; to FRANCIS 

MITCHELL, of Halifax. lOs.; the rest to JAMES HILL, his brother, and 
makes him his executor. 

Witnesses: THOMAS BACKE, JOHN LAYCOCK, THOMAS HOLDSWORTH. 

Proved 26 April, 1626. 

- LXXIII. 

Bradford. 15 November, 1730. 

Abstract of Will of JOHN COCKCROFT, of Bradford, gent. 

(From York Registry). 

tO my daughter MARY I bequeath half of my manor of Thornton. 
A capital messuage called the Upper Headley, in the occupation 
of JONAS DOBSON, is to be sold to pay my debts, and £1000 to 

be given to the said MARY, and if short, to sell my property at Erring-
den Park, in the occupation of JOHN CRABTREE; what is left over I 
devise to my other daughter, BARBARA, the wife of JOHN STANHOPE, 
ESQ., junr., of Horsforth, and all the rest of my property to my said 
daughters, and I make them executors, and my brother-in-law, BENJAMIN 
FERRAND, ESQ, and the said JOHN STANHOPE, son-in-law, assistants. 

Witnesses: JAMES ROBINSON, THOMAS PHILLIP, JAS. FOULDS 
Proved, 2 August, 1745. 
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LXXI V. 

Bradford. 18 May, 1686 

Abstract of Will of GRACE JACKSON, of Black Abbey, Bradford. 

(From York Registry). 

to JONATHAN THOMPSON, of Bradford, £10, one gowne and 
petticoate which was his wife's, and one large brewing pan, a 
large chest in the house body, one I seiled,'* chair, one 'throwne't 

chair, and one long table, one chest in the parlour, one pair of bedstocks 
in the out parlour, one pair of bedstocks in the chamber; to MARY, my 
sister, wife of ABRAHAM KELLETT, of Horton, £10, one iron pot, one 
dripping pan, one watch, one spit, one brass prigg4 one large chest in 
the chamber and another chest, a table in the house body, a pair of 
bedstocks in the parlour, a chest in the far chaber, two chairs in the 
house; to ISABELL WEBSTER, my sister, £10, a bed in the far chamber, 
three little chairs, one round table in the parlour, one pan, one prigg, 
one brass pan which I commonly use; to JONATHAN THOMPSON, MARY 
KELLETT, and ISABELL WEBSTER, sixteen 'set quishions,'§ and the rest 
of the brass and pewter and bedding equally; to MARY JEPSON, one 
side saddle. All the rest to JONATHAN THOMPSON, and he to act as 
executor. 

Witnesses:JONAS HOLDSWORTH, JOHN STOCKALL, HUGH 

ANDREW. 

LXXV. 

Batley. 17 October, 1590. 

Abstract of Will of ROBERT ELAND, of Oarlinghow, Esq. 

(From York Registry). 

E desires to be buried in Batley Church. Two parts of his goods 
he gives to THOMAS ELAND, his son, and two of his youngest 
daughters, ALICE and CICELY equally, saving legacies. The 

rest also to be divided amongst the same after the funeral and legacies 
have been settled. To NIcHoL. FARBANK, servant, lOs.; to MARMADUKE 
ELAND, my son and heir, one bedstead and one square table standing in 
the parlour, and one long table, one counter, and one long settle in the 
hail; to GILES FENAY, son-in-law, my purple cloak; to THOMAS WOOD, 
one black doublet. He appoints his son, MARMADUKE, executor. He 
wills that THUS. NORCLIFFE, gent., son-in-law, act as supervisor, and 
he gives the said THOS. NORCLIFFE his great gold ring with the signet. 

Witnesses: Tnos. NORCLIFFE, JOHN DIGHTON, EDMOND 

BEAUMONTE, FRANCIS WOODROWE. 

Proved, 19 December, 1590. 

* A chair with pane's. ' A turned chair. I A pan. § Cushions for sitting upon. 
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LXXVI. 

Great Horton 4 April, 1667. 

Abstract of Will of JosHuA LISTER, of Great Horton, yeoman. 

(From York Registry). 3 GIVE to my wife for life (in case I have no issue) the messuage 
with appurtenances, wherein I dwell at Great Horton, which I 
had of the grant of my father, on condition she permits my sister 

ELIZABETH during her life to enjoy the messuage hereinafter named, 
now in occupation of JEREMIAH KELLITT. I give reversion of the 
property now in my occupation to JOSEPH LISTER (after decease of my 
wife) of Thornhill Briggs, my nephew, for ever and ever, he to pay on 
possession, £10 to SAM FARRER, son of my said wife, if he be living. 
If I have no issue I give to my sister ELIZABETH, for life, the messuage 
in occupation of said KELLITT, and which I purchased of WM. MORTIMER, 
and if my wife be alive at the time of my sister's death she is to enjoy 
it for life, and afterwards the said nephew is to have it. I give to 
JOHN LISTER of Ovenden, my nephew, 5s.; to MARTHA DEANE, my 
sister, £20; to EDWARD SLATER, Shelfe, 20s; the residue to my wife 
and sister equally, provided my said sister pays to my wife £100 which 
I gave her upon a bill within two months next after my decease. My 
wife and sister to be executors. 

Witnesses: JOHN PRESTON, JOHN SAGAR. 

LXXVII. 

Wakefield.  25 May, 1590. 

Abstract of Will of MARTIN BIRKHEAD, of Wakefield. 

(From. York Registry). 

HAVE already given an estate in Southowram to my wife, MARY 
BIRKHEAD, for life, except a close called Northroide, which I 
bought of one WHYTLEY; this I now give to her. I also give to 

her my houses, etc., in Wakefield, for life, also a moiety of Harden 
Grange, she paying the old rent reserved, according to lease thereof 
made for niany years enduring, by FRANCIS PASLEW, esQ., of Riddlesden, 
before I purchased the same lands, which lease I afterwards redeemed 
and caused the same to be conveyed to my friends to such uses as I 
should appoint. After the decease of my wife, MARY, my SOfl DANIEL, 
is to have the same, and the said lease of the moiety of Harden Grange 
during the residue of it, he paying the reserved rent. To my son 
NATHANIEL, my best gelding, my armour and weapons, gold ring with 
seal of my arms, and my great book of Fytzherbert's A brydyments of 
the Lawe.* I give two parts of my lands, ic., in three parts to be 

* Sir Anthony Fitzherbert published La Graunde Abridgement (first printed by 
Pynson. in folio form, three volumes in one) in 1514. It was the first important 
attempt to systematise the whole law. It is one of our most ancient and authentic 
legal records, as it contains a great number of original authorities not elsewhere to 
be met within print. Other editions, also folio, were printed in 1516, 1565, and 1577. 
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divided, and the whole profits thereof to all the residue of my children 
till my eldest son NATHANIEL be 24, so that my wife shall enjoy her 
estate aforesaid, and a full third part of all my lands, at her choice she 
is to have the third part of all holden of Her Majesty in capite. All 
the rest to go to the use of my other children towards their bringing 
up. I give each besides £5 rent charge for life only. I desire my wife 
and children to be executors. I make my wife guardian of my children, 
and hope she will give them a good education, and a godly and virtuous 
bringing up in learning with the advice and help of my friend EDWARDC.-
MAWDE and my supervisors. And if it will please the Right Honour-
able my very good Lord the Earl of Huntingdon to take my son 
DANIEL with his portion, I do most humbly desire it that my eldest son, 
or both or all my sons, to serve his good lordship, who, I assure myself, 
will do them good, and endeavour to make them good and profitable 
members of the commonwealth. But I would not have any of them to 
be chargeable unto his good lordship. To MICHAEL PIGHILLS, my 
servant, four nobles; * to JOHN DODSONNE, my servant, and RICHARD 
GRIMBALL, 20s. each; to ROBERT PIGHILLS and ANNIE, his wife, 40s. 
The supervisors of my will are to be my brethren ANTHONY NYCOLES, 
RICHARD NYCHOLLES, RICHARD FRAMPTON, RICHARD BIRKHEAD, THOMAS 

BfltKHEAD, MR. EDWARD MAWDE, WILLIAM SAVILLE, and THOMAS CANE, 

and to them I give the sum of lOs each. 

Witnesses: EDWARD MAWDE, RICHARD ROBERTSON, vicar of 

Wakefield, RICHARD TAYLOR, THOMAS CARY, WILLIAM 

CATLO, MICHAEL PIGHILLS. 

Proved, 23 October, 1590. 

LXXVIII. 

Upper Brookfoot. 2 December, 1585. 

Abstract of Will of AGNES GIBSON, of Upper Brookfoot. 

(From York 1?eqistry). 

150 HE bequeaths to AGNES BARROWCLO UGH, her daughter, a feather bed and bolster, with a countertable; to her servant, MARY 

BROOKE, she gives one sprangedt Wye or heifer, with all her 
wearing clothes, besides her whole wages; to MARY, daughter of JOHN 

GIBSON, a morter and pestle; to JOHN HAMOND. clerk, her beedeman, 

she gives her best mattress, coverlet, and bolster, which he lyeth on, 

and one pewter pot. Two parts of her goods, unbequeathed, she gives 

to RICHARD GIBSON her son and JOHN HAMOND, to he equally divided; 

the other two parts to JAMES GIBSON and JAMES BARRACLOUGH, her 
trusty and lawful executors. 

Witnesses: FRANCIS EXLEY, JUNR., HENRY MITCHELL. 
Proved, 19 March, 1588. t. 

* A noble was equal to Cs. 8d. f Speckled or spotted. 
I 
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LXXIX. 

Halifax. Shipley. 29 December, 1741. 

Abstract of Will of WILLIAM RAWSON, of Halifax, chirurgeon. 

(From York Registry). 

indenture of 20 April, 1723, between WM. RaWSON, late of 

Shipley, gentleman, father of said WILLIAM on the one part, 
and THOMAS FERRAND, late of Bingley, clerk, deceased, and 

WILLIAM STEAD, of Idle, tanner, of the other part, the said WILLIAM 
the father, in consideration of a marriage then lately had between him 
and SARAH, his late wife, deceased, and for settling the tenements therein-
after mentioned, in such Sort as is thereafter expressed, and in con-
sideration of lOs. to him the said WM. RAWSON the father, paid by the 
said THOMAS FERRAND and WM. STEAD, he the mid Wm. RAWSON the 
father, did by deed above-named, convey the manor of Shipley and the 
capital messuage, wherein the said WM. RAWSON the father dwelt, and one 
that RICHARD BLACKBURN then dwelt in, and all the ]ands, etc, enjoyed 
herewith, and also on all other possessions of the said WM. RAWSON the 
father, of Shipley, to and upon the said THOMAS FERRAND and WILLIAM 
STEAD, and their heirs, to the use of the said WM. RAWSON the father 
for life, and afterwards to the said WM. RAWSON the son, provided he 
paid £600 as the father should direct. And whereas I, the said 
WM. RAWSON, first above-named, have now issue a son and heir male 
upon the body of JUDITH, my dear wife, now alive. Therefor my will 
is that if my said son and heir should happen to die without issue male 
before 21, then my wife, JUDITH, shall claim all and her heirs for ever, 
subject to the said payment of £600, and to the further sum of £600 
on account of my own sister, and two sisters-in-law. I give to my wife 
also, in the event of my son's death, all the rest of my property at 
Shipley, Calverley, or elsewhere. My wife and JOHN BALDWIN, gent., 
and WILLIAM PRESCOT, merchant, both of Halifax, to be executors and 
guardians of my son, WILLIAM, until he be 21. 

Witnesses: SAMUEL WOOD, JOHN HOLT, ANN PRESCOTT. 

Proved, 30 June, 1742. 

LXXX. 

Bradford. 15/h September, 7626. 

Abstract of Will of ANNIE HILL, of Bradford, widow. 

(From York 1?egistrfr). 

DESIRE my son, SAMUEL, to have £10 which THOS. ROWLAND is 
bound by obligation to pay to me or my assignees. Also that 
my son SAMUEL, and SAMUEL SPENCER, divide equally the sum of 

£6 3s., which JOSEPH PRIESTLEY stands indebted to me, or so much as 
can be obtained of it. If the said son die before the age of 21, the 
whole of the goods are to be divided between my four sisters, ESTER, 
REBECCA, ELSABETIT, and PHOEBE. I give to my son, SAMUEL, all my 
books, one trundle bed, and one stand bed; to my two daughters, 
REBECCA and ELSABETH, £5 6s. 8d., due to me by bond from JOHN 
ASQUITH, equally, that is, that REBECCA receive the first payment of 
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6s. 8d., and ELSABETH the next, and so proportionately and by course 
till the payment he made; to REBECCA and ELSABETH, each one feather 
bed, REBECCA to have her choice; to my daughter, SARA, a saddle cloak 
and safeguard; to my sons, JOSIJA and EDMOND, one half-crown in 
gold; to each of my grandchildren, 12d. The residue of my household 
goods to be divided between REBECCA and ELSABETH and PHOEBE. My 

cow I desire shall be set apart for the discharge of my funeral expenses. 
I desire REBECCA and ELSABETH to be my executors. 

Witnesses; Jo. RELL, JOSUA HILL. 
Proved, 20 April, 1627. 

LXXXI. 

Bradford. 7 June, 1623. 

Abstract of Will of TRISTRAM LEDGERD, of Bradford, yeoman. 

(Fri)iii York Registry). 

BEQUEATH to ELIZABETH, my wife, the messuage, cottage, lands, J etc., in Bradford, and the Parrocks, in Bradford, in the occupa-
tion of PEItCEVAL ELLIS; my tenement, barn, croft, and garden 

in the Newebank, commonly called the Longacres, and the Little 
Holme, late in the occupation of ELIZABETH CLARKSON, widow, and 
TRISTRAM OLARKSON, and now in the occupation of HENRY IRADSHAW; 
my messuage, croft, and garden, in Bradford, in the occupation of 
GEORGE BELL; also that close called Nearer Holme or Jurdan Holme, 
in Bradford, now in my occupation ; also that little close, called llilwife 
or Hilwisle close, in the occupation of THOMAS WILKINSON; also that close 
called Falderinges close, in the occupation of JOHN DEANE; also the close 
called Thrulandes als Bane Acres, in occupation of RICHARD MARSHALL; 
also those two closes called Overstakes and Hundercliffe, Bradford, 
now in my occupation, to ELIZABETH, my wife, for a jointure for life. 
To ROBERT LEDGERD, my younger son, an annuity of 26s. Sd., out of 
my property in Eccleshill, in the occupation of GEORGE STUBLEY, which 
I lately purchased of TnorIAs WALKER, late of Bradford, deceased. Of 
my goods, one third part I devise to my wife and to my mother, £20, 
to be paid by my son, THOMAS. For THOMAS, my son and heir, I devise 
all iron pans, bedstocks, tables, and cupboards, about my house parlour 
and chambers, to remain as heirlooms for ever; to ROBERT, my son, the 
remaining two-thirds of my goods. I desire the said ELIZABETH 

LEDGERD, my mother, and ELIZABETH, my wife, to keep house together, 
and to use the goods jointly during the life of my mother. I give the 
government and tuition of my two sons to my mother and my wife, 
and I make ROBERT, the younger son, my executor. As supervisors, I 
appoint SAMUEL TAYLOR, of Bradford, my uncle, THos. LEDGERD, of 
Bawtree, my brother, and WILLIAM LTSTER, of Manningham, my 
brother-in-law. 

Witnesses: WILLIAM }IALSTEAD, SAMUEL TAYLOR, HENRY 

BRADSHAW. 

Proved, 1 January, 1623-4. 

II 

I 
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LXXXII. 

Birstall. Liversedge. 

Abstract of Will of THOMAS THOMPSON, of Staincliffe. 

(From York Reqi.ctry). 

DEVISE to ABRAHAM FIRTH, of Clough House, Huddersfield, 
my wife's brother, FRANCIS FURNESS, Batley, maltster, and to my 
SOfl THOMAS my messuage at Eddercliffe, Birstall, etc., to be sold 

for portions of £300 each to my daughters. I devise the manor of 
Liversedge, with Liversedge Hall, which I purchased at two several 
times of Mr. William Green for £2063 and £15 and £630. These, 
together with £1000, to be paid by my son THOMAS into the hands of 
ABRAHAM FIRTH and JOANNA for portions to my three daughters not 
provided for, ELIZABETH, SARAH, and REBECCA. Property at Batley, 
etc., I give to my SOIl THOMAS, charged with the payment after his and 
wife's decease of £800. Afterwards to my daughters MARY, the wife 
of Mr. GEORGE GIBSON, ELIZABETH, SARAH, and REBECCA, unmarried. 
At the marriage of my said daughter MARY with Mr. GEORGE GIBSON I 
gave her £1000. 

Proved, 26 September, 1744. 

LXXXIII. 

Bradford. 20 June, 163. 

Abstract of Will of WILLIAM HALSTEAD, of Bradford, Schoolmaster. 

(From York Reyi.try). 

3 GIVE to GEORGE HALSTEAD, my nephew, my messuage in Brad-
ford, late in the tenure of RICHARD WILKINSON deceased, but 
now in my occupation. Also a barne called the tithe barn 

or laithe, being in the croft on the south side of the said messuage and 
now in my occupation. In default of issue to him I devise it to the use 
and behoof of NATHAN HALSTEAD, of Bradford, nephew. My goods I 
give to NATHAN HALSTEAD, my nephew, and make him executor. 

Witnesses: SAMUEL TAYLOR, WILLIAM COOKE, BERNARD 

DAWSON, JAMES HALSTEAD, EZEKIELL TAYLOR. 

Proved, 11 July, 1623. 
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ADVERTISEMENT. 

tHE following memoirs, written with the Author's 
own hand, are contained in a sort of pocket-book, 
which had afterwards belonged to his son-in-law, 

William Kitchen, whence they have been carefully tran-
scribed. The incorrect orthography of the writer, indeed, 
has not been adhered to, and some few emendations have 
been made in his grammar ; but the language is, in every 
other respect, as it fell from his pen. 
Of the author and his family nothing has been learned, 

beyond what we are told by himself in the course of the 
present narrative. He appears to have been originally 
an ensign to "Captain Nathaniel Bower ;" afterwards 
lieutenant to "Captain Pockley, in Major-General Lam-
bert's regiment of horse ;" and, afterwards, "ordered 
into Colonel Sa.nders's regiment of horse ;" and, from the 
binding over of Daniel Lyster, as well as from his con-
versation with Sir John Armitage, to have been an active Vagistrate, under the Commonwealth, for the county of 
ork. By his wife, whose maiden name was Stancliffe, 

he had issue two sons, Timothy and Eleazer, and three 
daughters ; Sarah, who died in her infancy ; Martha, 
who died the widow of William Kitchen in 1672, leaving 
one child, Elisabeth; and Lydia, of whom nothing 
further occurs. How long the fmily continued to possess 
Coley (or, as the author writes it, Coalley) Hall, does not 
appear. Watson, in his History of the Parish of halifax, 
ranks it among "the most considerable places" in the 
township of Elipperholme, in that parish ; and says it 
was "formerly wrote Caidley, meaning the cald-ley, or 
cold pasture," and that the house was lately the property 
and place of residence of William Horton, Esq., of the 
family of Howroyd; but he and his descendants being 
dead, it came, by inheritance, to the Beaurnonts of Whit-
ley, in Yorkshire. "The fabric," he adds, "is modern, 
and affords neither arms, inscriptions, nor anything 
antique." It seemš, however, somewhat extraordinary, 
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that so industrious an antiquary should never have heard 
that this very house had, not above eighty years before, 
been the seat, and, for anything that appears to the con-
trary, the paternal inheritance of Captain John Hodgson, 
a character, perhaps of no less consequence or respecta-
bility than either "William Horton, Esq.," or " the 
Beamrnonts of Whitley." 
At the end of these memoirs, which appear to have 

been written in the month of September, 1683,* are some 
imperfect observations on "God's call to Abraham, about 
great and stupendous works." In another part of the 
book are some entries in cypher or short-hand ; and 
cc certayne queries collected out of an Act of Parliament, 
made in the 2211(1 and 23rd of Charles the II., cap. 20 
(about jail fees)." The other writings are receipts, 
accounts, and various uninteresting memorandums. 
Without meaning to dispute the merit of De Foe, in 

his peculiarly happy manner of telling a story, or, in 
other words, in the art of book-making, it will probably 
be found that, truth or falsehood being out of the ques-
tion, in point of importance, interest, and even pleasantry, 
Captain H odgson's narrative is infinitely superior to the 
Memoirs of a Cavalier. 

*** Besides the north country phrases and obsolete 
military terms which occur throughout these memoirs, 
the author has used certain words in a seemingly peculiar 
sense—as gap-stead, for a breach in a hedge; while, for 
till; the leave (lave, Scottish), for the rest; in the head of 
the army, for at the head; with, for by ; for, for from; 
over-run, for run away from; as, for that, &c. 

JOSEPH RITsoN. 

* The last date in the pocket-book is the 11th of January in that year, which, it 
is probable, the author did not long survive. 
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MEMOIRS 

OF 

CAPTAIN JOHN HODGSON. 

HEN I put my hand to the Lord's work, in 1642, 
I did it not rashly, but had many an hour and 
night to seek God, to know my way, it being a 

time the nation was filled with rumours and fears of some 
bustling betwixt the King and his great council the Par-
liament, that was called before the rebellion in Ireland 
and the first thing I took notice of, the King was gone 
for Scotland to settle the service-book—but it would not 
pass according to his mind—and while he was contending 
with them, news comes to him that the rebels were up in 
Ireland, and murdering all the Protestants before them, 
men, women, and children ; at which tidings he leaves 
the Scots, and retreats to his Parliament at London 
and, not being long there, the Scots had raised a consi-
derable army, and marched to the borders, to vindicate 
their rights, as they pretended. The King would have 
had his Parliament to have declared them rebels, which 
they rfused ; arid to have granted money in England to 
suppress them by force, in which they were very shy. At 
last he raises the train bands, and other forces, to march 
towards the borders ; and coming to a treaty with the 
Scots, commissioners were appointed on both sides, and 
met at Rippon, and agreed upon articles, but not being 
pleasing at Court, they were afterwards burnt, by order, 
at Charing-cross, by the common hangman. Thus, ill 
humours began to breed through the three nations, and 
sprung on apace to a very great height. Papers flew up 
and down in every place. That dreadful news out of 

I 

i 
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Ireland put a damp upon all honest spirits—the common 
report being of two hundred thousand murdered. Things 
began to look sadly at home— the Papists grew high, the 
Protestant party much discouraged. His Majesty, with 
a guard, demands five members out of the House of Com-
mons, but was disappointed by reason of their absence 
that day.* It seems he took the huff and withdrew him-
self, guards, and party, to Newmarket, and, by degrees, 
to York, to set up the standard at Nottingham, and to 
lay siege to Hull. 

These things caused serious thoughts in many ; and 
amongst things that I read and heard were these follow-
ing, viz. :—That the safety of the people is the supreme 
law both of nature and nations, and that there was a 
people before there were rulers and governors chosen and 
set over them ; and when these turned the Government, 
laid down by law, into an armed force, then did the 
people betake themselves to thoughts of reformation. 
This hath been an old practice, whether the Government 
hath been monarchy, aristocracy, or democracy : the 
fountain hath been from the agreement of the people 
and that rulers and governors are accountable to the 
people for their misgovernment, when they transgress the 
laws and rules by which the people did agree they would 
be governed (that is, the people assembled in parliaments 
or chief councils). Now, I have found that England 
was never a pure monarchy (for that is tyranny), but a 
political monarchy, governed by laws. It had a king, the 
chiefest officer—one single person—who was compassed 
with laws, above him, being made for him to rule by 
and with a necessity of concurrence with Lords and Com-
mons below him for future legislative power and authority; 
and he at his coronation, swears to rule his people accord-
ing to those laws. But at this time the breach between 
King and Parliament grew wider each day than other, 
and preparations were making for war in each place. 
The country people were threatened to have their arms 

* 4th of January, 1641-2.—These five members were, exclusive of Lord Kim-
bolton, Mr. Pym, Mr. Hampden, Mr. Holles, Sir Arthur Heseirige, and Mr. Stroud. 
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taken from them and that noise of the dreadful massacre 
in Ireland startled many, and constrained them to whet 
their swords, and to prepare such instruments as they 
possibly could to defend themselves, which was done by 
many that did foresee evil—and observe the success 

Sir William Saville, this Lord of Halifax's father, 
draws up an army of horse and foot, with two great guns, 
on a Sabbath-day, in the morning, against ,Bradford 
church, the town's-people that had arms having fled into 
it to secure themselves. Several neighbours came into 
Halifax vicarage to the chapels, to crave the assistance 
of such as were able and willing, that they would afford 
their help to rescue their poor besieged neighbours who 
were threatened with nothing less than destruction, viz., 
burning, disarming, imprisoning, killing, and what not. 
A good man, one Isaac Baume, comes in haste to Coalley-
chapel, and there acquaints the minister, one Mr. Latham, 
what their condition was at Bradford ; and he enlargeth 
upon it to the congregation, with a great deal of tender-
ness and affection, so that many of us did put our hands 
to the plough with much resolution, being well appointed 
with necessary weapons ; and coining down to Bradford 
kirk, found the enemy ready to make an attempt upon 
them in the kirk. But we gave them no time : but with 
a party of club-men, or such as had scythes layed in 
poles, fell upon their horse on one side, and the musket-
eers on the houses, that were ready to storm the church, 
on the other side, and so beat them off; took most of 
them prisoners that were got into the houses ; and had 
taken their guns, but that we wanted a scattering of 
horse. We had a sore brush with them, and made an 
honourable retreat, after an hazardous pursuit.* 
The night after, we spent our time upon the guards, in 

telling what exploits had been done, and blessing God 
for his deliverance. I was fetched home the next day, 
and another man brought in my room to supply my place; 
but immediately after comes a fresh alarm, and then 1 

* This skirmish is mentioned in Lord Fairfax's letter to the Speaker, 26th 
January, 1642.—Rusn%voRTH, Vo!. V., p. 126. 

-I-
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was resolved to stay by it. Old Ferdinando, Lord Fairfax, 
comes to Bradford to strengthen his party, and gave an 
invitation to the country to come in—at which time many 
appeared, both horse and foot, and staid in the army. 
Great preparations there were through the nation ; and 
the Parliament had declared their fears and jealousies 
that there was a Popish party about the King, carrying 
on a design to alter religion ; that the war with Scotland 
was procured for to make way fbr it ; that the rebellion 
in Ireland was framed in England, and should have been 
acted here. These things were scattered amongst us, and 
made us closer unto ourselves. I was made ensign to 
Captain Nathaniel Bower, and one Forbes, a Scot, com-
manded us. We were several companies of horse and 
foot that lay at Bradford. Sir Thomas Fairfax was with 
us, sometimes Sir Henry Foulis and others. The old lord 
lay then about Wresil, Selby, and Hull. We drew forth 
one night over Aperly bridge, by Rawdon to Woodhouse-
muir, commanded by Sir Thomas, and there Hotham met 
us,—it being designed to make an attempt upon Leeds, 
Sir William Saville's quarters. And it proved such a 
tempest, that we could not draw up on the muir ; but Sir 
Thomas drew us down into the bottoms towards Leeds, 
and by degrees we entered the town near the waterside, 
and our horse broke in on the other side, and met in the 
market-place and beat out their horse and foot, and put 
them all to run.* We kept Leeds a garrison ; and that 
winter the Earl of Newcastle was preparing his great 
northern army, and marches southward by degrees. Lord 
Fairfax, qiartering at Selby, resolved to leave the place, 
and to join with us at Leeds ; and for that purpose sends 
Sir Thomas orders to march out to Sherburn, to face the 
enemy belonging to York, while he got by with his 
carriages. And Sir Thomas, exceeding his commission at 
the request of the club-men, he marches to Tadcaster to 
pull down their works, and there trifles out time so long, 
until horse and foot were marched over at Thorp arch, 

* Leeds was taken, 23rd January, 1643-4.— RUSHWORTH, Vol. V., p. 125. 
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and got near our way when we retreated, and proved 
much to our damage, for at Seacroft they fell upon us and 
totally routed us. Our poor foot suffered much, but the 
horse escaped to Leeds. I was there sore wounded, shot 
in two places, cut in several, and led off, into a wood, by 
one of my soldiers, called Killinghall wood. With much 
ado he got me to Leeds in the night, and it was a consi-
derable time before I was cured. The next attempt our 
army made was the storming of Wakefield. Sir Thomas 
had about 1,500 horse and foot, drawn from Bradford and 
Leeds, and fell upon the works, beat the enemy out of 
the town, and took their great guns from them, though 
they were judged to be double in number to him.* Not 
long after this appears the Earl of Newcastle, with a 
formidable army. It was observed by some, that the 
land was like Eden before him, and behind him as a 
barren wilderness.f He marcheth up to Atherton, and 
there pitcheth. All the forces we could spare in Leeds, 
Halifax, and Bradford, with some Lancashire regiments, 
were drawn up towards Wiskett hill, and Leeds had been 
occupied for the King, by General Goring, who was taken 
prisoner upon this occasion. After some time they joined 
battle with the great army, and beat them off their 
ground, put them to the foil, and in all probability had 
beat Newcastle off the field ; but the matter changed in 
a trice, and a party of their horse coming on, our party 
retreated, and never faced again that day4 Some fled 
to Bradford, some to Halifax. Within a few days after 
they drew up their whole army, and beseiged us in Brad-
ford ; planted their pocket-pistols and mortar-pieces 
against the kirk and town, frighted many but killed few. 
Sir Thomas came to us from Halifax, and got into the 
town. We grew soon at a great loss for want of provi-
sions and ammunition to secure the place ; and, after 

* 20th May, 1643-4.--RusHwoRTH, vol. V., p. 269. 
t See Joel, chap. ii., v. 3. 

30th June, 1643-4.—RUSHWORTH, Vol. v., p. 279. 

§ Two pieces of cannon, shooting thirty-six pound halls, called the Queen's por1et 
pistols, otherwise Gog and Magog. They were lost in the retreat from Hull. 
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some time, we were forced to over-run it.* Some got 
clear away into Lancashire ; others of the horse broke 
out, and got to Hull ; many were taken prisoners ; my-
self was stript into my shirt, and driven in amongst the 
rest. After they had kept us two or three days they had 
us to Leeds, and there many took up arms; they were 
going to beseige Hull, and a small while they staid there. 
The most of the prisoners were released : some on one 
account some on another. I made it my work to get into 
Lancashire, to Rochdale, and there I fell sick of a fever; 
and after recovery I was sent for to Thornhall in Craven, 
where we gathered together three or four companies of 
such has had fled away, and got out of prisons; and, in 
a little time, Sir Thomas Fairfax, who left Hull with his 
horse and dragoons, betakes himself into Lincolnshire, 
and joins with Rossiter, and some others, at Winsby, and 
routed Goring, Hopton, and all their party. After, he 
was appointed to raise the siege at Nantwich, which was 
made by those forces sent by King and Parliament to 
suppress the cut-throat tories in the rebellion I These 
desert their work, and fight in England against the Par-
liament's friends ; besieged Nantwich, and had brought 
it very low, but that they proved stout within. Sir 
Thomas sends an order for our companies to meet him at 
Knutsford-heath, near Manchester. The good man wept 
when he looked upon us ; yet did give great encourage-
ment, if God gave success, that in the battle we should 
be taken care for in a peculiar manner. We were put 
upon the forlorn. That morning we came to engage, we 
beat up an ambuscade at a mill, and took many prisoners 
our horse fell in, and took them off our hands. We 
marched on to the enemy's main body, near Achton 
church ; and there we went to prayers : and, after a 

* Fairfax escaped to Hull. where he assumed the command in place of Sir John 
ilotliam, arrested by the Mayor, on suspicion of a design to deliver up the place to 
the King. 

t \Ieaniiig the Irish rebels. " In the coldest season of the year. I was com-
manded by the Parliament to go and raise the siege at Nantwich, which the Lord 
Byron, with the Irish army, had reduced to great extremity."—LORD FAIRFAX'S 
Jiemorials, p. 69. 
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council of war, it was resolved to march the whole army 
to Nantwich, fearing we wanted foot ; and, as we were 
slowly moving after the pioneers with the guns and 
waggons, the enemy fell upon our right flank with all the 
power they could : and much ado we had to get our 
party into order; yet at last it was done, though through 
many difficulties and great hazards It pleased God we 
kept our ground ; and one, Captain Holt, with four or 
five companies of Ashton's regiment, falls upon our 

enemy's flank in the hedges, and so we put the English-
Irish to retreat to their waggons and guns at the church, 
and there we seized on all, and set a guard about the 
prisoners. There Monk was taken prisoner, and many 
thousands. Several took up arms with us. Our company 
was appointed for Colonel Bright, to make up his regi-
ment. He had some companies came from about Sheffield 
before us. He was but young when he first had the 
command; but he grew very valiant and prudent, and 
had his officers and soldiers under good conduct. He 
continued with us until 1650, that was so far as New-
castle in our way to invade Scotland, and there he left us. 
We marched back out of Cheshire to Sowerby, and 

from thence to Halifax, and back to Kighly, and so to 
Bradford, Major-General .Lambert commanding the whole 
party. We found the enemy in Bradford, but they over-
run the kirk. Our horse had some pickeering with them 
up to the lane head, and was put to flight ; but our foot 
gave them such a salute with shot, as made them run for 
it. We retreated to Bradford and quartered there a 
while, and after marched to Leeds, and, after, took Selby; 
and, upon an instant, three armies were joined together, 
and beseiged York : the Lord Fairfax at Walmgate .bar; 
the Scots at Micklegate ; and Manchester at Bootham-
bar. 
June 5, 1645 : Sir Marmaduke Langdale comes out of 

the south, with a body of horse, to raise the seige of 
Pontefract ; and Colonel Lambert meeting them at 
Wentbridge engaged himself so far, that he came busily 
off; and, after some little bustle, most of our forces fled to 
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Ferrybridge; only our regiment stayed on the field; and 
if we had but had two troops of horse with us we had 
kept the field, but we were totally routed. The castle-
foot being on one side, and the horse on another, they put 
us to the rout. Many were taken prisoners, but these 
were soon released, so that we beseiged it again in a 
month's time, or thereabout. For they began to be in a 
low condition within, and one Tuesday night, Sandal-men 
coming at unawares, got in some fifty beasts. Our men 
took thirty from them at the castle side ; six or seven 
horsemen were forced into the castle, that had not liberty 
to come out, After this they grew quiet, and made no 
sallies. They then began to turn out women and children, 
and one old man ; and our governor, Colonel Overton, 
examining them, sent them in again ; it was presently 
surrendered. The Scotch army was marching towards 
Leicester, when the King's forces had made entrance. 
At this time came tidings, that Montrose was routed in 
Scotland, and driven into a castle. 
I changed my condition 17th April, 1646 ; we quar-

tered then in York. 
February 6, 1648, we were beseiging Pontefract castle, 

and in great hopes of the rendition of it. 
May the 8th, 1646 : Tidings came to York that the 

king was come to Newark, and surrendered himself to 
the Scots army, and presently after they marched by to 
Newcastle. 

July 6, 1648 : The Yorkshire army, quartered at Catt-
rick, being retreated from Bai'riard castle by reason of the 
enemy's advance, Colonel Harrison's regiment of horse, 
Twiselton's and General's regiment of foot, came to us, 
and we drew up on Gatherley muir. That night quartered 
near Kirby on the hill ; the next day marched towards 
Bowes, where the enemy was retreated. That night we 
had a party of horse and foot drawn over Stanemore, and 
kept a pass not far from Brough. Our men fell upon 
their rear, and brought in some prisoners. Sir Marmaduke 
Langdale did appear himself, but durst not engage. We 
met with tempestuous weather over Stanemore ; took 

J 
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Appleby castle, with four days siege; drew on to Penrith, 
where the enemy appeared near Kirkby Thorpe. We 
expected a battle, but they over-run us, having the 
scorce of a wood which was called Whinfield park; our 
horse fell upon their rear, and did execution. We drew, 
up to Penrith, and refreshed ourselves three or four days; 
our army was very healthy and stout, though it was un-
seasonable weather. We marched towards Carlisle, and 
drew up our army within a mile of it, and viewed their 
army under the walls, and could proceed no further. 
Several soldiers were taken that had tun away from us, 
and were judged to be hanged, but mercy was used. 
That day we drew back to Penrith, and our regiment 
was ordered for Yorkshire ; and, being marched as far as 
Appleby (Lancashire forces being come to Kendal to 
supply our place, but being unwilling to march), we were 
called back to Penrith with all expedition, and marched 
towards Carlisle ; and the next morning stormed Rose 
castle, and took it without the loss of a man. We broke 
open the gate, and entered ; took twenty-five prisoners 
Major Choimley was left in it, with a party of horse, to 
hinder Carlisle garrison from provision, and took many 
prisoners. By this time the Lancashire forces were come 
up, and the army marched to Warwick bridge, where the 
enemy kept a guard; and on the Sabbath day, in the 
morning, our horse fell unexpectedly upon them, and 
took a hundred prisoners in their quarters, most of them 
volunteers that came out of Yorkshire. On Monday we 
drew up to Carlisle, where the enemy were fortifying 
themselves at Stanwick ; but when we appeared they 
over-run their works, and sheltered themselves in Carlisle. 
We kept guard on Scotland-side five days, within musket 
shot of the town ; and immediately a great part of our 
horse was sent, under the conduct of Colonel Lelburn, 
into Northumberland, where Langdale had sent his horse, 
most of them ; and our horse falling upon them unawares, 
fell into their quarters, seized on the horses in the fields, 
and the men in their quarters, and routed them totally. 
They were the gallantry of Langdale's army ; and all 
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this was done without the loss of one man on our party. 
The encouragement to this attempt, was the information 
of an old woman, that gave our men an account of their 
security. First, they secured six hundred horse in the 
fields ; and, after, rid into their quarters, and cried, horse! 
horse and took four hundred prisoners, Colonel Grey, 
their chief commander, and three other Colonels, with 
many captains and gentlemen, that would not confess 
they had command. 
When these tidings came to Major-General Lambert, 

who was always faithful and forward to promote the 
work, he drew us off from Carlisle, and marched us to 
Brampton, in Gilsiand ; and the enemy, in Carlisle, 
seeing us draw off, was lifted up, expecting great things, 
and marched after us with horse and foot, thinking to 
have played some great exploit and indeed they came 
on resolutely, and fell upon our rear; but Major Robin-
son, that never - to - be - forgotten commander for his 
gallantry, put them to the fbil, though he was inconsider-
able in number to them ; yet lying in ambuscade, at a 
barn-end, with a party of horse, he, with his true-bred 
Lancastrians fell upon them, and slashed them off the 
field. They took eleven considerable men prisoners, one 
a captain of horse. We drew off to Brampton, three 
miles off Carlisle, near Eden ; but in this time we had 
taken Greystock castle, Brougham castle, Skelby and 
Appleby castles, and Cockermouth, and Saint Wilfiey 
isle. We quartered about Ireby, 6th July, 1648. 
About the 13th July, 1648, tidings came to the head-

quarters, that Hamilton had entered England with his 
vast army, and now was marched within eight miles of 
Penrith where we lay, and there threatened to eat us up 
at once. Some brought us intelligence, they were at a 
stand in their councils, being divided. At this time 
comes news of a great victory obtained by Colonel 
Rossiter in Nottinghamshire, the 5th July, 1648 ; and 
this alarm of the Scots drawing so near to us, it was 
resolved not to stand them fight there, they being so 
numerous, and we so few. We sent away our carriages 

JJ 
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for Appleby, and only kept the ammunition with us; and 
so we retreated by degrees. We had spies amongst their 
army daily, that brought us true intelligence of their 
numbers, as near as could be computed, and their postures 
and demeanours. As we retreated they pursued, and 
fell upon our rear-guard of horse near Appleby, that was 
commanded by that pious worthy commander Major-
General Harrison ; and he got a sore wound, yet not 
mortal. A great providence of God was observed : the 
Scots draw down with horse and foot towards Appleby 
bridge, and at their first appearance the water was ford -

able, but in a short time it was risen so high as we had 
no fords to maintain but only the bridge, where we had 
our fot placed on a piece of advantageous ground. Being 
below them, and they coming down full upon us, our foot 
gave them weight of lead, and missed not their mark 
and because they could not come to us, being many fallen, 
we marched to them, both horse and foot, beat them to 
their main body a mile off, and made a safe retreat. 
These wonders our Leader, whom we desired to serve, 
wrought for us, to our great encouragement; and, on the 
contrary, to the discouragement of the adversary. The 
next night we marched towards Stanemore, and left a 
garrison in Appleby. One Elwand, a lieutenant belong-
ing to our regiment, had commanded a party of stout men 
to join with Captain Aitkenson, and they left not a 
chirurgeon with them. The Scots lay down before it 

and, -after some sallies and skirmishes, they treated, and 
yielded upon some small terms, to march away with their 
arms; and so came after us to Barnard castle. The Scots 
marched towards Kendal, we towards Rippon ; where 
Oliver met us With horse and foot. We were then be-
twixt eight or nine thousand; a fine smart army, and fit 
for action. We marched up to Skipton ; and the forlorn 
of the enemy's horse was come to Gargrave, and took 
some men away, and made others pay what money they 
leased ; having made havock of the country, it seems, 

intending never to come there again At this time Cap-
tain Currer, a dreaping commander we had in those days, 

o 
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should have delivered up the castle to Langdale if he had 
come on, but stout Henry Cromwell commanded the 
forlorn to Gargrave, but the Langdales over-run him. 
The next day we marched to Clithero ; and, at Waddey, 
our forlorn of horse took Colonel Tempest and a party of 
horse, for an earnest of what was behind. That night 
we pitched our camp at Stanyares hall, a papist's house, 
one Sherburne ; and the next morning a forlorn was 
drawn out of horse and foot ; and, at. Langridge chapel, 
our horse gleaned up a considerable parcel of the enemy, 
and fought them all the way until within a mile of 
Preston. They were drawn up very formidably. One 
Major Poundall and myself commanded the forlorn of 
foot ; and being drawn up by the moor side (that scatter-
ing we had being not half the number we should have 
been), the general comes to us, and commands to march 
we not having half of our men come up, desired a little 
patience; he gives out the word, march! and so we drew 
over a little common, where our horse was drawn up, and 
came to a ditch, and the enemy let fly at us (a company 
of Langdale's men that was newly raised). They shot 
at the skies, which did so encourage our men, that they 
were willing to venture upon any attempt; and the major 
orders me to march to the next hedge, and I bid him 
order the men to follow me, and there drew out a small 
party ; and we came up to the hedge end, and the enemy, 
many of them, threw down their arms, and run to their 
party, where was their stand of pikes, and a great body 
of colours. We drew up toward them; and on our right 
hand was a party of foot drawing oft, that laid an ambus-
cade to hinder our horse, commanded by Major Smithson, 
for passing up the lane ; and I seeing their officer that 
over-run his soldiers, retreating by himself, and the 
soldiers a great way behind him, bid the soldiers be in 
readiness, and stand still ; and 1 leaped over the ditch, 
and iiiade at the champion, which was one Colonel Cane-
ton that afterwards I knew, but he over - ran me on the 
plain-field, which caused a great shout in our army ; in 
which time Major Smithson was advanced as forward as 

L 
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we were; and the enemy coming against us with agreat 
body of colours, we had no way to shelter ourselves, but 
drew over a lane where Major Smithson was, and there 
we kept them in play so long as our ammunition lasted, 
and still kept our ground. At last comes a party of 
Scots lanciers, and charged Major Smithson in the lane, 
passing by us, and put him to retreat ; but they were 
routed immediately, and one of their commanders was 
running away, and I being aware of him, stepped into 
the lane, and dismounted him, and clapped into the 
saddle, and our horse came up in pursuit. My captain 
sees me mounted, and orders me to ride up to my colonel, 
that was deeply engaged both in front and flank : and I 
did so, and there was nothing but fire and smoke; and I 
met Major-General Lambert coming off on foot, who had 
been with his brother Bright ; and coming to him, I told 
him where his danger lay, on his left wing chiefly. He 
ordered me to fetch up the Lancashire regiment ; and 
God brought me off, both horse and myself. The bullets 
flew freely ; then was the heat of the battle that day. 
I came down to the muir, where I met with Major Jack-
son, that belonged to Ashton's regiment, and about three 
hundred men were come up; and I ordered him to march, 
but he said he would not, till his men were come up. A 
serjeant, belonging to them, asked me, where they should 
march? I shewed him the party he was to fight; and 
he, like a true bred Englishman, marched, and I caused 
the soldiers to follow him ; which presently fell upon the 
enemy, and, losing that wing, the whole army gave 
ground, and fled. Such valiant acts were done by con-
temptible instruments ! The major had been called to a 
council of war, but that he cried peccavi. The Lancashire 
foot were as stout men as were in the world, and as brave 
firemen. I have often told them, they were as good 
fighters, and as great plunderers, as ever went to a held. 
This battle was about the 20th August, 1648. It was to 
admiration to see what a spirit of courage and resolution 
there was amongst us, and how God hid from us the 
fears and dangers we were exposed to ; what posture the 
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enemy were in; their numbers (46,000 men, as reported); 
their threatenings, what they would do; how they were 
accoutered, and encouraged through the nation. They 
had cast lots for the spoil of us. Colonel Bright's regi-
ment, Colonel Pride's, and Colonel Dean's, kept the field; 
the Lancashire regiments, and my Lord General Crom-
well's regiment of foot, pursued towards Ribbald bridge, 
with most of our horse, where the Scots had six regi-
ments of horse and foot, that had been in no service, 
besides their great army, with the waggons, near Walton-
hail, drawn up in readiness. There was a long dispute 
before the bridge was gained ; and our horse and foot 
having routed that party above Waltonhall, they came 
to their main body ; and a matter of six or eight horse-
men, commanded by Captain Pockley, kept a gapstead of 
their whole army ; while some of our troopers lighted, 
and turned about Hamilton's waggons ; and threw over 
that wherein was all his plate, as they brought it down 
the hill ; but the Scots, having no mind to rescue it, 
suffered them to carry the prize away in the face of their 
whole army, though nothing to fright them but a forlorn 
hope of horse. Such things did God for a handful of 
men ! That night our regiment was appointed quarters 
in Preston, and slept quietly. The next morning, Colonel 
Homey, a valiant good man, in pursuit of the Scots, was 
run through with.a lancier in Chorley, he wanting his 
arms ; and these sad tidings coming to Preston, trumpets 
sounded, and drums beat, and most of the army marched 
with all speed, save these that guarded the prisoners, and 
some few that pursued Langdale northward, who marched 
on to Wigan, where the enemy was; and our men had so 
closely pursued them, that they had slain of them all the 
way as we marched. To Wigan we came; and pitching 
upon a muir towards morning, that good man, and valiant 
of a young man, Major Cholmley, came to my Captain 
Spencer and imie, wanting a refreshment, being ordered to 
march ; and we got a pint of strong waters amongst 
several of us, and parted ; and the next news we had in 
the nloinuiìg of him, he was slain in pursuing. A great 
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loss we had of such a youth, who was grown so expert, 
valiant, and thithftil. We pursued to Winwick, where 
we found the horse .was fled to Warrington bridge, and 
the foot drawn up in a most advantageous place, and 
snaffled our forlorn, and put them to retreat. So we 
being drawn up, horse and foot, to give them a charge, 
their horse appeared upon the muir from Warrington 
bridge ; but their foot threw down their arms, and run 
into Winwick church, about four or five thousand ; and 
there we set a guard about them. The next day the 
country people brought in prisoners by drifts, and seven 
regiments of foot laid down their arms at Trodshame 
bridge. Their horse fled to Uttoxeter, where Hamilton 
was taken, and all the lave of them; and there was an 
end of him, and his great army. We had pursuit of these 
youths for twenty-four miles in computation. There were 
above ten thousand prisoners taken, and of what were 
slain none could give account, the battle was of so long 
continuance, and such a running fight. Our foot pursued 
to Stopfbrth, and then faced about for Yorkshire; and 
afterwards marched for Scotland, and quartered at Duns, 
the 18th September, 1648. 
The Scots were struck in great fear at our approach, 

and most of their men left us their room ; but, after they 
had been away for a while, and hearing of our civil 
deportment, returned to their homes, and confessed they 
never saw such a civil people in all their days. We 
found the country very poor, and very malignant. The 
general cashiered Colonel Wren, and several of his 
officers, in the head of our army, for plundering with 
their soldiers. It gave a great deal of encouragement to 
the honest part of the army, to cashier such time-serving 
fellows. We had Berwick delivered to us by agreement 
with the Scots commissioners. Sir Lodowick Lesley 
marched out with all the Scots. and it was agreed to join 
with old General Lesley against the common enemy. 
Munro, we heard, was come in to Lesley. The English 
were left to themselves in Berwick ; the best end of 
them was to be prisoners. Duke Hamilton pressed 
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every fourth man amongst them for that expedition into 
England ; and they are now raising new men from old 
Lesley. The gentry of the nation have such influence 
over the commonalty, that they can lead them what way 
they please. Sir Arthur M'Selrige takes the command 
of Berwick ; and several regiments are on our march so 
far as Langtown, towards Carlisle. The Scots commis-
sioners go along with us. Before we reached it, our 
forlorn of horse fell into the enemy's quarters at Bramp-
ton, and took their whole party of horse, many of them 
drunk, in their quarters ; That was the last skirmish we 
had with them. Carlisle was delivered to our men, and 
Appleby castle, some days before, to the Lancashire 
forces. We marched back into Yorkshire. 

York, 19th June, 1650 : The Parliament had tinder 
consideration how to settle the army for the north, now 
when the Scots had agreed about their king ; or, how-
ever, had agreed upon it, and had resolved Fairfax to be 
general, and Cromwell lietenant-general, but Fairfax 
deserted it. It seems the great man is sore startled at 
the Scots, for taking off the heads of Montrose, Spots-
wood, and others ; and so they have sent new messengers 
to him, to persuade him, that the taking away of their 
lives will be no prejudice to him, but rather further their 
proceedings in settling their kingdom. 

27 June 1650 : We marched out of York, with our 
regiment, northward ; the train of artillery came in the 
night before, the 16th June, and near sixty carriages. 
We came to Sunderland the 6th July, and Wearmouth 
and there we quartered for some time. The King was 
now come into Scotland, and had been three days at 
Stirling castle before any great notice was taken of him. 
News sent out of Ireland is, that Castlehaven hath re-
cruited his army to ten thousand, and intends to raise 
some of the sieges that are laid by our forces. 

11th July : I quartered, with our company, at Sir 
William Fenwick's, four miles beyond Morpeth. News 
came to us, that Colonel Bright had deserted us at New-
castle, and thrown in his commission, upon some little 
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discontent, that the general would not give him a fort-
night's time to settle his concernments at home. At this 
time, being the 17th July, we were within eighteen 
miles of Berwick. We are the first foot regiment, and 
the carriages are moving after us. The Scots are startled 
at our approach so near them. They promise great 
things to the soldiers, that all shall be their own- when 
they come in England. They give them six shillings 
a-piece to buy them swords. They have prized all the 
corn and grass near the borders, and given the people 
warning, upon our approach, to flee away northward, 
and draw their goods with them. They seem to be 
much startled at our approach so near them, especially 
at our taking divers of their ships. A great victory 
was obtained in Ireland by our party; the bishop was 
routed, and all his forces, who were known Irish papists, 
whom the Scots declare to be their friends. 

July the 22nd : We passed through Berwick ; and 
marching over the bounds, came to Mordington, where 
we encamped. The general made a large discourse to the 
officers on the bounds shewing he spoke as a Christian 
and a soldier, and shewing the inconveniences we should 
meet with in the nation as to the scarcity of provisions 
as to the people, we should find the leading part of them 
to be soldiers, and they were very numerous, and, at 
present, may be unanimous ; and much to that purpose 
And charged the officers to double, nay treble their 
diligence in that place, for be sure we had work before 
us. Well, that night we pitched at Mordington, about 
the house. Our officers were looking out at a window, 
hearing a great shout amongst the soldiers, they spied 
a soldier with a Scots kirn on his head. Some of them 
had been purveying abroad, and had found a vessel filled 
with Scots cream ; and bringing the reversions to their 
tents, some got dishfuls, and some hatfuls ; and the 
cream growing low in the vessels, one would have a 
modest drink, and heaving up the kim, another lifts it 

up, and the man was lost in it, and all the cream trickles 
down his apparel, and his head fast in the tub ; this was 
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a merriment to the officers, as Oliver loved an innocent 
jest. The next morning a trumpeter came from the 
Scots army, but to little purpose. The beacons were all 
set on fire that night ; the men fled, and drove away 
their cattle. The clergy, highly incensed against us, 
represent us to the people as if we had been the monsters 
of the world. Eight troopers were brought in by our 
guards, and suffered to go home, upon their promising 
to be peaceable. 

About the 30th July we were marched up to Mussel-
burgh. Our regiment quartered at the Stane-hill, in a 
house by ourselves. It was of advantage for a regiment 
to draw up in, having walls and ditches about it. We 
marched up to Edinburgh on the Monday, and found the 
foot placed in works between Edinburgh and Leith, their 
horse at a distance from them, part drawn up on a high 
hill above them near Edinburgh. That night we lay in 
the fields, near a little village, named, I think, Lichnagarie 
(Lang-Niddery), and had a most tempestuous night; the 
arms of the soldiers were almost spoiled, and made at 
present unserviceable. About eleven o'clock we wanted 
our bread and cheese, and drew off towards Musselhurgh; 
and the van of our army marching too fast, as if we had 
been at a great distance from the enemy, they took 
courage, and came swarming out like bees, horse and 
foot ; fell upon our rear of horse, where they were sore 
put to it, near Lichnagarie (Lang-Niddery), cut and 
hewed Major-General Lambert, took him prisoner, and 
were carrying him away towards Edinburgh, but the 
valiant Lieutenant Emson, one of Hacker's officers, pur-
sued with five or six of our soldiers, and hewed him out, 
and brought him to his own foot regiment, where we 
procured him a pacing horse. Now in this time the 
Scots were all skulked into their dens, and we marched, 
with empty stomachs, peaceably to our quarters about 
Musselburgh. Pride's regiment of foot, being on the 
rear-guard, behaved themselves daringly that day, and 
some others of horse ; but our deliverances were such at 
all times as was to admiration. Worthy Lambert got 
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two wounds ; one with a lance into the thigh, the 
other into the arm with a tuck. The next morning we 
had an alarm before day, at Steane-hill by Lilburiie's 
horse. One Captain Watkinson, that commanded the 
guard, a person of great worth for conduct and valour, 
gave the foot the alarm, and we were all roused up, 
having little to do but to shake ourselves; and being 
drawn forth, and day approaching, the enemy falls pell-
mell upon our horse guard ; but the foot lying so near 
baffled them. There were 1500 horse, that were resolved 
to sacrifice us that morning ; being headed by Strachan, 
Lockhart, Kerr, and a company of remonstrators; and, 
before we left them they were sadly mangled. At their 
first attempt they drew up upon a conney -warren -bill ; 
and being in view, and in the reach of our great guns, 
they were let fly amongst them, and did such execution 
as they came down upon the foot, and within pistol-shot 
of our works; and there they fell out of the frying-pan 
into the fire. God appeared wonderfully for us that 
morning in delivering us, and in destroying our enemies. 
There were about forty of them killed about us, it was 
judged a hundred in all; and about two hundred taken 
prisoners, with their horses : we had eighteen or twenty 
wounded. The next day our General sent a trumpet to 
Edinburgh, with four or five waggons laden with dead 
men, to convince the Scots how they had beaten us, as 
they had reported ; at which the spectators cried out! 
out! 
About the 6th of August we retreated to Dunbar, for 

want of provisions ; the ships not being come up with 
recruits and provisions, that were hourly expected : and 
I heard that my wife was brought to bed of a son and 
daughter, which were my son Timothy, and Sarah that 
died. At this time we were brought under great distress 
for want of provisions ; and had much what lost the 
discipline of the army. It was sad to see the devastation 
that was made ; and the great reason was the timorous-
ness of the Scots, who had plundered their own houses, 
and had hid their stuff in private places ; where the 
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Scots iiifbrmed them, or they, by their own covetous 
appetites, found them out. At this time the Scots came 
skulking to their houses; and the general having a special 
regard to them to protect them, encouraged many, and 
constrained them to be quiet, and follow their callings. 
The next march we had was to Pentland hills, south of 

Edinburgh ; and there we pitched our tents on a piece of 
ground pretty secure. We lying so near them, and 
hindering their provisions and recruits for coming to them, 
their whole army lifted and drew to Gawger field, and 
we marched to meet them, where both armies were drawn 
up. Our army had our regiment of foot commanded by 
Lambert, who was our colonel ; the soldiers chose him 
unanimously when we had lost our old one (Colonel 
Bright). Not to omit one thing, when we were about 
Alnwick, several colonels came into the head of the regi-
ment, and told the soldiers, the general was much troubled 
such a regiment should want a colonel ; who would they 
have? The soldiers told them they had a good colonel, 
but he had left them, and they knew not whom they 
might have. The colonels asked, if they would have 
Colonel Monk? " colonel Monk !" said some of them, 
"What ! to betray us? We took him, not long since, at 
Namptwick, prisoner: we'll have none of him." The 
next day the colonels came again, and propounded the 
case afresh ; and asked if they would have Major-General 
Lambert to be their colonel? At which they all threw 
up their hats, and shouted, a Lambert! a Lambert! 
Now this regiment, with his regiment of horse, was 
drawn up on the left wring of our army, and Sir David 
Lesley did over-wing us, and both the armies were entirely 
drawn up, ready for battle ; but there proved to be a bog 
betwixt us, on our left wing, that we could not engage 
them. Betwixt the armies were some sheep-folds, made 
up of sod walls ; and the Scots draw into them a party 
of foot, to hinder our men from viewing their army, and 
they begun to fire upon some of ours, that were pickeer-
Ing betwixt the armies ; and Oliver calls for a couple of 
guns, and batters their shelter about their ears, that 
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much they had to do to get off their quick and dead; at 
which our army set up an English shout, and begun to 
play with our great guns upon their army, from the right 
to the left wing, and did great execution ; and they let 
fly at us, but God covered our heads. There was but one 
shot flew amongst our pikes all the day, and killed two 
men, and struck down three ; but all that were aimed at 
us flew over or short. We drew back at night to see if 
they would advance, but having no great stomacks, we 
drew back to Pentland hills, and they to Edinburgh and 
Leith. The next day we drew back towards Musselburgh, 
and they marched very briskly after us; and our general 
observing their motion, as though they designed to flank 
us on the right wing (they were to march down by a 
mountain end in view of us, and in reach of our guns), 
he caused two to play upon them in their march. Their 
van being passed the rest must follow ; and indeed they 
were sore baffled with our shot, they had such fair play 
at them. That night we marched to Musselburgh, where 
we shipped near five hundred sick men for Berwick. Our 
army grew weaker every day than another; and as we 
were drawing homewards towards Haddington, the Scots 
came up close to us ; and it was a misty evening. 
Colonel Charles Fairfax's regiment of foot, and a regi-
ment of horse, being drawn to the guard on the outside 
of the town, in the place the enemy was designed to 
enter, our men being in readiness, beat them back, and 
the Highlanders threw down their arms, and run for it. 
The next morning was the Sabbath, and our officers were 
consulting on which side of the town to fight them ; and 
drawing several regiments on the west side of the town, 
we were presently ordered to retreat, and to leave the 
town of Haddington betwixt us. We staid until about 
ten o'clock, had been at prayer in several regiments, sent 
away our waggons and carriages towards Dunbar, and 
not long afterwards marched, a poor, shattered, hungry 
discouraged army; and the Scots pursued very close, that 
our rearguard had much ado to secure our poor weak foot 
that was not able to march up. We drew near Dunbar 
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towards night, and the Scot ready to fall upon our rear 
two guns played upon them, and so they drew off, and 
left us that night, having got us into a pound as they 
reckoned. The next morning was very tempestuous, and 
they had blocked up our way for England. A great 
dough was betwixt the armies, and it could be no less 
than a mile of ground betwixt their right wing, near 
Roxburgh house, and their left wing : they had a great 
mountain behind them, which was prejudicial, as God 
ordered it. Our poor army drew up about swamps and 
bogs, not far from Dunbar, and could not pitch a tent all 
day. About nine o'clock at night we had a .council of 
war called; and, debating the case what to do, many of 
the colonels were for shipping the foot, and the horse to 
force their passage ; but honest Lambert was against 
them in all that matter, he being active the clay before in 
observing the disadvantage the Scots might meet with in 
the posture they were drawn up in, and gave us reasons, 
and great encouragements to fight ; first, we had great 
experience of the goodness of God to us, while we kept 
close together : and if we parted we lost all Secondly, 
there was no time to ship the foot, for the day would be 
upon us, and we should lose all our carriages : Thirdly, 
we had great advantage of them in their drawing up; if 
we beat their right wing, we hazarded their whole army, 
for they would be all in confusion, in regard they had not 
great ground to traverse their regiments betwixt the 
mountain and the dough : Fourthly, they had left inter-
vals in their bodies, upon the brink of the hill, that our 
horse might march a troop at once, and so the foot ; and 
the enemy could not wheel about, nor oppose them, but 
must put themselves into disorder : Lastly, our guns 
might have fair play at their left wing, while we were 
fighting their right. These, with other reasons, altered 
the council ; and one steps up, and desires that Colonel 
Lambert might have the conduct of the army that morn-
ing, which was granted by the General freely. Towards 
morning we were ordered to march down to Roxburgh 
house, all the whole army, neither regarding tents nor 
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baggage ; and as our regiment was marching in the head 
of the horse, a cornet was at prayer in the night, and I 
appointed one of my officers to take my place. I rid to 
hear him, and he was exceedingly carried on in the duty. 
I met with so much of God in it, as I was satisfied deliv-
erance was at hand : and coming to my command, did 
encourage the poor weak soldiers, which did much affect 
them, which when it came to it, indeed, a little one was 
as David, and the house of David as the angel of the 
Lord. The day broke, and we in disorder, and the Major-
General awanting, being ordering the guns: the General 
was impatient ; the Scots a preparing to make the 
attempt upon us, sounding a trumpet, but soon desisted. 
At last the Major-General came, and ordered Packer, 
major to the General's regiment, Gough's, and our two 
foot regiments. to march about Roxburgh house, towards 
the sea, and so to fàll upon the enemy's flank, which was 
done with a great deal of resolution ; and one of the 
Scots brigades of foot would not yield, though at push of 
pike and butt-end of the musket, until a troop of our 
horse charged from one end to another of them, and so 
left them to the mercy of the foot. The General himself 
comes in the rear of our regiment, and commands to 
incline to the left ; that was, to take more ground, to be 
clear of all bodies ; and we did so, and horse and foot 
were engaged all over the field, and the Scots all in con-
fusion : and, the sun appearing upon the sea, I heard Nol 
say, "Now let God arise, and his enemies shall be scat-
tered ;" and he, following us as we slowly marched, I 
heard him say, "I profess they run !" and then was the 
Scots' army all in disorder and running, both right wing 
and left, and main battle. They had routed one another 
after we had done their work on their right wing; and 
we, coming up to the top of the hill with the straggling 
parties that had been engaged, kept them from bodying: 
and so the foot threw down their arms and fled towards 
Dunbar, our pinfbld, and there they were surrounded and 
taken. The horse fled what way they could get, ours 
pursued towards Haddington ; and the General made a 
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halt, and sung the hundred and seventeenth psalm ; and 
by that time they had done, their party was increased, 
and advancing ; the Scots ran, and were no more heard 
of that fight, The commander of our army was busy in 
securing prisoners, and the whole bag and baggage ; and, 
afterwards, we returned to bless God in our tents, like 
Issachar, for the great salvation afforded to us that day. 

The next march was for the city of Edinburgh, and 
there we besieged the strong castle ; undermined it imme-
diately ; drew up guns against it ; and after some few 
fire-balls were thrown in, they were discouraged, and 
yielded upon terms. We had considerable markets kept 
in a little time, and provisions brought in plentifully. 
Our horse, lying in the west for fresh quarters, had sore 
tugging with the Remonstators, a party that could not 
agree with the rest ; and after some fights between 
Major-General Lambert and them, the leaders came in to 
us, and desired protection, and proved very faithful. 

That winter being got over, and the next summer 
almost worn out, we marched, to and again, to Glas-
gow ; but no fighting, excepting one small bout at 
Torwood. A great army they had got together, and the 
King crowned, and amongst them ; we drew up our army 
by waterside, and their whole army lay at a distance on 
the other side. We had spies sent out amongst them 
into Langdale's party, pretending to run away from us, 
and they were coming in continually with intelligence 
but quartering so near them that night, in the morning 
they fired two drakes into the midst of our camp, and 
startled many, but killed few. We drew all out imme-
diately, and left the tents standing; towards noon plucked 
up all, and prepared for a march to our bread and cheese. 
They were preparing as they would have followed us. 
Old Nol was angry they had been so rough with our tents, 
and in the morning he appointed two of our field-pieces 
to be left with the guns, at a distance in rear of our army, 
and the enemy, not aware of them, had drawn a company 
together, where they had a great consultation, and had 
resolved to have fought us that day, but our guns letting 
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fly amongst them, spoiled their resolution, and so we drew 
off without any more ado. Presently we divided the 
army; Lambert was boated over the water towards the 
Queensferry, with horse and foot, and the General facing 
them while he was got over ; and, retreating from 
Torwood, we saw them with our prospective glasses that 
bodies fled westward, so that we concluded we had beaten 
them, which proved accordingly. They had sent out a 
party of their best horse and foot from Stirling, and were 
beaten with our men, with some tugging, to dirt. We 
basted to get over the whole army into Fife, and took 
Bruntisland: marched to St. Johnston, where two troopers 
were hanged, in the view of our army, for plundering. 
St. Johnston was delivered on treaty, and the King's 
army marched from Stirling to England. Lambert was 
sent away with a great party of horse, to attend their 
motion, and Monk left behind in Scotland. The General 
marched, with our waggons, in all haste for England. 
Lambert was got before the Scots at Warrington, and 
had a skirmish there with them. Colonel Lilburne was 
left in Lancashire, to observe the Earl of Derby's motion, 
andto hinder him from raising forces: and it seems they 
lay near together about Preston: and we, having marched 
as far as Rutherford Abbey in Nottinghamshire, Lilburne 
writes to the General for a foot regiment, as he was not 
able to meet him on the field. The next morning he 
ordered his own regiment to prepare for a march for 
Lancashire. It was newly raised. They came to us after 
Dunbar fight, and I had a company given me in it. The 
soldiers had an inclination to march, being many of them 
Lancashire men. We had one troop of horse with us 
marched at a great rate until we came at Manchester, 
and coming thither there was some appearance of danger, 
and so we pitched in the field a night or two, until 
Lilburne sent orders to march up towards Wigan, and be 
very careful, for he feared the Earl would fall upon us, 
and take us unawares. We set out scouts before us, and 
they brought in two prisoners that informed our officers 
that the Earl and his party were totally routed near 
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Wigan. We doubled our diligence in our march: and by 
that time we came to Wigan, had taken many prisoners 
running away. Two officers were sent to the General, 
that came to him before Worcester fight with tidings, 
which proved very seasonable and acceptable. The 
General sent orders to Lilburne to march most of his 
horse to Bewdly bridge, and to leave two troops with the 
foot to conduct them southward. He being a person 
that never used to give day in any expedition, he prepares 
to make an attempt upon them at Worcester, and after 
sore service on both sides, the water puts them to a total 
rout, after a sore fight as related. A great part of the 
Scots horse flies homeward ; and as we were marching 
one morning upon the Downs from Whitchurch in 
Staffordshire, a countryman comes riding in haste, and 
informs us of a great party of horse that was coming on, 
and if we made haste, we might take a bridge before 
them, and hinder a pass, and secure ourselves; and the 
foot being so zealous, would compare with the horse, took 
the pass, and prevented the Scot. The Scots, seeing 
themselves stopt, marched another road towards Nant-
wich, which was about half a mile off us, and we had a 
party of horse and foot drawn out to interrupt them 
and our soldiers had pleasant work with them while they 
marched by. They were, by computation, about five or 
six hundred men, and our musketeers would have gone 
into the lane, and taken by the bridle the best-like 
person they saw, and brought him out, without a stroke, 
so low was the Scot brought. But the most remarkable 
thing was, one Oliver Edge, one of our captains, had a 
mind to see what became-of the forlorn, hearing such a 
great firing ; and viewing them very busy, he spies a 
party of horse behind him in the fields, and, having no 
order to be there, he retreats towards the regiment ; but 
they called upon him, and asked if he was an officer, and 
drawing towards them about eighteen or twenty horse-
men, lighted, and told him they would surrender them-
selves prisoners,—there was the Earl of Derby, the Earl 
of Lauderdale, Sinclair, and a fourth. These became 

K  
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prisoners to one single captain, but the soldiers fell in 
with him immediately. 

This victory being over, we were to march back into 
Lancashire, to take the Isle of Man, under the conduct of 
Colonel Duckenfield. Horse and foot were drawn into 
Wiral, to wait for shipping and a fair wind. At last it 
came, and we were transported to the isle ; forced our 
entrance, after storms at sea, and had two castles de-
livered upon terms, viz—Peel and Rushin. In a short 
time afterwards we were ordered for London, but no 
respite to refresh ourselves, but when one woe was past 
another was a-corning. But to enlarge this account, we 
had tidings out of Scotland, the 10th August, 1651, 
which our army had given them: they had taken Dundee 
by storm- old Leven, Lord Ogilvie, Lord Crawford, 
Lindsey, with others, were taken prisoners, who had a 
design to raise the siege of Dundee ; but Colonel Alured 
was sent forth with his regiment of horse, and two troops 
of dragoons, and fell upon them, and routed them, and 
took, besides the noblemen, three hundred gentlemen, 
with many of their ministers. 

After several years lying at London, we had great 
encounters with the Dutch by sea, and beat them in 
three great sea fights. And these things being over, and 
the Protector being settled in the government he had 
taken upon him, I grew weary of my employment, having 
a desire to leave the army, and to sit down with my dear 
wife and children ; and I used means to some of our 
grandees, but it seems they had no mind to part with 
me, but disposed of me into Major-General Lambert's 
regiment of horse, to be lieutenant to Captain Pockley 
where they thought I might have much more liberty 
with my family, in regard the regiment was to quarter 
much in Yorkshire. We continued so until the Protector 
died : and the Major-General having his commission 
taken from him before, was called in again by the army. 
Richard laid aside, the old Parliament was brought in 
Sir George Booth rises in Cheshire, and delares for the 
king. Lainbert is sent down to attend his motion; meets 
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with him about Northwick; fights him; and quickly 
routs him and his whole party. It should seem, that 
Monk was expected to his assistance. In the new model 
that was made in the army, I was ordered into Colonel 
Saunders's regiment in Scotland, under Monk; and having 
leave for a month's time, to prepare myself for a march. 
In the interim I was sent for with all speed, by a special 
messenger, to repair to my command, and to bring with 
me fourteen or sixteen old soldiers, well mounted; which 
I had raised in a short time. And passing northward to 
Ferryhill, I quartered my party there, and repaired to 
the Major-General Lambert, who was got thither before 
me with a strong army of horse and foot, which was de-
signed to fight Monk, who was then marched into 
Northumberland with his army; and staying some days 
at Newcastle with the officers, Lambert would have had 
me to have marched to Monk, and would have persuaded 
me, that if I staid not with him (Lambert), he (Monk) 
would give me my arrears which were then due to me 
(L208) and I might return again ; but I told him, I 
should lie open to many temptations, and if there should 
be a breach between them, I had no heart to fight against 
him, though I had a commission under Monk, So he left 
me to my liberty, and desired I would go into the country, 
to see if, with Captain Coats, we could get him any 
money, and not many days after he left Newcastle, and 
his party scattered without strokes, and Monk with his 
party marched on to London. It should seem, the 
Parliament sends down two of their members, Robinson 
and Scott to teat, to order these armies to march each 
to their old quarters—Monk into Scotland, and Lambert 
southward—which he did accordingly, so far as Rippon 
and Monk pursuing so closely, and Fairfax, with others 
of the army that was revolted, as part of Lilburne's 
regiment got into a body at Piers bridge; and so Lambert 
and his party was mouldered away, and I lost that L208 
at that turn, besides the great charge I was at in raising 
and maintaining that party of horse, while under my 
command but the main sum was due to me in Lambert's 
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horse regiment, as I was lieutenant to Pockley, and in 
Fauconberg's regiment, who was our colonel. I was 
disposed on out of that regiment to Colonel Saunders's 
regiment of horse, then under Monk in Scotland, to be 
lieutenant to Captain Coulson, and had a commission 
from the Speaker in the House, the 3rd August, 1659. 
Memorandum.—I had pay due in Lambert's regiment, 

after the 3rd day of January muster, for every twenty-
eight days, L20 6s. a-month, viz. :—January the last, 
L20 6s. ; February the last, L20 6s. ; March the 28th, 
L20 6s.; April the 25th, L20 6s.; May the 23rd, L20 (s.; 
June the 20th, L20 6s. ; July the 18th, L20 6s. ; July 
the last, LIO 35. : so that the whole amounts to L152 5s.: 
this money was due for myself and two servants. 
Memorandum.—I lent Henry Foxcroft, of Batley, L40, 

upon his security, and his son John Foxcroft's debenture, 
and have lost that wholly : it was not satisfied by the 
State. 
I lost all my pay in Coulson's troop in Saunders's 

regiment, and the charges I was at in raising eleven 
troopers, furnishing them with money and necessaries for 
their march.* 
I want L40 from my brother Stancliffe, part of my 

wife's portion, promised by her father, which I was not 
urgent with him for, in regard of his burden ; yet it is a 
debt due to me or mine, with consideration, since 1646. 
Memorandum.—I received at Newcastle, the 10th 

December, 1659, Scotch arrears for my service in Coulson's 
troop, from the hands of William Walker, the sum of 
L24 12s., being Li 6s. more than my due for myself and 
two servants. I had four months more due to me, allowed 
upon the muster-roll, which comes to fbur-score pounds 
and twenty-four shillings. 
Memorandum.—In 1655 in the time of the Protector's 

government, there was one Mr. Tombes, whom Sir Paul 
Pinder made one of his executors ; and coining to enjoy 
his estate, he lived so riotously, that he grew melancholy, 

* This paragraph is crossed through ; and see the next but one. 
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and hanged himself. The kindred made their application 
to the Protector, that some person might be employed to 
look after the concern, that the estate might not be 
embezzled. Three commissioners were appointed, viz, 
Worsley, Hodgson,* and Dendie; and I was employed 
in the city and elsewhere, to enquire, and make search 
and finding by one good fellow at Clerkenwell, that he 
had conveyed away a bag and vase filled with jewels, 
and lighting of them there, they were delivered to me, 
sealed with Tombes' seal ; and William Tombes, coach-
maker in London, Gabriel Hodgkins, Richard Tombes, 
Robert Britain, and the soldiers, went along with me to 
St. James's, and saw me deliver them, sealed up, to 
Lieutenant Colonel Worsley, with my own hand ; and I 
never had more to do with them. When the king was 
come in, Samuel Tooley, Elizabeth, his wife, and Mary 
Sanburne, pretending to be executors to Tombes, serve a 
writ upon me, and declare upon an action of trover and 
conversion for L4,000. And we had a trial in Guild-
Hall ; and I cleared myself by my warrant, and their 
own witnesses, that what I received was sealed up when 
I received, them valued to L500, and that I delivered 
them, so sealed, to Lieutenant Colonel Worsley, before 
their witnesses, and had never more to do with them 
and when the Lord Chief-Justice Foster understood the 
whole matter, he ordered to withdraw the jury ; and I 
paid half of the court charges. They bring me on the 
next term for a new trial, and I had three lawyers, Sir 
John Hawley, Sir Thomas Stringer, and another; and in 
the conclusion the jury quit me, and I did not enter the 
judgment because the times were troublesome ; but those 
two trials cost me about L60, and that was all the 
recompense I got ever since. These particulars are in-
serted more at large in a written paper pocket book. 

• The Author.—He repeats the story in another place. 

.4 
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An ACCOIJNT of 

The Troubles that befel me, after the month of October, 
1660, about my Imprisonments.* 

It was after the King's return to London, one night a 
parcel of armed men besets my house at Coalley-hall, 
near llalifàx, and, in an unseasonable hour in the night, 
demands entrance; and my servants within having some 
discourse with them on the outside, they gave threaten-
ing language, put their pistols in at the windows, and, 
my wife being with child, and for fear of frightening the 
rest, I ordered the doors to be opened, and they came in 
—Joseph Lyster, Sir John Armitage's clerk, who had a 
warrant to apprehend me for treason, and Lawrence 
Johnston, and several others. After they had presented 
a pistol to my breast (that Johnston did), I advised them 
to civil deportment, seeing I had let them in in the night 
and so they shewed me their authority to apprehend me, 
and it was under the hands and seals of Sir John Kaye, 
and Sir John Armitage, knight and baronet, lieutenants, 
"To apprehend the person of John Hodgson of Coalley-
hail, and carry him to York Castle a prisoner, to be con-
tinued there until he be delivered by due course of law, 
for speaking treasonable words against the king." They 
took me out of my house that night, and carried me to 
Bradford, and the next day to-the jail, and never had me 
before any magistrate. Afterwards I had two friends 
that did proffer security for my appearance at the assizes, 

* The officers of the army, which had so long constituted the virtual government 
of England, were naturally objects of suspicion to the restored monarch. Nor (lid 
the habits of these military saints incline them to forget their late domination, and 
to sit down peaceably under the sway of a king, aiicl the pastoral care of a prelacy. 
Hence they were subjected to various restraints ; and as, on the one hand, they 
frequently engaged in plots for the restoration of the Commonwealth, so oil the 
other, the magistrates, many of them smarting under late sufferings in the cause of 
royalty, often took but slight occasion to retaliate, on this obnoxious class of men, 
the seventies they had themselves experienced. 
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and suitable deportment in the interim, but it would not 
be accepted. When the assizes came, one Daniel Lyster, 
brother, to Joseph, was my prosecutor, a person that I 
once hound to his good behaviour, upon an information of 
the constable of Marmninghamn, that this Lyster was too 
familiar with another man's wife, an ale-house keeper in 
the town, and that he spent much of his time in dishonest 
ale-houses, and lewd company, &c. ; and after the King 
was come in, he meets me, and demands the names of 
those that informed against him, and a copy of it, and I 
told him that the business was over, and that it was not 
seasonable to rip into old troubles. With that he threat-
ened me, and said he would have them. "The sun," said 
he, "now shines on our side of the hedge," and so I bid 
him take his course. Now his information against me 
was that I should say, "There is a crown provided, but 
the King will never wear it." And this was put in the 
indictment before the grand jury, that "I had never been 
a turn coat ; I never took the oath of allegiance, nor 
never would do "—and these poor things were forged 
against me, only that I had never been a turn-coat, I 
justified it before the judge and jury. When the matter 
was heard against me, I had one Jeremiah Brooksbank, a 
neighbour that did swear that he was in company with 
Lyster, and heard him say, that if ever the times changed, 
he would sit on Hodgson's skirts ; and Lyster had over-
run the court, or else had been bound to his good 
behaviour. Joseph Lyster swore to the second indict-
ment, that he heard Lawrence Johnston say, that he 
heard me say, that I had never been no turn-coat, &c. 
These were like Simon and Levi, brethren in iniquity. 
The jury found both the indictments not guilty ; and the 
foreman, one Micklethwaite, told the judge openly in 
the court, that if such informers and persons were sufÝered 
to go on, there would be no living for honest men. The 
judge asked me, why I did not take the oath of alle-
giance? 1 told him I thought it unseasonable to tender 
it me, until the King had declared what government he 
would maintain. But Sir Thomas Gower, and Justice 
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Fairfax, were sent to tender the oath, and, after much 
dispute, I took it, and had a certificate. Now this proved 
very chargeable to me. I was about five months in 
prison : the clerk to the assizes fees, and the lawyers, 
cost me above thirty pounds, besides my sufferings at 
home in the want of my employment.* 

* * * * * * * * 

About the middle of July, 1661, I was at Addertonf 
fair, having some goods to sell; and when I had taken 
money for them, I was going to my host-house for my 
horse, and it being at the Lord Brookes4 Mr. Peebles, an 
attorney, or otherways quartermaster to Sir John Armi-
tage, with Abraham Mitchell of Halifax, John Hanson, 
and many others of the said troop did draw up them-
selves- into the court, and Peebles followed me into the 
stable, and violently took me by the shoulder, gave me 
many shoves and pushes, and told me I was his prisoner, 
called me rebel and traitor, and used many speeches to 
provoke me, that he, and Abraham Mitchell, and the 
rest, being at the least a dozen horsemen, mounted at the 
door, might take occasion against me. I told him, with 
Mitchell, that if I was their prisoner, let them show me 
their authority by which they apprehended me: with 
that Peebles laid his hands upon his sword, and told me 
that was his authority, and demeaned himself after such 
a manner, that I expected when he and Abraham Mitchell 
would have drawn upon me; and then I slipped into the 

* The grievous expense of a victory at law, it would seem, led our author to 
repeat here the history of his two trials respecting Tombes and his property. 

Or Adwalton, about ten miles from Halifax; the author writes it Atherton. 

That is, at the sign of that nobleman's head. Lord Brook was one of the Par-
liament generals. He had taken possession of Lichfield ; and was viewing, from a 
window, Saint Chad's cathedral, in which a party of the royalists had fortified 
themselves. He was cased in complete armour, but was shot through the eye by a 
random ball. His Lordship was a zealous puritan, and had formerly said, that he 
hoped to see with his eyes, the ruin of all the cathedrals of England. It vas a 
superstitious remark of the royalists, that he was killed on St. Chad's Day by a shot 
from St. Chad's cathedral. which pierced the very eye by which lie hoped to see the 
ruin of all cathedrals (DTJGDALE, p. 118. Clarendon, &c. Hume). The fanatic 
party, of course, would naturally consider him as a saint and martyr ; and hence, no 
doubt, came the head to be hung up for a sign. 
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house, having a great charge of money upon me, and 
they followed me into a room, where the landlady sat 
down betwixt me and danger at the table-end, and kept 
Peebles and Mitchell off me; and several people being in 
the room, after some threatening language they left me. 
Afterwards I sent for my horse, to carry him to another 
house ; and making speed homeward, I had some notice 
of the party, that they intended to pursue me ; which 
they (lid ; but I took another way, and so escaped them. 
The next trouble I was in, was about returning some 

money to London ;* and having been at Leeds on a 
Tuesday, and a neighbour of mine with me, in our return 
homeward we lighted of a soldier that came from York, 
who was a trooper, and relieved from his duty ; and was 
passing by my neighbour's door in the twilight, a maid-
servant tells her master, Michael Boulton, that I was 
ridden up with two troopers, well armed ; and he, in the 
morning, goes to inform Sir John Armitage that I had 
two troop of horse at my house, well armed and appointed; 
and, as 1 was informed, Sir John writ to the king's secre-
tary about it, and informed with so much confidence and 
assurance that it was so, and that there had been a 
dangerous meeting at Mr. Joshua Horton's, in Sowerby, 
that the king, being acquainted with this, sent for the 
Duke of Albemarle, and acquainting him with it, he gave 
no credit to it, in regard he knew me; yet, notwithstand-
ing, a commission was granted to several gentlemen in 
the county to examine the matter, and chiefly to Major 
Goodricke, who was sent down with it, who prosecuted 
it with a great deal of vigilance. Their appointed place 
to meet was at Bradford; and if they had found any-
thing against me, Major Smithson was there to have 
carried me away. They came to examine witnesses; and, 
as I was informed, one John Drake, Boulton's servant, was 
called in, and they asked him if he knew Captain 
Hodgson? and he said he did, as a good loving neigh-

* The officers, who had served under Cromwell, or the Parliament, were pro-
hibited from approaching within 20 miles of London, by royal proclamation. 
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hour ; but they asked him, what he had heard, or knew, 
of two troop of horse that were lately at his house one 
night, and what strangers he saw riding to and again by 
their door? He answered, that he heard their maid 
speaking one night, and that he had heard her say, that 
Mr. Hodgson was ridden up with two troopers, that rid 
before him; and that he had seen several men and women 
ride up by the door, but whither they travelled he knew 
not. And they asked him, whether that way led to any 
other place than Mr. Hodgson's? He said it did ; for it 
is the high-road to Halifax, and other places ; and so 
they dismissed him; only Steven Ellis would have him 
to have gone in again, having put new words into his 
mouth ; but it seems they made no more of it. Then 
they came to Sowerby plot, and several persons were 
examined. First, one Dobson, a blind man, that kept a 
public-house ; and they asked, what persons lit at his 
house such a day, and what horses he had set up in his 
stable? who answered, that he had not seen his stable 
for many years, and he did not know how many there 
might be; and he asked him, why his wife was not there? 
and he told them, he had a pretty young woman to his 
wife, and he durst not trust her abroad in these times we 
lived in. And then they called a blacksmith in, and 
asked him, what men he saw in Sowerby such a day? 
who told them he saw a company of good-like men walk-
ing up and down the town. But, "what," says one, 
"had they no arms ?" "Yes," says the smith, "they 
had arms." "What kind of arms" said one "Why," 
saith the smith, "such as you and other men wear; I 
saw no other." "But did not you shoe their horses ?" 
"Yes," saith the smith, "I set on a shoe or two, and 
they paid me honestly for them." And then they called 
in others, who answered to the same purpose ; and so 
they certified an ignoramus.* 

The 25th August, 1662, the morning after the ministers 

* Our author is not quite explicit as to the meeting at Sowerhy; but we may 
reasonably conjecture, that it was a rendezvous of the disbanded officers, of which 
several took place about this time. 
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were all silenced, they had a new plot in hand; and early 
in the morning, being Monday, a dark morning after 
black Bartholomew, the constables come to my house, 
with a party of horse, to apprehend me, with a warrant 
from Sir John Armitage, and after I had seen and read 
it, I made ready to go along with them, and Sir John 
being absent, the constables kept me prisoner until Wed-
nesday--then I was brought before his worship, and he 
told he had several informations against me. I asked 
what they were, and who were the informers? He said 
I had furnished myself with good horses, and that there 
was a great plot in hand, and that I had a hand in it 
And when he insisted on that, I offered him the best 
horse I had for L5, and told him it was like the rest of 
the things they had, from time to time, forged against 
me. He told me I must find sureties to appear at the 
next quarter sessions, and, in the interim, to be bound to 
the good behaviour. I asked him in what particular I 
had misbehaved myself? if there was nothing but lies 
and falsities against mile, why should I be demanded such 
a thing ?—adding I would not give in any sureties, he 
might do with me what he pleased,—amid he then took 
my word to appear at the sessions, but his clerk, my false 
friend Lyster, sent me word not to trouble myself in 
appearing at the sessions. Sir John took me into an 
inner room, and called for a bottle of ale, and being 
private, I told him what hard measures I had from him , 
considering what I had done for him and his servants 
whenever they came with any complaint—I thought it 
was a poor requital—and seeing that providence had 
ordered that I was fallen under his protection, I desired 
if he had anything against me that he would let rue 
know—if he sent the meanest boy about his house I 
would requite him, and wait upon him night or day, to 
prevent these bailiffs and soldiers—and he promised me 
very seriously, he would do it. But how he performed, 
take notice. 

* Saint Bartholomew's day, when the act of uniformity took place, and ahout 
2000 Calvinistical ministers lost, their preferments. 
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The next bout was September the 11th, 1662.* A 
party of horse came to my house, commanded by Mr. 
Peebles, and he told me he was come for my arms, and I 
was to deliver them to him. I asked him for his order. 
He told me he had a better order than Oliver used to 
give, and, clapping his hand upon his sword-hilt, he said 
that was his order. I told him if he had none but that, 
it was not sufficient to take my arms, and he then pulled 
out his warrant, and I read it. It was signed by Went-
worth Armitage : a general warrant to search all persons 
they suspected, and so left the powers to the soldiers at 
their pleasure. They came to us at Coalley-hall about 
sun-setting, and I caused a candle to be lighted, and con-
veyed Peebles into the room where my arms were, near 
the kitchen fire, and there they took away fowling-pieces, 
pistols, muskets, carbines and such like, better than L20. 
Then Mr. Peebles asked me for my buftcoat, and I told 
him they had no order to take away my apparel. He 
told me 1 was not to dispute their orders, but if I would 
not deliver it he would carry me away prisoner, and had 
me out of doors. Yet he let me alone unto the next 
morning that I must wait upon Sir John at Halifax; 
and coming before him, he threatened me, and said if I 
did not send the coat, for it was too good for me to keep. 
I told him it was not in his power to demand my apparel, 
and he, growing into a fit, called me rebel and traitor, 
and said if I did not send the coat with all speed, he 
would send me where I would not like well. I told him 
I was no rebel, and he did not well to call me so before 
these soldiers and gentlemen, to make me the mark for 
every one to shoot at. With that he ordered inc to be 
gone at my peril, and send in the goat. I departed the 
room, yet, notwithstanding all the threatenings, did not 
send the coat. But the next day he sent John Lyster, 
the son of Mr. Thomas Lyster of Shipdenhall, for this 
coat, with a letter verbatim thus—" Mr. Hodgson, I 

* About this time a plot against the King's life was discovered, for which Philips, 

Tongue, Stubs, and others, suffered death. 
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admire you will play the child so with me, as you have 
done in writing such an inconsiderate letter. Let me 
have the buff-coat sent forthwith, otherways you shall 
so hear froin me, as will not very well please you." I was 
not at home when this messenger came ; but I had 
ordered my wife not to deliver it, but if they would take 
it let them look to it ; and he took it away, and one of 
Sir John's brethren wore it many years after. They sent 
Captain Batt to compound with my wife about it, but I 
sent word I would have my own again. But he advised 
me to take a price for it, and make no more ado. I said 
it was hard to take my arms and apparel too-1 had laid 
out a great deal of money for them—I hoped they did 
not mean to destroy me by taking my goods illegally 
from me. He said he would make up the matter, if I 
pleased, betwixt us, and it seems had brought Sir John 
to a price for my coat. I would not have takep LIO for 
it. He would have given me about L4 ; but wanting my 
receipt for the money, he kept both sides, and I had 
never satisfaction. 
My next trouble came upon me in the beginning of 

July, 1663. I had occasion to be at Leeds, and, coming 
home at night, I found Mr. Jollie, a good man,t was come 
to my house out of Lancashire, on purpose to visit me 
and my family, and, as his custom was, and had been 
many years, to instruct us. My wife had sent for many 
neighbours to come in ; and the act of conformity having 
taken place, he was performing family duty, being tender 
of his own liberty, as well as ours. He craved a blessing 
upon the ordinance, and spoke something from a scrip-
ture ; but I desired to put an end to the duty, in regard 
there was danger towards us, our neighbours that belonged 
to Sir John's troop being mounted with a design to set 

* About this time a great plot was in agitation in the north of England, to which 
it would seem our author was privy. The design was to seize York, Nottingham, 
Gloucester, Newcastle and Boston. With this plot Ludlow seems to have been 
acquainted.—illemoirs, vol. in., p. 97. It totally misgave after one or two trifling 
attempts to rise in Westmoreland and Yorkshire. Many were arrested in conse-
quence, and, amongst others, Captain Hodgson. 

t Apparently one of the silenced ministers. 
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the house about. But one of their wives sent us word to 
lOOK to ourselves, and so we dismissed the company out 
at the back-door into the fields, the minister and all, and 
shut up the gates and doors of the house ; and presently 
we were set about with horsemen, a parcel of the sons of 
Belial, who were groping about the walls all night, like 
the men in Sodom about Lot's door, or the Gibeonites 
that sought occasion against the Levite and his concubine, 
that lodged amongst them ; in the morning I caused the 
hall-door to be opened, after a parley, and suffered three 
persons to come in, Abraham Mitchell, the leader of the 
party, Samuel Foxcroft, and John Hanson, who came in 
with his sword drawn, but I caused him to put it up 
and so I showed them my children and family in bed, and 
so they withdrew, and searched neighbours' houses, and 
no prey,—so wonderfully did God hide us from the fury 
of these men. 

Within two days after, two bailiffs came to my house 
and wanted me, but I was rid into Lancashire ; and they 
gave out threatening language to my wife, that if they 
took me, they would do no less than hang me, which put 
my wife into such fear, as she sent a special messenger 
to advise me by no means to come home at present, for 
there was evil designed against me, and imprisonment 
would be the least, and, besides, there were four or five 
justices appointed to make inquiry after things done in 
the country, and these men met at Bradford, Pudsey, 
Caverley, Armitage, Thornhill, and Hawkesworth. They 
sent fOI divers of our neighbours, and examined them 
very, strictly, bound some to the sessions and freed others. 
Yet they could make nothing of their weighty concern, 
none had anything against me. Those that were brought 
in were released by three justices, and bound over again 
by Sir John Armitage, and some other—and thus were 
they confounded. These that set them at liberty with-
drew from the court, and meddled no farther. Upon this 
notice from my wife, I staid in Lancashire until after the 
assizes, and it seems one Sabbath-day morning, my house 
was set about with soldiers, Sir John, and his troop ; and 

L 
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having the doors opened, he came in and asked my wife 
where her husband was. She said he was in Lancashire. 
He told her there was a plot in hand, and that I knew of 
it ; and gave out threatening language, what he would 
do with me if ever he catched me. She desired I might 
have liberty to vindicate myself from those aspersions 
cast upon me, and that I might not be sent to prison 
before I had the liberty to clear myself from those asper-
sions unworthily from time to time cast upon me. When 
I heard from my wife what threatenings were used, I rid 
to Sir Thomas Gower, the high-sheriff, and gave him a 
true account why I absented myself, and he told me what 
Sir John had laid to my charge ; but he seemed to be 
sorry for my sufferings, and gave me a pass to live at 
home, and a letter to Mr. Copley, that I should not be 
meddled with, having given him satisfaction, and that I 
should wait on him at Sir John Goodricke's at fourteen 
days end ; and he told me that he had the most suspicious 
person in durance at York, one Doctor Richardson, and 
that there was Major Greathead and Captain Oates, 
who were not to be found: and that a declaration was 
drawn up, and that they intended to set up the long 
parliament, and had been with many of them, but they 
could not agree, and that there was one Captain Jones, a 
very active man in Bishopric,t and Paul Hobson, and 
others of the anabaptists, that were resolved to pull down 
the episcopal government, and to declare against the 
hearth-money and the excise. But, according to my 
promise, I repaired to Sir John Goodricke's at the fort-
night's end, and waited on them to Knaresbrough. There 
was S1ingsby and Gower ; and they examined me about 
a meeting that was at my house, and told me, if I would 
promise, and would endeavour to prevent these for the 

Afterwards taken and executed. 

That is, the counts of Durham, where the plot originated.— Continuation f 
heath, p. 320. 

The son of Sir Henry Slingshy, whose memoirs are now published with those 
of Captain Hodgson. 

L 
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future, and not to entertain above four, besides my 
family, to pray together, I might have my liberty until 
the 20th of October—then I must appear at Price's in 
York. And the 9th of October I was summoned by the 
bailiff of Halifax, John Thompson, to repair to York with 
all speed—which I did the day following ; and coming to 
Sir Thomas Gower to know his pleasure, he appointed me 
to keep my lodging at Mistress Brookes in the Water-
Lane, until he sent for me, which I did for the space of 
sixteen days. The 26th day I was taken from my lodging 
by a major, and carried to Chatterton's, and brought in 
before several deputy-lieutenants - Sir George Savile, Sir 
Thomas Wentworth, Strickland, Gower, and others— and 
they examined me about the plot, but I perceived had 
nothing against me but what Ralph Oates informed 
And being sent for, he told them, that he came to my 
house one Saturday, about two months before the rising, 
and he told me, that Major Greathead and his father had 
sent him to let me know they would speak with me the 
next week ; and that I told him I could not do it, seeing 
I was ordered to wait upon the sheriff at the time ; but 
he said further, that I should say to him, if Major Great-
head did engage, I would not 5a still. The deputy-
lieutenants left the business with the sheriff; who drew a 
mittimus himself, and sent me to the castle in York— 
"26th October, 1663—Keep in safe custody, at your 
peril, the body of Captain John Hodgson of Coalley, now 
brought unto you, being accused by several persons to be 
guilty of treason, in consenting to raise war against his 
majesty. Fail not, nor suffer any to speak with him 
without particular order.—Tho. Gower, vi. corn —To the 
keeper of the jail, in the castle of York." 
I reckon this mittimus not to be legal : for 1st, A 

sheriff is to commit prisoners to his own jail ; 2dly, a 
mittimus ought to have convenient certainty in expressing 
for what the party is committed—for ignorance in the 
judge brings calamity on the judged ; 3rdly, The ìrntti-
mus ought to run, that the prisoner you are safely to 
keep, until he be delivered by order of law," so that the 
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conclusion of this is altogether illegal, being not to suffer 
any to speak to him, without particular order. 

After I had been kept a season in close prison, I was 
sent for by the deputy-lieutenants, and there severally 
examined. There was Osborne, now a prisoner in the 
tower— Wentworth, dead—Armitage, that broke his neck 
off his horse when drunk— Cobb, that killed himself—and 
several others, with Hayes, their clerk. And after a long 
examination, and having nothing against me, Sir Thomas 
Osborne ordered the jailor to return me to close prison 
where I came from. I told him, I hoped he could send 
me no whither, but I should have the presence of God 
with me. The judges came down not long after to try 
the plotters,* but I was not called before them, but con-
tinued in prison. And not long after their departure, I 
was, with other prisoners, brought before the deputy. 
lieutenants into the hail ; and, after a long time of 
attendance, I was called before them, and the clerk of 
the assizes told me (it was Mr. Benson) that I was to be 
re-committed, and continued, until the next assizes, 
without bail or main-prize. I asked him, fdr what? He 
said, for consenting to raise war against the king. I 
asked why I was not tried according to law, if they had 
a charge against me? He told me it was the judge's 
pleasure it should be so. In 33rd Henry VIII., cap. 23, 
I find, that if any person be vehemently suspected of any 
treasons, misprision of treason, &c., the chancellor shall 
grant out a commission of oyer and terminer, for the 
speedy trial, for the conviction or deliverance of such 
persons. Likewise in the 13th Charles, cap. 2, "That if 
any person, within this realm, shall compass, imagine, or 
intend the death of the king, or depose him from his 

* A commission of oyer and terminer was sent down, in the depth of winter, to 
try those concerned in this northern plot. Fifteen persons were found guilty, many 
of whom were executed at York, Leeds, and other places in the north.— Conti nua-

tion if Heath's Chronicle, p. 520. Several other agitators were condemned and 
executed in the following year, for the same plot.—Ibid., p. 526. It was probably 
expected that sufficient evidence would be found to convict our author with this 
latter set, and hence the cause of his detention in jail. 

LL 
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honour, or levy war against him, and shall utter it by 
printing, writing, preaching, or by malicious and advised 
speaking, being legally convicted upon the oaths of two 
lawful and credible witnesses, shall be adjudged traitors; 
but withal, the offenders shall be prosecuted within six 
months next after the offence committed, and indicted 
within three months after such prosecution." Likewise, 
in the 1st Edward VI., cap. 12, "No person shall be 
impeached, or put to answer, for any offence concerning 
treasons by open preaching, or for words only, except the 
offender be accused within thirty days next after the 
words so spoken or declared, if he be within the realm, 
and six months, if without the realm ." I was indicted 
before the grand jury, as I was informed, and the jury 
found it not and Sir John Armitage fetched forth lawyer 
Weston out of the hail, and he told the jury, they must 
find the indictment, for though it was an accusation, yet 
it was no conviction ; and so 'the jury found it, being 
over-awed. I was not tried this assize, but continued 
until the next in prison : And at the latter end of the 
assize Mr. Stockdale, myself, and Mr. Rymer, were called 
to the bar, and an indictment was read against Stockdale 
and myself for misprision of treason, that we knew of a 
plot, and did not discover it to some magistrate. This 
indictment was never before, nor found by any grand 
jury. Mr. Stockdale desired counsel; and the judges 
told him, if he would confess the fact, he might be heard 
in arrest of judgment; then he pleaded not guilty. And, 
after, they, asked me, and I desired counsel, having 
several exceptions against the indictment. Judge Twis-
den said, frowningly, I must plead guilty or not guilty— 
to which I answered, "Not guilty." My exceptions were 
- 1st, It was not the indictment found by the grand 
jury : 2dly, I should have been indicted within three 
months after prosecution, and it was above six months 
3rd1y, It ought to be grounded upon some statute, which 
it was not, but grounded upon the common law: 4thly, 
There was not a right addition to my name, and the time 
was not set down when the offence was committed. I 
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pleaded for counsel, but neither the judge nor counsel, 
was ready to promote it, the matter was so frivolous 
and the jury giving in their verdict, Sir Edmund Jennings 
being foreman, they clear Stockdale, and found me guilty 
of misprision of treason. That cost me L20 for a pardon 
to Benson, but I could neither procure it, nor a copy of 
it. Mr. Rymer was likewise found guilty of misprision. 
This it cost me, besides all my imprisonment and charges 
in the court. 
Not long after, Sir John, with a constable and some of 

his servants, came riding to the gates at Coalley-hall, 
betimes in the morning ; and the constable knocking, one 
of the family opened the door, and let them in. My wife 
was up, but I was in bed. Sir John coining into the 
hail, with a pistol presented in his hand, asked my wife 
where her husband was? She told him I was in bed; 
and he walking a turn or two in the hall, giving out 
threatening language against me, according to his accus-
tomed manner, my wife called up the servants, and as she 
came back into the hall, she said, "Even the Lord rebuke 
him," and immediately Sir John left the house, and told 
the constable he might go home : and he mounted with 
all speed, with a servant he had, and was gone. We 

could judge no less, considering the circumstances, that 
he came with a design to have destroyed me, but the 
Lord rebuked him. 

In the year 1665, about the beginning of August, I 
was arrested in Halifax, on a market (lay, by Jeremiah 
Bower of Bradford, and carried to the Swan, where I 
found young Mr. Coote a prisoner, and several others 
were brought in—but none of us knew in whose name, 
or at whose suit, we were arrested ; only they pretended 
it was the deputy lieutenant's deed, by the appointment 
of the Duke of York, who was then coming to York 
with his Duchess, the plague being so violent in London 

* Some fresh suspicions of a plot seem to have arisen at this time, as the procla-
mation, prohibiting disbanded officers to approach within 20 miles of London, was 
now renewed. 
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and in the southern parts. We marched that night to 
Bradford, and rested there the Sabbath; and the next 
day to York, where our company was much increased. 
The next morning I went down to the castle, whence I 
was but newly come out; and having an influence upon 
Grimston the jailor, I took up lodging for seven or eight 
ministers—and so coming out of the castle I met the 
prisoners all coming down, and I turned back again with 
them, being above the number of four score. There were 
parliament-men, colonels, majors, lieutenant-colonels, cap-
tains, lieutenants, &c., and these brought out of all parts 
of the country. A violent fever fell in amongst us; some 
died—Major Davidson, Captain Lascelles, Captain Ambler 
and others. Cob being then sheriff, when be heard of 
any dangerously sick, he sent for them out, alleging he 
would not be guilty of their blood. We continued at 
this rate until Martinmas, and by that time many were 
released upon bond ; and I had an unreasonable bond 
offered me that I could not sign, and so continued until 
one fortnight before Lent assizes, and Wentworth and 
Armitage sent a liberate, knowing I should have got out 
by the judges, for this was much like the rest, sic volo, 
sic jubeo. We had an act came from Oxford, to keep a 
monthly fast for London ; and we had liberty in the 
jail to keep it, having good assistance of ministers, and 
a large auditory of prisoners, and some few admitted out 
of the city. God was amongst us, and did hear the 
prayers of the destitute for that city, did cause the 
destroying angel to put up his sword, &c. Another 
remarkable thing I met with in prison was, my wife had 
writ me word my daughter Lydia was very weak; and I 
being reading over her letter, I was observed by Mr. 
Fisher to be dejected, and he looks over it, and was much 
affected with it in prayer, in the last duty of the day, 
and shewed what I met with from men, how injuriously 
they had dealt with me, and that God did afflict the 
family too, and used many arguments to stay His hand 

'101UV1 I * On account of the plague. 
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and spare the child : which indeed were heard, for my 
wife's next letter certifies that the neighbours were come 
in, fearing she was drawing away, and, as they thought, 
seemed to slumber; and they sitting quietly by the bed-
side, she roused herself up, and asked for something to 
eat and this was about the very time when Mr. Fisher 
was upon his knees wrestling for her. Such Jacobs we 
had in prisoii. t 

* Them, MS. 

t The originally concluding words, "And this was my last imprisonment," are 
obliterated, and the following, ' with us, and such a prayer-hearing God to attend 
us," added by the author's son, Timothy. 
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TESTIMONIALES DOM1NI EBORACENSIS 

ORDINIBUS J. DE TYKHULLE.* 

.Pj OVERINT universi quod nos, Willelmus, permis-
sione Divina Eboracensis Archiepiscopus, Anglie 
Prirnas, inspectis Registrist bone memorie Dornini 

Willelmi. de Grenefelde, inedia.ti Precessoris nostri, ac 
Decani et Capituli Ecciesie nostre Beati Petri Eboracen-. 
sis, Custodum Spiritualitatis Archiepiscopatus ejusdern, 
Sede ultimo vacante, comperimus in eisdein quod Johannes 
de Tikhille, nostre Diocesis, in Ecciesia Parochiali de 
Eskerik,T die Sabbati Quatuor Temporum ante Festum 
Natalis IDornini, Anno Gracie Mo. CCCm0 xiiij, per Dorni-
nurn Ricardum, 11 Dei gracia tune Dunolmensem Episcopum, 
dicti Precessoris nostri, ipso in remotis agente, Suifraga-. 
neurn, ad titulum et presentacionem Capituli Ecciesie 
nostre Suwellie, § de quo reputat se contenturn, in sub-
diaconurn ; et, in Ecciesia Parochiali de Lanurn,T die 
Sabbati Quatuor Temporurn in Septimana Pentecostes, 
Anno Gracie M°. CCCm0 quintodecimo, per prefatum 
IPrecessorem nostrum in diaconum ; et in Ecciesia Paro-
chiali de Runtyngdone** juxta Eboracum, die Sabbati 
Quatuor Temporum in Septirnana Pentecostes, Anno 
Gracie Mo. CCCm0 xvj, per Dominum David, Dei gracia 
Recreensern Episcopum, de Licencia speciali Decani et 
Capituli predictorum Ordines celebrantem, ad eundein 
titulum in presbiterum extitit ordinatus.—Datuin apud 
Normantone super Sore, viij Kalendas Julii [24 June], 
Anno Gracie M°. CCCm0 vicesimo, et Pontifleatus nostri 

tercio. 

A This document occurs in the Registers of John Grandisson, Bishop of Exeter 
(IJinjeston-Randolp/t' edition. Vol. L. p. 479), and concerns one John tie Tikehulle, 
who in 1328 became chaplain to Hugh de Courtenay at Tiverton. 

J Bishop Grenefelde's Register of Ordinations is lost, and so are those of his 
Successors down to 1342. 

Escrick, 7 miles south-east of York. 
Richard Kellawe, Bishop of Durham (1311-1316). 

§ Southwell Minster. 
¶ Laneham, in Nottinghamshire. 

** /,odie Huntington, 3 miles north-east of York. 
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TWENTY-NINTH ANNUAL REPORT, 
1907. 

The Council have once again the duty of presenting the ANNUAL 

REPORT of work done. This is the twenty-ninth published since the 

foundation of the Society. 

Mr. J. A. Clapham retires from the Presidency after another year 

of faithful work for the Society in which he takes so great an interest. 

The New President, Mr. Charles A. Federer, L.C.P., our efficient 

Editorial Secretary, has worthily filled the position previously, and 

under his guidance, and that of the other Officers of the Society, it is 

hoped that the work done during the coming year will tend to increase 

the usefulness of the Society to its members. 

The last Report (1906) shewed the number of members to be 157. 

Since then 5 have resigned, 4 have been lost by death, and 24 have 

been elected, leaving the number on the register 172, an increase of 15. 

The Council intend to pursue the policy of not keeping on the 

register members who do not pay their subscriptions. 

During the year we have lost by death the Rev. Bryan Dale, M.A. 

one of our most active members, who has been the President on more 

than one occasion, and who was highly esteemed by every one of us. 

He was an antiquary of more than local eminence, and one whose 

work, particularly in connection with the history of Nonconformity, 

was well known and appreciated. We mourn his loss and feel that it 

is difficult, if not impossible to fill his place. 



The attention of the Council has been occupied in an attempt to 

increase the membership of the Society, and a circular was drawn up 

inviting influential people of the city and neighbourhood to give their 

support. This circular, whilst not doing all that might have been 

expected of it, has been effective in inducing a number of ladies and 
gentlemen to join our ranks. 

The Council have seen their way to issue a number of the A ntiquary 

this year. It was suggested that some memorial should be established 

to commemorate the connection of Mr. William Cudworth with the 

Society. Members will observe that this has taken shape in a short 
biography in the Antiquary. 

It is hoped that our members will continue to try to increase our 

numbers by introducing friends. Funds are always required in con-
nection with the publication of our Journal, and the more members 

the more funds. In future our Reports will be printed in such a form 

that they can be bound up with the Antiquary. The Council have 

discussed during the year the present condition and unsatisfactory 

arrangements connected with our Library. The want of a suitable 

room seriously cripples us in its use. The continued interchange of 

publications that has been made between our Society and others, so 

desirable in itself, has the one drawback of increasing our difficulties 

in dealing with the great collection of books which is being gradually 

accumulated. 

Various suggestions were made, one of which was, that our books 

should be presented, under certain conditions, to the Free Library. 

Many arguments pro and con were considered, but in any event the 

Council feel that no steps in this direction should be taken, at any 

time, without consulting and securing the unbiassed opinion of our 

members. 

The Council have been very pleased during the year to assist in 
raising funds for the Restoration of Selby Abbey. 

The Council consider that the time has come when the rules should 

be revised, and a new printed list of the members issued, and a 

Committee has been selected to attend to this. [The result of their 

labours is presented herewith.] 

wIt 



The following is a list of Lectures given in the Session 1906-7 :-

November 9th, 1906 .. ... Mr. W. CAMIDGE, F.R.H.S. 

"Ye Olde Streetes of Ye Anciente Cittie of York,"—with 

lantern illustrations. 

December 7th, 1906 ... ... ... Mr. J. J. BRIGG, M.A. 

The remains of a Roman way in the neighbourhood of 

Keighley." 

January 11th, 1907 Mr. W. HoRRoOKS, M.B., F.R.C.S. 

"Georgian Caricatures." 

February 1st, 1907 .. ... ... Mr. E. E. GREGORY. 

"Early Art as illustrated by Anglo-Saxon Crosses and other 

Monuments."— Lantern illustrations. 

February 15th, 1907 ... ... Mr. GEORGE HEPWORTII. 

" Yorkshire - Historic and Picturesque "- with lantern 

illustrations. 

March 1st, 1907 ... Mr. W. A. BRIGG, M.A., LL.M. 

"A Forgotten Manor" 

March 22nd, 1907 .. Rev. E. CEREDIG JONES, M.A. 

"The Arthurian Legends." 

The following Excursions took place: 

May 11th, 1907—Sheffield. 

June 1st, 1907—Ripon and Fountains Abbey. 

June 22nd, 1907—York. 

July 3th, 1907—Richmond. 

July 20th, 1907—West Scholes House and Headley Hall. 

August 1st, 907—Esholt. 

September 7th, 1907—Rookes Hall, Norwood Green and 

High 1'earnley. 

The Council have pleasure in thanking all those who have assisted 

in carrying on the work of the Society during the past Session. 

On behalf of the Council, 

THOMAS HOWARD, 

HON. CORR. SEC. 
16, PICCADILLY, 

BRADFORD, 
SEPTEMBER 19TH, 1907. 
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RU LES. 

I. NAME. 

This Society shall be called the "BRADFORD HISTORICAL AND 
ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY." 

II. OBJECTS. 

The Society is established for the purposes of aiding in the 
preservation of matters of historic or antiquarian interest relating 
mainly to the town of Bradford and its neighbourhood. 

Among the objects inviting the attention of the Society's 
members are 

(a) The examination and reproduction of documents and 
records bearing on past and present history. 

( b ) The searching and transcription of ecclesiastical and public 
records registers; &C. 

( c ) The taking of plans and views of places or buildings of 
antiquarian interest. 

( d ) The collection of antiquities, books, portraits, coins, &c., 
especially those associated with Bradford or its neighbourhood. 

( e ) The preparation of papers on ancient or modern local 
institutions. 

(f) The preparation of biographical and genealogical notices 
of local worthies. 

(g) The collecting of materials relating to the traditions, 
manners and customs of the city and neighbourhood, and generally 
the collection and preservation of whatever may be considered of 
historical or antiquarian interest illustrative of the history and topo-
graphy of the area covered by the Society. 

III. OPERATIONS. 

MEETINGS for the purpose of reading papers, the exhibition of 
antiquities, and the discussion of subjects connected therewith, shall 
be held on the second Friday in each month, or at such other times as 
the Council may determine. 

ExCURSIONS of the Society to places of interest shall be arranged 
by the Council, and may be open to the friends of the members. 



IV. MANAGEMENT. 

The Executive Council of the Society shall consist of a President, 
the retiring President, and three Vice-Presidents, a Treasurer, an 
Editorial Secretary, a Corresponding Secretary, a Librarian, and 
twelve Councillors. 

The Council may at any of its meetings appoint Sectional or 
Sub-Committees for the consideration of special subjects. 

Members of the Society may be elected at any general meeting 
or council meeting by a majority of votes then tendered, on the 
nomination of any two members. 

The Annual Meeting of the Society shall be held in the month of 
October, at which meeting the Officers shall be appointed, and a report 
and statement of accounts presented, the accounts having been 
previously audited by two gentlemen not members of the Council, and 
who shall be elected for that purpose at the usual meeting in Septem-
ber of each year. 

The meetings of the Council and of the Society, and all Com-
mittees shall be convened by the Corresponding Secretary. Special 
or Emergency Meetings of the Council shall be called upon a written 
request addressed to the Corresponding Secretary by the President, 
or the Editorial Secretary, or any three members of the Council The 
preparation of the Annual Syllabus of Lectures shall be the duty of 
the President and the two Secretaries. 

V. ELECTION OF EXECUTIVE COUNCIL. 

The Roll Book of the Society's members shall be laid upon the 
table at the September monthly meeting, together with a register of 
the attendance of the Executive for the previous year. 

Nominations of officers shall be made in writing, and shall be 
sent to the Corresponding Secretary during the seven days preceding 
the September monthly meeting. In the event of an insufficient 
number being nominated the Council shall have power to fill up 
vacancies. 

In case the number of nominations exceeds the number of officers 
required, voting papers, containing a list of nominees, their proposers 
and seconders, shall be sent to each member, at least f0urte8n days 
prior to the date of the Annual Meeting. Such voting papers must 
be returned under cover., marked and duly signed by the member, to 
the Corresponding Secretary, not less than seven days before the date 
of the Annual Meeting. The Secretary shall open such voting papers 
in the presence of the Auditors, and furnish a tabulated return of the 
same to the members assembled at the Annual Meeting. 

Should any vacancy arise during the year by death or resignation 
of any officer or member of the Council, the remaining members of 
the Council shall be empowered to fill up such vacancy. 



VI. SUBSCRIPTION. 

The terms of Membership, which entitle to a copy of the .1 nliquary, 
shall be seven shillings and sixpence per annum Subscriptions are 
due in advance on the first of October. 

VII. PROPERTY. 

All property belonging to the Society shall be vested in the 
Council for the time being. 

The Librarian shall have charge of, catalogue and preserve in the 
best possible manner all such property. Books may be borrowed 
from the Library subject to the rules made by the Council. 

If two-thirds of the duly qualified members present at a Special 
General Meeting of the Society, called expressly for the purpose of 
discussing the dissolution of the Society, shall decide in favour of the 
dissolution, the property of the Society shall be offered as a gift to 
the Corporation of the City of Bradford for preservation intact at the 
Central Free Reference Library and Museum. 

IX. ALTERATION OF RULES. 

None of these Rules shall be altered or expunged except by the 
decision of a majority of not less than two-thirds of the members 
present at a special meeting convened for the purpose. 
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THE BRADFORD MANOR COURT ROLLS. 

BY 

11. SPEIGI1'l'. 

(Read before the Societîj, December 11th, 1908). 

tHE early Court Rolls of the Manor of Bradford 
have been partly dealt with and excellently by the 
late Mr. Ï. T. Empsall in the first and second 

volumes of the Bi'acl/ord Antiqua y.* There is, how-
ever, a vast fmd of information contained in a series of 
similar Rolls of the time of Queen Elizabeth and later, 
which have hitherto received but the scantiest recognition. 
It is with these I have now to deal. 

Mr. John James, in his able but inadequate History of 
Bradford, published in 1841, briefly refers (page 120) to 
these later Rolls. He remarks that they are written 

in barbarous Latin," and his citations and comments 
upon them occupy but two or three pages of the book. 
Since his time no notice appears to have been taken of 
these voluminous documents ; indeed their whereabouts 
do not seem to have been generally known.t 
Upon enquiry for these court rolls at the office of Mr. 

\T11- Greaves, the present steward of the manor of Brad-
ford, I learnt that a large collection of deeds,&c., relating to 
the manor was also in possession of the Rt. Hon. Viscount 
Mountgarret, the present lord of the manor of Bradford. 

Part 111.. pp. 113-123. 

f This is applicable to the earlier as well as the later rolls. See Will. Scruton's 
Old JJ,wðford (1889). p. 109 Mr. Scruton has recently stated that the later rolls 
were for many years in the possession of Edward Hailstone, Esq., of Walton Hall. 
As at his death there was some danger of these valuable documents going astray. 
Mr. Scrutoiì drew the attention of Mr. Greaves to their whereabouts, who iinme-
diately took measures for their restoration to the owner of the manorial rights. 
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Mr. Greaves also stated that he possessed an uiiindexed 
MS. Calendar of these deeds, &c., which I might inspect 
with his lordship's permission. 

This consent having been generously given, I examined 
the Calendar, which is in reality a schedule of all deeds, 
documents, court-rolls, and other papers relating to the 
property of the late Benjamin Rawson, Esq., taken at 
Bradford, 1st April, 1852. The schedule states that it 
contains a list of all the deeds, &c., delivered up by 
.Mr. Knowles to Mr. Cheetham, the stewards successively 
of Mr. Rawson. A description then follows of the con-
tents of 102 bundles of various sizes, each bundle being 
numbered in consecutive order, and stored in the strong-
room at Nidd Hall, the residence fbr some time of the 
Rawson family, and now of Lord Mountgarret. 
The documents contained in these numerous bundles 

range in date from one or two of the 13th century down 
to that of the 19th, while probably no fèwer than 300 of 
the documents concern transactions of the 16th and 17th 
centuries. Bundle No. 11 is that which now concerns us, 
as in this are kept the original Bradford Court Rolls, 
together with some others not relating to Bradford. 

Before proceeding to describe these unpublished records, 
it may be well to state exactly what court rolls of the 
manor of Bradford of an earlier date are known to exist. 
I have ascertained from the Public Record Office that the 
following are in keeping there 

a. 12-36 Edward III. (1339-63) 58 membranes 
b. 16 Richard II. (1393)* 
C. 11-13 Henry IV. (1410-12) 1 
ci. 1-2 and 8-10 Henry V. (1413-14 ;}-16 do. 

1421-23 J 
e. 5-11 Henry IV. and 12 Henry V. 

(1404-10 ; 1425) 2 do. 
f. 6-7 Henry VIII. (1515-16) 2 do. 
g. 37 Edward III. to 31 Henry VIII. 

(various dates) 3 do. 

* Calendered as on this file: but missing. 
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Altogether there are 81 membranes, each from 20 to 30 
inches in length, and written down both sides of the 
parchment. By way of comparison with other manors 
it may be stated that no court rolls are known of an 
earlier date than the latter part of the reign of 
Henry ITT. ; our Bradford records are therefore only some 
seventy years behind the oldest extant. 

rlllie following are in possession of Lord Mountgarret 
IL 11-21 Elizabeth (1569-1579). 
i. 35-43 Elizabeth (1593-1601). 
j. 15 Oct., 43 Elizabeth, to 6 August, 5 James I. 

1601-8). 
k. 14-19 James I. (1617-21). 
1. 1-S Charles I. (1625-30). 
m. 1662 to 1666. 
n. 1676 to 1688. 
o. 1690, 1695, and 1696. 

The earliest of the Elizabethan series consists of a 
bundle containing 23 parchment membranes, which are 
tied together with a contemporary parchment string. 
Each membrane is from 32 to 34 inches long, and 13 to 
14 inches wide, and is written down both sides of the 
parchment in abbreviated Latin. 

There appears to be no information of any rolls after 
1696 until we come to the year 1777, when a volume of 
records of the Courts Baron of the Marsdens and 
Rawsons from that year to 1822, is in possession of 
Mr. Greaves. He has also the records of the Court Leet 
to the present time. 
I should here express thanks to Lord Mountgarret for 

his kindness in allowing me to make abstracts from 

some of the rolls, as well as to his lordship's steward, 
Mr. Hilton Hutchinson, for the trouble he was put to in 
this matter. I have made an almost verbatim copy of 
the first 23 membràiies, as well as of some later ones. 
It may be noted that the last record in each series has 
been used as a wrapper for the rest, and is consequently 
much faded and partly torn and illegible especially on the 
edges. Otherwise they are in excellent preservation, the 

31 M 
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script being particularly fresh arid clear and beautifully 
executed. 

The clerk of the Court at this period was not only a 
good penman but an artit also ; the ornamental headings 
of some of the Rolls being penned with much artistic 
skill: Many of the capital letters combine humorous or 
fanciful representations of the "woody boar,' with the 
hunting-horn, oak-leaves, Tudor rose, grotesque faces, &c. 
The illustration prefacing this paper is a photographic 
reproduction by Mr. Tillett, of Bingley, of the heading 
of the proceedings of the Court held at Bradford, Fh 
day, 21st April, 17th Elizabeth (1575). Its most decora-
tive feature seems to be a caricature of the traditional 
head of the "wild boar of Cliff Wood," a curious form 
and prominence being given to the tongue, which we are 
told was cut from the monster's mouth. The sketch itself 
is dated 1575," and is presumably the oldest extant 
portraiture of the Boar's Head which forms the well-
known crest upon the Bradford arms. It may be noted 
that in an old Plan of the Town, "the crest is shewn with 
a tongue, which is not in accordance with the present 
crest, nor does it agree with the legend in connection 
with the boar's head."* In the well-known Extent of the 
Manor of Bradford taken in 1342, mention is made of the, 
"woody boar," but there appears no recorded reference 
to the tradition of the tongue until about 1780.t 

With regard to the Rolls themselves it should be stated 
that they are the records of the Court Leet as well as of 
the Court Baron, both these, at the period under review, 
being held in the name of the Sovereign. The Court 
Leet, or View of Frankpledge, is a Court of Record, 
being the King's Court granted by charter to the lords of 
manors. A Court of Record, according to Blackstone, is 
that where the acts and judicial proceedings are enrolled 
in parchment for a perpetual memorial and testimony, 
which rolls are called the records of the Court, and are of 
such high and supereminent authority that their truth is 

* J7ile S. 0. lailev in the Biwdfoìd -I n/iqueiy, New Series. Vol. ii.. 1 >. 229 

Vhle James' JILcfoif/ of 1iìwdJið, p. 88 all(l 93. 
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not to be called in question. All Courts of Record are 
the King's Courts in right of his crown and royal dignity. 
The original purpose of these assemblies, which date from 
the time of Alfred the Great, was for the freemen within 
the manor or liberty to meet and pledge their fealty to 
the king, and be mutually bound in good behaviour to 
each other. By a decree of Magna Charta this assembly 
was to meet twice a year, namely, within a month after 
Easter and a month after Michaelmas, and at a certain 
and determined place within the manor ; arrangements 
that continued to be followed at Bradford for a long 
period In a manor of the extent and importance of 
Bradford, having feudal rights of sac or soc and 
i'ìtfangtheof, existing possibly from Saxon times, the local 
Leet—a term not found until well into the 16th century 
- would appear to have been cut out of a much wider 
jurisdiction, to wit, the criminal jurisdiction of the 
Hundred.* Thereby suitors within this manor might 
much more conveniently attend the local Leet than that 
of the Hundred Court. The Court Leet was really the 
equivalent of the Sheriff's Tourn, or rotation, to hold a 
Court in each Hundred or wapeiitake ; the difference 
between theni being one not of cause or object, but 
merely of territory. Hence our early rolls are generally 
headed " Cur de Bradford," or sometimes " Turnus Vice-
coinites ;" or Sheriff's Tourn. The later rolls are headed, 
Great Court with Turn ;" the term " Magna Curia 

being usually applied to the Court of an Honour com-
prising many townships or parishes, or to particularly 
large estates with sub-manors. 

The constitution of the Court Baron was originally 
feudal, and belonged to lords of manors. But Bishop 
Stubbs questions the origin of the term " Baron," which 
is usually understood to mean "Curia Baroiiis," the court 
of the lord, but it iììay originally have beenthe " Curia 
baronuni," or court of 'the vassals, or homagers, who were 
the judges. t It was not a Court of Record, but the 

* Sec my Historical Record to the Eighteeiitli Century," in the British Associa-
tion Handbook Bradford Meeting (H)OO). t Stubbs' Constit.I1,t.. 1.. 431. 
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Court of a private individual, who had no authority to 
impose flues for wrong-doing or to imprison. This Court 
might be held at any place within the manor, and usually 
every three weeks or oftener if required. At Bradford, 
in the time of Queen Elizabeth, it was the Queen's own 
Court, and was held every three weeks. At the same 
time, it should be noted, there were Courts Baron being 
held at other manors within the parish, such as Alleitou 
and Thornton. These places were separate lordships, 
whose owners enjoyed all the privileges of a free owner-
ship, having power to enfranchise their tenants and 
dispose of their lands. 
Many manors, it may be observed, originated without 

any special assignment by their chief lords. These large 
owners had at various times made grants of land in 
particular places to their feudatories, who sold or re-
granted the same to their under-tenants, and the latter 
either immediately or in course of time found themselves 
sometimes in possession of large properties. Then, follow-
ing the example of their prime lords, they established 
courts of their own, as well for their own as for their 
tenants' convenience, and for the better order of their 
estates and the maintenance of local customs. In this 
way manorial rights were acquired, and courts opened, 
without any express grant, in places which anciently had 
belonged to the great landowners through the direct 
grant of the Sovereign. 

Thus all those townships within Bradford Parish, which 
had in the time of William I. formed part of the single 
manor of Bradford, were held as so many manors, solely 
by virtue of their owners being the largest landowners 

• in those townships. Such were the independent manors 
of Thornton, Allerton, Bolling, Clayton, Heaton, 
Haworth, and Oxenhope.* In the case of Haworth, 

* Another example appears in the excellent paper contributed by Mr. W. A. 
Brigg, M.A., to the last number of the Bwdjo'd Antiquary. The "forgotten 
manor" of Exley was not an original manor, but was carved out of Laycoek, which 
in 1284-5 was lorded by the heirs of Cantilupe as of his manor of Bingley, where 
the Court of Cantilupe's tenants was held. 
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that manor was not constituted until after the Statute of 
"Quia Emptores " (1290), which technically forbade the 
creation of new -manors, as we find in the "Nornina 
Villarum" of 1315, that Haworth still formed part of 
the ancient manor of Bradford, held by the heirs of the 
Lacies. But not very long after that date, it appears to 
have been granted out and claimed as a separate manor. 

Indeed, any owner who had tenants enough might 
constitute a manor and hold a court, so that there could 
be several manors even in one township, and however 
small the estates may be, the owners thereof might each 
assume for himself the dignified title of lord of the manor. 
But he might have other tenants near him in the town-
ship embraced by his manor who were not his own. This 
was the case in most of the mesne manors of Bradford I 
have mentioned, The famous Survey of Bradford in 
1311, as well as later documents, clearly prove that there 
were many suitors from these places, who were either free-
holders or base-tenants of the original manor of Bradford, 
who attended the chief court here, held by the heirs of 
Lacy. 
The Court Leet at Bradford, owing to the wide extent 

of its jurisdiction, was a great bi-annual function, all free 
and base-tenants, wherever resident, being bound to do 
suit at this court. And they came from many miles 
around, as far as Haworth and Stanbury one way, and 
Clayton and Wyke in another. By the statute of 52 
Henry 111. (1267). persons under 12 and above 60 years 
of age, peers, clergymen, women, and the king's tenants 
in ancient demesne, were exempt from attendance at this 
court. All others had to appear in person, and if required, 
to serve on the jury and hear presentments. These in-
cluded a variety of causes, the first being usually the 
election, every October, of the prepositus or greave for 
the year, who was a maim of property and influence, 
appointed to collect the lord's rents, &c. Then, also in 
October, came the election for the year of Constables, 

' Year I?o'k, 17 Edward II fo 538. 
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with their deputies or assistants, of the several townships 
within the manor. Then was heard a variety of indictable 
offences for which fines, or other punishment, were in-
flicted. Surrenders of lands and tenements were taken,* 
encroachments and common nuisances repressed, weights 
and measures supervised, and small debts under '40q. 
were also recovered. By the Act of 1 867 much of this 
business was taken over by the County Courts.f 
The Rolls bring vividly before us the life, manners, 

customs, and government of the town and district in past 
centuries ; likewise not a little may be learned of local 
topography, from the mention and description of old 
roads, streets and fields. But while many of these old 
court-records are little else than lists of personal names, 
often repeated, they possess a great genealogical value, 
inasmuch as nearly every family holding property or 
resident within the manor at a given period, appears on 
the Rolls. Hundreds of families are enumerated, and 
from a single document it is sometimes possible to ascer-
tain the family relationships or descents of two or three 
generations 

In the reign of Elizabeth amìcl later, the manor of 
Bradford was all appanage of the Crown4 and therefore 
the Manor Courts were held in the name of the Sovereign. 
The following townships were subject to the Leet Brad-
ford, Bolling, Horton, Allerton (which included WTilsdeii), 
Thornton, Clayton, Manningham, Heaton, Bolton, Wyke 
and Haworth, including Oxenhope and Stanbury. Bolton 
and Wyke were both out of the parish. Most of these 
places were separate manors, and, as related, under 
separate ownerships; but as originally parcel of one great 
territorial lordship, they were attached to Bradford Leet, 
But from the 1st Henry IV. (1 399) to the reign of 
Charles I., Bradford, Manningham, and Stanbury were 

* At the present time these surrenders or eiifranclìisements are performed out of 
court by the steward of the manor, who is a solicitor, acting in the ordinary way. 

t The procedure at these Courts is well described in T/e JIaiur and Manorial 
Records, by N. J. Hone (London Methuen & Co.). 

Vile Tames' IIixtoi'q t. IJ,wiijo,'l. p. 100. 
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held solely by the Crown as within the Liberty of the 
Duchy of Lancaster. 
The following is the heading of the earliest of the 

Elizabethan Rolls, and is dated 6th October, 1 ith Eliza-
beth (1569) 

BRADFORD MAGNA CURIA Cu TUBNO tenta ibm vjt0 die Octobri 
Anno Regni Elizabeth Dei gra Anglie, francie et hibernie Regine Íidei 
defensor &c. undecimo.* 

Panell Inquisitio capta ibm pro Dna Regina p sacrin Robti Craven, 
pro Johis Mydgeleye, Robti Coke, Edwardi Jowett, Thome L 
Dna Sharpe, Thorne ifeilde, Johis %iortymer, Richardi baylye, 

Thome Hollynges, pcivalli Flyll, Rogeri Apleyerde, Georgij 
Kytchyne, Briani I1adesworthe, Johis Smythe, Rogeri 
Bower, et Roberti Mydgeleye, Jurat, &c 

Inquisitio Inquisitio capt ibm pro Dno p sacrw Jacobi yllingeworthe, 
bass Nicholai Tonge, Johis \Vilkinsonne, Johis Rawsone, John 

Tenur. Walker, Christopheri Diesone, \Villini I laneworthe, W ii liiii 
Walker, petri Ellys, \Villmi 1-lortone. \Villini Walker senior. 
Georgij Craven, Henrici banke et \Villiiii Warde, Jurat Qui 
dicunt sup sacriu sum qd Henricus banke electus est ppoitur 
ibm hoc anno et Jurat. 

Aiiiong the names of these jurymen we have the repre-
sentatives of maily old and notable Bradford families. 
Robert Craven, the first imanie mentioned, is perhaps a 
member of the Friziugh all family who appear on the first 
pages of the Bradford Parish Registers, and of whom was 
Robert Craven, of Frizinghall, who, in 1613, held by 
feudal tenure certain land and tenements at Bolton called 
Holling Close and Stoop Ing, for which service he com-
pounded by a payment of one halfpenny per annum. 
The other names include the Midgleys of Haworth, who 
afterwards purchased that manor ; the Jowetts and 
I1lingworths of Bolton, Sharps of Horton, of whom was 
Archbishop John Sharp, Fields of Heaton, Rawsons, who 
afterwards (iii 1795) purchased the manor of Bradford, 
and from whom descends the present lord of the manor, 
Viscount Moumitgarret, &c. Some of these names also 
occur among the jurors appointed to adjudge upon the 
Duchy possessions in 1577, and did then represent the 
best men in the parish. 

* 77'»»'1'U at/i 0rt'her. 15(1!). 

L. 
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As regards Henry Banke, who appears as the first 
elected prepositus on these Rolls, he was descended in all 
likelihood from a substantial Bradford family of that 
name Whether the family originated in Bradford or 
was a branch of the ancient armorial house of Bank 
Newton, in the parish of Gargrave, it is at present 

impossible to say. Some evidence seems to point to the 
patronymic having been derived from an ancient residence 
of the family on the Bank by Bradford Church. In a 
Commission dated at Westminster, 16th May, 1416, about 
six months after the Battle of Agincourt, regarding 
the lordship of Bradford, the names of John de Bank, 
the elder, and John de Bank, the younger, occur among 
the jurors.? This "de Bank" suggests our Parish Church 
Bank, because in a Bradford Rent Roll of 1547 there is 
returned a rent of id. "for a pai eel of waste by James 
Thornton next the cemetery of the church and abutting 
on Richard Bank's land from the time of Henry Vfl."t 
This is certain proof that "de Bank" held land on 
Church Bank in the 15th century, if not earlier ; a 
Thomas Banke was vicar of Bradford early in the 15th 
century4 That they were a well-circumstanced family 
at this period is further shewn by an act of administra-
tion of the goods of John Bank, barker, of Bradford, in 
1451, as well as by wills of later date. In the Bradford 
Parish Registers there is recorded a burial within the 
church, on August 18th, 1621, of Agnes, the wife of 
Henry Banke, who must have been the aged wife of the 
above greave of Bradford, as Henry Banke and Agnes his 
wife appear in a surrender of property in Bradford on the 
same Roll of 1569 ; and again in 1578 he witnesses the 
surrender of a house, with lands, in Barkereiid, Bradford. 

* Bradford Antiquary, Vol. 11., p. 51. t lbid, p. 76. 

Here I may point out the frequent occurrence in the Bradford Court Rolls of 
an early vicar of Bradford whose name appears in no published list. ' Robert (IC 
Wralki iigton, the parson of Bradford," is constantly prosecuted for not doing his 
service for 8 bovates of land, and is always in arrears.-:— Vide Bradford Court Rolls, 
13th to 18th Edward III. (1340-1345). 

§ lììwdford Antiquary. Vol. I, p. 203. 
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The succeeding entries on this earliest Elizabethan 
Roll concern the election of Constables for the several 
townships. And it is a noteworthy illustration of the 
comparatively slow growth in the population and progress 
of the town, that prior to the passing of the Police Act 
of 1840, two constables with a deputy and two or three 
assistants sufficed through these centuries to control the 
town, apprehend all offenders, and ensure its peace. 

Other business recorded on this Roll of 1569 relates to 
various surrenders of manorial property, but as the 
wording of these is very much alike, I need not present 
a translation of more than the first one. which is as 
follows 

William 1-lortone of Bradford and Tristram Horton son and heir 
apparent of the said William, by John Rawson and Robert (Jlarksone 
tenants of the lord and sworn, surrender into the hands of the lord 
one house or tenement, one small barn belonging to the said house, 
with two parcels of land in Bradford, and now in the occupation of 
Thomas Rarnsden or his assigns, likewise one small close called Toune-
shayefoote adjoining a certain place called the Falderynges, one other 
close called Towneshaehead abutting upon the same place called 
Falderyinges, likewise a close called Towneshaesyde abutting upon a 
close called \\Thytelands And all which said premises contain by esti-
mation eight acres and a half, with appurtenances in Bradford afore-
said, to the use and behoof of Isabella Allertone, widow, and her 
assigns, for the term of her life. Which are granted to the said 
Isabella to have and to hold by her &c. for the term of her life, by 
service according to the custom of the manor, and [she] gives to the 
lord a fine for admittance, iijs. iiijd. 

This method of conveying property froin one tenant to 
another affords a striking instance of feudal subjection. 
The King was lord paramount, and all his feudatories 
held of him purely in capite. The lord could not displace 
a tenant, or his heirs, except for treasonable offence or by 
death of the tenant without heirs ; neither on the other 
hand could any alienation of property between tenants 
take place without his consent. In order to avoid dispute 
between the tenant and his chief lord, the transfer was 
ratified by the intervention of the steward or of one or 
more iniddle-men, according to custom. Here at Brad-
ford two tenants of the manor came forward as witnesses, 
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and in their presence the surrendering tenant delivers up 
a rod, or straw, or other symbol, renouncing all his or her 
interest and title to the property. The incoming tenant 
then takes from the steward, as in this case, through two 
tenants, the said symbol of possession, agrees to the cus 
tomary service and takes the oath of fealty, according to 
ancient usage, finally paying a fine to the lord for entry 
of the premises, according to the custom of the manor. 

There are also on the Rolls many records of surrenders 
by nìarried women, and it should be noted in these cases 
that custom enjoined that no transfer of copyholci lands 
could be made by them without their husbands ; neither 
could any married man, who died possessed of any copy-
hold, bequeath the same to his wife, but it shall descend 
to his heirs, unless he had during his lifetime surremiclered 
the same in open court to the use of his wifè. 

There is a record of this kind in the Roll of Oct. 22nd, 
1572, where William Rokes of Royclishall and Elizabeth 
his wife, who is stated in the Roll for April 22nd, 1574, 
to be a daughter of Richard Wilkinson and Aiìiia his 
wife, of Bradford, upon her sole examination by the 
Steward of the Court surrenders, through two tenants 
of the manor, a messuage with all houses, edifices, lands, 
tenements, meadows, closes, and pastures thereto belong-
ing, with appurtenances in Bradford, then in the tenure 
of Humphrey Kitchin and George Kitchin, to the use of 
the said Humphrey Kitchin, for a period of 21 years. 
He has to pay to the said William Rokes and Elizabeth 
his wife, and the heirs of the said Elizabeth, an annual 
rent of 40s., and he is required to maintain in competent 
repair the said messuage and premises during his term of 
possession. And he pays to the lord a fine for admission, 3s. 

In the records of the three-weekly Courts there are 
very numerous entries of licences to concord in pleas of 
debt, as well as for lion-appearance when attached to 
answer. No tenant could implead another out of the 

* The fines for not doing suit at the various Courts are very numerous, and this 
was important as the lord's title was largely dependant on this iiisisteiice of his 
tenants doing suit or homage at regular intervals. 
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lord's court, and a uniform fine of 2d. in each case was 
imposed. A few specimens may be quoted. 

0(1. 6th, lit/i Elizabeth. De Petro Jeneynes p licentia concordandi 
mia ijd. cum WTi1iemo Boythe et Johanne Boythe ijd. 
inia ij,/. De Robte Rawson p licentia concordandi cuni 

Johannes Rodleye. 
Mar. 16, 12/h Elizabeth. De Roberto Sinytho quia attacheat fuerat 

ad respondend. Thome išollinge et non venit ideo 
mia ijd. in mia Douìini ijd. 

De Johe Pyghylls quia non prosecutas fuit quarela sna 
mia ijð. versus Robertu Sugden in inia T)oinini ijd-

De Stephano Lyster qua attacheat fuerat ad respond 
inia ijd. Rio Crabtree et non venit ideo in nìia Domini 

ijd. 

The importance of the duties attached to the position 
of Constable is evidenced in an entry on the Roll of 6th 
April, 1570, when one, Thomas Lokeye, Constable of 
Allertoiì, is fined in the heavy sum of lOs. for neglect in 
the exercise of his office, and for non-attendance at this 
court. Allerton was within the Leet, though it was a 
separate manor. There are numerous entries of fines 
imposed for inciting affrays, also for brawls in which blood 
was shed. The fine, in Elizabeth's reign, for an affray by 
one person was is. 8d., and if blood was drawn, 3s. 4d. 
extra ; but if two contending parties drew blood from 
each other the fine was 2s. 6d. each. 

Coal does not seem to have been used for fuel at this 
time. There was a large extent of moor stated to be 
situate between Bradford and Eccieshill, where the free-
holders and copyholders of the manor had from time 
immemorial right of turbary, but how far the right 
existed in other townships is not clear. At the Court 
held October iith, 1571, several persons were fined 12d. 
each for that they did each dig a wain-load of turves on 
the commons of Clayton and Maniiingham, contrary to 
the bylaws enacted for that purpose. They were possibly 
not inhabitants of those places, as the tenants of Man-
iìingham, at any rate, seem to have had rights of turbary 
there. Vast tracts of uiieiiclosed waste and woodland 

* This may have something to (10 with the dispute some ten years later. between 
the Queen awl Sir Richani Tempest. respecting the right to the manor of Alleiton. 
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continued to exist in the parish down to the 19th century. 
Even so late as 1840 there were 118 acres of wood and 
waste land in Bradford township, while in the chapeiry 
of Shipley there were 290 acres ; in Wilsden 594 acres, 
and at North Bierley upwards of 700 acres, the latter 
probably a remnant of the wood and pasture recorded in 
Domesday as half a leuga in length and half a 1eugain 
breadth. All this is now more or less valuable property, 
enclosed or built upon. 
One interesting itein may be noted in conclusion of 

this paper, and it is of some legal importance. The second 
Statute of Labourers (1360) obliged every town, not a 
hamlet, to provide and maintain a pair of stocks, usually 
erected in the market-place. village-green, or other public 
place. Are there any instances of the erection of public 
stocks on private property? This point has been raised 
in the case of many a lawsuit, therefore I will quote in 
extenso a record on the roll of April 3rd, 1573, which 
answers the question. It concerns the stocks at Allerton, 
and is as follows 
ALLERTON.—Ad hanc Our venit Gilbertus Deyne de Allerton in pro-

pra psona sua et petit qd quoddani Scripturn et ordinaco Irrotular 
hic in Our in forma subscripta, viz.: An Order taken for placing set-
tinge and contynewinge of the queen's Mat" Stocks in Allerton in Brad-
fordedale in the countye of Yorke, the first daye of Martche in the 
flftenth yeare of the reigne of owre soveigne Ladye Elizabeth by the 
grace of God Queene of England, Fraunce and Ireland, &c., by the most 
honest substantial leste and discretest persons Inhabitants and freholders 
of the same Towne as followeth. First the said Inhabitants have 
agreyd that Lotes shal be casten betwene Gilbert Deyne and Thomas 
Elodgsone of boiling upon whether of theire landes in the Lane or 
Strete in Allerton neare wheare the Watche is kept that the sayd 
Stocks should stand. And lotes being so casten and taken the stocks 
fall to stande upon Thomas Hodgson landes in the sayd lane \Vheare 
they nowe are and stand placid on the easte side the lane beneath a 
littil howse or coyte theare erected at a gardin side of the said thomas 
Hodgeson in the tenure of Robert \Tade Upon which place the said 
Inhabitance have fully concludid and agreid that the said stocks shall 
stand, remeyne, abide, be and cotynewe And for more suer placing 
theyme theare theye are further agreed that the stockks shal be so 
fasteind into the grownd that theye cannot be moved withowt great 
force and that the same shal be done at the costs and charges or the 

* .lame8' Ifisto, y f Bradford, page 414. 
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said towneshipp before the eight daye of martche next comynge And 
for the establishmt and better cotynewance of this Order so takin as 
is above said yt is also furthr concludid and agreyd wt11 the full assent 
and concent of the most honest substantial lest and discretest SOflS 

w t" in the said towneshipp that at the Queen's Mat next great Court 
and turne to be holden at Bradford yt shal be leyde in payne that if 
at anyetyme hereaft' the said stocks shal be removed fro the sayd 
place wheare theye do nowe stand and are placed that then the said 
towneshipp shall forfeit to owre Soverigne Ladye the queen's Matt for 
evrye tyrne theye shall be so removid contrarye to this Order thirtye 
shillings of Lawfulle rnoneye to be straytid in the said (Jourte at 
Bradforde and to be levyed of the said whole Inhabitance of Allerton 
Provided alwayes that if at anye tyine hereafter the said thomas 
llodgesonè shall chaunce to erecte and buylde any howse by or neare 
the place wheare the stocks now do stande that then the sayde Thomas 
Ilodgesone. shall of his owne charge place and sett the sayd stocks 
suerlye fastenid into the grownde on the other sid the Lane over 
agenst the place wheare they do nowe stande betwene his Lathe and 
his Kilne in the tenure of the said Robert Wade for the pforznance of 
which sayd order in man and forme above declared we the said 
Inhabitance and freholders of Allerton have hereunto sett owre hands 
and sealls the daye and yeare first above written. Et predictus 
Gilbertus Deyne dat Domino Irrotul est ins ordinacois iiijd. 

The Courts Baron ceased to exist about fifty years ago, 
and all surrenders and admittances to manorial property 
are now made out of Court in ordinary legal form. 
Mr. Kilhck, in an excellent paper on the Duchy of Lan-
caster and Manor of Bradford, mentions an Act passed in 
1839 by which a Court Baron of Her Majesty's Duchy 
of Lancaster continued to be held once a month at 
Pontefract, Leeds, Bradford, and Huddersfield, which 
was eventually superseded by the establishment of the 
County Courts in 1846.* 
But the lord of the manor, while shorn of a great deal 

of his original power and importance, still exercises his 
right to summon a Court Leet. This has been held 
annually for many years at the Manor Hall, until its 
demolition, when the meetings took place at the Market 
Tavern. The constables, bailiff, bylaw-men and other 
officers of the manor are duly elected and sworn, and 
although their duties are purely nominal, the officers are 
bound in the ordinary way and subject to fines for non-
attendance. 

* Bradford Antiquary, Part XI. (1907), p. 24. 
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3 N the last 100 years the daughter churches of the 
aiìcieiìt parish of Bradford have grown till they 
now number 42 in the city, and 52 outside its 

boundaries ; therefore I am compelled to confine my 
remarks chiefly to the first three parish churches withiì 
Bradford which are daughters of the old mother church 
of S. Peter, viz., Christ Church, S. James, and S. Jude. 

There is only one ancient parish church in Bradford, all(] 
it has been suggested on good ground that it was a Nor-
man church, as fragments of undoubted Norman work are 
built into the walls of the present church. The present 
edifice was built in the reign of Henry VI., being corn-
l)leted in 1458, and for about three centuries there was 
little need for any extension of its accommodation. As 
the population increased, galleries were erected, the south 
in 1785, the north in 1786 (the west having been built 
still earlier), and also one at the east end over the chancel 
in 1797. As late as 1858, in the course of his evidence 
before the House of Lords Committee on Spiritual 
Destitution, Dr. Burnet, the then Vicar of Bradford, 
stated that he was in the habit of reading the com-
munion service from the reading desk, the altar being 
invisible by reason of a huge gallery in the chancel. 
But even with these four galleries the accommodation 
was not sufficient for the population. 

I 
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In addition to this church there were within the ancient 
parish five chapels-of -ease. * 

(1) Haworth, built in Henry VIII.'s reign. 
(2) Thornton. The earliest record of a chapel-of-ease 

is contained on an inscribed stone, and is as follows 
"This chappell was builded by . . . Freemason, in 
the yeare of our Lorde 1612," and the Parliamentary Sur-
vey of 1655 says, "Thornton chapel is distant three 
miles from its parish church, and further from any other 
church or chapel. Mr. Jeremiah Maston, a constant 
and faithful minister, is pastor there, and his salary is 
arbitrary." The Commissioners recoin mended that it 
should be made a parish church, and endowed. The 
chapel is dedicated to S. James. On May 9th, 1759, a 
faculty was obtained to erect a gallery. In 18721- a new 
church was consecrated on the opposite side of the road. 
The registers commence in 1678. The school was built 
about the year 1672. 

(3) Wibsey. Consecrated on October 21st, 16364 Its 
register of baptisms begins in 1744, and its National 
School was built 1814. 

(4) At Horton a fourth chapel-of-ease, which was called 
the Bell Chapel, was built in 1806 by public subscription, 
and consecrated as a chapel-of-ease of the Parish Church 
in 1809. Its cost was £1200. The old chapel is now an 
infant school. In 1808 a National School was also built. 

(5) A fifth chapel of ease was Bierley Chapel, which 
was erected in 1766 by Dr. Richard Richardson, of 
Bierley Hall, at his sole expense, and was first opened for 
divine service on S. John's Day, Dec. 27th, 1766. It was 
consecrated by the Archbishop of York in 1824, and re-
mained a private chapel without parochial charge attached 
till 1864, though used by the public, when it became a 
parish church. The ministrations of its first minister, 

* In addition to the wayside chapel of St. Sitha, which was in existence as early 
as 1466. It stood near where Ivegate crossed the Bradford Beck. James' Iii story, 
p. 221, and Continilatiol,, p. 147. 

1- 26th October, 1868, memorial stone of Thornton Church laid by Earl de Grey 
and upon, the late Marquis of 11i1)on, whose demise was recorded while this article 
was going through the press. 

Holroyd's collectanea, page 113, says 1606, and Outhwaite's Ducument. relatire 
to Bradford '1 u rek, page 111. 

N 
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Rev. Jas. Stilliiigfleet (a grandson of the celebrated 
Bishop Stillingfieet), attracted a considerable number of 
hearers from Bradford. The Rev. G. S. Bull was minister 
from 1826 to 1839. He was distinguished for his great 
energy in exposing the evil effects of the factory system 
on young children in the days before the passing of the 
Ten Hours' Bill. We shall meet with him again when 
we speak of S. James's, Manchester Road. 
With the birth of the 19th century came a marvellous 

change in Bradford. The first mill was built in 1798, 
and with the first steam engine came also the birth of a 
new life. The population of 13,000 in 1800, was 20,000 
in 1815, and had increased in 1851 to 103,000. 

Christ Church, the first prospective Parish Church, was 
built in 1815 by subscription, at a cost of £5400, on a 
site at the top of Darley Street, given by the lord of the 
manor, Mr. Benjamin Rawson. The foundation-stone 
was laid June 4th, 1813, by Mr. Chas. Hardy, on behalf 
of the Venerable Vicar Crosse, who, by reason of his 
blindness, was unable to perform the ceremony. An 
anonymous lady gave to the work, through the hands of 
Rev. Dr.' Gasdoigne, the secretary of the S.P.C.K., and 
an intimate friend of Mr. Crosse, the vicar, the munificent 
sum of £800. Amongst other generous donors were the 
1-lardys, who gave £800, and Mr. Crosse, £100. rllhls 
church was built in Carpenter's gothic style, with a square 
tower, and had a three-decker pulpit. There was a debt of 
£1500 at the consecration. There was a seating capacity 
of 1300, out of which between 300 and 400 were free. In 
1826 the church was repaired and enlarged by the erection 
of galleries. Ten years after another gallery was added 
at the cost of £900. "The living" has been augmented 
by Parliamentary grants "by let," in 1816, with £800 
1817, £600 ; 1822, £800 ; a total of £2200. This was a 
class of grants that was also given to Dissenters. 
The church was consecrated October 15th, 1815, by 

the Archbishop of York (the Diocese of Ripon not being 
formed till 1837). The first vicar was Rev. W. Morgan, 
1815-1851 (36 years), who was at first curate to the 
Rev. John Crosse, the vicar of Bradford Church, 1784— 



By pm1sion of the owner of the eopvright, W. It. Brocklehurst, Bradford. 

OLD CHRIST CHURCH, DARLEY STREET BRADFORD. 
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1816, and whose life he wrote. He was by him appointed 
first incumbent of Christ Church. Many spoke of his 
ministerial work and character with affectionate reverence. 
Another says,. "He was assiduous in his ministerial duties, 
well versed in scripture, and never seemed to take any 
holiday." He was great on total abstinence, being 
president of the Bradford Temperance Society, and one 
of the founders of a Rechabite Tent, and often gave 
temperance addresses here and in other parts of the North 
of England.* His life was embittered by insufficient 
salary, and by financial troubles. He was sadly harassed 
by the heavy debt of £1500 left on Christ Church at its 
erection. To help his finances Morgan kept a private 
school, and in an advertisement dated July 23rd, 1827, 
one reads his terms, viz. 

• £s.d. 
Reading, writing, and arithmetic, one year ......1 1 0 

Do. with English grammar and book-keeping 1 11 6 
Do. do with geography and use of globes 2 2 0 

Latin and Greek Classics, with mathematics 2 12 6 
Principles of Stenography, in six lessons .....2 2 0 

The result of this venture is not known, but for £6 16s. Gd. 
per annum you could learn all the subjects 
Morgan was an author,t his subjects being those of a 

moral and religious character, designed for the welfare of 
his people, e.g. 

A selection of Psalms and Hymns. 
A Life of his second wife, entitled Simplicity and 

Godly Sincerity. 
An Address on Temperance. -Chri'sti'an Instruction. 
A Life of Vicar Crosse, under the title of The Parish 

Priest Pourtrayed, &c., dated 18th Feb., 1841. 
He was editor of and contributor to The Cottage Magazine. 

Before Morgan left the Parish Church, viz., Dec. 29th, 
1812, he was married at Guiseley Parish Church under 
rather curious conditions. He was engaged to Miss Jane 

* For his portrait and some account of him by Mr. William Scruton see The 
Yorkshire Ob.serrer, July 27th, 1907. 

f See J. N. Dickons' Bibliotheca Braðfordien.is, pp. 109, 235. 
N  
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Fennell, whose father was head-master of the Wesleyan 
Academy at Apperley Bridge. Rev. Patrick Brontë was 
engaged to Mr. 1ennell's niece, Maria Branwell. The two 
pairs were married together, each clergyman in turn 
marrying the other pair. Mr. Fennell, then a Wesleyan 
local preacher, shortly after was ordained in the Church of 
England, and became curate at Bradford Parish Church. 
He frequently preached at Christ Church for his son-in-
law. Brontë, in 1815, was appointed to Thornton chapel-
of-ease, and in the vicarage Charlotte was born, Morgan 
baptising her and her two sisters, Emily Jane and Anne, 
at Thornton Chapel. Morgan was full of zeal, and in-
clined to be irritable, and Charlotte Brontë, in her 
correspondence, dreads a proposed visit from Morgan to 
her father at Haworth in 1853, for fear he might upset 
her father ; yet on her marriage Charlotte had lis name 
first on the list to whom she sent wedding cards. 
Though gas was introduced in Bradford in 1822, from 

an old account-book dated 1833 we gather that at; Christ 
Church they still used old "dips," the verger going about 
in a pair of "listing shoes" to enable him to noiselessly 
snuff the candles. 

In 1829, Sunday Schools were built in Westgate at a 
cost of £1000, and in a few months were opened as Day 
Schools—apparently one of the earliest National Elemen-
tary Schools in Bradford. The schools at Great Horton 
were erected in 1808, and those at Wibsey in 1814. The 
Grammar School which was attached to the Parish 
Church was used for higher education. After an interval 
(as one learns from a tract by Morgan, entitled An 
Address to Parents) in 1835 the Day Schools were re-
opened for boys and girls who might be Church or Dis-
senters. The hours were 8-30 to 11-0, and 1-0 to 4-0, 
at 2d. a week each child. The circular tract goes 011 to 
say, "The minister of Christ Church will superintend 
the school and give religious instruction, and provide 
suitable books. The parents will provide all other books, 
copies, slates, ink and fire." The children were to be 
publicly examined twice a year. In 1851 the schools 



REVD. WILLIAM MORGAN. 13.13.. 

Vicar of Christ Church, Bradford, 1815-1851. 

From a silhouette in the possession of Mrs. John E. Briggs, of Bradford. 
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were transferred to new and larger buildings in Sirnes 
Street, which, with various extensions, are still utilised. 

In 1836 Morgan married as his second wife, Miss 
Gibson, of Bradford, who was born in 1790. She was 
"converted" in 1812 by a sermon preached by Morgan 
himself at the Parish Church, and her virtues are dwelt 
upon by her husband in an interesting account of her life 
which he wrote for the benefit of others. In 1851, when 
Morgan was 70 years of age, and had been 47 years in 
the ministry, he sought a lighter sphere of work at 
flulcott, in Buckinghainshire, by exchange with the 
Rev. W. Ramsden Smith, but the place failed to restore 
Mr. Morgan's health, and he died March 25th, 1858, at 
79 years of age 
Apparently Morgan married a third time, as in the 

Christ Church vestry minute book is the following entry 
of a resolution in 1858 : "Grateful sense of long and 
faithful services of late Rev. Will. Morgan, B.ID., and its 
condolence with his widow on his death, which took place 
on March 25th, 1858, and that a copy of this resolutibn 
be sent to Mrs. Morgan." 
The baptismal registers at Christ Church go back to 

1838 ; before that date baptisms were entered at the 
Parish Church. 

Christ Church was for many years after its consecration 
in 1815 technically only a chapel-of-ease, and is so 
described in documents. Marriages were authorised to 
be solemnised on July 29th, 1837, as this privilege can be 
and is granted to chapels-of-ease. This license was after-
wards revoked, because the incumbent Morgan would 
persist, after having been warned, in marrying parties 
who did not reside in the district. A district was assigned 
by the Bishop on October 30th, 1841, but it was not till 
September 12th, 1863, that a district chapelry was 
assigned by order in council, under which all offices of 
the church were authorised to be performed. * Church-
wardens were elected for the first time in 1848. 

For nearly fifty years Christ Church had no vicarage 

* See Diocesan Registry. Ripon. 
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house. In 1864 the site was purchased by subscription, 
and Dr. Outhwaite, a well-known medical man in the 
town, built the vicarage in 1866, in memory of his 
daughter. The doctor referred to his intention very 
touchingly in a letter : "You are aware, no doubt, what 
a heartrending loss it has pleased God to inflict upon me. 
I desire to prove my entire submission to His will and at 
the same time to erect a memorial of my dearly beloved 
one, and feeling convinced that in the communion of 
saints the departed will rejoice in any assistance rendered 
to the church militant, I determined to build Christ 
Church parsonage, so more promoting the cause of our 
Saviour than any ornamental window or mural monu-
ment." 

In 1878, owing to the church having become a serious 
obstruction to traffic, and for the general improvement of 
the town, the site and church were purchased—after 
some years of negotiations—by the Corporation, for the 
sum of £10,000, and the present chùrch was erected in 
1879 on a site adjacent to the vicarage, at a cost of 
£12,000. The succession of vicars is as follows 
WILLIAM MORGAN .. 1815 H. STAPLETON .. 1889 
W. RAMSDEN SMITH .. 1851 B. B. MCKEE .. 1902 
VINCENT J. RYAN .. 1875 C. R. Duu .. 1909 

S. James', Manchester Road. An interval of more 
than twenty years elapsed before another church was 
built. This church, national schools, parsonage, and 
endowment were the noble gift of Mr. John Wood, of 
the firm of Wood & Walker. The church was built 
under the guidance of Mr. W. Rawstorne, afterwards 
architect of the Bradford Infirmary and of S. Jude's. 
From an architectural point of view, it is a terrible 
example of Carpenter Gothic, and one wonders at the 
description of it by a Bradford author as "a beautiful 
structure, a fine specimen of Lancet Gothic style," &c, 
The foundation-stone was laid by Mr. Wood on Oct. 3 1st, 
1836, and was the occasion of wonderful enthusiasm, 
nearly 20,000 people being present to witness and take 
part in the ceremony. This large crowd of sympathisers 



REV. GEORGE STRINGER BULL. 

Incumbent of Bierley Chapel, 
and afterwards Vicar of St. James', Bradford, 1837-1842. 

1 
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must have been due to Mr. Wood's and the Rev. G. S. 
Bull's popularity on account of their support of the 
people's cause in the Ten Hours' movement. 

The first incumbent was the Rev. G. S. Bull, who, as 
chaplain of Bierley Chapel, had been a zealous co-worker 
with Mr. Wood and Richard Oastler in the shortening of 
the hours of labour among factory workers, young and 
old. He was a notable mall, *  and truly the people's friend. 
As an outcome of Mr. Bull's zeal, and the preliminary 
services which he held in private houses, the following 
churches were built, viz., S. Matthew's, Bankfoot, in 1849, 
and St. John's, Bowling, built in 1842, long known as 
"Sally Riley's" church, from the fact that service was 
first held by Bull in her cottage. Mr. Bull earned as a 
nickname the title of "Bishop of Bowling." Splendid 
work was done in the very poor neighbourhood of S. 
James's for many years, especially when the sisters were 
working there. One notable feature is a guild of working 
women, who, as their contribution to church expenses, 
each week clean the church as a labour of love. 

This was the first church in the city to have a surpliced 
choir, the introduction of which caused then a great 
sensation. The following is a complete list of the vicars 
of St. James 
GEORGE STRINGER BULL 

WM. SHERWOOD 
H. JOHN BURFJELD 
HENRY CLARK 

JOHN E. LOUGHNAN 

1837 EDW. Wm. BRERETON .. 1889 
1842 SYDNEY ROGERSON .. 1901 
1852 GEO. WM. ALLEN.. .. 1903 
1872 fly . ALF. BROOKSBY 

1878 CRABBE .. 1907 

S. Jude's. In 1838 some leading churchmen in the 
town realising "the great deficiency of church accommo-
dation as compared with the extensive and rapidly 
growing population," held a meeting in the Exchange 
Rooms, on March 7th, 1838, to promote the erection of a 
new church in the district of Manningham, which had 
then 10,000 people. Among those present were the 
vicars of Christ Church and S. James's, J. G. Horsfall 
(in the chair), Samuel Laycock, John and William Rand, 

* For a long list of Bull's pamphlets see J. N. Dickoi,s' Bibliotheca. Bra dfordiensis, 
page 21. 
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Dr. McTurk, who became secretary of the Building Com-
mittee, and Dr. Outhwaite. It was resolved that sub-
scribers of £10 and upwards to the Building Fund should 
have the privilege of electing four laymen who, with the 
Bishop of the Diocese, should be the patrons of the 
church ; but subsequently the vicar of Bradford, Dr. 
Scoresby, intervened, and as without his consent the 
church could not be built, the patronage was given to 
the Vicar of Bradford for the time being, although the 
Bishop had accepted a position as joint patron. A field 
of nearly three acres was purchased, on part of which 
the church was built. The land on the south side, called 
the "church field," is used as a school playground, but 
unfortunately the land on the north side has been lost to 
the church, and is now a wood-yard. The architect of 
the church was Mr. W. Rawstorne. The style began to 
be Norman, but degenerated in parts. Its cost was 
£4200, of which £2000 was subscribed, and £500 came 
from the Ripon Diocesan Church Building Society. On 
20th June. 1843, the church was consecrated by Bishop 
Longley, of Ripon, and was said to be able to hold 1000 
people. 
The Rev. James Cooper was appointed the first vicar. 
He was an amiable, easy-going man, of no marked 

characteristics, save a knowledge and love of music."* 
He organised a choir which became of some repute as an 
exponent of church music. At first the singing was led 
by a bass-viol played by Mr. James bit in the west 

gallery, but later this was superseded by an organ.  The vicarage was built in Camden Terrace, or "Deiph 

Close," from the proceeds of a gift by Miss Outhwaite of 
£1000, and some grants and subscriptions. 

In 1846, National Day and Sunday Schools were 
erected at a cost of £1450, which was raised by sub-
scription, aided by a grant from the Committee of Council 
on Education of £406, and another from the National 
Society of £350. A night-school was started in 1858. 
In 1870 a storey was added to the schools, thus providing 
a large new school-room and a good class room. The 

* For much of my information I am indebted to the late G. F. Sewell. 
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cost of this addition was £1500, and a grant from the 
Education Department (one of the last given) was 
received towards the expenses. 

Mr. Cooper being desirous of leaving Bradford, an 
exchange was arranged through the intervention of 
Canon Burfield—then vicar of S. James's, and an old 
school friend of Mr. Eddowes—so that Mr. Cooper went 
to Garton -on-the-Wolds, and Mr. Eddowes came to 
S. Jude's in 1857. 
The Rev. John Eddowes was a clergyman peculiarly 

fitted to cope with the dense working-class population 
that rapidly gathered about the church, and the 28 years 
of faithful and untiring labour which he devoted to the 
parish bore abundant fruit. One of the great interests 
of S. Jude's history is the fact that it is typical of the 
history of the Church of England during the last sixty 
years,. and represented that remarkable Oxford revival 
movement which brought out some aspects of truth long 
overlooked, and which has had a considerable influence 
on the church and nation. 
On Canon Eddowes' arrival, a Protestant Lecturer 

Dúnlop was permitted to lecture in S. Jude's Schools, but 
as he became very polemical and hostile to the church, 
he was compelled to leave S. Jude's, and went to Croft 
Street School, Wakefield Road. 

Another great opponent of S. Jude was Squire Auty, 
who for eighteen years edited the Orange and Protestant 
Banner, in which month by month he fulminated against 
the regime which prevailed at S. Jude's and Wilsden. 
A copy of this publication, which is very scarce, has been 
courteously lent me by the son, Mr. S. A. Auty. A 
perusal of it shows the intense bitterness which prevailed 
during the sixties. 

Mr. Eddowes found his ministerial work much hampered 
by the pew system. Year after year at the annual vestry 
meetings he tried to win over the laity to his views, but 
failed to convince them, though they admired his good-
tempered persistence. In 1865, Mr. J. P. Knight was 
elected people's warden to oppose the freeing of the 
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seats, but as he himself expressed it to me in November 
of 1908, when I saw him at Scarbro', it was a case of a 
Balaarn over again, for the Vicar and Mr. Geo. Ackroyd 
won him over, and the two churchwardens each contri-
buted £40 to pay for the necessary alterations of the pews. 
But before the pews were finally freed, Mr. Eddowes had 
"forced the pace" by instituting a second Sunday evening 

service at 8 p.m., with all seats free, and a popular evening 
service. He was much assisted by a voluntary choir, 
under the lead of that splendid layman, Mr. Walton, 
who had lately come up from the Parish Church, together 
with a band of keen church-workers. The reason these 
young men left the Parish Church is explained in a scarce 
little pamphlet entitled Plain statement of the circum-
stances connected with the dissolution of the S. Peteï's 
Union br church Work, and written in a beautiful spirit. 
In 1 861 there was formed a Union of Churchmen at 

the Parish Church, to promote devotion and good works, 
and Dr. Burnet, the vicar, was the president. Frequent 
meetings for instruction were held, and the members 
engaged in Sunday school, night school, mission services, 
&c. In May, 1865, with no warning, Dr. Burnet, acting 
under pressure, suddenly dissolved the Union, and closed 
the Sunday School, where many of the members were 
teaching and superintending, and asked the members to 
retire. For three Sundays the Sunday School was closed; 
after reorganisation it was opened again, but with differ-
ent teachers. These keen young churchmen, instead of 
throwing down the work in disgust, came and offered 
their services to Mr. Eddowes, and to them S Jude's 
owes a great deal of such success as has been granted to 
it. Mr. Walton, as choirmaster, began a career which, 
lasting for twenty years, was one of singular usefulness. 
The result of the second popular evening service, 

started June, 1865, was to kill the first one in which the 
pew appropriation system prevailed, and the church 
became finally free and unappropriated, November, 1865, 
and open to the poor. In lieu of the pew-rents the vicar 
is supported by the congregation through the offertory. 
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It was in 1869 that the Orancje and Protestant Banner, 
which had claimed Dr. Burnet's support, came to an end 
after eighteen years, with the following poetic lament 

"Shame on our loyal Orangemen, the valiant and the true, 
Two hundred thousand noble sons, the purple and the blue! 
Why let your noble Banner fall amid the Papal cheers, 
After floating in the breeze for more than eighteen years. 
Have ye no pence, just one penny a month, to buy such sterling 

lines, 
When you are spending vastly more at Bacchus' ugly shrines; 
Or blowing off in stinking smoke more than two pence a day, 
Which truly every wise man knows is worse than thrown away!' 

With the earnest encouragement of the laity already 
at S. Jude's, and the keen band of workers under 
Mr. Walton, various developments followed, such as the 
institution of daily evensong (generally choral), the 
mission of revival of 1872, the establishment of a Parish 
Magazine in 1869, &c. 
Among other notable results of active work at 

S. Jude's were two churches. In 1871, Mr. Eddowes, 
having been left a small legacy of £200, purchased three 
cottages in Golden Square, White Abbey, and very soon, 
by voluntary help, the partitions were removed, a room 
capable of holding one hundred people was formed, and 
the place was opened as a mission room. This was placed 
under the special care of Rev. G. E. Redhead, and after-
wards grew into S. Mary Magdalene's, which was built 
and consecrated seven years after,* though not without 
much opposition, even the very act of consecration being 
delayed some time by a discussion in the vestry. 

In 1879 a mission room was started in Thorncliffe Road, 
which in 1882 moved to Holywell Ash Lane, and ulti-
mately became the present S. Aidan's. This mission 
church and schools were built through the generosity of 
an anonymous friend of Canon Eddowes. 

In 1873 the All Saints' Sisters were introduced, and 
began a most useful work from their centre at 33, 
Hanover Square ; the effects of their work is still felt, 

* 26th January, 1878. 
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for among their manifold activities were Middle-class 
Schools for daughters of professional men and others. 
Education has always beenan essential and prominent 
part of the church's work. It came to an end, as did 
many more of the educational institutions in Bradford, 
when the Girls' Grammar School was started in 1875. 
The rooms of the school were next used to start a 

Children's Hospital with twelve beds, where preference 
was given to White Abbey children. There was no lack 
of little patients to receive the good Sisters' tender 
nursing, and in a year or two the hospital was removed 
to a larger and more desirable building on the lower side 
of Manningham Lane. Eventually the institution was 
taken up by the townsfolk generally as one of the public 
charities, and thus the little children's hospital of S. 
Jude's has grown to be the large Children's Hospital. 

In 1886, after struggling against illness for some time, 
Mr. Eddowes resigned, and was succeeded by Mr. Brice. 
In his "parting words" he spoke of his uphill work, and 
bitter trials and painful conflicts in the sixties, but look-
ing back he saw also many blessings. These conflicts 
had secured for us full teaching and privileges of the 
Church's faith. Dr. Bardsley, the patron, ignored a 
memorial from the congregation, signed by 683 commu-
nicants, asking to have Rev. C. W. Mosse as vicar, he 
having an excellent record as senior curate for ten years. 
Mr. Brice, after long-continued failing health, died in 
1893,* and Mr. Eddowes returned to fulfil a second 
vicariate of nine years. In 1895 the Bishop made him 
an Honorary Canon of Ripon, and in 1896 the clergy 
elected him as one of their Proctors or representatives in 
the York House of Convocation 

For further detailed information I would refer anyone 
to the book, Fifty Years at S. Jude's, Bradford, pub-
lished in 1893, when the jubilee of S. Jude's was kept. 
The list of vicars is as follows 
JAMES COOPER, M.A. .. 1843 EDWARD BRIcE, M.A. .. 1886 
JOHN EDDOWES, M.A. .. 1857 JOHN EDDOWES, M.A. .. 1893 

(1st Vicariate) LEONARD DAWSON, B.A. 1902 

* September 23rd. 
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SOME CLAPHAMS OF NOTE. 

BY 

JOHN ARTHUR CLAPIIAM. 

tHE martial members of tF'e eminently Yorkshire 
family of ule Clapham, or Clapham, having received 
attention in various periodicals,* some notes on 

those members of this family who have distinguished 
themselves in academic and polemic fields may perhaps 
prove of interest, and worthy of permanent record. 

THOMAS Naturally in a Bradford publication the 
CLAPHAM, first of the scholarly Claphams to claim 

M.A. attention is the Reverend Thomas Clapham, 
A.M., for twenty years Head Master of the Grammar 
School, and for nine years Vicar of Bradford. He was 
the son of Thomas Clapham, of Winskill, which lies 
between Settle and Stainforth, and was baptised at 
Giggleswick 3rd March, 1669. He was apparently the 
grandson of Anthony Claphain, of Feizor, and Grace, his 
wife, from whom were descended William Clapham, M.D. 
(of whom see later), and T. R. Clapham, Esq, F.R.A.S., 
now of Austwick Hall. 
Thomas Clapham was educated at Giggleswick School, 

and proceeding to Christ's College, Cambridge, was 
admitted 6th May, 1689. He took his degree of Bachelor 
of Arts in 1692, and became Master of Arts in 1696. 
Two yeais afterwards he was elected Head Master of the 
Grammar School at Bradford. In 1703,t on the demise 
or resignation of Mr. Wainhouse, Clapham was appointed 

* The Anfiquai'y (London), vol. 42, pp. 287-291 ; Yorks. iVtes and Quci ins 
(1904). I., pp. 211-214, 232-235, 268-272, and 376-7 Old Yorkshire, Vol. III., pp. 
14-16, and pp. 144-5 ; Forks Genealogist, 1.. pp. 189 and 224-7 ': Genealogist's 
Guide (1903), p, 168. At these references Nvill be found also genealogical and 
biographical data of various members of the Clapham family. 

t Bradford Antiquary, 1., 145. 
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to the office of Lecturer in the Parish Church, an office 
he held until his death in 1718. This explains the 
reference to fifteen years' service in the parish of Brad. 
ford which appears on his monument. 
On the death of the Revd. Bradgate Ferrand on 3rd 

May, 1709,* Thomas Clapham became Vicar of Bradford, 
and retained this important charge until his death in 
July, 1718. He was buried on the 25th of that month, 
and in the next year a monument was erected in the 
church by his widow. This monument, which is not now 
in its original place, bears a Latin inscription,t of which 
a translation by Mr. Edward Ackroyd is appended4 

Tread gently over the remains of the (Rev) Thomas Clapham, 
MA., a scion of the ancient stock of the Claphams of Beamsley, 
Incumbent, and also Head Master of the Bradford Grammar School; 
one whose polished learning, friendly manner, courtesy, and singularly 
handsome person, won the respect of all. 

In the conduct of Divine worship he was marked by an exalted 
fervour : he preached with ease and with elegance of expression 
his voice was clear, sweet, and musical. Theological heat, itch for 
disputation, were abhorrent to him: his subject was brought home by 
short and telling illustration: confutation, exhortation, he exercised 
with a truly Christian temper. Of the Hierarchy, when attacked, he 
was a steadfast champion and defender 
As a teacher, his pupils were fond of him, and he of them: he knew 

exactly the treatment suitable for each. Difficulties in the Orators 
and Poets he enlivened and explained with comments of his own, in 
such a way that all gladly performed their tasks: and, a thing we 
seldom see, many pupils would, of themselves, from time to time bring 
to bim their own attempts. To please their master was to them both 
an enjoyment and a pride. 

After diligently labouring in the parish for fifteen years, and in the 
school for twenty, he died, lamented and regretted by both, in his 
49th year. 

Anne, his widow, daughter of David Parkinson, gentleman, early 
bereft of her two children, put up this memorial to her beloved 
husband in the year of grace 1719. 

* The Revd. Bidgate (sic) Ferrand late Vicar of Bradford, was buried 6th May 
1709 (Parish Register). 

Incorrectly given in James's History of Bradford, p. 217, and also inaccurately 
printed in the Bradford Antiquary, II., 28. 

The coat-of-aims of the Claphams of Beamsley is Argent, on a bend azure 
six fleur-de-lis or two, two, two. The crest is a Demi-lion rampant sable holding a 
sword argent hilt and pommel or. The motto is Scio cui coiifido. 'J'Iìcse ill a 
slightly modified form appear on this monument. 
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A small oval of brass with an inscription now almost 
indecipherable, is to be seen attached to the lower part 
of the Clapham monument. A few words here and there 
can be made out 

'hujus colunma,' 'Olapharn,' 'Bradfordiensis,' ' Scholae publicae 
Praefecti,' 'Anna conjuga,' 'Davidi,' ' 1705.' 

Few are the records handed down to us of this vicar 
of Bradford, but those that reach us point to the fact 
that he was a man of considerable attainments. This is 
corroborated by the testimony of Dr. Charlett, D.D., 
himself an eminent classical scholar, who, writing to 
Dr. Richardson, of Bierley Hall, in 1713, says "Give 
my services to the careful master of Bradford School." 
Again in 1718 " I hope your neighbouring renowned 
School of Bradford continues to flourish. I do not forget 
my debt to its library."* Again, " It is long since I 
contracted a debt to its library." 
The School Library was well looked after by Clapham, 

and from remnants of this collection of books vet existing, 
we find that he had the hooks carefully inscribed and 
numbered, 

In the Easter of 1710 the scholars took part in a 
comedy, for we find that a sum of four guineas was ex-
pended "by extraordinary charges at the breaking up 

the schoolboys then acting a comedy." 
Here and there we glean just a bare mention of his 

name in connection with ratings and assessments. In 
1704 Mr. Clapham paid £1 is. 8d. as a tax on property 
in Stott Hill. This was most probably the Grammar 
School whereat in all likelihood he lived. The rateable 
value of the premises in those days was £5 8s. 4d. In a 
Militia Assessynentt taken June, 1716, Mr. Thomas 
Clapham, clerk, had his holding valued at £9 4s. Od. 

During Clapham's vicariate in 1715 the eight bells of 
the church were re-cast at a cost of £200. 

* 

t 

Correspondence of Dr. Richardson, p. 143. 

Claiidge's History of the Bradford Grammar School. 

Bradford Antiquary, IV.. 98. 
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Clapham married Anne, the daughter of David Parkin-
soil, and by her had two children who both died young. 
One of them is given in the Burial Register as an infant 
child of Mr Thomas Clapham, of Bradford, buried 12th 
June, 1704. 

In the Assembly Hall of the Bradford Grammar School 
is a memorial window to the Revd. Thos. Clapharn, M.A,, 
erected by the writer. 

ROBERT was admitted Bachelor of Arts in 1450 at 
CLAPHAM Oxford. Little else is known of him. 

DAVID died 1551. He was a translator, and noted 
CLAPHAM* for his rendering of Cornelius Agrippa intb 
B.C.L., English. He was the eldest son and heir of 

John Clapham, the fourth son of Thomas Clapham, of 
Beamsley, Yorkshire. Wood assumes that "after he had 
spent some time in trivials," he did "solely addict" his 
mind to the study of civil law at Oxford, though it does 
not appear whether he took a degree in that faculty. It is 
certain, however, that he was a member of the University 
of Cambridge, where he proceeded bachelor of the civil 
law in 1533. He practised as a proctor in the ecclesias-
tical courts at Doctors' Commons, and his abilities brought 
him into favour with Sir William Cecil, Secretary of 
State to Edward VI., and other noted men. Bale, who 
knew him well, tells us that "præter legis pen-ham, in 
qua plurimum excellebat, in diversis eruditus fuit."t 
He died at his house, near Doctors' Commons, on the 

14th July, 1551, and was buried in the church of St. 
Faith, under St. Paul's Cathedral. He left several chil-
dren by Joan, his wife. Thomas, his eldest son, was for 
some time seated at Helpstone, in Northamptonshire. 
One example of David Clapham's work is in the 

British Museum, The commendation of Matrimony made 
by (]('ornelius) A(grippa), translated into English by D. 
clapam. T Berthelet, Londini, 1545. Black Letter, 
8vo. The title page has an ornamental border contain-

See D.etiouny of .Xitiuìuil Bioqrap/t,, vol. x page 371. Cooper's .í1/,eiiæ 
(ant a ii I., page 105. \Vood's At/zenæ O.xoniease., 1., page 191. 

f Lie Scuiptovibus, i., 717. 
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ing the date 1534. This, it seems, was dedicated to 
Gregory Cromwell, son of Lord Cromwell. 
On June 11th, 1902, Sotheby, Wilkinson & Hodge sold 

for £4 16s., a copy of another rare work by this author. 
It is described as A Treatise of the Nobilitie and Excell-
encye of Woman Kyncie translated out of Latine into 
Englyssh e by David Clapam. In Æclibus Th. Bertheleti, 
1542, l2rno. First Edition, Black Letter. Title within 
a woodcut border is dated 1534. 

According to Thompson Cooper, F.S.A., a third of 
Agrippa's works which David Clapham translated was 
entitled A Treatise of Nobility. London, 1542. 4to. 

HENOCH was a theological writer of some note in the 
CLAPHAM* later years of Elizabeth's reign. We first 

hear of him as a pastor in Amsterdam from 
1595 to 1597, for in the earlier of those years there was 
printed by Robert Waldegrave, of Edinburgh, A Sorn-
mons to Doome'š-claie sent unto his beloved England as a 
memorial 1 of his deepe printed Love and Loyaltie, by 
Henoch Clapham. In this tract Clapham endeavoured 
to refute the notion of one Napier that the end of the 
world is covertly indicated in the Scriptures. It attained 
to some popularity, for it was reprinted the next year. 

In 1596 another work from his pen was issued by the 
same printer, His sinners sleep wherein Christ willing her 
to arise received but an untoward answer. 
Henoch Clapham was imprisoned at one time probably 

on account of his religious convictions. It seems that 
one Richard Topclyf, Esq., was instrumental in obtaining 
his release. This is told us in his versification of the 
Bible, entitled A Brieje of the Bible drawne first into 
English Poesy and then illustrated by apte Annotations, 
etc. By Henoch Clapham. Robert Walde-grauc, 1596. 
l2rno., pp. 238. Thirty-three portions of the poor verse 
in this work are allotted to the Old Testament, and 
nineteen to the new. Other editions appeared in 1603, 
1608, and 1639, each with additions and improvements. 

* See Dictionary ÅVation,at Biography, Vol. X., p. 371. 

0 
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The dedication to the Right Worshipful Master Thoirias 
Mylot, Esquire, in which he signs himself "your poore 
unworthy kinsman," should give some indication of the 
particular branch of the Clapham family from which he 
sprang. 

In 1601 Clapham published a quarto volume, Ælohirn-
triune displayed by - his workes Ph ysicall and Meta-
physicall in a Poeme of diverse form, adapted to the 
ilebrue text . . . Together with necessarie marginali 
notes /or relieving of the young student. 4to., pp. 30 
Imprinted for John Harrison, London, 1601. It was 
dedicated to Sir Thos. Mounson 

In 1608 Clapham published the most valuable of all 
his books in two parts, the first, Errour on the Right 
Hand through a preposterous Zeale; the second, Errour 
on the Left Hand through a Frozen Securitie. It has a 
series of dialogues. "Mediocritie" speaks for the author, 
while "Malcontent" and "Flyer" stand for the "nicka-
fidge," the undecided man. 
The centre of Clapham's ministerial work in London is 

unknown, but during the outbreak of plague in the 
metropolis in the closing year of Queen Elizabeth's reign, 
he was of the greatest assistance to many of the sufferers. 
His experiences and conclusions are embodied in a number 
of pamphlets, one of which brought him into trouble, and 
all of which are valuable pictures of the social conditions 
of his day. 
The writer of the review of Henoch Clapham's life in 

the Dictionary of National Biography, gives a long list 
of his writings, and in reviewing them says, "His tracts 
on the plague are full of interest for the student of the 
times," and concludes, "All Clapham's works contain 
numerous dedications, prologues and epilogues, frequently 
in verse, and occasionally some not very witty epigrams; 
his erudition is considerable, and he displays some know-
ledge of Hebrew." 
Henoch Clapham was instituted Vicar of Northbourne 

* Hasted, in his history of .Keitt, wrongly names the Vicar of Northbourne as 
Henry. 
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by Archbishop Bancroft of Canterbury (a persecutor of 
Puritans), on 27th January, 1607. Apparently he occu-
pied this Kentish vicariate for some seven years, for on 
December 12th, 1614, we find that his successor was 
instituted. The date and place of Clapham's demise is 
unknown. 
JONATHAN who lived in the stormy days of the Common-
CLAPHAM, wealth and of the second Charles, was an 

M.A., ardent controversialist. Very little indeed is 
known of his career. Presumably he was of the stock 
of Clapham of Beamsley. In 1656 we find him calling 
himself minister of Christ at Wramplingham, in Norfolk. 
Apparently in 1660, on the presentation of the King, he 
was instituted to the Rectory of Wramplingham. Also, 
according to Blornefield, he was made incumbent of 
Thwaite, in the same diocese, in 1690. 
Clapham published several works; the earliest known 

of them is The Stone smitinq the Irnaqe on the Feet ; a 
Sermon, etc. London, 4 July, 1651. 4to. Printed by 
Wm. Du-Gard for Stephen Boutel.* Later on he took 
part in the hotly-debated question as to whether there 
should be any music in the course of public service. His 
attitude may be seen from the title to a work published 
in 1654, which is quoted from the first page of the second 
edition. 
Many of the tracts of the Commonwealth period and 

their titles afford an amusing study, as may be inferred 
from the specimens about to be furnished : A short and 
lull Vindication of that sweet and comfortable Ordinance 
of singing of Psalms. Together with some profitable 
Rules, to direct weak Christians how to sing to edification, 
etc. Lond., 1656.f 4to. It produced from the con-
joined pens of Christopher Atkinson and George White-
head, Quakers, a quarto pamphlet entitled, David's 
enemies discovered, who of him make songs, but without 
the spirit and without the understanding, etc. Or a true 

* See Cataioqne ol Thomason Tracts. 

This is from the title-page of the second edition. 

00 
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discovery of that custom which the priests of this genera-
tion would make an ordinance of . . . as this priest 
Clapham in his 6 arguments, etc. 15 March, 1654-5, 
London. 

In the following June, George Whitehead again took 
up the cudgels, and in a pamphlet* entitled Cain's 
Generation discover'd, delivered (23 June, 1655) a second 
attack on psalm singing as advocated by Jonathan 
Clapham. In the title there is of course a reference to 
Tubal Cain and his invention of instrumental music. To 
this the reply was the second edition of the Vindication of 
Psalm Singing. And this was backed up on the 2nd 
December, 1656, by the publication of A Full Discovery 
and contutation of the wicked and damnable Doctrines of 
the Quakers. Printed by T. R. and E. M. for Adoniram 
Byfield, London. A. 4to. of 80 pages. 

Apparently Whitehead left Jonathan Clapham severely 
alone after this fulmination, but the gauntlet was taken 
up by Richard Hubberthorn, of Yelland, in Lancashire, 
who published a quarto in 1657, Truth and fnnocence 
clearing itself and its children. —Also in this Treatise is 
a Mountain of Confusion, Lies, and Slanders proceeding 
from one Jonathan Clapham, a Priest, made manifest. 
Printed for Giles Calvert, London. Clapham collaborated 
with William Jenkin in writing A Discovery of the 
Quakers' Doctrine to the Protector, before 16 5 9.  He also 
published A Guide to the True Religion, 8vo., an edition 
of which was issued in Edinburgh in 1669. rI111s produced 
a reply from the great William Penn himself in 1668 in 
The Guide Mistaken. f 
Nearly twenty years after, Jonathan Clapham pub-

lished one or two sermons on the text, Titusiii., 1. 
Christian Obedience recommended. A Sermon, etc. 1684. 
4to. A work—ascribed to a John Chapman under the 
title of Obedience to Magistrates . . A Sermon (on 
Titus iii., 1). 1683. 4to.—is also ascribed to Jonathan 
Clapham by the British Museum authorities. 

* See Catalogue if Titoinason Tracts. 
f See Smith's Bibliotheca Anti- Quakeriana, p. 123. 
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JOHN who flourished at the end of the 16th century, 
CLAPHAM, wrote verse. One sample of it is to be met 

with in the British Museum. NarCiSSUS, 
sive amoris juvenilis et praecipue philautiae brevis at que 
mOralis clescuiptio. Londini, 1591. * 4 to. 
A John Clapham, who may have been the same as the 

preceding one, wrote The Historie of England, 166Ý2. 
This was followed by either a second issue or a different 
work in 1606, The Historie of Great Britannie until the 
reign of Egbert. 4to. 

Alcilia Philoparthen's loving folly, signed J. C., of which 
three editions appeared in 1613, 1619, and 1628, and 
which was reprinted in 1879 by Dr. A. B. Grosart, is 
either by Dr J. Clapham or John Chalkhill. 

WILLIAM At the close of the eighteenth century 
CLAPHAM, M.D. there died at Whitby, Dr. Win. Clapham, 

very much regretted. He was born in 
1750 at Settle in Craven,f educated at a private school, 
and destined for holy orders, but on examination and 
enquiry he requested that he might be a medical man, 
and accordingly was placed under an eminent surgeon at 
Skipton. From thence he went to London, and studied 
under Mr. John Hunter at St. George's Hospital. From 
the capital he removed to Edinburgh University, where 
he took his M.D. in 1775, and upon the occasion wrote a 
rfh esis Dis.seìtatio medica de haernorrhagiis. Gulielmus 
Clapham. Edinburgh, 1775. 8vo.—which was published 
and afterwards reprinted. In the same year he settled 
in Whitby. He is said to have devoted one day a week 
to the service of the poor. He died on the 24th of 
March, 1785. A monument to his memory was erected 
in the Parish Church. The inscription reads as follows 
"Gui. Clapham, M.D. de Feizor, obiit. 24th March, 1785. 
Ætat 34. I.D." The York chronicle, of 9th May, 1785, 
contains a sketch of his life, and bears testimony to his 

* Not 1581 as given by Allibone. 

William, the son of Richard Clapham, of Feizor, and Ann, his wife, was 
baptised at Giggleswick, 21st June. 1750. 
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talents, his kindly disposition, and the deep regret that 
was felt by all classes of the community for his 

regret 
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than by rules of Syntax, 1810. Prayers selected from 
the several writings of Jeremy Taylor, 1816. A Collec-
tion of the several points of Sessions' Law, alphabetically 
arranged, 2 vols., Loud., 1818-9. The Pentateuch, or 
Five books of Moses, illustrated; containing an explica-
tion of the phraseology, incorporated with the text, 1818. 
He published several other sermons, of which the most 

notable were A Sermon (on 1 Tim. iv., 16) preached at 
the Visitation holden at Skipton, May 12, 1794 ; Leeds, 
4to. A Sermon (on Luke ii., 14) preached at knares-
borough, before the Royal Knaresborough Volunteer 
Company, Oct. 12th, 1794'; Leeds. A Sermon (on Rom. 
xiv., 19) preached at Great Ouseborne on 19 December, 
1797, being the day appointed for a General Thanks-
giving for our Naval Victories, etc. ; Leeds. A Sermon 
(on 1 Chron. xvi., 23) preached Dec. 16th, 1798 ; Leeds, 
4to. The Sinfulness of witholding Corn: a ,Sennon (on 
Prov. xi.. 29). l2mo. [London, 1800.] A Sermon 
preached at Knaresborough on 'occasion of a Form of 
Prayer being presented for an abundant Harvest.* 1796. 
4to. 

There are other Claphams of whom much might be 
written—the Rev. Johi1 Clapham, who died in 1839, the 
popular Vicar of Giggleswick; John Peele Clapham, J. P. 
(1801-1875), Leeds ; and Sir John Clapham, Vicar of 
Darlington in 1560—but space forbids. 

* Au eighteenth century anticipation of Harvest Festivals, which, having been 
originated at East Brent by Archdeacon Denison shortly after the middle of the 
19th century, became practically universal at the end of the seventies. 
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T a meting of the Bradford Historical and Anti-
quarian Society on March 12th, 1909, Mr. Herbert 
E. Wroot brought before the members a number 

of plans dealing with Bradford and portions of the Brad-
ford district, and an interesting discussion took place 
upon the ancient features which they reveal. The Council 
are able to include prints of two of these plans, by 
arrangement with the proprietors of the Yorkshire 
Observer, in whose columns they were reproduced. 
One of the most interesting is a "Plan of Bradford 

from actual survey, by John Wood, 1832." In regard to 
this document the Yorkshire Observer said :-

The actual plan is about 24 inches square, and was lithographed. 
The work, however, is admirably done, but the lettering, though 
excellent, was too small for reduction, and we have therefore relettered 
most of the streets. In the original the township of Bradford is 
coloured pink, part of Horton green, and part of Bowling yellow. 
How small is the area covered by this map a very slight examination 
will show. Practically the town at that time extended from the old 
gasworks in Mill Street, and the old Bradford Grammar School, at 
Piper's Grave, on the north, to the site now occupied by the Union 
Warehouses, in Manchester Road, and the top of George Street, in 
Wakefield Road, on the south; whilst the bottom of Silsbridge Lane, 
now Grattan Road, marked the westward extent, and Harris Street 
and Wappìng the easternmost part of the town. In 1832 there were 
no railways, and a large portion of what is now the Midland Station 
was at that time open ground, and the same is true of the site of the 
Lancashire and Yorkshire Station. Even the old Court-house in Hall 
Ings had not then been built. At the top of Darley Street, Christ 
Church is shown standing out into what is now Rawson Place. Cheap-
side was scarcely at that time a thoroughfare; it was almost entirely 
filled from top to bottom with wool warehouses and crane doors, each 
warehouse having its own yard. It stopped then at Kirkgate, Lower 
Cheapside having been constructed somewhere about 1850. The 
Vicarage was then on the right-hand side of Church Bank, at the 
corner of Vicar Lane, and the Rev. Henry Heap was the vicar. Some 
of the old street names have disappeared altogether. For instance, 
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there was a spot called Dunkirk, just where the Midland Station cab 
rank is to-day. Broad Stones disappeared when Forster Square was 
made. Union Passage, a narrow thoroughfare greatly used, with a 
flight of steps near the bottom, connected Kirkgate and Liustlergate, 
pretty much as Albion Court does to-day, but the steps were wider 
and the traffic always considerable, because on one side of it—at the 
Kirkgate end—was the Post Office, and on the other the Talbot Inn 
yard. Mannville a house occupied by Mrs. Mann, with something 
like a park around. it, stood where now stands the City School of Art, 
fronting to the road from Halifax, which only lower down is called 
Great Horton Lane. Rand's Mill, at the bottom of Little Horton 
Lane, is shown, and the old Horton Lane Chapel and the minister's 
house: but there are no houses in Horton Lane beyond, and with the 
exception of one house on the other side there are no building's 
between the chapel and what is now Manchester Road, but was then 
called Bowling Lane. The whole area in the neighbourhood of the 
Town hail has been entirely reconstructed, excepting only a portion 
of the shops on the west side of Tyrrel Street Eastbrook Lane was 
then known as Boggard Lane, and what is now East Parade was then 
called Charles Street. The whole congeries of streets—Bentley 
Street, Brook Street, Booth Street, Swaine Street, and Charles Street 
—which now forms the very centre of the town had no existence 
then. The Canal Wharf occupied what is now part of Forster Square. 
The Bowling Green has disappeared with the old Market Place. The 
Piece Hall, the Court-house in Parley Street, which stood where the 
Friends' Provident Building is; the King's Mill, where the flour of 
the lieges was ground St. Helena, which was just where the former 
premises of the Fire Brigade stood at the bottom of Godwin Street, 
with the howling-green opposite the bottom of Little Horton Lane 
have all gone. But such old maps are wonderfully instructive. They 
make clear certain otherwise unintelligible kinks in some of Bradford's 
crooked streets For instance, there is an apparently unaccountable 
bend in Morley Street, just above the baths, but that bend corresponds 
exactly with the line of a wall separäting the properties of John 
Bower, Esquire, and the Rev. Godfrey Wright. The latter gentleman 
had a very big holding in Bradford at that time. Fitzgerald Street., 
Bower Street, Fawcett Row, Lister Terrace, Simes Street, Balm 
Street, and others were evidently so-called after the names of property 
owners whose names appear on this plan. To old Bradfordians the 
map is full of suggestiveness and reminiscence, while the younger 
generation may study it with profit. 

This map was reproduced from a tracing of the rare 
original, in the possession of Mr. Percival Ross, 
A.M. Inst. C.E. 
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jE herewith reproduce a plan of Shipley about the beginning of the nineteenth century. In re-
gard to this interesting document Mr. Herbert 

E. Wroot writes The Shipley Urban District Council have in their possession a large 

manuscript plan of the Manor of Shipley, so full of interest that it is 
remarkable that it should hitherto have escaped the attention of local 
antiquaries. The plan, drawn by a surveyor named Fox, of whom 
little or nothing is now known, bears no date, but intrinsic evidence 
shows that the survey on which it was based was carried out towards 
the end of the eighteenth century, or in the very early years of the 
nineteenth. The dominant features of the geography of the place 
have undergone such change that it will be difficult even for the 
resident of Shipley to recognise his town in the little hamlet here 
represented. Recognition is still more difficult on the original, as it 
is entirely without names, either of streets or buildings. For conve-
nience a few names have been added on the reproduction, which 
embraces rather more than a third of the whole area of the original 
plan and practically the whole of the populated part, the rest of the 
township being fields, woods, and moorland. 
The main and unchangeable feature of Shipley geography is the 

river Aire, which forms the manorial boundary to the north. The 
manor stretches away to the Seven Arches on the canal, but beyond 
llirst Mill, which is seen in the top left hand corner of the section 
reproduced, there are on the original few landmarks recognisable, all 
being open agricultural country. Following the line of the river 
with more or less exactness is the canal. It was apparently well into 
the second half of the eighteenth century that the announcement was 
made, with much of the air that a geographer might adopt with 
regard to the mountain ranges of Tibet, that "a person with great 
industry and application has discovered an opening betwixt the moun-
tains of Yorkshire and Lancashire which is the most elegible if not 
the only one nature has formed" suitable for the passage of a canal. 
Upon so satisfactory an announcement, and very largely upon the 
enterprise of the manufacturers of Bradford, the Leeds and Liverpool 
Canal was projected, but it was not till the 21st of March, 1774, that 
the first barge reached Shipley on a sort of triumphal procession from 
Skipton. 
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In Shipley itself, as depicted on the plan, there is revealed a delight-
ful indifference to building lines, and very little concern about such 
conventionalities as definite streets. At the western end the village 
breaks up into a number of disconnected cottages and enclosures, 
pretty much like Baildon Green to-day. The absence from the plan 
of any trace of the main road from Bradford northwards is at first 
confusing, but a few yards of its forerunner is recognisable to the 
left. A traveller from Bingley to Shipley at the dawn of the nine-
teenth century found a fairly-good road to the gates of Cottingley 
Hall. To this locality the old track had been turnpiked about fifty 
years before. Thence an indifferent bye-road led him up the hill 
above the top of Nab Wood, from which he descended by Nab Lane. 
It was not until 1826 that this hill was superseded by the cut through 
Hirst Wood. On reaching the spot where the road ended—then 
called Nab Gate—the adventurous traveller found himself on the edge 
of a considerable expanse of moorland, with Shipley in the distance. 
Across the heath he made his own track. At the enclosure of the 
moor, in about 1815, a wide road was made swinging round in a curve 
from Nab Gate and emerging from the plan somewhat east of the 
little plantation now called Springhurst Wood. This, the Bradford 
Road, has to be inserted in imagination into the plan almost as a first 
preliminary to the understanding of the topography. The little 
enclosed track-way, probably a farm occupation-road, which is seen to 
the north of Springhurst Wood, still survives as the back road of 
Wellington Crescent. Hall Lane (now called Manor Lane) is also 
recognisable. On either side of this road and in the village stood, 
and still stand, the Manor House (now the District Council Offices) 
and the Old Hall (now the premises of the Rosse Street Brotherhood). 
To the east of Hall Lane was another farm occupation-road, which 
has disappeared altogether, but as the building opposite its end is 
apparently Croft house (still existing), this lane must have been but a 
few yards removed from the site of Dale Street. Still further to the 
east, in what is now denominated Otley Road, the group of buildings 
surrounding the hostelry called "The Old House at home," is easily 
recognisable. Some of these buildings have only recently been 
removed. The bend of the road at the bottom of the map marks the 
site of the junction of Otley Road, Valley Road, and the road from 
the Branch Hotel, the latter, of course, not having been formed till 
the Bradford road was made. Th& Midland Railway follows nowadays 
very much the line of the wall of the fields between this road and the 
Bradford Beck. The railway dates from 1846. The beck being here 
the boundary of the manor, no details are shown to the east, but, of 
course, the Bradford Canal was contemporary with the canal to 
Skipton, and must have existed when the plan was made, as did also 
the old cornmill with its water-wheel on the Beck. 

The open space now called the Market Place—though the right of 
Shipley to the possession of a market is a modern controversy—is 
easily recognised. Beside it is the hall which was formerly the 
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residence of the Wainman family. Adjoining Baildon Bridge is shown 
a large building which was erected in 1796, and which marks conse-
quently the earliest date at which the survey can have been made. 
This erection is still in part standing in the premises of the Providence 
Foundry. The site of the old chapel close by is also distinguished. 
Although the Otley Road is now one of the main streets of Shipley, 
and the way to the Wharfedale market-town is wide and easy, it was 
by no means so at the beginning of the nineteenth century. It was 
not until the end of the first decade that Hollings Hill was cut 
through the upland meadows. Prior to its construction, the traveller 
from Shipley to Otley would make his way by the ' New Road" to 
Baildon—a road which had been constructed in 1748 to supersede the 
ancient trackway up Cliffe Lane. From Baildon he would proceed 
over the moor to Hawksworth, and thence by the existing road across 
to Guiseley, whence a series of bye-roads, now with difficulty to be 
recognised, led up Wharfedale. But this is straying far from our plan. 

Returning to the market-place one looks for the western exits from 
the village. Church Street, which marks the boundary of the moor 
on its southern side, was only in part formed at the enclosure in 1815. 
It was at first designed as a private carriage-road, and was called 
Bents Lane. Evidently there had been some traffic over the common 
toward Nab Gate and thence up the Aire Valley, and when by the 
enclosure this was stopped inconvenience was felt, for in 1826 Parlia-
ment passed an Act permitting a private company to acquire and 
improve Bents Lane, to connect it with Nab Gate, and carry a road 
through Hirst 'Wood to the Bradford and Keighley Turnpike below 
(Jottingley village. In the other direction the new road was made to 
pass along the line of Low Lane through Windhill—then beginning 
to rise into a considerable hamlet—and away through Eccleshill to 
Calverley. Doubtless this new road east and west was a great conve-
nience, but the traveller had to pay for its use. The old tracks which 
it superseded were free to him if always bad in condition. In the 
Low Lane marked on the plan the modern Briggate is with difficulty 
to be recognised. It seems then to have had but a few houses on one 
side only, and on the other it was unenclosed down to the canal side. 
One or two old buildings still remain at Low Well which may have 
been then in existence. 
The Saltaire Road was also formed at the enclosure of the moor-

land, and it marked the northern boundary of the waste. Its modern 
name, of course, is subsequent to the establishment about 1853 of the 
great mills of Saltaire, upon and about the site of the old cornmill 
called Dixon Mill or Dixon's Mill—the vernacular was ever careless of 
the sinilant indicative of the possessive. The old Dixon Mill Lane is 
now Victoria Road. A little to the south-west, where the moorland 
narrows and climbs the steep to Moorhead, the first landmark is White 
House Farm, a characteristic building of the reign of the First 
Charles, with its fine dated doorway (still existing), and at the extreme 
left hand bottom corner of the plan—the very brink of the hill—are 
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the old white cottages familiar now to the frequenters of the Shipley 
Golf Links. The links themselves, though still beyond what the 
economist would call the margin of cultivation, were already "ancient 
enclosures" when the moor was enclosed. 

The large expanse of moorland shown on the plan which we repro-
duce was only about two-thirds of that which lay within the manor. 
It was at that time called the " Low Moor." The remainder, called 
the " High Moor," lay on the plateau beyond Moorhead, stretching 
away by Stony Ridge to the (Jottingley and Heaton boundaries, a 
good deal of Heaton itself being also at that time open moorland. 
This moorland was a feature of no little importance to the inhabitants 
of Shipley. Most of the villagers already at the beginning of the 
nineteenth century "lived by cloathing," as Leland earlier said of a 
neighbouring community. But probably all, or nearly all, combined 
with their textile industry a little agriculture, and had a sheep or two, 
or at any rate a few geese on the common. All over the country i.n 
the reign of George III. a great movement for the enclosure of coiii-
mons was, however, in progress, and on the 14th November, 1814, a 
petition was presented to the house of Commons by "several owners 
of estates in the manor and township of Shipley" setting forth that 
there were in the manor "several commons nd parcels of waste 
ground which might be improved if enclosed." Viscount Lascelles 
and Viscount Milton, the representatives of the county, were accorded 
leave to bring in a bill for the enclosure of this "waste." The bill 
was presented on the 9th February in the following year, and received 
the Royal assent on the 12th May, 1815. 

The moorland was surveyed, and was found to measure 277 acres 
3 roods and 28 perches. A certain number of the tracks on the moor 
were formally recognised as roads, and some new roads were set out. 
Among them came into existence, as has been said, the Bradford Road. 
Moorhead Lane, which probably existed as a moorland track, was 
formally acknowledged and called " High Bank Road." On the High 
Moor, Stony Ridge Road and Noon Nick Lane, under other names, 
came into existence. The remainder was then available for distribu-
tion. About an acre and a-half of the moorland was first allotted to 
the surveyors of highways as quarries. Then came the turn of the 
Lord of the Manor. This dignitary at the moment happened to be 
John Wilmer Fiéld, of Heaton, the grandfather of the Lord Rosse of 
" telescope" fame, and great-grandfather of the present holder of the 
title and estates. As Lord of the Manor Mr. Field took one-sixteenth 
in value of the whole moor "for manorial right." Thus he secured 
61 acres at the corner of Moorhead Lane w ith the Bradford Road— 
the plot on a portion of which the Rosse hotel now stands—with an 
additional 61 acres on the breezy heights of Stony Ridge, overlooking 
Cottingley. In his private capacity as landowner Mr. Field also 
received 691 acres. To him in this capacity fell some good plots 
which joined up well with his existing estates, and also the greater 
part of the land between the modern Church Street and Saltaire Road. 

Ii 
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A little bit of this land Mr. Field afterwards presented to Shipley as a 
site for a church. After the Lord of the Manor, Mr. William Wain-
man, owner of considerable estates in the township, had the next 
considerable allotment, and he took nearly all that was left of the land 
between Church Street and Saltaire Road. Then Mr. Ellis (Junliffe 
Lister secured a little over 22j- acres. Practically the whole of the 
High Moor, from Moorhead to the borders of Cottingley and Heaton, 
was thus divided between these three gentlemen, Mr. William Field, 
Mr. Wainman, and Mr. Cunliffe Lister. together with the heirs of the 
late Joshua Field. The Rev. Jeremiah Dixon took a little over 13 
acres, and Daniel Wilson and Thomas Kitchingman Staveley, esquires, 
received eight acres. The overseers of the poor, in their capacity as 
property-owners, received not quite 3j acres, including the plot which 
with the quarries granted to the surveyors of highways constitutes 
the greater part of Crowgill Park. What was left was divided among 
the farmers and cottagers. Most of this land was in tiny plots, 
scattered here and there, some of it being mere strips of roadside 
waste, a few yards deep. The cottagers promptly sold it, before 
indeed they got it, and the award saves legal expenses by transferring 
it direct to the purchaser. Mr. William Denby was the purchaser of 
a number of these cottagers' plots, and found himself the owner of 
nearly five acres. The heirs of William Booth, farmer, secured 4 
acres, and a number of others smaller holdings. 

AN OLD BRADFORD LANDMARK. 
WILLIAM SdiluTox. 

REV IO1iJS to the year 1803 the old and once-useful thoroughfare 
known as Chapel Lane went by the name of Toad Lane. By 
the Bradford Improvement Act of that year the Board of 

Commissioners made several alterations in the names of the streets, 
&c., and among other changes that were made was that of transform-
ing Toad Lane into Chapel Lane. This change, however, did not 
apply to the old narrow snicket reaching from Nelson Street to Bridge 
Street, opposite the end of Market Street, which retained its old name 
right up to the time when it was wiped out of existence in order to 
make way for the Town Hall. 

One of the most interesting landmarks of Toad, or Chapel, Lane 
then demolished, was the old house, shop, and printing office of Henry 
Wardnìan. He printed little books by the hundreds, some of which 
.he sold as low as twenty for sixpence! Excellent little things they 
were, and the children of Old Bradford were delighted with them 
when received as Sunday School prizes. The age of children's books 

had as yet scarcely dawned. 
It was Henry Wardman who printed Abraham Holroyd's first book 

when that esteemed antiquary and poet was but in his seventeenth 
year. The title page bore the words, "The Wreath: Being a collec-
tion of original, religious and moral poems by A. llolroyd. 1834. 
Bradford. Printed and sold by Henry Wardman, 6, Chapel Lane.' 



THE PLACE-NAMES MENSTON 

AND MANNINGHAM. 

N several occasions attempts have been made to get 
at the derivation of the place-name Menston. The 
explanation has been advanced that it means a 

town of stone, from n'taen, the Celtic for stone, and ton, 
the well-known contraction in place-names for town. 

Another derivation that has found favour is that the 
last four letters stand for stone, an Anglo-Saxon rendering 
of a first Celtic syllable maen, and that in fact the 
name offers a reduplication in meaning. These attempts 
are failures, for the simple reason that those making them 
had quite forgotten that the village had a history extend-
ing over 600 years. What wag extremely important in 
the matter of derivation had been missed. Menston, in 
the earliest documents dealing with the neighbourhood, 
is called Mensington. The present name of the township 
is a contracted form of the title by which the settlement 
first became known. 
What then does Mensington mean? It is divisible 

into three syllables, of which the last need give us no 
trouble. The second syllable, ing, has one of two mean-
ings. Low-lying meadow lands are known as ings. Hall 
Ings, in Bradford, is built on land adjacent to the junction 
of the Bowling and Bradford becks. 

Granting that ing means a meadow, then what does 
mens mean? It can only come from menes, plural of 
mene, a ring. 
A more likely meaning for ing is its well-known use 

implying descent from or clanship with the person whose 
name immediately precedes it. There is no record in 
Anglo-Saxon charters or documents of the personal name 
of Mens however. 

In the evolution of spoken words there is a peculiar 
anticipatory process called the umlaut. Whenever we 
pronounce a word of more than one syllable, the second of 
which contains the vowel i, we anticipate the utterance 
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of this second vowel before We have quite finished sound-
ing the first vowel. The result is that we modify the 
first sound uttered in the direction of i, the result being 
a vowel intermediate to the two original vowels. For 
example, French is the result- of the i following a in the 
word Frankish, which is the immediate ancestral form of 
the modern adjective French. English is the result of 
a preceding i in its original form Angleish. When in 

Mensington we find a syllable containing i preceded by 
one containing e, and know that e in such a position so 
often stands for an earlier a, we arrive at the conclusion 
that an earlier form of Mens was Mans. 
On consulting Searle's Onomasticon Anglo-Saxõnicum 

we find ample evidence of the existence among the Saxons 
of the personal name Mann. The possessive case of this 
name is Mannes, which by contraction became Mans. 
The conclusion then from the facts adduced is that the 

place-name Menston was originally the place-phrase 
Mannes-ing-ton, in other words the Town of the Descend-
ants of Mann. 
The well-known suburb of Bradford, Manningham, is 

a name derived from the same Anglo-Saxon personal 
name. But it may well be asked if the umlaut is 
operative in Mensingtoii it ought to be equally so in 

Manningham. If one listens carefully to the name 
Man ningham as pronounced by dialect speakers and by 
people with the habit of rapid utterance, it will be at 
once realised that the umlaut is in full operation. We 
invariably get Menningham from these speakers. 
The great difference between these two place-names 

lies in the use of the possessive form of Mann in the case 
of Mensington, and the dative in the case of Mannnigham. 
The original place-phrase of the latter is of course the 
Homestead of the Descendants of Mann. 

Place-names, probably all derived from the same 
personal name, are Manfield, Mansfield, Manningford, 
Manniiigton (2), Manningtree, Manston (2), Manswood, 
Manthorpe (2), Manton (3), Mensthorpe, Mennythorpe, 
and Menthorpe. . J. H. R. 





THE FRIENDS OF LOTHERSDALE, 

AND 

THE STORY OF THEIR SUFFERINGS. 

BY 

WILLIAM SOR[JTON. 

N the little village of Lothersdale, which until the 
year of grace 1838 formed part of the extensive and 
ancient parishes of Kildwick and Canton, is to be 

seen a little sanctuary, the Meeting-house of the Friends 
of Lothersdale. As will be understood from the accom-
panying sketch, it is a small and unpretentious building, 
consisting of a chapel and curator's residence. The in-
terior of the chapel is plain, but "wondrous neat and 
clean." In the entrance hail is a small library of books, coin-
posed chiefly of Quaker biography, a fine copy of Besse's 
Sufferings of the Quakers, and several pamphlets dealing 
with the troubles of the Friends in the matter of tithes 
early in the eighteenth century. Adjoining the chapel 
is a small but trimly-kept burial-ground, with a few 
gravestones scattered here and there. 
The village consists, in addition to its church, two 

small chapels, a few cottages and houses, and a mill, 
chiefly of scattered farms on the surrounding hills, in 
which once dwelt contentedly some families who belonged 
to the Society of'Friends. Alas, there are now. no 
Quakers residing in Lothersdale, and the little Meeting-

P 
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house is closed so far as the Friends are concerned, 
although in the year 1851 the attendance was nearly 
double that of the meeting at Bentham. Such are the 
ravages of time 

Small and insignificant as the village is, it is not with-
out its traditions, and quiet and secluded as the place 
looks to-day, it has in times gone by witnessed some sad 
and melancholy tragedies. 
Among the peace-loving Quakers there were men made 

of stubborn stuff, ever ready to suffer for conscience' sake, 
and willing to go to prison rather than obey laws which 
they believed to be unjust and unscriptural. In the 
closing years of the eighteenth century they refused to 
pay tithes to the vicar of the parish, as they felt that in 
doing so they would be "recognising an earthly priest-
"hood, and would be sanctioning a compulsory payment 
"for the preaching of that Gospel which is directed to 
be as freely given as it is freely received." 
A short detailed account of the circumstances which 

led to the imprisonment of the Lothersdale Friends was 
drawn up and signed by John and Henry Wormall, 
Joseph Brown, James Walton, John Wilkinson, William 
Hartley, John Stansfield, and Henry King,* under the 
advice and with the help of William Tuke and Lindley 
Murray the Grammarian. From this and two other 
pamphlets issued by the Friends concerned we learn that 
the Rev. George Markhamt succeeded the Rev. Mr. 
Tennant in the vicariate of Canton in December, 1779, 
and that Lothersdale was part of his parish. Soon after 
his institution he made a demand for the small tithes 
which his Lothersdale parishioners deemed exorbitant. 
This opinion was endorsed by the Justices of the West 

Henry King, though a prisoner, was not of the Society of Friends. 

t Markham was also Rector of Tattenhall in Cheshire, having been appointed in 
1781. He is reported to have gone to law over the tithes of that parish whilst he 
was at war with his Carlton parishioners. Some account of his family connections 
and his relationship to Archbishop Markham of York (a first cousin to his father 
Thomas) will be found in i7e Herald and Genealogist, Vol. VII, p. 318. He 
was said to be a descendant of Cromwell through Bridget Cromwell, who married 
General Fleetwood. Markham was a Doctor of Divinity. He died in 1816. 

1 
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Riding in Quarter Sessions, when, in 1781 or early 1782, 
he summoned many of his parishioners for the non-pay-
ment of these same tithes The Justices, amongst whom 
were the Earl of Effingham, the Rev. Henry Zouch, and 
Henry Wickham, Esq., on inquiry deemed the demand to 
exceed a tenth of the titheable property, and refused to 
grant him a warrant of distress. In the face of this 
administration of the law and public-opinion, he refused 
to make any abatement, and carried his case to a higher 
court. In Hilary Term, 1786, he filed his Bill in the 
Court of Exchequer against Birtwhistle and others. In 
its leisurely way the Court proceeded to hear the cause 
in the Easter Term of 1789, and gave judgment in 
Hilary Term, 1791, against the defendants. This was on 
the ground that the oxgang modus which had been set 
up in defence was not good in law (the defendants not 
being able to prove the exact quantity of land contained 
in an oxgang*). During the Easter Term of 1789, and 
before the Court had delivered this judgment, which 
would have obviated any further law proceedings, Mark-
ham commenced a second suit against another batch of 
his parishioners, all of whom he understood were Quakers. 
The latter were compelled to file their answer on 26th 
November, 1789. No further steps were taken until 
Trinity Term vacation in 1791, when, though advised 
that the Quakers were not intending to resist his claim, 
and that consequently his suit was practically gained, he 
insisted on examining his witnesses, thus adding greatly 
to the cost of what it must be admitted was already a 
vexatious suit. Even the Judges of the Court of 
Exchequer remonstrated with him for so persecuting 
these members of the Society of Friends. 
When in the year 1791 the complainant proceeded to 

examine evidence by a Commission in support of his 
allegations, he stated in his Bill his induction to the 
living, his consequent legal right to the small tithes, the 

* At Horton each oxgang one with another contained about 10 acres. See Sir 
John Maynard's Valuation of the Tithes of Bradford, 1638, printed in Outhwaite's 
Documents of Bradford church, page 60. 
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occupancy of the defendants in his parish, their having 
had much titheable produce, and their not setting out 
but detaining the tithes. The defendants in their answer 
petitioned only that they might not be subject to the 
payment of costs. They did not deny the complainant's 
legal induction, but stated their being of the "persuasion 
of the People called Quakers," and their religious scruple 
against complying with any demands of this nature; that 
they had never set out or rendered any tithe to the said 
complainant or to any other clergyman. They mentioned 
the summary and comparatively easy mode of proceedings 
for such demands provided by Acts of Parliament of 
William III. and George I., and that they had at no 
time resisted the taking of their goods by legal authority 
for any such claims ; and said they hact heard that a 
small payment had been customarily made in lieu of 
titheable grass made into hay. 
The suit was continued with considerable delay till a 

decree was obtained for the tithes and costs of the suit 
which amounted to the large total of £486. Of that 
£183 were his costs. In addition to this the Friends 
themselves had spent £41 in defending the suit. 
On the 16th May, 1795, by attachments of the Court 

of Exchequer, after six years' proceedings, eight persons 
were taken into custody and lodged in York Castle. All 
were married except one, and between them had about 
thirty children dependent upon them, so that, although 
imprisonment was not so cruel as in the preceding century, 
it meant a good deal of hardship for those left at home. 
Most of the Friends occupied lowly positions in life— 
small farmers who united the craft of the weaver with 
that of the husbandman. An aggravation of the vicar's 
conduct was that more than a year befbre the imprison-
ment he had received "a compensation for his demands" 
from the landlords of several of the prisoners. This 
much may be said in extenuation of the Rev. George 
Markham's conduct of the case, that from letters of his 
preserved in the archives of the Dean and Chapter of 
Christ's Church College, Oxford, he had suggested to 
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them, then and now the patrons of the living of Canton, 
that the prosecution should be far less rigorously carried 
on. They, however, declined to entertain any thoughts 
of a mitigated procedure, and consequently the imprison-
ment of these men was the sequel to the unnecessarily 
protracted proceedings. 
But let us follow the prisoners to the gaol at York, 

and see how they fared in prison. In the person of Henry 
Wormall they had a literary representative, who kept a 
journal, and occasionally wrote to Friends at home to 
keep them acquainted with their doings in the Castle. 
Under date 11th June, 1795, he writes 

"Respected Friends, —Hearing from you this day did 
"stir me up to inform you we did come through the City 
to the Castle on the 16th of last month in a solemn 

"manner, and two Bailiffs with us, and we were shown 
to our apartments, which are two lodging-rooms, and 
two good beds in each room (which our kind Friends of 

"York did bring for us), and we have another larger 
"room to sit, eat, and work in ; and York Friends did 
"bring us tables, chairs, pots, and all other needful 
"things, so that we now have a comfortable habitation. 
"And for my believing that I am in the way of my duty, 
"and finding peace to attend my own mind, I am mostly 
"cheerful, and well content. Sometimes the thought of 
"my dear wife and affectionate children doth come very 
"near to my mind ; but one morning in a very particular 
"mariner I was immediately stopped with this sentence, 
"'Leave thy fatherless children, and let your widows 
"'trust in Me ;' and my mind was comforted, believing 
this was a gentle caution. We do hold two meetings 
on First Days, and one on Fifth Days, and sometimes 
some Friend doth come to sit with us . . . * and 

"sometimes I have had reason to say, 'Surely the Lord 
"'is in this place, though I knew it not.' 

The keepers of the prison are not unkind to us, and 
"I think we are admired by all the inhabitants, and thus 
"we are made like spectacles unto men. 
"We have bought looms to weave garters and laces on, 
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"arid two spinning wheels, and sometimes we weave and 
"sometimes we spin, and so time passes with some of us 
"better than could be expected in such a place. 
"I am often tossed in my mind about one thing or 

"another, but when it is well with you, remember me. 
Now I will conclude; and so my desire is for you and 
for myself, that after all these tossings and tribulations, 

"once at last we may hear the sentence, 'Well done,' 
and have admittance to that world where the wicked 

"cease from troubling, and the poor, tossed soul will for 
"ever be at rest. Farewell, from Henry Wormail. My 
"dear friend, Joseph Brown, who is now to me a choice 
"companion, unites in love unto you." 
The letter does not, however, conclude until the writer 

has .made a subtle and neatly-turned allusion to business 
matters, which is in no way at variance with the tone of 
sincere piety which runs through it. "I think," he con-
tinues, "when you are settled at your new shop, if you 
"do need an assortment of laces or garters, if you do send 
"me an order, I can supply you, and shall be pleased to 
"do so. From your assured friend in prison; but all the 
"great locks and bolts which we are now compassed 
"about with cannot always deprive us of a peaceful mind. 
Farewell !" 
The Quaker prisoners were by no means lonely or 

neglected during their incarceration. They were visited 
by various friends from America and parts of Great 
Britain, as well as from those nearer home. Many of the 
debtors attended their meetings, and others came to the 
Castle out of the City. The Friends were steadfastly 
resolved to fight out the battle with the vicar of Carleton. 
Wormall wrote to him about the claims for tithe being 
exorbitant, but adds, "If one shilling or one penny would 
"free me from prison, and also from thy law in every 
"aspect, I durst not pay it for fear it would bring a 
"wound upon my conscience never to be repaired in this 
"world." 

It is now time to turn back fo Lothersdale, to see how 
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the good wives of these staunch worthies grappled with 
the responsibilities that thus fell on them. In the first 
summons that was taken out against the Friends by 
Markham, the name of John Stansfield does not appear, 
but the names of Grace and Mary Slater do. Before, 
however, the proceedings came to a climax Grace died, 
and Mary had become the wife of John Stansfield. 
Although she brought him property by this marriage,t 
she also, it would seem, brought him into suffering on its 
account. But she was a proper wife for such a man; 
being herself the granddaughter of ancestors who for 
forty years had had goods taken from them to satisfy the 
payment of tithes. Her grandmother was a daughter of 
Christopher and Jane Shackleton, of Conoiiley, and 
married William Slater on the 10th January, 1719. 
During her husband's imprisonment, Mary Stansfield, in 
addition to her domestic duties and the care of her two 
little children, carried on his business, overseeing the 
farm, and taking part in the buying and selling of wool, 
&c. And yet she found time to write long letters telling 
him of her doings, the state of the crops, and the prices 
she was able to get for the wool she sold. 
By the kind permission of Mr. Charles Edward Stans-

field, of Reading, and Mrs. Bryan Holmes, of Bentham, 
I am enabled to give a few extracts from Mary Stansfield's 
letters to her husband. Writing from Lothersdale on 
9th April, 1796, "betwixt five and six o'th clock in the 
"morning," she says, "I did not like to miss writing to 
"thee, which is the reason of my early rising, which I 
"believe none of our folks know of for I could not get 
time yesterday, being busy with selling and weighing 

"wool; having sold six sheets of hogs to Samuel Bolton 
and three sheets of hogs to Barnard Hartley." She 

then describes the state of the wool, mentions another 

* Hannah Wormall, Margaret Wormall, Lucy Brown, Julian Walton, Mary 
Stansfield and B. King. 

1- 22/9/1791, at Lothersdale Meeting House, John, s. of Joshua and Eliz. Stansfield, 
of 1-land Green, Halifax, and Mary, d. of John and Alargaret (née Wilson, m. 
29/1/1764) Slater. 

T 
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sale, and continues, "These sheets sold leaves us £7 lOs., 
"calling the carriage lOs. per sheet. It is but poor doings, 
but I do not know how to mend, it ; I mean this 

",C7 lOs. is all both for interest and trouble."* 
In another letter of the same year she writes, "On 

"second day we had here Robert Whip and son, and we 
sold them three sheets, two Hogs, and one Wethers. 
But we had like to have parted. He told of going 

"forward to Keighley, and I really was afraid to part 
with him, as I believe he would readily buy for price he 

"bid, which was only £10 per sheet for good Hogs deliv-
ered at Come I stood a long time at £10 5s. Od. per 

"sheet, but he would not give it, so was obliged to allow 
"him it in weight, and sold him the Wethers at £9 I Os. 
per sheet. To be sure, if it be ill sold it is well paid 
for, for he paid bills for it all but about £6 which I 

"suppose he has bought noils and broke wool for to-day." 
Her work was not simply selling the wool, but she helped 
in packing and unpacking and examining the fleeces. 
"It is a very weary job, but, if well, do not intend to 
"rest while it be done, though I almost feel tired out 
with one hurry and another." Also she directed various 

farming operations. Writing on Lady Day, 1796, she 
says, "Thou knows there is Bare Intack End to do, and 
"our folks thinks they can plow it, so I think they had 
"best try, for it will be cheaper than graving. . . Our 
"folks waterfbred part of the wetest places in Graimser 
"Iiìtack yesterday."t 
What the prison diet may have been at this time it is 

impossible to say. Probably it was nothing over choice, 
as it appears delicacies were occasionally sent from 
Lothersdale to the prisoners. Once a ham was sent with 
three cheeses to supplement it. Says the frugal Mary, 
"I would willingly hope you will not stay in York Castle 

* In May, 1797, she states that they had sold one sheet of wethers at 18 iOs. and 
one sheet of hoggs at £9 lOs. ; this was the lowest price they had yet sold them at 

t Gravinq, i.e.. digging with a spade, and wateiforinq are quite obsolete words 
to-day. 
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"while you eat them all ; but that I must leave, and I 
"expect you will not be sorry to leave the cheeses uncut." 
This, however, would not, I think, be realised, as nearly 
a whole year was to elapse before the prisoners gained 
their much-desired freedom. 
The toiling and patient wives at Lothersdale were 

sometimes cheered and encouraged by the kindly visits 
of Friends from a distance. Thus, in February, 1796, no 
less than seven of such Friends came to see them. Their 
names are worthy of record : Sarah Harrison, Sarah 
Birkbeck, D. Priestman and his wife, M. Birkbeck, Sarah 
Hustler, and Joseph Birkbeck. They were all the guests 
of Mary Stansfield, and she tells her husband how she 
had arranged for their accommodation : had cleaned the 
pewter, whitewashed the house, and provided something 
pretty comfortable to eat. "We had yesterday Plain 
"Puddings, Boiled and Baked, a little Leg of Veal, Pig 
"Cheek Boiled, and part of a Leg of Mutton roasted." 
Before departing, the guests held a meeting in the little 
sanctuary. "I believe a very tendering season it was to 
"many minds," wrote Mary, "and I sincerely wish the 
"impression may be lasting." 

It must have been a help and comfort to the sufferers 
thus to have the sympathy and encouragement of their 
friends. Whilst willing to bear in all patience the trial 
she was passing through, she was at the same time 
desirous that the case of the prisoners at York should not 
be lost sight of by Friends in London, whose influence 
she thought might be brought to bear in shortening the 
imprisonment of their unfortunate brethren. She writes: 

"I still was not easy without writing to William Birk-
"beck, of Settle. I told him, if he was free, I could like 
"him to write his mind to London. So when that was 
'done, I thought I had done all in my power, let what 
"might be the consequence. I thought, perhaps, Friends 
"might blame me for being so forward, but I did not 
"know I could be easy with doing less, thinking it was 
"quite necessary they should know what they were 
"about,  and, believing there was no time to lose, I had 
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c-' no Friend to speak to to tell me which was the best 
cc way, so I was forced to do according to my own feelings, 
"which thou may be sure was not a little animated on 
"account of a matter which I was so much interested in. 

"I thought our Friends in London would think I had set 
"all the Ftiends in the country I could think of on them, 
"for I got Martha Smith to write, and she wrote her 
"mind very freely to her brother, thinking they were 
"much too easyfull about us in London, with a good deal 
"more of the same kind which she read me. 
"I was very anxious for thy letter, and was glad I had 

"received thy approbation and York Friends' for what I 
"had done." 
But there was need of patience, for, six months after 

the foregoing, she wrote of her pleasure in hearing that 
the matter was again renewed in Parliament, and adds 

"I think some of our Friends in London are as timorous 
"as some old wives, and indeed, a good deal more so, for 
"when a thing is believed to be right, as an application 
"to Parliament met with the unity of Friends, I think 
"to shew such a timorousness about the matter being 
"again renewed shews them to be no better than great 
"cowards, for there's nothing like a persevering if one 
"expects to reap any good. I trust I am not forgetting 
"where we ought to look, and above all, depend, and 
"Who can either bless or blast all our endeavours, both 
"on this account and others. Yet if we will not labour 
,, in what appears to be right, how can we expect His 
"blessing? That would be presumption indeed." 
The Friends were not without local sympathiers. It 

seems that Mr. William Wainman, of Carr Head and 
Shipley, was of great use to the prisoners, as was also 
Mr. Henry Wickham, J.P. Mary Stansfield, writing 
from Lothersdale to her husband, 30th May, 1796, says 
"I expect on 7th or 1st day thou would receive a kind 
"letter from Wainman ; he is indeed beyond common 
"kind. . . . I am not one that likes to be under 
"obligation if I can avoid it, but I am and must be to 
"them (Mr. and Mrs. Wainman)." 
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Mr. Wainman was thought by some to be the author 
of a work, entirely independent of the Quakers in 
its origin, against Mr. Markham, and which appeared in 
1796. It was written under the nom de-plume of 'Charles 
'Wilson, a member of the Church of England,' and was 
called Strictures on the conduct of the Rev. George 
Markham, M.A. Mr. Wainmain explicitly denied the 
authorship, but expressed himself in cordial agreement 
with its sentiments. Many of the clergy considered 
Markham's conduct to be unworthy of the cloth, for he 
himself speaks of "the discountenance, dereliction, and 
"opposition of many of my own order." 
From a letter of John Stansfield's dated from York 

Castle, July, 1797, it would seem that a clause in a bill 
before Parliament was proposed for the relief of the 
Friends confined in York Gaol, providing that a Justice 
of the Peace might proceed against their property for the 
payment of the debt they owed to Mr. Markham, by 
which their persons might be released. This bill passed 
successfully through Parliament, thanks to the able 
advocacy of Sergeant Adair, whose speeches were reported 
in the newspapers of October, 1796, and Mary Stansfield 
was enabled to write in the following month : "I hope I 
"shall only now have about one letter more to write to 
"thee at York, which will much rejoice thy ever affec-
tionate wife." 
At length the prisoners regained their liberty, after a 

confinement extending over two years and five months. 
But what a liberation ! The Justices of the Quarter 
Sessions were empowered to direct their release, but at 
the price of granting to Markham warrants to distrain 
upon their respective goods and estates to the amount of 
his legal claims and costs. The distraint upon their 
property immediately followed their liberation, and to 
satisfy the total claim of £486, property of these people 
to the value of £507 was seized, and being sold realised 
£419. 

It was then the Lothersdale folks were called upon to 
witness a succession of scenes sad enough in all conscience. 

Ii 
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"Our effects were seized, and sold to great disadvantage, :: and several of us stripped of nearly all the little furni-
tui e of 0111 houses. Even all the beds of several of our 

"families were taken and sold, so that the household 
"furniture of four families, all put together, did not, 
"after the sale, amount to five pounds." Henry Wormall 
remarks, in a letter to a friend, "They returned my wife 
"the cradle and the rocking chair." What an example 
of lavish generosity 
But the case of John Wormall was exceptionally sad. 

He was far advanced in life, and on the day when the 
sale of his household goods took place, he was very ill 
and confined to bed. Being several times informed that 
the bed must be sold, the poor old man was at last 
obliged to rise ; and the chair which he usually sat in 
having been sold before, and there being no suitable 
accommodation for him at home, he was conveyed to a 
friend's house, where the next day he breathed his last. 
Joseph Wilkinson, a single man, had already died in 
prison in the January of 1797. 
But let us now take a backward glance to the prison 

life of the Lothersdale Friends, and see how it fared with 
them in the dismal gaol at York Castle, where they had 
for a fellow prisoner one who has well-earned the honoured 
title of "The Christian Poet." For the authorship of an 
article which had appeared in the Sheffield Iris (of which 
paper he was the editor), and which was supposed to 
reflect upon the conduct of a certain county magistrate, 
James Montgomery had been committed to York Castle 
to suffer a term of imprisonment. He was a prisoner 
there at the same time as the Quakers from Lothersdale, 
and it will excite no surprise to state that a strong friend-
ship was soon formed between him and those worthy 
men. Henry Wormall alludes to this friendship in his 
journal, and speaks of Montgomery as "a very kind and 
"social young man," "and a pleasing companion..... 
"I think I never had an acquaintance with any one 
"before (that was not of my persuasion) with whom I 
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"had so much unity. I was troubled and thought it a 
"loss to part with him." 

Montgomery's term of confinement was ended before 
that of the Quakers, but he did not forget them when 
outside the prison walls. A few weeks after his release 
he wrote thus to Henry Wormall 
"Be assured that so far from being forgotten by me, 

"scarcely a day passes but you occupy some place in my 
"thoughts. As often as I remember York Castle, I 
"always call to mind the many pleasing, peaceful hours 
"we spent there. How happy should J be to know that 
you were now, like myself, recalling the scenes of that 

"dreadful place, like a dream that is past ! But to the 
will of the Supreme Disposer of all events we must 

"patiently and humbly submit. He who is Omnipotent 
is felt in the dungeon as much as in heaven itself; and 
He who can do all things can make a prison a paradise. 
Such, I doubt not, you have often found it ; such I 

"hope you find it every day ; such I most earnestly pray 
you may always find it, while your lot is cast within 

"those gloomy walls  Pray give my best and 
kindest respects to all your friends suffering in the 

"cause of conscience like yourself. It will be a pleasure 
to think that I am not entirely forgotten by those 

"worthy sufferers, particularly Joseph Brown and John 
Stansfield." 
Joseph Brown, to whom the poet alludes, appears to 

have been a remarkable character. * He led a pious and 
saintly life, and won the affection of all who came in 
contact with him. Of the Society of Friends, he was for 
twenty-one years one of its ministers. 
Though Montgomery was more intimate with Henry 

Wormall, the high estimation in which he held the 
character of Brown was shown on more than one occasion. 
He died, aged 52, on 28th June, 1803, at Lothersclale, 

• See Life of James Montgomery, Vol. 11. ; Life of Thomas Bvinia (1851). pp. 
54-60; Piety Promoted, Part X., p. 155 ; W. Harbutt Dawsoit's Loose Leaves of 
Oraven history (2nd series), pp. 37-42. Herein it is erroneously stated that Brown 
died whilst a prisoner at York Castle. 
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worn out with the hardships and anxieties consequent on 
the imprisonment. His saintly memory is enshrined in 
those beautiful verses of his fellow prisoner, Montgomery, 
commencing with the well-known lines: 

"Spirit, leave thine house of clay; 
Lingering dust, resign thy breath! 

Spirit, cast thy chains away; 
Dust, be thou dissolved in death!" 

[I gladly acknowledge my indebtedness to Mr. Hall Stansfield (a 
grandson of John and Mary Stansfield) for favours unstintedly shown 
to me in the compilation of this article. W. S.] 

(JHELDIS: A DOMESDAY MANOR IN CRAVEN, 

AND ITS IDENTIFICATION. 

IN Whittaker's History of Craven we read* "The Cheldis of 
Domesday, one of the numerous errors committed by the transcribers 
of that record, is, I think Melsis or Mawsis, the Saxon 1J1 in the hurry 
of writing having been mistaken for 6b, which the two letters 
resemble with only the difference of a single stroke and d carelessly 
substituted for s" The Rev. Wm. Bawdwen,t a native of Stonegappe in 
the adjoining manor of "Glusebrun," was also of the same opinion, 
and Mr. Robert SkaifeT followed suit. As research into the wonderful 
work of the Domesday scribes progresses, it is found that there are 
very few mistakes indeed in the survey. Cheldis§ occurs again as 
Chelchis, § and though the Domesday scribes might have made a mistake 
once, the odds are against them making the same blunder twice. I am 
of the opinion that the surveyors were quite correct, and that Whittaker 
and Bawd wen and those that followed them were wrong in their identi-
fication. Cheldis is to be identified with Keltus, now no longer existing 
as a steading, but which was situated near the junction of the Lothers-
dale and Kildwick roads in the modern township of Crosshills. 
Mr. F. G. Peacock writes, "Deeds relating to the neighbourhood men-
tion Great Keltus and Little Keltus." Philologically this identification 
is permissible, and the land is contiguous with Glusburn, with which 
Cheldis is coupled on the two occasions of its occurrence in the survey. 
Che]dis is certainly not Malsis, for Whittaker himself quotes a record 
wherein "Malseyes" is given as an alternative for Sutton. 

J. HAMBLEY ROWE, M.B. 

* Edition 1878, p. 216. f Translation of Domesday, pp. 1(38 and 195. 
Yorlsshire Archæol. .Thurn., Vol. xiv., pp. 55 and 266 

§ Facsimile edition, Domesday, Folios, xlix. and lix. 
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MR. CHARLES A. FEDERER. 

tHE Bradford Historical and Antiquarian Society has 
had in recent years to mourn the loss of many 
members who had contributed greatly to its 

strength. To that number has now to be added the 
name of Mr. Charles Antoine Federer, who for a consi-
derable number of years acted as editor for the Council 
of the Bradford Antiqvary. For the last two years of 
his life, following on the successive deaths of his younger 
son and of Mrs. Federer, Mr. Federer suffered from ill-
health, and he passed away in his sleep early on the 
morning of November 5th, 1908. 

Mr. Federer was a native of Switzerland, where his 
ancestors the knightly family whose arms are displayed 
on the old Castle of Sarans, on the Upper Rhine, were 
once of considerable distinction. His branch of the 
family lost their all in one of the forest fires common in 
the eighteenth century, and they took up the scholastic 
profession. Mr. Federer's grandfather and his father 
were both masters of schools in the canton St. Gall, and 
his father in particular earned a name still well remem-
bered in scholastic circles by his innovations in the 
teaching of music in the schools, a scheme afterwards 
widely adopted in Switzerland and Germany. His collec-
tion of the folk-songs of Switzerland has gone through 
many editions. Mr. C. A. Federer, who had been born 
in 1837, adopted also the teaching profession, and he 
studied at St. Gall, and afterwards at Lausanne, at the 
famous University of which city he took his diploma. 
Afterwards he undertook some teaching in Lausanne, 
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and also in the little town of Grandson—the scene of 
one of the most famous and critical battles in Swiss 
history, and one consequently likely to impress the young 
patriot with an intense interest in historical studies. In 
1857, however, Mr. Federer came to England, to become 
an assistant master in the Bakewell Grammar School, 
Derbyshire, and he was afterwards engaged in similar 
work at the school of the Rev. John Sargent at Gilder-
some, at Wetherby, and later at the school of Miss Sargent 
at Low Moor. From 1 864 he had been settled in Brad-
ford as a teacher of languages. The deceased gentleman's 
love of languages and dialectic questions was great, and 
he ..had a thorough knowledge of, beside the classic 
languages, Greek and Latin, and the mediaeval and law 
Latin, in which he was exceptionally expert—French, 
German, Italian, Spanish, and Russian, and—though he 
did not teach them—Danish and Dutch. For thirty-five 
years he acted as teacher of languages at the Bradford 
Mechanics' Institute, and for a long time also at the 
Bradford Technical College, his connection with the 
latter institution being severed only when it was taken 
over by the Corporation. For the last few years of his 
life he acted in a similar capacity at the Brighouse and 
Leeds Mechanics' Institutes. 

Mr. Federer threw himself with much energy into the 
study of the history of the county and the neighbourhood 
which he adopted, and in his antiquarian collections and 
his knowledge of local history he had probably few rivals. 
He was one of the little group of earnest workers— 
among the others being the late Mr. T. T. Empsall and 
the late Mr. William Cudworth—who founded the Brad-
ford Historical and Antiquarian Society, and he was 
president of the organisation at the time of his death. 
His own contributions to the Bradford Antiquary were 
numerous, but he was also a great stimulus to work in 
others, and a ready assistant in theirS labours, giving of 
his stores of knowledge with the readiest goodwill. He 
was editor for the four years of its existence of the 
Yorkshire Magazine, and he also published a number of 
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scholastic books, and some poems.* His linguistic tastes 
led him to take an active share in the work of collecting 
Yorkshire material for Dr. Joseph Wright's Dialect 
Dictionary, a labour which led to the formation of the 
Yorkshire Dialect Society, and he was a member from 
the commencement of the Council of the Brontë Society. 
His own library was exceptionally rich in Yorkshire 
books, and it is a satisfaction to students that the collec-
tion, which involved assiduous labour over many years, 
is to be kept together. It has been acquired by the 
Bradford Corporation to enrich the Yorkshire section of 
the Central Reference Department of the Bradford Free 
Library. 
When he came to England Mr. Federer was a member 

of the Roman Catholic Church, but he subsequently 
came under Methodist influence and adopted that Church, 
and during the latter half of his life he was an enthusi-
astic worker on its behalf. He was connected for many 
years with White Abbey Chapel, and he maintained as 
long as his strength would allow his Sunday morning 
class for men. He also filled many offices in the circuit. 
He was one of a little group of workers who for some 
years, by co-operative effort, made profound research into 
the history of Methodism in England. He made also a 
very large and valuable collection of Methodist -literature. 
Until his strength failed him he took an active and 
important part in the work of the Guild of Help. His 
loss will be deeply felt by a large circle of friends and 
acquaintances, who knew how to value his sterling worth 
as a nian, his high principle and unwavering devotion 
to any cause he felt to be right. H.E.W. 

* A list of his works will be found in Mr. J. N. Dicicons' Bibliotheca Bradjordi. 
enth, p. 51. To that list should be added Wuhefielti Bibliography. Demy 8vo., 
pp. 104. Sewell, 1897. 

Q 



THE CHAPEL OF ST. SITHA 
AT BRADFORD: 

WHO WAS ST. SITHA? 

N Leland's days there was in the town of Bradford, 
close to the bottom of Ivegate, a chapel dedicated 
to St. Sitha. James duly mentions this, and in 

his later workf gives some particulars whereby we learn 
that the chapel was "situated at the end of the bridge 
at Bradford," and was erected previous to 1466. James 
identified the saint to whom it was dedicated (it bore a 
double dedication to the Holy, Trinity and St. Sitha the 
Virgin) as St. Osyth. Some doubt having been recently 
expressed as to this identification from the point of view 
of the phonetic development of Osyth into Sitha, search 
was made in many martyrologies and books containing 
the lives of saints for a St. Sitha. In the parish of 
Hampsthwaite there was a chantry at Thornthwaite 
dedicated to St. Sithe4 In the pleadings in the Court 
of the Duchy of Lancaster in the 33rd year of the reign 
of Queen Elizabeth, we find a dispute concerning these 
chantry lands amongst others. Herein it is distinctly 
stated to be the chantry of "St. Osythe or St. Sythe." 

It is significant that disputes in regard to St. Osithe 
in Essex, the parish of Hampsthwaite, and Bradford 
were all referred to the officers of the Court of the Duchy 
of Lancaster, and that the sites were under one lordship. 
In London a church now demolished was dedicatedji to St. 
Osyth and St. Benet Sherehog. A street adjoining it 
was known as Size Lane. 
With regard to the identification with St. Osyth, 

* History of Bradford, pp. 107 and 220. 

f continuation of History of Bradford, p. 147. 
Speight's IVidderdale (1894), p. 383. 

§ Ducatus Lancastriæ, vol. III., p. 260. 
E. Arnold-F'orster's Studies in church Dedications, Vol. II., p. 384 ; vol. III., 

p. 433. I 
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Miss Tempest of Broughton Hall, writes: "There do not 
seem to be many vestiges of a St. Sitha. There is a St. 
Sethrid, a virgin, but I find though hailing from North-
umbria she seems to have gone to France when quite 
young, and spent the rest of her life there. She died 
about 655, having been abbess of her monastery for 
some years. It hardly seems likely that practically having 
spent all her life in France that there would have been 
any cult of hers in England. St. Ositha seems to be the 
most likely. In invoking her name in Latin, Sancta 
Ositha, the '0' would readily become silenced. This 
would be the more likely to ensue if the name were 
accented on the second syllable. 

On turning to the Acta Sanctorum there are, I find, 
eighteen columns in Latin devoted to an account of her 
life. rilliere is one part which will perhaps explain why 
her chapel was situated near or on a bridge. The 
following is a free translation of the incident : When 
St. Ositha was a child she lived under the care of 
St. Modwenna, in the monastery of which St. Modwenna 
was abbess. In another monastery near by lived St. 
Editha, who also was devoted to the child, and Ositha 
divided her time between her two instructresses. One 
winter it happened that St. Editha wished to lend a 
volume to St. Modwenna, so she sent St. Ositha with 
the book. On her way there, as she was crossing the 
wooden bridge over the river, the wind blew it down 
and the child was flung into the turbulent waters. After 
three days an angel appeared to St. Modwenna as she 
was praying in her cell, and said, 'Go with haste to the 
river, and there you will find that you are wanted.' 
Accordingly St. Modwenna hastened to the river, and 
there found St. Editha seeking for the child. In great 
alarm St Modwenna asked if all was right, but with 
tears St. Editha could only tell her that it was three 
days since she had sent Ositha to St. Modwenna, and 
that she had not yet returned. But Modwenna had not 
seen the child, neither had she been to the monastery. 
So they enquired of the shepherds if they had seen her, 

Q  
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but the shepherds had only seen her starting, and could 
not give any news. Then said St. Modwenna to St. 
Editha, ' Most dear sister, let us beg of the Lord that 
through the merits of the Saints He will restore to us 
our lost maiden, that all may see and know His most 
admirable power, and praise His mercies for ever.' Whe-h 
she had said this, she prostrated herself on the ground 
and with tears prayed to God. Afterwards she arose, 
and called aloud three times, 'Ositha, Ositha, Ositha, in 
the name of the Blessted Trinity come forth from this 
river in which thou are. Come forth well and safely, and 
be restored to life.' When this Holy Virgin had finished, 
behold the child came forth from the river, holding the 
book and saying, 'Here I am, here I am, here I am, oh 
my mistress.' Then St. Modwenna with great joy received 
her, and gave immense thanks to God. The place where 
this happened is called NUNPOLE. 

"I think the above accounts for the chapel being near 
the bridge. According to the Acta Sanctorum St. Ositha 
was martyred in the year 653.* There is no other 
important incident in the Acta Sancto rum bearing on the 
chapel in question. 

"I have copied out extracts from The Church History 
o/ Brittany, by R. F. S. Cressy, O.S.B., printed in the 
year 1668, which may be of interest. 

"A.D. 673. St. Ositha was daughter of a Mercian prince named 
Frithwald, son of Penda, King of the Mercians. She had her educa-
tion in virtue and piety in a certain monastery governed by a holy 
Abbess Movenna. Out of which she was recalled by her parents, and 
notwithstanding she had in resolution of mind, consecrated her 
Virginity to God, yet by their authority she became wife to Sighere 
companion of St. Sebb in the Kingdom of the East Angles: And 
following the example of St. Ediltrudis she preferred the love of her 
heavenly Bridegroom before the embraces of a King. With which 
devotion her husband piously complied and moreover not only per-
mitted her to consecrate herself to Our Lord, but bestowed on her a 
village situated near the sea called Chic, where building a monastery 
she enclosed herself: And after she had spent some time in the service 
of God, it happened that a troop of Danish pirats landed there . 

The Captain of that impious band having learnt the condition and 
religious life of the Blessed Virgin St. Ositha, began by entreaties 

* Some confusion exists in the authorities as to the chronology of this saint. 
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and presents to tempt her to idolatry. . . . But the holy virgin 
despising his flatteries and not fearing his threats, made small account 
of the torments attending her. Whereupon the said captain 
pronounced sentence of death against her, commanding her to lay 
down her head to be cutt off. And in the same place where the holy 
virgin suffered martyrdom a clear fountain broke forth, which cured 
severall kinds of diseases. Now her parents having heard of her 
death, earnestly desired, as some recompence for their losse, the com-
fort of burying with them her headless body. Which being brought 
to them, they interred it in a coffin of lead in the church of Aylesbury 
where many miracles were wrought by her intercession. At length 
her sacred relicks by a Divine vision were translated thence back again 
to the church of Chic, which Maurice. Bishop of London, reposed in 
a precious coffer. 

The sanctity of Ositha (called by William of Malmsbury, Osgitha) 
has quite extinguished the name anciently belonging to the village 
where she lived; for thus writes Camden, "In the place where the 
River Coin enters into the sea is seated the little town called St. 
Osiths, the ancient name whereof was Chic, which name the Royal 
virgin Ositha bath abolished. . . ."—Book 17, Chapter 14, Page 424. 

"A.D. 871. Besides St Editha she (St. Modwenna) had another 
spiritual daughter named St. Ositha, who was restored to life by her 
prayers on the third day after she had been drowned. Two hundred 
years before this, there is said to have flourished a holy virgin and 
martyr called likewise St. Ositha whose gests wee have treated of in 
the seventeenth book of this history. And so great resemblance is 
there between them in many circumstances, that it seems to mee most 
probable, that by some mistake of transcribers, one and the same 
virgin has been multiplied and referred to several ages. For the 
former St. Ositha is said to have been the disciple and spiritual 
daughter of the holy Abbess St. Modwenna, or Movenna, as also to 
have been martyred for her constancy in the faith by Pagan Danish 
pirats. From the authority of Baronius I have placed her gests and 
death two ages, as it seems to mee, too soon: Therefore the reader 
may please to conceive what bath been formerly written of St. Ositha, 
to belong to this time and place, since it is certain that in this age 
there lived .such a holy Abbess as St. Modwenna: and also that Danish 
Pirats did too frequently infest this kingdom: Whereas two ages 
before this, they were not heard of.—Book 28, Chapter 2, Page 744. 

St. Ositha is mentioned under date of October 7th in 
the English Martyrologe, p. 272, published in 1608. In 
Butler's Lives of the Saints, Vol. X., p. 157, St. Osith is 
mentioned as having been martyred by the Danes in 870. 
Her body was first buried at Aylesbury, and after some 
years was removed to Chick or Chich near Colchester, 
which place was for some time called St. Osith's." 
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Baring-Gould in his studies in Cornish Dedications, 
printed in the Journal of the Royal Institution of Corn-
wall, 1906, mentions the fact that in the centre of the 
stone camp of Hellesbury, in the parish of Michaelstow, 
on the north coast of Cornwall, are the ruins of an 
oblong orientated chapel dedicated to St. Sith. While 
Sir John Maclean in his History of Trigg Minor considers 
the dedication to be to St. Syth who is mentioned in the 
Bishop of Brechin's Calendar of Scottish Saints, p. 449, 
Baring-Gould identifies St. Sith with Saint Itha or Ide, 
an Irish Virgin Abbess, whose day was Jan. 15th. He 
quotes Whytford's Mart yrologe of 1526 
"Saynte Dorythy, that by an other name is called also Saynt Sythe 

yt was a grete blode, and whan she sholde have ben maryed unto a 
gentyle she fiede into a monastery of virgyns where ye deuyll appered 
unto her, and whan he coude not persuade nor entreate her to leve her 
purpose he threatened her, but all she despysynge toke ye next 
morowe ye habyte, and was after abesse of holy lyfe, and many 
myracles. She moche loued Pouerte in so moche yt whan golde and 
ryches was offered unto her she cast it from her with disdayne and 
called for water to washe her handes by cause she had touched that 
filthy muck and dungue of the erth." 

St. Itha was born about 480, and the name given to 
her in baptism was Dairdre, which was Latinised into 
Dorothy. She acquired the name of Itha later, on account 
of her thirst for the living water of heavenly truth. 

In art St. Itha is depicted in white as an Irish Abbess 
with a stag-beetle or crab at her side to represent the 
cancerous tumour of which she died after a long and 
painful illness on January 15th. 

In the Christ Church (Dublin) Martyrology Saint 
Sithe's day is given as.May 13th. She is also mentioned 
in the calendar prefixed to the Chained Book of the 
Corporation of Dublin on the same date. This is the 
case also in a MS. Breviary in the Library of Trinity 
College, Dublin (Scite Virginis). This may be the Saint 
Syth mentioned by the Bishop of Brechmn. 

In a Bore Beatissime Virginis Maraae ad legitum 
Sarisburiensis (Francis Regnault, Paris, 1527), St. Sytha 
is invoked in a Litany of the Saints. Her invocation is 
placed between ones to St. Christina and St. Cecilia. 
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JAMES LOBLEY, A BRADFORD ARTIST. 

BY 

BUTLER WOOD AND W. E. PRESTON. 

S an addition to the biographies of Bradford Artists 
written some years ago, and which appeared in 
the earlier numbers of the Antiquary,* herewith 

is given a short account of the life and work of James 
Lobley, an artist of undoubted ability, whose works and 
teachings have had a distinct effect upon art development 
in Bradford. 
Of the antecedents of James Lobley little is known 

beyond the fact of his father having been connected with 
the leather trade in Hull, where James was born in the 
year 1829.f' He was not apparently an only child, for it 
appears that he had a brother, who Was a captain in the 
Royal Navy. 
At an early age Lobley was taken to reside in Leeds, 

and it was here as a child that he began to show a 
marked liking for drawing. In his youth he became a 
student at the Leeds School of Art, studying under 
Mr. C. L. Nursey, a former pupil of Sir David Wilkie, 
R.A. His studies were pursued at this school with con-
siderable credit to himself, with the result that the 
highest award for design was bestowed upon him in 1848. 
While studying in Leeds his abilities as an artist were 
noticed and remarked upon, and this was probably the 
means of his securing the position of drawing master at 
the Old Mechanics' Institute in Leeds Road, Bradford. 
Not only was Lobley producing good pictorial work at 
this time, but his methods of imparting instruction to 

* Old Series, Vol. II., pp. 198 and 251. 

f A Hull Directory of 1839 mentions a James Lobley, currier, of Daltry's Court 
Dagger Lane. 
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the pupils attending the institute were equally good, 
insomuch that many of his students took the highest 
positions in the country in the Society of Arts' Examina-
tions for the years 1857 and 1858, held at the Mechanics' 
Institute. 
While in Bradford he married Mrs. Robert Whiteley, 

sister to Mrs. John North, both of whom were daughters 
of Mr. Thomas Brearley by his wife Elizabeth, daughter 
of a Mr. Boocock, of Rochdale and Chester. After 
labouring some years at the Institute he resigned his 
position, much to the disappointment of the committee, 
who pressed him to reconsider his decision, but without 
success. Shortly afterwards he opened a studio in Brad-
ford at Kellett House, High Street, near the old Apple 
Hall, where his most important early works were pro-
duced. It was here that the portrait of Mrs. John North 
was painted ; a picture which is not unworthy of com-
parison with the works of his better known compeers. 
The venture at Kellett House proved a keen disappoint-

ment, as pupils ‚and patrons were insufficient to enable 
him to devote the whole of his energies to teaching and 
painting, and his circumstances were such that he 
was obliged to undertake the position of designer to 
Mr. Bromley, a monumental sculptor at Leeds. It is 
supposed that a bust of Sir Titus Salt carved in marble 
by Mr. Bromley was from a model by Lobley. Some of 
the bronze bas-reliefs in the base of the statue of Lord 
Masham in Lister Park are also said to have been taken 
from his designs ; one, representing weaving, being 
modelled from the actual hand-loom itself, worked at that 
time by Jude Yates, the noted local chartist. 

After some time spent in Leeds, Lobley again came to 
Bradford, where he executed a few unimportant com-
missions in portraiture. His outlook, however, was not 
very bright. While living at St. John's Street, Horton 
Lane, he improved his acquaintance with Mr. Alfred 
Harris, a Bradford banker, who was a man of considerable 
culture, and an excellent judge of pictures. He saw that 
Lobley, with proper patronage and encouragement, would 
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produce excellent work, and became his principal patron. 
Every credit is due to this gentleman for the help he 
rendered to the struggling artist at a critical point in his 
career. 
A number of Bradford merchants and manufacturers 

were at this time considering the means of improving 
the standard of design in textile fabrics and other local 
manufactures, and it was ultimately decided to commence 
a School of Design, where students could obtain the 
requisite tuition. Rooms were taken at the bottom of 
Kirkgate, on the site of the present Midland Hotel, above 
premises then occupied by Messrs. .Fattoriiii & Sons and 
Mr. Rhodes. Upon the recommendation of Mr. Harris, 
Lobby, was appointed as teacher, and, the school was 
opened in February, 1859. But although Lobley was an 
excellent instructor in art, his abilities (lid not lie exactly 
in its application to textile fabrics, and he doubtless felt 
that his natural bent was somewhat cramped by this 
class of work; consequently the school gradually developed 
on lines other than was originally intended. As an 
academy of painting and drawing it was attended by the 
sons and daughters of many of the principal gentlemen 
in the town. 

Lobley was a great advocate of study from nature, 
and did not encourage imaginative work before a sound 
grounding in the rudiments of art was obtained. An 
amusing story is told of his having had a donkey craned 
up from the street to the studio, much to the distress of 
the animal and the amusement of the crowd which had 
gathered to witness tbp unwonted spectacle 

While at the school of design his health broke down, 
and upon the advice of friends he went to the South of 
England, in the company of Mr. Lister (Mr. Alfred 
Harris's brother-in-law). He spent some time there, 

devoting his attention largely to the study of architec-
tural subjects, and making a great number of sketches, 
as well as painting several pictures of note. Upon his 
return to Yorkshire he took up his residence at Sycamore 
Cottage, Brighouse, which was renovated and altered to 
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suit the requirements of an artist. Much of Lobley's 
best work was done here. 
About this time he became a frequent exhibitor at the 

London and Provincial Exhibitions. Between the years 
1865 and 1887 fourteen pictures of his were hung at the 
Royal Academy, and many of them were most favourab1y 
commented upon. "The Dole," exhibited in 1867, was 
one that attracted considerable notice. This work was 
purchased by Mr. Alfred Harris, and was exhibited in 
the following year at the National Exhibition of Works 
of Art at Leeds, where it again received the encomiums 
of the critics. 

It should not pass unnoticed that John Ruskin, when 
lecturing in Bradford, met Lobley, became interested in 
his work, and complimented him upon its merits. 

Lobley's ideas on applied art were not confined solely 
to its local development. Indeed his interests covered 
rather a wide field, as may be gathered from the fact that 
in 1862 he furnished a Sub-Jury Report in Class XXXI. 
of the Great Exhibition of that year, in which he lamented 
the failure to establish Permanent Schools of Design for 
the improvement of Textile Industries. 

In 1868 Lobley pointed out to the Marquis of Ripon 
(then Earl de Grey) the necessity for improving the 
system of Art Education in connection with trade, and 
laid before his Lordship suggestions bearing upon the 
methods then favoured by the South Kensington Depart-
ment. In 1869 Earl de Grey, then President of the 
Council, wrote to Lobley and desired him to submit his 
scheme for the consideration of the heads of the Science 
and Art Department. 

Most of Lobley's patrons were Bradford gentlemen, 
and feeling that he was not sufficiently in touch with 
them while living at Brighouse, he again took up his 
abode in Bradford, renting for the purposes of a studio 
and residence a house in Belle Vue. It was here that he 
died on the 22nd March, 1888, in his 59th year, after 
having been seized with an attack of paralysis in Darley 
Street. 
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Amongst his most important works may be mentioned 

"THE VILLAGE CHOIR," purchased 
by Mr. S. Hemingway. 

"PORTRAIT OF MRS. NORTH." 
"LITTLE NELL LEAVING THE 

CHURCH " (a picture he sold for 
£300) 

"THE PASSING BELL." 
"THE CHRISTMAS DINNER." 
"FANCIES IN THE FIRE." 
"LOOKING TOWARDS THE 

LIGHi'." 
"THE FIRST OF THE CONGRE-

GATION." 
"GUY FAWKES' DAY," 
"THE FORE SEAT." 
"OUT-DOOR RELIEF." 

"A FOUNDATION SCHOLAR." 
"A VILLAGE CHOIR." 
"THE WIDOW'S MITE." 
"ANCIENT AND MODERN." 
'THE DOLE"—STOW CHURCH, 

LINCOLNSHIRE—.7 
"THE CHAPEL," HADDON HALL. 
"A DEMURRER." 
"A MEMBER OF AN OLD 

CHURCH" 
"LOBSTER SALAD." 
"BEAUCHAMP CHAPEL, 

WARWICK." 
"THE ORATORY." 
I BELIEVE." 

"ITINERANT AIRS." 

Lobley's work as an artist, like that of every other 
worker, was not all of equal importance. Many of his 
later pictures betray the inevitable loss of skill consequent 
on failing powers, but his best work, like the portrait of 
Mrs. North, shows great certainty of draughtsmanship, 
beautiftil colour, and fine subtlety of tone. In his later 
days his colour became hot and unpleasant, although this 
defect is not so obvious in many of those church interiors 
which he loved to paint. His drawing was good to the 
end. 

AN ALLERTON DEED. 

BY Indenture dated 10 March, 1709, JOSHUA 1)AwsoN, clothworker, Leeds, sells 
to CHRISTOPHER HIRD, of Nether Yeadon, all the messuage, tenements, and lands, 
etc.. in Allerton, wherein JAMES HILL lives, with barn, one house, one sh, and all 
other buildings, and one garden. Also ten closes belonging, called Croft. Westflatts, 
Whitefield, Ilushyfield, Stoups, Carbutts, Upper and Lower Eshroyd, Beck Close and 
Wool Edge Croft. Also five closes of land lately enclosed at Allerton called the 
Coat Garth and Shays. Also another messuage in Allerton, near above, where 
WILLIAN BUCK lives, with barn, garden, etc., and four closes of land to it. called 
Long Eshroyd, Bracken Floyd, Carr and Orchard Croft, and a close lately enclosed 
called Narr Cat Gate. Also cottage adjoining in which THoS. HOLLINGS li ves. 
Also a well springing near the wall of the said garden. All which premises were 
late the inheritance of JOSEPH LISTER, late of Thornton, dece:ised, whose will 
dated 4th March last past, gave the same to the said JOSHUA DAWSON. 

Witnesses : C. WHITTAKER, Leeds, gent., JOHN HOLMES, Nether Yeadoiì, gent. 



EXCURSIONS OF THE SOCIETY. 

BATTLE OF TOWTON HEATH. 

j-nN the 19th June, 1909, the Society visited Towton Battlefield. 
The area of the ground covered by incidents of the battle 
being so extensive, a thorough inspection can only be made 

comfortably by the help of conveyances. The party therefore drove 
in wagonettes from Leeds, going by way of Halton, Whitkirk, 
Garforth, Hookmoor, Lead Chapel, Saxton, Barkston, Dintingdale, 
Towton village, Towton Cross on battlefield, and Towton slade, 
returning by Lead Mill, Lead Chapel, and Lotherton Lane to Aberford, 
where tea was had at the White Swan Hotel, thence to Leeds by way 
of Barwick-in-Elmet and Seacroft. 

In going, Austhorpe was pointed out as the home of Smeaton, the 
engineer of the Eddystone Lighthouse; he is buried at Whitkirk 
Church near by. At Hookmoor the Ermine Street is crossed, and it 
was mentioned that the perfect remains of the high ridge of the 
Roman Road are to be seen in the plantation there. At Lotherton the 
British entrenchment line, consisting of ridge and ditch, was shown. 
This extends from Lotherton to Aberford, and thence by Becca Banks 
to Barwick; its length is about five miles. At Lead Chapel the 
describing of the battlefield was commenced, this being the south-west 
corner of the full extent of ground connected with the battle. 
The Roses faced each other north and south, the width from east to 

west being roughly a mile, and the length from north to south about 
two mils; the lines of the two armies no doubt extended the full 
width. Towton village lies on the northern, and Saxton village on 
the southern side of this area. The circuitous course of the little 
river Cock running northwards forms the western boundary, and the 
main road of to-day which passes from Ferry Bridge to Tadcaster 
may be looked upon as the eastern boundary. The valley of the river 
Cock coextensive with the battlefield is known as Towton Dale. The 
Lancastrians gathered round Towton village, and the Yorkists round 
Saxton. These villages cannot be seen from each other, as somewhat 
higher ground intervenes. This higher ground is divided east and west 
by a little valley, known as Town slade, deepening and widening towards 
the river Cock, and running up eastwards until it disappears on the 
high ground before reaching the main road from Ferry Bridge to 
Tadcaster. Dintingdale is a little valley running east and west through 
Saxton opening and draining out eastwards towards the vale of 
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York. The battlefield is comparatively high ground, overlooking the 
vale of York to the east and north. The towers of York Minster 
were seen by the party in a north-easterly direction, the distance 
being about twelve miles. The vale near the battlefield is about 30 
feet and the battlefield 200 feet above sea-level. The head-
quarters of the Lancastrians was at York, and the Yorkists had 
gathered at Pontefract a few days before the battle. The latter had 
come direct from London, where Edward had been triumphantly pro-
claimed king at a great meeting in Clerkenwell Fields. 
Edward left London to pursue Queen Margaret on the 12th March, 

and on arrival at Pontefract the different sections of his army totalled 
40,000 men; the Queen's army at York was 66.000. Edward sent 
Lord Fitzwalter with a body of men and secured the crossing of the 
river Aire at Ferry Bridge. To approach York the river \Vharfe had 
to be crossed at Tadcaster Bridge. Queen Margaret hearing of the 
arrival of Edward at Pontefract sent her army to Towton on the south 
side of the Wharfe, two miles from Tadcaster, to await the advance 
of Edward. 
The battle took place on Palm Sunday, the 29th March, 1461. Early 

on the Saturday or Friday morning Lord Clifford and his men, the 
Flower of Craven," left the main Lancastrian army and attacked the 

guard at Ferry Bridge before daybreak. Lord Fitzwalter was killed, 
and Clifford gained possession of the Ferry. Edward then sent his 
army secretly across the river at the Roman ford at Castleford three 
miles higher up, and advancing along the Roman road, and possibly 
by Hookmoor and Lotherton Lane, secured his position round about 
Saxton village. Clifford becoming aware of this movement began to 
retreat, but he was too late; he probably had to fight every step 
backwards against Edward's advance skirmishing parties. Tradition 
says he fell at Dintingdale, at the south-east corner of the battlefield, 
unable to get back to the main army not more than a mile and a 
half further. Dintingdale is eight miles from Ferry Bridge. This 
event happened on the Saturday, and early on the Sunday both armies 
advanced on to the high ground between Saxton and Towton, Towton 
Slade dividing them, and here at about nine o'clock on the 
Sunday morning the battle began. A cold south-east wind was 
blowing to the great advantage as it proved of the Yorkists; it began 
to snow, and blew into the faces of the Lancastrians. Lord Falconberg 
commanded the Yorkists, and whilst the arrows of his archers flew 
well into the ranks of the Lancastrians, the arrows of the latter struck 
into the ground little more than half-way in the direction of the 
Yorkists. 
The Earl of Warwick commanded the left wing, and Edward the 

right wing of the Yorkists. The Earl of Northumberland and Andrew 
Trollop commanded the centre, the Dukes of Somerset and Exeter the 
right, and the Earl of Devonshire and Ralph Dacre the left of the 
Lancastrians. Snow fell all day, and it soon became a hand-to-hand 
fight, victory moving about from place to place and from side to side 
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until eventually the Lancastrians gradually gave way and commenced 
retreating towards Tadcaster. But the little river Cock was a death 
trap which had first to be crossed; it is too wide to be jumped, and 
too deep and soft at the bottom to be forded by men in fighting array. 
They fell against each other, and stumbled in the water until they 
choked it, and the living passed over the dead and dying, hotly pursued 
by the Yorkists. It is said the battlefield ran blood with the melting 
snow, and flowing into the Cock discoloured the Wharfe two miles 
below. 
Many of the nobles on the Lancastrian side were slain and the total 

slaughter is said to have been 40,000. The Earl of Northumberland 
died on reaching York and was buried in St. Denis' church near his 
house in \.\Taligate. Ralph Dacre, of Gilsland, fell near the head of 
Towton slade. The place was pointed out where he was shot it is 
said with an arrow by a boy from a burr tree. He is buried 
on the north side of Saxton church, near the east end. Lord Welles' 
body was put into a sack and taken in a cart to Methley, where he lies 
buried in the family vault within the Waterton chapel. Other nobles 
escaped to York and along with Henry and the Queen and their son 
Edward made a dash into Scotland. Most of the dead were buried in 
a field in Towton slade, some in North Acres, and some near the old 
corn-mill. A great many were re-interred on the north side of Saxton 
church. 

Near the road side, in a hedge on the north side of Towton slade, and 
where the Lancastrians drew up their line of battle is a short cross, 
or rather the circular head of a cross, with a portion of the shaft 
attached; the cross has been very much shortened and re-fixed 
into the original base, and the largeness of the chamferred base stone 
denotes the cross to have, been very much taller when first erected. 
The base stone is a truncated pyramid, with top edge broadly cham-
ferred. The cross was no doubt erected very early to mark the site 
of the battle, and the socketed base stone declares it specially con-
structed for the purpose. The position of the cross, between Towton 
and Saxton, has been taken advantage of when the heath was enclosed 
to mark the boundary-line of the two townships. When the cross 
was erected the land being unenclosed it would stand alone, a little off 
the road-side, in silent memory of those slain in the battle. 

Dacre's tomb at Saxton and the church were examined by the party, 
and the different parts of the battlefield were taken note of in driving 
round; the cross, the burial-places, and the cross-roads at Dinting-
dale where Clifford was slain near to Scarthingwell. Lead Chapel was 
visited in returning ; it is the private chapel of the ruined Lead Hall 
near by, and service is held in it twice a year. For further details of 
the battle refer to Richard Brooke's Visits to Fields of Battle, and 
Leadman's Battles fcuq/n' in Yorkshire PERCIVAL Ross. 

o 
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BROUGHTON HALL, BROUGIITON CHURCH, AND THE 

ROMAN CAMP AT ELSLAOK. 

Auqust 7th, 7909. 

T Broughton Hall the members of the Society were received by 
Major, Mrs. and Miss Tempest, who entertained them to light 
refreshments, and subsequently showed and explained many of 

the treasures of one of the stateliest of the stately homes of' England. 
In the library were to be seen many valuable topographical and his-
torical works, notably a complete set of the A cta Sanc/oì'wn started 
by the Bollandists in 1543, the last volume of which was issued in 
1865. There are but very few complete sets of this work in existence. 
The Court Rolls of the manors of Broughton, Burnsall and Thorpe, 

and charters dealing with Kirkstall and Waddington were on view. 
Mrs. Tempest's wonderfully-executed and very complete Tempest 
Pedigree Charts were admired; in these were to be traced the many 
ramifications of the Tempests of Bracewell, Broughton, Burnsail, and 
Boiling. Miss Tempest's collection of Roman coins found about 1796, 
presumably near Broughton, were examined. Mrs. Tempest possesses 
some of the work of Pierce Tempest, of Tong, the artist of the series 
of pictures, The cries of London. 
The pictures included some by Salvator Rosa, Dolci, Andrea del 

Sarto and Vernet. Among the portraits were those of Stephen Tem-
pest, the author of /?eliqio Laid, a former owner of the estate, and 
Francis Tempest. Abbot of the Monastery of Englishmen at Lamb-
spring, in Westphalia. Major Tempest showed some most excellent 
specimens of Chelsea china. 

At Broughton Church Dr. Rowe pointed out some of the features of 
interest. The Rector, the Rev. C. W. Hamilton, wrote: ' There was 
a church here in 1120, and in 1317 it was burnt by the Scots. The 
patrons were the Priors and Canons of Bolton till the Dissolution, 
when through Cardinal Wolsey the patronage passed to the Dean and 
Canons of Christ Church, Oxford. During the Commonwealth, Vicar 
Little was ejected, but came back at the Restoration." He was after-
wards incumbent of Kildwick, and Oliver Heywood in his Rgister 
says, "Mr. Little, parson of Kildwick many years, died June, 1678, 
aged 80, had been in dotage uncapable of preaching many years." 

In 1663 a bell was hung in the tower bearing date 1663, with the 
inscription "Bonum est celebrare Jehovae." Another bell has 11 J 
cundate sonabo tibi Domine et in dulcedine voce cantabo tuo nomine, 
1615" 

In the Tempest Chantry two alabaster images were found under-
neath the floor during some alterations in 1871. One was a representa-
tion of the Virgin Mary holding the Infant, and the other was that of 
a male figure (unfortunately headless) holding a child, the latter 
having in its hand an orb or globe. It is doubtful what the latter 
group represents. Somewhat similar sculpture is to be seen in Burn-
sail Church. 
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Some features of the external masonry gave rise to discussion. A 
crude cross was noted on the south side of the church, and a coffin-lid 
engraved with a broad-bladed sword at the entrance to the porch.* 

Passing Elslack Green, with its Pinfold and a Bull Ring reminiscent 
of bull-baiting days, a hasty look was taken at the old Manor Hall of 
Elslack, the ancient home of the De Alta Ripas. Here there is little 
to be seen except the remains of the moat and a very early lancet 
window. 
The members next visited the Roman camp at Elslack. The main 

points of this most interesting camp excavation were lucidly detailed 
by Dr. Francis Villy. As we hope to publish in our next part a paper 
on this important evidence of the sojourn of the Romans in Craven no 
more need be said just now. The Society voted three guineas towards 
the cost of the excavations. 

PARISH CHURCH AND ST. JOHN'S CHURCH, LEEDS. 

15th May, 1909. 

tHE Rev. Dr. Simpson, of the Leeds Divinity School, kindly 
described the Parish Church of St. Peter's, and pointed out 
various objects of interest to the antiquary. The church is 

probably the fifth which has stood on the same site. The last was 
rebuilt in 1838-41 at a cost of £30,000, through the energy of 
Dr. W. F. Hook, who was then the vicar, and afterwards became Dean 
Chichester. It is built in imitation of Late Decorated and Early of 
Perpendicular styles, from the designs of Mr. R. D. Chantrell, and 
consists of chancel of four bays, with tn-lateral apse and clerestory, 
aisles, eastern vestries, and a chapel on the north side, clerestoried 
nave of four bays, with south and two north aisles, south porch, organ 
chamber, forming a quasi-south transept, and a lofty tower, 140 feet 
in height. The tower contains a clock and 13 bells, and the lower 
storey forms an entrance porch facing the street. There are numerous 
monuments, including a fine altar-tomb to Dean Hook, and one to 
Ralph Thoresby, the celebrated antiquary. During the removal of the 
ancient fabric, various interesting discoveries were made, including 
many carved fragments of bases, shafts and capitals, belonging to 
earlier structures: and at the extreme east end was found a mutilated 
stone effigy of a cross-legged knight, in ringed armour, covered with 
a long flowing tunic. The figure dates from about 1320, and is now 
placed on the south side of the nave. Close by has been erected a 
Saxon cross, which the late Professor J. 0. Westwood, M.A., of 
Oxford, assigned to the latter part of the ninth or the beginning of 

* This should be removed from the path, as the carving is getting very worn. 
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the tenth centuries. The registers date from 1572, and are being 
printed by the Thoresby Society. 

St. John's Church, in New Briggate, was built by John Harrison, 
merchant of Leeds, in 1634. It is an edifice of stone in a curiously 
mixed style of Late Gothic and Renaissance, and consists of two 
panelled aisles, divided by an arcade, south porch, and a western tower 
with four bells. The interior of the church is surrounded with 
panelled oak wainscoating: and a magnificent oak screen, in the 
Renaissance style, encloses the eastern portion of the church, crossing 
both aisles. The east end of the rorth aisle is fitted up as a chancel 
the corresponding part of the south aisle is called "the Harrison 
Chapel," where there is a Communion table. The pews are enriched 
with carved oak, and there is a beautiful canopied pulpit. The roof is 
panelled and ornamented with elegant arabesques in stucco. In the 
chancel there is a monument, of black marble, to John Harrison, the 
founder. The church was restored by Mr. R Norman Shaw in 1867-8. 
There are 970 sittings, all free. Before leaving either churches warm 
votes of thanks were passed to Dr. Simpson and the sexton who 
described St. John's Church in the absence of the vicar. Mr. J. A. 
Clapham had the arrangements of the excursion. 

LANCASTER CASTLE. 

24th July, 1909. 

N Saturday afternoon the members of the Bradford Historical 
and Antiquarian Society visited Lancaster, with its ancient 
castle, which occupies the site of the Roman "castrum." It 

was burnt by the Scots, but was restored by John of Gaunt, Duke of 
Lancaster, who endowed it with most of its strength and splendour. 
The next date of its renovation was in the reign of Queen Elizabeth, 
when Philip of Spain threatened England with invasion, at which 
time the castle was more of a fortress than a baronial residence. 
It is now used as the county prison and the seat for the administration 
of justice. Mr. E. B. Dawson is the Constable of the castle, and gave 
every facility for the visitors to see over the building. The parish 
church of St. Mary's close by has a commanding situation, and is well 
worthy of, the visit. One of the most interesting objects in Lancaster 
of recent date is the Williamson Park, given by Lord Ashton, who is 
now building a Town hail, which contains an assembly hail to hold 
3000 people, council chamber, and the various municipal offices. He 
has also contributed £13,000 as a maintenance fund. Mr. S. E. Wilson, 
President of the Society, had charge of the arrangements for the 
excursion. J. A. C. 

It 
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ST. IVES, BINGIJEY. 

18th September, 1909. 

AbR. and Mrs. Ferrand kindly conducted a party of the members 
over their beautiful grounds at St. Ives. The principal 
historical object of interest was the original building of 

Harden Grange, anciently the property of Rievaux Abbey. Its 
pillared doorway has an inscription: 

lEf tljou a ijouc obalt fnbe 

l3uu[t to tl)p munbt ot 

.nb that b31t130ut On to 

erbe tljou the more 

ob aith the poore Itc 
tnb tijen inp labour 1% not 

A finely-carved 16th century Ferrand coat-of-arms has during the 
last twenty years very rapidly deteriorated, a fate that has also 
happened to the famous cup-and-ring marked Panorama Stone at 
Ilkley. Are the destructive gases incident to a manufacturing 
neighbourhood on the increase? A fenestrated bell turret over what 
is conjectured to be the ancient chapel was much admired. A. unique 
carved stone which has been bared from ivy within the last few years 
was discussed. On it is carved a patten and a chalice. It is in situ 
over one of the doorways, and confirms the opinion that this building, 
which lies east and west, was the ancient chapel of the monks of 
Rievaux, whose local store-house was the adjacent Grange. 
The water supply to St. Ives devised at an early date was inspected. 

An ancient bridge spanning a roadway cut through solid rock lies at 
the east end of the terrace Here also is to be seen a large stone cist 
three feet deep by six feet long; it is thought to have been a coffin. 
The lake, with its island and wild fowl, attracted attention. Earlier 
in the day Mr. Middleton, who accompanied the party, had put up 
seven herons from its banks. After a cordial vote of thanks to 
Mr. and Mrs Ferrand, the members visited the present harden 
Grange,* a modern mansion lower down the hill, and then proceeded 
along the beautiful woodland drive through Cottingley Park. Passing 
through Fairbeards Wood they emerged on the (Jottingley Road at 
the gates, which have a divided two-roomed house used as a lodge, on 
the left of the gate is the bedroom, on the right the living room. 

* The mansions of St. Ives and harden Grange have exchanged their original 
names. 



lRev ícw. 

Yoi ks/ti ic Place-Aames as recorded in the Yorkshire Domesday, Book, 1086 : by 
J. Horsfall Turner. Printed for the Author by Thos. Harrison & Sons, Queen 
Street, Bingley (1909). 

This makes, we surmise, the sixtieth volume or so of Yorkshire matter written or 
edited by one of the most indefatigable of writers on Yorkshire. Mr. Turner has 
ranged freely over the many fields of topography from Yorkshire Anthology to the 
Annals of the Wakefield House of Correction, and from Gibbet Law to Lightcliffe 
Romances. This his latest work he has devoted to the but little studied subject of 
the derivation and meaning of certain Yorkshire place-names. He has filed all the 
Domesday references (nearly five thousand) to places in the Three Ridings and that 
part of North Lancashire formerly included in Yorkshire (from the Ribble to 
Furness and Westmorland), and has given their modern names. For most of these, 
if not all, he has suggested etymologies. Itis not quite the first essay of Mr. Turner 
in this most important field of antiquarian research, for one remembers reading 
with the liveliest satisfaction and cordial agreement a scheme for the collection and 
classification of Yorkshire place-names published in Part I. of the Transactions of 
the Yorks/tire Dialect Society. The need for the collection and classification of 
Place-names is great. It would do away with the " hundreds of wild guesses that 
have been dogmatically put forth respecting the meaning of Yorkshire place-
names" He instances the assertion of a speaker in a Philosophical Society's 
debate that the Aire was freely navigable in ancient times, and in evidence 
thereof quoted the name of Shipley ! I I In one or two Craven Domesday berewicks 
and manors which are doubtful, Mr. Turner has accepted the identifications of 
Bawdwen for example, Hateltun he identifies with Harden near Bingley. This, to 
our mind, is philologically inadmissible, and so is the identification of Cheldis with 
Malsis in the parish of Kildwick. Mr. Turner's Lists of Personal Names in use in 
Yorkshire, those recorded on Manx and Runic Stones, and those mentioned on North 
Riding Anglian Stones, are very useful. He might have added for the sake of 
completeness the Yorkshire Dano-English Name Roll of about 1023, printed by the 
Yorkshire Dialect Society in Part VII of their Transactions. A useful feature of 
the work is a classification of Yorkshire place-names according to their suffixes. For 
example, we find about rime columns of iiames which have as their terminal portion 
the well-known ending ton. About three columns hold all names ending in t/wrjw, 
and four columns the names ending in by. A disticli built on the well-known 
Cornish model states 

In By, Ley, Thorpe, Ford, Ilant and Ton, 
Most of the Yorkshire Place-names run. 

Altogether an excellent little book for the investigator of Yorkshire Place-names. 

The history qt' the Ancient and Historic Church If S. Andrew, Kildwiek-ja-
Craeen. by Rev. E. W. Breretoii. M.A.- Published by George Bottomley, Cross-
hills. 1909. 

We are pleased to notice this work by a former Bradford clergyman, whose name 
is to be found enrolled among the list of the Vicars of St. James's on page 207 of this 
issue of the Bradford Antiquary. During a vicariate of 8 years at Kildwick a 
comprehensive restoration of the church has been effected, the while Mr. Brereton 
has been industriously collecting material for a history of hisparish. The result 
lies before us in a book of 200 pages, teeming with interesting information concern-
ing an interesting church. Amongst other matters which concern the church we 
get a full account of the later vicars and the various curates that have ministered 
in "the Lang Kirk of Craven." There are excellent pictures of portions of ancient 
crosses and cross shafts, also illustrations of the church during the restoration, 
Three pedigree charts are inserted, one of which—that of the Earls of Chester— 
needs considerable revision. An interesting chapter is the last which is devoted to 
the more notable of the points of interest presented by the copious Parish Registers. 
Sooner or later it is to be hoped that these valuable Parochial Memoranda of Bap-
tisms, Marriages and Burials will be transcribed and printed. Altogether Mr. Brere-
ton has produced an excellent little volume, and has set an example which the 
neighbouring clergy may well strive to emulate. Craven possesses a fine set of 
ancient parish churches, with historic associations that any district in England may 
well be proud of, and each church deserves a volume of its own. Compiled and 
written on tlTd lines laid down by Mr. llrereton in his work they would all prove of 
the greatest use to the student of an eventful past. 



Ebitoriat. 

TWENTY-Two parts of the Bradford Antiquary have been issued 
since its commencement in 1881. It is needless to state that they 
have all reached a very high level, thanks to the care of the editors, 
William Cudworth and Charles Antoine Federer, who have suc-
cessively been elected to a most responsible post The task of 
editing such a publication is no light one. Material has to be selected 
with care, pruned, revised and corrected in a multitude of detail. 
Hitherto the pages of the An/iquar!j have contained a number of 
original papers, and some unpublished documentary matter. The 
latter may be considered raw material for future workers in the fields 
of Local History, Topography, Genealogy and Biography, and it is pro-
posed in future numbers to increase the amount of this raw material. 
One of the chief functions of this Society—according to its initial 
prospectus and its latest rules—is to publish transcripts from the 
Public Record Office, abstracts of wills from York Registry, local 
manor rolls, charters, deeds, &c , and efforts will be made to secure 
such matter in still greater quantities than have appeared in the past. 
Readers who possess such unpublished material, or who can serve the 
Society by providing transcripts of local interest, are requested to 
kindly submit them to the Editor. 
The present issue affords a fairly varied fare, as will be seen from a 

study of the contents page. It contains, too, a considerable number 
of illustrations, in connection with which the thanks of the Council of 
the historical and Antiquarian Society of Bradford are due to many 
friends. Messrs. G. F. Sewell have lent blocks of the Reverends 
Cooper, Eddowes, and Brice, and Mr. Brocklehurst a block of Christ 
Church. Mrs. J. E. Briggs, of Scholemoor, Bradford, has lent a 
silhouette of the Rev . Wm. Morgan, now for the first time reproduced. 
She is a grard-niece of Mr. Morgan's second wife. Through the 
kindness of Mr. F. Walker, the Rev. Mr. Kendall, vicar of St. John's, 
Bowling, has lent a portrait of the Rev. G. S. Bull. 

It will be noticed that herewith is presented to subscribers the first 
sheet of the very important Marriage Registers of Bradford. These 
will be continued in successive numbers of the Antiquary with separate 
pagination, so that when the sheets are sufficient in number they can 
be taken out and bound separately. 

Very few complete sets of the Brad/brd Antiquary remain for dis-
posal, and there are a number of odd parts of both series available 
for the making up of sets. Members should make their sets of the 
Antiquary complete at the earliest opportunity. 

JOSEPH FIAMBLEY ROWE, M.B., G.M. 

CorríicIlba. 
Page 199, line 23, "dat Dno etc.," should read "dat Dno pro Irrotul 

istius." 
Page 216, line 25, for "periliam" read "peritiam." 
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THIRTIETH ANNUAL REPORT. 
� 1908. � 

The time has come for the Council once again to 

present its Annual Report to the members of the Society. 

Our President, Mr. Charles A. Federer, L.C.P., has 

also filled the office of Editorial Secretary and needless 

to say, both offices have been well filled. 

The members of the Council regret very much the 

recent and continued illness of their President, and they 

hope very soon to see him once again amongst them 

restored to his usual state of health. Regret is felt for 

the loss through death of several well known members of 

the Society. Mr. William Glossop was one of the founders 

of the Society, and acted as Treasurer for many years. 

Mr. S. Darlow one of the members of the Council, and 

Mr. J. B. Scorah must not be omitted from the list of 

old friends who, our members will regret, have passed 

away. 

The number of members as shewn in the 1907 

Report was 172. Since then 9 members have been lost 

by death, there have been II resignations, and ii names 

have been removed from the list because of nonpayment 

of subscriptions, 5 new members have been elected, leav-

ing the present membership 146. 



The Council will adhere to the policy of keeping 

on its list of members only those who show an interest 

in the work of the Society and pay their subscriptions in 

due course. 

There has been some discussion during the year 

of the desirability of an approach being made to other 

Bradford learned societies with a view to forming a joint 

society for the encouragement of the much-needed beauti-

fication of Bradford. 

Some pressure has been exercised on Councillors 

with regard to the condition of Lister Park and possibly 

the Society may use its influence more and more in 

similar good work for the love of its City. 

During the year the Council have had several 

pleasant meetings which have been open to members and 

prospective members for the informal discussion of cog-

nate subjects; these meetings will be more encouraged 

in the future by the Council, and it is hoped that our 

members may be persuaded to come forward and open 

short discussions or give brief papers, and thus stimulate 

interest in antiquarian lore. 

The need of a room for the storage of our books 

and papers, and also for study and social purposes, still 

remains unmet. 

This matter grows every day more urgent owing 

to the rapidly accumulating collection of valuable publi-

cations and interesting relics. - 

A volume of the Antiquary has been accepted by 

the Lord Mayor of Bradford, for his library at the Town 

Hall, and our members will agree that no place is more 

fitting as a home for the publication. 

I 



Lectures given in Session 1907-8 

1907-
Nov. 8 Mr. C. A. FEDERER, L.C.P. 

"Bradford in the Civil Wars." 
The Battle of Adwalton Móor." 

Dec. 13 Mr. PERCIVAL Ross, A.M.I.C.E; 
"Exploratory Turrets on the Roman Wall," 

igo8. (with lantern illustrations). 

Jan. io Mr. H. E. WROOT. 
"Dr. Richardson of North Bierley." 

Feb. 14 Rev. E. CEREDIG JONES, M.A. 
,, The Battle of Catraeth." 

Mar. 13 Mr. JOHN SOWDEN. 
"Characters seen in the Bradford Streets.' 
"Twenty years reminiscences of a Portrait Painter." 

The following Excursions took place :-
1908. 

May 16 RAWDON. 

June 13 HULL. 
July 18 INGLETON AND KIRKBY LONSDALE. 

Aug. 15 UPPER SHIBDEN VALE. 
Sept. 5 LIGIITcLIFFE. (In company with the Halifax Antiquarian 

Society). 

By the time this report is in the hands of members it is 

trusted they will also have the new part of the Bradford 

A ntiquary. 

The Committee who were appointed viz: The President, 

Mr. Percival Ross, and the Hon. Sec. completed their work of 

revising the rules of the Society; and the Council ratified their 

work, and copies of the new rules are being printed. 

Finally the Council desire to thank all those who have 

contributed to the successful carrying on of the work of the 

Society in the past year. 

On behalf of the Council. 

THOMAS HOWARD, 

Hon. Cor. Sec. 
16, Piccadilly 

Bradford, 

October, 1908. 
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rabfnrb i tithrat i nfiquarian uthÍiy, 

THIRTY-FIRST ANNUAL REPORT, 

1909. 

The past year has been an eventful and busy one 
in the annals of the Society. 

We commenced the year under the presidency of 
the late Mr. Charles A. Federer, L.C.P., who had filled 
the office of Editorial Secretary for so many years. His 
health was very much shaken with a recent illness and he 
died early in his year of office. At the time of the Annual 
Meeting, he was unfortunately, too ill to deliver the 
Presidential Address, and therefore Mr. Thomas Howard, 
at the desire of the President and Council, filled his place. 
Mr. Federer's death is a great loss to the Society. He 
had faithfully fulfilled the duties of his office as Editorial 
Secretary for many years and had taken a great interest 
in the work of the Society from its foundation. Other 
deaths that must be mentioned are those of Mrs. W. B. Lee, 
Mr. G. F. Sewell, for so long the printer of the Society's 
Journal and Mr. W. M. Brookes, one of the original 
members of the Society. 

Mr. S. E. Wilson was unanimously elected 
President for the remainder of the Session and the work 
of the Society has been actively pursued under his 
guidance and that of the other members of the Council. 

Dr. J. H. Rowe was elected Hon. Editorial 
Secretary and under his able supervision the Bradford 
A nliquary has maintained  its scholarly character. 



Ten members of the Council have been elected to 
serve on the Committee formed to make arrangements 
for the forthcoming Bradford Pageant. 

During the year Mr. J. Stanley Taylor the Hon. 
Treasurer found it necessary to resign his office owing to 
the fact that he was leaving the neighbourhood and Mr. 
E. A. Wells was elected in his place. The Council feel 
that in Mr. Wells, the Society has an officer, who brings 
to the duties of his office, ability and keenness. He, in 
conjunction with the Council, has actively pursued the 
policy of keeping clown expenditure, and, at the same 
time, has made the work of the Society more efficient 
and interesting to attract new members. 

Mr. J. A. Clapham has presented a bound copy of 
the Aniiquary for 1908, to the Society's library. The 
number of members at the end of September, 1908 was 

146. During the year 3 have been lost by death, 16 have 
resigned, 3 have been struck off and 14 new members 
have been elected leaving the total membership at 
September 3oth, 1909, 138. Those on the register now 
are all subscribing members. Discussions concerning the 
library came to a climax this year and it was unanimously 
resolved that the Society should retain its library and 
other valuable possessions alid give up all idea of parting 
with them. Arrangements have been made for their care at 
the Church Institute Book cases have been purchased 
and the whole of the Society's belongings have been 
removed there. It is hoped that under the new arrange-. 
ment, members will be able to use the valuable library 
and that the books will be properly cared for and better 
secured. A number of valuable pictures, engravings, 
maps, indentures, prints, and other documents belonging 
to the Society and almost lost sight of are now much 
more accessible. Mr. John Clapham deserves the thanks 
of the Society for the time he has given to this important 
work. 

It is interesting to know that the unique library 
collected by the late Professor Federer was purchased by 
the Bradford Corporation. 



The following Lectures have been given during 
the Session 1908-9 :-

1908. 

Nov. 13, Rev. L. l)AwSON, B.A. 
rrl filial Churches of Bradford." 

Dec. ii. HARRY SPEIGHT, Esq. 
"On some of the Bradford Court Rolls." 

1909. 

Feb. 19. Dr. J. HAMBLEY ROWE, M.B., C.M. 
"Rev. George Bayldon, Yorkshire Worthy and 

Scholar." 

Mar. 12. H. E. WROOT, Esq. 
An unpublished local map." 

The following Excursions have taken place the 
Season   

1909. 

May i. LEEDS—St. Peter's and St. John's Churches. 
Julie 19. TO\VTON. 

July 24. LANCASTER. 

Aug. 7. ELSLAcK ROMAN CAMP AND BROTTGHTON HALL AND CHURCH. 

Sep. i8. ' ST. IVES," IlINGLEY—the residence of \V. FERRAND, Esq. 

The Council Tea tcok place on January i8th. 
Part Xiii of the new series Bradford AuUqzaiy is now 
ready to be issued. 

The Society gave a subscription of three guineas 
towards the important excavations of the Roman Camp 
at Elsiack. 

In conclusion the Council desire to heartily thank 
those who have contributed in various ways to the 
prosperous work of the Šociety during the past year. 

On behalf of the Council, 

THOMAS HOWARD, 

Hon. Cor. Sec 

ió, J)/((.(j(////J. 

J$railfoìi/, 

October, 1909. 
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JOHN JAMES, F.S.A. 

A 

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH 

BY 

WILLIAM SORUTON. 

%IXTY-EIGHT years have run their course since the 
History of Bradford was issued from the press. 
This, 1 need hardly say, was the first attempt to 

chronicle the history of this town. Various topographical 
and other writers had previously been generous enough 
to make certain slight passing references to Bradford, and 
evidently thought this was as much as it deserved. John 
Leland, three centuries and a-half ago, paid it the com-
pliment of being a "praty quick market towne," and 
added (forgetful that comparisons are sometimes odious) 
that Leeds was "not so quick." Defoe, in his Tour 
through Great Britain, by a Gentleman, says, "The first 
town we came to from Halifax was Bradford ; it is a 
market town, but is of no other note than having given 
birth to Dr. Sharpe, the good Archbishop of York." Even 
Dr. Whitaker, in his Loiclis and L'lmete, does not devote 
more than fourteen pages to his notice of the ancient 
and modern history of this parish. 

When, therefore, James began his great undertaking, 
the compilation of an adequate history of Bradford, it 
was to find it, as he himself says, "an unbroken field of 
enquiry," and by reason of this he claimed the indulgence 
of his readers. Nevertheless he produced a wonderful 
book, for be was lacking in neither patience nor industry. 
It was the work of nearly half a lifetime, and was mostly 
written after the toil of the day, and in hours stolen 
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from recreation and sleep. More than that, he laboured 
in the face of peculiar difficulties, not the least of which 
was the absence of sympathy and help on the part of 
his townspeople. "I was extremely desirous," he says, 
"in this first literary effort, to put forth my utmost 
strength, but the little encouragement my subscription 
list received, precluded even the attempt." it is but 
just to state, however, that James had some friends and 
patrons, who both appreciated his literary services and 
rendered him substantial help. Among these were Miss 
Currer, of Eshton Hall, Mr. Henry Leah, of Bradford, 
Mr. Samuel Hailstone and his son, Edward Hailstone, 
F.S.A., late of Walton Hall. In Mr. Tolson, Solicitor, 
Bradford, he had a most indulgent employer, but for 
whose kindness he would have found it impossible to visit 
many distant places in quest of materials for his work. 

It is to be regretted that the issue of the History o,t 
Bradford proved a financial loss to its autjor. In a 
populous and wealthy town such as Bradford was even 
then, this should not have been the case. It was but a 
sorry recognition of the writer's abilities and untiring 
energy. The book was, perhaps unavoidably, issued at a 
price beyond the reach of most of the book-loving public, 
and those who could not afford to purchase it were content 
to borrow it from some fortunate owner of a copy, or to 
procure it from the shelves of the Mechanics' Institute. 
Moreover, there was not the great demand sixty years 
ago for topographical literature of a local character, such 
as exists to-day. 
Of the value and importance of James's work as a 

history of the Bradford Parish, it is almost needless to 
speak at this time of day ; its good character is too well 
established. The painstaking labour of its author is 
manifest on every page, for he was always more anxious 
to chronicle historic facts than to amass an amount of 
doubtful matter, whatever might be its interest. With 
some few exceptions, the book is authentic and reliable, 
and will ever form a solid foundation on which future 
historians of Bradford may safely build. Perhaps its 

1< 
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greatest blemish is its imperfect arrangement. It has 
not even an index. But no one was more sensible of 
these defects than James himself, and had he lived to see 
the appearance of another edition, he would have had 
them rectified. 

John James was born at West Witton, in Wensleydale, 
on the 22nd January, 1811 (the date recorded on his tomb-
stone). In his boyhood he had often to be driven reluc-
tantly to school by his mother, who had become a widow 
when he was but three years old. After the death of her 
first husband* she married one John Wilson, whom she 
also out-lived, and died in 1853 at the age of eighty-eight. 
Her father, a Mr. Glasby, lived to the ripe age of ninety-
five. When in his eightieth year, believing that he would 
not live much longer, he had his coffin made, and actually 
kept it in his house beside him for the remaining fifteen 
years of his life, until he died, and was buried in it. 

Although so averse to learning in his boyhood, James 
soon took to it eagerly enough, and with the help of a 
young comrade, one Ralph Tomlinson, of West Witton, 
who afterwards became a schoolmaster, he soon became 
proficient. About this time he began to work at a lime-
kiln for tenpence a day, all of which was spent in books. 
Poor lad, he aspired to a higher rung in "the social 
ladder" than that of a common labourer, and, through 
the interest of a gentleman at W est Witton who 
took kindly to him, he succeeded in obtaining a situation 
in the office of an attorney at Richmond. Afterwards he 
went to London, but did not stay long in the great 
metropolis. He applied for and secured a clerkship with 
Mr. Richard Tolson, a Bradford lawyer and founder of 
the present firm of Taylor, Jeffery & Jessop, with whom 
he remained until that gentleman's death. While in this 
situation James had the chance of becoming a lawyer, but 
his tastes led him into the pleasanter paths of literature, 

* The marriage of John James, husbandman, to Jane Glasby, is recorded on the 
10th of January. 1807. The witnesses were William James and Chris. Brown. 
The baptism of John James took place on 23rd December, 1810). Information 
supplied by the Rev. Gilbert Bradley. Vicar of West Witton). The date of birth 
inscribed on the tombstone is thus seen to be erroneous. 
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and he never regretted the choice that he had made. T In Mr. olson he had an employer who not only treated 

him with great consideration and kindness, but who even 
encouraged him in his literary efforts, and James was 
happily a man who could rightly value and not abuse so 
great a mark of confidence. 

Sixty years ago the literary advantages of Bradford 
were not too plentiful, indeed they had long failed to 
keep pace with the town's increasing wealth and import-
ance. When the first half of last century was reached 
it had the unenviable reputation of being "more back-
ward in all that related to art and science than any town 
of half its size in the kingdom." No one regretted this 
sad state of things more than did our historian, and on 
more than one occasion he expressed his views upon it in 
pretty plain terms. Alluding to the lack of encourage-
ment towards local literary effort he wrote as follows : 
"The concerns of trade have engrossed the attention of 
the inhabitants of Bradford more than they justly ought 
to have done, and damped the aspirations of intellect. 
Literary merit is unrecognised in the competition for 
local fame ; it must look abroad for encouragement." 
But such advantages as Bradford did possess in the 

way of literary culture, James made the best use of. In 
.the attempt made in the year 1839 to establish a 
• Philosophical Society, he took the deepest interest. The 
leading spirit, however, in this enterprise was the then 
Vicar of Bradford, Dr. Scoresby, who was one of the—' 
foremost scientists of his time, and through whose influ-
ence the list of honorary members embraced the names 
of such distinguished men as Sir John Herschel, Sir 
David Brewster, Professors Sedgwick, Faraday, Lyell, 
Phillips, and others, several of whom sent valuable 
presents of books, &c., to the Society. James also took 
the keenest interest in the Bradford Mechanics' Institute, 
organised in 1832, and was for some time a member of 
its Committee. 
But if Bradford was somewhat lacking in public insti-

tutions for the intellectual advancement of its inhabitants 
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it could at any rate boast of certain "quiet corners" in 
which some "choice spirits" in Art and Letters were 
wont to gather. Perhaps the best of these literary 
gossiping places was the George Hotel, in Market Street, 
where it was no unusual occurrence for men like Hartley 
Coleridge, author of Northern Worthies, etc., " Joe "  

Leyland, the famous Halifax sculptor, Branwell Brontë, 
from Haworth, Wilson Anderson, the local artist, Skerrit, 
the actor, John Nicholson, the "Airedale poet," and 
Robert Story, the Craven poet, to foregather. In "magic 
circles" such as this John James was ever a welcome 
guest, and none more than he delighted to join in the 
keen repartee and animated discussions that usually 
prevailed. Another meeting-place of literary characters, 
but of a more local colour than that of the " George," 
was the eating-house of Torn Nicholson (brother of the 
"Airedale Poet"), which was located in Kirkgate, a little 
below the Talbot Hotel. Like his more talented brother, 
Torn had courted the muse, and like him also had been 
brought up at the woolsorting board. But this occupation 
he gave up in after years, and opened the eating-house 
referred to. He had not been here long before he started 
a kind of "social evenings," for the purpose of public 
readings and recitatións, and this long before the "Penny 
Readings" craze had been heard of. These meetings 
were held monthly ; regular programmes were issued, 
and the largest room in the house was usually filled with 
men who mightily enjoyed the " feast of reason and flow 
of soul" thus provided for them. Here might frequently 
be seen William Dearden (author of The Star Seer, and 
other poems), Abraham Wildman, Stephen Fawcett, 
Ben Preston, Ben Hardacre and others who afterwards 
became so well known in the walks of literatire. Here, 
too, the subject of the present sketch was a welcome 
guest, and an occasional contributor to the evening's 
entertainment. Here was no constraint, but everyone 
read or spoke from the place where he might chance to 
be, and conversation, in a friendly spirit, followed. At 
times an original poem or essay was read by its author, 

I 
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and freely (sometimes very freely) commented upon 
thus all were instructed, edified, and, sometimes amused. 
One of James's most intimate friends was Robert 

Story, the Craven-dale poet. The latter died in 186], 
and James wrote his life and also edited a collection of 
his poems for the benefit of the widow. This was a task 
of no small magnitude, but it was not the only instance 
in which his able and willing services were given in aid 
of the poor and helpless. 
The first work that John James ventured to have pub-

lished was the History of Bradford already alluded to. 
His earliest efforts at authorship, however, consisted of 
occasional contributions to the Bradford Observer, some 
of which were in verse, for he at times courted the muse, 
but early showed his good sense by confining himself to 
prose. The History of Bradford was issued in 1842, and 
the continuation and Additions to the History of Brad-
ford in 1866. The former was printed by the late 
Mr. Charles Stanfield, Westgate—the latter by the late 
Mr. Henry Gaskarth, Mr. Stanfield's successor. James's 
next work was his Life of John Nicholson, the Airedale 
Poet, which was prefixed to an edition of the poet's 
works, published by Mr. Stanfield in 1844. As a biography 
this was his finest effort, and was deservedly popular. It 
is now one of the scarcest of local books. 

In 1857 appeared the History of the Worsted Manu-
facture in England—a work that must have cost -' 

writer many hours of laborious research and much 
anxiety. It is simply one mass of facts and figures, 
showing the progressive stages of worsted manufacture 
from the earliest times, through the Middle Ages, and 
down to our own day. The task of compiling this work 
was entrusted to him by the Committee of Worsted 
Manufacturers, and he undertook it although in a 
declining state of health. "I accepted the generous 
proposal," he says, "but without expecting that I should 
live to complete my labours. Under the continual pressure 
of sickness, I have struggled onward to the goal, and am 
recompensed by the pleasing thought that I have by 
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Here James's History of Bradford was printed. 
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unflinching perseverance reached it. My pleasure is like 
that of a weak and weary traveller, who, after traversing 
a long and intricate track, reaches at last the end of a 
perilous journey—he looks back and recounts with joy 
the toils and obstacles which have marked and impeded 
his course, and the very difficulties he has overcome 
enhance the reward of his toil." 

James's reputation as an author and historian was now 
fairly established. At a meeting of the British Associa-
tion, held in Leeds, he read a paper on The Statistics of 
Trade in Yorkshire. This brought him before the notice 
of the late Sir Edward Baines, M.P., by whom he was 
recommended to the Messrs. Black, of Edinburgh, as 
qualified to write the article on Yorkshire for the 
Encyclopoedia Britannica. For this contribution he re-
ceived the sum of seven guineas. 

Although a thorough archaeologist, he by no means 
restricted himself to this branch of study. At one time 
we find him studying exhaustively the philosophy of 
Lord Bacon and his predecessors, the outcome of which 
was a lecture on the subject delivered at the Huddersfield 
Philosophical Hall, which was afterwards printed in a 
pamphlet of sixteen pages under the title of The 
Philosophy of Lord Bacon, and the systems which 
preceded it. 

Again he .was deeply interested in the history of the 
Little British Kingdom of Elmete, concerning which he 
wrote a very interesting paper which was read before the 
Archaeological Association at Leeds, by his friend Thomas 
Wright, F.S.A., and printed in Holroyd's Collectanea 
Bradfordiensis. 

In the year 1862 he wrote some papers for the Bradford 
Observer from the Exhibition then being held in London, 
on The Exhibits of Bradford and the neighbourhood. 

Notwithstanding that he wrote so much, James was 
by no means a litertry recluse. He cultivated the 
acquaintance of such literary men as Bradford and the 
district could then boast. Foremost among these was 
the late Abraham Holroyd, who, as early as the year 
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1851, had started business in a little bookshop at. the 
top of Westgate, where he began that literary career as 
author and publisher which made his name so well known 
throughout Yorkshire. It was here that he issued that 
charming little monthly magazine, The Bradforclian, the 
first number of which appeared on the 29th of September, 
1860. Read in the light of the present day, Mr. Hoiroyd's 
prospectus announcing its appearance possesses a peculiar 
interest, and I may well be pardoned for quoting a 
portion of it :-" We shall try to make The Bvaclfociian 
an instructive and pleasant companion for the fireside, 
for the factory, and for the field. Within the last few 
years our town has been greatly enlarged. Our streets 
and roads have been widened and beautified. Elegant 
villas, squares, terraces, and crescents have been erected. 
Splendid warehouses, halls, banks, extensive mills and 
workshops filled with intricate machinery have risen as 
if by magic, and whole streets of comfortable cottages 
have become the homes of thousands of well-clad and 
industrious families. Yet Bradford lags behind in every-
thing relating to literature. We have no philosophical 
society ; no antiquarian or historical societies ; no strictly 
literary society ; no public museum ; and lastly, no free 
public library. That these things do not exist is not 
because there is no talent in Bradford, for we have it in 
abundance, but we believe it is because persons of taste 
have never had the opportunity of becoming known to 
each other. Let us hope that the pages of The Brad-
fo'ì'clian will draw them together." 

The magazine served its purpose, and perhaps no one 
was brought more in touch with Abraham Hoiroyd and 
his contributors than John James. Glancing to-day over 
the pages of The Bradfordian, what memories are 
awakened of those who formed its literary staff, and con-
tributed to it of their best ! First and foremost comes 
the author of Natterin' Nan—kind, genial Ben Preston 
Stephen Fawcett, author of Bradford Legends and other 
Poems; Edward Sloane, the humorist, and others. The 
Bradfordian was the repository, too, of the earliest and 
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best effusions of such poets as James Waddington 
(" Ralph Goodwin "), Mr. (now Professor) Louis Miall, 
who, under the pen name of "Jonathan Threescore," 
contributed some charming papers ; Ben Spencer, David 
McBurnie, J. Arthur Binns, Dr. Brereton, Robert Story, 
J. H. Eccles, Tom Nicholson, James Burnley, Eliza Craven 
Green, "Jenny Wren" (Miss Atkinson), Sarah Annie 
Carey (who, though herself a spinster, was the author of 
a long poem entitled The Honeymoon), and several others. 
Interspersed among their contributions were the profound 
and logical essays of John James, and the chapters on 
local history and biography from the pen of the esteemed 
editor, Abraham Hoiroyd. 
An acquaintance which James made with several of 

these literary worthies ripened into intimacy in the course 
of those occasional gatherings at the little bookshop in 
Westgate, which remind one of the small establishment 
of "Tom" Davies, in Russell Street, Covent Garden, in 
which Goldsmith, Dr. Johnson, Garrick, Boswell, and 
other of the immortals were wont to meet. 
Between John James and Abraham Hoiroyd a close 

and enduring friendship existed, and in their literary 
work they were brought much in contact with each other. 
Mr. Hoiroyd was the survivor by several years, hd was 
the one man, perhaps, best qualified to chronicle the life 
story of Bradford's historian. Whether he ever contem-
plated the compilation of a life of his literary colleague 
with a view to its publication I am unable to say, but 
from the numerous notes and memoranda found among 
his papers it would seem as if such had been his intention. 
Probably- he may have been deterred through fear of 
financial loss, for he well knew that James had sustained 
a serious loss in the publication of his History of Brad-

Indeed, Mr. Hoiroyd's own experience as a pub-
usher was by no means encouraging, for the issue of his 
Bradfordian had to be discontinued for lack of necessary 
funds. This was in December, 1862. John James seems 
to have foreseen the ultimate fate of this periodical, 
excellent as it was, for in a letter to the late Mr. George 
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From an oil painting attributed to J. Hunter Thompson. 
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Ackroyd, dated October 6th, 1862, he wrote :-" I am 
afraid The Bradfordian will not even buy, sticks to make 
Abraham's kettle boil." 

There are not many living who will remember the 
pleasant genial face, and gentlemanly manners, of John 
James. He was a most sociable man, and fond of the 
society of men of "kindred tastes." This gives me a 
fitting opportunity for contradicting a rumour—as unkind 
as it was untrue—set on foot some time ago, that James 
was a man of intemperate habits. Nothing could be 
further from the truth, and I cannot allow so grave a re-
flection upon his character to pass unchallenged, especially 
as I possess abundant evidence, if such were needed, to 
prove that there never was the slightest foundation for it. 
James's character was that of a man of sterling rectitude 
and sobriety. 

Soon after completing his continuation of the History 
of Bradford in 1866, James went to reside with his old 
friend Mr. Edward Collinson, of Netheredge, Sheffield, 
but he often visited Bradford. His reputation as an 
author was deservedly high. His fame had spread far 
and wide, so that even on his death-bed a letter was 
received from the Messrs. Chambers, of Edinburgh, 
asking him to write for them a paper on Yorkshire for 
their Encyclopcedia, then in course of publication. The 
request, alas, came too late to receive attention. 

Mr. James's period of retirement was of but short 
duration. He was suddenly struck down with paralysis, 
and after lying prostrate and speechless for seven weeks 
with a patience truly wonderful, he expired on Thursday, 
July 4th, 1867, being then in the fifty-seventh year of 
his age. His remains were removed on Monday, the 8th 
of July, to Leyburn, and his funeral took place at the 
Church of St. Bartholomew, West Witton, the same 
afternoon. In 1885, a beautiful memorial stone, suitably 
inscribed, was erected over the grave by some Bradford 
friends, chiefly through the instrumentality of the late 
Mr. George Ackroyd. 
At the funeral the town of Sheffield was repre-
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sented by Mr. James's godson, John James Collinson, 
and Bradford by his old friend and fellow labourer, 
Abraham Holroyd, who has placed on record the follow-
ing tribute to the deceased's memory, which may form a 
fitting conclusion to the present brief and imperfect 
sketch :-" Mr. James lived and died a bachelor. This 
is the more to be regretted as he was so loveable a man. 
Young children, grown men and maidens, and even 
garrulous old age, were alike delighted with his company 
and conversation As an antiquary he was indefatigable.' 
As a friend he was ever firm and true. Thoroughly con-
scientious himself, he could not bear the want of it in 
others, and his geniality won him troops of friends. But 
he is gone !L And 'he shall return to his house no more, 
neither shall his place know him any more.' His name, 
however, is bound up with the history of the town and 
trade of Bradford, and will endure as long." 

OLD MARKET CRoss, BRADFORD. 



ANCIENT STREETS AND LANES 

OF BRADFORD, 

As PORTRAYED IN THE MANOR COURT ROLLS.' 

BY 

HARRY SPEIGHT. 

(Read before the Society, March 30th, 1910). 

3 N the last issue of the Bradford Antiquary I dealt with an extensive series of untranscribed Court 
Rolls of the Manor of Bradford, dating from the 

time of Queen Elizabeth. In the present paper I propose 
to bring forward such matters as relate to the ancient 
thoroughfares in and about Bradford that are mentioned 
in these voluminous records. The subject cannot be 
devoid of interest, nor indeed of historic importance, as 
the evolution of a town is pre-eminently the growth of 
its streets and roads. These often involve in their nomen-
clature, as well as in their character and location, a 
register of circumstances and events of great value. In 
any effort to reconstruct the topography of an ancient 
town or city a close study of its lanes and roads is essen-
tially necessary. 

Thus in many an inhabited centre where our footsteps 
may wander we perceive that to the splendid thorough-
fare, the noble avenue, or the squalid close, names are 
attached that recall past and even remote events of 
national concern, or that bring to mind local men and 
women whose acts of public service or charity have been 
judged worthy of preservation in this public manner. 
For example, in our city of Bradford we have thought 
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well to perpetuate in open places the name and fame of 
our late good Queen Victoria, and the statesmen Peel 
and Forster, names of honourable distinction which the 
citizens of Bradford will no doubt long cherish and 
respect. 

Streets, perhaps of no special historic importance, yet 
of abiding local interest, may be found in most towns, 
whose names alone stimulate a desire for information 
concerning them. Take, for example, three of the best 
known and most frequented business streets in the centre 
of Bradford : Charles Street, Swaine Street, and Booth 
Street, none of them very old, yet there are probably 
few people at the present day who could explain their 
meaning. Step into the Parish Church close by, and 
upon a tablet near the south doorway will be found the 
explanation. Here there is a memorial to CHARLES 
SWAINE BOOTH SHARP, ESQ., of Little Horton, whose 
burial at Bradford on May 3rd, 1805, is recorded in the 
Parish Registers. He was the only son of the Rev. 
Charles Booth, of Bradford, by his wife Sarah, daughter 
and co-heiress of William Field, of Bradford, gent., and 
both he and his wife took the name of Sharp upon 
succeeding to the property that originally belonged to 
that family. They died without issue, and their property 
was inherited by the Rev. Godfrey Wright, who, in the 
early part of the 19th century, occupied a good house on 
the site of St. George's Hall. The Plan of Bradford 
made by John Wood in 1832,* shews him to have been a 
large landowner at this time in the neighbourhood of his 
own residence and about the site of the present Charles 
Streef, Hall Ings, and Leeds Road. 

It might be supposed that the existing Charles Street 
took its name from Charles Harris, Esq., of Eastbrook 
House, who at the same time was a large property owner 
in the adjoining neighbourhood. To him belonged all the 
land between the present Harris Street in Leeds Road 
and the thoroughfare then known as Charles Street, but 

*See Bradford Antiquary, New Series, Part XIII., page 224 (1909). 
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this name was, I believe, dropped and the name of East 
Parade substituted when the prsent Charles Street was 
formed about seventy years ago. 
The earliest of the Elizabethan Rolls I have transcribed 

are somewhat deficient in allusions to the streets and 
public places in the city. But it must be remembered 
that the Bradford of that day consisted mainly of three 
old thoroughfares Kirkgate, Westgate, and Ivegate, 
with the principal centre of congregation in the market-
place at the bottom of Westgate. There are but a few 
other minor streets and lanes referred to in the Elizabethan 
Rolls. Skinner Lane, a narrow road between green 
hedges, leading from Bradford to Manniugham by way 
of Cheapside, is mentioned for the first time in 1576. On 
May 11th, 1677, an order is recorded for the inhabitants 
of Bradford to repair the highway between Piper Grave 
and the town by June 24th next, on pain of lOs. There 
was a branch highway which left Westgate at the Pack 
Horse Inn and joined Skinner Lane at Piper's Grave upon 
or near the site of the Yorkshire Penny Bank. The 
direction of this thoroughfare is indicated by the present 
Northgate. It was known as Fair Gap, probably because 
the annual fairs were held in Westgate, close by. 
Whether Fair Gap was a cart-road over any part of 

the way seems doubtful. Thus in 1665 it is ordered that 
"the inhabitants of Bradford. do sufficiently repair the 
highway betwixt ffairgapp and a close of William 
Walker's which the foothighway entereth into, being in 
the occupation of Hugh Sawley, att or before the 
eleaventh of November next upon payne of xxs." T he 
conjectural Plan of Bradford in the time of Charles I., 
sketched in Mr. Claridge's History of the Bradford 
Grammar School (1882) shews this road to be wholly 
hedged or walled, but apparently from the above extract 
it was a much-used causey or packhorse-way through a 
field. 

Most of the land surrounding and adjoining these old 
thoroughfares consisted of meadow, pasture, orchards 
and gardens, with the Beck running in the open along 
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what is now -Market Street, and in front of the Midland 
Station towards the Church. One marvels at the fact 
that it is hardly a century, since trout were caught in this 
Beck on the site of Forster Square 

There are certain fields and closes in and about this 
area which are mentioned in the earlier rolls, that are 
deserving of recognition. The Halifield is of constant 
occurrence in the Rolls from those of the reign of Edward 
III. onward to the 18th century. In the Roll of Jan. 
11th, 1572, I find mention of the iHallynge, a name 
happily retained by one of the best-known streets in the 
city. Frequent mention is also made of " Greetwhite-
lands " and " Littlewhitelands " in Bradford, and in the 
Roll of 18th April, 1605, they are particularly described 
as in " Goodinondend." Other field-names are Bower-
roydes, Elmlawe, Cockerfeild, Lang'welfeildes, Blorner-
feud, Lyngyefe]d, Stoneyclose, Gallewhirstals, Galley-
hirste, and in the Roll of March 26th, 1628, mention is 
made of a pasture called "Sainct Katherine Close," con-
taining by estimation one acre, and abutting upon a lane 
leading from Bradford to Manningharn 

In 1572 appears a close of land called Stonefiatt, 
adjacent to a lane called "Breck loyne." And in 1576 
two closes of land are surrendered into the hands of the 
lord called "Tholde earthe," lying and abutting upon 
the old road leading between Thornton and Bradfbrd 
called Breckloyne. This Breck Loyne, or Brick Lane of 
modern times, was re-named City Road but a few years 
ago. It comprehended not only the present City Road, 

I venture to suggest another derivation to that commonly given, from the 
circumstance of its being the'site of the old vicarage, viz., from the A.S. Gud-rnijnd-
end, that is, the termination of the hill or mound upon which in heathen times 
stood a temple sacred to the gods. In the Rolls for 1438 it is mentioned as the site 
of a bath or wash-house, and there occurs the exceptional spelling Godmanhode, but 
the usual early spelling is Goodmondend and Godmonend, and not Goodmanend. 
In Domesday the town of Goodmanham, about two miles from Market \'eighton, 
appears as Gudmundha, and is generally understood to have the meaning above 
stated. In the original parish church there, we are told on the authority of the 
Veil. Bede, was baptised the heathen high-priest Coifi upon the conversion of 
Northumbria to Christianity in the 7th century, when the heathen temple at 
Gudmundham was destroyed. Another possible derivation is that in the first two 
syllables we have the personal name Godmund. 
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but was known as Breck Loyne as far as Four Lane Ends. 
In the Roll for 1601 there is mention of a close of land 
called Brecks, in Manningham, and this doubtless explains 
the origin of the name of the lane, that is of a road 
running beside or across land broken up from the waste. 
In 1625 there is reference to a messuage called the New-
house, situate at or near "Breckyate als Brecklane." The 
"yate" here is simply the Anglo-Saxon geat, a gate or 
thoroughfare, although hanging gates did actually exist 
on all the highways around the town. Formerly an old 
chain bar existed near Brick Lane Mill, at the junction 
of Thornton Road with the road through Black Abbey. 
There was also a toll-bar erected in 1826 at the junction 
of Thornton Road with Whetley Lane. 

In 1577 John Lacye, of Leventhorpe, surrenders a 
close of land called " Silbrigeclose " at a place called 
Milnercliffe in Bradford, and another close of land is 
mentioned in 1602 as being at a place called Milnec]iff, 
abutting upon the c Mime dame in Bradford." In 1578 
Humphry Ellis and James Rycrofte are each fined 2s. for 
cutting wood in "Le Clyffe," which is a different place 
to "Milnecliffe," and has reference, no doubt, to the old 
Cliff Wood, with its famous tradition of the wild boar. 

In the ancient Hall Field in Bradford we meet with 
the names of several closes or partitions of land under 
different tenancies. In 1576 we have the Delfclose, the 
Weliclose, and the Crossclose. What was the nature of 
the Cross here mentioned I have not discovered, but in 
the Roll for October 5th, 1663, it is ordered that all the 
owners or occupiers of lands on the west side of a lane 
leading between Manningham and Bradford who have 
not sufficiently cut their hedges nor'repaired the causeys 
from a place called Manningham Stoope to Halifeilde 
Crosse in Bradford are to do so before the 5th of Decem-
ber next, or else every one offending was to forfeit 3s. 4d. 
Was this Cross a stone erection or a mere division or 
cross-road in the land? It would appear that a lane led 
to or crossed the Hall Field. The Roll of December 6th, 
1627, mentions a close of land, &c., called the lJppclose, 

T 

I 
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"at the head of a lane in the Ilalifield" [apud capud 
venelle in le Hailfeild], from which we may infer that the 
lane actually traversed or divided the Hall Field. In the 
Roll of October 23rd, 1662, it is ordered that the owners 
or occupiers of the lands adjoining to a lane leading be-
twixt Bolton bridge and Halifield lane do "plash or 
switch" their hedges before the 1st of May next upon 
pain of 3s. 4d. for each offence. 

The question arises, where was the land comprehended 
by this extensive Hall Field? It must have been in the 
vicinity of the ancient manor house in the town. But 
the exact site of this important old residence has never 
been determined. Warburton's view of Bradford, 
sketched in 1718,* shews a conspicuously large, square 
building of two or three storeys, with tall chimneys, 
some little distance westward of the Parish Church. 
This is evidently intended for the manor-house in Kirk-
gate, erected presumably by the Marsdens in 1705. No 
other building of any pretension appears nearer the 
Church, and there can be little doubt that the original 
manor-house stood in its vicinage. .James (History of 
Bradford, p. 65) supposes that the Hall stood a short 
distance north-west of the Parish Church, and within the 
enclosure known as the Hall Garth. The site of this 
Hall Garth, he says, is determined with certainty, but 
unfortunately there is nothing by which I have been able 
to indicate its site at the present day. t 

It is extremely probable that the original manor-house 
near the Church was afterwards transferred to or near the 
well-known site of the mansion erected in Kirkgate in 
1705. That house appears to have taken the place of 
one built in the 15th century by William Rawson, who 
appears to have been deputy-steward of the manor, which 

* See Bradford Antiquary, New Series, Part VIII. (1903), p. 225. 

f The well-known print depicting the Parish Church hung with woolpacks 
during the siege of Bradford in 1642, shews a large castellated building having two 
towers with machicolated parapets, which might be taken for the traditional Brad-
ford Castle, but it is represented almost due east of the Church, and is most likely 
intended to represent Boiling Hall, although its position on this old print is topo-
graphically inaccurate. 
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at that time was a Crown possession. In an action taken 
by the inhabitants of Bradford against his son, John 
Rawson, in 1493, it is stated (James, p. 103) that this 
house "standeth upon a piece of ground holden of the 
King by copy of Court Roll, after the custom of the 
manor of Bradford." From this we infer that it was a 
copyhold tenement built by Rawson by the King's 
licence, and where the King's tenants were occasionally 
summoned and paid their rents. But the Great Courts 
would be held in the Hall of Pleas at the top of Ivegate. 
The manor of Bradford did not pass to the Rawsons 
until it was sold in 1795 by John Marsden, of Hornby 
Castle, co. Lanes. 

In the Court Roll of Jan. 14th, 1602, there is mention 
of two closes of land called the Over Cruckleswell* and 
the Nether Cruckleswell, likewise another called the Nore 
and another the Long Close, all situated in the Hailfield 
in Bradford. A knowledge of the situation of these old-
named fields would help to determine the site of this 
important demesne land, with its neighbouring manor-
house. It is worthy of mention that the inquisition of 
1342 states that the manor-house at that time occupied 
three roods of land.t 

Besides the ancient manor-house there existed at a 
more recent period several substantial dwellings in the 
neighbourhood of the Church. At the Court held May 
21st, 1574, Elizabeth, wife of William Rokes, of Roydis-
hail, surrendered into the hands of the lord of the manor 
a messuage in Bradford, with two gardens and a croft, 
situated in Stottehill. This was probably the precursor 
of the old Stott Hill House, built by the Rev. Jonas 
Waterhouse, vicar of Bradford, in 1660, and pulled down 
in 1877. It is the first mention of Stott Hill met with 

* There was a parcel of meadow called Cruckleswell belonging to the Grammar 1 
School in Bradford in 1655, which is stated to be in Manningham (James' Hist. of 

\ Bradford, p. 248). 

f Three-fourths of an acre, the area probably of the manor-house and grounds 
in 1705. These gardens occupied about half the length of Darley Street (see 
Scruton's Plan in Old Bradford). 

TT 
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in these Rolls, but I have no knowledge how the name 
originated. Stott Hill would at this time be a fashion-
able place of residence, and even within present recollec-
tion was not unattractive in the number of its good 
houses, tall trees, and pleasant gaidens and orchards, 
where apricots, roses, and other fruits and flowers were 
cultivated in perfection Indeed it is not a century ago 
since the last flower-gardens in the centre of the city 
disappeared on the site of Hustlergate and Queensgate, 
and also close to the present Exchange. 

But in the 17th century the houses and streets, 
especially in the lower parts of the town, must have 
presented an appearance anything but satisfactory to the 
sanitary predilections of the present day. The poorer 
cottages were still unflagged, the floors consisting of the 
hard-trodden earth, strewn with hay, rushes, or leaves, 
mingled occasionally with sweet herbs. The main streets 
were after rain a deep mire, and the fronts of the houses 
often difficult to approach through heaps of ashes and 
refuse, while middens and cesspools were in evidence in 
the gardens and places behind. At one period it is 
evident that nearly every house had a pig-stye, as pigs 
were good scavengers and could be kept at little expense. 
The Court Rolls of the 17th century contain numerous 
records of fines inflicted for allowing swine to go unyoked 
or unrung, and for permitting ashes and other refuse to 
accumulate before the houses of the occupants. The 
main streets, such as Kirkgate or Churchgate (as it is 
sometimes written in the Rolls), Ivegate and Westgate, 
consisted of houses—many of them detached—with their 
gardens and crofts, and here and there lofty trees in 
which rooks and other wild birds made their nests, The 
last of these old rookeries in the town disappeared be-
tween Hustler Gate and Tyrrel Street almost within 
living recollection. 
The west end of Bradford appears to have been very 

inattentive in regard to sanitary matters. The Rolls 
cite numbers of cases in this quarter of neglect to remove 
rubbish and noisome obstructions from the fronts of the i 
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houses. In 1683 Westgate was so blocked with ashes 
and domestic refuse that travellers found the greatest 
difficulty in passing along this important highway. Com-
plaints must have been bitter and frequent. It was 
ordered on October 8th of this year that if any person 
hereafter lay any dung, ashes or other rubbish in the said 
street [Westgate] to the annoyance of travellers, such 
person or persons would incur a penalty of 3s. 4d. for 
every offence. But matters were not much better in 
other parts of the town. In and about Ivegate, Kirk-
gate and the Church bridge, these thoroughfares being 
on the highway from Leeds to Halifax, similar accumula-
tions of house refuse were not infrequent. At the Court 
held October 16th, 1684, it was ordered that the over-
seers of the highways do remove and carry away all the 
ashes "which is an annoyance to travellers," that lie 
between the Church bridge and the Taiì House, by the 
16th November next, upon pain of 3s. 4d. The tanning 
of leather appears to have been an important industry in 
Bradford in early times, and the mention of "bark-
houses" in the rolls suggests the origin of the ancient 
thoroughfare above the church still known as Barkerend. 

In 1 684 a number of the occupiers of the "Lumb 
houseing" in Bradford are ordered to remove their 
manure from their fences adjoining to the Unicorne Croft 
in Bradford, upon pain of 3s. 4d. In the same year the 
inhabitants "in the bottom of Churchgate" are ordered 
to discontinue throwing any refuse or ashes betwixt the 
Church bridge and the Tanyard adjoining thereunto, 
upon a similar penalty of 3s. 4d. for each offence. Some 
people had even deliberately emptied house refuse into 
the Beck which ran through the town, and which for 
centuries constituted the main water-supply, until, I 
believe, the formation of the first waterworks with a 
reservoir in Westgate about 1755.t On May 3rd, 1683, 

* As early as 1357 a Bradford tanner is charged with polluting the beck with 
the sweepings of his tan-house. 

f &e Bradford Antiquary, New Series, Part IX.. p. 353 (1904). 
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the Miller of Bradford, with any or every other person, 
is forbidden to cast ashes into Bradford Beck between 
the place called the Upper Clow and the Lower Mill "to 
corrupt the water there runninge for the service of the 
town, upon payne for every such offence to forfeit 
vjs. viijcl." At the Court held October 13th, 1687, it 
was ordered that no inhabitant in Bradford shall throw 
neither dung nor ashes into the Channel in the Town-
gate upon pain of 3s. 4d. for every offence. 

Other nuisances and obstructions in the streets and 
lanes are also enumerated in the 17th century Rolls. At 
that time every owner or occupier had to repair the street 
in front of his house, while the overseers of the highways 
were responsible for the proper maintenance of the 
"causeys" that ran along the principal streets. The 
following may be cited as examples 

1603. Aug. 4. Richard Hill has made the highway too narrow at 
a place called Gallowes leading between Wakefield and 
Bradford. 

The lords of the manor possessed the right to all 
property of felons taken and executed within the manor. 
The Bradford Gallows are believed to have stood near 
the Bowling Iron Works. They are mentioned in 1295 
as having been repaired or re-erected at a cost of 6d.* 

1625. Oct. 13. William Swayne has not repaired the way between 
his house and the Colepitt sike, and has not made a foot-
bridge there. Fined 5s. 

1627. Oct. 4. The owners and occupiers of lands adjoining a road 
leading between Hollingreave Lane and lands of John 
Lister, have not repaired the said road nor cleansed the 
ditches of the same. Fined Ös. 

1629. April 16. Thomas Walker has not cut the branches of a tree 
in the highway between Bradford and Shipley, which is an 
obstruction to passengers. Fined 3s. 4d. 

1662, Oct. 23. No persons shall dig or get coals in the Storr hill 
banke and thereby make the way impassable, under pain 
of lOs. 

1662. Oct. 23. That the occupiers of lands belonging to the par-
sonage in Barkerend have not repaired each his dole of the 
highway in Hundercliff. Fined 20s. 

* Bradford Antiqiary , Old Series, Vol. II., p. 73. 
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1663. April 20. Everyone shall sufficiently scour the ditches and 
ancient watercourses from the Ologg of Wood wherein the 
wimble hole is lyeing in the grounds of William Mortimer 
from thence to Waver ditch in Little Horton, and that none 
shall turn or direct the said water out of its ancient course, 
upon pain of lOs. for every offence. 

1663. Oct. 5. Isaack Kitchin to repair a breach he has made in 
the highway, before the next Court Leet, upon pain of 20s. 

1665. Oct. 5. That the occupiers of the houses and lands of both 
sides of one way leading between the Town street of Brad-
ford and one croft called Long Croft shall make a sufficient 
causey for a churchway betwixt now and the 1st December 
next, upon pain of 20s. 

The site of this enclosure is retained in the name of 
Long Croft Place in Grattan Road, now repairable by 
the City Council. 

1665. Oct. 5. Neither the inhabitants of the town of Bradford 
nor the supervisors of the highways have repaired the place 
called Kirkebanke between the water and the place called 
le Ohurchyates. Fined 39s. lid. 

1677. May 11. That Mr. Abraham Swaine do repair the way 
adjoining to one little close of his lying betwixt Piper 
Grave and the upper end of Bradford before June 24th 
next upon pain of 6s. 8d. 

That Mr. Thomas Wood do fill up the Delfe holes and repair 
the way adjoining to his lands in Sill Bridge Lane before 
August 1st upon pain of 6s. 8d. 

There were several ancient stone quarries in the town, 
those in Ivegate and at "Sill Bridge" being probably the 
oldest. The Roll for May 4th, 1605, mentions also delves 
at "Bowling Hallyate." The last quarry in the town to 
be filled up was, I believe, that behind John Street and 
Rawson Road, formerly Brunswick Place. 

1678. Oct 24. That the Bridge going to Church be made good 
betwixt now and the 20th November upon pain of 6s. 8d. 

1681. Oct. 13. That the overseers of the highway do repair the 
causey betwixt the lye Bridge and Thomas Stead's house 
between now and St. Andrew's fair (Nov. 30th) upon pain 
of 6s. 8d. 

1684. April 18. That the overseers of the highway do sufficiently 
repair the lane leading betwixt Sillbridge and Lagrams by 
the 1st August next upon pain of 6s. 8d. 
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1684. April 18. That every inhabitant in Churchgate from 
Thomas Atkinson's to the Church Bridge, which is out of 
repair do repair their frontes of the street on the north 
side before Michælmas Court next upon pain of 13s. 6d. 

1688. May 10. That the overseers of the highways do repair the 
pavement from Church bridge beck to the over end of the 
Church yard by St. James Day next upon pain of 6s. 8d. a 
week. 

1688. May 10. That Willm ifeild do repair and amend one piece 
of causey adjoining on his lands in Dead Lane by Mid-
summer next upon pain of 3s. 4d. a week. 

This laiìe (now Vicar Lane) carries with it a memory 
of the Civil War of King Charles' time, during which 
Bradford suffered disastrously. 
The abstracts already given enable us to restore to a 

great extent the aspects of the town along its principal 
thoroughfares. There are also two or three items relating 
to the neighbourhood of Broadstones which may assist 
still further to depict this quarter of the town in the 
17th century. An order on October 13th, 1687, forbids 
any person to "lay any wood in the water above Church 
Bridge, unless they make At fast, upon paine of iOd. for 
every time so doing." It would appear that people had 
been accustomed to employ plank-bridges across the 
stream in order to shorten the journey round by the 
Church Bridge. The stream, as stated, was the principal 
water-supply in the town, and the records sheW how 
frequently it was necessary to enforce fines, the only 
means of protecting it from pollution. On the date 
above named it was further ordered that "no person 
shall go with a waine or Cart over one peece of ground 
called the Broadstones upon paine of 3s. 4d. for ev'ie 
time so doing." Are we to infer from this that the actual 
street which we remember as Broadstones is implied in 
this by-law, or was it the passage over the piece of ground 
in this locality through which the stream ran? The 
Beck, as is well remembered in our time, was subject to 
sudden and violent floods, but anciently these floodings 
in the town must have been of much more frequent 
occurrence than at a later day when increased cultivation 
of the surrounding lands was attended with improved 
drainage. 

Iri 
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Indeed, it is highly probable that the name of the 
thoroughfare called Broadstones was derived either from 
a line of stepping-stones formerly maintained here by 
reason of the constant liability of flood-waters spreading 
at this low part of the town, or else there were broad 
stepping-stones laid across the Beck at frequent intervals 
at this juncture.* What are we to understand by this 
entry on the Rolls of May 15th, 1679 : " That the 
Broadstones bee repaired and railed betwixt [now] and 
the twentith day of November upon paine of xxs." 
Were the conjectural stepping-stones railed for the safer 
guidance of passengers across the stream in dull or dark 
hours, or are we to believe that a hand-rail ran down one 
or both sides of the Beck course near to Broadstones ? 
It is noteworthy that the place had to be railed before 
the dark days of winter set in. 

There is a singular absence of reference in the Rolls to 
any of the old inns or hostelries that must have existed 
in the town at an earlier date than the period under 
review. I have referred to the Unicorn Croft in the 
Rolls for 1684, and this enclosure is not unlikely to have 
adjoined the old inn of that name in Ivegate. In 1602 
there is mention of a messuage in Bradford called "the 
Swanne," with buildings, barns, stables, garden and croft 
thereto belonging and then in the occupation of Thomas 
Bower. This has doubtless reference to the ancient 
"Black Swan" inn which, I understand, existed at 
Silsbridge Lane end, as the "White Swan" would appear 
to have been of more recent origin. The latter stood at 
the corner of Charles Street and Market Street, and was 
removed about twenty years ago to make room for the 
extensive block of buildings now appropriately known as 
the "Swan Arcade." 
The Market Place at the bottom of Westgate, to which 

reference has already been made, receives also a share of 

* The Saxon name of the town, Bradeford, that is broad ford, is sufficiently 
explanatory of the original wide-spread character of the water at the foot of the 
bill upon which the ancient Parish Church stands. The ford would follow the line 
of traffic between Church Bank and Kirkgate, and its direction would be almost 
parallel with the quaint thoroughfare known as Broadstones. 
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record in these old Rolls. For many centuries, from A. D. 
1251, when the charter for a weekly market was granted, 
the buying and selling of common commodities took place 
at this spot, although there is no doubt that for a long 
time the chief assemblage of market gatherers was in 
the Parish Churchyard. Edward I., by special statute, 
passed in 1285, forbade the holding of markets and fairs 
in churchyards, but this law was little observed, especially 
in those towns where the narrow limits of the market-
place compelled a crowd of attenders on special occasions 
to seek another and more convenient public place for the 
transaction of business. There can, however, be little 
doubt that the bottom of Westgate was the authorized 
meeting-place at the weekly markets in Bradford. Here 
the usual stone cross, toll-booth, shambles, pillory, and 
other adjuncts of a market-ground would be erected. 
All these are noticed in the Rolls. The shambles are 
mentioned as early as 1358. 
From the Rolls of the Court held in Bradford October 

23rd, 1662, we learn that the lords of the manor have 
been derelict in their duty of keeping the market-place 
in proper repair. The jury assembled on that occasion 
ordered them to "repaire the markett place neare the 
Pillory and also before the Court house in Ivegate by 
Candlemas next upon paine of iijs. iiijcl." This is an 
interesting instance of the right exercised by a free com-
munity to impose fines upon its superior lords, a lawful 
provision of great antiquity which serves to illustrate the 
bond of obligation between a lord and his tenants in 
their joint interest for the common welfare. How far the 
lords of Bradford obeyed this privilege of their tenantry 
is seen in the Roll of the ensuing half-yearly Court Leet 
held on April 20th, 1663. The jury say "The Lords of 
the Manor have not repaired the Market Place from 
thence to Ivegate and the Hall of Pleas. They are fined 
xs." We hear no more on this subject in the records of 
the Court for many years ensuing, but on October 13th, 
1687, it is ordered that "the inhabitants of Bradford do 
repair the pavement in the street about the Cross before 
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the 25th March next upon pain of xxs." The obligations 
to repair had, it appears, by this time shifted from the 
lords of the manor to the inhabitants, probably due to 
the manor having shortly before drifted into various 
private hands. 
On April 23rd, 1678, it was ordered that the Constables 

of Bradford do repair the Pinfold and Ducking Stool by 
the 24th June next upon pain of lOs. The Ducking 
Stool, as is well known, was originally fixed upon the 
Beck a short distance below the Church Bridge, but when 
the canal was made it was transferred to a more conve-
nient spot on its banks, though not far from the original 
site. When the Ducking Stool was last used I have not 
ascertained. After the canal was opened the inhabitants 
of the town found recreation and enjoyment in promenades 
along its banks, while the élite indulged in the pleasures 
of boating. On fine evenings in the summer season, it 
was a pleasing sight to witness the many small boats 
with their better-class occupants rowing upon the still 
waters of the canal ! There was but little thought of 
sea-side pleasures at that time, and such places as Black-
pool, Morecambe, Bridlington, and the Isle of Man, with 
many another now popular resort, were unknown as 
places for holiday-making in the early part of last century. 

People certainly might visit an "Isle of Mann" in 
Bradford, so called, I presume, because it was a piece of 

land that lay between the Bradford Beck and the stream 
flowing from the foot of Church Bank at floppy Bridge, 
being thus to some extent insulated. There are several 
references to it in the 17th century Court Rolls, which I 
will quote verbatim. The juries' orders are as follows 

1677. May 11. That John Ellis or the Occupiers and William 
Bawmforth do repaire their water Banks on both sides of 
the Isle of Mann att or before the first of August next 
upon paine of vjs. viijd. 

1680. May 6. That the occupiers of the Isle of Man do repaire 
their Bank or way between [now] and the four and twen-
tith day of June next upon paine of vjs viijd 

1682. May 11. That the Overseers of the Isle of Mann do repaire 
the highway in the watercourse belonging to the same 
leading to the Colehouses betwixt [now] and the four and 
twentith day of June next upon paine of vjs. viijd. 
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• This "Isle of Man" apparently formed the original 
pleasure-ground or play-ground of the Grammar School, 
which at that time stood at the bottom of Church Bank. 
There was an old well close to floppy Bridge at the 
south-east angle of this area, which was known as the 
School Well, and which gave name to the present Well 
Street. The Grammar School had an old property in a 
certain close of land, the site of which I am unable to 
identify. It is mentioned in the Roll of March 25th, 
1602, not by any particular name, but merely as a close 
of land belonging to the Free School of Bradford, and 
adjoining another close called the Holme, containing by 
estimation half-an-acre, and bounded on one side by the 
water of Bradford Beck. 

This completes so far as I know the mention of every 
street, lane and public place situated in or near the centre 
of the town that is found recorded in the Court Rolls 
examined by me from 1569 to 1688. On some future 
occasion it may, perhaps, afford further interest to extend 
the survey to the suburbs of Bradford and the outlying 
townships. 



THE OLD ROADS OF BRADFORD. 

BY 

PERCIVAL ROSS, A.M. INST. C.E. 

(Read before the Society, 11th November, 1904). 

N this paper I shall attempt to describe the roads in 
and around Bradford in 1750, and to say something 
on the new turnpikes which were made two genera-

tions or so afterwards. The old avenues of approach 
into Bradford have no doubt stood for centuries. The 
town itself consisted of the houses clustering round 
Kirkgate, Westgate, and Ivegate, and all other roads ran 
into these main thoroughfares, the centre of Bradford 
being the top of Ivegate. Here the market cross, whose 
stump is now in Peel Park, stood. The tollbooth was at 
the junction of Kirkgate and Jvegate, wherein John 
Nelson was a prisoner. Tyrrel Street was known as 
Turis, and was the connecting link with the roads going 
south out of Bradford, including Bowling Lane, Little 
Horton Lane, and Great Horton Road. Bridge Street 
crossed the Bowling Beck by an arched structure called 
Cuckoo Bridge, and made a junction with Tyrrel Street 
at the bridge across the Bradford Beck at the bottom of 
Ivegate. 
At the bottom of Kirkgate the Bradford Beck was 

again crossed by Church Bridge. At the end of Kirkgate 
Church Bank commenced and continued as the old road 
over Bradford Moor to Leeds. Near the Paper Hall, 
North Wing, the road to Otley and the north-east 
branched out. 
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Westgate continued in the direction it does now, and 
out of it branched Silsbridge Lane, which continued 
forward into Legrarns Lane, leading to Clayton and by 
Hollingwood Lane to Horton Bank Top. Brick Lane 
was a branch from Westgate, and led to Thornton. 
Northgate was the commencement of the road to Shipley 
and Baildon. These were the principal roads leading out 
of Bradford to the neighbouring villages. 
We will now consider in more detail the cross-roads 

and lanes between these main arteries, taking first that 
part between Bridge Street or Wakefield Road and 
Barkerend Road or old Leeds Road. Fields lay behind 
the backs of all the houses in Kirkgate. There was no 
Market Street or vestige of the present Leeds Road ; in 
fact there was no cross-road or lane or street of any kind 
until you got to Vicar Lane, also known as Dead Lane. 
The end of this in Wakefield Road was called Goodman's 
end. A road led out of Vicar Lane called Boggard or 
Eastbrook Lane. This crossed the East Brook at the 
bottom of what is now Adolphus Street, and went up the 
side of the brook until it was lost in the fields. It was a 
farmer's roadway, and the farmhouse stood at the junction 
of Vicar Lane and Bridge Street. The farm buildings 
behind, and an old barn, stood until very lately ; the 
latter, I believe, is there still. There was no other cross-
road until one got to Back Lane, which goes to Laister-
dyke. Out of Back Lane a private road led to Birks 
Hall, and another private road or farm-way went to 
Plaiiietrees Farm, which was pulled down at the making 
of the Great Northern Railway. On the right hand side 
Parry Lane led to Sticker Lane, then by Broad Lane to 
Cutler Heights Lane, and by way of Tyersal Lane to 
Pudsey, which it entered at Green Side. Lower Lane 
branched off from Parry Lane to Wakefield Road at the 
southern side of Bowling Iron Works. Connecting Bower 
Green with Sticker Lane, was a way which crossed the 
latter, and then passed behind the White Bear Inn into 
the fields. There was also New Lane, leading to Quarry 
Gap Farm from Swaine Green. 
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Sticker Lane and its continuation extended from 
Dudley Hill through Swain Green, Laisterdyke, Bradford 
Moor, across Undercliffe Moor, until it joined the Idle 
Road near where the Eccleshill Road branched off. 
Cutler Heights Lane started from Sticker Lane at Dudley 
Hill, and joined Leeds Old Road near Gain Lane. Its 
most eastern portion is now known as Dick Lane. Gain 
Lane was a moor-side road leading to Undercliffe, the 
moor being Calverley Moor. 
We will now examine the roads that lay between 

Wakefield Road and Great Horton Road. Bowling Lane 
commenced at the end of the present Tyrrel Street and 
followed the same line as Manchester Road as far as the 
mills of Mitchell Brothers. There it turned to the left 
and its continuation is yet known as Bowling Old Lane, 
extending to Smiddles Lane end. Thence to Wibsey 
Bank Foot it continued, along the line of the present 
Manchester Road Wibsey Bank Foot on Jeffrey's map 
is marked as Boiling. Chapel Lane was originally called 
Toad Lane, and went as at present from Manchester Road 
to near the Bowling Beck ; it then turned northwards 
through the site of the Town Hall, and joined Bridge 
Street near the Bowling Green, opposite the end of 
Market Street. 

Hall Lane, New Hey Road, and the Boiling Hall 
carriage road higher up, were the only cross-roads in 
East Bowling, except Mill Lane, along which one passed 
from Hall Lane to Bowling Lane in the lower third of 
what is now called Manchester Road. Bridle Road passed 
from Bowling Lane to Hall Lane over the site of Ripley's 
reservoir. Birch Lane struck off from Bowling Lane to 
Rooley Lane, and was formerly known as Oak Lane. 

Little Horton Lane existed precisely as it does now, as 
did Park Lane, which was then known as Back Lane. 
Out of this Back Lane ran Clayton Lane to Bowling 
Lane. Holme Top Lane went from Horton Lane across 
Park Lane, then turned parallel to Manchester Road and 
went behind Dewhirst's mill into the pastures in the 
direction of Barnett Fields, Smiddles Lane passed from 

I 
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Bowling Lane to Horton Lane in quite the same manner 
as it does to-day. 
Between Horton Lane and Horton Road there was no 

lane or crossing of any kind until one got to Laisteridge 
Lane. Horton Green is now occupied by All Saints' 
Church and Schools. It was formerly quite open ground. 
A short roadway led from Horton Road to Dirk Hill 
Farm. The next crossing between these two main 
arteries was Southfield Lane, from which there proceeded 
a short road which continued as Cross Lane, and joined 
Horton Road nearer Bradford. Quaker Lane led from 
Southfield Lane down into the fields near the top of the 
present Park Avenue cricket ground. Aycliffe Lane was 
also in existence at this time, from Little Horton Lane 
up Aycliffe Hill, and on to the old road at Horton Bank 
Top. This was crossed by that very steep road, Pickles 
Lane, which runs from Horton Road to Beacon Lane, 
Wibsey. Still higher up, Jer Lane branched off from 
Horton Road to Beacon Lane, and from Horton Bank 
Top, Soaper Lane led away to Shelf. From Horton Bank 
Top, too, Beacon Lane ran over the summit of Beacon 
Hill down through Wibsey to Odsal Top. A branch of 
it also went down Wibsey Bank to Wibsey Bank Foot, 
and continued as Rooley Lane to Dudley Hill. From the 
bottom of Wibsey Bank a lane formerly known as Wyke 
Lane led one to Odsal Top ; its name is now White Lane. 
Out of Horton Lane a short thoroughfare passed Brown 
Royd Farm and took one into the fields. 
Between Horton Road and Silsbridge Lane, and its 

continuation Legrains Lane, we had first Mill Bank, which 
from the top of Ivegate. proceeded down the hill to the 
old corn-mill, and along the beck side into Tyrrel Street 
at the Sun Inn, where Sunbridge Road now is. What is 
now Aldermanbury was called Turls Green. It led out 
of Tyrrel Street round the back and into Tyrrel Street 
again by Bond Street now so called. Brewery Lane 
crossed the Bradford Beck and ran into the fields 
between the beck and the goit. From Westgate one 
or two Yards, like the Bull's Head Yard, extended 
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down to the goit through land originally gardens or 
crofts, but which developed into back premises such 
as stables, &c. There were no other cross-roads or 
lanes until one reached to Shearbridge Road, and after 
that no connecting road until one got to the road once 
called Brow Lane, leading from Great Horton over 
Poverty Bridge to Lidget Green. We must, however, 
except a field track called Green Lane (also called Red 
Scale Lane), which, starting at Town End, near the end of 
Cross Lane in Great Horton, joined Legrarns Lane (after 
passing behind Cannon mill) at the south side of Horton 
Grange. What remains of it is called Toby Lane. A 
lane went out of Brow Lane westwards to two corn 
mills, the first of which was called Beck Side Mill, from 
whence it crossed the fields into Lidget Lane, now called 
Clayton Road. Dog Lane extended from Horton Road 
to Hollingwood Lane with a branch track into Horton 
Road behind Ramsden's mill. I may, have omitted some 
short lanes which went from these main roads to the 
farms which stood back in the fields, but in most cases 
these tracks ran alongside a hedge and were not fenced off 
on both sides. 
We will now turn to the consideration of the district 

between Silsbridge and Legrarns Lanes and Brick Lane, 
Brick Lane, now City Road, was the main thoroughfare 
to Thornton. An avenue into the fields from Silsbridge 
Lane existed in the position of the present Chain Street, 
and this was nearly joined to another lane which led into 
the fi1ds fron Westgate, and is now known as Cropper 
Lane. There was a way called Mill Lane where City 
Road Station now stands, which took wayfarers from 
Brick Lane to .Mannirìgham corn mill at New, Miller Dam. 
The next on the outward journey was a lane to Waterside 
Farm, opposite Whetley Lane end. After that we meet 
with Thiefscore Lane, now Cemetery Road, leading to 
Lidget Green. Scholemoor Lane led off at an angle out of 
this to Lidget Lane at Paradise Green. Near the Beck in 
Thiefscore Lane a lane went to Sam's corn mill and Birks 
Farm, and out of this a road went forward to Clayton as 
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Deep Lane, partly unfenced on one side through one or 
two fields. Lidget Lane, i.e., the present Clayton Road, 
continued from Paradise Green into Clayton, and from it 
Pasture Lane branched out also to Clayton. It was not so 
direct a road but easier. These and many of the lanes 
about to be discussed in the outlying parts of our city are 
to-day practically the same as they were 160 years ago. 
The roadway through Clayton passed over Fall Top, down 
to Hole Bottom, and thence forward through West Scholes 
to Mountain. Before arriving at West Scholes a lane 
from Queensbury passing through Sharket Head joined 
it and continued as Cocking Lane to Fall Bottom, where 
it crossed the Clayton beck and went forward to School 
Green at Thornton. From Clayton, Low Lane joined 
Cocking Lane at Fall Bottom, and passing across it went 
to Thornton corn mill, where it crossed the beck and pro-
ceeded past old Thornton Chapel, now in ruins, on to the 
old road. From Clayton Heights and Old Dolphin there 
are three lanes, Baldwin Lane, Sheep Hill Lane, and 
Back Lane, which, after joining, divide again into two 
lanes, one of which goes direct to Clayton while the 
other joins the Fall Top Road at Bailey Stile. 
At Thornton a roadway branched to the left, crossed 

'Pinchbeck, and passing Lower and Upper Headley joined 
Alderscholes Lane near a farm called Squirrel. It was 
known as Headley Ley Lane, and part of it as Malt Kiln 
Lane. An old road branched out to the right at Thorn-
ton and went by Hill Top to the Brighouse Road ; it is 
known as Close Head Lane towards the farther end of it. 
The continuation of Westgate up Whetley Hill, Toiler 

Lane, and Cottingley to Bingley is an old road straight-
ened out on Heaton Moor during the enclosure of that 
moor. The old Haworth and Come Road branches out 
of it. It also underwent a process of straightening. 
Between these thoroughfares and Thornton old road we 
had all the old lanes of to-day in Allerton such as Duck-
worth, Smith, and Daisy Hill Lanes, Squire Lane, Snake 
Hill Lane (now West Park Road), Bull Royd Lane, and 
Grange Lane. A roadway led from School Green to 
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Allerton Top and forward to Swain Royd and by Cot-
tingley Moor Road went direct to Bingley. Stony 
Lane led to Swain Royd from Allerton, and Prune Park 
Lane to the Haworth Road. Long Lane from Harrop 
Edge through Lower Pikely, passing "Who could have 
thought it," joined Thornton Old Road between School 
Green and Thornton village. The continuation of the 
main road through Allerton went over Old Allen Moor to 
Denholme, near Many Well Heights, passing the upper 
side of Hew enden Reservoir. 
Between Westgate, with its continuation Toiler Lane, 

and the Bradford beck, we have first Manningham Lane, 
to-day the finest roadway in the district ; this great 
artery of traffic branched off from Westgate by way of 
Northgate, and was joined at the Grammar School by 
Cheapside, then called Skinner Lane. It occupied its 
present position until Jumbles Lane joined it through 
Manningham Park at Clock House. Here it left the 
present site of the road and swerved to the right along 
side Clock House and the farm buildings at the rear, 
joining Frizinghall Lane at Carr Syke. Thence it went 
on to Shipley and over Baildon Bridge. There was no 
road through Charlestown and up Hollings Hill, the old 
road called Cliff Lane went straight forward up a 
narrow lane on to Baildon Green and forward to Baildon. 
A lane which ended in the fields where School Street now 

is, came across Skinner Lane or Cheapside, and is repre-
sented by the present position of Duke Street and God-
win Street as far as the passage to the back of Kirkgate 
Chapel, where it linked up with a narrow lane from 
Kirkgate, now defunct, by the passage which belongs to 
the chapel. Darley Street was a garden lane from Kirk-
gate to Duke Street, and went no further. Lumb Lane 
branched from Westgate as it does now, and had no 
connection with Manningham Lane until it got to Mann-
ingham Old Hall. Here, Cowgill Lane connected the 
two ; it came out directly, opposite Spring Bank Place. 
Lumb Lane continued forward as Church Street, and 
rounding to the left joined Heaton Road. 

U  
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As now, Heaton Road started off from Toiler Lane at 
the Tipper Globe Inn Carlisle Road was known as the 
Back Lane ; it did not, however, go through to Whetley 
Lane end, but bending round turned into Church Street 
again. From out of Church Street Skinner Lane led one 
to Oak Lane, then known as Juce Lane. Oak or Duce 
Lane had no connection with Heaton Road. Lilycroft 
Lane connected Heaton Road with Toiler Lane. Jumbles 
Lane through Manningham Park was continued up to 
Heaton Road, and was known as Broad Lane where it is 
now called Victor Road. Whetley Lane was in existence. 
Elm Lane to Heaton started uphill from Carr Syke in 
Frizinghall Lane. North Park Road was called Heap 
Lane, and went no further than Broad Lane, i.e., Victor 
Road. Out of Broad Lane a road took one to Trees 
Farm, which stood between Skinner Lane and Broad 
Lane, whilst a footpath enabled the wayfarer to go 
forward to Skinner Lane. All the old lanes in Heaton 
are pretty much as they were in the past. 
Between Leeds Old Road and the Bradford beck we 

had the main road to Otley, which went up North Wing 
to Tennyson Place end, where a farm road ran into the 
fields. Then the present Otley Road gives the line as far 
as St. Augustine's Church. From this point the way led 
up Undercliffe Lane and along the upper side of the 
cemetery to Undercliffe. Therefrom to the east of Peel 
Park and to Bolton Outlanes it proceeded by Five Lane 
Ends to Idle by the present two roads along which the 
Thackley and Idle trams run. The road to Eccieshill 
branched off to the right before reaching the place where 
Bolton Road now crosses, and entered Ecclesh ill near the 
Mechanics' Institute. Heap Lane, starting from Barker-
end Road as it does now, crossed the Tennyson Place 
lane previously mentioned, and then turned at right 
angles into the Otley Road at Free Street. From St. 
Augustine's Church on the present site of Otley Road, 
one could go forward into the fields at Peel Park, and a 
branch track to the left went to a farm called Cliff Laith. 
This road is now Cliff Lane, At the top of Church 
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Bank a roadway went to the right along Peckover Street 
into the fields, and another proceeded to the left on the 
east side of the church. It made a bend at right angles 
at Stott Hill Hall, and went up North Street to North 
Wing. At this junction away led down the hill side 
past the Philadelphia Chapel and the Wharfe Hotel, and 
crossing the present site of Bolton Road, ran parallel 
with it until it recrossed it, and still keeping parallel with 
it crossed back again before we reach Wapping Road 
end into the fields towards Spiuk Well. This old road is 
still in existence behind the houses. Out of this lane a 
short road went across the canal by a swing bridge into 
the fields alongside the beck. Broadstones was originally 
a broad, flagged path leading to the church steps, then 
it turned to the right and passed between the Church 
Steps Inn and the churchyard to Church Bank. The old 
Grammar School and the Church Steps Inn fronted to it. 
Boltoiì Lane went up behind Peel Park into the Idle 
Road and on to Eccieshill Moor. An old lane ran from 
Bolton Outlanes on Idle Road Side down to Hodgson 
Fold, which I should call Bolton proper. From Five Lane 
Ends, Idle Lane led to Wrose Hill across Idle Moor, and 
bending to the left was continued by Gaisby Lane to 
Frizinghall. The last portion of it is represented by a 
narrow footpath under the railway on the Bradford side 
of Frizinghall station. A branch called Carr Lane con-
tinued down into Windhill. An ancient road ran all round 
Windhill Crag and turned up to Wrose Hill, and from 
Windhill Crag another road skirted the crags and crossed 
the beck into the Bradford old road at Pricking Mill. 
From Idle, Westfield Lane went by the east side of 

Idle Hill to Idle Lane near Wrose Hill. A. lane branched 
from Westfield Lane round by the north-west side of 
Idle Hill starting from Idle, and out of this several farm 
roads led away down the hill-side towards the river land. 
From Idle, Town Lane went down past the church to 
Thackley, and forward to a ford across the river at Buck 
Mill, where now is a foot-bridge. From out of this lane 
at Thackley a lane continued along a wood-side by the 
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south of the Midland Railway to Windhill and Shipley; 
this was the old road to Leeds from Shipley, before the 
Shipley and Bramley turnpike was made. From Idle by 
Milman Lane one journeyed to Apperley Bridge, and by 
another old road to Greengates and Calverley. From 
Eccieshill a moor-side road ran to Fagley, and an old 
lane from Eccieshill near the White Hart Inn ran parallel 
with it, past the church to Fagley Lane. Eccleshill Bank 
was the old road to Otley and Harrogate. At the bottom 
of the Bank there is an old way now called Green Lane, 
which was the thoroughfare to Calverley from Bradford. 
A horse road to Calverley, not usable by carts, went by 
Pollard Lane and Fagley Lane, and this is the shortest 
route to-day. It is a bridle-road through Fagley, and 
the only direct road out of Bradford which has not been 
improved and made into a highway. The consequence is 
that no district is worse to get to from Bradford with 
vehicles than that beyond Calverley Bridge on the north 
side of the River Aire about Horsforth. 
We will now consider the new turnpike roads made 

just previous to the introduction of railways. The only 
roads out of Bradford which have not been improved in 
direction or diverted are Wakefield Road, and Westgate, 
leading to Haworth, to Colne, and to Bingley. All the 
others have been diverted or entirely new trackways laid 
down. The old main road to Halifax was by Great 
Horton Road through Queensbury and Catherine Slack 
over Swales Moor, Pule Nick, behind High Sunderland, 
and straight down the hillside to North Bridge, then at 
a much lower level than the present bridge. The new 
road from Catherine Slack along the hillside overlooking 
Ovenden and going through Boothtown was made at a 
later date. The old road was also improved at Ford and 
Swamp in Queensbury in 1823. The new piece of road 
from Horton Bank Bottom to Horton Bank Top was 
made in 1807. The old road at this place is to the left 
going from Bradford to Halifax. Another old way from 
Halifax to Bradford ran alongside the Beck for about a 
mile, and then took straight up the hillside through 
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Boothtown to Pule Nick—at a far steeper gradient than 
any roads existing in Bradford—until it joined the pre-
viously mentioned old road. 

This main road to Halifax over Clayton Heights, 
Scarlet Heights, Queensbury, and Catherine Slack goes 
over a series of hog-backs, many of which have been 
lowered, and the hollows between partly filled up. 
Where there were houses on the road side a raised cause-
way, supported by a retaining wall, shows to what depth 
the road was lowered The level of the Old Dolphin 
public-house shows to what height the road was raised 
at that particular hollow place. This system of improve-
inent was carried out very extensively, as can be observed 
on a tram-ride from Great Horton to Catherine Slack. 

Bowling Lane was the main route to Brighouse and 
Huddersfield, and one went by the present Manchester 
Road and Bowling Old Lane to Bank Foot, then to the 
right to Bank Bottom, where a turn to the left led one 
to Odsal Top. One then went down Odsal and under 
the arches past Low Moor Ironworks Offices down Carr 
Lane and up old Storr Hill. At this steep place fifty 
horses have been employed at one time to drag up a boiler 
to the top of the hill. Passing through Wyke and the 
old lane to Bailiff Bridge one turned to the right towards 
Lightcliffe, and then by Smith House Lane, Garden 
Lane, and Wareing Green Lane reached Brighouse. The 
new road from Brighouse to Odsal was sanctioned by 
Parliament in 1823, but the portion from Odsal to Wyke 
was not completed until about 1840. 
The middle portion of Manchester Road, from Clayton 

Lane to Smiddles Lane was made in 1823, while the pro-
longation from Bank Foot to Odsal, and the new Halifax 
Road through Shelf, were made in 1834 and 1836. An 
alternative to the old road to Halifax that we have dis-
cussed was by Horton Lane, Brown Royd Hill, Wibsey 
Slack, Carr House Lane in Shelf, and Stone Chair, where 
the road crossed the Brighouse and Denholme Road. 
Then one went by Northowram Green, Northowram, 
Haugh Lane, to Stump Cross, and down to Shibden 
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Beck. From here one had to climb up to the top of the 
hill overlooking Halifax, the present New Bank to North 
Bridge not being made. Here it was "facile decensus 
Averm" down the old Bank to the left, and straight to 
the church. For a Bradford traveller no place could be 
worse to get out of than Halifax was. 
Of all these improvements along these old roads to 

Huddersfield and Halifax the last important one is now 
(1904) being made by the Bradford Corporation at Brown 
Royd Hill. The old Turnpike Trustees did quite as big 
undertakings as this. For example, the Godley embank-
iììent and cutting at Shibden has about the same depth 
of embankment, and the cutting is sixty feet deep. At 
Wibsey Bank Foot, Rooley Lane was continuous with 
Wibsey Bank, and where Manchester Road now cuts 
through to Odsal, stood the old Red Lion inn, facing 
down the road to Bradford. The embankment across 
Truncliffe to Odsal is about sixty feet deep ; it fills up a 
dry valley or col made in glacial times by the waters 
from the melting ice in Bradforddale and beyond, 
escaping down the Spen Valley. 

Thornton Road was opened in 1826-7. The ancient 
route was by way of Brick Lane to Fairweather Green 
this Green was an open common, and the road went over 
it to Crossley Hall on the left side of the present road. 
It then led down to Leventhorpe mill and forward to 
Leventhorpe Hall ; a little further it crossed the present 
road to School Green, and kept on the right-hand side 
through old Thornton. It re-crossed the present road at 
Kipping, and proceeded by Alderscholes Lane, eventually 
across the present Brighouse and Denholme Road and 
joined the old roads at Causeway Top. 

Keighley Road by way of Manningham Lane was made 
about 1820. The Act was obtained in 1815. All these 
turnpike roads had to be sanctioned by Parliament much 
as railways are. The old road as I have stated turned 
off at Clockhouse and went to Shipley, then up Church 
Lane to the Ring of Bells inn, then on theL same irne as 
at present up to the beginning of Nab Wood. Here it 
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turned to the left at the west side of the wood until it 
joined again at the Beck where the tram now terminates, 
and continued along its present course to Keighley. 
Before Cottingley Bridge was erected an ancient way 
was used at the south side of the river through Harden 
Beck Foot towards Ireland Bridge. I have no record 
when these two bridges were built. The river could be 
forded at both places. An old road from Ireland Bridge 
went over the moor behind Marley to Keighley. On 
Jeffrey's map a road is shown going over Heaton and 
Cottingley Moors, crossing Harden Beck near Harden 
Hall, going through Harden and over Harden Moor to 
Keighley. This road is not in existence now between 
riloller Lane and Noon-Nick Lane, near Cottingley Beck. 

The road from the Branch inn at Shipley through 
Charlestown and Hollings Hill to Otley and Ilkley was 
made by the same Trust as the one from Kirkstall 
through Horsforth, Rawdon and Guiseley to White Cross 
about the year 1830. The road to Ilkley was up the old 
lane on the other side of Baildon Bridge, and over Bail-
don Green, through Baildon, and over the moor to the 
left of Hawksworth. This road passed the Hermit inn, 
and going along the moor-edge went down by the Cow 
and Calf Rocks to the Spa. One could also go to Ilkley 
by Eccieshill, Apperley Bridge, Lower Yeadon, Guiseley, 
Menston and Burley. The original scheme for the new 
road was, after passing the Fox and Hounds inn at 
Menston, to follow almost the same line as the railway 
has done. Instead of that they joined the Menston and 
Burley Road, and then followed the old road up the 
valley to Ilkley. The old road to Otley went through 
Guiseley village and round by the Chevin end, high up 
above Hell Hole Gill. The new road joined it just before 
reaching Otley. 

All the new Turnpikes Roads I have spoken of up 
to now were engineered by the same gentlemen. The 
original Company of the Halifax, Bradford and Leeds 
Trust financed and constructed these roads under 
separate Trusts. The Otley Road was a new route 
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all the way to Eccieshill Bank Bottom, except that 
portion extending from North Wing to Undercliffe Lane. 
Bolton Road was a new road to Eccieshill all the way, 
and Wapping Road was a branch of it. It will be noticed 
that Bolton Road makes a slight bend to the right just 
before getting to the junction of Idle Road. This was 
done to link up with the old road which came to Eccles-
hill from Laisterdyke, the original intention being to go 
straight on and enter Eccieshill by the houses one sees to 
the left which were originally on the moor-side. Otley 
Road was a branch of the Dudley Hill, Killinghall, and 
Harrogate Trust. The road went over Yeadon Moor and 
new Poo] Bank by the Dineley Arms, and up through 
Rigton to the Leeds and Harrogate Road, instead of 
going by Leathley and Beckwithshaw. 
New Leeds Road, of which Well Street to Church. 

Bank was a bránch, was made before 1825. It joined 
the old road at Thornbury, and then forsook it again at 
the other side of Stanningley, where it turned to the left 
round by Bramley Fall to Kirkstall Bridge. Here it 
joined the old road again. The new road at Kirkstall is 
the one through Cardigan Fields to Wellington Street in 
Leeds; the old road is higher up; one turned to the 
right when one got up Headingley Lane about 200 yards. 
It is called Burley Road. It goes straight to Leeds in 
front of the Town Hall to the top of Briggate, along 
Upper Head Row. Burley Road is a very old route to 
the Abbey and Kirkstall Forge. 

Leeds and Whitehall Road was completed in 1833. It 
was an entirely new road from Hipperholme to Leeds, 
and since the railways have been made it is not much 
used ; it runs too much across country and away from 
the villages. The road through Oakenshaw from Low 
Moor to Cleckheaton is a branch of the Whitehall Road 

Another modern turnpike road is the Shipley and 
Bramley Road, commencing at the Rosse Hotel and 
going through Shipley, Windhill, Thackley, Greengates, 
Calverley and Rodley to Bramley. It takes the place of 
an old lane which can be traced all the way, in some 

--
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places the old and new ways coincide, as did most of 
these new roads. Many lengths of the old lanes were 
widened and incorporated in the new roads. 

Several of the old thoroughfares run on the tops of 
the hills, and appear to avoid the valleys. In their early 
formation they would only be horse tracks, and in order 
to see the way and the direction required, travellers 
would naturally take to the hills, away from the limited 
vistas in the woods of the valleys. As the country pro-
gressed, and as there was an increased exchange of 
commodities with distant parts, strings of ponies were 
used as carriers. This method of transport necessitated 
a flagged line of pavement known now as pack-horse 
tracks wherever they are still in position. Where these 
were not flagged the ponies' feet excavated the old lanes 
to a considerable depth. Most of our old roads have no 
doubt had these stone runners laid along them. On the 
more general introduction of wheeled vehicles roads had to 
be improved, and widened to suit the new conditions, until 
finally we get our modern commodious highways. If, 
perhaps, roads have been somewhat neglected since the 
introduction of railways, there is now a movement afoot 
for the production of better surfaces than ever. This 
may be laid to the account of the new methods of road 
locomotion by the bicycle and motor car. 

In conclusion, I have to acknowledge my thanks to 
Messrs. Mumford, Johnson & Co., Solicitors, of Bradford, 
and Messrs. Hindle & Douglas, Surveyors, of Bradford, 
for lending me the original Turnpike Road plans. 



SOME NOTES ON AN OLD BRADFORD 

PARTNERSHIP. 

BY 

WILLIAM EASTERBROOK PRESTON. 

Abstracted from a JJpp. read before the Society, 5 Jan., 1910. 

tHE important development of various branches of 
trade in Bradford, consequent upon the town's 
peculiar position in a district abounding with 

mineral treasures, seems to have had a beginning about 
1750, and reached a remarkable degree of success in the 
early years of the 19th century. This development was 
due largely to the foresight and business acumen of a 
number of men associated with Bradford at that time. 
Amongst these were men following the professions of 
attorneys, bankers, and merchants ; with a sprinkling of 
tradesmen who ventured their small capital in many 
business concerns of the period. 
Of these Bradfordians of the 18th century who were 

foremost in the ranks of business enterprise, and who 
were alive to the importance of the undeveloped resources 
of the town and district much might be written. Con-
temporary documents afford the biographer and historian 
many interesting facts dealing with their ventures. It 
is not however within the scope of a short article to deal 
individually with these men, nor is it advisable, in view 
of the biographies of some of them which have already 
appeared. The writer's aim is to place on record a few 
facts which have escaped the notice of local historians 
concerning a combination of three of them who traded 
under the style of Preston, Hird & Jarratt, firstly as 
woolstaplers, and afterwards as iron founders and colliery 
owners. Their business enterprise was of such a character 



JOHN PRESTON, 

Woolstaplei and Ironfounder (b. 1735; d. 1789). 

From a silhouette in the possession of the family of the late S. Mime-Mime, Esq. 
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as to give them a unique position in the history of Brad-
ford's commercial growth, for it was out of this partner-
ship that there subsequently developed, not without 
many changes, the Low Moor Iron Works, one of the 
largest concerns of the kind in the world. 

The first of these, John Preston, appears to have 
acquired considerable wealth before the partnership was 
formed, by following the trade of a woolstapler, and by 
various investments in houses and land. According to a 
private family memoir, Preston took into partnership an 
apprentice in his wool business named Richard Hird, who 
is described as "a fine aristocratic looking man." rfliis 

Richard Hird was a descendant of an old yeoman family 
of Rawdon, of considerable estate, who were settled upon 
the property named Buxstones, the site of the earliest 
Baptist meeting place in Yorkshire. This estate was 
owned by Richard Hird's father John, who had inherited 
it from his father Nathaniel. Upon the death of John 
Hird in 1775 the property fell to his heir Richard. 
By an indenture of mortgage dated 1777 it appears 

that the property he had inherited was mortgaged by 
him, the parties to this indenture being John Preston, of 
Bradford, merchant ; Jeremiah Royds, of Bucklersbury, 
in the City of London, merchant ; John Royds, of 
Halifax, merchant ; and Robert Royds, of Bucklersbury, 
m erchant. 

Richard Hird's mother was sister to John Rhodes 
(often spelt "Royds" at this time), of Menston, and it 
is quite likely that she and the mortgagees of this name 
were relatives. Having thus set free his capital he 
turned his attention to more remunerative and speculative 
openings in Bradford from which he doubtless and rightly 
anticipated larger returns than byallowing it to remain 
locked up in lands at Rawdon. 

Richard Hird died in Bradford in September, 1794, 
and was buried at Rawdon Church, leaving as issue two 
daughters. Sarah Elizabeth, the elder, married in 1795 
the Rev. Lamplugh Wickham, clerk, of Guiseley, who in 
pursuance of the will of his father-in-law took the name 
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of Hird, and was afterwards known by the name of the 
Rev. Lamplugh Wickham Hird. By this marriage a 
great part of the Hird property, consisting of valuable 
interests in mines and foundries, became part of the 
estate of the Rev. Lamplugh Wickham Hird, who turned 
his attention to the management and development of the 
inheritance. His son, upon his father's death in 1843, 
resumed the original patronymic, Wickham. Richard 
Hird's younger daughter, Christiana, was married in 1801 
to Mr. Charles Des Voeux, who upon the death of his 
father in 1814 became the second Baronet of that name. 
Sir Charles took part in the Battle of Waterloo. 
I havé been unable to learn the date of Jarratt's first 

connection with the business. Prior to his entering into 
partnership with Preston & Hird he resided at Horton, 
and was following the business of a draper, finally securing 
interests in collieries in the district. According to 
Mr. Cudworth,* the house now known as the "George 
Hotel," in Market Street, xvas in 1805 occupied by him 
as a residence, and would be considered at that time one 
of the grand houses of the town. 
The references to John Preston by local historians are 

brief and scrappy, and nothing appears to have been 
known definitely concerning his family connections. 
Moreover several of these references are open to correc-
tion, in the light of further investigation. It appears 
that John Preston's father, William, was the third child 
of John Preston, yeoman and clothier, of Nether Yeadon, 
and constable of that town in 1694, by Alice Stables his 
wife. William was born in 1699, and like his father 
followed the occupation of a yeoman, marrying in 1724, 
Agnes Williamson, of Guiseley. Shortly after this date 
he appears to have removed to Heaton Royds, probably 
to the old home of Jeremy Dixon, and here John was 
born in 1735, one of a numerous family. He appears to 
have started early in life, about 1760, and doubtless from 
very small beginnings, the business of a woolstapler. He 

* historical jVotes ou the Bradford corporation. 
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married a Miss Lydia Mime, of Warley, as is mentioned 
in the following extract taken from a Memoir written by 
a relative of this lady, John Cartwright, who died at 
Bath in 1849, at an advanced age. It was kindly lent 
to me by its owner, the late Mr. S. Mime-Mime, of 
Calverley. Mr. Cartwright says :— 

"My grandfather's (meaning doubtless his mother's father) second 
child was a daughter Lydia. She married Mr. Preston, a wool-
stapler, of Bradford; he became wealthy and purchased Wibsey 
Moor. At one side of this property he established the foundry at 
Low Moor, now one of the first concerns of the kind in the 
kingdom. The moor was high ground, and the situation was chosen 
to which all the iron ore, and coal and lime for smelting it, could 
dešcend. The property abounded with these mineral treasures, 
and here, sixty-four years ago, I saw railroads, and waggons 
descending on them by their own momentum. A railway was also 
constructed to supply coal for the supply of Bradford also from the 
same moor. The rails were of ash wood; the carriages of the 
same form and size (as I recollect) as those now in use for the same 
purpose. Indeed so well was the economy of railroads understood 
that on the side of the canal at Bradford waggons descending from 
a high quarry, laden with stone, and by an endless rope running 
round a drum at the summit hauling up the empty ones, might be 
seen constantly at work. 
"Mr. Preston had an apprentice in his wool trade, a Mr. IHird, 

who afterwards became his partner. He was a fine aristocratic 
looking man. A Mr. Jarratt was also taken into the business, and 
the firm was Preston, Hird & Jarratt. The wool and the iron 
trade were cultivated successfully, and the foundry was largely 
augmented. Mr. Preston at length died in June, 1789, and left 
three daughters and one son; .the eldest daughter had come to 
maturity. Of course he had a large share in the joint concern, 
but flourishing as it then was I have heard that his executors did 
not think it prudent to leave the property he had in it to the 
management or mismanagement of others during the minority of 
his son. A handsome profit was therefore withdrawn and realized, 
the bulk of which was inherited by his son, who married a Miss 
Craster, the daughter of the Rev. Thos. Craster, Canon of Lincoln, 
and niece of Lady Amcotts, of Carr Head, near Skipton." 

As recorded by Mr. Cartwright, John Preston died in 
June, 1789, and his will was proved at York on the 4th 
July following. After giving several pecuniary legacies 
to his daughters and other persons, he bequeathed all the 
residue and remainder of his personal estate and effects, 
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and also his messuages, lands, tenements and heredita-
ments unto his only son, his heirs, exors. and assigns for 
ever. From the body of the will the following passage 
has been extracted, as it shows the value he placed upon 
his mine properties And whereas I have sunk a very 
considerable sum of money in certain collieries held by 
me to-gether with my good friends Richard Hird and 
John Jarratt, now my will and mind is that none of the 
said collieries shall be disposed of for any the purposes of 
this my will, because I have great hopes that by con-
tinuing the same, the money I have sunk therein will be 
returned to my estate, and because I am confident that 
no sale could he made thereof without great loss." It 
seems strange that the executors in face of this testa-
mentary instruction should have deemed it prudent to 
dispose of the property. Mr. Cudworth, in speaking of 
the Low Moor Ironworks, says : "The original partners 
were Richard Hird, John Preston, and John Jarratt, but 
shortly afterwards a new partnership was formed, con-
sisting of Hird, Preston, and Jarratt, Joseph Dawson, 
then a minister, of Idle, John Hardy, solicitor, of Brad-
ford, and John Lofthouse, of Liverpool. The latter 
gentleman did not long remain a partner, and Preston 
and Jarratt's shares were afterwards purchased by the 
other partners. " 

It is doubtful whether we should have found any 
marked extension in the trade of Bradford, and in the 
coal and iron trade in particular, at this time if it had 
not been for the development of some means of transit 
for the products of the district, and it was by the Brad-
ford Navigation Canal, opened in 1774, that the necessary 
stimulus to trade was given. Connected with the Grand 
Canal—as it was then called—at Shipley, it became the 
highway for many kinds of commodities, especially coal, 
lime-stone, building stone, and other materials. Coal 
was shipped in large quantities at the wharf at Bradford, 
and distributed to various towns in Airedale. The canal 

* Round about Bradford, page 57. 
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was also used for bringing large quantities of limestone 
from the Skipton district to Bradford, to be used in the 
smelting of iron ore, and for agricultural purposes in this 
vicinity. These early speculators in coal mines were 
alive to the large market for coal outside their own dis-
trict, and the difficulties and cost of transit having been 
greatly reduced by the facilities offered by the new 
waterway, steps were taken to meet the demand. A 
manuscript* written about this time, apparently by some 
one who had been making enquiries in Upper Airedale 
and Upper Wharfedale concerning this branch of trade 
and its bearing upon the revenues of the canal company 
is of some interest, as it shows the remoteness of the 
districts intended to be supplied with coal. It begins as 
follows :— 

"It is supposed there are yearly consumed in the Town of 
Skipton, and the neighbouring towns within the parish, forty 
thousand seven hundred and eighty horse-loads of coals. That one 
half of these coals are consumed within the town of Skipton, 
Stirton, Thorleby, Embsay, and Eastby, and that the other half 
are consumed within Draughton, Berwick, Halton, Bolton, Barden, 
Bethemsley, Deerstones, Haziewood, and Storithes, which are all 
within the Parish of Skipton (sic), which coals cost the inhabitants 
lOd. per horse load at Skipton. That there are yearly consumed 
within the towns of Kildwick, Silsden, Eastburn, Sutton, Cowling, 
Glusburn, Farnhill, Bradley, Cononley, and Steeton (all which 
towns lye near to and border on the River Aire), six thousand and 
forty horse loads of coal, all which coals cost the inhabitants of the 
respective towns lOd. per horse load. 

"It appears by the accounts of the two chief dealers in Lyme 
at Bingley that they formerly have sold and delivered near forty 
thousand horse load of lime yearly, but that at present (through 
the scarcity of limestone) they do not deliver much above half that 
quantity. That they sell lime at Bingley two bushells at 9d., and 
say that if they had limestone enough to burn they would sell a 
great deal more lime than they now do." 

The document, which gives the cost of carriage, &c., of 
these minerals, ends with the note :— 

"Several towns in the neighbourhood and within six miles at 
least south of Bingley who at present by reason of the scarcity 
and dearness of lyme at Bingley fetch their lyme some 12 and 

* In the Bradford Public Library. 
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some 15 miles distance would be induced by the goodness and 
cheapness of the lyme brought down from Skipton to Bingley, to 
fetch their lyme all from Bingley, in which case there would be a 
very large demand for lyme and far exceeding the quantity which 
is mentioned above. Its influence will likewise extend itself 
further, because when the quantity of lime which is fetched into 
this country from the fair lyme kilns which is certainly consider-
able, may be supplied nearer home, the price of lime in general 
will decrease which will be a great encouragement to tilage, and 
lend very much to promote good husbandry." 

This report upon the possibilities of revenues accruing 
to the proprietors of the Navigation Canal by the carriage 
of coal and lime must have been drawn up by some 
person interested in that enterprise shortly before or 
after its completion. 
We can imagine that such a waterway to the very 

door of a district teeming with mineral wealth would be 
used to a considerable extent. We learn from that very 
interesting diary kept by Mr. Abraham Balme, that 
there were boats on this canal belonging to "Jarratt and 
Co.," and that he had many business transactions with 
this firm. It also appears from other documentary evi-
dence that the firm held from a Mr. John Tickle a lease 
of lime-kilns and a boat at Shipley for 13 years dating 
from 1785. 

Boats outward bound from Bradford with cargoes of 
coal for Skipton and district returned filled with lime-
stone which was burnt in the kilns at Bradford. An in-
teresting paragraph in the diary under the date June 
10th, 1775, shows that these business men were not 
adverse to combining business and pleasure. Balme says; 

"I]iorner and Jarratt met me at Leaches, went with them to 
Skipton, took a post-chaise to Kettlewell, dined, went forward to 
Woodhall in Wensleydale, where we all night. 
"June 11th. We remained all the forenoon at Woodhall, dined, 

after vent to Acridge, then to see Robinson who married Doctor 
Walker's daughter, returned to Woodhall to drinking and to lodge. 

"12th June. Was all morning at Woodhall, and fishing in the 
Yure. We caught a deal of fish, went to dine with Richard 
Beeson, returned to Woodhall to lodge. 

* In the Bradford Public Library. 
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"13th June. Was all the fore-noon at Woodhall, dined, after, 
sett forward towards home, went over the moors, John Beeson 
went to show us the way, drunk tea at Buckden, after, went 
forward to Skipton, where we were all night. 

"14th June. Went to view the lime rocks, after, came to 
Keighley to dine, then went to the Ha]las, came home at night." 

Mr. Balme evidently acquired at an early date an 
interest in lime-stone workings at Skipton, for we gather 
from a deed at a later date that he conveyed his interest 
in the lime rock at Skipton to Messrs. Preston, Hird and 
Jarratt. 

The same firm later acquired all Mr. Balme's interest 
in the lime-kilns at Bradford which were known as the 
Bradford kilns, and which were situate in a close called 
the Doles, lying on the south-west side of the canal, and 
also obtained fí'om him a lease of his coals at Bowling 
containing 163 acres. 

Preston and his partners appear to have worked several 
collieries in districts south of Bradford, namely at Wibsey, 
Bowling, and Horton, between 1775 and 1789. They 
also obtained a lease of the coals "within all every or 
any of the several closes or parcels of ground belonging 
to the farm called Upper Burnet field in Bowling, known 
by the name of Swamp. The Upper Croslands, the Lower 
Croslands, the Ing, the Croft, the Sun Close, and the 
Clover Close, and on these lands certain rights were 
given them for the purpose of sinking, soughing, search-
ing, and digging for the said coals, mines, veins, seams, 
and quarries of coals, etc., and also for the stacking, 
laying up, burning, wending and taking away the said 
coals, etc." 
A colliery situate on Haycliffe Hill in Horton was 

opened by them in 1785, and also at Bowling, on land 
belonging to Mrs. Rawson. The same firm held leases 
from Squire Leedes for working coals on his lands as 
early as 1776, ten years before he became involved in 
financial difficulties, when the mansion of Royds Hall, 
and the extensive manor, were purchased by the Low 
Moor Company for £34,000. That business relationships 

V V 
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with Squire Leedes were not always of the most amicable 
kind is apparent from another entry in Balme's Diary. 
On the 3rd of March, 1775, he writes :-

"A very remarkable day. Mr. Leedes sent down his myrmidons 
to destroy the new works let to Jarrett & Co., which he filled up, 
broke all the sough stones. I went to Mr. Wickham, took out a 
warrant against 10 of them, came back, sent ifox the bailiff to. 
take them up which he did and had them bound to Pontefract 
Session. 

"4th. Was all day at home, wrote to Mr. Leedes about yester-
days riot. 

"April 25th. Was at Pontefract preferring bill of indictment 
against 10 of Mr. Leedes men. 

"26th. Got back to Pontefract at 7-O'clock in the morning, got 
our bills ready and carried the same to the grand jury. 

"27th. Was yet at Pontefract. 
"July 13th. Our session began, was preparing for the trial 

with Mr. Leedes collyers. 
"14th. Was all day at session, had for counsel Fearnlev and 

Fenton, got the case in both indictments. 
"15th. Was again at session all day. Mr. Leedes councell 

were for arrest of judgment which was put off until Leeds 
Sessions." 

We have so far reviewed some of the chief business 
enterprises with which John Preston was connected, but 
he appears to have made considerable private investments 
in property in Bradford apart from these. By indentures 
of lease and release dated 1772, we find that he became 
the purchaser of 

All that messuage or tenement, situate, and being in Brad-
ford, in or adjoining to the street there commonly called 'Ivegate,' 
and now used as an Inn called, or known by the name 'Sign of 
the Sun,' with all the barns, buildings, stables, etc., in the occupa-
tion or tenure of John Day, as tenant." 

This historic hostelry he retained in his possession for 
11 years. It was sold by him in 1783 to a Mr. George 
Barber, of Bradford, the tenant at the time being 
Thomas Johnson. 

Mr. Cudworth says that Preston's house stood in Kirk-
gate, and from information I have gathered from various 
documents I find that a garden belonging to the house 
included a piece of land named Rowler Croft (down one 
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side of it ran Skinner Lane) and extended to a place 
called Piper's Grave, a site at present occupied by the 
Yorkshire Penny Bank Buildings. This house was in 
course of erection in 1775. Balme in his diary on 
the 22nd March of this year, says, "Was at home all 
the morning, went in the afternoon to look after the 
building of Preston's house." Then again on the 3rd 
of May, 1775, he says, "Was with Mr. Town settling 
about Redshaw, Frizinghall Mill, and on the 4th was 
with Mr. Town most of the day about it." A memorial 
of a deed respecting this property that he mentions, is 
filed at the Registry Office at Wakefield, and as it is of 
considerable interest, as bearing upon this old mill, 1 will 
give a transcript of it in full. 

"A Memorial of duplicates of lease and release bearing date 
respectively the leases the first, and the releases the second days of 
May in the year of our Lord 1775 the leases made or mentioned to 
be made between James Milnes of Wakefield in the county of 
York Esquire, Brother and heir at law of John Milnes the younger 
late of Wakefield aforesaid, merchant, deceased, and also sole 
executor named of and in his last will and testament and John 
Redshaw of Leeds in the said county of York, gentleman and Ann 
his wife of the one part and Isaac Hollings of Bradford in the said 
county merchant, and Matthew Craven of Wakefield aforesaid (fine 
drawer?) of the other part, and the release being of 4 parts and 
made or mentioned to be made between the said John Redshaw 
and Ann his wife of the first part the said James Milnes of the 
second part Abraham Balme of Bradford aforesaid in the said 
county esq, Mary Hodgson of the same place, spinster, Joseph 
Hulme* of Halifax in the said county doctor of physick. William 
Hardcastle of Bradford John Smith of the same place, merchant, 
Charles Booth of the same place, merchant, and John Preston of 
the same place, merchant of the third part and the said Isaac 
Hollings and Matthew Craven of the 4th part of and concerning 
all that messuage dwelling-house or tenement with the barn, out-
houses, and other appurtenances to the same belonging, situate, 
standing, and being in Idle in the Parish of Calverley, in the said 
county of York, 'and also' all that water-corn mill containing four 
pair of stones as the same bath newly erected being formerly 
enjoyed as a water-corn mill and fulling mill and commonly called 
Frizinghall Mill, otherwise Frizinghall Mills, standing and being 
in Bolton, in the said county of York upon a rivulet called Brad-
ford Beck, with the kiln, kilnhouse, millstones arks hoppers and all 

* Son of Mr. Samuel Rulme, miuister of Kipping, Thornton, and brother of 
Nathaniel Hulme, M.D., F.H.S. He died at Halifax, 1806, aged 92 years. 
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manner of engines, utensils and things of what nature or kind 
soever, and also all the toll and muicture to the said mills belonging 
or in any wise appertaining, and also those five several closes of 
land, arable meadow, or pasture lying and being in Bolton aforesaid 
lying near the said water corn mills and now or commonly called or 
known by the several name or names of the Millholme, the three 
Thistly closes, and the bridge end, otherwise the Isle of Man, being 
heretofore all of them parcell of a great close of land or meadow 
called the Srower? Ing also three other closes of ground with the 
appurtenances situate lying and being in Wrose in the Township 
of Idle, in the parish of Calverley aforesaid formerly enjoyed in 
two closes and called or known by the name or names of the 
Hudson Jugs but formerly called by the name or names of the 
Newby Strowpes, and also all that one other close of meadow 
situate lying and being in Frizinghall in Heaton, in the said county 
of York called by the name of the Little Bridge Ing or by what 
other name or names soever the said several closes or any of them 
now are or usually have been called known or distinguished the 
said several closes containing together by estimation twenty four 
days work or thereabouts. And also the tythes yearly arising, 
growing and renewing from and out of the said premises or the 
tytheable parts thereof which said messuages or tenements, mills, 
kiln, lands tythes, thereditaments and premises are situate and 
being in the several townships or hamlets of Idle, Bolton, and 
Heaton, etc., and were heretofore the estate and inheritance of 
Josias Craven formerly or hereafter of Frizinghall aforesaid, 
maltster and are now in the tenure or occupation of John Briggs 
the younger, etc." 

The late Mr. William Cudworth contributed to the 
Yor/cshirernan in 1879, under the nom-de-plume of 
"Rover," a series of articles entitled, Bradford Notabili-
ties in the Olden qnte. One of these articles which 
appeared in a January number of that year contains a 
short account, with a portrait, of John Preston, one of 
these notabilities 

"Through the kindness of Edward Hailstone, Esq., of Horton 
Hall, I am enabled to present to the readers of the Yor/cs/iireman 
a sketch of a very ancient notability, namely, John Preston, wool-
stapler, who flourished towards the close of the last century. 
Unfortunately I am unable to furnish any information beyond the 
fact that John's warehouse was in the rear of his house at the 
bottom of Kirkgate. The entrance to it was from an opening now 
occupied by Messrs. Farrer's tailoring establishment, another 
approach being from Skinner Lane, as Oheapside was formerly 

* 1879. 
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named. In the rate books for 1804, John Preston, woolstapler, is 
described as being assessed at £60 per annum ; this clearly estab-
lishes his position as a leading business man of the period. At the 
corner of Skinner Lane, next to Preston's, was a grand house 
occupied by the late Mr. Henry Harris until his removal to Heaton 
Hall, and shortly afterwards the present Victoria buildings were 
erected. 
"The figure of the old woolstapler is from a drawing, the 

original of which is in the possession of the Butterfield family of 
Keighley, and is evidently that of a character. Fancy the revivi-
fied dealer in Lincoln hogs, in the garb depicted, mixing with the 
swells on our Exchange. I'll warrant, however, John could hold 
his own in a bargain. At any rate, he had a habit of saying, 'I'll 
sell if I repent,' and hence this soubriquet ever after became 
attached to him, 'Sell and Repent.' The old stapler lived at a 
time when the business of a woolstapler involved far more of hard-
ship than at present exists. Woolstaplers had much journeying 
to the counties of Lincoln, Leicester, Bucks, Hereford, almost into 
every county north or south, and dress was not so much of a con-
sideration as a good lift of wool. At that time William Hustler 
was considered the leading woolstapler in Bradford, and many 
others, whose names are lost to the town, were his co-traders. 
The family of which John Preston was the representative continued 
to reside at the house in Kirkgate until about 1840, the Misses 
Preston being the most recent survivors. They were interred in 
the Old Presbyterian Chapel Yard, in Chapel Lane." 

By the courtesy of the Rev. Ceredig Jones, I was 
enabled to make a search amongst his chapel books, one 
of which contains copies of inscriptions on the grave-
stones, formerly to be seen in the chapel-yard before the 
present and modern chapel was erected upon it. One of 
these copies proved to contain the following information 

"HERE LIETH interred the remains of John, William, 
Elizabeth, and James Preston, sons and daughter of John and 
Lydia Preston, of Bradford, who died in their infancy. Also 
Lydia Preston, mother of the above named children, died the 3rd 
of May, 1779, aged 36 years. Also of John Preston, husband 
to Lydia Preston, and father of the above-named children; he 
died June 11th, 1789, aged 54 years. Also of Mary Preston, 
who died February 26th, 1820, aged 53 years. Also of Agnes 
Preston, sister to the above-named Mary, who departed this life 
Dec. 9th, 1838, in the 70th year of her age." 

Mr. Cudworth appears to have made several errors in 
this article appearing in the Yorkshirernan. He says 
that John Preston was assessed in 1804 at £60 per 
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annum. How this could be when he died in 1789 it is 
difficult to imagine. He has evidently confused this 
John with his nephew, also named John Preston, who 
had a large house in Kirkgate and followed the business 
of a woolstapler ; this latter person was one of the early 
Commissioners, and we find him in 1803 subscribing the 
sum of £25 towards procuring an Act of Parliament for 
bringing into existence the body called the "Lighting 
and Watching Commissioners." He was one of Dr. 
Steadman's congregation at "Top o't Town Chapel," and 
reference is made to him in the Memoirs of that Bradford 
worthy. 

It is quite likely that upon further investigation the 
portrait sketch he gives of John to whom the soubriquet 
of "Sell and Repent" was applied, will be found to refer 
to some other person. Amongst the Dighton caricatures 
printed early last century is one named "Sell and Repent," 
which is said to be a portrait of a Mr. Hall, a City 
merchant. There appears to be not the slightest facial 
resemblance between the portrait accompanying Mr. 
Cudworth's article and that of the silhouette portrait 
reproduced in these pages. 
John Preston's only son John, some years after the 

death of his father, purchased an interesting old house 
and estate named Baysgarth, at Barton -on-Humber, 
where he died without issue about 1840. The last repre-
sentative of the family in Bradford was Miss Agnes 
Preston, who resided in her father's old home in Kirk-
gate, where she died in 1839, and was buried in the Old 
Presbyterian Chapel-yard with her parents. She was 
known by many charitable benefactions, and many of her 
friends at her death received substantial and unexpected 
legacies. I have heard it aid by several old people who 
had known her in their youth that she was known for 
her kindly disposition, and for her hospitality to her many 
friends. It used to be said in Kirkgate "that the 
knocker on Miss Preston's door was never still." 

In concluding these notes it will not be out of place to 
record some particulars of John Preston's cousin, James 



JOHN PRESTON, JUN11., 

Of Barton-on-Humber died 1814). 

I"roni an oil painting attributed to Opie in the posseio11 of the family 
of the late S. Miliìe-Milne, Esq. 
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Preston, who had an indirect connection with the 
business. He evidently transacted a considerable amount 
of the firm's financial dealings in London, and was 
frequently in Bradford attending to various business 
matters. Occasionally he is referred to as "a dear friend 
and relative." His home seems to have been in Great 
Newport Street, London, and afterwards at Hounslow, 
where he died in 1807 at the age of 78 years, and was 
buried near the pulpit in Is1eworth Church. 
He had outlived his wife Elizabeth some years, and 

seems to have had no issue. In the Gentleman's Magazine 
of that date appear a few lines of an Obituary Notice, which 
allude to him as "a character of singular beiievolence." 
James Preston was a man of estimable, character and 

considerable wealth, and considering that he was a native 
of this district, and that now for the first time a local 
connection has been established for him, some interest is 
therefore attached to some of the bequests of a philan-
thropic character which were made by him. Amongst 
these may be mentioned a legacy of two thousand pounds 
to the "Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge 
which first met about the year 1698, and now do or 
lately did hold their meetings in Bartlett's Buildings, 
Holborn." "One thousand pounds to St. George's Hos-
pital, near Hyde Park Corner, to be applied to promoting 
that Charity." One thousand pounds to the Middlesex 
Hospital. Legacies to Dr. Hawes, of 8, Spital Square, 
treasurer for the Royal Humane Society, and to the 
"Society for the discharge and relief of persons imprisoned 
for small debts by the name of the Thatched House 
Society, in Craven Street, Strand." His copyhold lands 
in Is1eworth with a building standing thereon to the 
Protestant Dissenters of Hounslow, the building to be 
used as a chapel by them. If certain conditions in this 
particular bequest were unfulfilled, the copyhold lands 
and buildings were to be sold, and the capital invested, 
the interest of which was to be laid out in bread every 
Christmas or Easter and given to the poor of the parish 
of Heston in Middlesex. 



ON THE ORIGIN OF "KEIGHLEY." 

BY THE 

REV. PROFESSOR SKEAT. 

Comrnunicatecl to Percival Ross, 16th May, 1910. 

3 EFORE we can discover the oldest English form of a place-name we must find the forms which it 
assumed in Middle English, and (when possi-

ble) in Domesday Book. 
I am informed that the spelling in Domesday Book is 

Chichelai ; that the spelling Kyghley occurs in the thir-
teenh, fourteenth and fifteenth centuries ; and that 
Kighley is a form belonging to the eighteenth century. 
The present sound of the name is, approximately, 

Keethley, from which two facts at once emerge. The 
first is, that the old sound of the Middle English long i 
(which had the sound of ee in deep) has been accurately 
preserved, probably owing to its being protected from 
change by the following guttural. Hence the spelling 
with ei is not felicitous ; Keeghley would have been 
better, but has doubtless been avoided in order to please 
the eye. We never see the collocation of letters eegh; 
but eigh is not uncommon, as in eight, height, freight, 
sleigh, in none of which, however, is the ei sounded as ee. 
The other fact is, that the substitution of th for an old 
guttural sound shows that the said sound was a very 
strong one ; for, as a rule, we either make no effort to pre-
serve the guttural at the end of a syllable (as in the case 
of dough), or else merely substitute the sound of f (as in 
cough). The use of th shows that an unusual effort was 
made to imitate the original pronunciation. 
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Hence we can deduce a fact and a probability. The 
fact is, that the former part of the word (almost eertainly 
once a man's name) is not of Norse origin, as many 
Northern names are; for Norse invariably dropped a 
final guttural, as in fe, "cattle ;" A.S. feo/ì. See Noreen, 
Aitnorclische Grammati/c, 2nd ed., § 234. The probability 
is that the A.S. guttural was rather hh than h. A good 
eümple of h/i occurs in the form hlæhhan, which is the 
Old Mercian for "to laugh," and is very significant. The 
Ii was like the cli in the German lachen. 
I have found some old spellings of Keighley which 

advance the problem by another step. In the Inquisi-
tiones post mortem, Vol. I., p. 261, the form is Kigheley 
(A.D. 1315) ; and at p. 94, Kiggeley (A.Ð. 1287). Mr. 
Bardsley, in his Dictionary of Surnames, quotes Johannes 
de Kyghelay, 1379 ; and William de Kigheley, 1397. 
Here the insertion of the Middle English e between gh 
and 1 is of much importance. As in scores of similar 
cases, it represents a whole syllable, as Kigh-e-ley, and 
is all that is left of the abundant A.S. -an, the almost 
invariable mark of the genitive case of a masculine name 
ending in -a ; the exception being when it represents the 
genitive suffix of a feminine name in -e, which is not at 
all common. I shall assume that the name is masculine. 
The trisyllabic form is confirmed by the spelling chich-e-lai 
in Domesday Book, as already noted above. 
The latter part of the word is, of course, the later 

form of the A.S. lea/i, a lea, a pasture, meadow, or open 
space ; its old sense was very vague. We have now to 
discover the exact form of the name ending in -a. The 
Domesday spelling chic/i- tells us much. The Gli (before i) 
stands, as usual, for the sound of K, which in A.S. was 
written as C. The Middle English K also represents an 
older C. The final -c/i, like the Middle English -gh, here 
represents h or h/i ; and as the latter is somewhat common 
before a final -a, we see that the name began with C and 
ended with -hha. We now have it all but the vowel. 
The value of the vowel is much limited by the tact 

that the C has retained its sound of K For the A.S. ci 

1 
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became chi, as in cud, "a child," ciclan, ,to chide ;" 
whether the i was short or long. But the Middle English 
and Norman i pi esupposes, in the present case, either an i 
or a y ; and as it was not the former, it was the latter, 
which allows the k-sound to be kept. Hence it follows 
that Keighley means "Cyhha's lea." To pronounce 
Cyhha, sound the C as K, and the yh like the German 
ich in Bucher, "books ;" then add the English ha (un-
stressed). 
As for the name Cyhha, we do not (as far as I know) 

find this precise form ; but we find other forrhs that 
imply it and show it to be probable. In Kemble's Index 
to his Codex Diplornaticus, we find place-names involving 
suh names as Ceahha, Cohha, Cogga (better spelt Cocga), 
Cugga (for Cucga), and Cycga (as in Cycgan-stan, in 
Birch's Cartularium A nglo-Saxonicunt., iii., 519). And 
precisely as Cycga is the "mutated "form (with y for 
or o) of the equivalent forms Cucga, Cocga, so Cyhha is 
the "mutated" form of Cohha. Moreover, the rules of 
"gradation" tell us that the ea in Ceahha was long, an 
that all the forms can be deduced from the original Teu-
tonic root KEUH, as seen in the German Keuchen, to 
gasp, to cough, to which the English cough is allied. The 
name, as often, was a mere nick-name with the usual 
agential suffix -a; and may have meant "a cougher." 
The original A. S. form was, accordingly, £'y/ihanlea/i. 



CHARACTERS SEEN IN BRADFORD 

STREETS. 

REMINISCENCES OF A PORTRAIT PAINTER. 

BY 

JOHN SOWDEN. 

(Read before the Society, March 13th, 1908.) 

.IROT the least interesting feature of every age is 
that group of people who by their oddities and 
eccentric behaviour attain to some measure of 

local fame. These psychological freaks present to the 
investigator of the workings of the human mind, past or 
present, much interesting material, and there is a 
picturesque element about their vagaries of action and 
dress that has always appealed 10 the artist. The un-
conventionality of these beings presents a realistic note 
not only to the artistic but also to the antiquarian mind. 
Eccentric beings are to be met with in all walks of life, - 

high and low, and all local topography of the literary 
character contains more or less full references to the 
cranks, "strange characters and odd events," and eccen-
trics of the several localities dealt with. The books of 
Cudworth, Scruton, and others who have dealt with local 
celebrities, contain numerous references to quaint person-
alities of this district, and that the race of variants from 
the norm has not died out the succeeding brief remarks 
will show. For many years I have been in touch with 
the men and women who parade our streets as mendicants 
and hawkers, and who certainly form a most picturesque 
element in our every-day life. Many of them are sharp; 
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keen and business-like folk, who prefer a life of ease and 
indolence to doing continuous hard work. Many of them 
often earn as much as or more than many good workmen 
or professional men. I have known street beggars who 
have taken over ten shillings on a Saturday, and some-
times double that amount on special occasions. To ladies 
who are generally indiscriminate in their alms-giving we 
owe much of the begging in our streets. 

DICK was amongst the number of street characters 
DELANEY who earned an honest living by hawking. 

Perhaps he was one of the best known of them. A witty 
son of the Emerald Isle he left Connaught at an early 
age, and fbr many years worked as a weaver at Rai-id's 
Mill in Little Horton Lane. Later he became a publican, 
and at the same time acquired a donkey, and cart, as 
depicted in the accompanying illustration, wherewith he 
traversed the town at times with vegetables and at 
others with cinders. Whilst on his rounds Dick was 
often the butt of the practical joker, but his natural wit 
and the never-failing good temper with which he accepted 
the most provoking of tricks, and his readiness to see the 
humorous side of things, made him a general favourite. 
In some respects his animals were as great curiosities as 
himself. Destitute utterly or nearly so of any scrap of 
leather harness, they were attached to the cart by means 
of a miscellaneous assortment of ropes and strings. 
These he said were necessary to subdue the pride and 
vanity of his donkey. He told a good story of how he 
obtained his license as a publican. Appearing before the 
magistrates when applying for this responsible position, 
he was asked if he had any witnesses or could produce 
references from any respectable burgesses as to his charac-
ter and fitness for the calling. He said he had none, but 
he saw that the Chief Constable, Captain Graunhan, was 
present, and he was sure he would be able to "speak to 
his character." Up rose Captain Graunhan, indignant 
and wroth at being called on in this manner, and declared 
that he did not know anything about Dick whatever. In 
the twinkling of an eye Dick saw his opportunity. 
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"There your Worships," he said, --' could „ could any man bring 
a better reference ?" He got his licence. His four-footed 
friends were often of great service to him 'whilst he was 
a publican, for on many occasions of sundry little "diver-
sions," when the company became unruly, he was saved 
the wages of a professional chucker-out. When the fun 
became fast and furious, and obstreporous customers 
declined to leave, Dick's plan was to coax the animal 
into the parlour, and then to back him with his heels to 
the unruly ones, who promptly made themselves scarce, 
and in this way Dick contrived to get the best of the 
argument. 

Dick did not see the use of keeping two qualities 
of beer on tap for his customers, so instead of having 
two barrels under his counter he fixed two taps on the 
one and only barrel, and thus he could accommodate his 
customers with beer at either price. 

Seeing his donkey alone one day some practical jokers 
took advantage of his absence, and being near the iron 
gates of Marshall's mills, loosened the donkey, and then 
pushing the shafts through the gates reharnessed the 
donkey. When Dick came on the scene he was quite 
nonplussed, and could not understand how the donkey 
had strayed into such a position. The only way out of 
the situation that he could think of was to saw off the 
shafts. Off he went for a saw, but before he got back 
the jokers had released the animal. 

DAVID another well-known character, was usually 
FOX, known as Soft Davey. No one was better 

known and more feared at church, chapel, and school tea 
parties, where he was wont to put in an appearance, to 
the great discomfiture of the caterers. His appetite was 
prodigious, and he has been known to clear a whole table 
of all the eatables that came within his reach. These 
occasions were the delight of his existence. The Vicar 
of All Saints once offered him a half-crown to go away 
from one of his Sunday School tea parties, but David 
said he would rather stop and take it out, which he most 
assuredly did. On a similar occasion a presiding lady 
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saw to her dismay the quick disappearance of the good 
things from her table, and in order to have some few 
things left for her other guests, she bribed David with a 
shilling to go to the next table. For some years he blew 
the organ at Eastbrook Chapel, and one Christmas ,the 
organist having casually remarked that he was going to 
play "Christians, awake," Davey remarked "Tha can do 
what tha likes, ah'm bahnd to blaw 'Hail, smiling morn."' 

JANE rejoiced in the soubriquet of Cockle Sarah, and 
LAYCOCK was a well-known character. At Holy Trinity 
in 1873 she married one John Laycock, well known as a 
vendor of molluscs, and who was possessed of a melodious 
voice heard to advantage when on his rounds he cried 
• "Cockles and mussels alive alive ho! 

They'll nourish your body and cherish your blood, 
Cockles and mussels alive alive ho !" 

In 1889 she sat to me for her portrait, and in chatting to 
her on her widowhood she confessed "there wor a chap 
after her but sho thowt he wor nobbut wantin' her for 
her cockle rahnd and not for hersen." However she 
succumbed to the blandishments of this admirer, Foster, 
but it turned out to be an unfortunate business, as she 
soon after found out that his first wife was still living. 
Nothing daunted she went on with her cockle-round, and 
in 1893 again presented herself at Holy Trinity with 
one William Gath. The marriage becoming known, 
thousands of people assembled in Leeds Road, and all 
vehicular and tram traffic was stopped, and when the 
bridal party emerged from the church amid loud cheering, 
rice, peas, horse-corn and other similarly delicate confetti 
were showered upon the happy pair. 

JAMES commonly known as Salt Jim, was for years a 
ASHLEY, picturesque character in the main streets of 

Bradford, wandering about in search of a customer for 
the bar of salt which he habitually carried under his 
arm. His chief occupation, however, was the begging of 
coppers from all and'sundry. Such was his avarice that 
he would eat or drink anything disagreeable for the sake 
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of a copper. On being arrested for begging he was 
searched at the Town Hall and was found to have 15/3 
in his pockets. He was a most successful cadger, for he 
was found to have over £200 in the Bradford Bank, 
which at all events proved him to have been a thrifty if 
lazy beggar. Be also had a good appetite ; when being 
treated at one time he consumed fifteen gills of broth, 
with a vast number of chunks of bread. Being once 
hauled before the Stipendiary, Jim said he was only beg-
ging because his money was in the bank. 

BENJAMIN alias Whistling r1luiiìy, was another odd 
BAIRSTOW, character of respectable parentage, and it 

was no uncommon thing to see a score of people, young 
and old, following him along the highways of the city, 
listening to his wonderful performances. For hours he 
would traverse the streets, and keep his audience with 
him. On Jubilee Sunday he preceded the Mayor and 
Corporation in their procession to the Parish Church, 
whistling the Marseilleise, to the delight of the spectators. 
Whilst I painted his portrait he whistled selections from 
the operas and popular airs the whole time. 

JAMES or Blind ,Jim, was another itinerant musician. 
FLETCHER, He was one of the original Christmas Waits 

who played in the streets during the small hours of the 
night for a few weeks before Christmas. This band was 
composed of two violinists and a clarionette player, who 
were all blind, and were all three fastened to a large pole 
and guided by a leader who knew the route. The band 
existed for a number of years, and was looked on as quite 
an institution, though light sleeper and those troubled 
with a bad conscience often aired their grievances in the 
local papers. 

THOS. "t'owd glassner," that is glazier, is a familiar 
RYDER, figure yet in our streets. There were several 

wandering " glassners " in past times, but Ryder and his 
brother were the best known. I can remember him re-
pairing windows which 1 as a boy had a hand in breaking. 
I had great difficulty in getting him to sit. After failing 

'V 
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to keep many appointments I went to his house, where 
his daughter told me that she was not going to let him 
sit unless he had his Sunday clothes on. However, I 
eventually succeeded in my object, as will be seen by the 
picture of him reproduced on the opposite page. He was 
a good example of the itinerant tradesman, a type of 
worker that is fast dying out. 

MONSIEUR went about selling pens and pencils, but 
CLAVERIE chiefly he lived on money obtained on the 

pretext of wanting to get back to his beloved country. 
Apparently he never got quite tired enough of this 
country for he died in a common lodging-house some-

where in the town.  Others there were and are about whose eccentricities 

and vagaries much could be written, but enough has been 
said to show that picturesque and unconventional charac-
ters have not yet been wholly stamped out by the hard 
utilitarian spirit of the age. 

i 



A PRELIMINARY NOTE ON CERTAIN EARTH-

WORKS AT SUTTON, NEAR KEIGZHLEY. 

BY 

FRANCIS VILLY, M.D. 

3Z) URTNG the winter of 1909-1910 members of the Crosshilis Naturalists' Society drew my attention 
to these earthworks, I suggested that an exam-

ination might prove of interest, and a committee was 
formed for that purpose. I was asked to direct opera-
tions, and most of the excavation has been done in my 
presence, the remainder having been carried out by mem-
bers of the Society and the results reported to me. 
Unless otherwise stated it must be understood that all 
particulars now or hereafter detailed have either fallen 
under my own observation or have been related to me 
under such circumstances that I can fully vouch for their 
authenticity ; and I must thank the members of the 
committee for giving me an opportunity to conduct the 
investigation, for their support and for the labour and 
care which they have themselves bestowed on the site. 
It also falls to me to thank the owners and tenants (Sir 
John Horsfall, Bart., the Executors of the late James 
Lund, Esq., Mr. John Hargreaves and Mr. Dennis Smith) 
for allowing every facility. Mr. R. Livett of Sutton 
has several times superintended during my absence, and 
has kindly given assistance in various other ways. 

Such earthworks have hitherto remained almost Un-
described ; and, as no very definite results have been 

WW 
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obtained at this site, it is felt to be wiser simply to give 
a brief summary of facts for the present and to abstain 
so far as possible from comment and surmise; and this 
note is published to a great extent. in the hope that 
readers who know of similar cases will be so kind as to 
communicate their localities and general disposition to 
the present writer. 
The works explored consist of three parts. (1) A long 

mound to westward about two feet high, with a small 
surrounding trench. (2) A similar mound to eastward. 
3) An intermediate almost square work, consisting of an 
outer trench, a valium, a slight inner trench, and a small 
oblong contained area. Apparently, so far as mere pre-
liminary inspection went, this contained area consisted of 
the original land surface. The whole series is in quite 
an indefensible position on the hillside below Earl Crag, 
at about 900 feet above sea level. In conjunction with 
other series of similar mounds, though not here, there is 
external evidence (especially in the way of small "round 
barrows") of use of the sites by prehistoric races. 

The orientation of the group as shown on Fig. 1 should 
be noted, for both relatively and absolutely it is charac-
teristic of all similar earthworks which have fallen under 
my notice. The following is the list, and it is hoped that 
more will be brought forward in consequen e of this 
article :-

1. A long mound on Grimston Moor described by 
Canon Greenwell (British Barrows, page 343). 

2. The series near Settle briefly described in Speight's 
Craven and the North-west Hiqhlands of York-
shire, page 379 (see Fig. 3). 

3. Eight long, and one squarish work on Scarnber, 
Flasby, near Skipton (see Fig. 2). 

4. Three mounds near Norton Tower, Rylstone, near 
Skipton (see Whitaker's craven, 3rd edition, page 
426). 

ö. parallel long mounds near Kildwick, above 
the Hall. 

* These show the greatest deviation from the usual orientation. 
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6. The "Soldiers' Graves" in the grounds of St. Ives, 
Bingley, appear to be similar, though considerably 
smaller. 

The main results of the, excavation at Sutton may be 
given very briefly. The two long mounds and the central 
enclosure of the squarish work exhibit a definite and 
peculiar structure, showing them to be all of the same 
general nature. The square work is simply a broader 
form elaborated by the addition of an external vallum 
and fosse, and therefore the appearance of its surface 
being that of the original land is deceptive. The small 
inner fosse has been formed by the building up of two 
series of mounds ; it was not dug out. 
The finds have been infrequent and fragmentary. 
Charcoal is always present on the upper surface of the 

subsoil. It is only in scattered fragments, and does not 
denote the presence of fires on the immediate sites of the 
works. Pottery fragments are present uniformly at 
about one foot below the sod in the central work only, 
and about forty pieces have been recovered. They are 
quite small. Some appear to be turned, whilst others 
might well have been produced by hand. For the present 
I content myself with saying that to the authorities of 
the British Museum they "appear to be mediævaL" A 
small horseshoe was turned up at the same level. Five 
flints have been found. They are not in sufficient quan-
tity to give strong evidence. 
From the circumstances under which they were dis-

covered there is no doubt whatever that the charcoal, 
shards and horseshoe were put in (whether accidentally or 
deliberately) at the time when the works were wrought. 
This is not the case with the remaining objects, which 
comprisea halfpenny of George II. (probably dropped on 
the works long after these were first made), a Roman 
brass coin of Domitian, an 18th century copper coin or 
tradesman's token, an imitation jet ornament, and a brass 
cup forming part of the apparatus of the local game of 
knur and spell. With the exception of the last, these 

* These have not been accurately surveyed as yet. 
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identifications are due to the kindness of the authorities 
of the British Museum. There are strong grounds for 
believing that a local humorist has "salted" the place, and 
all these later finds, except perhaps the Georgian coin, 
were made under such circumstances as naturally give rise 
to suspicion. The only one which could have any bearing 
on the date of the mounds is the Roman coin, and this 
was found just below the level of the sod, in earth already 
disturbed ; in addition, all the prominent parts were 
polished as if it had been carried about in a pocket for 
several weeks. We need, therefore, have no hesitation 
in rejecting it from the list of genuine finds. 
We can hardly doubt that the mounds are of consider-

able antiquity ; but as yet there is no proof that they 
date from before mediæval times. Nor can we on the 
present evidence give any wise guess as to their raison 
d'être. Two reasons have been confidently given for their 
construction :-
1 There is a rumour that one at least was a cockpit. 

Probably this is true, but applies only to a secondary use; 
for it is impossible to believe that they were all made for 
that purpose. 

2. Such mounds are often called barrows. Neither 
here nor in any other case (and many have been dug) 
has any evidence of interment been found. We must, I 
think, dismiss the theory. 
Nor is there any suspicion of habitation, and Whitaker's 

reasoning that the examples at Norton Tower were 
archery butts does not seem to have much in its favour. 
At present we must try to content ourselves with 

leaving this question open ; but I feel it likely that the 
peculiar grouping and orientation of the mounds will 
give a clue which may eventually lead to an answer. 

Notes on Pig. 1 (Sutton). It will be seen that the 
enclosure of the central earthwork is not quite true with 
regard to the surrounding fosse and valluin. It points 
exactly as the similar enclosures in Figs. 2 and 3. 

Notes on Fig. .2 (Scarnber). The site is much cut up 
by banks and trenches—all, I think, old field boundaries. 
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The 'long mounds near Friarhead (E) are invisible froin A, 
as are the five to the south and south-east of E, though 
these latter are connected with E by an intermediate 
example (c) visible from both. There must, therefore, 
have been considerable difficulty in laying out the group 
so accurately unless they were built to a lalì(l or skymark. 
B has all the appearance of a small round barrow. I 

have examined it very thoroughly, turning over all 
except quite insignificant parts of the north east and 
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Fm. 3. PLAN OF EALITHWORKS NEAR RATHMELL. 

(From Speight's (iraren and )Vi'th- West Highlands of Yorkshire). 

north-west edges. Fifteen feet in diameter, and about 
eighteen inches high, it consisted of earth with an occa-
sional stone. Small pieces of charcoal were interspersed 
throughout, but nothing further was found. There was 
no grave, for three continuous layers were present below 
the whole area explored, and a fourth was followed over 
the same area by a cruciform trench ; moreover a pro-
loiìgatioii cut'well beyond the limits of the mound for 
control purposes showed them to be present there also. 

B 1 is similar, but of smaller size (12 feet x 13 feet, 
and one foot high). All except the extreme edges were 
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examined, quite without result. It consisted of earth, 
with a slight top-dressing of limestone resembling road-
metal. The splintered limestone below was trenched two 
feet deeper without result I believe it never to have 
been disturbed. There are indications of three more 
such mounds in the immediate vicinity, and several others 
exist about 400 yards south-by-west of A. 

Ifthese mounds have been sepulchral, nothing was 
buried with the body, which has entirely melted away. 
Such may be their meaning ; but the soil, though not 
deep, is such as one would expect to preserve bones well. 
I hardly think they have been rifled previously. On the 
whole, the evidence seems to be against their sepulchral 
nature. It is worthy of note that in neither 13 nor B 1 

was the old turf visible 
Note oii Pij. 3 (Rathinell) 1 have examined this site 

carefully, and taken compass bearings as well as hued the 
square work out between Swainstead Farin and Simon 
Fell. The orientation is exactly as •in the other two 
cases, and not as marked in this Fig., i.e., the sides of the 
square point either north-by-west or west-by-south. 



STRAY NOTES ON OLD WESTGATE. 

BY 
WILLIAM SURUTON. 

tHE fourteenth century forms a convenient starting-
point for these "Stray Notes," as we havethe 
written page of history upon which to rely. The 

Lacies were then firmly established in their stronghold 
at Pontefract Castle, and in their annual progress 
through what was called their Fee, which was from 
Pontefract to IghtenghiIl (near Colne) by way of Bradford, 
they would doubtless stay here all night, as, from Ponte-
fract to Bradford was a day's journey. As in the morning 
the I)r0CeS51011, consisting probably of forty or fifty 
persons, with half as many horses, with wood, utensils, 
and provisions for forty days, starts on its way, and as it 
proceeds up narrow Westgate towards Black Abbey, we 
may well believe the simple Bradfordians of that day 
must have regarded it as a grand and imposing spectacle. 
There would doubtless be much blowing of horns to 
make the occasion still more impressive. 

Taking a rather big leap, we come down to the days of 
Elizabeth and James, when the town had considerably 
advanced in size and wealth. This was an important 
period in house-building, the best of the old mansions in 
Bradford and the district dating from that time. With 
peaceful times and a sense of security prevailing through-
out the land, a more luxurious and domesticated order of 
things set in. The throwing-off of the old feudal bondage 
gave birth to a wealthy and influential middle-class, who 
builtthemselves mansions, which for solidity and dura-
bility have not since been equalled. Truly an Englishman's 
home was then his castle. Quaint-looking structures they 
were those dear old homesteads, with their many gables, 
chimney stacks, and heavy mullions, and furnished with 
massive chests, delfcases, longsettles, and wainscottings, 
all of sturdy oak. 
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According to James, Westgate appears to have blos-
somed pretty early into a residential thoroughfare. Very 
few traces, however, of these Westgate mansions have 
come down to our own time. Perhaps the best specimens 
were the late Mr. Gaskarth's old shop (which had formerly 
been a substantial residence with extensive wine cellars), 
and Smithson's tobacco shop, facing Sackville Street. 
When the Clarkson family lived in Westgate, they 

would doubtless occupy a substantial house, but no trace 
of it now remains. The crofts and meadows of these 
dwellings stretched far behind on either side. Silsbridge 
Lane (now Grattan Road) was the one main thoroughfare 
that branched off from Westgate. It was the old road 

OLD 5n0Ps, NEAR PACK HORSE INN. 

to Halifax, Manchester, and other important places. The 
Pack Horse Inn was at the head of this lane. This was 
beyond question an important house in the pack-horse 
days, and has been rebuilt probably more than once, but 
the date of the original erection is unknown. John James 
says that in general arrangements, internal and external, 
it was a copy of the famous Tabard Inn. in Southwark, 
celebrated by Chaucer in his canterbury Tales, and that 
far into the 18th century it retained its origin'al character 
It was doubtless used as a halting-place for the pack-men 
who came to Bradford, both for themselves and their 

I 
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horses. At the rear of the house there is still to be seen 
a portion of the older edifice with extensive stabling 
The Bradford market was for a long period held near 

the bottom of Westgate, and consisted of stalls, &c., 
straggling up each side, but when the Pack Horse inn 

• was in its glory, it was held in an open space at the 
junction of Silsbridge Lane with Westgate. 

With the advent of the stage-coach a change came 
over the neighbourhood of the Pack Horse Inn. The 

• market came nearer the centre of the town. Other inns 
and hostelries sprung into being as traffic increased. The 
Bull's Head, the Talbot, the Bowling Green and the Sun 
became noted posting-houses, and Westgate was no longer 
able to pride itself on being Bradford's most important 
thoroughfare. 

Even well into last century there were some good 
houses in Westgate in which dwelt some noteworthy 
Bradfordians. At the West-end lived the Rev. John 
Dean, who was minister of the 'Toad Lane Unitarian 
Chapel from 1768 to 1813. He was son-in-law of the 
Rev. John Smith, the previous minister, and Mr. Chris-
topher Dawson of Royds Hall married his daughter. 
Mr. Dean was one of the founders of the Bradford Sub-
scription Library in 1774, and its treasurer for many 
years. At Townend House, opposite Simes Street, lived 
Francis Simes, uncle to Miss Jowett of Clockhouse. 
Geo. Brogden, the well-known lawyer, resided at the 
house afterwards the Shakespeare Inn, and Benjamin 
Piele, a dyer, lived at the opposite side. He was uncle 
to Matthew Thompson, father of the late Sir Matthew 
William Thompson. Robert Barrett, who paid a rental 
of £6 a year , -was the father of the famous Judy Barrett, 
the maker of "Yorkshire humbugs." 

In a house standing well back from the road, in which 
Geo. Poole, the auctioneer, resided some years, lived 
William Wilson, the philanthropic Quaker, who, by 
followilig the business of a woollen draper, quietly accii-
mulated a fortune of some £20,000. He was frugal, 

industrious, and—a bachelor. Having spent half his life 
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in earning his wealth, he nobly resolved to spend the rest 
in giving it away. It is related of him that "he went 
out of business, filled his rooms with clothing and blan-
kets, purchased many barrels of American flour, and then 
sent his agents out into the surrounding villages to take 
note of the wants of whatsoever poor families they found, 
and a while after a waggon, laden with goods, would 
wend its way along the same route. There would be a 
blanket for one cottage, and warm clothing for another; 
and so systematically and persistently was the good man's 
resolution carried out, that when he died he scarcely left 
as many hundreds as he once had thousands. 

Mr. Wilson was of a scientific turn of mind, and his 
galvanic battery was said to be the first introduced into 
Bradford. He delighted in astonishing his neighbours 
with its electrifying effects. This love for science seems 
to have run in the family. Our present scientific citizen, 
Mr. J. E. Wilson, is a nephew of his. 
A distinguished resident in "Fayre Gappe" (now 

Northgate), was Robert Clarkson- a Puritan and a 
yeoman of the 17th century. He was the owner of large 
estates at Bradford, Manningham, Idle and Pudsey. In 
1615 he was made a warden of the Bradford Church, and 
acted with the Vicar and others as trustees for the sale 
of the manor. Of his seven children—four sons and 
three daughters—William was the eldest who grew up 
to manhood. He became chaplain to Lord Fairfax, and 
in 1645 was installed Vicar of Add, in which he was 
succeeded by his nephew, Thomas Sharp. Mary Clark-
son, the elder of the two surviving daughters, became the 
wife of John Sharp of Horton Hall, the sturdy Parlia-
mentarian, who acted as private secretary, to Lord Fairfax. 
It was, however, the youngest son, David, in whom one 
feels the most interested, as he became one of the most 
learned and prominent divines of his day. 

Turning from the top of Westgrove Street along a 
narrow road leading to Cropper Lane, is a small dwelling 
where lived a spinster daughter of the Rev. Thomas 
Holgate (minister at Horton Lane Chapel before the 
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Rev. Thomas Taylor), and in the yard behind stands the 
house where Jonas Foster (afterwards Baptist minister at 
Farsley) was apprenticed to be a shoemaker, and where 
he was prostrated by a severe attack of small-pox, the 
marks of which he carried with him to the grave. 
As Westgate gradually lost its fame as a residential 

quarter it began to take a prominent place as a street of 
shops, and has come down as such to our own day. 
A little beyond the top of Westgate, in what is now 

known as "White Abbey Road," is Black Abbey Fold, 
containing some buildings of pretty ancient appearance. 
The place-name "Black Abbey " is suggestive of a 
religious edifice of some description having "once upon a 
time" been located here. Unfortunately there is no 
historic evidence to show that such ever existed. It has 
borne this name for over three hundred years, but there 
certainly was never an Abbey here No bequests have 
ever been made to such a sacred structure, and no mention 
whatever is made of such in any of the ancient documents 
that are lodged at York. 

It is to be regretted that our " City Fathers" will per-
sist in meddling with the nomenclature of our ancient 
streets and thoroughfares by giving new names to old 
things. Some of these they have re-christened with 
names that are about as absurd as they were unnecessary. 
Take, for example, the old Silsbridge Lane, which is men-
tioned in documents as far back as the fifteenth century, 
and which was for many years the old coach-road to 
Halifax, Manchester, and places beyond. Silsbridge is a 
mild corruption of Sill (or Low) Bridge, the bridge being 
the one that crossed the beck at the foot of the hill 
(Thornton Road). 
We have no longer Silsbridge Lane, but instead thereof 

"Grattan Road," but what connection there can possibly 
he betwixt the Irish orator of that name and this ancient 
thoroughfare is more than one can understand. Other 
instances might be given where this needless interference 
with old place-names has been made by members of our 
City Council. 



NOTES ON THE 

EXCURSIONS OF THE SOCIETY. 

BY 

RICHARD POOLE. 

SELBY, 7th May, 1910. 

tHE counties of York and Lincoln are famous for fine churches, 
and, not the least renowned of the Yorkshire cluster, is the abbey 
church of Selby. To this great shrine a "faithful few" set 

out, and on their arrival the party was quickly taken in hand, and soon 
caught the enthusiasm of the guide, Mr. W. N. Cheesman, J.P., F.L.S., 
whose knowledge of the venerable pile, and painstaking description of 
the same, were much appreciated. On the site of the south transept, 
destroyed by the falling of the tower many years ago, excavations had 
just been made, and new basal masonry was being put in, but the work 
will not be proceeded with above the ground level until sufficient funds 
are forthcoming for the re-building of this transept. Inspecting 
generally the exterior of this large church, we had pointed out to us 
various points of interest in the windows, gargoyles, &c The numer-
ous, genuine, masons' markings on the wall stones attracted some 
attention ; the markings, quite distinct and clear, are at an angle of 45 
degrees. The new tower is more lofty and handsome than the old one, 
and adds much to the general appearance of the structure. The aspect 
of the surrounding graveyard is greatly changed, all the memorials in 
stone being laid horizontally, and to this our guide expressed a strong 
objection, on the ground that rain and moisture induced rapid oblitera-
tion of the inscriptions. On entering the church, it was at once 
evident how well the work of restoration had been done. The new 
reredos, made in Belgium—a most beautiful work of art—was much 
admired. Other points of interest too numerous to detail in a short 
account were noted. 

STONNZHURST, MYTTON, AND WHALLEY. 

NSaturday, the 11th June, 1910, a goodly number of members 
of the Society left the Bradford (Midland) Station at 10-8, via 
flellifield and Clitheroe, the objective being Mytton Church, 

Stonyhurst College, and Whalley Abbey. Whalley was reached at 
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12-27, and fora short time the party wandered about this large old-
world village. When the Society in 1897 last visited these places, a 
good report appeared from the pen of Mr. Jowett (now of Kendal) in 
the Briqhouse News in June of that year, and that report is freely 
quoted from in these notes. The first call, after obtaining conveyances, 
was at Mytton Church, which stands, an outpost, on the confines of the 
great county of York. The interior of the church is very interesting, 
especially the Sherburne chapel, on the north side, where the knightly 
family of the Sherburries of Stonyhurst "sleep in dull cold marble." 
The present chapel was built by Sir Richard Sherburne in the reign of 
Queen Elizabeth. There are two old screens in the church, the one 
separating the chancel from the nave having been brought from Cocker-
sand Abbey, near Lancaster, at the dissolution of that monastery. 
Continuing the drive, the old pack-horse bridge across the Hodder was 
noticed, over which Cromwell's army passed on the eve of the battle of 
Preston in 1648, so fateful to the Royalists. Stonyhurst College, with 
its stately architecture and wide-extending grounds, is the largest 
Roman Catholic seminary in the world. The nucleus of this institution 
was the country mansion of the Sherburnes, which, at the end of the 
eighteenth century, at the invitation of Mr. Thomas Weld, a devoted 
Roman Catholic, came into the occupation of Jesuit fathers, from the 
academy at Liege, a branch of the college of St. Omer. Gradually the 
house itself, and some two thousand acres of land surrounding it—the 
whole of such land being profitably farmed by the Jesuits themselves— 
became the property of the Society of Jesus. The vast building has 
been erected at a cost of nearly £400,000, and provides accommodation 
for 300 pupils, the priests, and tutorial staff. The party visited the 
handsome chapel, the library, and the museum, all of which are very 
interesting to the antiquary, the historian, the artist, and the literateur. 
Water-colours and oil paintings, and other works of art, antique maps, 
&c., line the corridors. The library contains an immense number of 
books of a most varied character, and many are rare and of great value. 
Here may be seen, for example, the first volume in MS. of Froissart's 
Chronicles, wherein are narrated the public affairs of France, Spain and 
England from 1326 to 1400. The second vol. is in the British Museum. 
Among other things pointed out in this room are a crucifix painted by 
Michael Angelo, and another carved by him. There are paintings and 
portraits by Murillo, Gainsborough, &c. Among the many pictures 
hung on the walls is a portrait of Cromwell. There is also a fine 
collection of British, Roman, Saxon, English, and foreign coins. In the 
museum is Mivart's collection of snakes—the best in Europe—and a 
fine collection of mineralogical specimens,, from gold nuggets and 
diamonds downwards. Here also may be seen entomological specimens, 
Indian and English butterflies and moths, and a fairly complete collec-
tion of beetles. In the old dining hail is an oak table which tradition 
avers Cromwell slept on in his armour (surely a double discomfort) when 
he came to Stonyhurst in 1648. Resuming the drive by the way of 
Hurst Green, the party entered Whalley village through the Abbey 
gateway and visited the church, the tower of which dates from the 

x 
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early part of the fifteenth century. The stalls in the chancel are 
beautiful; all the misereres are differently carved. One represents a 
man shoeing a goose, with an inscription meaning " Whoever meddles 
with other men's matters is doing useless work," a device found at 
Beverley and York. In the Mytton chapel are the brass effigies com-
memorating "Raffe" and Elizabeth Caterali and their twenty-one 
children, 1515. With unabated interest the members viewed the 
beautiful ruins of the Oisterian Abbey at Whalley. The buildings date 
from 1306 to 1456, and the original cost amounted to £3000, at a time 
when the wages of an artisan were only 2d. a day. The foundations of 
the conventual church were laid in 1330 its cost alone being £45,000. 
The building was finished 142 years after its foundation. John Paslew, 
the last Abbot of Whalley, a member of an Airedale family, was hanged 
in 1537 for taking part in "the pilgrimage of Grace." The house 
(formerly the abbot's house) adjoining the abbey ruins is a handsome 
modernised residence, with well-kept lawns and gardens. 

ESHTON HALL AND GARGRAVE, 

9th July, 79/0. 

N a glorious day, amid the scenes of rural beauty so characteristic 
of Gargrave, the Antiquarians walked to Eshton Hall. From a 
private entrance a winding footpath through a delightful wood 

led us to the present very handsome structure which dates from 1826. 
Its situation is a most commanding one, whence beautiful and far-
reaching views were appreciated. Some account is given of the Hall 
and its owners by Mr. Cudworth, in the Bradford Antiquary, Old Series, 
Vol. II., page 162, to which we must refer our readers. On our 
admittance to the entrance hail, many works of art, some of which 
were family portraits, were noted. Here also were several objects 
which evoked considerable interest. A very noble staircase adds con-
siderably to the dignity of a fine hall. The chief interest, however, centred 
in the library, occupying two large rooms, seventy-six feet by twenty-
four feet, and sixteen feet in height, the shelves being well filled with 
books of great value and much interest. We could give but cursory 
glances at these treasures, for the time was limited. After viewing 
the lawns, gardens, and well grown timber, Gargrave, the gem of 
Craven, was reached by another route, which also led through woodland 
and field. Gargrave's ancient church was visited later in the day by 
one group, whilst another section explored the village the while the 
artist of the party busied himself on the bridge with a dainty sketch 
of the picturesque village street. A vote of thanks was proposed and 
seconded to Sir Matthew Wilson for his kindness in allowing access to 
Eshton Hall. 
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WYCOLLAR AND HAWORTH. 

N the 10th September, 1910, the Bradford Historical and Anti-
quarian Society visited Wycollar Hall and Haworth. From 
Oakworth the journey was accomplished by waggonette to 

Wycollar, the bracing air of the high moorlands was much enjoyed, and 
objects of interest were pointed out en route. It was new ground to 
most. Having crossed the Lancashire border our party arrived in the 
valley, wherein stands the roofless hail of Wycollar, which ceased to be 
occupied in 1818, and is now in a state of general dilapidation and 
decay. Of all its former splendour the fine old fire-place alone is left 
to tell the tale. There is attached to this old manorial homestead a 
widespread interest, in that it is the Ferndean in "Jane Eyre," where it 
is spoken of as "a building of considerable antiquity, moderate size, 
and no architectural pretensions, deep buried in a wood." The Cunliffes, 
who owned and occupied Wycollar Hall for many generations, lost the 
property through the extravagance of the last owner. A branch of 
this family were the ancestors of Bradford's late famous citizen, Samuel 
Cunliffe Lister—afterwards Lord Masham. A few yards from the 
Hall, on the farther side, there runs a stream over which is an ancient 
bridge of two arches, yclept "Roman." To the ordinary rural mind 
there are three eras of antiquity; firstly, when 'f was used for s' in 
the printing of books; secondly, in Cromwell's time;' and thirdly, 'in 
the days of the Romans.' A 'Roman' bridge may mean one erected 
at any time between A.D. 60 and A.D. 1630. After a brief inspection 
the party took the Haworth road through the very compact little village 
of Stanbury, where the houses, on either side of the roadway, stand 
closely together as if for mutual protection and defence. This village 
and th9 surrounding district is, of course, the scene of several of 
Mr. Halli%vell Sutcliffe's novels. Arrived at Haworth, though there 
was little time for ought else but mere bodily refreshment, Mr. James 
Gott read to us some notes on Wycollar Hall. Thus ended the excur-
sions for 1910, and our thanks are due to Mr. S. E. Wilson for the 
arrangements he made in connection with them. 

L 



MEMORANDA FROM THE HEMINGWAY MSS. 

TRANSCRIBED BY T. ARTHUR TORDOFF. 

Whereas we whose names are hereunto subscribed have lately received 
a commission out of his Majesty's High Court of Chancery to us and 
others directed for taking the Answers of Gilbert Brooksbank and 
William Boiling Gentleman, defendants to the Bill of Complaint of 
Mary Boiling an Infant by Ann Boiling, Widow, her Mother and next 
ffriend, complainant. These are therefore to give you notice that we do 
intend to execute the said commission by taking the said Defendants 
Answers on Tuesday the fourth day of November next between the 
hours of Three and ifive in the afternoon of the same day at the 
Dwellinghouse of William Tong bearing the sign of the Ches.. . . * 

Horse scituate in Bradford in the County of York when and where you 
may be present and see the due Execution of the said commission if 
you think fit. Dated this Twenty Seventh day of October in the year 
of our Lord 1740. 

To Henry Hemingway Gentleman 
to whom six days' notice is to 
be given by the Tab. of the 
said Commission. 

WILL THORN. 

JOHN LISTER. 

SUBPOENA. To Gilbert Brooksbank and Wm. Boiling Gent. to 
appear in Cane. 6th day of June next. Subpoena 23rd May. Green. 

LABELL. Gilbert Brooksbank, William Boiling Gent. to appear in 
Chancery ret. 6th of June at the suit of Mary Boiling an Infant by her 
next friend. Green. 

Gave the label of the Subpoena to G. Brooksbank 4th June 1740 
p. HH. Left the Body of ye Subpoena at Ilkley, Mr. Bolling's dwelling 
house, with Sarah Grange a maid servant 5th June. P. H. H. 

* Unfortunately a portion of this word is torn off. 

EítoriaL. 

The Council of the Bradford Historical and Antiquarian Society 
begs to express its thanks to those who have so kindly contributed 
papers and portraits to the present number of the Bradford Antiquary. 
The portraits of John James (from an oil painting), of John Preston, 
and John Preston, junr., are from photographs by Mr. W. E. Preston. 
Mr. Speight has lent a block of Rathmeil earthworks to illustrate 
Dr. Villy's paper. The portrait of John James on the frontispiece is 
from a photograph of that worthy in the possession of Mr. Scruton, 
who has also lent blocks which appear in the text on pages 275, 280, 
and 344. The Editor regrets that to his appeal for transcripts of 
original documents dealing with Bradford (of which there are large 
numbers in existence) there has been but a little response. 
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THIRTY-SECOND ANNUAL REPORT, 

1910. 

Once again the time has arrived for the presen-
tation of an Annual Report. 

At the commencement of the 1909-JO year, Mr. 
Thomas Howard was unanimously elected President, 
after having served as Honorary Corresponding Sec-
retary since October 1894, when Mr. J. A. Clapham 
resigned. He is succeeded in the Presidency by Mr. 
J. Hambley Rowe M. B., C. M., whose work as Honorary 
Editorial Secretary has proved his worthiness to occupy 
the Presidential Chair. 

Mr. W. Sigismund Dickinson who succeeded 
Mr. Howard as Honorary Corresponding Secretary, has 
resigned the position, and his resignation has been 
accepted with regret. 

Virtually therefore, there is at the present 
moment no Honorary Corresponding Secretary, and 
this fact accounts for the unusual appearance of the 
President's name at te end of the Report, instead of the 
name of the Secretary. 

Mr. J. Langdale Gregory has been nominated as 
Honorary Corresponding Secretary for the ensuing year, 
and the Council feel that in him they have a young and 
enthusiastic successor to previous holders of the office. 



The number of Members on the books on 
September 3oth, 1909, was 138. During the year four 
Members have died, three have been struck off, fourteen 
have resigned, and eleven new Members have been 
elected, leaving a total of 128. Although the above 
figures show a decrease of ten Members, yet the Council 
feel that in pursuing the policy of retaining on the 
register, only the names of those Members who evince 
their interest in the Society's work, they are doing what 
is best for the efficient working of the Society. 

The Society is the poorer by the deaths of 
Messrs. G. Dyson, S. Milne-Milne, R. P. Singleton, 
and John Sowden. Mr. Sowden was well known as the 
Secretary of the Bradford Second Equitable Building 
Society. 

Dr. Rowe has presented to the Society's Library 
a copy of a local novel by C. H. Cautley entitled 
"The Mill-Master," and also a manuscript book entitled 
"Memorandum of Antiquaries of Churches of Batley and 
Birstall," collected by the late R. Walker. The best 
thanks of the Society are due to our Editorial Secretary 
for the gift of these two valuable books. 

The Society has increased its collection of Parish 
Registers by the purchase of the following 

History of Baildon. 
Arncliffe Register. 
Extracts from the Haworth Register. 

The Anliquary and the Lectures under the direc-
tion of Dr. Rowe, have each maintained that high 
standard of excellence that has been a feature of previous 
years' doings. 

The Council have decided that in future none of 
the Society's blocks be lent without a deposit of ten 
shillings per block, to be refunded in full on the return of 
the blocks in good condition. 



The following Lectures have been delivered 
during the Session 1909-10: 

1909. West Riding." FRANCIS VILLY, Esq., M.D. 
of the Nov. Jo. "['he Roman occupation (Lantern Illustrations.) 

Dec. 8. JOHN LISTER, Esq., M.A. 
"Local domestic life in the p8th Century." 

1910. 

Jan. . W. E. PRESTON, Esq. 
"Genealogical Work as illustrated by the Preston of 

Bradford Pedigree." 

Feb. 3. "Bradfordiana" Night. 

Mar. 30. HARRY SPEIGHT, Esq. 
"Ancient Streets and Lanes of Bradford from the 

Bradford Manor Court Rolls." 

April 20. GEORGE HEPWORTH, Esq. 
"Yorkshire—Historical and Picturesque. 

(Lantern illustrations.) 

The following Excursions have taken place 
during the Season :-

1910. 

May 7. Selby. 
June ii. Stoneyhurst College, Whalley Abbey and Church and 

Mytton Church. 
July 9. Eshton Hall and Gargrave. 
Sept. io. Wycoller and Haworth. 

The Council had an excursion to Lannercost on 
June 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th, 1910. 

The Council Tea took place on Jan. 16th, 1910. 

In conclusion the Council desire to thank all those 
who have in any way contributed to the successful work 
of the Society during the year. 

On behalf of the Council, 

THOMAS HOWARD, 

PRESIDENT. 

16, Piccadilly, 
Bradford, 

October, 1910. 
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CONGRESS 
OF 

jXrOm-atoqual $ Drittit ,% 
IN UNION WITH THE 

ncìeti of n qixar of nnnï 

JULY 6TH, 1910. 

The Twenty-first Congress of Archæological Societies was held 
on July 6th, at Burlington House; C. H. Read, Esq., LL.D., President 
of the Society of Antiquaries, in the Chair. 

The Congress was attended by Delegates from the Society of 
Antiquaries, the Royal Society of Antiquaries of Ireland, the 
Cambrian Archæological Association, the Royal Archæological 
Institute, the British Record, Folk-lore and Huguenot Societies, the 
Viking Club, the Berkshire, Buckinghamshire, Cambridge, Carmar-
thenshire, Cumberland and Westmorland, Derbyshire, Dorset, 
Hampshire, East Herts, Lancashire and Cheshire, Leicestershire, 
Norfolk and Norwich, Thoroton (Notts), Shropshire, Somerset, 
Suffolk and Sussex Societies, Members of the Council, of the Earth-
works and other Committees, and other Delegates who omitted to 
sign the Register. 

The Report of the Council was read and approved, and the State-
ment of Accounts, audited by Mr. Wm. Minet, F.S.A., was adopted. 
The thanks of the meeting were given to Mr. Minet for his services, 
and he was appointed auditor for the ensuing year. 

- The following were elected as the Council :-

The Officers of the Soc. of Antiquaries. 
W. Paley Baildon, F.S.A. 
Lord Balcarres, M.P., F.S.A. 
Sir E. W. Brabrook, C.B., F.S.A. 
Rev. P. H. Ditchfield, M.A., F.S.A. 
W.- J. Freer, F.S.A. 
G. L. Gomme, F.S.A.' 
Emanuel Green, F.S.A. 

W. H. St. John Hope, M.À. 
Henry Layer, F.S.A. 
Wm. Minet, F.S.A. 
Canon Rupert Morris, D.D., F.S.A. 
Ralph Nevill, F.S.A. 
J. Horace Round, M.A., LL.D. 
J. B. Willis-Bund, M.A., F.S.A. 



The President drew attention to the paragraph in the Report 
announcing the resignation of the Hon. Secretary, Mr. A. G. Chater, 
who had found that he had insufficient leisure to carry on the work 
of the Congress secretaryship in addition to that of the Earthworks 
Committee; and proposed as his successor, Dr. William Martin, 
F.S.A. Mr. Chater seconded the proposal, which was supported by 
Mr. Ralph Nevill, F.S.A., and Dr. Martin was elected Hon. Secretary. 

Mr. Nevill then proposed a vote of thanks to the retiring Secretary, 
which was seconded by Col. Attree, F.S.A., and the President 
expressed his own and the Council's regret that Mr. Chater should 
find it necessary to give up the secretaryship, and their satisfaction 
with the way the duties had been performed during his year of office. 

In acknowledging the vote of thanks, Mr. Chater regretted that 
he had been able to do so little for the Congress; he felt that he had 
been somewhat rash in accepting the office last year, and that he had 
left undone many things which a secretary with more time at his 
disposal might have accomplished. 

Dr. Martin, in accepting the office of Secretary, asked the sympathy 
and co-operation of the gentlemen with whom he would come in 
contact. 

A discussion took place on the question of the Archæological 
Index, the Council having recommended that in regard to (a) the 
large Subject Index, 1665-1890, the Congress should assist Messrs. 
Constable by endeavouring to obtain from the Societies guarantees 
that a sufficient number of copies would be subscribed for to cover 
the cost of production; Messrs. Constable agreeing to submit their 
material for this Index to a Committee appointed by the Council, and 
in regard to (b) the Annual Index, that the Societies should be invited 
to guarantee continuous support, it being pointed out to them that 
without such support its continued publication would be impossible. 

The President read a Report of the Committee appointed to deal 
with this question, in which it was suggested that the Congress might 
resume publication of the Annual Index, and pointed out that a 
difficulty might arise with regard to back numbers, and that in 
the event of the Congress taking the publication into their own hands, 
it would be necessary to refer intending purchasers to Messrs. 
Constable & Co. for these back numbers. It should be put as 
strongly as possible at this Congress, that the Index must be con-
tinued ; but it was essential that Societies should support it to the 
limit of their power. 

Mr. P. M. Johnston, F.S.A., (Sussex), mentioned that complaints 
had been made among local Societies that of late years the Index had 
been carelessly compiled, which perhaps partly accounted for the 
decrease in subscriptions. 
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Mr. J. B. Willis-Bund, F.S.A., proposed that each Society should 
guarantee to take a certain number of copies, say 100. 

Mr. G. C. Druce, (Royal Archæologicai Institute), proposed that 
a list of the Societies now subscribing, with the number of copies they 
take, should be obtained from Messrs. Constable. 

Dr. M. Gaster (Folklore Society) proposed that the invitation to 
subscribe to the Index should be extended to other kindred Societies, 
besides those in Union. 

Mr. W. P. W. Phillimore (Thoroton Society) was of opinion that the 
real demand for the Index only amounted to about i000 copies, and 
at present it was thrown away in large numbers. He was inclined 
to think that the machinery of the Congress would be better suited to 
pushing the sale of a limited number than that of a publisher, and 
suggested that Societies should be asked to take a limited number and 
sell them to their members. 

Mr. H. St. George Gray (Somerset) thought that very few Societies 
with a low rate of subscription could afford to take the Index and 
distribute it freely to all their members, 3vhereas a small number of 
single copies would be readily saleable at a shilling each. 

Mr. Willis-Bund said that the only way to deal with the question 
was to refer it back to a Committee having full powers to deal with it 
before next year. He asked how could the Congress go to the Prime 
Minister with requests for facilities, when it was seen that it could not 
maintain so essential a publication as its own Index. 

The following resolution, proposed by Mr. Phillimore and seconded 
by Mr. Nevill, was carried unanimously :-

"That it be referred to the Committee to consider how the 
Index can be produced most cheaply, and how it can best be 
circulated at such a price as to pay its cost, and with full powers 
to make arrangements" 

Mr. Chater presented the Report of the Earthworks Committee, 
which will be issued separately. 

Mr. R. Garraway Rice, F.S.A. (Sussex), spoke of the short notice 
given by the Ordnance Survey, for answering questions relating to 
earthworks. He thought twelve months' notice might be given of the 
revision of a county. 

Mr. Chater said that all information received from the Ordnance 
Survey was passed on at once to the Secretaries of the Societies 
concerned. 
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Major Freer, F.S.A. (Leicestershire), moved the adoption of the 
Report with a vote of thanks to the Secretary. He thought a strong 
appeal should go out to the Societies to support the Earthworks 
Report, the circulation of which had fallen off very considerably since 
the charge of 2s. 6d. per one hundred copies had been agreed to at 
the last Congress. 

Mr. Gray seconded the motion, and suggested that authors of 
papers on excavations should always send a reprint to the Director-
General of the Ordnance Survey. 

Dr. J. P. Williams-Freeman (Hants) gave some particulars of his 
schedule of the earthworks of Hampshire and laid before the Congress 
his original plans, copies of which are in the hands of the Earthworks 
Committee. He said he had found people extraordinarily diffident 
about measuring earthworks, and dwelt on the importance of taking 
measurements for the sake of comparison. 

The President spoke of the unprotected position of an earthwork 
as compared with a building, and insisted on the importance of 
circulating the Earthworks Report as widely as possible in order to 
educate and interest people in the subject. 

Mr. F. Were (Derbyshire), mentioned the Preceptory of the 
Knights of Jerusalem at Stydd, Derbyshire, and said that his Society 
would be glad of advice as to how to deal with these remains. 

The President said that this was hardly a matter for the Congress. 
The Derbyshire Society, if not competent to deal with it, might refer 
the question to the Society of Antiquaries. 

Mr. P. M. Johnston introduced a motion expressing the cordial 
approval of the Congress of an arrangement now in operation in the 
Diocese of Chichester, by which the Bishop has consented to submit 
to an advisory Committee appointed by the Sussex Archæological 
Society, bèfore issuing a faculty, any proposals that may hereafter 
arise for enlarging, restoring, altering, rebuilding or re-fitting any 
ancient church or chapel-of-ease within the Diocese ; an arrangement 
by which the Bishop also invites warning and advice in the case of 
proposed alterations of importance—and a resolution that the Bishops 
of the other English and Welsh Dioceses be formally invited by the 
Congress to accept the services of similar consultative committees, if 
formed by the local archæological societies. Mr. Johnston described 
the genesis and working of the Committee, and mentioned cases in 
which it had successfully intervened. Many small alterations and 
refittings were often done without a faculty. The Bishop - of 
Chichester insisted on everything being submitted to him before a 
faculty was granted. He was aware that in some Dioceses the 
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decision rested with the Chancellor and the consent of the Bishop 
was a mere formality. The increasing archæological spirit among the 
clergy would welcome such action as was proposed. 

Mr. Garraway Rice, speaking as a member of the Committee 
reférred to, said he knew of a case of a porch being altered without 
either a faculty or the services of an architect, and without the Com-
mittee in question being appealed to. The work was done by a 
builder under the direction of the vicar, and the Bishop opened the 
new porch and highly approved of the work. He thought that in all 
such cases a faculty ought to be applied for. 

Prince Frederick Duleep Singh (Suffolk) said that in East Anglia 
he had been struggling for many years to get some Committee 
appointed, to which the clergy might be willing to submit schemes 
for restoration. He had found that the Society for the Protection of 
Ancient Buildings,Iwhen appealed to, preferred not to interfere locally, 
when there was any local body that could take the matter up. The 
proposed scheme would supply the very thing that was wanted. 

Mr. Nevill thought that the scheme wanted modification in one. 
point. There would probably be no difficulty in the case of large 
Societies, but some Societies were very small and might consist of 
one, or of very few energetic people. There would also be a difficulty 
when a member of the Committee was also the local architect. 
Rather than that the local Society should appoint the Committee, he 
proposed the appointment of an advisory Committee, in the election 
of which the local Archæological Society should be consulted. He 
pointed out that great tact would be required and that all would depend 
on how the Bishops were approached. 

The President said the matter was a very delicate one. There 
was nothing the clergy, the Chancellor, or the Bishop more resented 
than interference by someone outside the diocese. He doubted with 
Mr. Nevill whether some Societies would find a sufficient number of 
persons able to advise ; it required very considerable experience. He 
understood that it was proposed in connection with the Historical 
Monuments Commission to set up a central advisory board in London, 
which would perform the very function for which it was proposed that 
these local Committees should be set up. If this came into being, the 
local committees would still be of use ; they could refer to the central 
body in London, and many minor matters could be dealt with by them 
which need not be referred to headquarters. 

The Rev. A. D. Hill (Thoroton Society) said that very many 
dioceses were making great efforts to raise funds for church restoration, 
and if it could be made apparent that the adoptioh of some such scheme 
as this would influence subscriptions, that would be in its favour. He 
pointed out that a faculty has to be submitted to the parishioners, 
who therefore have the matter in their own hands. 
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Several other delegates having spoken, the following resolution, 
proposed by Mr. Nevill, seconded by the Rev. P. H.lDitchfield, F.S.A. 
(Berks.), and accepted by Mr. Johnston, was carried: -

That this Congress approve the principle of Mr. Johnston's 
proposal and request the Council in conjunction with Mr. 
Johnston to draw up a recommendation that may be 
circulated by the Congress to the Bishops." 

Mr. Nevill brought foward a matter that had recently been 
discussed in Notes and Queries—the need of access to ecclesiastical 
documents, other than wills, at Somerset House. Such documents 
would be useful to the historian and the genealogist, but at present 
they were kept locked up and the officials declined to admit 
knowledge of them. 

Mr. Phillimore proposed to include Probate Records, and said 
that at that moment a memorial had been prepared for facilities of 
access such as were asked for. 

Mr. Nevill agreed to the amendment and the resolution was 
carried in the following terms 

"That H.M. Government be respectfully asked to direct that 
arrangements shall be made by the authorities at Somerset 
House that access for literary study may be given to all 
documents, ecclesiastical as well as Probate Records, now 
in their charge, in the same way as at the Public Record 
Office." 

p 

Col. P. Saltmarshe (East Riding Society) called attention to the 
desirability of expediting the indexing and calendaring of ancient 
documents at the Record Office, and moved a resolution that repre-
sentations should be made on the subject. He said, that those who 
study at the Record Office are compelled to waste much time. 
It would not cost much, for instance, to index the list of fines, and 
the sale of the index might partly cover the cost. As regards the 
great Law Rolls, with the exception of an ancient calendar, they 
were altogether unindexed except for two years of Edward II. He 
thought that the Congress was a body which might legitimately 
make representations to Government on the subject. 

Mr. W. Paley Baildon, F.S.A., thought that some reference ought 
to be made to the great amount of work done by the present staff 
of the Record Office, and spoke of the danger of attempting to hurry 
work of this kind. Hurry was simply a question of cash and of 
employing outside help. He proposed as an amendment :-

"That this meeting of the Congress of Archæological 
Societies in recording its appreciation of the excellent work 
now being done by the staff of the Public Record Office in the 
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issuing of Calendars and Indexes, expresses the hope that some 
means may be found to increase and expedite the issue of future 
volumes, and to that end requests the Council to communicate 
with the Master of the Rolls, the Deputy-Keeper of Public 
Records and H.M. Treasury and to take such further steps as 
may seem desirable." 

Col. Saitmarshe expressed himself ready to accept this resolution 
and fully endorsed what Mr. Baildon had said as to the excellent 
work of the officials of the Record Office, whom he had found the 
ïuost civil, courteous and obliging men in the public service. 

The resolution was then carried. 

On the motion of Dr. Gaster, a vote of thanks was passed to the 
Chairman, and to the Society of Antiquaries for the use of the room. 

A. G. CHATER, 

Hon. Secrelary, 1910. 

41, PORCHESTER SQUARE, 

LONDON, W. 

.: HARRISON & SONS, Printers in Ordinary to His late Majesty, St. Martin's Lare, W.C. 
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FORTIFIED ENCLOSURES, 

Prepared for presenlalio;i lo the Congress of 

Arcliæologicctl Societies, July 61/i, 1910. 

COMMITTEE. 

Lord BALCARRES, M.P., F.S.A. (Chairman). 
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Mr. C. H. READ, LL.D., P.S.A. 
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President B. C. A. WINDLE, F. R. S. 

Mr. A. G. CHATER, Ho Sec. 

(Address: 41, Porcizester Squaì-c, London, W.) 



IN presenting its Annual Report the Committee wishes to point out 

that on the present occasion it has interpreted the terms of its 

enquiry more strictly than has been the case in some previous 

years. Originally appointed for recording Ancient Defensive Earth-

works and Fortified Enclosures, the Committee has found it 

convenient, with 'the consent of the Congress, to include tumuli 

and other earthworks of a non-defensive character. But of late 

years the Report has been allowed to go beyond this and to 

include notices of a number of explorations which cannot by 
any interpretation of its terms of reference be said to come 

within the scope of the Committee's enquiry; and when it is 

borne in mind that such notices are omitted in the present instance, 

the Committee considers that the following Report, restricted as 

closley as possible to Earthworks pure and simple, may be 

taken as indicating a constantly growing interest in this branch of 
archæology. 

The Committee has great pleasure in announcing that it has 

received from Dr. J. P. Williams-Freeman of the Hampshire 

Field Club, a complete schedule, accompanied by 70 plans, of 

the earthworks of Hampshire. These will be preserved, with 

the other papers presented to the Committee (including the 

original drawings of all plans of earthworks that have appeared in 

the Victoria County Histories), at the Society of Antiquaries' Rooms. 

Dr. Williams-Freeman's schedule is the more valuable since it is 

understood that the Victoria History of Hampshire will not include 

a section on earthworks. The Committee may be allowed once more 

to express the hope that this example may be more largely followed 

in the counties which have not yet been dealt with by the Victoria 

County History. 
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The Committee also gratefully acknowledges having received 

from Mr. G. G. T. Treherne, of the Carmarthenshire Antiquarian 

Society, a schedule of the antiquities of "Laugharneshire," in which 

district of South Carmarthenshire Mr. Treherne has done much 

archæological exploration. 

During the past twelve months the Committee and its local 

correspondents have rendered assistance to the Ordnance Survey 

'in revising or supplementing the earthworks on the 25-inch sheets 

in the counties of Sussex, Hampshire, Berkshire and Surrey. It 

is hoped that this co-operation may be continued with the help of 

local antiquaries who have knowledge of the subject. 

The Committee much regrets the delay in re-issuing its Scheme 

of Classification announced last year. This has been due to the 

number of new plans which it is proposed to introduce in order 

to give as complete a series of examples as possible, and to the 

difficulty of visiting the various sites, many of them distant, 

for the purpose of preparing these plans. Mr. D. H. Montgomerie, 

to whom the Committee is much indebted for having undertaken 

the greater part of the work, now reports that the drawings are in 

the hands of the engravers. The new Scheme will, therefore, be 

ready for distribution very shortly. 

It is much regretted that the circulation of the Committee's Report 

has fallen off very considerably since it was decided, last year, to make 

a small charge for it. As the work of the Committee is now very 

generally supported by the Societies in Union, and as everything tends 

to show that it may be still better supported in the future, it is felt to be 

regrettable that some Societies should run the risk of checking what is 

doubtless a growing interest among their members by ceasing to circulate 

this Report on account of the small and unavoidable charge which was 

unanimously agreed to at the last Congress. 

PRESERVATION. 

CAMBRIDGESHIRE.—COMBERTON.—The maze at this village, 5 miles 

west of Cambridge, has been restored and enclosed. It had almost 

entirely disappeared and is now re-dug on the lines of its original 

design. 
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CARMARTHEN._The Carmarthenshire Antiquarian Society is taking 

active steps to prevent destruction of or the depositing of rubbish on 

The Bulwarks at Carmarthen. 

ESSEX.—SAFFRON WALDEN.—It is understood that, owing to 

representations made by the Essex Archaeological Society, the local 

authorities are taking steps to preserve and restore the maze on the 

common. 

OXFORDSHIRE.SWERFORD.AS a result of representations made 

to the Rector by the Oxford Architectural and Historical Society, 

an earthwork of the mount-and-bailey type to the north of the church, 

part of which it was proposed to use for an extension of the cemetery, 
has been left uninterfered with. 

SOMERSET.—Stokeleigh Camp, near Bristol, the preservation of 

which was mentioned in the last Report, has been presented by its 
purchaser, Mr. George Wills, to the National Trust. 

DESTRUCTION. 

CAMBRIDGESHIRE.—The Cambridge Antiquarian Society, reports 

slight encroachments (which have been stopped) on the Devil's Dyke 
at Swaffham Prior. 

CARNARVONSHIRE.—PENMAENMAWR.—Prior to the destruction of 

this ancient fortress, which, as reported last year, will take place 

through quarrying operations under a lease from the Crown, a survey is 

being made by the Cambrian Archaeological Association. 

HAMPSHIRE.—ALDERSHOT.----Dr. J. P. Williams-Freeman reports 

that one of the banks of the earthwork known as Bat's Hogsty has 

quite recently been considerably dug away. This is on War Depart-

ment property, and Dr. Williams-Freeman at once called attention to 

the damage. It is understood that this will be restored, and that steps 

will be taken to prevent further destruction. 

SOMERSET.—Mr. C. H. Bothamley reports that Worlebury Camp 

has been damaged by the moving and rolling down of stones by boys 

playing in the camp and adjoining woods. The Axbridge District 

Branch of the Somersetshire Archaeological Society is endeavouring to 

prevent further mischief. 
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SURREY. —COU LSD ON.—A portion of the earthwork known as the 

New Ditch, on Riddlesdown, has recently been destroyed through the 

building of a house on the line of the work. 

SUSSEX.—BRIGHTON.—Mr. H. S Toms reports that levelling 

operations in connection with Brighton Race Course have revealed an 

inner enclosure within White Hawk Camp. The rampart of this work 

seems to have been levelled in ancient times and the ditch was, 

superficially, only slightly apparent. The western portion of this has 

now been obliterated by levelling, but the position has been recorded 

by survey and sections. Flint cores, flakes and scrapers were found 

on the surface during the the levelling operations, and fragments of 

bronze-age pottery and the bed-stone of a rude sandstone grain-rubber 

were found in the top mould of the filling of the ditch. 

BRIGHTON. —HOLLINGBURY CAMP.—Owing to the extension of 

the golf course, the tee and green within the camp, of which complaint 

has been made, will ultimately be removed. 

WILTSHIRE.—BINCKNOLL.—A quarry has recently been opened on 

the edge of the escarpment which has slightly cut into the ditch of the 

earthwork at Bignoll (Bincknoll). In company with Miss Story 

Maskelyne the Rev. E. H. Goddard, as Secretary of the Wiltshire 

Archaeological Society, saw the tenant, and it is hoped that no 

further injury will take place, another quarry being opened fifty yards 

away. 

YORKSHIRE.—SCARBOROUGH.—A tumulus in the grounds of Scar-

borough College, one of three marked in the O.S., is being removed in 

the extension of the cricket ground. The Yorkshire Archaeological 

Society reports that this is unavoidable and that notes are 

being made. 

EXPLORATION. 

BEDFORDSHIRE.—HOCKLIFFE.—A section across the highest part of 

the mound has been made under the direction of Mr. James Berry, 

and various objects were found, including an iron arrow-head and 

mediaeval tiles. 

A2 
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BUCKINGHAMSHIRE._TATTENHOE_Mr . James Berry and Mr. W. 

Bradbrook excavated the mound known as Windmill Hill in May, 1910, 

with results that point to its mediaeval origin. 

CAIBRIDGESHIRE__BOWEN —Three round tumuli were excavated 

hee by the Cambridge Antiquarian Society in August, '9°h and 

proved to be of Roman date. One was double: a small circular Roman 

tumulus surmounted by another Roman one. 

CARMARTHENSHIRE._FUrther examination of a tumulus on Cadno 

Mountain and of other tumuli and cairns in the parish of Pendine are 
reported by the Carmarthenshire Antiquarian Society. 

CUMBERLAND.— Mr. W. G. Collingwood, F.S.A., has made a further 

exploration of Banniside Circle, Coniston: a bronze-age tumulus and 

large ring-mound. 

DORSET.—DORCHESTER. —The second period of excavations at 

Maumbury Rings (the Roman Amphitheatre) took place in September, 

1909, under the direction of Mr. H. St. George Gray. The western 

half of the northern entrance-way was uncovered and showed the same 

structural details as on the eastern side, but in better preservation. A 

large cutting was made at the S.S.W. end of the amphitheatre, where 

the original structure has been modified, probably at the time of the 

Civil War. 

DURHAM.—HAMSTERLEY.—Mr. E. Wooler reports that the camp 

known as The Castles has been excavated, and a guard-chamber 

discovered in the thickness of the walls. The defences of the camp 

consisted of a dry stone wall, the angles of which have been cleared. 

GLAMORGAN.—Excavation of the annexe of the Roman fort at 

Gellygaer was begun last year, and is about to be continued. So far, 

the work has been largely confined to the military baths. 

MERIONETHS HIRE. --ABERDOVEY.—COI. 0. E. Ruck reports the 

excavation of a cist at Bryn Dinas, Happy Valley, Aberdovey. 

MONTGOMERYSHIR E.—CAERSWS. —The Liverpool Committee for 

Research in Wales is continuing its excavations at this Roman fort. 
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SOMERSET.—LANsDowN.—Further explorations of barrows on 

Lansdown took place in July and September, 19c9, under the direction 

of the Rev. H. H. Winwood and Mr. Thos. S. Bush. 

  PONTER'S BALL, NEAR GLASTONBURY.—Mr. A. Bulleid, 

F.S.A., made two large cuttings through the valium and ditch of this 

earthwork in July, 1909. Bronze age and Late Celtic shards of pottery 

were found. No report has yet been published. 

SuFFoLK.—BUTLEY.—Excavations took place in April, 1910, under 

the direction of Mr. H. St. George Gray, of a roughly semi-circular 

earthwork at Staverton Park. The full results have not yet been 

published, but a brief account of the work is given in "The Times" of 

April 5th, 1910. 

SUSSEX. — BELI'ouT.---The remains of two interesting valley 

enclosures within the area of this camp were investigated in 

August, 1909, by the Brighton and Hove Archaeological Club, 

under the direction of Mr. H. S. Torus, and proved to be of the 

Bronze Age. 

  Excavations have taken place during the past year at 

Chanctonbury Ring, disclosing Roman foundations within the area of 

the camp. 

WILTSHIRE.—OLD SARuII.—Excavations were begun by the Society 

of Antiquaries in the autumn of 1909, and have so far been confined to 

the Castle. 

  CASTERLEY CAMP.—Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Cunnington made 

some preliminary excavations at this camp (on Salisbury Plain) in 

September, I9o9. Their investigations were directed chiefly to 

ascertaining which of the entrances were original, and resulted in the 

tracing of a hollow-way, which enters the camp through one of these 

entrances. 

  BISHOP'S CANNINGS.—Mr. and Mrs. Cunnington have also 

excavated a rectangular valley entrenchment near Shepherd's Shore and 

proved its mediæval origin. 
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WILTSHIRE.— AVEBURY._NO work has taken place on this site during 

the last twelve months, but the excavations of the British Association 

will be resumed next spring. 

YORKSHIRE.—ELSLACK.----The excavations at the Roman camp at 

Elsiack have been completed and a full report will appear in the 

Yorkshire Archaeological Journal. 

  The Committee hears with much interest that excavations 

are to be resumed at Castleshaw. 
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1909." (Proceedings of the Bath and District 

Branch of the Somersetshire Archaeological Society, 

1909.) 

Chater (A. G.).—" Earthworks of the Hill-spur Type." (Journal 
of Brit. Archæol. Assoc., N.S., Vol. XV.) 

Collingwood (W. G.).— " Report on the Explorations of a 

Circle on Banniside Moor, Coniston." (Trans. 

Cumberland and %Vestmorland A. and A. Soc., N.S., 

Vol. X.) 

  "Aldingharn Mote." (The Antiquary, Vol. XLV.) 
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Collins (W. G.) and Cantrill (T. C.).—" Solisbury Hill Camp, 

near Bath." (The Antiquary, Vol. XLV.) 

Colman (F. S.).—"The History of the Parish of Barwick-in-

Elmet." Contains an account, with plans and sections, of 

the earthworks at Barwick-in-Elmet. (Thoresby Soc., 

Vol. XVII.) 

Corbett (J. S.).—" Caerphilly Castle." (Trans. Bristol and 

Glos. Archæol. Soc., Vol. XXXI., Part II.) 

Cunnington (Mrs. M. E.).—"The Discovery of a Chamber 

in the Long Barrow at Lanhill, near Chippenham." 

(Wilts Archæoi. Mag., Vol. XXXVI.) 

"Notes on Barrows on King's Play Down, Heddington." 

(Wilts Archæol. Mag., Vol. XXXVI.) 

"A Mediæval Earthwork in Wiltshire." (Below the 

Wansdyke, near Shepherd's Shore, Bishop's Cannings.) 

(Man, 1910, 3.) 

Curie (J.).—Excavations of the Roman Military Station at 

Newstead, near Melrose. 

Evans (D. Cledlyn).—" Cam Goch Camp" (with plans, etc.). 

(Trans. Carmarthenshire Ant. Soc., Vol. V.) 

Evans (G. Eyre).—" Cam Goch.' (Trans. Carmarthen shire 

Ant. Soc., Vol. V.) 

Gardner (Willoughby).—" The Ancient Hill Fortress on Pen-y-

Corddyn, near Abergele." (Archæological Carribrensis, 
Jan., 1910.) 

Gray (H. St. George).—Second Interim Report of the Excava-

tions at Maumbury Rings, Dorchester, 1909. (Proc. 

Dorset Field Club, Vol. XXX. Also issued separately.) 
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Gray (HI. St. George).—" Excavations at the 'Amphitheatre,' 

Charterhouse-on-Mendip, 1909." (Proc. Som. Archæol. 

and N. H. Soc., Vol. LV.) 

King (FL) and Polkinghorne (B. C.).—" Excavation of 

a Barrow on Chapel Carn Brea, Cornwall." (Man, 

1909, 87.) 

Liverpool Committee for Excavation and Research in 

Wales and the Marches. First Annual Report, 1908. 

(University Press, Liverpool, 1909.) 

Major (A. F.) and Chater (A. G.).—" Excavations at Downend, 

near Bridgwater, 1908." (Proc. Somerset Archæol. 

and N. H. Soc., Vol. LV.) 

Mortimer (J. R.).—_" Opening of a Barrow near Borrow 

Nook." (Yorks Archæol. Journ., Vol. XX.) 

Old Sarum, The Excavation of the Site of. (Wilts. Archæol. 

Mag., Vol. XXXVI.) 

Peers (C. R.).—" On the Excavation of the site of Basing 

House, Hampshire." (Archæologia, Vol. LXI, Part II.) 

Royal Archæological Institute, Report of Annual Meeting. 

(Contains references, with plan, to earthworks near 

Somerton Castle, and near Basingthorpe, Lincs.) 

(Archæological Journ., Vol. LXVI.) 

Tierney (H. C.).--" Cwm-Rheidol, Mysteries of the Carmarthen-

shire Hill Tops." (Trans. Carmarthenshire Ant. Soc., 

Vol. V.) 

Toms (H. S.).—" Ancient Cultivations near Hollingbury Camp." 

(Brighton Herald, April 9, 1910.) 

Villy (F.).—" An Exploration of Mounds near Cull ingworth." 

(Bradford Scientific Journal, No. 19.) 
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Westropp (T. J.).-" Promontory Forts and Allied Structures in 
Northern County Kerry." (Proc. Royal Soc. Ant. 

Ireland, Vol. XL. Part I.) 

"A Study of the Fort of Dun Aengusa in Inishmore, 

Aran Isles, Galway Bay: its Plan, Growth and Records." 

(Proc. Royal Irish Academy, Vol. XXVIII, Section C, 

No. i.) 

As stated in the foregoing Report, the Committee's new Scheme of 

Classification (a -pp. pamphlet, fully illustrated with plans and sections 

and containing the Committee's recommendations for the scheduling of 

earthworks) is now almost ready. Societies which did not subscribe in 

advance may obtain copies of the Scheme in quantities of fifty and 

upwards on application to the Secretary, who will furnish particulars of 

the price. The Scheme will be ready for distribution in October, and it 

is hoped that early application may be made, as only a limited number 

is being printed. 

A. G. CRATER, 

Lion. Secretary to the Committee, 

41, PORCHESTER SQUARE, LONDON, W. 
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CLASSIFICATION. 

The classification of defensive works recommended by the Committee 
now stands as follows :-

A. Fortresses partly inaccessible by reason of precipices, 

cliffs, or water, defended in part only by artificial works. 

B. Fortresses on hill-tops with artificial defences, following the 

natural line of the hill. 

Or, though usually on high ground, less dependent on 
natural slopes for protection. 

c. Rectangular or other enclosures of simple plan (including 

forts and towns of the Romano-British period). 

D. Forts consisting only of a mount with encircling moat or 

fosse. 

E. Fortified mounts, wholly or partly artificial, with remains 

of an attached court or bailey, or showing two or more 

such courts. 

F. Homestead moats, consisting of simple or compound 

enclosures formed into artificial islands by water moats. 

G. Enclosures, mostly rectangular, partaking of the farm 

of F, but protected by stronger defensive works, ram-

parted and fossed, and in some instances provided with 

outworks. 

H. Ancient village sites protected by walls, ramparts or losses. 

x. Defensive or other works which fall under none of the 

above headings. 
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ON THE ROMAN SITE AT KIRK SINK, 

GARGRAVE, NEAR SKIPTON; 

TOGETHER WITH SOME REMARKS ON THE 

ROMAN RELICS FROM THE CAVES 

OF CRAVEN. 

BY 

FRANCIS VILLY, B.A., M.D. 

FTER the initiation of the digging at Elsiack in 1908, 
1 turned to the roads connected with the fort. 
The evidence in my possession being incomplete, I 

do not propose at present to do more than state that I 
found reason to suspect the road running north-west from 
Ilkley via the Street, near Addingham, to have been pro-
longed through Skipton more or less parallel to its 
original direction oil leaving Ilkley. This would bring it 
somewhere in the neighbourhood of Gai'grave, where a 
paved road has been found between Kirk Sink and the 
right bank of the river, pointing north-west. In addition, 
there are signs (very possibly misleading) of another 
coming towards the same locality from westward, for the 
Skipton-Clitheroe road west of Gledstoiie (4 miles off) is a 
nearly straight boundary for 1.- miles, as well as having no 
less than five "street" names along that part of its course. 
Hare Gate Lane, a curious grass-grown track averaging 
some 30 yards in width, with perhaps slight signs of a 
ridge here and there, seems to prolong the line eastward 
from Gledstone ; but I can find no sign bet\ee11 its ter-
mination and Kirk Sink. Nor can I produce it westward 
with any confidence, though possibly the "Long Cause-
way" leading to Westby Hall may give a clue. Now a 

* These are all close together and may indicate a Roman road nearly at right 
angles to the line mentioned here. 

Y 
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road is not a necessary accompaniment of a villa or small 
domestic settlement, and it therefore became important to 
consider the meaning of the site near Gargrave, which, 
first noticed by Rauthmell (Antiquitates Brernetonacenses, 
p. 16) has since Whitaker's time (History of Whalley, p. 
409, 1st ed. and History of Craven, p. 229, 3rd ed.) been 
regarded as that of a villa. Unfortunately it is now 
impossible to identify the exact position of the buildings 
and pavements mentioned by these authors. 

All this became the more interesting when an inspec-
tion of the ground revealed signs of a fosse, roughly 
rectangular in form, and in some places with an internal 
bank which might well represent a rampart. Moreover 
the generally received opinion that villas did not exist in 
the heart of the hills of the North of England except in 
connection with fortifications, as well as the fact that 
Elsiack fort (2 1 miles away) was not only necessary in 
early times but had to be rebuilt and enlarged, made 
one dubious as to what Kirk Sink really represents. I 
therefore in December, 1910, carried out some preliminary 
work directed particularly towards proving or disproving 
the thilitary nature of the remains there. The results 
are of distinct interest, but, unfortunately, indefinite in 
some ways; for, though it is quite clear that the final 
stage of the building or series of buildings was residential, 
much more thorough excavation would be necessary in 

order to pronounce a decisive opinion as to the original 
intention of the works, and even then it might be diffi-
cult. The arguments on the point will be developed 
below. 
The general position is anomalous, and it is by no 

means easy to see why it should ever have been selected 
for any purpose. Situated 350 feet above sea-level on 
the fiats not much higher than the river Aire, it must have 
been unpleasantly damp in those days ; for even now, as 
I am informed, water occasionally stands not far off, and 
within about 200 yards are the marks of several old 
water channels, and in that region there must have been 
a veritable swamp not long since. It is not as if there 
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ON THE ROMAN SITE AT KIRK SINK. 355 

were no eligible residential sites close by ; and these, 
though raised well above the reach of any possible flood, 
remain well sheltered. Yet it must be admitted that 
Gargrave is probably the centre of the richest agricultural 
district in Craven. Again, from the tactical point of 
view it is weak, for the ground begins to rise close out-
side the southern fosse ; and though this rise is at first 
so gentle as not to constitute a serious menace, yet Kelber 
(one of the rounded hillocks so common hereabouts) quite 
overlooks the trenches at a distance of 300-400 yards 
from the superior elevation of 100 feet or more. The 
beginning of this rise is fairly accurately marked by the 
present wall shown in the accompanying plan (Fig. 1) as 
forming the south-western boundary of the field. This 
plan moreover shows that the outline of the fosse itself 
(E. F. G. H.) is of unusual form in several ways. The size 
(approximately 1.1 acres) is neither one thing nor the 
other: it belongs neither to the smallest size of fort (--
acres) nor to the next larger (3-5 acres) ; and the 
corners, though rounded, have not the usual sweep, their 
radius being only about 10 feet. The throwing inward 
of the south-western corner I take as evidence of a wish 
to avoid rising ground. Again it is somewhat unusually 
elongated, especially for a small fortification : at the same 
time the earthworks at Castlestead, Cullingworth (Yorks. 
Notes and Queries, Nov., 1907) and Greweithorpe 
(Alicroft, Ea)-thwork of Enqiand, p. 307) both presumed 
to be more or less temporary Roman camps, bear a dis-
tinct resemblance to this entrenchment in size and pro-
portions, as do the supposedly more important works at 
Adel and Minskip; whilst the Derbyshire Brough, a 
walled fort partly excavated, covers a little over two acres 
and is somewhat broader in proportion to its length. There 
is also a series of supplementary fosses (A. B. C. Ð. and G.I.) 
which, however, I am inclined to think of as additions to 
the original design. A iìumber of superficial irregularities, 
unmarked oiì the plan, lie outside the outermost fosse to 
the east : these seem to be related to the whole and may 
represent either buildings or small agricultural enclosures 

y  
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----more probably the latter. No attempt has been made 
to explore them. There is, so far as I see, no strong 
reason except their curious form for supposing any of 
these trenches to be other than Roman in origin. Under 
any interpretation the only points which can be brought 
against the Roman origin of fosse E. F. G. H. are (a) the 
presence of a drain in one section, and (b) the finding 
of twigs in an unusually good state of preservation 
at the bottom near F. - Even if these do not date from 
Roman times their evidence is not conclusive of a later 
date for the fosse itself; for this may well have remained 
open to almost its original depth when the land first 
came under cultivation, perhaps 200-300 years ago, and 
any part of the intervening period might be that of their 
present allocation. I have seen no evidence of occupation 
in prehistoric or mediaeval times—in fact the local 
"moated grange" can be confidently identified some 800 
yards away near the village church—and though there 
are abundant signs of the fields hereabouts having been 
re-cast, yet the trenches of which I speak seem to bear 
no relation to the old boundaries, but to form a fairly 
consistent whole and also to be related to the Roman 
buildings. Several "cultivation-terraces" overlook the 
south-western corner. 
To turn to the results of digging, this has been directed 

mainly to the area E. F. G. n. as apparently forming the 
nucleus of the whole, and no attempt has been made to 
trace out the buildings more than was necessary in order 
to determine their military or other nature. The fosse, 
as already noticed, seems to have been designed as a 
rectangular parallelogram about 110 X 70 yards intem-
nally, the south-western corner being retracted in order 
to keep on the level. Whether the purpose of this fosse 
was originally defensive or for drainage cannot be deter-
mined by this consideration, although it perhaps slightly 
favours the former hypothesis. The south-eastern corner 
is obliterated by farm buildings. The fosse has been cut 
at five places :—both western and northern sides near 
corner F ; the southern side near corner E and also within 
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a few yards of the farm ;* and the eastern fosse near 
corner G. At the three former points it had a uniform 
V section, nine feet across at the upper level of the sub-
soil and four feet deep from the same level. Allowing 
for the surface soil it must originally have been about 
one foot deeper than this and also about one foot wider 
• at the mouth. It was dug through about three feet of 
clay resting on a bed of gravel. The eastern fosse is both 
wider and deeper, i.e., 13 feet across at the subsoil level 
and at least 51 feet deep from the same datum. The full 
depth cannot be accurately given, for there is at the 
bottom a stone drain with built-up sides, gravel bottom 
and flag covers. This still carries a stream of water to-
wards the south, and it is overlaid by a layer upwards of 
three feet in thickness consisting of silting, charcoal and 
ashes (mixed with various other debris) which from its 
even surface gives the appearance of never having been 
disturbed since its first deposition. It is a delicate 
problem to decide whether the drain is Roman or later. 
I am inclined to the former supposition, and what seems 
perhaps to be the most probable explanation of its pre-
sence will be given below. Meanwhile three points may 
be noted :—(1) I have ascertained that there is no second 
fosse close without this one, at least on the northern 
side; (2) the line of fosse indicated on the Ordnance 
Survey maps differing from mine near the south-eastern 
corner is merely the result of an old field boundary carry-
ilig a superficial stone drain ; and (3) there are no clear 
signs of entrances. This fosse is least evident at about 
the centre of the eastern side (and the outer double fosse 
A. B. C. D. is also interrupted opposite to this point). Here 
I cut in, though not to the bottom yet sufficiently deep 
to show that any causeway left uncut here must have 
been quite low ; moreover this part must have been 
opened out at one time or another for the drain to pass. 

The external evidences of a rampart are plainest round 
about the north-eastern corner. A cut through the 

It was not cleaned out to the bottom here. 
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northern side near F. gives no definite evidence of such a 
structure ever having existed. One cut on the northern 
side and two on the eastern side near G, as well as other 
trenches in the same vicinity, prove the bank to consist 
of walls standing back a little over 20 feet from the fosse 
(to these I shall revert), scattered building materials, 
mixed clay and gravel (apparently derived from the fosse) 
and ashes. The last are mixed with the upcast from the 
fosse, indiscriminately in part and also interleaved with 
it in at least one fairly definite layer nearly on the sur-
face of the subsoil. In places the clay and gravel have 
apparently been baked by superficial fires, for they are in 
brown concrete-like masses. The whole is piled against 
the outside of the walls at K, the great bulk of tile frag-
ments (which are numerous hereabouts) being above it. 
The walls, therefore, if not in actual use when the bank 
was made must have been erect and exposed. The ex-
planation of all these appearances is fairly clear. After 
the site had been occupied (producing the lowest layer of 
ashes) the fosse hereabouts was widened and deepened, 
and probably the drain was inserted, the upeast being 
thrown along the inner side of the fosse. Very possibly 
it was found necessary to deepen the fosse here in order 
to give a good fall for water, which might well be liable 
to accumulate owing to choking of its course by ashes. 
Parenthetically it may be stated here that the abundant 
traces of burning have not been found within any build-
ing : they are therefore, so far as present results go, not 
evidence of destruction of the place by fire. 

Thus there is no good evidence that an earthern 
rampart ever existed. If such was originally erected 
and then levelled out it was not put into the fosse 
for (except in the last section described) the filling 
consists chiefly of odds and ends of stone probably 
derived from the buildings as these were destroyed. 
And if there is now no earthern rampart, the stone-
work (K), forming at any rate the last stage of the 
buildings, was not that of a rampart wall; for, though 
terribly decayed, the corner is certainly square, and two 
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parallel walls are attached to the eastern face and run 
towards the fosse for at least ten feet (they were not 
fully exposed) in a way which renders it certain that they 
cannot have existed along with a rampart of any sort. 
They consist of smallish stones roughly dressed and set 
in courses with pink mortar, and are one foot three inches 
apart internally and two feet six inches high, the inter-
veiling space being half full of ashes. This somewhat 
suggests a hypocaust flue, but the stones are not burnt 
or soot marked ; nor is the structure consistent with its 
being a drain. Whatever its original purpose may have 
been, apparently it was altered, for the western end of the 
passage is blocked by the main wall (into which it is not 
bonded) giving evidence of •at least one reconstruction 
having taken plac€. The floor (if such it may be called) 
is of large rough stones not arranged regularly and per-
haps giving the impression of being the debris of a previous 
structure. Perhaps also the difference of building in the 
two limbs of the main wall may give similar evidence; 
for the northern limb is of large boulders not marked by 
tools and set in but little mortar, whilst the eastern wall 
has an outer face of good dressed stones (one had a face 
of 12 x 5 inches), an internal core consisting chiefly of 
mortar and a rougher internal face. The thickness of 
this wall was four feet six inches ; that of the northern 
limb was not taken. Judging from surface markings and 
from the absence of stonework from a trench not far off 
to the south, these walls indicate a building somewhat in 
the form of the dotted line continuing them on the plan. 
Possibly it was connected along the northern fosse with 
another lying westward which was partly exposed at L.N. 
It is fairly clear from these particulars that, whatever the 
original meaning of the fosse, in its later stages it was 
more a drain than anything else, and that so far as pre-
sent results go there is no good evidence that a rampart 
either of earth or of stone ever existed. 

Other buildings have been within this fosse, but these 
also do not conform to the type found in forts. At L. M. 
a length of upwards of 30 feet of concrete two feet thick 
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was exposed resting on the subsoil. Though much broken 
up in parts, it was, 1 think, continuous, and formed the 
floor of a passage or of a large room. At one place an 
even pink surface seemed to he the original finish. Pro-
bably the area outlined by dots indicates the general 
shape of this structure, though, as already hinted, it may 
possibly have been continued to join the walls at K. 

Roofing tiles were abundant hereabouts, and pieces of 
wall-plaster with a pinkish paint still adhering were 
found near by. No walls were unearthed. 

Several other parts were opened up within fosse E.F.G. If. 
(e.g., trench L.M. was prolonged eastward for 41 feet) 
without finding any trace of structure or evidence of 
buildings ever having stood except in the parts indicated. 
Although we know from Whitaker that some part of the 
site hs been systematically quarried and though any 
walls may have been quite erased, yet I think no other 
houses have existed ; for otherwise tiles, so frequent near 
the proved buildings, would have been more in evidence, 
and some trace of an occupation layer would have been 
found. Thus though buildings have been erected within 
the fosse bearing a definite relation thereto, they do not 
seem to have by any means covered the enclosed area, 
and this is probably an argument in favour of the pre-
existence of the fosse. And in this connection it must be 
noted that almost certainly there were buildings without 
this fosse near i ; for a slight ridge there trenched across 
in search of a road showed a distinct black layer charged 
with charcoal and containing pieces both of roof-tiles and 
of flue-tiles : and the tenant informs me that he has 
several times dug hereabouts and has always found many 
tiles as well as a cobble paving. There is indeed what 
seems to be a cobble road 13 feet wide in the ridge just 
mentioned, but it is placed upon the Roman materials 
and probably represents a comparatively recent farm road 

perhaps continuous with that marked on the north of 
the plan, though the uninterrupted lines of old field 
fences seem to contradict such a connection. Indeed I 
would not be surprised if further work reveals quite a 

I 

I 
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number of buildings scattered about, and the place gives 
the impression of having been a cluster of moderately 
large residences, some within and some without fosse 
E.F,G.H. (and possibly even without fosse A.BC.D.) rather 
than one formal and imposing villa. 
The very curious double outer fosse A. B. C. D. remains 

to he described. It is quite unlike any other entrench-
ment, whether ancient or modern, within my experience, 
and will be seen to form a parallelogram with square 
corners, generally symmetrical with regard to the inner 
fosse, and interrupted towards the south-west (where it 

encounters rising ground) as well as at N, which may 
mark an entrance. Each fosse averages about 8 feet 
wide and 1-1 deep, and there is no very clear sign to show 
where the upcast was deposited—perhaps that of the 
outer fosse along its outer border. The inner fosse and 
half the intervening platform were trenched on the 
northern side This latter shows no signs of structure 
and is probably simply untouched soil, and the former 
has never been more than about one foot deeper than at 
present. I think it clear that this was dug for drainage, 
and it would serve such a purpose admirably ; for the 
outer trench would prevent invasion by water from the 
adjacent flats, whilst the inner one, especially by means 
of the connection C. i. (unexplored) with the drain and 
eastern inner fosse G. H. would help to clear the contained 
area. There are faint signs of another trench correspond-
ing with G. ii. at the corner F. also. 

FINDs. —These have been singularly infrequent, and, 
unless much is stored away in pits, this seems to hint at 
but a short occupation. They have been deposited in the 
Keighley Museum. 

Nothing metallic has turned up except a few iron nails. 
Roofing tiles have been noted. They are of the usual 

Roman type. I hear that a stamped one has been seen in 
the past, but it is not now in evidence. Flue-tiles have 
been found near K. and J. Other pieces may indicate the 
small squares used for pillars in hypocausts and the heavy 
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covering tiles for such structures. All are much broken. 
A few small cubes may have been tesseræ. 
Wall plaster has been noticed already. 
Only ten pieces of pottery have been found. 
Mr. F. G. Simpson, from his experience of datable 

layers on the Northumberland wall, tells me that part of 
a mortarium is of the variety with a rim of' "  hammer-
head" section and is not earlier than 250 A.D. It is of 
cream paste with black triturating particles. A similar 
date can be given to a piece of coarse "vesiculated" 
ware,* whilst a black fragment is perhaps somewhat 
earlier and belongs to a type mostly replaced by the last 
mentioned variety during the last quarter of the third cen-
tury. Both of these are rims of the "rolled-over" form. 
With one exception the rest are of the usual coarse wares 
and merit no description. That exception (see Fig. 2) is 
from a "Sainiaii" bowl (shape 37) concerning which Pro-
fessor Bosanquet kindly reports : - "I have not been able 
to identify the stag with certainty. It looks rather like 
Déchelette 883, a type used in the potteries of Lezoux 
in the middle and second half of the second century. The 
design is probably a hunting scene in which a number of 
animals and hounds (note the fragment of a hound below) 
were crowded together without any subdivision of the 
field. I am not certain that the piece was made at 
Lezoux. It is gradually becoming clear that there were 
more potteries in North-eastern Gaul and Germany than 
Dchelette and other recent writers realised. In any 
case it is of the period which I have indicated." 
The stones used ill building were sometimes rough 

boulders, which might have come from the immediate 
locality perhaps, but more generally they were quarried. 
All were from the grits and were probably brought from 
Flasby Fell across the Aire, for the local rock is lime-
stone. Certain pieces of red sandstone occur, and 
Whitaker states that the walls he saw were of that 

* i.e., that variety containing many small cavities. See also Mr. May's report 
on the Elslack Fort, Joìrnal qf the Yorkshire Archaeological Society, 1911, p. 161, 
Fig. 14. 
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material. Tradition has it that a house in the village 
built of this stone was erected from materials obtained 
here. If this is correct it apparently came originally from 
the northern end of Flasby Fell, whence alone, as I am 
informed, it can he obtained conveniently. Such pieces 
as I have seen may he simply broken lip erratics. 
A short length of a cylindrical column 24-25 inches 

in circumference was unearthed. 
In places the mortar is quite pink, in others almost 

white. 
A distinct deposit of coal was found in one trench 

under conditions which make it certain that it was placed 
where found in Roman times. A little to the eastward 
of Bariioldswick (i e., about seven miles away) an ancient 
road called "Coal Pit Lane" seems to preserve the 
memory of mines. This was probably the nearest source 
as well as being the most convenient ; for the road from 
Ribchester to Elslack traverses the vicinity, as well as the 
other one mentioned as possibly coming westward to-
wards Gargrave. 
1 have not been able to identify the species of several 

twigs (p. 356) and fragments of animals' bones. 
CONCLUSTON.—The interest of the site lies in its being, 

so far as I can gather, the most northern residential one 
right in the heart of the hills and not in the immediate 
vicinity of a fort,* in the presence of the fosses and in 
the date towards which the pottery seems to point. 
Possibly the meaning of the fosses may be partly ex-
plained, for I think it clear that A. B. C. Ð. and G. I. are o 
be referred to the need for drainage, The difficulty 
arises in connection with fosse E. F. G. H. Was it also a 
drain pure and simple, or was it originally designed for 
defensive purposes? And in the latter case does it date 
from before the buildings or after them? A defensive 
earthwork put up in later days would surely present 
more signs of a rampart, for the land has not been 
ploughed deeply or continuously, and I think w may 
dismiss the idea. 

* I have not seen the Middleham site, but understand it to be associated with 
an earthwork. 
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At the same time, though somewhat small, it is a 
typical Roman military fosse ; and its very depth is an 
argument against the drain theory, for it is not only Un-
necessary (in a fairly wet December water only rose about 
two inches in the cleared sections—it is the surface of the 
land that needs draining) but would even impede the 
flow of water to the oniy slightly more 1rw1y placed river. 
Various other pros and cons have been mentioned and 
need not he recapitulated. I do not profess to decide the 
question ; but it seems just possible that it belonged pre 
viously to a defensive earthwork of unusual form, the 
rampart being removed when the buildings were erected, 
the fosse, however, being retained as a drain. Whether 
this were so or not, we have a case which may possibly 
be somewhat analogous at Castle Dykes, near Ripon, 
where domestic buildings are placed within an entrenched 
area. In both cases the prospect of a possible attack 
may have had something to do with the matter--indeed, 
we know that Castle Dykes was attacked and destroyed.* 
The unusual stoutness of the walls may bear a similar 
meaning. 

If the indications given by the pottery are not mis-
leading it seems possible that the Elsiack site combined 
with this one may throw some light on the history of the 
district. More data are necessary to conclude the matter 
at all satisfactorily; but it may be as well to point out 
very guardedly what those already obtained seem to 
hint at. 
At Elsiack we have a first century earthwork, subse-

quently (the exact date is not determinable) enlarged 
and walled. I Ilkley was rebuilt, as we know from a re-
corded inscription, by Virius Lupus, Proprætor under 
Severus (A.Ð. 193-21fl, and it seems not unreasonable 
to guess that the Elsiack rebuilding was necessary at 
about the same time4 Be this as it may, the peculiar 
want of finish (absence of corner towers, slight traces of 

* Lukis, Ardæoloqical Journal, (Royal Arch. Just) xxxii, 1875. 
f May, Loc. cit., >. 144. 
Or perhaps somewhat earlier, for the bulk of the pottery dates from before 

150 A.D. (see May, Loc. Cit., particularly p. 144). 
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internal buildings and of signs of occupation in general) 
seems to show that the need was transitory and not re-
current. Can a period of quiet have succeeded, so pro-
found that some citizen had confidence enough to venture 
the building and inhabiting of Kirk Sink According 
to the pottery this took place probably during the end 
of the second or beginning of the third century, and it is 
perhaps significant that the series of coins from the caves 
seems to diminish from not long after.* The three trains 
of evidence possibly go to show a more thorough settle-
merit of the district at about this date than ever before 
but we want much more, especially as to the caves. 

Finally, I must thank the owner (Sir Matthew Wilson, 
Bart.) and tenant (Mr. Howard) for allowing the work 
to be done ; as well as the several friends who have 
kindly given assistance in various ways. 

APPENDED NOTE ON THE ROMAN RELICS 

FROM THE CAVES OF CRAVEN. 

This note has been inserted partly with a view to 
calling attention to the question of how the Romano-
British relics came into the caves of Craven ; for the 
present writer feels that a full examination of these 
remains in the light of recent acquisitions of knowledge 
as to their dating is necessary. It seems to him likely 
that they represent a prolonged occupation beginning at 
soine indeterminable prehistoric time rather than a flight 
of refugees from Anglian or other invaders, and it will be 
realised that the point is of considerable interest as 
throwing light oil the condition of this part of Roman 
Britain. There seems no a priori reason for supposing all 
the natives of the hills to have been completely Roníanised, 
at any rate during the first two centuries of Roman rule 
for they did not necessarily come into close contact with 
the new civilization, there being but little domestic life 
within their country: and the almost purely military 
settlements on or near the sites of forts were scattered 

* See appended note below. 
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and can hardly have had much civilising influence. It 
should not be necessary to point out that small Roman 
finds need not betray a very close contact between their 
possessors and the Romans. They might be loot. 
Of course numerous pre-Roman relics have come from 

the caves, but here I propose to confine myself to the 
coins and pottery of the Roman period ; and the following 
notes are based partly on the excavators' reports and 
partly on the remains in the Giggleswick School Museum 
(Victoria Cave) and in that of the Leeds Literary and 
Philosophical Society (Dowkabottom). 

I. PorrERY.—Ornamented "Samian" ware is supposed to date before 
the year 200 A.D., yet the excavators speak of many such pieces. The 
only ones which I have seen are at Giggleswick. Fig. 3 shows a frieze 
in the style of double festoons containing birds, and is from a bowl of 
shape 37 with a curved side, which in the later part of the first century 
succeeded the angular form (shape 29). This decoration is represented 
on both of these two shapes*, but probably ceased fairly early in the 
second century. This particular specimen cannot be later than 150 A.D. 
and was probably made late in the first century. 

Perhaps Fig. 8 represents part of a lower frieze from the same bowl. 
The potter ADVOOTSUS, whose mark is on a piece of base, perhaps 

from a different vessel, practised during the second century (see Fig. 4). 
But later forms of pottery are also shown. There is a good deal of 

"vesiculated" ware (see p. 362) and a mortariurn of precisely the late 
sort found at Gargrave (a section of the rim is figured here, 5). 
I also record two rims probably dating from fairly early times. Both 

are of the usual coarse wares, Fig. 6 being grey and Fig. 7 black. 
Thus we have evidence that the Victoria Cave was inhabited from 

somewhere about 100 to 300 A.D. at least. 
11.—The coins tell a similar tale, but here we have a distinct diminu-

ation after the year 275. 
The list below is as accurate as I can make it; but the records perhaps 

overlap, so that it is probably not completely trustworthy. 
Nero, 54-68 A.D. Tetricus, 268-273 (7). 
Domitian, 81-96 (Kirkhead -in- Aurelianus, 270-275. 
Nerva, 96-98. Oartmel). Constantius, 292-306 
Trajan, 98-117 (4) (Victoria and Constantine, 306-337. 

Dowkabottom). Constans, 337-347. 
Antoninus Pius, 138-161 Maximus, 383-388. 

(Dowkahottom) Barbarous imitations of Tetricus, 

Gallienus, 260-268. (3). 
Claudius Gothicus, 268-270. Other small and indeterminate 
Victorin us, 265-267. coins (several). 

* See May, Yorks. Philosoph. Soc. Report, 1909 ; Roman pottery in York Museum, 
Plate I., Figs. 5, 6, 7, especially 5. 
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Where there are two emperors of the same name it is not always in-

dicated to which a given coin should be referred. 
The range for each cave seems to be 

Kirkhead—Domitian only. 
Dowkabottom Trajan to Tetricus, and perhaps both earlier and 

later. 
Victoria—Trajan to the end of the series. 

There is at least one early representative from each 
cave, a point much against their deposition having 
occurred very late : and the Trajaris at Giggleswick show 
but little sign of wear and probably had not circulated 
many years before being lost. The same can be 
said of the Antoninus Pius recorded from Dowka-
bottom. 

But see the original reports :—Denny, Trans. West 
Riding Geological and Polytechnic Society, 1859 ; Farrer, 
ibid, 1865 ; Poulton, ibid, 1882 ; Boyd Dawkins, Cave 
Hunting; Boyd Dawkins and Tiddemnaii, Reports of the 
British Association for the Advancement of Science, 18 7 0 
—187b ; Roach Smith, Goliectanea Antiqua, I, 5. (I 
have not been able to consult this last). 

The coins described by Speight (IVidc1erdale, p. 432) 
are to the point in several ways, though indirectly. They 
came from a cave at How Stean (where, I believe, no other 
evidence of occupation has been found) and appear to have 
been a hoard. However they prove conclusively that the 
caves were used at least occasionally in early Roman 
times, for the 35 legible ones out of 39 were in good con-
dition and dated from Nero to Hadrian (54— 138 A.D.) 
being mostly of Trajan and Hadrian. They must have 
been placed in the cave before 150 A.D. ; and incidentally 
they afford evidence as to the period of circulation of 
Roman coins and probably give a fair representation of 
the limits to be expected among a hoard formed shortly 
before its deposition (i.e., of the variety of coins in circu-
lation at any one point of time). Note how very different 
they are in range from the series found in the caves. 
And this would lead us to suspect that the ' barbarous 
imitations of '1etricus " were produced during or soon 
after that tyrant's reign. 
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But occupation of caves during Roman times seems to 
have been comparatively common. Pretty clearly this 
was the case near Leyburn also (Speight, Romantic 
Richmondshire, p. 363): and see an article by Mr. Storrs 
Fox in the Journal of the Derbyshire Archœological and 
Natural History Society for 1911. 
When the use of the caves absolutely ceased cannot be 

determined. Speight records that coins of Edward I. 
have come from them (Craven and N. W. f&jhlands of 
Yorkshire, p. 254). 

AN OLD BRADFORD PLAN. 

(A CORRECTION.) 

On the 3rd November, 1883, the late Mr. S. 0. Bailey read before 
the Society a paper entitled The Plans of Bradford, and in alluding to 
a plan in Mr. Claridge's History of the Bradford Grammar School, spoke 
of it as the oldest existing plan of Bradford, and evidently regarded it 
as being both authentic and original. 

The plan, which is described as "Bradford in the time of Charles I," 
was, however, purely conjectural, and was drawn by Mr. Claridge's very 
own hand; and as he compiled it from various local historic records, it 
cannot be regarded as other than an interesting and ingenious produc-
tion. - 

On noticing the error into which Mr. Bailey had fallen, Mr. Claridge 
soon after inserted a correction in the Grammar School Magazine, The 
b'radfordian (July 14th, 1884), but as that admirable periodical had 
only a. limited circulation, and Mr Bailey's paper was afterwards in-
serted in the Bradford Antiquary (Part VIII, New Series), I have 
thought it desirable that the correction should appear in the columns of 
this journal, although it may seem somewhat late in the day. 

W. S. 



THE EARLY HISTORY 

OF THE 

BAPTIST CHURCH AT SHIPLEY. 

BY 

JOHN CLAPHAM. 

tHE modern Baptist movement may be said to have 
begun about 1608 when the first Baptist Church 
was formed in London. Not long after some 

centres were formed in Yorkshire, and among the earliest 
in this locality was that at Rawdon. Though the precise 
date when the church at Rawdon was founded is uncer-
tain, yet there is every reason to believe, that it was in 
existence prior to the commencement of the 18th century, 
inasmuch as the first pastor, Mr. Mitchell, died there in 
1706 The Lancashire and Yorkshire Association of the 
Baptist churches held their annual meetings at Rawdon 
in the spring of 1725, and I have a copy of the circular 
letter issued from these meetings to the churches belong-
ing to the association, dated May 26th, 1725. The letter 
shows that at this period there must have been in exist-
ence a good meeting-house for the use of the delegates 
and visitors, and there must also have been a fairly 
numerous congregation, well able to house and entertain 
the many friends coming from a distance. The following 
quotation froni the annual letter of the Church at Rawdon 
to the Association meeting at Cloughfold, May 24th, 
1738, may he of interest :-

z 
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"We are much at peace among ourselves and are gotten in a 
great measure freed from some disturbances we have had from 
some pretenders to the ministry, whose endeavours were to 
disunite us and make breaches amongst us, but their own works 
have been so manifestly for self-interest and to serve for base 
ends, that they have been ashamed of them and are now quieted 
and are willing to sit down in their own shame and disgrace. 
And it is further well-known to this Association that considering 
we have four meeting-places to supply, we have had two stated 
pastors, which our circumstances in that respect required, but 
the one deceasing we have been forced to apply to our neigh-
bouring church at Barnoldswick for a supply every fortnight, 
which they have consented unto." 

It is also mentioned in this letter "that we entered into 
a church state now about 23 years ago," from which one 
gathers that Rawdon became a separate church in 1715. 
Three branches from Rawdon were established at Heaton, 
Gildersome and Hartwith, and in 17b2 the mother church 
was still fired with the missionary spirit. In 1750 Joseph 
Gaukrodger was baptised at Rawdon, and in about two 
years after his union with the church he became earnestly 
anxious for the good of souls and commenced the work of 
an evangelist. 
At this time Shipley was without any place of worship, 

being a little, out-of-the-way place, seldom heard of 
away from its own immediate locality. It may be 
described as consisting then of scattered cottages, many 
of them straw-thatched, a number of farm-houses, two 
halls and a manor house. It was to this place that 
Joseph Gaukrodger came and began to preach the gospel 
in an upper room in a cottage in the Halt in Windhill. 
Tradition states that the Halt or Hault derived its name 
from an alleged fact that hereabouts was the entrance to 
a subterranean passage which led to the priory at 
Esholt, and all .who were travelling thitherward would 
halt at this spot and proceed to their destination by the 
subway, hence it was called the CC Hault." It is said that 
Joseph Gaukrodger tramped over from Rawdon wearing 
a tall hat, clogs and wincey suit, but whatever may have 
been the nature of his apparel he must have been a man 
of strong personality and thoroughly in earnest in his 
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work, for we find that he gradually gathered together 
such a strong band of converts that a larger room was 
required for their meeting, and in the year 1758 it was 
resolved to form a church at Shipley. Land was pur-
chased, and a building erected which was called "Bethel," 
a name retained through all changes and enlargements to 
this date. At the formation of the church Mr. Gauk-
rodger was invited to become the first pastor ; to this he 
consented, and continued a successful ministry here until 
1767 when he accepted a call to Bridlington, where he 
laboured for other 27 years. He retired from the minis-
try in 1794 and died November 23rd, 1798 His name 
is still honoured in the memory of Baptists both at 
Shipley and Bridlington. For two years after the removal 
of Mr. Gaukrodger "Bethel" remained without a pastor, 
but in 1769 Mr. Luke Collins, a member of the church at 
Bacup, was invited to the charge. He only remained 
about a year and then removed to Kendal and "lived ye 
pastor of ye Independent Church there very honourably 
nearly 40 years." He died about 1809—I0, 80 years of 
age or so. 
On the 14th of July, 1771, I find a letter of dismission 

of one Betty Littlewood, who, having gone to reside in 
Bradford, desired to be transferred to the Bradford 
Church, then ministered to by the Rev. William Crabtree. 

After Mr. Collins went to Kendal the church was with-
out a pastor until May, 1774, when Mr. George flames, 
then a member of the church at Horsley, in Gloucester-
shire, having preached at Shipley with considerable 
acceptance, was invited to take the pastoral oversight of 
the church, and the following is a copy of the letter of 
his dismissal from the church at Horsley to Shipley :-

"Ye Church of Jesus Christ denominated Particular Baptists, 
meeting at Horsley in ye County of Gloucester, to ye Church of 
Christ of ye same faith and order, meeting at Shipley, Yorkshire, 
sendeth Christian salutations. 

"Beloved Brethren in ye Lord, 
"Whereas we understand by your letter to our pastor, dated 

May 21st, 1774, that our beloved Brother George Haines hath for 
some time past preached ye gospel among you with great accept-
ance, and that it is your unanimous desire he may be dismissed 

zz 
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from us to you, that he may be regularly set apart for ye pastoral 
office among you We do hereby dismiss him to you and pray that 
ye solemn connexion into which you are about to enter may be 
lastingly attended with ye most desireable consequences, and to 
hear that our Brother continues to be both acceptable and success-
ful among you, and that you are greatly edified and multiplied 
under his ministrations, will be peculiarly pleasing to your un-
worthy but affectionate brethren in our glorious Redeemer." 

Mr. Haines was very successful in his work at Bethel, 
for it is recorded that "during ye time he exercised his 
ministry here ye chapel was enlarged and very many 
were turned unto ye Lord." Fifty years afterwards the 
Rev. Isaac Mann, in his Memorials of (J/iristian Friend-
shi, referring to this saintly man, says: "his ardent and 
unaffected piety ; his godly simplicity and integrity; his 
affability and sweetness of temper, were so great, that 
notwithstanding his entire illiteracy and want of culture 
he was 'a burning and a shining light.'" Mr. Haines 
died in 1780, greatly regretted and beloved. 
The next pastor at Bethel was Mr. Robert Gaze, from 

Dunstable, in Bedfordshire, who accepted an invitation 
to Shipley in November, 1781, and soon gave evidence of 
superior talents and sterling piety. In May, 1782, there 
was an epidemic of small-pox raging in Shipley and Mr. 
Gaze contracted the disease and died six months after 
entering on his work. He was followed by Mr. John 
Bowser, formerly minister at Sunderland and afterwards 
at Bolton-le-Moor, in Lancashire. It was from this latter 
-town that he came to Shipley and was settled December 
22nd, 1782. The condition of the church at this time is 
said to have been .' very low," and the remuneration of 
the minister so small that in addition to the ministry he 
had at first to labour, and, like St. Paul, worked with his 
hands. Under his pastorate, however, the cause revived 
and its conditions greatly improved, for the congregation 
so greatly increased that a further enlargement of the 
chapel had to be made, and Mr. Bowser's time was fully 
taken up with the ministry. His pastorate extended 
over a period of 30 years, during which time several of 
the members were ordained to the ministry. In July, 
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1786, Mr. Ebenezer Cook (who had been sent from here 
to "ye Baptist Academy in Bristol ") was dismissed to 
cc ye church at Dunstable" to settle amongst them as 
their pastor. In June, 1787, Mr. Miles Oddy was dis-
missed to "ye church at Haworth for ye work of ye 
ministry, and about ye same time Mr. William Wade was 
dismissed to Ogden in Saddleworth for ye same purpose." 
Mr. Bowser was the instrument in God's hands of con-
verting the late John Teal who was baptised May 11th, 
1780, and who subsequently became not only an orna-
ment to his profession, but a very prominent pillar in the 
church at Shipley. Mr. Bowser resigned his charge in 
1812 and died February 7th, 1826, aged 81* years. For 
two years "Bethel" was again without a pastor, but at 
Christmas, 1813, the Rev. Isaac Mann, M.A., being on a 
visit to Yorkshire, preached one Sunday at Shipley, and 
the impression produced on the church and congregation 
was such that they looked upon him as the one to whom 
it would be advisable to extend an invitation to become 
their minister. No steps, however, appear to have been 
taken to approach him at this time, but in the following 
April (1814) he again preached two Sabbaths at Shipley 
"merely as occasional services without ye least respect to 
settlement among them." These discourses led to a very 
hearty invitation to Mr. Mann to come and settle at 
Shipley ; he submitted the matter to 'his late tutor, 
the Rev. William Steadman, D.D., and by his advice 
answered in the affirmative, June 14th, 1814. At that 
time the number of members was 56. 

It was through the efforts of Mr., Mann that the first 
Sunday School in Shipley was started at "Bethel," in 
the year 1822. The young people were gthered in. a 
large room and sat on planks ; they were first taught to 
read and write, and afterwards received lessons from the 
Scriptures. Here many received all the education that 
was afforded them, and there are some living to-day who 
owe their entire education to this Sunday School. The 
Sunday School accommodation to-day is luxurious in 
comparison with that of 1822. 
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On May 18th, 1815, the church was received into the 
- Lancashire and Yorkshire Association of Baptist Churches. 
Up to that time there had been no baptistry in the 
chapel, and candidates for membership were baptized in 
the open air, in streams or ponds convenient for the pur-
pose, and one can realise that it required considerable 
moral courage to face the ridicule and persecution conse-
quent on this profession of faith. Mr. Mann built a 
baptistry at the back of his house not far from the chapel, 
to avoid this publicity. The ministry of Mr. Mann ex-
tended over a period of 12 years, during which time the 
cause made remarkable progress the additions to the 
church were by baptism 74, by letter 10, and by restora-
tion 12. In 1826 he received an invitation from the 
church at Mazepond, Southwark, and removed thither in 
October the same year, where he continued to labour 
until his death. 

The next to undertake the charge at "Bethel" was 
Mr. James Edwards, a son-in-law of Dr. Steadman, at 
that time studying for the ministry at Horton Academy. 
He was publicly ordained January 1st, 1828, but only 
remained at Shipley for three years, when he resigned his 
charge to take the pastoral oversight of the Baptist 
Church at Nottingham. 
He was succeeded by the Rev. Peter Scott, of Come, 

who began his work on the first Sunday in 1831. As a 
minister Mr. Scott was very successful; the old chapel 
became utterly inadequate for the growing congregation, 
and in March, 1836, it was decided to rebuild. The new 
building was opened on May 3rd, 1837, when the late 
pastor, Mr. Edwards, and others preached,at the opening 
services. Mr. Scott remained at Shipley until 1847, when 
he accepted' a unanimous invitation from the Baptist 
Church at Sutton, near Kildwick. By his earnest efforts 
-to promote the prosperity of "Bethel," and by affectionate 
sympathy and loving counsels, Mr. Scott succeeded in 
insinuating himself deeply into the affections of the 
church and congregation, I copy the following froin the 
old minute book 
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"At; a Meeting held in the Schoolroom, April 6th, 1847, when 
about 180 took tea together, an excellent gold watch was presented 
to Mr. Scott as a token of the high esteem in which he is held by 
the Church and Congregation and neighbourhood. Addresses were 
delivered by Mr. Scott and others; the meeting was very harmo-
nious but more weeping than ever I saw before, though I have 
been a member very near 47 years." 

To the Rev. Peter Scott we are indebted for the dis-
covery of Shipley Glen, then known as Brackenhall 
Green. He was very fond of country walks, and in the 
course of his rambles carne across this pretty glen, with 
which he was greatly charmed. He described it to his 
friends and arranged a pie-nic to the spot, to which the 
students at Horton College and a number of Shipley 
friends were invited. As the party were proceeding to 
their destination their number attracted a good deal of 
wonder amongst the villagers, who made various comments 
on their appearance : "Eh, it's a weddin'!" "Nay, it's 
a berryin', for they're all wearin' black coits 

Mr. Scott was followed by Mr. Kerr Johnston in 1848, 
but nothing of special interest occurred during his time 
except that the late Mr. John Hall, merchant, .Low Well, 
Shipley, was baptized and received into the Church, and 
to him both "Bethel" and Rosse Street are indebted for 
generous benefactions. Mr. Johnston resigned his charge 
in 1852 and went with his family to Australia. 

After an interregnum of two years the Rev. J. P. 
Campbell, of Toweester, accepted an invitation to the 
pastorate in September, 1854. For some time there had 
been a gradual decrease in the membership and congre-
gation, but during his six years pastorate there was an 
increase in membership from 198 in 1856 to 251 in 1859. 
He left in 1860 to go to Port Mahon Chapel, Sheffield, 
and is still affectionately remembered by many people in 
Shipley. For another two years "Bethel" remained 
without a pastor, but nevertheless the cause continued to 
prosper, so that when the Rev. Richard Green accepted a 
call to the pastorate on August 8th, 1862, he commenced 
his ministry under the most encouraging circumstances. 
At the church meeting held January 28th, 1863, 
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Mr. Hainsworth, senior deacon, stated that there were 
many applications for sittings, whereas he had none to let, 
and that many who were anxious to worship at "Bethel" 
were unable to do so on account of there being no accom-
modation. After consultation, it was resolved to adjourn 
the subject until the next church meeting. 
On February 18th, 1863, a special church meeting was 

held to consult together as to the best means of providing 
accommodation for the increasing coïigregation. It was 
proposed by Abraham Parker and seconded by William 
Broadley and carried almost unanimously— 

"That a new Chapel be built. That the present remain un-
altered, and that whenever in the future the Church be deemed 
strong enough to divide, the present place of worship be opened for 
a new interest, if the Church should think desirable ; such a new 
interest to be called the first Baptist Church." 

Abraham Parker, James Fyfe, John Hall and Lupton 
Dawson were appointed to act with the deacons as a 
building committee. A suitable piece of ground having 
been purchased, the present large and commodious 
Rosse Street Chapel was completed and opened for 
public worship in June, 1866. Over 200 members were 
dismissed from "Bethel" to form a second church, 
and at the same tine Mr. Green resigned his pastorate 
of the church at "Bethel" to take charge of that 
which was formed at Rosse Street Mr. Green had 
been the faithful minister at "Bethel" for close on four 
years, while his ministry in connection with Rosse Street 
extended over a period of five years. Some 32 members 
remained at "Bethel," where the cause has been upheld 
by them and their successors ever since. 

It may be as well, perhaps, to complete the list of 
pastors who have well and truly served "Bethel," and 
thus to bring the record up to date. 

For a period of two years the work at "Bethel" was 
carried on under great difficulties without a settled minis-
ter, but in 1868 the Rev. F. E. Cossey, who was then a 
student at Bury College, came on supply. He afterwards 
accepted an invitation from the church to become their 
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pastor. For six years he remained at "Bethel" and 
during his pastorate he received 112 into fellowship and 
also assisted in raising £1600 for much needed improve-
merits. During the year 1870 a very old member of 
"Bethel," John Butterfield, died at the advanced age of 
105. He was baptised at " Bethel" in 1795 and retained 
'his membership for 75 years. Mr. Cossey resigned his 
charge in 1875 and was succeeded by the Rev. H. C. 
Atkinson of Accrington, August, 1876. During the 12 
years that Mr. Atkinson was minister at "Bethel" he 
received into fellowship 221 persons. In 1888 his voice 

failed him and he resigned. 
Rev. A. Priter, who was a student of Spurgeon 's Col-

lege, came to "Bethel" in 1889, and until 1895 carried 
on the work successfully. 

Rev. E. E. Fisk was pastor froin 1896 till 1901, and 
after him came the Rev D. N. Kentfield in 1904. The 
present minister, the Rev. E. Hardin, began his duties 
in 1910. 

FROM THE THORNTON CHURCHWARDENS' ACCOUNTS. 

It is agreed by the Concent of the Wardens together with Mr. 
Bishop* as master that John Drake seenor shall hould the office as 
Beegelt or Dogwhipper so long as he sholl be able and to the satisfaction 
of the minester and the Inhabetants of the Chaplry of Thornton. 

May 29th 182 1. 
(Thornton) JOSH. BRIGGS 

(Den holme) JOHN OGDEN 
(Clayton) JOHN DOWNS 

(Wilsden) JOHN LOCKWOOD 

(Allerton) AB RILEY C.
 W
a
r
d
e
n
s
 

* The Revd. Wm. Bishop succeeded the Revd. Patrick Brontë as Incumbent of 
Thornton. 

f Joseph Briggs, the writer, has confused the name of the Beagle-hound with 
that of the Beadle, one of whose functions was to keep the farmers' dogs from 
quarrelling with each other whilst their masters attended public service. The salary 
of 15/- per annum, which was given to Drake's predecessor, Abraham Sharpe, for 
dog-whipping, was also given to Drake in addition to his yearly salary of £5 as 
Clerk. 



ON AN ANCIENT STONE CROSS 

ON RD/A HILL. 

BY 

WILLIAM EASERBROOK PRESTON. 

tHERE has been recently noted on the summit of 
Riva Hill a stone cross bearing unmistakable evi-
dence of antiquity, and the fact of this ancient 

Christian symbol being in such an out-of-the-way place, 
far from human habitations, has naturally given rise to 
conjecture as to its origin and use. Before one enters 
into a description of this cross it will be perhaps as well 
to describe the character of the country in its immediate 
vicinity 

The hill upon which the monument may be found is 
a conspicuous eminence in that chain of hills to which 
Rombalds and Baildon Moors belong, and forms part of 
the watershed between the valleys of the Rivers Aire and 
Wharfe, and over which runs the road from Bingley to 
Menston and Burley. It rises behind, and lies to the 
north of that old building, formerly a farm house and hos -

telry combined known as the "Gaping Goose," near the 
village of Hawkesworth, and although at the present time 
the hill is divided by stone walls into fields covered with 
coarse grass, it must have been until comparatively recent 
times a wind-swept heather-clad moor. From its summit 
a beautiful view of both Airedale and Wharfedale may be 
obtained, with Otley Chevin, Almesclift Crag, Rawdon 
Billing, and other imposing natural features in the 
distance. 

This stone cross appears to have escaped the notice of 



RIVA HILL Ciwss, 

From a photograph by Mr. W. E. Preston. 
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all writers who have in the past discoursed on the antiqui-
ties of the district, neither has it been recorded among 
the local ancient remains by the Ordnance surveyors. 
At the present time the cross is built into the wall which 
runs along the summit of the hill from east to west. It 
presents no particular features of interest beyond its rude 
construction and its hoary appearance. It is fashioned 
out of mill-stone grit, is smooth on both faces, and shows 
few traces of the tools which were used in thshioning it. 
From the top to the bottom it measures 33 inches, and 
horizontally, 31 inches, the arms being 8 inches long. 
It belongs to that form known as the Latin cross, and 
what now remains is probably the head of what was at 
one time an imposing monument. The shaft and socket 
were perhaps used in the construction of the walls here-
abouts. There is ample evidence of the mutilation of 
antiquities in this district during the enclosing of the 
commons, and the head may have been severed from the 
shaft at that time. 

Mr. Lionel Cresswell, F.S.A., the present lord of the 
manor of Burley, informs the writer that he was unaware 
of the existence of the monument, and he very kindly 
made search amongst the ancient records of the manor in 
hopes of finding some mention of it. His search was 
productive of particulars of much interest, it appears 
that in a book in the handwriting of Thomas Pulleyn, 
then lord of the manor, started in 1751, there is the 
following entry 

"The following extract was made from an ancient roll in Edw. 
4th's time which shows the boundaries of the Manor between 
Burley and llawksworth : -. . . 'And that from Burley to 
Revay Cross and from the Crosse to the Blakebroke beke y8 the 
common of Burley, and they of Fawwedder for overshoot of Com-
mon shall pay to the towne of Burley xvjj drawn fatte weddars, and 
also they of Hawkesworth shall grave no turifes be westen Revay 
Crosse w" owtten licence of the Lorde of Burley then they comyn 
no farther but to Revay Crosse.'" 

From this 15th century reference to the monument it 
would appear that the limit of the township of Burley on 
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the South side at that time was defined in part by this 
cross. 

It may be safely assumed that in the cross on Riva 
Hill we have one of those ancient religious erections 
afterwards made use of for manorial or parochial deliinita-
tion. Mention is occasionally made of stone crosses as 
boundary stones in manorial surveys, and it is apparent 
that most of them date back to a time anterior to the 
formation of manors. All the crosses, however, found in 
this county do not lend themselves to this purpose. Across 
seems to have stood until comparatively recent times 
between Peiìythorn Hill and Baildon Moor, which appears 
to have been called Acre Howe Cross ; it occupied an 
eminence similar to the Riva Hill cross. The Baildon 
cross does not, however, serve as a boundary mark for 
the manorial lands. 

Evidence as to the use of a cross to define parochial 
boundaries may be found in the Court Rolls of the Manor 
of Arthiiigton, Eccup and Addle for the year 1664— 

"A paine was laid that the occupiers of Spen bringe the crosse into 
the place againe which is called the bounder stone which doth parte 
the parishes of Leedes and Adell 11 19 0." 

it is interesting to learn that we have upon the summit 
of Riva Hill an ancient landmark which has survived 
the ravages of centuries. Such monuments were doubt-
less much more common in early days, but unfortunately, 
owing to vandalism--of the utilitarian type it must be 
admitted—few objects of this character now remain to 
afford us food for reflection. 



I
 



ST. SITHA. 

BY 

W. H. BARRACLOUGH. 

tHE question " Who was St. Sitha ?" is discussed on 
page 250, Vol. III. (New Series) of the Bradford 
Antiquary but not conclusively, and as the result 

of some investigation I venture to suggest that most of 
the dedications to this saint which are to be met with in 
this country have, at some time or other, been wrongly 
ascribed to St. Osyth, the Saxon saint. The chapel 
"situated at the end of the bridge at Bradford" is only 
one of numerous vestiges which have been found in 
England of the Italian saint, Zita. It must be. remem-
bered that besides the Saxon abbess, St. Osyth, another 
St. Citha (or Sitha) was honoured in England particu-
larly during the fifteenth century, namely, St. Zita, a 
pious Italian serving-maid of Lucca, horn in 12] 8 and 
esteemed for her zeal in attendance at church, and for 
her care of the poor. 

She is commemorated on April 27th,* and her tomb is 
in one of the chapels in the Church of San Frediano, at 
Lucca., where her body, has been preserved since her death 
in 1272. Her festival is specially kept by serving-maids, 
who bear nosegays and lay them on her tomb. Dantef 
calls the Luccan councillors "anziani di santa Zita." 
According to Ampere the story of her life in ballad-form 
was until quite recently hawked about the streets of 
Lucca. 

Bariug-Gouki's .Lire. of the St,iot.. 

t Inferno, xxi, 38. 

Lo Grèee, Rome et Daete, p. 248. 
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It is evident that many relics of this saint have been 
brought to England, and that representations of her are 
frequently to be found on screens and painted glass in 
various English churches. The most notable of these is 
a chasuble known as the "Lucca Vestment," preserved 
at Stonyhurst College, which explains the transition of 
the Italian name Zita to its English form, Citha, Sitha 
or Sythe. 

This vestment was made about the year 1460 for one 
Ludovicus Bonvisi, a member of a well-known Lucchese 
family settled in London, a later member of which— 
Anthony Boiivisi—is remembered as Thomas More's 
"intire friend," and described by the martyr himself as 
the "halfe of his hart."* The most remarkable object 
embroidered upon this chasuble is the Rood of Lucca, 
"representing Our Lord upon the Cross, crowned and 
clothed as a King. The inscription beneath has been 
deciphered by Father Morris, S.J., and Mr. E. Green as 
crrhe bode of Lucca,' and above this image is one of the 
Annunciation, and beneath it of St. Sitha . . . on 
the stole, St. Paul and Edward the Confessor. The iii-

troduction of this last is held to show that the vestment 
is of English manufacture, a conclusion still more empha-
tically suggested by the English legends which it bears."f 

St. Sitha is here depicted as a maiden with long golden 
hair, clad in a red undergarment and a blue coat, with a 
rosary in her left hand, a book in her right, and a bunch 
of keys hanging from her girdle. An illustrated descrip-
tion of this vestment together with a discussion on the 
identity of the saint may be found in the Stonyhurst 
Magazine, Vol. III, pp. 120, 136 and 191. 
Keneim Henry Digby, in his compiturn; or the Meeting 

of the Ways at the Catholic church, Vol. I, p. 163, (edit. 
1848), says that an English gentleman, William Lang-
stroher4 a Knight of the Order of St. John of Jerusalem, 

* Gruggen and Keating's History of Stonyhuret College, p. 200. 
t History of Stonyliurst College, p. 200. 
Probably the same. William .Lanqstrother who was buried in the Priory of 

&. .loltn of Jerus,ileìn. London. (Stow's Survey of London, Kingsford's edit., Vol. 
2, page 85). 
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built in the town of Eglia in Lincolnshire a chapel in 
honour of St. Zita, and made a journey to Lucca to obtain 
a relic of her body, which he received from Bishop 
Balthazar Manni. This circumstance is also referred to 
by Baring-Gould in his Lives of the Saints, where, follow-
ing the Bollandists,* he says that "a toe was given by 
the Bishop of Lucca to Sir William Langtow, who 
built a chapel at Ely to her honour, in 1456." 

But it is evident that Langstow has been erroneously 
associated with Ely, for we find that the Eglia mentioned 
by Digby is the place now called Eagle in that county. 
In Domesday it appears as Aclei, Aycle, and Akeley. 
The Templars had a commandery here, and William 
Langstrother was Preceptor of Eagle about 1454.t Yet 
we find in the Valor Ecelesiasticus (Vol. IV., p. 127) that 
it was Sir Henry Crowner (or Crownale), Master of the 
Temple of Eycle, who founded and endowed there a 
chantry chapel dedicated to St. Sithe, in which Masses 
were to be said for the repose of his soul. This chapel 
was at what is now called Eagle Ha1l4 

* Eidem Saiictæ et urbs Eliensis in Comitatu Cant.abrigierisi sita circa 1456 
oratorium consecravit ; ad quod ornandum Baithasar Maiiiius, Lucensis per id 
tempus Episcopus. Guilielmo Laiìgstrobii Eqititi Ordinis S. Joannis Hierosolymi-
tans, de S. Zita lipsanis minorem clextri pedis digitum dono debit. . 

Aca Sanetoruin, April, Vol. HI., p. 498, Antwerp, 1675. 
In the account of the Life of S. Zita in the above, the spelling of the name 

has the following variations: CITÆ, CITTÆ, CYTA, SITE. 
Miss Tempest, of Broughton Hail, has, in addition to the above, kindly fur-

nished me with the following extract from a Boræ B. V. Afar joe, printed at Paris 
in 1527 

DE SANCTA SITHA VIRGINE. ANTIPHONA. 

Ave sancta famula Sitha Jesu Christi 
Que cum tota amina Deo placuisti 
Egeiios et flebiles de ciho paristi 
Cecos mutos debiles et claudos juvisti 
Scm elemosinan dare quæsiuisti 
l)oum et ecciesiam (lilexist.i 
Fraudem et nequitiam tu minis odisti 
Para iiobis gloriam quam tu meruisti." 

V. Ora pro nobis beata Virgo Sitha. 
R. Ut mundemur ab omnibus malis in hac vita oremus. Deus qui beatam 

Sittam virgine fa!nulam tuam in ipsius vita muitis miraculis (lecorast.i ; te suppli-
citer exotamus tit o!nnes qui in tim nomine ab e postulant auxilium ejus obtentu 
apud te sibi seiitiant oportunam. 

j Lncln, Victoria county ffi..itoìy, Vol. 2, p. 211. 

See also the Rev. R. E. Cole's iVotes on the Deanery of Gruff, in Lincolnshire. 
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Besides the chantry dedicated to St. Sithe at Thorn-
thwaite, in the parish of Harnpsthwaite, there are several 
places in the North of England where this saint has been 
honoured. Under a vacant niche in the south pier which 
supports the chancel arch in the priory church of Snaith, 
is inscribed Sca. Sitha. 

Evidently Dr. Whitaker was confused with regard to 
these saints, as will be seen from the following passage 
in his History of Richmonclshirej-

"in this enumeration of holy things I must not omit St. Osyth's 
well on the noith side of the market-place [of Richmond], near 
the spot where is said once to have been a small cottage, and 

" where the discovery of a stone coffin seems to prove the existence 
of some ancient religious foundation. According to the legend 
of this saint she was of Scythian origin, and derived her name 
from that circumstance. But the name has been strangely cor-
rupted, so that the musical Osyth is rarely heard, while the same 

"personage frequently occurs in the shape of Scytha, Scitha, Sitha, 
or even Cyte. Still more remote from the original is Skeehy, 

"formerly Skedeby, or Sketheby, in this neighbourhood, to which 
"St. Osyth gave name, and where she had a chantry." 

Perhaps the chantry which existed in 1534 in the church 
of Warcop, Westmoreland, is wrongly ascribed by Robiii-
sont to the Saxon saint, Osyth. 

In 1536 the compendium compertorum was prepared 
by the royal commissioners, Dr. Layton and Dr. Legh, 
after a visitation of the religious houses of Yorkshire. It 
was presented by Sir Thomas Cromwell to Parliament the 
same year with the idea of showing the wealth and 
general condition of the rnonaEteries preparatory to their 
dissolution. We find therein that amongst other "super-
stitii" and relics upheld by these priories was the wor-
ship of St. Scytha at the Cistercian Nunnery of Wyke-
ham, near Scarborough. § 

According to the Valor Ecciesiasticus (1535), a 

* Robinson's Snr'itl, Pìi(,ìy, p. 139. 

t Vol. 1, p. 102. 
Swii!lt Priory, p. 139. 
§ Letters jj Papers, Hew y Viii., Vol. X., page 139. 
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"capell' de S'ta. Sytha" was attached to the rectory 
of Sandiacre, Derbyshire ; and another chapel dedicated 
to her belonged to the Abbey of Revesby, in Lincoln-
shire.t There was also a chapel dedicated to this saint 
in the Priory of Belvoir in 1371, and Sir Simon Fitz-
richard, Kt., in his will, proved 5 November, 1528, left a 
vestment to St. Sythe in the church of Newbowe4 

Further away from this locality we find that on the 
splay of a perpendicular window in Shorthampton Chapel, 
Oxon, is a little figure representing St. Sitha. In this 
the saint wears a cloak of green with a brooch fastening 
it, a white hood and chin wimple, and white gown, with 
black shoes, which may be taken as the costume of an 
Oxfordshire domestic servant in the fifteenth century. 
She bears, in her right hand, a bunch of keys, house-
keeping bags, and one or two purse frames. 
A splendid illustration of this example is shown in the 

Archceoiogical Journal, 1905. p. 166. On a Norman pier 
at St. Albans Cathedral there is a mural painting of 
the fourteenth century period, but it is somewhat doubt-
fully assigned to St. Citha. § Yet we find on referring to 
the Ghronica Monasterii S. Albani (Arnuncles/iam)I that 

in altera vero parte Ecclesiæ Boreali, sunt tria altaria, videlicet, 
"Sanctre Scythæ 17irginis, ubi etiam habetur imago Sanctæ Appo-
"loniæ Virginis, et tabula cum imaginibus Sanctæ Mariæ, etc." 

it is also thought that there is a statue of her in 
Henry YII.'s chapel at Westminster Abbey.{ 

in an inventory of the goods belonging to Repton 
Priory taken in 1538, we find mention of an "image of 
Seint Syth."* 
Her figure is commonly met with on screens in East 

* Vol. III , page 159. See also Cox's £.hurches of Derbyshire, vol. IV., p. 409. 

f Valor Eccles., Vol. IV., pp. 44-45 ; and Vict. County Hist., Vol. II,, p. 142. 
Cole's Deanery of Graffoe. 

§ St. Albans, Bell's Cathedral Series, p. 40. 
11 (Rolls Series), Vol. I., p. 446. 

If i1.ites and Queries, 8th series, Vol. 3, page 73. 
Cox's churches of Derbyshire, Vol. III., p. 429. 
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Anglia, and in stained glass On a rood-screen in Barton 
Turf Church, Norfolk, paintings in a good state of 
preservation represent the Heavenly Hierarchies and SS. 
Barbara, Apollina, and Sitha.* 
She is represented in fifteenth century glass at Mells, 

Somerset ;t at Norbury, Derbyshire ; and on a rood-
screen at Somerleyton Church, Suffolk, she is depicted as 
carrying, grasped in her hand, a book in a kind of elon-
gated leather binding, termed a chemise. The name is 
there spelt St. Sitha. § 
A writer in Notes and Queriesij gives a description of 

a coloured engraving in his possession of an ancient piece 
of stained glass which is said to be in a window of the 
choir of Winchester Cathedral. It represents St Sitha 
in a canopied niche. 

"Her robe is white, with a narrow yellow border, and with wide 
"sleeves. The under garment appears to be red. She has long 
"golden hair, and round the head is a halo. In her right hand 
she holds a book closed and clasped, and in the left hand a bunch 
of keys. On a scroll are the words, 'Sea. Sitha.'" 

She is figured holding an open book and a bunch of 
keys on the great brass of Maud, Lady Willoughby 
(1497), in Tattershall Church.f 

So it is reasonable to assume that these representations 
and many others commonly referred to the Saxon princess 
and abbess are really intended for the servant-maid of 
Lucca. It is unlikely that the former would have been 
figured with long hair and coloured dress, and without 
any emblem of her royal birth, her religious life, or her 
martyrdom. Dr. Husenbeth, in his Emblems of the 
Saints, states that St. Osyth flourished circa 770, and 
that she is shown (1) with a crown on a table before her, 
(2) carrying her head cut off, (3) with a stag near her. 

* Ward's Eastern Counties, p. 145. 

t iVõtes and Queries, 8th series, Vol. 2, p. 412. 
Cox's Churches Derbyshire, Vol. JV., p. 365, and Vol. Ill., p. 246. 

§ Reliquary, 1892. 
8th series, iii., p. 12. 
¶ Cole's Deanery of (ìrafl'oe, and flames's Monumental Brasses, p. 121. 
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St. Sitha was invoked to find lost keys, and this symbol 
almost always occurs in pictures of her. "St. Syth 
women get to seke theyr keys,"says Sir Thomas More. 
Roger Hutchinson,* the learned divine, writing about 
1550, says that "the papists also bring in many gods, 
but covertly and privily. They teach the people to pray 
unto saints : to St. Luke for the ox, . . . to Rocke 
for the pestilence, to Sith for things lost." Bishop Bale 
also complains of "innumerable kinds of idol-worship-
pings," and says that much is spoken of "St. Germain's 
evil, St. Sithe's key, etc.,f and in graphic versification 
Sir David Lindsayt depicts the patronage of various 
saints :— 

"Some to saint Roch with diligence, 
To save them from the pestilence. 
For their teeth to saint Appofline. 
To saint Trodwell to mend their een. 
Some make offerings to saint Eloy, 
That he their horse may well envoy. 
They run when they have jewels tint, 
To saint Syeth ere e'er they stint." 

According to Hutchinson the patronage of "things 
lost" was assigned to St. Sytha in consequence of an 
incident in her life related in Capgrave's Nova Legencla 
Zinglice (Fol. ccxlv. b., edit. 1516). Apparently, too, she 
was invoked against fire and water, for Aubreyll says 
that 

in those dayes, when they went to bed, they did rake up their 
"fire and make a cross in the ashes, and pray to God and Saint 
"Sythe (St. Osythe) to deliver them from fire, and from water, 
and from all misadventure." 

That many churches were devoted to the cult of St. 
Sytha, virgin and non-martyr, is evident from the fact 

* FIutc/in3on's Works (Parker Society), p. 171. 
f Select Works (Parker Society), page 498. 
Second Book of the Monarchy. (Edit. 1776), Edinburgh. 

§ lVorks (Parker Society), page 172. 
11 Remaines of Gentilisine and Juduisine, ed. by Britten, page 29. 

AA 2 
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that she is named in numerous calendars and Martyr-
ologies. Besides those mentioned in the article "Who 
was St. Sitha ?" we find she occurs in the Calendar of 
Aberdeen Breviary, as given by F'orbes; in A calendar 
of the. Bridgettines of Syon, 15th century (Han. MSS., 
487) ; in A calendar of Canterbury cathedral, A D. 
1O-146 (Cotton MSS., fb B. iii.) ; in A Martyr-
ology of Christ church, Canterbury (the Cathedral), 
written in the middle of the 13th century (British 
Museum, Arundel MSS., No. 68) ; and in the Retour of 
James, Earl of Linlithgoe (Forbes), the patronage of 
St. Syth is spoken f* 

Moreover, it appears that Zita, or its English variants, 
was frequently adopted as a name for women. According 
to a listf of common christian names selected from the 
Calendar of Wills (London), "Sita" occurs frequently 
among the names of women; and Dr. Stubbs, in his 
Preface to W. Malmesbiriensis Gesta Regum4 remarks 
that "Syth" as a christian name lingered even for a 
long time after the Reformation in this country. Her 
name is found as a christian name in the Copledyke, 
Lanton, Neville, and other families. 

Doubtless the church in London, referred to in Miss 
Arnold-Forster's Studies in Church Dedications as dedi-
cated to St. Osyth, the martyr, was erected in honour of 
Sitha, the non-martyr saint. And here it should be 
noted that although there is a marked consistency in 
spelling and syllabic distinction, and in description in 
the original references to St. Sitha, virgin and non-
martyr, by the early chroniclers of London, yet later 
historians and editors of these original records have 
associated these references with St. Osyth, the martyr. 
I have not yet met with any evidence of this London 
church being dedicated to St. Osyth. Although Loftiejj 

* See Stanton's Menoloqy, page 752. 

f Besant's 3lediæval London, vol. I., page 374. 
vol. ii., page xcix. (Rolls Series). 

§ See ' Who was St. Sitha ?" Bradford Antiquary, Vol. III., N.S., p. 250. 
11 London (Historic Towns Series), page 159. 
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mentions one Fulk "de Sancta Osyda" living in London 
about 1122, this by no means proves, as that writer and 
Miss Arnold-Forster would contend, that a church dedi-
cated to the Saxon saint was in existence in London at 
this date. We can only gather from this that Fulk, of 
the town of St. Osyth, had at that time taken up his 
residence in London. Probably this is the same Fulk 
who was prior of St. Osyth's, Essex, sometime between 
the years 1124 and 1162.t 

Stow, in his Survey of London, 1603 (Kingsford's 
edit., 1908), mentions "S. Sithes lane, so called of 
S. Sithes church, which standeth against the north end 
of that lane," and says that "this small parish Church of 
Sith bath an addition of Bennet shorne" (St. Benet 
Sherhog)4 This church was destroyed in the great fire 
of 1666, and was not rebuilt, but united to the Church of 
St. Stephen, Waibrook. § its name however survives, in 
a slightly corrupted form in Sise Lane, formerly called 
Syth's lane, Bucklersbury. Sawtrey, the first Lollard 
martyr under the statute Dc Hæret'ico comburendo, was 
attached to this church in the year 1401. 11 Foxe, in the 
Acts and Monuments (1632 edit., p. 671) speaks of him 
as " Sir William Chatris, otherwise called Sautre, parish 
priest of the church Saint Scithe the Virgin in London ;" 
and Machyn's Diary1 gives sundry details of a funeral 
which took place there in 1559. 
From the calendar of Wills: Court of Husting, 

London,** we learn that during the 13th and 14th cen-
turies there was a "Fraternity of St. Sithe" attached to 
the church of St. Andrew in Holborne. "This guild," 
says Strype, "was possessed of a tenement called the 

Studies in Church Dedications, Vol. II., pp. 387 and 558. 

f Essex (Victoria County Histories). Vol. 2, page 162. 
See also Calendar of Wills court of [lusting, London, Part 2, page 338. 

§ Britten and Godvin's Church" of London, Vol. 2. 
Diet. of Nit. Biog., Vol. 50, p. 380. 

¶ (Camden Society) page 218. 
Vol. 2, pp. 311. 531 and 540. 
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'Plow' in Fetter Lane, together with houses, lands, etc. "» 
There are also entries concerning a guild of St. Sythe in 
the archives of St. Petrock, at Exeter. f 
A perusal of the Calendars of Wills, London Letter-

Books, Wills in the Court of Husting, and other London 
records of this period will show that numerous merchants 
from Lucca and the northern parts of Italy settled in the 
neighbourhood of Syth's (now Sise) Lane, Bucklersbury--
where formerly stood the parish church of St.. Sitha— 
contiguous to the small thoroughfare now nearly obliter-
ated by the intrusion of Queen Victoria Street, E.C. It 
is important to note, too, that this church, afterwards 
known as St. Benet Sherhog, was centrally situated be-
tween Old Jewry and Lombard Street, the whole of 
which formed a district celebrated as a quarter of London 
wherein the money-lenders and other merchants of Italian 
extraction made their homes in the 13th, 14th and 15th 
centuries. Hence, it would appear that this church was 
dedicated to St. Sitha (Ital. Zita) by those Lucchese 
traders who desired to pay religious honour to the 
patroness of the town of their origin. 
The cult, too, of this saint in the provinces was, no 

doubt, due to the influence of the numerous companies of 
Italian merchants whose business, as the Pope's agents, 
and dealers in wool, took them into all parts of the 
country. England was then well known as a great sheep-
farming country, and the early history of our woollen 
trade shows that the trading in wool was no small factor 
in the commercial relations which existed between Eng-
land and Italy in the 12th, 13th and 14th centuries. 
From this country alone could the raw material be ob-
tained in sufficient quantities for manufacturing purposes, 
anI merchants from Lucca, Sienna, and Florence, as well 
as from the Low Countries were extensively engaged in 
trafficking for English wool. That this branch of our 
trade was considerable may be judged from the fact that 

* Stow's Survey of London, St.rype's edit., 1720, bk. III., p. 248. Court of 
Hustinq, Vol. 2, page 531. 

Stanton's .J1enoloqy, page 673. 
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at the end of the 13th century about 2,380 sacks of 
English wool, worth some £25,000 to £30,000, were 
annually sent to Florence.* 
The Cistercians, who founded many religious houses 

during the 12th century, devoted much of their time to 
sheep-farming, and particularly in the northern parts of 
England, where they made use of their lands in the pro-
fitable breeding of large flocks. 

In 1284 three Italian merchants negotiated with 
several English monastic establishments for the sale of 
their wool periodically ;t and Peruzzit mentions a list of 
no less than two hundred religious houses in Great 
Britain that supplied the Florentines with wool in the 
year 1315. In 1292 the monks of Kirkstall Abbey 
bargained to sell all their wool to the trading society of 
the Beth of Lucca, for ten years. Whilst engaged in 
the business of buying wool for transport from England, 
these merchants were also employed as agents for the 
collection and transmission of papal taxation. 

"At the same time they found innumerable opportunities of 
"accommodating individuals with loans, for the payment of such 
"debts as, in their capacity as farmers and collectors of the Pope's 
"revenues, they required of them. Thus they were led to that 
"system of money-lending which became the chief feature of their 
"commerce."II 

A perusal of the Charter and Patent Rolls of this 
period reveal memoranda of numerous loans which these 
merchants negotiated with various religious houses of 
this country and with the King's subjects. The tran-
sactions of this nature affecting the county of York 
alone are so considerable that we call only refer to them. 
Some estimate of the extent to which these merchants of 
Lucca carried on their business operations in this country 

* llyett's Florence, page 35. 

Cunningham's English industry and Ciimìmerce, Vol. I., page 198. 

Storia del coinme,cio de Firenze, pp. 71-79 and 176. 

§ Coucher Book of Kirkstall Abbey (Thoresby Society, Vol. 8), pp. xxiii. and 
221;. 

11 Bond: Are/iæoloqui, vol. xxviii , page 212. 
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may be obtained from Bond's article in the Arc/iœoloqia* 
on the Italian merchants in England during the 13th and 
14th centuries. Furthermore, the early official and local 
records of this period of English history contain ample 
evidence that a considerable number of Italians and other 
aliens settled permanently in this country. t 

In view of the considerable body of evidence brought 
forward, I do not hesitate to say that in this country the 
cult of St. Sitha—remains of which are to be met with 
fairly abundantly in churches, chantries and guilds 
founded in her honour, in relics and in representations of 
her in painted glass—originated with those merchants of 
Lucca, Sienna and Florence, who thronged to England in 
the later Middle Ages in quest of wool. 

It is then singularly appropriate that the modern 
metropolis of the wool trade should have in the very 
heart of the present city a site to which the name of St. 
Sitha was at one time attached. 

* Vol. xxviii., page 207. 

j- See Cunningham's Alien Immigrants to England, pp. 116, 117. 

4 The following list of biographies of St. Zita taken from the British 
Museum catalogue, will show that she has had a continued and wide-
spread popularity in Europe. 

FEDERIGHI. Vita della verqine Beata Zita. Tradotta di Latino. 1582. 
FATINELLIs. Vita Beatæ Zita, em aetustissimo codice MS. 1688. 
Vita di Santa Zita cavata dell' untico oriqinale ,nanoscritto. 1697. 
LENA. La Serva Padrona: paney irico nile glorie di S. Zita Veryine Luechese. 

1698. 
CAsENTINI. Vita di S. Zita, tradotta in ottata rima. 1616. 
RIEDHoFER. Die heil. Jzingfran und Dieustmaqd Zita. 1845. 
GtJERRA. Istoria della vita di Santa Zita. 1875. 
DOMPREDIGER X. IN Y. Die hail. Zitta. Lebensbild in drei Anfzügen. 

1881. 
HOWE. The Catholic Servant: her trials and duties, as exemplified in the 

life of St. Zita. 1897. 



THE ANCIENT PARISH OF BRADFORD 

PREFACED WITH OBSERVATIONS ON THE FORMATION 

OF ANCIENT PARISHES IN ENGLAND. 

BY 

AUGUSTUS BELL SEWELL, 

LAY CLERK IN THE PARISH CHURCH OF BRADFORD. 

I. OF PARISHES IN GENERAL. 

3T was at an early period in the history of our country, 
at a time when Christianity, after suffering from 
many backward movements, lamentable relapses 

and failures, was fairly displacing the previous paganism 
in which our ancestors were sunk, that one of the signs 
of improved order and settlement began to appear and 
take root in the laud in the shape of parishes. 

Parishes are a peculiar and important feature in the 
administrative machinery of the Christian church. Before 
their appearance in this country a system of semi-paro-
chial organisation had already been tried on the Conti-
nent, especially in Gaul and Italy. The merits and 
excellencies of this branch of church policy have been 
tested by centuries of experience, and little material 
change has been made in its constitution since its intro-
duction. As a means of promoting discipline and order, 
and establishing working relations between the bishop 
and his clergy, nothing better perhaps could be devised. 
Responsibility begins at once when the charge of a parish 
is accepted, and oversight with watchfulness is the corrol-
lary attending acceptance ; defaulters and unsuitable 

persons can speedily be discovered by the results of their 
operations; whilst obedience and faithfulness in the dis-
charge of duty can be encouraged by direct personal 
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intercourse with superiors. As a well tried system there-
fore, parochial organisation remains to-day an integral 
part of the general policy comprehended and practised 
by the rulers in the Anglican Communion, transmitted 
through many centuries of time and through various 
phases of catholic doctrine and practice. 
The first pioneers of Christianity were itinerant mis-

sionaries— men who, after accomplishing a measure of 
success in one place, moved further a-field, to make a 
beginning where the ground hitherto had not been 
broken ; returning after a time to find perhaps that the 
seed, hopefully sown, had borne so little fruit, that they 
must needs begin their labours afresh. 

It was the transition stage from the wandering priest 
to that of a settled minister of position and standing 
that called for some arrangement whereby his mainten-
ance and the range of his ministrations could be insured 
by agreement, as between servers and served. One 
means of securing this was by the allocation of portions 
of the country to the guidance and care of a permanent 
officer, in place of the former casual missionary, and in 
such amounts as would be manageable and within the 
compass of one man's ability to undertake. 
A movement of this kind, however, could hardly be 

attempted with a prospect of success until the new faith 
had got, or was getting, the ascendancy; much rough 
work would have to be done, and many centuries were 
destined to pass before the images of Thor and Woden 
were finally banished froin the land, and the cross up-
lifted where idols had heretofore held sway. 

The first successes of the missionaries were won by the 
conversion of the rulers and head men of the communities, 
and these in their turn influenced their dependents ; then 
came the need for the regular services of a leader of 
the new faith, one who could be reasonably accessible 
when wanted. For this privilege the people were 
not unwilling to burden themselves by offerings of their 
substance. 

Parishes were not established by the efforts of any 
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single individual, although assertions to the contrary have 
long beeii current, and anything like a simultaneous 
movement was impracticable. We need only consider the 
magnitude of the undertaking, the extensive area in-
volved, and the small number of men available, in order 
to dismiss this idea. Neither was there a general or a 
particular council of the clergy and laity called by some 
authority to sanction the adoption of a plan of ecclesias-
tical divisions. The propagation of a new faith in a new 
country, among an alien people, whose language presented 
a formidable obstacle to progress, had many difficulties to 
surmount before that period of consolidation was reached 
which would allow of the establishment of anything like 
the parochial system. 

Betweeii the missionary and the parochial stages of 
the Church in Britain there arose aii intermediate con-
ditioii of affairs which ultimately resulted in the develop-
iìient and formation of the dioceses. We may perhaps 
look on the mother dkceses as the equivalent of the 
parishes of England during the seveiith century. It 
will be as well then to devote some attention to this 
momentous period in the evolution of an organised 
church. 

S. Augustine and the heroic forty lauded in this 
country in the year 597, and from this time the history 
of the English Church and the political career of the 
country can be studied in both aspects from fairly reli-
able authorities. 

Before Augustine's time we are in comparative dark-
ness, and for the little we do know we are indebted to 
the scholarship and writings of the venerable Bede, who 
after a life consecrated to ecclesiastical literature, died in 
the year 735. It is from Bede that we learn something 
about that ancient British Church which already existed 
in the northern parts of the island, and whose bishops are 
said to have attended the general Councils of the Church 
held in Southern Gaul. 

It is on record that Columba crossed the sea from 
Ireland in the year 565, and fixed his residence in the 
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small island of Iona on the north-west of Scotland. Here 
he built a monastery which was long regarded by the 
Picts as their mother church. S. _Colu`mba--for the 
Church has canonised him—was venerated not only by 
the Scots of Britain and Ireland, but further south 
by the Anglo-Saxons, who owed their conversion to 
the self-denying missionaries of Iona. Dr. Hook, in his 
Lives of the Archbishops, in speaking of the influence 
exercised by the old British Church on the natives of 
Northumbria and the North generally, makes this state-
ment concerning them : "The northern half of Anglo-
Saxon Britain was indebted for its conversion not to 
Augustine and the Italian mission but to the Celtic 
missionaries." 

The success of Augustine in the South was immediate 
and remarkable. He founded the see of Canterbury and 
became its first archbishop. In the seventy years which 
followed, progress of an enduring character continued to 
be made, although the country was never at rest ; the 
ceaseless contentions of the petty kings for supremacy 
producing tempests of barbaric strife. 

But the infant church withstood all the shocks of civil 
war, mitigating, let us hope, some of its horrors through 
the message it brought : "Blessed are thepeacemakers." 
Many rudely-built churches had sprung into existence, 
while emblems of the faith, in the shape of stone and 
wooden crosses, dotted the land in many directions, fore-
runners of the permanent buildings that were to come 
later on. It was at the foot of these crosses that the 
missionaries were wont to assemble the people for instruc-
tion, to.saymass, and to perform the rite of baptism. 
The stately buildings known as cathedrals and the less 

imposing parish churches all stand probably upon, or very 
near, the site of these ancient missionary stations; and 
need there be reason for doubting that our own parish 
church of Bradford is one of the number? 
The successors of Gregory I., surnamed the Great, the 

* Bishop Stubbs' Constitutional history. 
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pope who induced Augustine to undertake the mission to 
England, did not relax their interest in the spiritual 
interests of this country. At this time the bishops of 
Rome were generally * "very excellent men, the objects 
of universal respect." It was the custom of the times to 
submit contentious matter to them for adjudication. 
Many appeals from England were heard by them at 
Rome, and in the year 669, the see of Canterbury having 
been vacant four years, the Kings of Northumbria and 
Kent requested Pope Vitalian to send them a fitting man 
to fill the vacant primacy. The Pope's choice fell upon 
Theodore, a Greek monk of the ancient city of Tarsus 
in the East, the birth-place of the apostle Paul. Theodore 
was a man of genius with a capacity for ruling, possessing 
statesmanship well adapted for controlling and guiding 
the turbulent spirits of his age, while his priestcraft—in 
the highest and best sense of the word—eclipsed that of all 
who had gone before him in England. He was the seventh 
archbishop in succession to Augustine. Dr. Hookt des-
cribes him as a man "distinguished for his learning, both 
sacred and secular— the first to introduce the study of 
the Greek language into England," and claims for him 
the credit of laying the foundations of English scholar-
ship. He had an able coadjutor in Benedict Biscop. 
The Dean is very laudatory of the two men. He says 
"It was through their influence all the larger and better 
monasteries were converted into schools of learning, in 
which the laity as well as the clergy imbibed a respect 
for literature and in many instances a love of it." History 
and tradition, but mainly the latter, have ascribed to 
the illustrious Theodore a larger share in the foundation 
of parishes than modern scholarship is disposed to allow. 
On this I will speak later ; meanwhile, it may be interest-
ing to quote Dean Hook's account of Theodore's arrival 
and first proceedings as Vicar-General and Metropolitan 
of the remote little island, so little known then as to be 
regarded at Rome as the ultima thule of Christendom. 
In his narrative of the life of Theodore as archbishop we 

* Dean Hook. f Lives qf the Archbishops. 
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get a glimpse of the position which the Church in Eng-
land had reached in the latter half of the seventh century, 
and the prospect it presented to the foreign prelate for 
the exercise of his administrative abilities. Dr. Hook's 
account is as follows :— 

"On the 27th of May, 669, amidst great rejoicings, Theodorus i was placed n Augustine's chair at Canterbury, and with all the 

ardour of youth the grand old man, being now sixty-six years of 
age, commenced his historical career and addressed himself to the 
duties of his station. Immediately after his enthronement, he 
made a general visitation of his province, and, prepared as the 
nation was to receive him, he was universally acknowledged as the 
metropolitan and primate of England. The visitation was accom-
plished with less difficulty than we might at first suppose. 
"The old Roman roads remained, and the people were accus-

tomed to assemble from great distances when notice was given that 
a missionary had taken up his position at any well-known station. 

"Princes, prelates and peasants crowded to hear and see the 
long-expected and much-talked-of archbishop. Theodorus enquired 
diligently into the conduct of the clergy, insisted on a uniform 
observance of Easter, and exhorting the people to abstain from 
idols, to renounce their superstitions, and not to fall into the sins 
they had repented of—he preached to them the simple truths of 
the Gospel, and left directions that every father should see that his 
children be taught to say the Creed and the Lord's Prayer in the 
vulgar tongue. 

"This primary visitation was a tour of inspection, and Theodorus 
returned to Canterbury determined on two points—to establish the 
parochial system, and to increase the episcopate. He perceived 
that Christianity, if it were to be rooted in the land, required 
more than the occasional delivery of a sermon and the administra-
tion of the sacraments; he recognised the superintending duties of 
a pastor, who should gather the sheep into one fold. In the Greek 
Church he had been familiar with the parochial system; and he 
determined to encourage the formation of parishes, and the erection 
of parish churches, by adopting the principles laid down by the 
Emperor Justinian in the laws which he published in 541 and 543, 
according to which, the right of patronage was conceded to the 
founders of churches and their heirs, provided that the church had a 
specific income for the maintenance of the minister. Theodorus per-
suaded the thanes and landed proprietors to assign to their former 
chaplains an independent position, and by placing a church in the 
centre of their estates, to secure a constant intercourse between the 
minister of the Gospel, the inmates of the castle, and the serfs.* 

* The Saxon chronicle notices the death of Theodore in the year 690 with the 
brief remark : 11 Before this time the bishops had been Roman from this time they 
were English." In other words, this great man converted what had been a mission-
ary station into an Established Church. 
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The foregoing extract from Dr. Hook's life of Theodore 
Js entitled to considerable respect, and the number of 
authorities he quotes in his Lives testifies the extent of 
his researches, but it has to be acknowledged that his 
statements do not accord with the views of modern 
scholars. They, while agreeing in commending the arch-
bishop's work, assert that his energies were more directly 
employed in the creation of new sees, and these latter 
into a regular province of the Catholic Church than in 
promoting the formation of parishes. This is a procedure 
certainly more in accordance with church polity, which is 
first to establish the diocese before arranging the sub-
divisions. 
I am reluctant to advance an individual opinion regard-

ing Archbishop Theodore's share in parish-making, the 
gulf of time is so great, and authorities say so little con-
cerning the negotiations between thane and priest which 
must necessarily have preceded the new development. I 
may however observe in concluding this part of my paper, 
that Archbishop Theodore was already an old man when 
he came to England, and that his strength—daily de-
creasing—would be unequal to the carrying out of exten-
sive plans, although the conception of them might have 
existed in his mind. Perhaps it will be more correct to 
assume that the ecclesiastical policy of Theodore's time 
was all in favour of parochial settlement as a general 
principle; that he himself made a beginning in his own 
province; that the system grew and spread, and was 
copied and repeated in distant places until it became the 
general rule for a church built on an estate to becomethe 
centre of a district, in the charge of a stationary priest, 
under the control and protection of the diocesan, and for 
such a district to be called a parish. It was beyond the 
power of any one man, however gifted, to take in hand 
the arrangement of 5,800 square miles of territory into 
some ten or twelve thousand small divisions. 
1 conclude then, that parishes came into existence very 

gradually, their organisation first appearing as a young 
system in. the closing years of the seventh century, but 
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that their completion was the work of many centuries, 
and certainly continued to a period after the Conquest. 
When I read in the work of a distinguished modern 
writer that "Iii the year 747 the parochial system was 
thoroughly established " I am perplexed, and wonder if 
the words are to be taken in their plain meaning, or that 
they mean that the institution as a principle was 
"thoroughly established." If the former, I am unable to 
agree with the writer ; if the latter, there is little ground 
for objection. 

IT. OF THE ANCIENT PARISH OF BRADFORD 
IN PARTICULAR. 

Manors and townships resemble each other so closely 
as to be almost identical expressions. The manor of 
Bradford and the township of Bradford mean one and 
the same piece of land. Some of the Saxon Lords appear 
to have owned more than one manor, acquired perhaps 
by marriage, and these manors might lie at some distance 
apart ; in no other way can we account for the scraps of 
parishes occasionally found lying far away from the main 
body. The township is the basis of the parish. A parish 
may consist of a single township or it may comprehend a 
number. The neighbouring parish of Bingley consists of 
two townships only; Halifax numbers 34. How shall we 
account for this disproportion? In no other way, I con-
ceive, than by considerations of population. A township, 
remote from the principal centres, might have the whole 
of its inhabitants concentrated in a single dwelling for 
its headman, with a number of small common dwellings 
for his hinds and servants who would cultivate a mere 
fraction of the land. 

It is obvious such a township would be unable by itself 
to bear the cost of the maintenance of a minister, so the 
more usual way was for a number of townships to be 
combined in order to form a parish. The lord of a manor 
being converted to the new fith was—as before stated— 
encouraged to build a church on his estate. This he 
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might do by himself if his resources were ample, but as 
parishes rarely consist of a single township, the inference 
is that a number of owners joined in arranging and 
settling the limitations of the first parishes, appointing 
and dismissing—at their pleasure, it is alleged—the 
minister called to serve them. In this way was laid the 
foundation of a system of lay-patronage which has come 
down to the present day. The building of the church 
would generally precede the settlement of the parish, 
both would be the subject of many conferences between 
the owners and the diocesan, and there was doubtless 
much delay, in a number of instances, before an arrange-
ment could be concluded. 
The parish of Bradford is an example of the unification 

of the thirteen townships of— 
Area in acres. Area in acres. 

Allerton ... ... 1849 Heaton .. ... 1322 
Bierlev ... 3341 Horton... ... 2033 
Bowling ... 1561 Manningham 1318 
Bradford ... 1595 Shipley ... 1410 
Clayton .. 1745 Thornton ... 4786 
Eccleshill 1220 Wilsden ... 2637 
Haworth 8121 

Under what circumstances this unification was accom-
plished I can give no information, neither do I know 
where such (if any) is to he had. The settlement is un-
doubtedly ancient, and remained undisturbed certainly 
for many years. The parish of Bradford as originally 
defined, considered as a mere geographical expression 
denoting a specific superficial area, never has been altered. 
It is the same to-day as it was when the manorial 
lord or lords and bishop debated its extent and possibi-
lities in conference together at some period unknown. 

In order to form a correct idea of the extent of the 
parish a map, showing the limits of each township, the 
boundary of the whole, and the p'sition of the parish 
church, is indispensable. Only by means of such a map 
can we realise the disadvantages which the inhabitants 

BB 
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westward laboured under when they sought to participate 
in the privileges which the presence of a church confers. 

It is at the west end, close to the Lancashire border, 
that the parish still retains those features w hich formerly 
characterised the whole, and there a spectator, at the 
present day, may look upon a scene not unlike that which 
King Alfred might have gazed upon had circumstances 
brought him hither. Bradford being a hilly country, it 
abounds in small water-courses. These miniature streams 
have for ages marked the limits of the townships and the 
boundaries of the parish, and that to an extent unsus-
pected by many who daily pass along or over their course 
unaware of their existence. The largest of these is the 
Bradford beck, a township boundary in some places, and 
for 24 miles of its course the boundary between Bradford 
and the sister parish of Calverley. For another 24 miles 
the centre of the river Aire parts us from the old parish 
of Otley, in the wapentake of Skyrack. Excepting the 
tops of the hills, nearly the whole parish is engirdled by 
sinuous winding little rills. They still exist, but under 
changed conditions. In the open country they are for 
the most part fully exposed to the light of day and may 
be followed for miles, Near the city they are more fre-
quently hidden, often being covered with flags and tons 
of soil. I remember one of the rills which has met with 
this fate. It began at the upper part of what is now 
Peel park, ran under Bolton Road, thence through fields, 
under the canal, and discharged itself into the Bradford 
beck near Manningham railway station. Its course 
marked the division of the two parishes of Bradford and 
Calverley. Little, if any, of this once exposed current 
can now be seen, and nothing less accurate than the pro-
fessional instruments of the trained land surveyor can tell 
us where it is or where it was. On the bill tops, where 
no natural feature exists to guide us, a stone post may 
be occasionally noticed, with letters cut on its surface. 
The side whereon B appears, we understand to face or 
point in the direction of Bradford. Lately, while tracing 
the parish boundary at its east end, I noticed one of 
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these stone posts on the old coach road to Leeds. I 
judged it to have been fixed there about a hundred 
years ago. 
At Crow Hill, in the township of Haworth, the highest 

altitude of the parish is reached. On the ordnance map 
it is marked 1500 feet above sea level, 1200 feet higher 
than Forster Square. Some straight hues on the map 
hereabouts, inform us that the true boundary is not 
rigidly fixed, as the word undefined" on the map 
expresses. 
The exact position of a parish or township boundary is 

of little consequence perhaps, where no one lives. It is 
otherwise in populous centres, where parliamentary divi-
sions, poor law unions, urban councils, and registration 
districts have to be considered and accurately, known to 
the officials concerned in their administration. As an 
illustration I relate an incident which lately happened. 
The birth of a child took place in a mansion built on 
parts of two townships and two registration districts. 
The householder being a person of some consequence, the 
registering officers of each township wished to have the 
honour of recording the birth of the infant, but could not 
agree as to which of them had the legal right. The 
principal entrance to the dwelling was in one district, the 
rooni in which the birth occurred in the other. As 
neither officer would give way, the matter was referred 
to higher authority, who decided in favour of the room 
rather than the entrance. A story is told of the dead 
body of a man that was found 011 the high moorlands, 
where the two counties of York and Lancaster meet, and 
the expense of its burial was disputed by the authorities 
of the day. A settlement of the dispute was effected at 
the cost of the transfer of a few hundred acres or so to 
the county bearing the cost, which the other might have 
secured by observing the same conditions. At an angle 
of the boundary, where three parishes converge, it seems 
quite possible to construct a dwelling where the inmate 
may, dine in Birstal, sup in Bradford, and sleep in Halifax 
without leaving his house. 

BB2 
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A knowledge of boundaries was formerly preserved by 
periodical excursions on foot or horseback, known as 
beating the boundaries, a custom observed on Rogation 
Days. It has long been abandoned in these parts, and 
would be quite impracticable now. 
Few people think of Bradford as a part of Yorkshire 

reaching to the Lancashire border. The common idea is 
that outside the limits of the city there is no further 
Bradford. 
But the parish and the city are distinct conceptions 

with little or nothing in common between them from the 
civil point of view. The first-named has a thousand 
years of history behind it ; the city is a creation of 
yesterday ; and priority of existence has some claim to 
our regard, unless it can be shown that its purpose has 
been a failure. Less than a hundred years ago Bradford 
was a small and not very important market town, desti-
tute of all but the most elementary forms of civil govern-
ment. It received its first charter of incorporation in 
1847, when four out of the thirteen townships of the 
parish, with a united area of 607 acres, were taken to 
form the new municipal borough. 

These four townships were all well within the old 
parish. We have changed all that now and the area of 
the city to-day is 22,843 acres, of which fully one half 
lies in the old parishes of Birstal and Calverley; without 
these additions our town would not have been elevated 
into a city, the eighth in rank among the list of populous 
towns. The number of ancient parishes in England and 
Wales is about 12,000, of which number 613 are in the 
county of York; 230 of them are situate in the West 
Riding.* They vary considerably in extent. The smallest 

'It may not be amiss to give here the acreage of some adjacent ancient 
parishes :-

Area in acres. Area in acres. 
Batley 6285 Ilkley ... ... 8404 
Bingley 14108 Keighley ... ... 10132 
Birstal ... 13076 Kildwick ... ... 22536 
Calverley ... 8900 Leeds ... ... 21571 
Dewsbury ... 10101 Otley ... ... 23578 
Fewston ... ... 17644 Skipton ... ... 30119 
Guiseley ... 8925 Wakefield ... ... 10056 
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is that of Crofton near Wakefield, a parish of 1519 acres 
and smaller than our neighbouring township 'of Clayton. 
The largest is Halifax, distinguished as the premier 
parish of the county for its size and the number of its 
townships. 
Of the 230 West Riding parishes, Bradford—as in the 

case of populous centres—stands eighth in the list. It 
is exceeded by 

Area iii acres. Area in acres. 

Halifax ... ... 82539 Ecciesfield 49616 
Kirby Maizeard 55414 Slaidburn ... 40000 
Ripon ... 55022 Arncliffe 34078 
Sedhergh ... 52665 

all of which contain large tracts of moorland. 
The superficial area of Bradford parish in acres is 32920, 

or 51 square miles. A straight line from East to West 
iiieasures 15* miles ; from North to South it is 7 miles 
at its broadest part ; the circuit of the border is equal 
to a straight line 49 miles long. It is possible to walk 
round it without passing over part of any other parish. 
Quite a large number of parishes have fragmentary por-
tions situate at long distances from the main body, to 
explain which it is necessary to remember that estates 
belonging to owners frequently lie far apart, and in the 
formation of a parish owners would take this circumstance 
into account. 

The township of Eccieshill cuts right through the 
parish of Calverley to the edge of the river at Apperley, 
compelling the inhabitants of Bolton and Idle to cross 
over a part of Bradford in order to get to their own 
parish church. It is interesting to note how this inter-
jecting portion of Eccleshill allowed the ancient towns-
men access to the main river from which they could get 
water for their cattle and fish for themselves. It is but 
a few yards of the river's length, but the privilege would 
be a valuable one in early days. There is but little evi-
dence as to the existence in the very early days of the 
parish of a daughter church, oratory, shrine, cross or 
other relic of Christianity, in addition to the familiar 
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structure overlooking Forster Square. Excepting Ponden 
Kirk in Haworth and Kirkfield in Ecclešhill, a study of the 
place names of roads, old mansions and notable localities in 
no instance suggests a religious structure. In the imme-
diate vicinity we have Kirk Gate and nothing more. 
The chapel of St. Sitha on the Bradford Bridge was a 
comparatively recent foundation. 
On the hill-side, high enough to be out of reach of the 

floods which occasionally swept down, laying the laud 
under water in what is now Forster Square and Market 
Street, the first missionaries to Bradford Dale took their 
stand, erected a cross and gathered the people together. 
A forest of trees around them, they preached the new 
faith, with those fluctuations of success, should you not 
say, as attend the efforts of present-day missionaries in 
foreign lands. 
A church of some kind would follow, a small building 

of wood and wattled clay. The abbey of Lindisfarne 
and the cathedral church of York at first were of no 
better material. Such an edifice was appropriate to the 
times, differing in shape only from the rude dwellings of 
the common people. Other and better buildings would 
follow, and lastly stone walls would supersede the slender 
structures composed of wood and clay. At the present 
day we seem separated by very many centuries from the 
wicker and clay walls, but less than 200 years ago the 
roof of the present parish church was a thatched one, a 
combination of hug, some kind of moss, blended with 
cow's hair and lime ; and great was the ferment, and 
opposition of the ratepayers to a scheme of the vicar and 
his wardens to replace the roof of thatch with framed 
wood-work and slates.* How much the old thatched roof 
cost annually in repairs is told in the churchwardens' 
book of expenses. 
The parish church and most of the public buildings of 

* The story of the strife engendered in the parish by the proposal to re-roof the 
church has never yet been told, but the material for it has lately been supplied by 
Sir M. Wilson, of Eshton Hall, whose ancestors and tenantry were interested in the 
project. 
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the city are in Bradford township. The planting of the 
church and the establishment of a market were the chief 
factors in giving to this township ail ascendancy over the 
sister townships and undoubtedly fixed the name of 
Bradford on the entire group. Had the church been 
built in some other township, it might have been other-
wise. 
The number of people living in the town and 

parish, anterior to census times, cannot be definitely 
stated, but a consideration of the Poll Tax levied in the 
second year of the reign of Richard II. gives the follow-
ing numbers of the inhabitants of the various townships: 

Bradford 86 Eccieshill ... 34 
Haworth •. 64 Bollyng 33 
Allerton (with Wilsclen) 63 Heaton 26 
Shipley 44 Manningham .. 20 
Horton... 41 Clayton 19 
N. Bierley ... 41 
Thornton 34 505 

These figures do not include paupers or children below 
the age of 16. There were 183 married couples, and on 
the assumption of an average of three children to each 
couple and as many indigent as were single at the time 
of the tax, we get in 1379 a possible total of about 1200 
inhabitants for the whole parish. It is not known when 
the first daughter church in the parish appeared, but the 
need of a burial place for the dwellers at the west end is 
obvious. 

To traverse in all weathers ten miles of rough road 
from Haworth in order to secure Christian burial would 
be a great hardship, to remedy which a second burial 
ground would first be set apart and served from the 
mother church. The burial ground would probably pre-
cede the church, but they may have been coincident. 
That the church at Haworth is a daughter church of 
Bradford there is little doubt, notwithstanding the 
attempts made to invest it with a fictitious antiquity. 
The point seems established by the fact of the vicars of 
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Bradford having a voice in the appointment of its incum-
bent and continuing to receive the small tithes of the 
township. 
The development of this fresh centre had the effect of 

producing a feeling of isolation and coldness towards the 
mother church in the affections of the Haworth folk, 
which later on found expression in open opposition. Into 
this it is not necessary to enter, and I wish to avoid the 
entanglements which the mere mention of church rates 
would involve one in. I pass on to notice the next of 
the daughter churches which repeated the example of 
Haworth. These were the two chapeiries of Thornton 
and Wibsey, each with a burial ground attached to them. 
Both were founded about 200 years ago. 

Later still (1766) Bierley church was built, a donative 
church by Dr. Richardson, of Bierley Hall. 
The last of the "chapels of ease" to be built was the 

?Bell Chapel at Great Horton in 1809. 
Thus prior to the year 1815 the parish church and the 

five daughter churches mentioned formed the sole pro-
vision by the Church of England for the spiritual require-
ments of the inhabitants of the extensive area we have 
been considering. In 1815 the first Christ Church was 
consecrated (re-built on a fresh site in 1879). From this 
period the building of churches proceeded at a quicker 
rate, but at no time kept pace with the faster increasing 
population. Had we been without the excellent work 
accomplished by sister Christian communities the spiritual 
condition of the parish would have been well-nigh 
appalling. 

At the time of the poll tax in 1379 Stephen de Eccles-
hill was Vicar of Bradford. His charge would not, it is 
estimated, exceed that of twelve hundred souls, present-
ing a startling contrast to the numbers apportioned 
among the seventy or so clergy now settled among us, 
and which, according to the Report of the Commission 
appointed by the Bishop of Ripon in 1899, is equivalent 
to one clergyman to every 4000 souls. 
The Parish Church of Bradford, the mother of many 
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thriving daughter churches, may not perhaps now occupy 
that pre-eminent position it once held in the eyes of the 
inhabitants of the ancient parish of Bradford, but the 
contemplative mind of all scholarly thinkers must fasteii 
on those events and developments of the church which 
pre-eminently have had so beneficent a bearing upon 
the lives of its parishioners—ancient and modern. What 
teachings could have had a greater influence for good 
than those which, emanating week in week out, year 
after year, century by century, from the ancient church 
of St. Peter in Bradforddale, have carried to the hearts 
and homes of our forefathers the tenets of the Christian 
faith? 

MR. COCKUlOF'1"S BILL OF CI1ARGEì OF WRITINGS INTO VALES 

AND BACK AGAINE. 

MICHAELMAS TERME 1727. 
£ s. (1. 

Sent Samuell Ackroyd's Deeds per carrier to London to be sent into 
Wales to be executed there paid carrier ... 00 03 00 

Paid Porterage & Carrier with Deeds into Wales ... 00 03 00 
I'ai(l Postage with Deeds back from Wales ... ... ... ... 01 08 00 
Paid Mr. Sowary for his fee & for writeing letters to Mr. Griffith in 

Wales ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 00 05 00 
Paid Mr Sowary for porterage with Deeds in Hillary Terme after-

wards into Yorkshire .. ... ... ... ... 00 00 06 
Paid Carrier with Deeds into Yorkshire 00 03 oO 

11 May 1733. 

Then recvd the full contents of this Bill of and from the hands of 
John Stanhope of Eccieshill Esq. by me 

JN: COCKCROFT. 

[This is an interesting piece of evidence as to the cost of transmitting letters 
and documents from one part of the country to the other in the days of the second of 
the Georges. In these, the early (lays of the fifth of the Georges of England. in-

creased postal facilities enable people to send letters over the same ground for less 
than a thirtieth of Mr. Cockcroft's Bill of Charges. 

The third item in the account shows that transmission by the cross-posts was 
very much dearer than by carrier, indeed it was almost prohibitive It was but a 
few years before this that Ralph Allen. the Man of Bath, had established the cross-
roads postal system in the first decade of which the Post Office revenue is said to 
have amounted to £7000 per aneum—a vastly different sum to the revenue from 
similar sources to-day. 

Mr. Sowary would appear to have been the London agent for Mr. Cockcroft, 
a Bradford attorney, who is mentioned in Mr. Scruton's paper on the Bartlett 
family in the Biudjord Antiquary (Old Series) Vol. I.] 

02 02 06 
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BURNLEY OF ECCLESHILL. 
BY 

W. E. PRESTON. 

WILLIAM 'BURNLEY== 
of Skircote, in the parish of Halifax, 
dyer, conveyed lands called Cownall 
Carrs in Skircote, held of Henry 
Savile of Copley, to his son and heir 
Thomas, 7th March, 32 Henry 8 

THOMAS BURNLEY==. 
of Eccieshill, dyer, son and 
heir of William Burnley, of 
Skircote, purchased (3 Eliz.) 
the Manor of Eccleshill from 
Sir Thomas Zouch, of Codnor, 
co. Derby. He conveyed the 
manor to his son and heir 
William Burnley upon his 
marriage, 17 Eliz. 

1 
RICHARD= 
of Skircote, 

held lands of Thomas 
Savile, of Copley, esquier, 

2 and 3 Philip and 
Mary. 

Issue. 
(See Halifax Registers). 

WILLIAM BURNLEY, of Eccleshill=== 
yeoman, conveyed the manor to his son 
and heir Thomas, upon his marriage, 
35 Eliz. (See Cal. of Pleadings, Duchy 
of Lancaster, 33 Eliz.). (See Inq. Post I 
Mort., 1 James). 

THOMAS BURNLEY= 
of Eccieshill, gent., held the 
Manor in 1636. He was 
entitled to * of a seat in 
Calverley Church, 1608. 

Churchwarden 1638-9. 
Buried at Calverley, 1666; 

above 88 years old. 

other issue. 

1 
RTCHARD=M ARIE 

(of Drighlington?) THORPE 
Md. at Calverley 
Parish Church, 
25/2/1605-6. 

r 
ROBERT, 

son and heir, 
Bp. at Bradford 
Parish Church, 

1606. 

-7 
RICHARD, 

Bp. at Bradford, 
1621. 

NOTE.—See also Halifax, Bradford, 
formist Registers, and York Wills. 

other issue 
baptised 

at Bradford. 

Guiseley, Calverley. and Local Noucon-



RICHARD OASTLER. 

From a photograph in the possession of the Vicar of St. John's, Bowling. 



RICHARD OASTLER AND THE TEN HOURS 

FACTORY MOVEMENT. 

BY 

REV. JAMES GREGORY. 

tHE difficulty of dealing with this subject is the mass 
of material one is called to handle, not in connec-
tion with Oastler himself—for the data concerning 

his personal life are very scanty indeed,—but the material 
which concerns the Ten Hours Movement, embodied as 
it is in a somewhat voluminous literature. Concerning 
Richard Oastler we know little except that which per-
tains to the history and advocacy of this movement. 
The chief repertory of facts and details regarding his 
personal life seems to be a small and discursive pamphlet 
of some 20 pages entitled sketch of the Life and Opinions 
of Richard Oastler, published in Leeds in 1838. 
From this we learn that he was born in Leeds on the 

20th of December, 1789. His father, Robert Oastler, 
was the son of a substantial yeoiiiaii residing on his 
patrimony at Kirkby Wiske in the North Riding of 
Yorkshire. Robert incurred the displeasure of his father 
by embracing the doctrines of Wesley. For this he was 
banished from his father's house, and at last removing to 
Thirsk, was adopted by his uncle, John Oastler. 
With the object of advancing in life, he removed to 

Leeds and set up in business as a cloth merchant. He 
married the daughter of Mr. Joseph Scarr of Leeds, of 
an "ancient and honourable family." They had eight 
children, of whom Richard was the youngest. They were 
both deeply religious, and great friends of John Wesley, 
who made their house his home when he visited Leeds. 
On his last visit, and shortly before his death, Wesley 
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took the child Richard up in his arms and blessed him 
after the manner customary with his pious fbllowërs. 
The father Robert was in politics, we are told, first a 
Tory, but afterwards became a Reformer, or as it was 
then termed, a "Tonì Painer." 

Richard Oastler the son was on the contrary a Tory 
from the beginning, and remained a strong and unbend-
ing Tory to the end of his life. 
The instinct of philanthropy seems to have run in the 

Oastler blood. The father Robert set his hand to a num-
ber of public charitable undertakings, and took a leading 
part in the agitation against the employment of "climbing 
boys," i.e., boys climbing up chimneys in order to sweep 
them. The introduction of machinery into the manufac-
ture of cloth led him to sever his connection with this 
business, in his judgment, it was simply a means for 
benefitting the rich and oppressing the poor, and he could 
give it no countenance. 
He 500i1 found his way, however, to a more congenial 

position, for he was appointed steward to Thomas Thorn-
hill, Esq., of Fixby Hall, near Huddersfield, who had ex-
tensive estates both in Yorkshire and Lincolnshire. It 
was the Yorkshire estate that Robert Oastler was called 
upon to manage, and here he remained till his death, 
when he was succeeded by his son Richard in 1821. 
At the age of eight years Richard was sent to the 

Moravian School at Fulneck, and remained for eight 
years under the care of his wise tutor, faithful monitor, 
and valued friend—Mr. Henry Steinhauer. To his influ-
ence Richard was wont to attribute the reverence for 
truth, the love of virtue, the fear of God, and the desire 
to promote the happiness of others, which were so marked 
a feature of his own character As a boy he had a strong 
wish to be educated for the Bar. This desire his father, 
from conscientious motives, refused to gratify. This dis-
appointment preyed upon the boy's mind, and left its 
consequences in a decided distaste for study and learning. 
Baffled in his next resolve, that of becoming an architect, 
he set up business as a commission agent, and for a time 
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was very successful. In 1816 he married a Miss Mary 
Tatham of Nottingham, by whom he had two children, 
both of whom died in infaiìcy. She was a pious, estimable 
woman and a devoted wife, sharing her husband's labours, 
hopes and sympathies to the full. Four years after, 
Oastler became -a bankrupt, and though he had the means 
of meeting his creditors placed unreservedly at his service, 
he characteristically refused all offers of assistance. In 
that year, 1820, his father died, and at once Mr. Thornhill 
wrote to offer him the stewardship of the Fixby estate. 
This he very willingly accepted, and entered upon his 
new duties in January, 1821, retaining for more than 
seventeen years the oversight and management of Mr. 
r1lhoi.nhi1l S Yorkshire property. 
From the time of his instatement at Fixby Hall Oastler 

came to the front in Yorkshire politics and took an active 
and leading part, though he did not at first identify him-
self with any paricu1ar party. The agitation begun by 
Wilberforce for the abolition of the slave trade early 
enlisted his sympathy and secured, so far as opportunity 
offered, his enthusiastic support. In 1 830 he went on a 
visit to his friend, Mr. John Wood of Horton Hall, at 
that time an extensive mill-owner and manufacturer in 
Bradford. Notwithstanding his personal participation in 
it, Mr. Wood had been deeply impressed by the evils of 
the factory system and the sufferings it was inflicting 
upon the hapless children. 

In course of conversation one evening Mr. Wood said 
to Mr. Oastler, "I wonder you have never turned your 
attention to the factory system." "Why should I ?" 
replied Mr. Oastler, "I have nothing to do with factories." 
"That may be," rejoined Mr. Wood, ."  you are however 
very enthusiastic against slavery in the West Indies 
and I assure you there are cruelties daily practised in our 
mills on little children which, if you knew of, I am sure you 
would strive to prevent " "Cruelties in mills 1" exclaiied 
Mr. Oastler, " I do not understand you ; tell me." Mr. 
Wood proceeded to tell him the story as he knew it at 
first hand : how that in his own mill little children were 
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worked from six o'clock in the morning to seven o'clock 
in the evening, and that the only break they had was 
forty minutes at noon, which was ten minutes longer than 
any other mill-owner allowed ; while in some mills in 'the 
neighbourhood poor children were worked all that time 
without one moment of rest. All this, Mr. Oastler 
received with great astonishment. He was horrified to 
learn—this on unimpeachable authority—that children 
were worked fourteen, fifteen, sixteen, and even eighteen 
hours a day, in some mills, without a single minute being 
set apart for meals. This meant, of course, that they had 
to take such food as was absolutely necessary while they 
were going about their work. 
To the explosive temper of Richard Oastler this was 

like a spark thrown into a powder magazine. Single-
handed and alone he rushed into the fight and commenced 
a series of fiery articles in the Leeds Mercury and the 
Leeds Intelliyence'ì' under the title of "Slavery in York-
shire," * denouncing the factory system and demanding 
that no young person under twenty one years of age 
should be worked more than ten hours a day. 
As might be expected, the publication of these letters 

made a great sensation in the industrial world. The 
humane public held up their hands in horror, for most of 
them had never suspected the existence of such a state of 
things. The correctness of Oastler's facts was not called 
in question. Even those who deplored the violence of 
his language, the general intemperateness of his advocacy 
of the cause of the suffering children, were compelled to 
admit that the facts were as he stated them to be. 

His denunciation of the factory system soon brought 
him into association with the factory operatives, their 
committees and representatives. Besides employing on 
their behalf his prolific and fiery pen, he addressed a 
number of public meetings. He sought, in every way 
possible, to stir up the resentment of the public and 

* pp. 16-19, The Ten Hours Bill; the History of Factory Legislation, by 
Philip Grant. 
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and kindle their indignation to a white heat. In acknow-
ledgment of his services he received the title of the Fac-
tory King—and a king indeed he was in the sovereignty 
of his leadership and influence.* 

Oastller was by no means alone in the stand which he 
took against the factory system. Ranged on the same 
side were a number of leal men and true—the Rev G. S. 
Bull, Vicar of St. James' (Parson Bull, as he was called), 
the Rev. J. R. Stephens, originally a Wesleyan minister, 
who took a leading part in the Chartist movement. Short 
Time Committees were formed, and on these Chartists, 
Socialists, Ultra-Tories met and worked together. Other 
sympathisers were Rev. Dr. Scoresby, Vicar of Bradford, 
Mr. John Wood, Mr. Wm Walker, Messrs. John and 
William Rand, Mr. Mathew Balme, Mr. Squire Auty, etc. 
rç these were afterwards added the Fieldens of Todmor-
den, Mr. W. Busfield Ferrand, Colonel Tempest of Tong 
Hall, Sir Henry Edwards of Halifax, Mr Newdigate, 
M.P., etc. 
Here we must turn aside to sketch in very brief and 

fragmentary outline the history of the Ten Hours Move-
ment, as it ranits course in Parliament and in the country 
generally. To do more than this would be to try and 
thread our way through the labyrinthine windings of 
factory legislation. This would conduct us into a perfect 

* Says Mr. Hodder in his Life of the J'aìl of Shaftesbury, vol. II: 'One of the 
most irrepressible of the agitators was Mr. Richard Oastler, a worthy but eccentric 
mail, wielding a large influence over the operatives, who kept up excitement to a 
white heat, as the following extracts from a letter written in the early part of 1835 
will show :— 

"FIxBY HALL, near HUDDERSFIELD, ApI. 17, 1835. 
" MY LORD.— I have no hope of success. I see the Government, whether Tory 

or Whig, are blind—blind as bats—stone blind. What care the People of England 
about Dissenters? or the Corporation? or O'Connell? Not one rush. They want 
bread, and the Whigs and Tories and Radicals join together in robbing paupers I 
Oh, shame—shame, and refuse to protect Labour I ! I Oh, what folly. It is labour 
that Supports Throne—not your Jew with his £10,000 000! I Oh, my Lord, do 
excuse me. I must write as I feel. I write not for mj self. No, my Lord. I 
expect nothing but poverty and want and death. I look forward to the assassin's 
knife or a cold stone bed in a dungeon, but I will never have any peace so long as 
I have l)osvel to speak. 

11 When I am dead, and the Throne and Altar are levelled, then perhaps I shall 
have been known to speak the truth. . . . You, my Lord, must change your 
heart for stone if you intend to be cool, whilst you fight the battle of the Factory 
Child." 
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jungle of facts and details, the space for which, in such 
a journal as the present, would be altogether dispropor-
tioiiate and excessive. We can only touch upon the 
salient and more outstanding features of the movement. 
The first leader in the House of Commons was Mr. 

Michael Thomas Sadler, Tory member fbr Newark. In 
1831 he introduced the famous T en Hours Bill. On the 
18th of March, 1832, he moved the second reading in a 
speech which is described as one of great eloquence. 
Item eni bering the vested interests which the Bill had to 
encounter, it is not surprising that it was thrown out. 
The discussion however was not fruitless, for the appoint-
merit of a select committee to inquire into the merits of 
the Bill was carried by a large majority. Sadler had the 
misfortune to lose his seat at Newark, and his attempt to 
secure election at Leeds and afterwards at Huddersfield 
was defeated, notwithstanding the strong support which 
he received from the working classes. 

The rejection of Mr. Sadler was a great blow to the 
operatives. A mass meeting of delegates from Lancashire 
and Yorkshire was convened. They took counsel together, 
and as the result, they deputed the Rev G. S. Bull to 
proceed to London and lay the matter before the Earl of 
Shaftesbury, then Lord Ashley, and endeavour to per-
suade him to take up the flickering torch which had 
dropped from the hand of the fallen leader. Lord Ashley 
had already made his mark and achieved a great reputa-
tion as the champion of the poor and the oppressed, both 
in and out of Parliament. Suffice it to say that the 
appeal was successful, and the leadership of the Ten 
Hours Movement passed into the hands of that large-
hearted Englishman whose name has come down to pos-
terity as a synonym for philanthropy and chivalrous 
devotion to the cause of suffering humanity. 

Lord Ashley was not the man to set his hand to an 
enterprise of such pith and moment without counting the 
cost, without great searchings of heart. He knew that 
the path he had elected to tread was thorny and difficult. 
It would retard his advancement in public life ; it would 
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lessen his chances of preferment for many years to come. 
It meant the giving up of valued leisure and home comforts. 
He laid the matter before his young wife; painted in 
darkest colours all the sacrifices and difficulties involved 
in it, how it would bar her way as well as his to Society, 
and to the honours and distinction which Society had the 
power to confer ; and then awaited her verdict. There 
was no hesitation on the part of this brave and noble 
woman. "It is your duty," she said, "and the conse-
quences we must leave. Go forward to victory !" He 
did go forward, and the reply which he made to the 
appeal that was made to him reveals the spirit of the 
man*: "It seems no one else will undertake it, so I will 
and without cant or hypocrisy, which I hate, I assure you 
I dare not refuse the request you have so earnestly 
pressed. I believe it is my duty to God and to the poor, 
and I trust He will support me. Taking trouble ! What 
do we come to Parliament for?" He said in a letter 
which he wrote to Oastler : "I entertain such strong 
opinions on the matter, that I did not dare, as a Christian, 
to let any diffidence or love of ease prevail over the 
demands of morality and religion." 
From the time he took the matter in hand, Lord 

Ashley spared no pains, no labour, no scruple in order to 
make himself master of the situation. He set on foot all 
manner of inquiries, put himself into communication not 
only with committees and representatives, but with the 
workers themselves. "I make it an invariable rule," he 
said, "to see everything with my own eyes; to take no-
thing on trust or hearsay. In factories I examined the 
mills, the machinery, costumes, and saw the workers and 
their work in all its details. In collieries, I went down 
into the pits. In London, I went into lodging-houses 
and thieves' haunts, and every filthy place. It gave me 
a power I could not otherwise have had. I could speak 
of things from actual experience, as I used often to hear 

* It was worthy of the man who said : " I would rather be the President of the 
Ragged School Union than have the command of armies or wield the destinies of 
empires." 

cc 
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things from the poor sufferers themselves which were in-
valuable to me. I got to know their habits of thought 
and action, and their actual wants. I sat and had tea 
and talked with them hundreds of times." 

In 1833 Lord Ashley introduced his Bill into the House 
of Commons, and on the 17th of June it was read a second 
time. Tt provided for the limitation of the hours of 
labour "for women and young persons" to ten hours a 
day. One clause in the Bill almost produced a split 
amongst a certain section of its supporters. It was to 
the effect that in every case where the provisions of the 
Act were infringed, on the third conviction condign 
punishment should be meted out to the delinquent em-
ployer. Mr. Oastler and the Rev. G. S. Bull strongly 
upheld the retention of this clause and would not hear of 
its being withdrawn or modified. Oastler advocated the 
offending millowners should be subject to flogging and 
the pillory. The Bill was condemned by Lord Althorp, 
and another Bill, approved by him on behalf of the 
Government, was carried by an overwhelming majority. 

In the same year, 1833, Commissioners were sent down 
by the Government into the North of England to inquire 
into the "Effects of Factory Labour on Children," and 
from the report which they made we cite the following, 
as given by Mr. John Fieldeiì, M.P. for Oldham, who was 
himself a manutheturer at Todmorden, in his book entitled 
2he Curse of the Factory System. The evidence, which 
is fkirly typical, is as follows :—A mother said 

"Her children come home so tired and worn out they can hardly 
eat their supper; has often seen her daughter come home so 
fatigued that she would go to bed supperless; has seen young 
workers absolutely oppressed, as unable to sit down or rise up." 

"Many a one," says an overlooker, "I have had to rouse; some 
were asleep; some were only kept awake by being spoken to, or by 
a little chastisement, to make them jump up." 

Another child says :-" She often falls asleep while sitting, some-
times standing; her little sister falls asleep, and they awake her 
by a cry; was up at four this morning, which made her fall asleep 
at once, when the Factory Commissioners came to inspect the mill." 
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It is sad and pitiful to relate that the sufferings of the 
children were often aggravated by the greed and callous 
cruelty of the parents. The Commissioners say that "it 
is not wholly unknown for parents to carry their children 
to the mills' in the morning on their backs, and to carry 
them back at night." A workman deposes that "he has 
seen the boys, when too late of a morning, dragged naked 
from their beds by the overseers, and even by the master, 
with their clothes in their hands, to the mill where they 
put them on ; that he has seen this done oftener than he 
can tell ; and the boys were strapped naked as they got 
out of bed." 
The sanitary arrangements of the mills, many of them, 

were indescribably shocking : "No water-closets, but tubs, 
not peculiar to either sex. . . . But one water-closet 
for both sexes, which children and men and women use 
indiscriminately." In one of the Fleet Papers (of which 
more presently) Mr. Qastler gives a frightful account of 
the immorality which prevailed among the factory 
workers, and which was encouraged by the conditions 
under which they worked. 

In the Lancashire cotton mills the state of things was 
much worse than that which prevailed in Yorkshire. It 
came out as the results of investigations made by a Com-
mittee appointed as early as 1816, at the instance of Sir 
Robert Peel, that the children in Lancashire mills were 
worked from five in the morning to eight at night all the 
year round, with only one hour for two meals. In making 
up for lost time they frequently worked from five in the 
morning till ten at night. They invariably worked from 
six on the Sunday morning till twelve in cleaning the 
machinery for the week. In 1833 this state of things 
was very little improved. In the cotton mills generally 
the work was exceedingly laborious and exacting. 

"While the engine runs, the people must work. Men, women 
and children are yoked together with iron and steam. The animal 
machine, breakable in the best case, subject to a thousand sources 
of suffering, is chained fast to the iron machine which knows no 
suffering and no weariness." 

002 
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In attending to the mule-spinning frame, children had 
often to walk or trot from twenty-five to thirty miles a 
day. Lord Ashley employed an expert mathematician 
to make measurements and calculations, and his verdict 
was that women and children (the "piecers," as they 
were called, were from fourteen to twenty-one years of 
age) walked from seventeen to thirty miles a day. They 
had to lean over the machine and then bring themselves 
back into an upright position, and this operation was 
repeated between four and five thousand times a day. 
The strain involved in it and the exhaustion it tended to 
produce can be well imagined. It was bad enough in all 
conscience for women and young persons above fourteen 
years of age, but for children of tender years it was a 
slow process of destruction and murder. 

Well might the Earl of Shaftesbury (in the course of 
his speech in St George's Hall, Bradford, at the uncover-
ing of the Oastler statue) speak of "the horrible, distorted, 
hideous forms of children engaged in factory labour" 
also of "the cadaverous, sunken, wretched, unhuman 
appearance of the labourers of more advanced age, both 
male and female, as they stalked the street or executed 
their miserable labour, with hardly strength enough to 
keep them in an upright position." 

During 1835-1836 the Ten Hours agitation grew 
stronger and fiercer, fomented and urged on by Oastler, 
Rev. G. S. Bull, J. R. Stephens and others. 

Mr. Charles Hindley, M.P. for Ashton-under-Lyne, an 
extensive mill-owner, pledged himself to bring in a Ten 
Hours Bill. This had no sooner been printed and dis-
tributed than Mr. Poulett Thompson (afterwards Lord 
Sydenharn) brought in a Bill on behalf of the Government 
to repeal the thirteen years of age clause in Lord 
Althorp's Act of 1833, and make it legal to employ child-
ren at the age of twelve. This was in effect to legalise 
the slavery of some 40,000 children—for the most part 
girls. This action roused the workers in the factory dis -
tricts to a state of frenzied excitement. Great meetings 
were held to uphold what Oastler called "Bible, truth 
and justice against Gold and Thompson's Bill." 
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A very heated debate took place in Parliament in 
which the Government secured a majority of two, and as 
a consequence deemed it prudent to withdraw the Bill. 
Meanwhile the feeling in the country was growing. It 
was spreading among all classes. Literary and profes-
sional mcii came forward to express their sympathy with 
the movement, among whom may be mentioned Southey 
and Charles Dickens. 

iii 1838 Dickens wrote to his friend Fitzgerald : "1 
went some weeks ago to Manchester and saw the wovst 
cotton mill ; and then 1 have seen the best. Ex uno 
disce omnes. There was no great difference between 
them. I have seen enough for my purpose, and what I 
have seen has disgusted and astonished me beyond all 
measure. I mean to strike the heaviest blow in my 
power for these unfortunate creatures." 

Passing on to the year 1844, Sir Jas. Graham, Secre-
tary of State, brought in his famous Bill for the Regula 
tion of Labour in Factories. "I propose," he said, "that 
such young persons—that is, between thirteen and 
eighteen—shall not be employed in any silk, cotton, wool 
or flax manufactory for any portion of twenty-four hours 
longer than from half-past five in the morning till seven 
o'clock in the evening in summer, and from half-past six 
in the morning till eight in the evening in winter—thus 
making 13 hours each day, of which one hour arid a half 
is to be set apart for meals and rest, so that their actual 
labour will be limited to 12 hours." 
The Bill went into Committee, and Lord Ashley, in a 

speech of two-and-a quarter hours, moved an amendment 
practically limiting the actual day to ten hours. 'Nearly 
eleven years have elapsed," he said, "since I first made 
the proposition to the House which I shall renew this 
night." At the close of his speech, Sir James Graham 
rose and declared that Her Majesty's Government had 
determined to give the proposition of the noble lord their 
most decided opposition. In their report of the proceed-
ings, the delegates of the factory districts of Lancashire 
and Yorkshire say: "Mr. John Bright addressed the 
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House at considerable length, and in a style, perhaps, the 
most vindictive towards the working classes ever made in 
the British Parliament." He made use of expressions 
which brought Lord Ashley to his feet to repel what he 
felt to be his unwarrantable insinuations, whereupon Mr. 
Bright replied : "I regret if in stating these things I 
have said a word that could be considered derogatory to 
the character of the noble lord. I know I have a warm 
temper, but I meant no personal insult; I desired merely 
to state facts, and I readily withdraw any offensive ex-
pression." * The majority for Lord Ashley's amendment 
was 9-179 voting for and 170 against it. When the 
final division took place the voting was reversed, 181 
voting for the amendment and 188 against it. The result 
was that the House negatived both the Government pro-
position for a Twelve Hours Bill and Lord Ashley's 
amendment for a Ten Hours Bill. 
The movement received a temporary set-back by the 

circumstance that Lord Ashley felt compelled to resign 
his seat in. Parliament owing to his change of opinion in 
regard to the Corn Laws t 

It fell to Mr. Fielden, the member for Oldham, to take 
charge of the Ten Hours Bill. It was again pressed to a 
division and again defeated by a majority of 10-193 
voting for and 203 voting against it. Lord (then Mr.) 

* This episode is referred to in his Diary (Life of the Earl of Shaftesbury, vol. 
II, p. 132) : " Most awfully reviled by Messrs. Bright, Trelawney, Roebuck and 
Escott, of which I took no notice, except to clear away a mis-statement by the 
belligerent Quaker." 

* He had been elected for Dorsetshice as a supporter of the corn Laws. Since 
his election his principles in this respect had undergone a radical change, and his 
conscience left him no choice but to give in his adhesion to Sir Robert Peel and to 
take his stand for the repeal of the Corn Laws He had been twitted by Cobden 
and others for his contumacy in resisting this measure. They had endeavoured to 
discount his zeal for the factoiy operatives by pointing to the condition of the agri-
cultural labourers, especially in Dorsetshire So far from condoning this alleged 
inconsistency, Lord Ashley came afterwards to admit that he and his fellow-protec-
tionists had been blameworthy : that they had made common cause with those whom 
he charged with exploiting the toil of the labouring classes, and that for their own 
advantage. He declared frankly: "we, the landowners. were equally guilty. How 
long did we stand in resistance to the abolition of the Corn Laws? How long did 
we resist that which in its results has been productive of the greatest possible benefit 
to the whole country, not only to the whole class of manufacturing society but to 
the whole body of agricultural labourers 7" 
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Macaulay supported the Bill in a speech of great brilli-
ance. In 1847 it was again introduced into the House 
of Commons by Mr. Fielden and others. After seven 
divisions the third reading was carried by a majority of 
more than two to one. In June of the same year it was 
carried in the House of Lords and received the royal 
assent on June 7th, 1848. 

The reduction of the time of labour to ten hours a day 
or fifty-eight hours a week was hailed with great rejoicing 
by the operatives and their friends. Not so, however, 
with mill-owners and employers. They regarded it with 
undissem bled 'alarm, and began to cast about in their 
minds how they might ward off what they believed would 
be most serious consequences. They hit upon a system 
of " shifts and relays," the effect of which was to keep 
the operatives employed, and to extend the working day 
from 5-30 a.m. to 8-30 p.m. Numerous prosecutions fol-
lowed ; these were unsuccessful, as the magistrates, for 
the most part, threw their shield over the mill-owners. 
"The mighty boon of the Ten Hours Law," writes Lord 
Ashley, "is nullified by fraud and abused justice. Some 
of the masters, a small, thank God, though principal 
minority, have discovered a means of evasion. The 

Government say that they can't prevent it and they will, 
therefore, partially legalise it." 

In his endeavour to mediate between the opposing 
parties Lord Ashley had to pay the usual price and to 
suffer not only at the hands of his opponents, but also at 
the hands of his profèssed friends. "The Ten Hours 
agitation is still alive. Mr. Oastler and Mr. Stephens 
have seized the opportunity to revile me and place them-
selves at the head of the operatives ; but I rejoice to say 
that the operatives will neither believe them nor accept 
them." And again : "Mr. Oastler and a crew of others 
(1 can use no milder term) are denouncing and reviling 
me in every society, by day and by night, in speech or on 
paper, as a traitor and a thousand other things to the Ten 
Hours Bill." "It led," adds Lord Ashley to a violent 
disruption." The ground of it was the acceptance of Sir 
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George Grey's proposal on behalf of the Government to 
limit the hours of working to between 6 a.m. and 6 p.m., 
with an hour-and-a-half oft for meals, thus making the 
working day 10 instead of 10 hours. 

Meanwhile, it should be noted, Lord Ashley had re-
entered the House of Commons, having been returned as 
member for Bath in opposition to Lord Duncan and Mr. 
Roebuck. The latter had been, in the factory agitation, 
of all his opponents the most bitter. Lord Ashley's 
victory at Bath was hailed, therefore, by his friends with 
very rnanifèst delight. 

After a long wearisome course the Bill was at length 
passed. It received the royal assent on July 26th, 1850. 
It permitted ten-and-a-half hours wook on five days in 
the week, and on Saturday no work after two o'clock. 
Such is the Act which since 180 has practically regulated 
the normal day in English factories. The passing of the 
Act was celebrated in Bradford by an entertainment given 
at Bolling Hall by Messrs Wood and Walker to three 
thousand of their employees. This was followed by a 
banquet to fifty of the more distinguished supporters of 
the Bill, Lord Ashley and other leaders being among the 
number. In connection with the subsequent operation 
and history of the Act, nothing is more remarkable than 
the public recantation of their opinions by Mr. Roebuck 
and Sir James Graham. Both admitted that they had 
been mistaken and short-sighted in their opposition to the 
Act. The working of the Act had not injured the 
masters and it had conferred upon the working classes an 
unparalleled boon. 

It is mainly owing to the unsparing labours and the 
splendid perseverance of Lord Shaftesbury and the few 
who stood with him in the factory agitation that we have 
to-day (as described by Lord Morley in his Life of 
Cobden) "a complete, minute and voluminous code for 
the protection of labour ; buildings must be kept pure of 
effluvia; dangerous machinery must be fenced; children 
and young persons must not clean it while in motion 
their hours are not only limited but fixed ; continuous 
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employment must not exceed a given number of hours, 
varying with the trade, but prescribed by law in given 

cases ; a statutable number of holidays is imposed ; the 
children must go to school, and the employer must every 
week have a certificate to that effect ; if an accident 
happens, notice must be sent to the proper authorities 
special provisions are made for bakehouses, for lace-
making, for collieries, and for a whole schedule of other 
special callings ; for the due enforcement and vigilant 
supervision of this immense host of minute prescriptions 
there is an immense host of inspectors, certifying sur-
geons, and other authorities whose business it is 'to 

speed and post o'er land and ocean' in restless guardian-
ship of every kind of labour, from that of the woman who 
plaits straw at her cottage door to the miner who 
descends into'the bowels of the earth, and the seaman 
who conveys the fruits and materials of universal indus-
try to and fro between the remotest parts of the globe." 

Reviewing the history of the factory agitation, and his 
own part in connection with it, Lord Ashley said 

"I had to locate every fresh libel in connection and to encounter 
a most formidable array of capitalists, mill-owners, doctrinaires, and 
ilieli who by natural impulse hate all 'humanity-nwngers.' It re-
quired during many years repeated journeys to Lancashire and 
Yorkshire, no end of public meetings, visits, committees, innumer-
able hours, intolerable expense In very few instances did any 
mill-owner appear on the platform with me; in still fewer the 
ministers of any religious denomination. I bad more aid from the 
medical than the divine profession. O'Connell was a sneering and 
bitter opponent; Gladstone ever voted in resistance to my efforts, 
and Brougham played the doctrinaire in the House of Lords. 
Bright was ever my most malignant opponent. Cobden, though 
bitterly hostile, was better than Bright. By degrees some public 
men came round. Russell, then Lord John, did me disservice 
while he was Minister; he espoused the cause when turned into 
Opposition. Then Sir G. Grey adhered; and towards the end, 
Macaulay gave us one of his brilliant and effective speeches. My 
latter years in the House of Commons were dogged by Oastler and 
the Fieldens, who resented my policy in bringing all things to a 
happy conclusion by making and accepting concessions to abate too 
much exultation in the operatives, and too much soreness in the 
mill-owner. The pressure upon purse and upon time was very 
great; the pressure upon strength was greater, but the pressure on 
the mind was greatest of all. I endured terrible anxieties." 
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But to return to Richard Oastler. His prominence in 
Yorkshire politics, his opposition to the Poor Law, then 
before Parliament, and the part he had taken in champion-
ing the cause of the factory children, brought about 
strained relations with his employer, Mr. Thornhill. These 
became more and more strained, till at last Mr. Thornhill 
wrote to him that his services as steward would be no 
longer, required. Oastler took his dismissal with great 
calmness and courage, and apparently without a word of 
remonstrance left the place which had been his home for 
more than 17 years, and where he and Mrs. Oastler had 
greatly endeared themselves to the tenantry and to a 
large number of neighbours and friends. He left Fixby 

August 25th, 1838. Previous to this he had unfor-
tunately given Mr. Thornhill a promissory note in regard 
to certain excess of expenditure on the Fixby estate, and 
this with the interest which had subsequently accrued 
amounted to between two and three thousand pounds. 
He was not able to redeem the promise, and on Dec. 9th, 
1840, he was lodged in the Fleet prison for debt. 
The Fleet prison has a somewhat peculiar history. It 

figures in the pages of Dickens. It was specially noto-
rious for its clandestine marriages, which were performed 
without banns or licence by needy chaplains for a slight 
consideration. As many as thirty marriages a day were 
sometimes celebrated in this manner. Here Richard 
Oastler was detained for nearly six years—from August, 
1838, to February, 1844—when his debt, amounting to 
over £3000, was defrayed by public subscription. He 
was urged by some of his friends to avail himself of the 
Insolvent Debtors' Court, by which his detention might 
have been considerably shortened, but he firmly refused. 
That would have been admitting the justice of his in-

prisonment, and that he would never allow. As he says: 

11 Death in prison is preferable to life at large branded with the 
sacrifice of principle. . . I protest on principle against payment 
for my release. I protest in the name of the spirit of the Consti-
tution against every or any English man or English woman being 
imprisoned for debt. . . I am a prisoner for debt. I do not 
rebel, I do not complain. I submit, but I protest. . . I am a 
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prisoner. So was once my Lord and Saviour. I feel assured that 
I can suffer nothing here which He had not endured before 
me. . . I have no sufferings. This place to me is more like 
Heaven than a prison. I am wiser, I am happier, I hope that I 
am better for being here. I have no wish to leave this cell except 
in God's own way." 

These sentiments found expression in what are known 
as the Fleet Papers, the first number of which was issued 
011 Jan. 2nd, 1841, and continued to be issued monthly 
during the further period of his detention in the Fleet 
Prison. They have been collected and published in four 
large volumes ; they consist of letters which, strangely 
enough, are addressed to Thomas Thornhill, Esq. At the 
end of each letter Oastler subscribes himself "Your 
Prisoner. . . ." "Your choice," he says, "fell on my 
body—it is yours, the law says so ; flesh, blood, sinews, 
bones, skin—they are all yours." "Forget for a while," 
he says, "that you are rich and at liberty. Yes, sir, I 
invite you for one moment ; sit down in this cell, lay 
aside the dazzling toys which bar your soul from thought. 

Come and occupy this chair, enter into my con-
dition and strive to understand how it is that after all 
my case is happier than yours. Could I have made mer-
chandise of my principles, there would have been no need 
for me to have been your prisoner. But I should not 
then have been so wise, so happy as I am here. In this 
place I have learned wisdom, in this place I have found 
peace." 

Each number of the Fleet Papers bore on its frontis-
piece the words 

"The Altar, the Throne and the Cottage. 
Property has its duties as well as its rights." 

He shall judge the poor of the people, He shall save the child-
ren of the needy and shall break in pieces the oppressor." 

The early numbers were published by John Pavey, No. 
47, Holyweil Street, Strand. One entry which appears, 
not once but several times, reminds us of St. Paul's con-
finement in Rome where he (the Apostle) "abode two 
whole years in his own hired dwelling, and received all 
that went unto him," though at the same time he was 
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ever under the eye of a soldier, responsible for his safety. 
The entry runs thus : " Mr. Oastler is 'At Home' on 
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays." From this it will 
be seen that Oastler's captivity was not in "durance vile," 
that whatever hardships and privations he had to put up 
with in the Fleet Prison, these were not unmitigated. He 
was able to maintain himself by the assistance of his 
friends, and to enjoy a fh]r amount of freedom and social 
intercourse. 

Here then in the Fleet Prison the Factory King was 
in the habit of receiving his. friends. They came to pay 
court to him, to sit at his eet, to sympathise with him, 
and to beguile in every possible way the tedium of his 
captivity. It was his custom to publish in the Fleet 
Papers from time to time what he facetiously calls his 
Rent Roll." This was an inventory of the presents he 

received. They flowed in, apparently without stint and 
intermission, all the time he was lodged in the Fleet 
Prison. He are a few of the entries which are fair 
samples of the rest :-

11 A quantity of most excellent cigars. A jar of Turkish tobacco. 
A bottle of Madeira. Six bottles of wine that would have done 
honour to a royal cellar. A Devonshire cock pheasant. Fine large 
Yorkshire ham. 6 volumes of books. A quantity of new-laid eggs. 
Some famous Yorkshire parkin. A quantity of oranges. Carving 
knife and fork. W. B. Ferrand, Esq., brought me a ream of letter 
paper. Count Krasenski sent me a 'History of the Reformation 
in Poland,' in 4 vols. John Walter, Esq., of The Times, sent me 
two hares. Lord Ashley sent me his portrait, a brace of hares, 7 
partridges and a pheasant. The Right Hon. Lord Feversham sent 
me a large hamper of game. The American Consul sent me £5. 
U. Hindley, Esq., M.P., sent me £IM A Yorkshire lady sent me 
£20. W. Busfield Ferrand, Esq., M.P., did me the honour to dine 
with me, and gave me £5. Upon my word, I was dIighted to see 
that man." 

He says in another place : — 

"How strange that Radicals should minister to the wants of a 
Tory prisoner. Such kindnesses as are shown to me from all ranks 
and all parties may well repay me for what I have suffered in the 
service of my Master and my country." 

Here is another entry :— 
"I am comfortably settled in the Fleet; my dear wife has settled 

here with me, to do good and to get good" 

I 
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In Vol. IT. of the Fleet Papers 

"Mr. Oastler is at home on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays. 
Mr. Oastler's health requires that he should entirely refrain from 
receiving the visits of his friends on Mondays, Wednesdays and 
Fridays." 

The Fleet Papers abound, of course, with personal 
matters of every description. They will hardly repay the 
labour of close and consecutive reading, but they contain 
interesting side-lights, not only into the condition of 
Oastler's mind, but also into the various phases of the 
Factory Movement. Naturally the "King" was kept 
well informed of its progress, and as the struggle went 
on in Parliament the "joy of battle" was in his eyes, and 
his heart, we may be sure responded to all the alterna-
tions of hope and depression which marked the lingering 
and tortuous course of legislation. 
The friends of Richard Oastler were not content with 

devising liberal things in order to make his detention in 
the Fleet prison more tolerable. They were intent on 
more drastic things. The Oastler Liberator Fund had 
been actively, but unostentatiously, promoted for some 
time past. It had now reached a sufficient amount to 
overcome the last obstacle in the way of his release. On 
the 12th of January, 1844, Mr. William Walker and Mr. 
Joshua Pollard of Scarr Hill, Bradford, acting on behalf 
of the subscribers, had the happiness of paying over to 
the representatives of Squire Thornhill the sum of £3253 
15s. lOd. ; this large amount having been raised by the 
efforts and subscriptions of personal friends and by a large 
number of subscriptions from the factory workers them-
selves. The debt originally incurred had been £2709 
!Js. 4d., but through compound interest and legal 
charges it had been increased by the sum of £544 4s. 5 . 

Mr. Oastler was now at liberty. On his release and 
return to Huddersfield he was accorded a reception such 
as is usually given only to royal persons More than 
20,000 factory workers turned out in procession, with 
flags and banners and bands of music to welcome their 
King." This was the climax and consummation of his 

public career. 
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It does not fall within the scope of this paper to dwell 
upon the closing incidents of his life, even if the data for 
so doing were less scanty than they are. 
The year 1845 was comparatively uneventful in the 

history of the Factory Movement. "By this time," says 
Mr. Philip Grant, "Mr. Oastler, who had become more 
moderate in language, and was therefore more likely to 
be of great service, sustained a severe shock in the loss of 
Mrs. Oastler," who died on the 19th January, 1845, and 
was interred in Kirksta]l Churchyard. A sketch of this 
estimable lady and devoted wife is given by Mr. Grant 
on the testimony of one who knew her well (pp. 114, 115 
The History of Factory Legislation). 

Oastler had a severe illness in 1848. From this he re-
covered, but never quite regained his former health and 
vigour. "In 1849," says Mr. Grant, "Mr. Oastler, who 
by this time had materially improved in health, once more 
entered the field of agitation and, with his wonted inju-
diciousness, attacked the magistrates and mill-owners in 
every district where they had decided in favour of the 
'shift and relay' system." Unhappily, this harassing 
warfare was the only warfare Oastler was now capable of 
conducting. And while it did not retard the course of 
legislation, it did not increase his influence or make him 
more serviceable to the cause he had so much at heart. The 
sceptre of leadership had virtually dropped from his hands. 
From 1851 to 1855 he edited a paper entitled The 

Horne,* which sold at 2d. This ran to eight volumes and 
then became defunct. This serial had a very irnid, 
domestic flavour as compared with the Fleet Papers, and 
perhaps for this reason never quite "caught on." 

* In the Bradford Antiquary, vol. I, pp. 282-3, a list of writings from Oastler's 
"prolific and peppery pen" is printed. They represent, however, only a fragment 
of his papers, which if gathered together would number not far short of one hundred. 
See also Bradford Antiquary, vol. ii, p. 149. A weird and striking paper, entitled 
Reminiscences of Oastler, the 'Factory King,'" was contributed to the Yorkshire 

Observer, September 17th, 1904, by John Walker, son of the Mr. William Walker 
referred to in a previous page. 

t A considerable part of these numbers, if not the entire set of volumes, is in 
the Bradford Free Library. 
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From this time Oastler's health visibly declined. He 
diedin Harrogate on August 22nd, 1861. He was buried 
in Kirkstall Churchyard, and in 1864 a stained glass 
window in St. Stephen's Church, Kirkstall, was erected 
to his memory. 

Richard Oastler was certainly a very eccentric man, 
possessed of a fitful and fiery temperament that made him 
liable to be carried away by fierce gusts of excitement. 
No one will allege that he was always sane and level-
headed, but as little will it be denied that he was a true 
patriot, an ardent and genuine reformer, that meanness, 
and shiftiness and cowardice were absolutely foreign to 
his nature. He abhorred nothing so much as, what he 
called piebald politics and chameleon policy. He was 
sometimes dubbed a fool, sometimes a madman, but he 
was never charged with selling his principles or serving 
his own interests, and in the annals of his 'native county 
his name will go down to posterity as one who sincerely 
loved his fellow-men and was filled with intense loathing 
for all tyranny and oppression. 
"On May 15th, 1869," writes Lord Ashley, "a great 

celebration at Bradford, to uncover Oastler's statue. The 

reception the operatives gave me was wonderful. There 
must have been 100,000 people present; many had come 
from distant towns in Yorkshire." 
The monument erected to commemorate his labour and 

sufferings in the cause of Factory Legislation stands in 
the Forster Square, Bradford, nearly opposite the Midland 
Railway Station. The tall figure of Mr. Oastler is repre-
sented as standing side by side with two factory children, 
a boy and a girl. Underneath is inscribed 

RICHARD OASTLER, 

Born in Leeds, December 20th, 1789, 

Died in Harrogate, August 22nd, 1861. 

It is an impressive piece of sculpture, and will doubtless 
avail to keep his name and memory alive when the annals 
of the stormy period in which he lived and did his work 
have fallen into comparative neglect. 
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THE WILL OF WILLIAM PAGE, OF ALLERTON IN 

BRADFORDDALE, DATED 18 FEB., 1625.* 

(Abstractfrom a Cop, signed Jo: ILLINGWORTH & JOHN SAGAn). 

I, WILLIAM PAGE, Clothier bequeath to 

John Page my eldest son, £48, one iron Chimney, one chest, " the bedd wherein I 
now doe lye" & all the "bedd-clothes and heddinge to the same belonginge." 

Marmaduke Page my sonne £20, my goods. household stuffe, come. cattell, wooll, 
beasts & other goodes in & about the messuage or house wherein I dwell, 
except one Quye, one brasse morter, he the said Marmaduke paying for the 
some all my debts. 

Jonathan Rishworth sonne of Thomas Rishworth £18. 

Robert Rishworth sonne of Thomas Rishworth £10 and the Quye hereinbefore men-
tioned on condition that Marmaduke my sonne shall have the said Quye for the 
terme of seaven yeares or whilst the said Jonathan & Robert Rishworth "shal 
be at bord or table with the said Marmaduke." 

Susan and Marie Rishworth daughters of Thomas Rishworth each £10, and to the 
said Susan one brass morter. Should any of these children die before the age 
of 21 his or her share to be divided amongst those living. 

George Bucktroutet and Grace his wife 40/-. 

Thomas and Marie Bucktroute children of above £5 'apiece.' 

Thomas Page sonne of said Marmaduke Page £14. 

Grace Whittell 3/4. 

To Margaret her daughter 3/4. 

To Richard Huningham 6/8. 

Robert Deane of Allerton is to put these legacies of money to use until the legatees 
severally attain 21 years of age. the interest on the same ' shal be converted paid 
and bestowed for and towarde, the educacon of the said children severally and 
respectively." 

George Bucktrout shall rest satisfied with his legacy of 40/i and if he shall sue, 
molest or trouble the executor, his legacy & those of his children shall be ren-
dered void thereby & only the sum of 12 pence shall be given them apiece. 

John Page junr made sole executor. 
WILLM. X PAGE Sign. 

Witnesses—ROBT. DEANE, WM. CLAYTON, EDW. RIsIIwORTU, Junr., 
JAMES PHILLIPPE, Jo: H0YLE. 

Probate granted in the Court of Richd. Sunderland, armiger within the peculiar 
jurisdiction of his manor of Cottingley formerly parcell & possession, before the 
Dissolution, of the Hospital of St. John of Jerusalem in England. & held there 
12th April, 2nd Charles, 1626. 

Proved before John Midgley, Seneschal of the said court by John Page executor 
named in the said will. 

Wm. Page of Allerton buried at Bradford Parish Church 24 Feb. 1625-6. 

+ George Buektroute and Grace Page married at Bradford Parish Church 13 Sept. 1614. 



ON THE ANCIENT SLAG-HEAPS OF 

RUMBOLDS MOOR. 

BY 

FRANCIS VILLY, B.A., M.D. 

II'SANY traces of forgotten iron smelting exist among the hills of the West Riding. Conjecture has 
ascribed their production to various times and 

races, especially to the Romans and the rnediæval inhabi-
tants of the district, the latter probably being favourites. 
With regard to at least one such site the evidence is now 
indubitable— hence this note. 
On the southern edge of Holden Gill, and overlooking 

Airedale towards Silsden, two considerable mounds exist. 
As I am informed, others are to be found in the same 
vicinity as well as on different parts of both the Airedale 
and Wharfedale slopes of the range; but my business is 
only with the two mentioned above. These are divided 
from each other by an old trackway leading apparently 
in the direction of Rivock Edge, under which the plateau 
is marked by scores of old coal workings. Externally, 
therefore, the signs point somewhat to the iron and coal 
getting having been carried on simultaneously, the iron 
ore (probably in the form of iron-stone nodules) having 
been found in the course of coal-mining, collected, and 
then carted to the edge of the ravine, where charcoal for 
smelting could readily be obtained from the native timber 
clothing its sides. 
A few months since Mr. David Longbottom, of Silsden, 

brought to the Keighley Museum a number of potsberds 
which he had found under the sod of these two slag-
heaps. These he has presented to the museum. Mr. J. J. 
Brigg, of Kildwick Hall, also has a jug handle obtained 

DD 
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there. The sight of these relics stimulated the Keighley 
Naturalists' Society to dig on the site, and a section was 
cut by them through part of one of the mounds, other 
parts of the neighbouring area being opened up in addi-
tion. The section disclosed about one foot of soil and 
charcoal under the sod, one foot of slag, and one foot of 
almost pure charcoal resting on the subsoil. It is not 
easy to see why the remains should be so disposed in 
layers. Possibly it has something to do with the manage-
ment of the smelting furnace. 

The finds, consisting entirely of potsherds, were meagre; 
but when combined with those already mentioned they 
are enough to prove decisively the general period when 
iron-smelting was carried on here. It is not necessary to 
describe them in detail. They are of different pastes and 
shapes, and include pieces of bases, rims and handles. 
Their date is fixed at within about 200 years of the year 
1400 by 12 out of a total of 36 bearing traces of the 
characteristic green glaze of later mediæval times. 
A piece of coal seems (so far as it goes) to justify the 

suspicion that the ore was derived from the coal-workings. 
As Mr. S. Margerison informs me, the charcoal is derived 
from the oak, ash, elm and white-thorn. To these Mr. 
Rosse Butterfield adds the birch. 

Mr. E. J. S. Craven has pointed out a most interesting 
record probably connected with the site. In a "valuacon" 
quoted by Mr. W. Harbutt Dawson,* comparing the 
various sources of income of the manor of Skipton in 
Edward the Second's third year (1310) with those of the 
year 1609 (when the document was drawn up) the "ferme 
paid by two iyiers" in Holden is given as equivalent to 
eleven shillings in the former year and "nihil" in the 
latter. The greater number of the coal pits on the moor 
are in Holden, and the slag-heaps along the edge of the 
gill are, I believe, the only ones hereabouts within the 
boundary of Silsden, anciently part of the Skipton manor. 
Whether the "myners" referred to were coal-miners or 

* History of Skipton, p. 11-14. 
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iron-miners (or both) cannot be ascertained now ; most 
probably however they were responsible for one or more 
of these slag-heaps. Clearly in 1609 either the industry 
had been given up or the miners were passive resisters 
with regard to rent. It may be remarked that coal has 
been got from the same region more or less systematically 
by tunnelling even within the present century ; but the 
open workings all seem to be of some age, and there may 
have been a considerable quiescent interval between the 
employment of the two methods. 

Probably the greater part of the deserted slag-heaps in 
the West Riding arose in a period similar to that named 
above ; but we must not take too much for granted, 
especially as Roman coins have been found in some at 
North Bierley.* 

Perhaps we may note in conclusion that in paste some 
of the Holden potsherds resemble part of those obtained 
from the Sutton mounds,t whilst others resemble them in 
rim-section ; none, however, are identical. As glaze is 
not present on the Sutton pottery, but is apparently re-
presented by a sort of black lacquer, we may perhaps 
guess in a provisional way that the Sutton finds are to be 
dated as anterior to the Holden Gill ones, especially as 
they are more roughly finished. That is to say, the 
Sutton mounds date from after the Roman occupation, 
but before the year 1200. Yet the potsherds found by 
the Rev. A. Cross in the square mound near Rathmell 
(which is clearly of the same nature as that at Sutton) 
and now in the Giggleswick School museum, bear a 
strange resemblance to prehistoric sepulchral ware, so 
that the problem of the dating of these peculiar earth-
works remains in a highly interesting state. 

* James' history of Bradford (1841) p 32 Whittaker's history 0.1 Manchester 
Vol. II, p. 28 (2nd edition). 

t Bradford Antiquary, 1910. p. 335. 
DD 2 



BRADFORD IN 1792. 

BY 

WILLIAM SCRTJTON. 

%OME pages of a volume now in the Reference Depart-
ment of the Bradford Free Library are of consider-
able interest as throwing light on the commercial 

position of this city a hundred and twenty years ago. It 
is not a formidable document by any means, as it is 
nothing more than a few leaves which have been extracted 
from a scarce general commercial description of England 
and Wales (date 1792). These pages, however, contain 
a list of tradesmen and others which probably forms the 
first attempt ever made at compiling what may truly be 
called a Bradford Directory. 

It was not until the year 1845 that Bradford could 
boast of a directory, of its own. Fortunately there were 
directories published in other towns long prior to this 
date, some of which included Bradford. One of these 
was the Commercial Directory, issued by Wardle & Co., 
of Manchester, in 1814-15. 

Previous to the era of the popular directory, our fore-
fathers had to gather their knowledge of local topography 
from gazetteers; and it is to these sources of information 
that we are indebted for some curious glimpses of light 
on the various branches of industry that existed in 
Bradford long before this city had earned for itself its 
world-wide name of "Worstedopolis." 
Thus a gazetteer for 1780 states that Bradford was 

then "a somewhat populous place, inhabited by some 
landed gentry, but more tradespeople," and that "the 
inhabitants are much given to gaiety and frivolity." 

Hargroves' Gazetteer for 1806 tells us that our town 
was then noted for its 11hogs" and "pedlary" ; while 
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from Maunders' Gazetteer for 1836 we learn that it was 
"a West Yorkshire town which has manufactures of 
tammies, calarnancoes, woollen cloths, and leather boxes." 
The making of "woollen cloths," by the way, was 

pretty much the staple trade of Bradford even in the 
days of Elizabeth, but if any reliance may be placed upon 
the old play, "George-a-Greene, the Pindar of Wakefield," 
the gentle craft of shoe-making had then long been fol-
lowed very considerably in Bradford. "King Edward 
the Fourth (so runs the story), accompanied by the Earl 
of Leicester and one Cuddy, comes in quest of adventures 
to the town, and the King observes, 'I think we are in 
Bradford, where all the merry shoe-makers dwell.'" 

The shoe-making industry survived to comparatively 
recent times. Early in the last century, Ivegate was a 
favourite haunt for the disciples of St. Crispin, and a 
thriving business was carried on by them in that ancient 
thoroughfare. Even to-day a smell of leather pervades 
the atmosphere, for boot and shoe establishments abound 
wherein "ready-made goods" are the order of the day. 
There is yet another source whence we may learn 

something of the bygone industries of Bradford, viz., the 
well-kept registers of the Society of Friends, A. careful 
investigation of these shows that the members of that 
community, about the middle of the eighteenth century, 
were chiefly farmers, cloth makers, handloom weavers, 
linen drapers, staymakers, husbandmen, tortoise-shell 
comb makers, and thread makers. Mention is also made 
of a "breeches maker." The one hundred and sixty-
eight Bradford men who recorded their votes at York at 
the famous county election of 1807, represented no fewer 
than forty-eight different branches of industry, of which 
many were of the shop-keeping class. Some of the in-
dustries then in evidence have since disappeared altogether 
or become absorbed by others of a different character. 
I think I have brought forward sufficient evidence to 

show that it is a mistake to suppose that Bradford did 
not begin its career of industrial prosperity until the in-
troduction of steam power. If further evidence of this 
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were needed I think it is amply supplied by the docu-
ment in the Free Library to which I have referred, which 
gives a list , of tradesmen representing at least fifty 
branches of industry. In addition to this information, 
the document gives some curious facts of historic interest 
mostly bearing upon the commercial position of Bradford 
(spelled "Bradforth ") in the year 1792. 

First, we are told that Bradford was then an ancient 
and considerable market town, containing ten townships, 
"which are exceedingly populous." "It has two principal 
fairs, one (in June) for wares and horses; and the other 
(in December) for cattle, horses, pigs, and wares ; besides 
several others for rnilch cows." The church is a large, 
well-proportioned structure, dedicated to St. Peter, and 
"is remarkable for the fine tone of its bells." (The 
writer couldn't surely have heard them). 
We are then informed that the town stands chiefly on 

a rising ground upon strata of' good stone. The soil of 
the country is of a light, free earth, and very fertile. 
Coal and iron ore are obtained out of the commons and 
grounds of Wibsey and Bowling, at which places are 
erected very extensive and considerable iron works. The 
staple trade in Bradford consists chiefly of the manufac-
ture of worsted stuffs, for the disposal of which a Piece 
Hall has been erected. In the upper storey of the Piece 
Hall is held annually a sessions for parochial business and 
common law. (At this period one of the cellars of the 
Piece Hall was used as a prison). There is a canal in-
tended to join the Grand Canal from Leeds to Liverpool, 
almost finished, and which "already pays seven per cent. 
for money borrowed on it." 

Postal matters in Bradford are briefly disposed of thus: 
The Post comes in and goes out every day." To this I 

may' add that the Post Office was then kept by an elderly 
spinster named Gwynne, at a house near the top of 
Miller Gate. This situation was chosen by reason pro-
bably of its close proximity to Westgate, in which 
thoroughfare the market was then, and for many bygone 
generations had been, held. For some years prior to 

il 
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1830 the two solitary clerks of the Bradford Post Office 
shared alternately between them the unpleasant duty of 
sleeping at the office and getting up twice during the 
night to take in the mail bags. 
The coaching arrangements are next referred to. "No 

coach," it states, "goes directly to London, but there are 
two from Leeds and Manchester arrive in Bradford every 
day, a Manchester and Newcastle waggon through Brad-
ford twice a week, also a Kendal-London waggon; others 
to and from hence to Leeds, Wakefield and Halifax every 
clay." 
A passing reference is made to Pudsey, where there is 

"a religious house of a large extent and projection be-
longing to the Moravians. . . The building consists of 

OLD POST OFFICE, MILLER GATE. 

a chapel, refectory, dormitory, school, etc. The women 
never mix in society with the other sex, nor marry with-
out the approbation of the bishop." This "religious 
house" is, of course, the Fulneck Settlement. The last 
remark may be regarded as purely a piece of gratuitous 
information with no foundation in fact. For many years 
after their settlement in England, the Moravian Brethren 
were accustomed to gross misrepresentations. Some 
spoke of them as "Papists," while others believed that 
they were in league with the Pretender. But eventually 
this pious and peace-loving community lived down all 
these prejudices, and it was seen that they aimed 
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at no political power, but that their sole aim was to 
acquit themselves before God and man as true followers 
of Christ, and to be useful to their fellow-men. 
I may be permitted to supplement the Free Library 

document by stating that the year 1790 saw the intro-
duction of the first spinning jenny in Bradford, and the 
year 1798 will ever be memorable as the one in which 
this town saw its first factory reared. The population of 
the township was then only about 6,000, but Bradford-

OLD PIECE HALL, KIRKGATE. 

dale and the surrounding villages were pretty well popu-
lated by hand-loom weavers and spinners who brought 
their pieces to the Bradford Market for sale. The sturdy 
and honest race who gathered in the old Piece Hall in 
those far-away years, and who laid the foundations of our 
present commercial greatness, might not make fortunes 
so rapidly as in these days, but if slower in the process, 
they were safer doubtless, for we are assured that failures 
in business were events of very rare occurrence—so rare, 
indeed, that when one of them "benked," as they termed 
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it, it was the talk of the whole country-side for many a 
day. 
The list given in the document now under notice of the 

principal inhabitaiits and tradespeople of Bradford iii 

1792 is of exceptional interest to the student of local 
history, as it contains the names of many persons closely 
associated with Bradford's commercial de velopm eat. 
These names are classified under the heads of "Gentry," 
"Clergy," "Physic," " Law," " Traders, etc." To the 
names of traders, etc., are added the businesses which 
they respectively followed, and over these one feels 
tempted to loiter and gossip about many things which 
they suggest, but space forbids. 

Perhaps 1 cannot bring these somewhat discursive 
notes to a close better than by relating the following in-
cident :—Amoug the "Traders " above mentioned occurs 
the name of "Alexander Gardiner," who is described as 
a "coppersmith." Now it so happened that at that time 
the Baptist congregation had for their pastor the Rev. 
William Crabtree, who appears to have been found fault 
with by some of his hearers because he refrained from 
introducing political questions in his sermons. One of 
these fault-finders was the coppersmith above named, 
who, among other things, accused the good maim of dis-
loyalty. Hearing of these calumnies, Mr. Crabtree 
preached a sermon in which he distinctly proclaimed the 
obligations of Christian loyalty, taking for his text (2 
Tim. iv, 14) "Alexander, the coppersmith, did me much 
harm ; the Lord rewaid him according to his works." 



THE PIPER'S GRAVE TRADITION. 

BY 

WILLIAM SCRUTON. 

%OME years ago I was curious to trace, if possible, 
the origin of the singular name given to the piece 
of land on which now stands the fine building of 

the Yorkshire Penny Bank, and devoted some time and 
patience to finding out and consulting such old "natives 
of the soil" as were most likely to know, or to have 
heard, of such origin. The result of my efforts was that 
I picked up several versions—certainly more interesting 
for their variety than their authenticity. 
One old gentleman said that he very well remembered 

hearing his grandfather tell of a certain Highland piper 
being killed and buried at this spot. It was in the days 
of the Young Pretender. The fact of being dressed as 
a Highland soldier led to his being suspected as a spy, 
and on refusing to state the object of his visit to Brad. 
ford, was summarily made an end of. 
The version of another "oldest inhabitant " was that 

the place took its name from an old and eccentric pipe-
maker—a "piper" as he would be then called—who was 
buried here ; but whether the said piper was a felo-cle-se 
or not he did not remember having ever heard. 
The last story that I shall give (though I could 

enumerate others) is, that here was buried a man named 
"Piper," who did commit felo-de-se, and who, in accord-
ance with the old custom of burying the suicide at the 
junction of four cross roads "with a stake in his inside," 
was interred here instead of in the churchyard where all 
good Christian people were laid. Unfortunately for the 
truth of this version, the scene of the present Piper's 
Grave is not, and never has been, the junction of four 
roads, it is merely the junction of Manor Row with North 
Parade. According to Johnson's Map of 1802 this spot 

I 
I 
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is shown to be entirely surrounded by fields, with a small 
plantation of trees on the site of the present Yorkshire 
Penny Bank. Manningham Lane then lay between 
hedges, and was so narrow that Mr. E. C. Lister's carriage 
from Maiìningharn Hall could not well pass along it, and 
he was often obliged to drive round by way of Whetley 
Hill. Our Darley Street of today was then but an 
avenue of trees, and the only approach to Manningham 
Lane, in this direction, was along a narrow footpath used 
"on sufferance:" The proper road into the Lane was by 
way of ' Fayre Gappe" (now Northgate), out of West-
gate. * 

The late Mr. Greenwood Bentley (an old Bradford 
lawyer) once told me that he had seen a deed, dated 18 15, 
in which the site now in question was described as 
"Piper Greaves's Land." In this connection may be 
mentioned the fact that at this time there was quite a 
colony of clay-pipe makers at the top of Westgate. 
1 ought to add, before concluding, that John James, in 

his History of Bradford, is able to give no better 
etymology for Piper's Grave than this—" There is a 
tradition that a piper who committed felo-de-se, was 
buried (according to the custom of the time) at the 
junction of the roads there.' 

Whatever may have been the origin of this singular 
name, I think we may take it as pretty certain that it 
has long since passed into the limbo of "forgotten things," 
and remains now as nothing more than a traditionary 
fragment. 

THE OLD VILLAGE STOCKS AT BAILDON. 

N page 56, Vol. I., of the Bradford Antiquary will 
be found a brief note concerning these old-time 
relics, by Mr. Thos. Fairbank, a former member of 

the Society. He deplores the fact that the stocks, which 
had stood for ages adjoining the Market Cross at Baildon, 
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had been removed by order of the Local Board, and not 
one stone of them left standing. "Such is the care, or 
want of care," he adds, "exercised in preserving old 
things by Local Boards." 

Soon after my removal to Baildon, some fifteen years 
ago, I made enquiry of one or two old Baildonians as to 
what had become of the stocks, and was told they had 
been broken up and used for mending the roads. I was 
also assured that this had been done because the "Board" 
had regarded them as being "out of keeping" with the 
fine new water fountain erected by Baron Amphlett. 
This seemed incredible, and I prosecuted my enquiries 
further, and ultimately discovered that they had been 
removed to Baildon Moor, and used in the construction 
of the last reservoir made by the Local Board. The 
attention of the District Council was called to the 
matter, and by the kind aid of the Chairman, Mr. G. E. 
Robinson, the upright pillars of the stocks were discovered 
near the surface at the south-west corner of the lower 
reservoir, from whence they were brought back to the 
village, and restored to their original position near to the 
ancient Market Cross. It is to be hoped that no vandal's 
hand will ever be laid on them again. 

W. S. 

GOODALL CHARITY AT IDLE. 

October, 1711—Received by me John Slater one of the inhabitants of Idle, of 
?Paul Jowett and William Hird now or late Owners of certain Lands at Burley out 
of which the yearly sum of Forty shillings was heretofore given and settled by one 
Goodall to the use of the Poor of Idle for ever, the sum of Five Pounds of Lawful 
money in discharge and satisfaction of certain Costs adjudged by [blank] and other 
Commissioners for Pious uses upon a hearing about certain arrears of the same Rent 
and an Inquisition passed and Decree made for Recovery thereof and also Three 
pounds more for what Rent was then decreed to be due and in arrears being for one 
year and a half due at the Feast of St. Martin the Bishop in Winter now last past. 
We say Received in all the sum of Eight pounds for ye uses above mentioned by us. 
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THE ANCIENT MONUMENTS ACT AND THE 

ANTIQUITIES OF THE WEST RIDING. 

H.M. Office of Works, &c., 

Storey's Gate, Westminster, S.W., 

29th August, 1911. 

Sir, 
I am directed by the First Commissioner of His Majesty's 

Works, etc., to forward to you a copy of the Report of the Inspector 
of Ancient Monuments for 1910-11.* 
The administration of the Ancient Monuments Protection Acts, 

1882 and 1900, with which His Majesty's Office of Works is 
charged, is a most important and responsible duty, the adequate 
performance of which must at all times depend largely on the 
sympathy and co-operation of the public. 
The influence of those learned Societies, whether national or 

local, which have for their object the encouragement of historical 
and antiquarian research, is a most valuable factor in arousing and 
sustaining public interest in the preservation of our national anti-
quities, and the First Commissioner hopes that your Society will 
help to advance this most desirable work, by making known as 
widely as possible the scope of the Acts as set out in the accom-
panying Official memorandum, and thereby securing for some of 
the many historic monuments of the country that permanent pro-
tection of which they stand so greatly in need. 
I am to add that the preparation and transmission to this Office 

of a list of Monuments within the sphere of action of your Society 
which by the co-operation of their owners might be handed over to 
the custody of the Office under the Acts, would be a most valuable 
public service. 

I am, Sir, 

Your obedient Servant, 

SCHOMBERG K. McDONNELL. 
The Secretary, 

The Bradford Antiquarian Society, 
23, Cheapside, Bradford. 

* Published by His Majesty's Stationery Office, London (price 2d.). 

a,, 
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MEMORANDUM ON THE ANCIENT MONUMENTS 
ACT (1882), 

As ISSUED WITH THE ACT 45 & 46 Vic. On. 73. 

The object of the Ancient Monuments Act is to preserve from wilful 
destruction or neglect, and from preventable decay, those ancient monu-
ments which still remain to us, and of which the most important are 
scheduled in the Act. They consist for the most part of prehistoric 
remains, dolmens, ancient forts, and similar monuments. They do not 
include more recent historic and ecclesiastical ruins, such as castles, 
abbeys, or churches. 
The Act endeavours to effect its object by the voluntary association 

of the owners of these monuments with the State. It is hoped that 
when the object and effect of the Act are explained to them, owners 
will be willing to avail themselves of it, and to place their monuments 
under its protection, with a view to their preservation for all time 
against the risk already referred to. 

The Act is not compulsory. It does not propose to take any right or 
property of an owner of a monument against his will, or to expropriate 
such right on payment of compensation. It proceeds upon the principle 
that if no right or interest of the owners is really interfered with, they 
will be desirous of doing their best to place their monuments beyond 
the possibility of destruction. 
Under the law as it stood before the passing of the Act there was no 

process by which the owner of a monument, however interesting from 
an archæoloica1 or historical point of view it might be, could ensure its 
preservation. The owner might feel certain that so long as he himself 
should possess it no damage would accrue to it, but no process existed 
by which he could bind his successors so that the monument should not 
be destroyed or allowed to perish from neglect; nor was there any 
means by which the State could undertake any necessary work of main-
tenance or repair, and thus relieve the owner of the expense of 
preserving the monument. 
The Act proposes to supply this defect in the law, by enabling the 

owner of any monument scheduled in the Act to place the monument, 
by a formal document, under the protection of the State. The effect of 
this will be in no way to affect or diminish his property, interest, or 
estate in the monument, except so far as that thenceforward he and his 
successors will not be able to destroy it. The monument will still con-
tinue to be the sole property of himself and his successors, but there 
will be affixed to it the status of indestructibility, and it will no longer 
be in the power of anyone, whether owner or not, to destroy or damage 
it. As an incident to this status the Commissioners of Works, who 
are charged with the execution of this Act, will, after the monument is 
thus formally placed under their protection, have the right of access to 
it from time to time for the purpose of inspection, and will have the 
right of executing any work which may be necessary for the purpose of 
preventing its destruction or decay; but here their power ends. No 
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right of access is given to the public, and the monument remains,— 
subject only to the power vested in the Office of Works,—as much the 
private property of the owner for the time being as before. 

Subject to this explanation, it is hoped that landowners will readily 
avail themselves of the Act, which protects monuments thus committed 
to the Office of Works against any damage from what persons soever, 
and thus relieves the owner of any responsibility or expense in respect 
of them. 
A tenant for life, who avails himself of the Act, will bind the 

remainder man and his successors in title. 

MEMORANDUM OF THE ANCIENT MONUMENTS ACT (1900). 

An amending Act of 1900 (63 & 64 Vie. Oh. 34), which is to be con-
strued with that of 1882, provides that when the Commissioners of 
Works are of opinion that the preservation of any monument is a 
matter of public interest by reason of the historical, traditional, or 
artistic interest attaching thereto, they may at the request of the owner 
consent to become guardians thereof, and thereupon the Ancient Monu-
ments Act of 1882 shall apply to such monument. 
The Act does not authorise the Commissioners to consent to become 

guardians of any structure which is occupied as a dwelling place by any 
person other than a person employed as caretaker thereof and his 
family. 
Power is given to a County Council to purchase and preserve monu-

ments and to the Commissioners of Works and the County Council to 
receive voluntary contributions towards cost of maintenance, etc., of 
monuments of which they are guardians or purchasers, and to transfer 
from the Commissioners to the Council or vice versa any estate or 
interest therein or guardianship thereof. 

It will be seen that while the object of the earlier Act was the 
preservation of ancient monuments, consisting for the most part of 
prehistoric remains, dolmens, ancient forts, &c., the Act of 1900 has a 
much wider scope, as therein "monument" means any structure, erec-
tion, or monument of historic or architectural interest or any remains 
thereof. 

The following Notice is put up at each Ancient Monument placed 
under the protection of the Acts :— 

"Notice is hereby given that, under the provisions of the Ancient 
"Monuments Protection Acts, the Commissioners of His 
"Majesty's Works and Public Buildings have been constituted 
by the owner the Guardians of this Monument, and that 
any person wilfully injuring or defacing the same will be 

"prosecuted according to law." 

(Signed) SCHOMBERG K. McDONNELL, 
Secretary. 

H.M. Office of Works, &c., 
Westminster, S.W. 



NOTES ON THE 
EXCURSIONS OF THE SOCIETY. 

LEEDS PhILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY'S MUSEUM, 17th Dec., 19:0. 

N December 17th, the Museum of the Leeds Philosophical Society 
was selected for inspection by the Members of the Bradford 
Historical and Antiquarian Society. The Greek and Roman 

antiquities were the chief objects studied. After a short essay by the 
President on the good little collection of Greek marbles, Mr. Percival 
Ross took charge of the party and explained the many objects of 
Roman origin that the Museum contains. Those Roman remains 
that have been found in Yorkshire excited the greatest amount of 
interest. It is hoped at another visit to study some of the many 
other objects of interest this museum contains. 

BANKFIELD MUS1LTM, HALIFAX, 29th April, 1917. 

On April 29th, the members visited the Bankfield Museum at Booth-
town. The Halifax Corporation are to be congratulated on their 
compact and well arranged display of a very varied series of historical 
and antiquarian objects. Mr. H. Ling Roth, the honorary curator, a 
well-known ethnologist of the front rank, acted as a guide, and it was 
the good fortune of the members to have explained to them concisely 
and lucidly not only the fine ethnographical collection but also the 
local historical items. Bradford is badly off in not having a similar 
collection of local pictures, local trade appliances, and antique and 
obsolete domestic furniture. Boiling Hail vould be an ideal place for 
the housing of such a local folk-museum. A very hearty vote of 
thanks was accorded to Mr. H. Ling Roth for his kindness. 

GUISELEY, 13th May, 19/1. 

May 13th saw the Members at Guiseley, where, with the kind per-
mission of the Rector, the Rev. Mr. Howson, the Church and the 
handsome old Rectory were inspected. The Rev. W. Baron con-
ducted the party around the church and churchyard, and various 
points therein aroused much discussicn The church has recently been 
carefully restored and enlarged, and during this period several inter-
esting discoveries have been made. Mr. \,\Tm. Wickham, writing to 
Notes and Queries, August, 1876, says that within his recollection the 
remains of a moat existed around Guiseley Rectory. It may be men-
tioned here that the early Parish Registers of Guiseley have been 
transcribed by two members of our Council and are just now passing 
through the press. 

Votes of thanks to the clergy ended a very pleasant and instructive 
afternoon. 



BIRsTArL CHURCH. 

From a block lent by Mr. J. J. Stead. 
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BIRSTALL, 27th Hay, 1911. 

The Society paid a visit to Birstall Parish Church on the 27th 
May. 1911, when an interesting paper was read by Mr. J. J. Stead of 
I Ieckmondwike, from which we make the following extracts :-
The ancient Parish of Birstall formerly included Gomersal, Liver-

sedge, lleckmondwike, Tong, Hunsworth, \Vyke, Cleckheaton, and 
Drighlington. All these are now separate parishes, in fact Liversedge 
itself now comprises three parishes. 
The present church is the successor to three other churches, the 

first one being probably built about the year 1100 by Radulphus de 
Paganall, who at that time held the Manor of Liversedge. The 
second was built about the end of the 13th or beginning of the 14th 
century, and the next one about the time of henry VIII. Burton's 
ilona.cticon says that William de WTartre, the 14th Prior of Nostell, 
who died in 1291, purchased the advowson of this church, which was 
a rectory in the patronage of the Tylleys, on the 3rd February, 1 80. 
The Tylleys were large land-owners in this district and this grant of 
Robert rliylley is confirmed by "letters patent" dated at Rowell in 
February, 1285: "Know all men that we Alice de Lacy at the in-
stance of our beloved son, Lord henry de Lacy, Earl of Lincoln and 
Constable of Chester, ratify and confirm the gift which Robert de 
Tylley made to the Prior and Convent of St. Oswald of Nostell, of 
the advowson of the church of Birstall, &c., &c." Master Thomas de 
Dalton with the consent of Robert de Tyllev, patron thereof, pre-
sented Ralph Liversedge to the vicarage, which Wickwaine, Arch-
bishop of York, ordered to be taxed, as Burton specifies. On the 25th 
September, 1300, Thomas Corbridge, Archbishop of York, appropriated 
it to the Prior and Convent of Nostell, who held the living until the 
dissolution of monasteries. The church is dedicated to St. Peter, or, 
as named in some testamentary burials, St. Peter and St. Paul. John 
Popeley, in his will in 1487 gives his body to be buried in the church 
of St. Peter at Birstall. Sir John Liversedge of Drighlington, in his 
will, 8th May, 1542, says "my bodie to be buried in the church yerd 
of Bristall of the holie St. Peter and St. Paul." Richard Jenkynson 
of Popeley, 1549, says "My bodie to be buried in the parish church 
of Birstall of the holie apostles Peter and Paul." 
Some chantries existed in this church before the Reformation, but 

they were dissolved early in the reign of Edward VI. and their endow-
ments converted to secular uses. The certificates of these chantries 
are printed in Vol. 92 of the publications of the Surtees Society, "The 
Chauntrie of Trenythe in the Paroche Churche of Brystall, of the 
foundation of Robert Davy,* priest, sometime vicar there. to pray for 
the sowle of the founder and all Crysten sowles, &c., &c." The other 
was to Jesus and our Lady, and was probably founded by the Tylley 

Robert Davy was vicar 1368 to 1394. 

EE 
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family" To the entente that the priest pray for the sowles of all the 
parochians leving and the sowles of them departed, 

These chantries were of course one in each chapel of the chance!, 
but their exact location it is now difficult to ascertain. The place of 
honour was however on the south side, and that was generally given 
to our Lady. 
The north side of the chancel afterwards became the burial place of 

the Nevilles, and after them of the Greenes of Liversedge Hall, and 
is now called the " Wormald Chapel "—the Wormald family owning 
at one time a great part of the Liversedge Hall lands. The south 
side became the burial place of the Batts, of Oakwell Hall, and is now 
called the Oakwell Hall Choir. 

It is most extraordinary that no memorials to the Nevilles and the 
Batts, the former owners of these chapels, exist. The last of the 
Batt family died in 1707. 
Henry Batt, who built Oakwell Hall in 1583, seems to have been a 

most unprincipled man. He pulled down the vicarage house, sold the 
great bell out of the church, and took for his own use money which 
had been placed in his hands by a former vicar for the purpose of 
erecting a school. However, on the 15th day of April, in the 43rd 
year of Queen Elizabeth (1602), an inquisition was held at Elland 
(Henry Batt had died in 1572). At the inquisition the commissioners 
state "That the said Armystead (vicar) gave and delivered into the 
hands of Henry Batte, gent., deceased, the sum of one hundred 
pounds of money towards the erecting of the said free school at 
Birstall, who converted the same to his own use, also they present 
that some time there was a house inhabited by the priest of Birstall, 
some part whereof standeth in the Churchyard of Birstall, and some 
part in the high way, which was taken away by the commandent of 
the said Henry Batt, and now converted to a dwelling house, by John 
Batt, son of the said Henry Batt, and that he converted the same to 
his own use. And the jury aforesaid do further find that the said bell 
was worth £10. And they further find that the said John Batt is 
both heir of great possessions and also executor to the said Henry 
Batt. Whereupon it is ordered, adjudged. and decreed by the said 
Commissioners, that the said John Batt shall make restitution into the 
Churchwardens of the Parish of Birstall aforesaid, etc., etc." A fine 
of £100 was imposed upon him, and an order to make good all 
damages, and to build a free school at his own cost, and endow it with 
£5 a year out of his Oakwell estates. 
The bells, though a fine and musical peal, are not very, ancient. 

The tenor, as already stated, was stolen by Henry Batt, and it is 
probable that it was taken to Tong church; for the Henry Tempest, 
then of Tong Hall, was in league with the Batts of Oakwell. Up to 
a recent period, if not now, 5/- was paid yearly by the Chapel War-
dens of Tong to the Church Wardens of Birstall under the title of 
"Rogues' money." 

Early in the last century the peal consisted of six bells, but the old 
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frame showed that originally there were but four. About 1810 the 
bells, with the exception of the tenor, were re-cast and the peal in-
creased to eight. All the bells have inscriptions on them, such as— 

"Fear God and honour the King." 
"The Lord to praise—My voice I'll raise." 
"Our voices shall with joyful sound 
Make hills and valleys echo round." &c., &c. 

The present church, which is one of the most beautiful in Yorkshire, 
was re-opened April 29th, 1870, after a restoration extending over 
five years, so that no part of the old church except the tower remains, 
and some curiously carved stall ends which are fixed against the wall 
at the west end of the north aisle. On these are carved scissors, 
cropping shears, hunting horns, squares, and various other emblems. 
'l'lìe tower arch was opened out and the basement of the tower con-
verted into a baptistry. The church is 118 feet 6 inches in length by 
80 feet in width and will accommodate 1050 worshippers; the chancel 
is 18 feet further eastward than formerly and the nave is 30 feet 
wider. The cost of the restoration was about £20,000, towards 
which the late Percival \Tormald, Esq., contributed very largely. 

All the windows are of fine stained glass, and are mostly memorial 
windows. The pulpit is beautifully carved in Caen stone. The Rere-
dos is also in Caen stone with alabaster columns, representing the 
Lord's Supper, after Leonardo de Vinci, also figures of Paulinus, the 
first Archbishop of York, and St. Oswald, erected, as a brass tablet 
signifies, "To the Glory of God and in memory of Anne, widow of 
Robert Rayner, surgeon, of New Hall, Birstall. who died June 24th, 
I 892. This Reredos is erected by her daughter and son-in-law, 
Annice Marguerite, and Robert Adam Forsyth, 1894." The carved 
oak chancel screen was erected in 1909 by the above named Dr.-
Forsyth, in memory of his wife. 

There are many interesting mural tablets in the church, and some 
curious inscriptions on some of the gravestones in the church'yard, 
but want of space forbids giving copies of them. 
The registers commence in 1558 and have been well kept. 
After tea the party visited Rydings Hall, which forms part of the 

original of Thornfield Hall in "Jane Eyre." 
I 

HOWDEN, EAST YORKS, l7th June, 1917. 

On 17th June, 1911, the Society had an excursion to Howden, East 
Yorks., but unfortunately the attendance was the poorest of the 
summer. The members drove from the North Eastern Railway 
Station into the town and were met by the Vicar (Rev. G. T. \\T 

Purchas) at the Church. This magnificent building, which dominates 
the little market town, is for the most part a ruin, in which plain traces 
can be seen, however, of the Early English period of architecture. 
The church generally belongs to the Decorated period but the noble 

EE2 
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tower, built by Bishop Skirlaw, and other parts are of the Perpendi-
cular style. In 1550, at the dissolution of the collegiate establish-
ments, it passed out of the hands of the prebendaries and was suffered 
to fall into decay. The old choir is roofless and there are only the 
walls of the octagonal and exquisitely decorated chapter house 
standing. The West front of the church is contemporaneous with the 
East front of Selby Abbey. 
Through the kindness of Mr. and Mrs. Kettlewell, the occupiers of 

the Manor House, on the site of the old Manor House of the Bishops 
of Durham, adjoining the church, the members were shewn all what 
can yet be seen of the ancient building. 
Tea was taken at the Bowman's Hotel, and the Vicar, who was 

present, was cordially thanked for entertaining the Society. The 
party then drove back to the station and returned by train to Bradford. 

J.L.G. 

KNARESBOROUGII, July 1st, 1911. 

On Saturday, July 1st, 19 I 1, the members of the Society proceeded 
to the ancient town of Knaresborough under the expert guidance of 
Mr. Harry Speight. On the arrival of the party shortly after two 
o'clock, the fine old church was inspected. Canon Hancock kindly 
gave in detail the salient points in the history of the edifice, and 
showed the members the many objects of interest that are to be met 
with therein, including the tombs of the Slingsbys, with their finely-
sculptured effigies, the parish registers, &c. The party afterwards 
proceeded past the house wherein Oliver Cromwell had once lodged, 
viewed what is stated to be the oldest chemist's shop in England, and 
then proceeded to inspect the ruins of the castle. In the banqueting 
hall Mr. Speight lectured on the ancient historical associations of this 
famous stronghold, and the members were shown the old guard room 
and the dungeon, with its vaulted roof and only window, whose sides 
indicate the enormous thickness of the walls. After a social and 
refreshing hour at the tei tables, the party proceeded to St. Robert's 
Chapel, and by easy stages to the station, having had a delightfully 
informing visit to a town as full of romance and historic suggestion, 
finely set, as any in England. 

HTJBBERHOLME CHURCH, 22nd July, 1911. 

On the 22nd July the members of the Society had a half-day excur-
sion to ilubberholme Church in brilliant weather, which contrasted 
pleasantly with the day on which the Society last visited this place. 
Journeying by train to @rassington, the party had a glorious drive up 
the Wharfedale valley through Kilnsey and Kettlewell to Buckden. 
Tea was taken here, and the drive was then continued to llubberholme 
Church, where the party were met by the Vicar (Rev. R. F. R. 
Anderton, BA.), who read a brief but interesting paper upon the 

I 

I 
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Showing North-Eastern Tower. 

Photograph by Mr. W. R. Holloway. 
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history of this quaint and ancient building. The Church is Early-
Norman, and reputed to be at least 800 years old. Its chief feature 
of interest is the almost unique existent Rood-Loft, which the Priest 
ascended on Holy-days and there displayed the rood to the assembled 
congregation. Nothing is known of the fate of the original pre-
Reformation rood, and the images which stood on each side of it 
Before the party left the Church, the Vicar was most cordially thanked 
for his kindness, his hospitality on the last visit of the Society being 
also recalled. The party then drove back to Grassington Station, 
following the road through Coniston down the other side of the 
Wharfe, and returned by train to Bradford. 

J.L.G. 

KILD WiCK, Saturday, September 2nd, 1911. 

On Saturday, Sept. 2nd, under the genial guidance of Mr.W. R. Hollo-
way, the Society visited the Parish of Kildwick. Through the kindness 
of Mr. Robert Wrathall, the members enjoyed a thorough exploration 
of Uarnhill [[all, one of the most ancient dwelling houses in Yorkshire. 
It stands on a knoll of rough rock and occupies a fine strategic posi-
tion there are no traces of earthworks), and it is described by Whit-
taker as a peel or building of refuge for local people during the forays 
of marauding Scots. The building shows very evident traces of 13th 
or 14th century work. It has several lancet tricusped windows, the 
wide splays on the inside of which give a very good idea of the great 
thickness of the walls (6 to 8 ft.) A small cellar hewn out of the 
rock was seen, and tradition has it that an underground passage led 
from the Hall to Royd house on the other side of the valley. The 
distinctive feature of the Hall is the set of four quadrangular towers 
that strengthened the original four corners of the dwelling. The 
symmetry of the earliest building is of course destroyed by the north-
eastern wing, itself though of considerable antiquity. Very little indeed 
is known of the history of the place or of the owners of it, and practi-
cally all that has been written about it in modern times is taken from 
\\Thittaker's monumental work on ï'/ie [-lis/ory and Antiquities of Graven, 
to which we must refer our readers for further particulars. It may 
be mentioned that on one of the outbuildings the date 1560 appears 
between the initials E.E. and A.E., which stand for Edmund Eltoft and 
his wife, Agnes daughter of Sir Wm. Fairfax. 
The members next drove to Kildwick Grange and inspected the ex-

terior of this delightful bit of Elizabethan architecture. A move was 
made thence to Kildwick Hall, the residence of Sir John Brigg, M.P., 
whose recent demise, full of years and honours, has proved a great 
loss to the country-side. 
The admiration of the members was divided between this beautiful 

Hall and the still more interesting contents of it. It is a gem even 
among the stately homes of England. Mr. J. Langdale Gregory read 
an interesting paper which Mr. J. J. Brigg had prepared on 11 Kildwick 
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Hall and its Associations." A saunter down the vicarage path brought 
the members to the Red Lion, where tea was served. 
An inspection of the Parish Church took place afterwards, the Vicar, 

the Rev. John William Rhodes, learnedly and sympathetically describ-
ing the structure and pointing out the many points of varied interest 
that distinguish the "Lang Kirk of Craven." Some discussion took 
place as to whether the tomb hitherto known as that of a De Stiveton 
(i.e., Steeton) was not really that of a member of the De Eastburn 
family. 

Hearty votes of thanks were passed to Mr. Robert Wrathall of 
Farnhill Hall, to Sir John Brigg, M.P., and Mr. J. J. Brigg, Mr. 
Pollard Smith and to the Vicar. Mr. W R. Holloway was cordially 
thanked for his services as cicerone, a post for which few are more 
fitted, since his stores of knowledge concerning his native parish are 
full to overflowing. 

WOODSOME HALL AND ALMONDBURY, 

9th September, 1911. 

On the 9th September the Society had its last excursion of the 
session to Woodsome Hall and Almondbury. The tram-car was taken 
from Huddersfield to Almondbury, and the party then proceeded on 
foot to Woodsome Hall. The most ancient parts of this fine old 
family mansion date from 1500, and the greater portion was rebuilt or 
restored 100 years later. The ownership was first in the Kaye family, 
and then passed to the Legge family. The hall is built round a 
rectangular inner court, and over the front entrance porch appears 
the date 1600. Inside, the rooms are richly decorated with oak 
panelling and carving, the most conspicuous being the great hall with 
its enormous fire-place and gallery, whence the family servants and 
musicians looked down upon the assembled guests, a fine example of 
the Elizabethan period. Mr. George Hepworth acted as cicerone, and 
was able to secure photographs of both the exterior and interior. 
The party then returned through the woods of the Hall up the hill to 
Almondbury, and after tea were conducted round the Parish Church 
by the Curate (Rev. C. W. Smith, B.A.), who drew special attention 
to the unique inscription running round and immediately below the 
roof of the nave, and also to the ancient windows in the Kaye chapel 
on the north side' of the chancel. Wormall's Hall, a half-timbered 
house in Westgate, opposite the Church, bearing the date 163 I, was 
also noted, and the party returned to Huddersfield and by train to 
Bradford. 

J.L.G. 



FARNHILL HALL, 

Showing North-Western Tower. 

Photograph by Mr. W. R. Holloway. 



A LIST OF CLERKS IN HOLY ORDERS 

WHO HAVE HELD THE OFFICE OF 

ASSISTANT STIPENDIARY CURATE 

IN THE ANCIENT 

PARISH CHURCH OF BRADFORD. 

COMPILED FROM EPISCOPAL LICENCES AND FROM SIGNATURES 

IN THE CHURCH REGISTERS, 

BY 

AUGUSTUS BELL SEWELL. 

VICARIATE OF THE REV. JOHN CROSSE, M.A. OBIIT 1816. 

Robert Cartwright  1806 
Johit Gill  1809 
Pattiuson Watman 1811 

WilliarnM organ  1811 
Charles Hardy. 1812 
John Fennell  1815 

VICARIATE OF THE REV. HENRY HEAP, B.D. OBIIT 1839. 

Uenry Tudsbury Turner  1817 
William Bishop  1820 
Samuel Jones   1820 
John Compton Boddington  1822 
Solomon Haworth  1823 
James Taylor  1824 

VICARIATE OF THE 

Richard Horsfall 1828 
Wilmot Cave  1829 
Robert Heap  1829 
Benjamin Milnes 1835 
John Butterfield  1836 

REV. WILLIAM SCORESBY, D.D., F.R.S. 
RESIGNED 1847. 

John Meridyth  1840 
Stephen Hastings Atkins  1840 
John Compton Clark  1840 
Hugh Stamer  1840 
Richard Conolly  1841 
C. H. Burton  1842 
John Bickerdyke 1843 

Stephen Cranmer  1844 
Alfred John Tomlin  1844 
W. F. Stirling  1845 
George Steward  1846 
William Randall 1846 
William Fausett Black  1846 
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VICARIATE OF THE REV. JOHN BUItNET, LED. OBIIT. 

Thomas Greenall 1847 
Robert M. Woods  1847 
Peter Henderson   1848 
William Thomas Garret 1848 
Nathaniel Cooper  1848 
T. Bullock  1849 
John Eccieston Burnet  1851 
Walter Cotton Hodgson 1851 
Edward Mercer  1851 
William Richard Buinet  1854 
George de Renzy  1854 
Richard Greenall 1856 
James O'Connor  1856 

1870. 

John Farlam  1857 
Joseph Ellis 1858 
John Wade  1859 
James Matcham Gatrill 1862 
J. H. Bullivant  1863 
Richard Ashe King 1864 
Samuel Kenah 1864 
Spencer HenryCubitt 1866 
William Dyson 1866 
Charles Lomax Thomas 1867 
Ambrose Pudsey Dawson  1867 
George Robinson  1868 

VICARIATE OF THE RIGHT REV. VINCENT WILLIAM RYAN, D.D., Bp. 

RESIGNED 1880. 

John Sharp Lawson  187') 
'Ihomas James 1870 
Henry Clark  1870 
Vincent John Ryan  1872 
Henry Robert Hartley  1872 
James Wright Hatton  ... 1873 
Robert Douglas   1873 
Frederick Brown Manners  1873 
Henry Walter Brock  1874 
James Whalley  1874 
John Chute  1875 
Edward Brice  1875 

VICARIATE OF THE 

John Edward Loughnan  1875 
Alfred Thomas Ryan  1875 
Henry Paul Prosser   ..... 1876 
'William Martin  1876 
James Edward Gerrard 1876 
Willis Fleming Aston Lambert 1877 
James Shepherd   1877 
Gilbert Leny James  1877 
George Dent Wharam  1878 
William James Knapton  1878 
Thomas Close  1880 
'Ihomas Henry Bywater  1880 

VENERABLE ARCHDEACON BARDSLEY, D.D. 
OBIIT. 1896. 

George William Kendall  1880 
Cornelius Briggs 1882 
William Noblet  1883 
William Clark Hudson  1885 
Walter Joseph Newton  1 886 
John Jolly  1888 
John Charles Wright 1888 

Joseph Beanland 1889 
Henry John Lockett   1890 
John Bentley  1891 
Dawson Walker  1892 
Thomas William Story  1893 
Edward Purdon Blakeney  1894 
William Henry John Allin  1895 

VICARIATE OF THE REV. JOHN ROBERTSON, D.D. RESIGNED 1906. 

William Crawford Allan  1897 
Robert Percival Waugh 1896 
William Doveton Keith-Steele.. 1897 
Hector Maclean  1898 
Henry Walter Cabell Geldart  1899 
Arthur Henry 'l'ollit  1899 

VICARIATE OF 

Thomas Sibley Boulton 1000 
Harold Josiah Firth  1900 
Frederick James Tackley  1002 
James Hyndson  1905 
George Hudson Naylor  1906 

THE REV. H. GRESFORD JONES. 

Godfrey Webster Clarke   
Hubert E. Edwards  1007 
Arthur Whitchiffe Davies  1908 
Henry Eric Kyrle Fry  1909 
John Sanderson  1909 

1906 David Davies  1909 
Robert Keable 1910 
Charles Cole-Hamilton  1910 
John Trevor Lewis 1911 
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NOTE —A complete list of curates attached to the Parish Church, working by 
authority and license from the bishop, previous to the year 1880 is difficult to corn-
pile through lack of documentary evidence. The one source of information is that 
afforded by the Marriage Registers of the period, and this was available only from 
the year 1754. when, through the application of Lord Chancellor Harciwicke's 
famous Act, it became incumbent upon the officiating minister to sign entries of 
marriage " in a proper Register Book in the presence of the contracting parties and 
two witnesses." Before 1 754 the entries referring to marriage have no autograph 
signatures in the registers ; and the custom seems to have been general throughout 
the country. 

The Vicars of Bradford performed the marriage ceremony in the great majority 
of cases in propria persona. Thus, Vicar Crosse throughout his vicariate of 32 years 
married upwards of ninety per cent, of such as were married at the Parish Church. 
Two signatures which appear occasionally are those of Benjamin Butler and William 
Atkinso'ii, who held the endowed lectureship each for long periods Another signa-
ture is that of Edward Baldwyn, Master of the Grammar School. This gentleman, 
disappointed in not being chosen to fill the office of "afternoon lecturer," developed 
into a redoubtable and vigorous opponent of Vicar Crosse and Crosse's successful 
nominee William Atkinson. The story illustrates an interesting phase of Bradford 
Society ill the year 1786 and forwards. See Bradford Antiquary Vol. I. (0.5.) 
p. 145, Vol. I. (N.S.) p. 538. 

William Rumney  1754 
Thomas Turner -  1764 
Samuel Hudson  1769 

(afterwards incumbent of Wibsey) 
Richard Thompson 1771 
Thomas Hamilton  1774 

OTHER BRADFORDS IN ENGLAND. 

Bradford in Bolam, Northumlerlajid. . 
in BanThorough, Northumberland. 
Vest, in Mitton, West Riding Yorks. 
I mile E. of Manchester, Lanes, 
Hundred. North-East Shropshire. 
4 miles N.N.W. of Bromesgrove, Worstershire, 
on Avon, in West Wiltshire. 
Peverill, 3 miles N.W. Dorchester, Dorset. 
Abbas, 3 miles W.S.W. of Sherborne, Dorset, 
3 miles N.E. of Wellington. Somerset. 
Pool, 8 miles E.S.E. of Okehampton, Devon. 
5 miles .N W. of Holsworthy, Devon. 
ill St. Breward, Cornwall. 
in B I islaiid, Cornwall. 
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A RECORD OF THE WORK OF THE SOCIETY. WITH 
A COMPLETE LIST OF ITS OFFICERS. 

1878 (aperz rea.b Before f3e QLeInBer6 of f3e 4ociefv. 
July 12 
Aug. 9 
Aug. 23 
Nov. 8 
Dec. 13 

1879 
Jan. 10 

Mar. 14 
June 13 
June 11 
Aug. 8 
Sept. 12 
Oct. 10 

Nov. 14 
Dec. 12 

1880 
Jan. 9 
Mar. 12 
April 9 
May 5 
May 14 

Inaugural Address ... ... T. T. EMPSALL 
Eccieshill Officials from 1272 ... J. HORSFALL TURNER 
Roman Antiquities ... JOHN THORNTON 
The Old Chapel at Pudsey ... SIMEON RAYNER 
The Pictorial Illustration of Bradford ... WM. SCRUTON 

Bradford Parish Churchwardens' Accounts, 
1667 to 1767 

Bradford in the Fourteenth Century 
The Thornton Valley 
The Moravians in Horton from 1742 
A True History of the Farnley Wood Plot 
Some of the Decayed Families of Bradford 
The Wills of Bradford Families from 1392 to 

J539 ... ... ... ... J. 
Ancient British Remains on Baildon Moor 
The Calverley Family prior to 1500 

A. B. SEWELL 
T. T. EMPSALL 
WM. CUDWORTH 
WM. SCRUTON 

T. T. EMPSALL 
DR. J. MAFFEY 

HORSFALL TURNER 
WM. GLosso? 

SAM. MARGERISON 

Life and Times of Capt. Hodgson of Coley ... T. T. EMPSALL 
Eminent Townsmen of Pudsey .. ... .. S. RAYiER 
The Bradford Parish Church ... . .. E. P. PETERSON, F.S.A. 
Principal Features of Gothic Architecture ...  E. P. PETERSON, F.S.A. 
English Hammered Silver Coins from the 

period of the Conquest 
June 11 The Bradford Soke 
Sept. 10 *01(1 Bradford Families 
Oct. 8 
Nov. 12 
Dec. 10 

1881 
Jan. 14 
Mar. 11 

Bradford Wills from 1539 to 1552 ... J. 
The Great Strike of 1825 
The Calverley Family (100 to 1650) 

Bradford Parish Church Records 
A Chapter in the Ecclesiastical History of 

Pudsey ... 

April 8 Some 01(1 Bradford Firms... 
May 13 Fragments of Local Medical History 
Nov. I  The Calverley Family from 1650 
Dec. 9 The History of a Bradford Riot (1826) 

1882 
Jan. 13 Fountains Abbey... 
Feb. 10 Social Life in Bradford in the 14th Century 
Mar 10 Heraldry with Examples from the Monuments 

of the Bradford Parish Church 
April 14 Notes from the Town's Book of Ardsley,1652— 

1696 (First part) 
May 5 Ditto ditto (Second part) 
Dec. 8 Early History of Menston... 

1883 
Jan. 12 Royalist Compounders of Bradford and its 

Neighbourhood 
Feb. 9 The Bradford Piece Halls 
Mar. 9 Ancient British Remains on Rombolds Moor... 

T. W. SKEVINGTON 
WM. CUDWORTH 
DR. J. MAFFEY 

HORSFALL TURNER 
WM. SCRUTON 

SAM. MARGERISON 

T. T. EMPSALL 

S. Rn 

J. W. TURNER 
DR. J. H. BELL 

SAM. MARGERISON 
WM. SCRUTON 

DR. J. MAFFEY 
T. T. EMPSALL 

J. THORNTON 

J. BATTY 
J. BATTY 

WM. EXLEY 

T. T. EMPSALL 
J. W. TURNER 
W11. GLOSSOP 

No record of this paper in the minutes. 
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1883 
Nov. 9 
Dec. 14 
Dec. 16 

1884 
Jan. 11 

The Plans of Bradford 
The Early History of Pudsey (First part) 
Armorial Bearings at the Bradford Town Hall 

Feb. 8 

Mar. 14 
April 11 
Nov. 14 
Dec. 12 

1885 
Jan. 9 
Feb. 13 
Mar. 13 
April 10 
Nov. 12 
Dec. 11 

1886 
Feb. 12 
Mar. 12 
Mar. 25 
April 14 

Oct. 22 
Nov. 12 

Dec. 17 
1887 

Jan. 14 
Feb. 11 
Mar. 18 
April 15 
Nov. 11 
Dec. 16 

1888 
Jan. 13 
Feb. 10 
Mar. 8 
April 13 
Nov. 16 
Dec. 9 

Incidents in the Life of the Rev. Edward 
Baldwyn, some time Master of the 
Grammar School 

Local Royalist Compounders, with particulars 
relating thereto 

Memorials of the Bradford Piece Halls 
The Bartlett Family 
Early History of Pudsey (Seòond part) 
English Open-Field System of Tenures, with 

Local Illustrations 

Bradford in the 15th Century 
The Old Piece Hall Clock.. 
The Roman Wall 
Northumbria. 
The Hemingway Family 
Bradford in the Sixteenth Century 

Two Yorkshire Educational Trusts 
Early Woollen Trade of Yorkshire (First pat) 
Ditto ditto (Second part) 
Mysteries of Ancient Life illustrated by the 

Light of Ancient Remains 
The Great I1ediæval House of Neville 
Bradford during the First Half of the Seven-

teenth Century 
The Bentley Family 

The Early Days of the Drama in Bradford 
Gleanings from Old Halifax Life 
The Electoral History of Bradford 
Rev. Dr. Scoresby, F.R.S. 
The Boiling Family 
The Society's Excursions by Limelight 

Abraham Sharp, the Horton Astronomer 
The Riddlesden Halls 
Dr. John Fawcett and the Fawcett Family 
The Percy Family 
The Society's Excursions 
Yorkshire Heraldic Visitations in Agbrigg and 

Morley ... 

1889 
Jan. 11 Life and Letters of General Fawcitt (1st part) 
Feb. 1 Ditto ditto (2nd part) 
Feb. 8 The Ancient British Territory of Elmet 
Feb. 22 Life and Letters of General Fawcitt (3rd part) 
Mar. 15 Conclusion of Paper on the Bolling Family 
April 12 The Bradford Family 
Nov. 11 The Society's Excursions 
Dec. 6 Bradford in the Latter Half of the Seventeenth 

Century (First part)... 
1890 

Jan. 17 Fragments of Bradford History 
Feb 13 Bradford in the Latter Half of the Seventeenth 

Century (Second part) 
Mar. 21 Old Yorkshire Newspapers 

S. 0. BAILEY 
S. RAYNER 

J. THORNTON 

WM. CLARIDGE 

T. T. EMPSALL 
J. W. TURNER 
WM. SCRUTON 

S. RAYNER 

JOHN LISTER 

T. T. EMPSALL 
J. W TURNER 
WM. GLOSSOP 

H. BUTTERWORTH 
Wi. CUDWORTH 
T. T. EMPSALL 

WM. CLARIDGE 
J. Lis'rEn 
J. Lis'rraš 

JOHN HOLIES 

J. P. PRITCHETT 

T. T. EMPSALL 
WM. CUDWORTH 

Wi\i. SCRUTON 
J. LISTER 

WM. GLOSSOP 
C. A. FEDEILER 
T. T. EMPSALL 

GEO. HEPWORTH 

WM. CUDWORTH 
W. A. Išnrn 

C. A. FEDERER 
J. P. PRITCHETT 
GEO. HEPWORTH 

J. W. CLAY, F.S.A. 

J. LISTER 
J. LISTER 

H. BUTTERWORTH 
J. LISTER 

T. T. EMPSALL 
Wi. CUDWORTH 
GEO. HEPWORTH 

T. T. EMPSALL 

WM, SCRUTON 

T. T. EMPSALL 
...J. N. DICKONS 

o 
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1890 

April 11 The Pilgrimage of Grace and its Local 

Adherents (First part) ... ... ... J. LISTER 
Nov. 18 Commons Rights or the Preservation of Moors RIGHT HON. G. J. 

and Commons ... ... SHAW-LEFEVRE, M.P. 
Dec. 12 Roman Roads in Yorkshire ... PERCIVAL Ross 

1891 

Jan. 13 The Growth of a House ... ... ... W. HOFFMAN WOOD 
Feb. 13 Notes on Some Old Local Families and Insti-

tutions ... ... .. T. T. EMPSALL 
Mar. 13 The Pilgrimage of Grace (Second part) ... J. LISTER 
April 10 01(1 Bradford Records ... ... WM. CUDWORTH 
Nov. 13 The Pilgrimage of Grace (Third part) ... J. LISTER 
Dec 18 Antiquities on Baildon and Ilumbolds Moors... Will. CUDWORTH 

1892 
Jan. 8 The Genesis of English Surnames ... ... C. A. FEDERER 
Feb. 5 Notes from some Modern Rolls of the Bradford 

Manor Court ... T. T. EMPSALL 
Mar. 11 Some Old Bradford Artists ... BUTLER WOOD 

., April 8 Bradford Grammar School ... \7ii. CLARIDGE 
Nov. 11 A Tour through Yorkshire A. D. U. LEADMAN, F.S.A. 
Dec. 9 Joseph Hinchcliffe, Schoolmaster ... ... Wi. SCRUTON 

1893 
Jan. 13 Racial Characteristics of the Population of 

Great Britain ... ... C. A. FEDERER 
Feb. 17 Life of Joseph Lister ... ... ... '1'. T. EMPSALL 
Mar. 10 An Artist's Notes in connection with the 

Antiquarian Society... ... ... JOHN SOWDEN 
April 14 Lord Morpeth, Seventh Earl of Carlisle ... J. A. CLAPHAM 
Nov. 10 Old Yorkshire Customs ... ... ... Wm. HORNE 
Dec. 8 John James, F.S.A. ... WM. SCRUTON 

1891 
Jan. 26 Local Heraldry ... ... ... JOHN THORNTON 
Feb. 6 Monastic Lands in the Bradford District T. T. EMPSALL 
Mar. 16 Our Excursions ... ... GEO. HEPWORTH 
April 13 Copley Hall and its Owners ... ... ... J. LISTER 
Nov. 9 The Broiìte... their Homes and Works ... J. HORSFALL TURNER 
Dec. 14 Gleanings from the Bradford Churchwardens' 

Accounts ... ... ... ... ... H. E. WROOT 

1895 
Jan. 11 Abbey Properties in the Bradford District ... T. T. EMPSALL 
Feb. 8 Sir Walter Scott, the Great Antiquary ... J. A. CLAPHAM 
Mar. 8 Some Yorkshire Evidences of the Roman 

Occupation ... ... THOS. MITCHESON 
April28 Sir Thomas Browne ... ... ... REV BRYAN DALE 
Nov. 8 Prehistoric Man with Special Reference to his 

Great Antiquity ... WM. CUDWORTH 
Dec. 13 The Wickham Family C. A. FEDERER 

1896 
Jan. 10 The Margetsori Charity at Drighlington WM. CLARIDGE 
Feb. 14 The Evolution of Architecture ... ... ... r H. HEALEY 
Mar. 13 Curiosities of Bygone Parliamentary Elections 

in Bradford (First part) ... ... WM. SCRUTON 
Nov. 13 The Roman Road—Manchester to York J. N. DICKONS 
Dec. 18 Prehistoric America ... ... WM. CUDWORTH 

1897 
Jan. 8 Church Notes from Various Counties SAM. MARGERISON 
Feb. 19 Lord Wharton and his Charities ... REV. BRYAN DALE 
Mar. 19 Old Westgate ... ... . . ... ... \VÍ. SCRUTON 
Nov. 12 James Scott, Tutor of the Heckmondwike 

Academy ... ... ... ... REV. BRYAN DALE 
Dec. 7 The River Yore and its Antiquities ... F. BRUNDRETT 
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1898 
Jan. 7 
Jan. 21 
Feb. 18 
Mar. 18 
April 15 
Nov. II 
Dec. 9 

1899 
Jan 15 

Feb 17 
Mar. 10 
April 14 
Nov. 3 
Nov. 10 

Dec. 8 
1900 

Jan. 12 
Feb. 2 
Mar. 9 
Oct. 26 
Nov. 9 
Dec. 14 

1901 
Jan. 18 
Feb. 15 
Mar. 8 
April 12 

Nov. 8 
Dec. 6 

1902 
Jan. 17 
Feb. 14 

Mar. 14 
April 11 

Nov. 21 
Dec. 14 

1903 
Jan. 9 
Feb. 20 
Mar. 13 
April 17 

Nov. 13 

Dec. 11 
1904 
Jan. 8 
Feb. 12 
Feb. 26 
Mar. 11 

April 8 
Nov. 11 
Dec. 9 

Sixty Years Reminiscences of Bradford (First part) GEO. FIELD 
Some Yorkshire Earthworks ... ... MRS. E. ARMITAGE 
Richard Oast.ler, the Factory King ... ... ... H. E. WROOT 
Sixty Years Reminiscences of Bradford (Second part)... GEO. FIELD 
Roman Yorkshire 
The Clapham Family 
Cromwell in Yorkshire 

Barkerend Road : Ten Old Houses and their 
Occupants Sixty Years ago 

The Kingdom of Elmet 
Valle Crucis Abbey 
St. Albans and its Abbey 
The Primitive Lake Dwellers 
Notes and Recollections of Bradford Parish 

Church . 

Characteristics of Gothic Architectural Styles 

The Roman Baths at Bath 
Non-Parochial Registers in Yorkshire 
Isuriiim : a Roman City in Yorkshire 
The Ancient Military Defences of Yorkshire... 
Our National Monuments 
Early Methodism in Bradford 

J. N. DIcKoNs 
J. A. CLAPHAM 

REV. BRYAN DALE 

GEO. FIELD 

WM. CLARIDGE 
A. F. BARKER 
H. E. WROOT 

C. A. FEDERER 

GEO. FIELD 

PERCIVAL Boss 

H. E. WROOT 
REV. BRYAN DALE 

A.D.H.LEADMAN,F.S A. 

J. N. DIcKONs 
HUGH BLAKISTON 

J. N. DICKoNs 

Robin hood : Myth or History 
Norman Influence on English Architecture 
The Original Home of the Pilgrim Fathers 
The Prehistoric Antiquities of the Bradford 

District 
James Naylor, the Mad Quaker 
Gcnesis and Growth of the Principle of Toler-

ation Historically Traced 

Wordsworth in Yorkshire 
An Old 'Yorkshire Family and the Siege of 

Derry 
Our Own County .. ... ... A 

The Educational Institutions of Bradford 
before the Advent of the School Board... 

Annals of an Old Yorkshire Village (Thornton) 
Vestiges of the Kelts in the West Riding 

The Story of the Turvin Coiners 
Hawksworth Hall and its Associations 
Yorkshire Contributions to the Judicial Bench 
Ministers of Local Parish Churches during the 

Puritan Revolution 
Notes on the Token Coinage of the United 

Kingdom ... 

Yorkshire as seen by the Older Topographers 

The Society's Excursions 
John Hall. Medicus of Kipping 
Turrets of the Roman \\ralj 
The History of Bradford Mechanics' Institute 

(First part) 
The above Paper continued 
The Old Roads of Bradford 
Stray Notes on the Antiquities and Traditions 

of Baildon ... 

C. A. FEDERER 
A. F. BARKER 

REV. BRYAN DALE 

BUTLER WOOD 
REV. BRYAN DALE 

REV. J. GREGORY 

IT. E. WROOT 

HARRY SPEIGHT 
.D.hr. LEADMAN,F.S.A. 

WM. CLARIDGE 
Bxv. JAS. GREGORY 

Dn. J. H. ROWE 

C. A. FEDERER 
HARRY SPEIGHT 

J. N. DICKONS 

REV. BRYAN DALE 

S. H. HAMER 
BUTLER WOOD 

GEO. IIEPWORTH 

REV. BRYAN DALE 

PERCIVAL ROSS 

C. A. FEDERER 
C. A. FEDERER 

PERCIVAL ROSS 

WM. SCRUTON 
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1905 
Jan. 13 
Feb. 17 
Mar. 17 
April 14 
Nov. 10 
Dec. 8 

1906 
Feb. 16 
May. 8 

April 6 
Nov. 9 
Dec. 7 

1907 
Jan. 11 
Feb 1 

Feb. 15 
May. 1 
Mar. 22 
Nov. 8 

Dec. 13 
1908 

Jan. 10 
Feb. 14 
Mar. 13 

Nov. 13 
Dec. 11 

1909 
Feb. 19 

Mar. 12 
Nov. 10 
Dec. 8 

1910 
Jan. 5 

Feb. 3 

Mar. 30 

April 20 
Nov. 4 
Nov. 18 
Dec. 2 

1911 
Jan. 6 The Ancient Parish of Bradford 
Jan. 20 Curious Old Yorkshire Customs 

History of Bradford Church Institute 
Feb. 3 The Unconscious Humour of some Local Minor 

I Poets 
Feb. 15 Historic Sites in the Spen Valley 
Mar. 3 Richard Oastler and the Ten hours Movement 
Mar. 17 Relations of the Brontës 

History of the Baptist Cause at Shipley 
May.  Local Pottery Manufacture 
April 21 In Mid-Airedale with a Camera 

Scenery of Derbyshire 
Story of Lady Hewlay's Charity 
The Curiosities of Coinage 
Place-Nomenclature of the West Riding 
The Barons of Wharton 
Eastern Himalayan Folklore and Customs 

The Bradford Newspaper Press 
The History of Congregationalism in Thornton 

from the time of Dr. hail 
Remarks on the Anthropology of Yorkshire 
Ye Olde Streets of ye Ancient (ittie of York 
The Remains of a Roman Way in the Neigh-

bourhood of Keighley 

Georgian Caricatures 
Early Art as illustrated by Anglo-Saxon 

Crosses and other Monuments 
Yorkshire----Historic and Picturesque 
A Forgotten Manor (Exley) 
The Arthurian Legends 
Bradford in the Civil Wars—The Battle 

Adwalton Moor 
Exploratory Turrets on the Roman Wall 

GEO. HEPWORTH 
REV. BRYAN DALE 

H. D. SICHEL 
Dn. J. H. RowE 

REV. BRYAN DALE 
DR. VAUGHAN BATESON 

REV 
of 

Dr. Richardson of North Bierley 
The Battle of Catraeth ... ... ... REV. 
Characters seen in the Bradford Streets— 

Twenty Years Reminiscences of a Por-
trait Painter 

The Filial Churches of Bradford ... ... REV. 
On Some of the Bradford Court Rolls 

BUTLER WOOD 

REV. BRYAN DALE 
DR. J. H. RowE 

\\T CAMIDGE 

J. J. BRIGG 

DR. W. HORROCKS 

E. E. GREGORY 
GEo. HEPWORTH 

W. A. BRIGG 
E. CEREDIG JONES 

C. A. FEDERER 
PERCIVAL ROSS 

H. E. WROOT 
E. CEREDIG JONES 

JOHN SOWDEN 
LEONARD DAWSON 
HARRY SPEIGHT 

Rev. Geo. Bayidon, a Yorkshire Worthy and 
Scholar ... .. . ... DR. J. H. HOWE 

An Unpublished Local Map ... ... H. E. WROOT 
The Roman Occupation of the West Riding ... DR. FRANCIS VILLY 
Local Domestic Life in the 18th Century ... JOHN LISTER 

Genealogical Work as illustrated by the Preston 
of Bradford Pedigree 

Bradfordiana Night 

Ancient Streets and Lanes of Bradford, from 
the Bradford Manor Court Rolls 

Yorkshire—Historical arid Picturesque . -. 

The Study of Yorkshire Place-Names ... PROFESSOR MOORMAN 
The Old Wells and Watercourses of Bradford IVM. SCRUTON 
Roman Evidences in West Yorkshire J. NORTON DICKONS 

W. E. PRESTON 
JOHN SOWDEN 
W. E. PRESTON 

HARRY SPEIGHT 
GEO. HEPWORTH 

A. B. SEWELL 
Wm. HORNE 
E. A. WELLS 

\VM. SCRUTON 
J. J. STEAD 

REV. JAS. GREGORY 
DR. J. H. ROWE 
JOHN CLAPHAM 
W . E. PRESTON 

W. R. HOLLOWAY 
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1881 O.S. PART I. TO 1910 N.S. PART XV. 

Almondbury New Series. IV. 
Artists of Bradford Old Series, IX., X. 
Baildoìi ... O.S., II.. N.S , III. [N.S., XIII. 
Baidwyn, Rev. Edw.  0.8., III. 
Baptists at Shipley  N.S., XV. 
Bardsey  N.S.. I. 
Bartlett Family  O.S.. IV. 
I1eiitley Family  0 S., VII. 
Bibliography of Bradford O.. [.to X 
Rolling Family and Hall .. O S Viii.. IX. 

N.S. V. 
Bradford—In 1300  OS., I., III. 

In 1400  OS., VI. 
In 1300 to 1500  O.S., VII. 
In 1759  OS, IX. 
In 179 N.S, XV. 

- Assessments  O.S., II., III., VI. 
N.S., II., VI., VII. 

- Characters   N.S.. XIV. 
- Churches O.S., I., N.S., Xlii. 
- Church Inscriptions. ..O.S., I., II., 
- First Bank ... N.S., VIII. [IV., VI. 
- Landmarks N.S., IV., XIII. 
- Manor ...O.S., VII. [N.S., XIII. 
- - Court Rolls ... O.S., III., IX., 
- Maps  N.S., VIII., XIII., XV. 
- Parish N.S., XV. 
- Soke Rights    O.S., II. 
- Streets  N.S., XIV. 
- Vicars and Curates N.S., I., VII., 
Bramhope Chapel ... N.S, III. [X. XV. 
Brown, Sir Thomas  N.S., I. 
Burnley Pedigrec  N.S., XV. 
Calverley, Henry (1604-1652) 

Life... O.S.. II., Inventory, O.S. III. 
Canal. Leeds and Liverpool   N.S., II. 
Celts in Yorkshire  N.S., VIII. 
Charters, Records O.S., TV., N.S., XII. 
Churchwardens of Bradford ...N.S., VIII. 
- Accounts  O.S., IX., N.S., V. 
Cholmley Family  N.S., IX. 
Clapham Family N.S., XIII. 
Clergy—Commonwealth N.S., 1V., 
Coiners, Turvin... N.S., VIII. [VII., IX. 
Cromwell in Yorkshire  N.S., IV. 
Cross at Riva Hill   N.S., XV. 
Cudworth, Wm. . . N.S., XI. 
Doctors(Early)of Bradford ... O.S.. II.. III. 
Earthworks  N.S., VI., XIV. 
Eccieshill .. N.S., H. 
Empsall, 1'. T  N S., I. 
Eshton  0.8, VIII. 
Exley Manor N.S., XII. 
Farnicy \Voocl Plot  0.8., II. 
Fawcett, Rev. John  OS., VII., IX. 
Federer, C. A.  N.S., XIV. 
Hall, John  N.S.. X. 
Halton Gill Chapel O.S., IX. 
Hawksworth Hall ., N.S., VIII. 

Hemingway Family    O.S., V. 
Heraldry, Local  0.S., X. 
Hinchcliffe, Joseph   O.S., IX. 
Hustler Family ... 0.8., I. 
Iron-Smelting (Ancient)   N.S.. XV. 
Idle Manor O.S., IV.. V. 
James. John, F.S.A... N.S., XIV. 
Kildwick  N.S., XIII., XIV. 
Land Tenure  O.S., V., IX. 
Laycock Family  N.S., X1 I. 
Layton Family  N.S., VIT. 
Leeds Records  0.5., VIII. 
Lister, Joseph  0.8., X. 
Lothersdale Quakers  N.S., XIII. 
Marley.. .0.S., \TIII [N.S., VT., VII. 
Methodism—Kirkgate Chapel... 
Monastic Properties  N.S., I. 
Morocco, Whitby in  N.S., V. 
Musters, Bradford  O.S.. IV. 
Naylor, James  N.S, , VII. 
Nonconformity in Pudsey O.S., Ill. 
Oastler and Factory Movement  N.S,,XV. 
Paper Hall, Bradford  N.S., I. 
Piece Halls, Bradford O.S., III. 
Pilgrim Fathers  N.S.. VI. 
Place-Names  N.S., XIII., XIV. 
Prehistoric Antiquities 

Baildon  O.S.. II., N.S., III. 
Bradford District  N.S.. VII. 
Celts  N.S., VIII. 
Craven ......................N.S., II. 

Preston Family  N.S., XIV. 
Pudsey, and Worthies of ... O.S F, II,, IV. 
Registers of Bradford. Burials, 0. & N.S. 

Marriages N.S., XIII., XIV., XV. 
Register (Non-Parochial)  N.S., V. 
l{iddlesden  O.S., VII. 
Riot, 1826, at Bradford OS., III. 
Roman Roads 0.S., VIII., N.S., III. 
- Yorkshire  N.S., IV., XV 
- Wall N  S., IX. 
Rookes Family  O.S.A. 
Royalists, Local 0.8., IV., V. 
St. Sitha Chapel.  N.S., XIII, XV. 
Seebohm Family  N.S., II. 
Shibden  NS.. I. 
Shipley  N.S., XIII. 
Slead Hall  0.S.,VIII. 
Strike of 1825  0.8., II. 
Sunderland Hall  O.S., 1X. 
Surnames ..  N.S., I. 
Tempest Family  N.S., V. 
Thornhill 0.8., VII. [N.S., X. 
Thornton in Bradford Dale .. O.S., L. 
\Vaterworks of Bradford N.S , X. 
Wharfedale, Upper  N.S., II., X. 
Wickham, William....  N.S., III. 
Wills, Local ... 0.S., IV., VI., Viii., IX., X. 
Wool Trade  0.S., VI. 
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1878. 
July 20 
Aug. 17 
Aug. 24 
Sept. 7 
Oct. 19 
1879. 

Apr. 19 
Apr. 26 
May 10 
June 21 
Aug. 2 
Sept. 13 
Sept. 27 
1880. 

Apr. 10 
May 22 
Aug. 2 
Sept. IS 
1881. 
May 14 
June 18 
Aug. L 
Aug. 2 
Sept. 17 
1882. 
May - 

July 23 
Aug. 2 
1883. 

June 9 
July 7 

Sept. 1 
1884. 
May 24 

June 14 

July 5 

Aug. 4 

Aug. 30 
1885. 
May 16 

June 13 

Kirkstall Abbey. 
Tong and Fulneck. 
Thornton Valley. 
Haworth and Stanbury. 
Boiling Hall. 

Bierley Hall. 
Rookes Hall and lloyds Hall. 
Coley and High Bentley. 
Faruley Hall. 
Hartshead and Kirklees. 
Shibden Hall. 
Calverley. 

Bradford Parish Church. 
St. Ives and Harden. 
H eimsley & Rievaulx Abbey. 
Methley. 

Skipton Castle. 
-1ak worth House. 
York. 
Eshton Hall. 
Holmstead, Roundhay. 

Headley Hall, Thornton. 
Middleton Lodge, Ilkley. 
Boroughbridge & Aldborongh 

Riddlesden and Marley Halls 
Hawksworth Hall, Baildon 

Moor and Shipley Glen. 
Pontefract Castle. 

High Sunderland and Shib-
den Hail. 

Oakwell Hall and Adwalton 
Moor. 

Conisborough Castle and 
Roche Abbey. 

Markenfleid Hall and Foun-
tains Abbey. 

Rombolds Moor. 

Woodsorne Hall, Almond-
bury Church. 

Kildwick Church and Hall, 
Farnhill. 

1885. 
June 18 
July 4 

July 25 

Aug. 3 
Sept. 5 
1886. 

Mar. 27 
May 22 

June 5 
July 10 

Aug. 2 
Aug. 21 
Sept. 18, 
1887. 
May 14 

June 11 

July 2 
July 16 

Aug. 1 

Sept. 3 

1888. 
Hay 5 

June 2 
June 16 
July 14 
Aug. 6 
Sept. 1 
1889. 
May 4 
May 25 

June 29 
July 13 
Aug. 5 

Sept. 2 
1890. 
May 3 

Heaton Hail. 
Howroyd, Barkisland Hall, 

Wrest Vale and Clay House. 
Guiseley Church and Yeadoii 
Low flail. 

Helmsley & ltievaulx Abbey. 
Ripley Castle and Nidd Hall. 

Kirklees Hall and Priory. 
Kirkstall Abbey and Adel 

Church. 
Knaresborough. 
Bolton Abbey and Beamsley 

Hospital. 
Whalley and Clitheroe Castle. 
Otley and Leathley. 
Halifax and Elland. 

Riddlesden Hall, Cliffe Castle 
and Keighley Church. 

\Vressle Castle and Selby 
Abbey. 

Heysham Church and Hall. 
Whitkirk Church, Temple 
Newsam. 

Newburgh Priory, Byland 
Abbey and Coxwold. 

Giggleswick and Settle. 
Towton. 

Cross Hall, Rowley Ruins 
and Batley. 

Bierley Hall. 
Holdsworth and Ovetiden. 
Hornby Castle. 
Fairfax Country. 
Thornhill. 

Horton Halls. 
High Sunderland, Godley 
Grange and Shibdeiì Hall. 

Liversedge and Hartshead. 
Pontefract. 
Beverley. 
Adwalton. 
Runic Stone, Bingley Church 

Skipton. 
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1890. 
June 7 Woodsome Hall and Almond-

bury. 
July 5 Holker Hall and Cartmell. 
Aug. 4 Whitby. 
Sept. 13 Boroughbridge and Aid-

borough. 
May 9 Ilkley. 
1891. 

June 13 Howden. 
June 27 Lightcliffe. 
July 18 Harewood. 
Aug. 3 York (140 present). 
Sept. 5 Bardsey. 
1892. 
May 14 Buttershaw, Reevy Hall and 

Beacon. 
May 28 Wakefield. 
June 18 Richmond and Easby Abbey. 
July 9 Spofforth. 
July 16 Baildon and Gilstead. 
Aug. 1 Gisburn, Bolton and Sawley 

Abbey. 
Sept. 17 Dewsbury and Woodkirk. 
1893. 
Apr. 29 Kirkstail Abbey and Adel 

Church. 
June 3 Otley, Weston and Leathley. 
July 1 Grassington. 
July 22 Settle. 
Aug. 7 Leyburn. 
Sept. 2 Thornton, Leventhorpe and 

Shuttleworth Halls. 
1894. 
May 5 Sheffield. 
May 26 Kildwick and Farnhiil Hall. 
June 9 Aysgarth. 
July 21 Kirkby Lonsdale. 
Aug. 6 Durham. 
Sept. 1 Malton. 
1895. 
May 23 Royds Hall. 
June 15 Tanfield, Marmion Tower. 
July 20 Birstall, Oakwell Hall. 
Aug. 5 Lincoln. 
Sept. 7 Northowram and Shibden. 
1896. 
May 9 Sherburn-in-Elmet. 
June 27 Chester. 
July 25 Bingley. 
Aug. 29 Helmsley & Rievaulx Abbey. 
Sept. 12 Beamsley Hall and Bolton 

Hall. 
1897. 
May 22 Norton Conyers and WTath. 
June 12 Stoneyhurst, Whalley and 

Mytton. 
July 24 Barwick and Aberford. 
Aug. 21 Levens Hall. 

1898. 
May 21 Kirkdale, Lastingham and 

Pickering. 
June 18 Conisbro' Castle and Don-

caster. 
July 23 Richmond. 
Aug. 1 Cartmell, Furness Abbey. 
Sept. 3 Knaresborough. 
Nov. 1 Blackstone Edge. 
1899. 
May 27 Selby Abbey. 
June 26 Mount Grace Priory. 
July 29 Fulneck, Tong. 
Aug. 5 Kendal. 
Sept. 2 Bingley Church. 
Sept 9 Bishopthorpe. 
1900. 
May Wentworth Castle. 
June 16 Bawtry, Tickhill, &c. 
July 7 Pontefract & Ferry Fryston. 
July 28 Methley, Oulton and Swil-

lington. 
Sept. - Kirklees. 
1901. 
May 18 Farnley, &c., Aimescliff (160 

present). 
June 22 Skipwith, Bubwith, Wressle, 

Hemingbrough, Selby. 
July 20 Kirklees. 
Sept. 7 Temple Newsam, Whitkirk. 
1902. 
May 10 Giggleswick and Settle. 
June 14 Thorp Arch, Walton. 
July 19 Masham, Well, o.iave Castle. 
Aug. 16 Skipton. 
Sept. 13 Appleby. 
1903. 
May Hubberholme. 
June 6 Baildon Moor. 
June 20 Masham, Jervaulx, Rich-

mond Castle. 
July Kilnsey and Conistone. 
July 25 Castle Howard, Sheriff 

Hutton. 
1904. 
May 16 Bardsey. 
June 25 Newburgh Priory, Byland 

Abbey, Coxwold Church, 
and Shandy Halt. 

July 16 Carlisle. 
Aug. 27 Wentworth Castle and Stain-

borough. 
1905. 
May 20 Burnsall. 
June 24 Askern and Barnsdale Forest 
July 15 Kirkham Abbey and Westow 
Aug. 19 Aberford and Hazelwood 

Castle. 
Sept. 16 Newton Kyme and Tadcaster 

F  
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1906. 
May 12 
June 13 
July 7 
July 28 
Sept. 1 

1907. 
May 11 Sheffield. 
June 1 Ripon and Fountains Abbey. 

91 22 York. 
July 13 Richmond. 

20 West Scholes House and 
Headley Hall, Thornton. 

Aug. 1 Esholt. 
Sept. 7 Rookes Hall, Norwood Green 

and High Fearnley. 

Kirkstall and Adel. 
Beverley. 
Newark. 
Kippax and Aberford. 
Boroughbridge and Ald-
borough. 

1908. 
May 16 
June 13 
July 18 

Aug. 15 
Sept. 5 

Rawdon. 
Hull. 
Ingleton and Kirkby Lons-

dale. 
Upper Shibden Vale. 
Lightcliffe (with Halifax 
Antiquarian Society.) 

1909. 
May 15 Leeds—St. Peter's and St. 

John's Churches. 

1909. 
June 19 
July 24 
Aug. 7 

Sept. 18 
1910. 
May 7 
June 11 

July 9 
Aug. 13 
Sept. 10 
Dec. 17. 

Towton. 
Lancaster. 
Elsiack Roman Camp, 
Broughton Hall and 
Church. 
St. Ives," Bingley. 

Selby. 
Stoneyhurst College,Whalley 
Abbey and Church, and 
Mytton Church 

Eshton Hall and Gargrave. 
Grassington. 
Wycoller and Haworth. 
Leeds Philosophic Society's 

Museum. 
1911. 

Apr. 29 Bankfield Museum, Halifax. 
May 13 Guiseley. 

17 27 Biistall. 
Jnne 17 Howden, East Yorkshire. 
July 1 Knarèsboì'ough. 

22 Hubberholme. 
Sept. 2 Kildwick. 

Woodsome Hall and Almond-
bury. 

,, 9 

Tacefing ÇPfctcez of foe ,ocíef. 
The Society has held its Meetings at, amongst other places, the Grammar 

School until 1884, the Free Library, 32, Sunbridge Road, Y.M.C.A. Rooms (1887), 
Philosophical Society's Rooms, Central Hall (1894), Mechanics' Institute, Church 
Institute. There is a pressing need for a central set of rooms in which the learned 
societies of Bradford could hold their meetings. The Corporation could well 
enough set apart rooms for the purpose. They spend money on playing grounds 
and bowling greens, why not encourage learning by providing rent free rooms for 
the learned societies of the town 

Ebífox'íclf  J1ofe. 

ON the 9th May, 1912, the Society will enter on the 35th year of 
its career and with this number ends the third volume of the New 
Series of the Bradford Antiquary. It is an opportune moment to set 
before the members some record of the work achieved and of the men 
who have controlled and guided the Society through its long and suc-
cessful career. For kind help in the compilation of these lists the 
Editor has to thank Messrs. S. E. Wilson, J. Langdale Gregory and 
Percival Ross. 
May the Society long flourish, and may there be no lack of efficient 

successors to such men as Wm. Cudworth, T. T. Enipsall, Chas. 
Antoine Federer, Bryan Dale, John Arthur Clapham and Wm. Glossop 
—in their day and generation stalwarts indeed. Much though these 
men and their fellow-members have verily done, there yet remains 
much to be accomplished before an adequate historical presentment of 
Bradford and its surrounding districts can be set before the student. 

11 



lisf of Officers. 

Ç1C6íbCflf6: 

1878 
1881 
1883 
1896 
1897 
1898 
1899 
1900 
1901 
1902 

T. T. EMPSALL. 
GEO. ACKROYD. 

T. T. EMPSALL. 
J. NORTON DICKONS. 
REV. BRYAN DALE. 

J. A. CLAPHAM. 
CHAS. A. FEDERER. 
J. NORTON DICKoNS. 
HARRY SPEIGHT. 

REV. JAS GREGORY. 

1903 BUTLER WOOD. 

1904 PERCIVAL Ross. 
1905 REV. BRYAN DALE. 

1906 J. A. CLAPHAM. 
1907 C. A. FEDERER. 
1908 C. A. FEDERER. 

S. E. WILSON. 
1909 THOS. HOWARD. 

1910 J. HAMBLEY ROWE. 
1911 JOHN SOWDEN. 

íceÇre6íbenf6: 

1878 E. P. PETERSON, F.S.A. 
1879 DR. J. MAFFEY, 79-81. 
1881 T. T. EMPSALL, 81-82. 
1881 S. 0. BAILEY, 81-83. 
1883 SAM. MARGERISON, 83-84. 
1884 WM. THACKRAY, 84, 86-93. 
1885 JOHN LISTER, 85-01. 
1885 HORATIO BUTTERWORTH. 

1894 J. N. DIcKONs, 97-99, 01-06, 
10-11. 

1894 J. A. CLAPHAM, 94-97, 99-05, 
07-11. 

1895 REV. B. DALE, 85-96, 98-06. 
1897 THOS. LORD, 97-08. 

1878 
1879 
1881 
1882 
1883 

1898 J. J. STEAD, 98-06. 
1900 C. A. FEDERER, 00-06. 
1901 BUTLER WOOD, 01-02,04-11. 
1902 HARRY SPEIGHT, 02-11. 
1902 S. E. WILSON, 02-07, 09-11. 
1903 REV. J. GREGORY, 03-08. 
1905 PERCIVAL Ross, 05-08, 10-11. 
1907 GEO. HEPWORTH, 07-08. 
1910 JACOB MOSER, 10-11. 
1910 THOS. HOWARD, 10-11. 
1911 RICHARD POOLE. 

1911 J. H. ROWE. 
1911 DAVID WADE. 

doneEponbín ecrefcit'íeø: 
WM. CUDWORTH. 
JOHN THORNTON. 
DR. J. MAFFEY. 
S. A. BAILEY. 
WM. CLARIDGE. 

1885 J. A. CLAPHAM. 
1894 THOS. HOWARD. 

1909 W. S. DICKINSON. 
1910 J. LANUDALE GREGORY. 

butoi'ícif Cc1'eftlXíe6: 

1879 WILLIAM CUDWOETH. 1893 CHAS. ANTOINE FEDERER. 
1908 JOSEPH HAMBLEY ROWE. 

1878 WILLIAM SCRUTON. 

1881 CHAS. GEO. VIRGO. 

1883 HORATIO BIJTTERWORTH 
1884 E. MARGERISON. 

1878 WM. GLOSSOP. 
1906 WM. GLOSSOP. 

'  S. E. WILSON. 
1907 \Viz. GLOSSOP. 

1886 
1888 
1897 
1899 

1908 
1908 
1911 

FF2 

WM. CLARIDGE. 
THOS. SCORAH. 

JOHN B. SCORAH. 

JOHN CLAPHAM. 

J. STANLEY TAYLOR. 
E. A. WELLS. 
JOHN R. LAWSON. 
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)em6erø of Councíf: 
1878 DR J. MAFFEY. 

J. HORSFALL TURNER. 78-80. 
JOHN THORNTON, 81, 83, 86-7. 
CHAS. GEO. VIRGO, 78-79. 

1879 S. 0. BAILEY, 79-81. 
H. BTJTTERWORTH, 79, 84. 
D. W. CHETTLE. 
BOOTH ILLINGWORTH, 79-80. 

1880 J. NORTON 1JICKONS, 84, 
E. P. PETERSON, F.S.A. 
T. W. SKEVINGTON, 80-2, 84. 
S. MARGERISON, 80-2,86. 
A. B. SEWELL. 

1881 (Feb.) WM. ExLEY, 81-82. 
THOS. FAIRBAK. 
H. GASKARTH, 81-82. 
J. W. TURNER, 81-82, 84. 

1881 (Oct.) Jos. BOTTOMLEY, 81-90. 
1882 Wu. THACKItAY, 82-83, 85. 
1883 W. M. BROOKES, 83-08. 

ts J \\T BRUNTON. 
E. MARGERISON. 
F. D. SANDELL. 

1884 JOHN LISTER. 
WM. SCRUTON. 

1885 WM. CLARIDGE. 
BEN. WILSON. 

W. T. SPENCER, 85-86. 
W. E. Fox. 

1886 RICHARD POOLE, 86-11. 
BUTLER WOOD, 87-00. 

1887 THOS. LORD, 87-96. 
A. TILLOTSON. 

1888 C. A. FEDERER, 88-92. 
J. C. WRIGHT, 88-89. 

1889 WM. SUDDARDS, 91. 

1890 

1891 JOHN CLAPHAM, 91-98. 
1892 PERCIVAL Ross, 92-03, 09. 
1893 FRANK PEEL. 

1894 J. A. CLAPHAM. 
REV. BRYAN DALE. 

1895 F. C. GALLOWAY. 
THos. IIITCHESON, 95.05. 
JOHN J. STEAD, 95-97, 07-11. 
S. E. WILSON, 95-0]. 

1896 HARRY SPEIGHT, 96-00. 
1897 G. B. COLE, 97-03. 

H. E. WROOT, 97-02. 
1898 W. V. RHODES. 

GEO. HEPWORTH, 98-06,09-11. 
1899 JOHN RYDER, 99-11. 

T. A. WILLIAMSON, 99-09. 
1900 
1901 G. A. FYFE. 

REV. J. GREGORY. 01, 09-11. 
1902 S. DARLOW, 02-07. 

G. OLDFIELD, 02-11. 
\V. VAUGHAN. 

1903 B. DOBSON, 03-06. 
J. H. ROwE, 03-08. 

1904 J. 'I'. DRAKE, 04-11. 
JOHN SOWDEN, 04-10. 

1905 
1906 J. S. TAYLOR, 06-07. 
1907 P. BLACKMAN, 07-08. 

E. A. WELLS, 07-08, 11. 
1908 
1909 WALTER PLATTS, 09-10. 

W. E. PRESTON, 09-iL 
1910 REV. LEONARD DAWSON. 

WM. HOPKINSON, 10-11. 

1911 T. W. B. MILLIGAN. 
J. B. STANSFIELD. 

ubufotø :* 

WM. GILYARD 
J. THORNTON 1882. 
WM. GILYAED 
J. W. TURNER 1883-4. 

J. H. LINCEY 
J. W. TURNER } 1886-89. 

* The, Record of Auditors is incomplete. 

Trios. HOWARD 
J. W. TURNER I189093. 
WM. CLARIDGE 
J. W. TURNER 1894-03. 

WM. CLARIDGE 1190411 
J. L. WILLIAMS 

Corrtodflba. 
Rough Index to Bradford Antiquur, printed on page 3 of the cover of Part XIV. 

for "Roman Roads N. S. IV." read "N. S. IX." 
Page 236, last line, delete " College." 
Pedigree of Laycock, Chart Ii., page 120, from the children of Robert Laycock 

and Dorothy Throup delete "Elizabeth=RiChard Hill." 
Page 383, line 23, for "Equinti " read 11 Equiti" For " HierosolymitauS" read 

" HierosolymitanS." Line 36, for "elemosinan" read "elemosinarn." Line 42, 
for " Sittam" read 11 Sitham." For " suppliciter" read "supplicite." 
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TRANSCRIBED BY THE LATE T. T. EMPSALL, ESQ. 

The Rqister of the J!arriaqes in the [parishe] Churche of Brad,forde 
begininge att the first daye of October, AnÑo Din. 1596. 

1596 Oct. 11 Barnard Dawson and Anne Pollard 
12 Robert Birkeheade and Agnes Procter 
25 Thomas Feilde and Sybil! Rode 
26 James Nayler and Rosamund Wilkinson 

John Wadsworth and Issabell Pollard 
Nov. 9 Roger Wrigglesworth and Anne Rodley 

26 Tho. lloldsworth and Issabell 
Dec. 21 Richard Thornton and Grace Sugden 
Jan. 3 Wilfrey Fletcher and Elizabeth Lockey 

17 James Pickeringe and Issabell Heapes 
25 Tho. Denton and Issabell Swayne 

John Denton and Eliz, Sugden 
Feb. 3 James Shorte and Marye Deyne 

6 Adam Rosthorne and Widowe Guye, of Bradf. 
.1597 Mar. 20 John Royd and Eliz. Horsfall 

Apr. 12 Mathew Jagger and Anne Holdsworth 
Rich. Booth and Ellen Cordingley 

May 9 William Pickeringe and Edon Parkinson 
28 Edward Hobkinson and Anne Phillip 

George Walker and Alice Armitage 
30 William Booth and Anne Ellis 

B 
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1597 June 4 Tho. Cromacke and Issabell Ambler 
6 Richard Boothman and Anne Eastwood 

13 William Nicholison and Grace Hill 
20 William Armitage and Marye lTickars 
26 William Sower and Anne Cooke 

July 4 Robert Clarkeson and Agnes Smith 
17 Edom Paslewe and Jane Weke 
24 Josua Deyne and [ ] 
31 Robert Swayne and Elizabeth Sharpe 

4. Aug. 18 James Jowet and Jennett Oxley 
Sept. 19 Jespar Pickard and Anne Rawson 
Oct. 23 Henrye Sagar and Issabell Brighowse 
Dec. 9 Bryan Hawkheade and Issabell Cotes 
Jany. 2 John Grene and Rosamunde Craven 

26 Henrye Whittakers and Eliz. Lee 
Feby.26 Tho. Baylie and Ann Lacye 

27 Tho. Stringer and Issabell Marshall 

CALEB KEMP, VICAR OF BRADFORD. 

Feby. 27 Tho. Bower and Elizabeth Phillip 
28 Christopher Knype and Mary Stele 

1598 Apr. 30 William Roydes and Ellen Nayler 
May 2 John Sharpe and Eliz. Hollins 

11 John Slayter and Jane Atkinson 
16 Rich. Bower and Margarett Crabtrie 

June 2 Nich. Whittakers and Issabell Davie 
12 Tho. Roydes and Issabell Ellisson 
16 James Walker and Eliz. Sharpe 
19 Henrye Atkinson and Rosamund Spivie 

July 20 John Whittakers and Sara Davie 
30 James Walker and Jane Lister 

Abraham Willson and Eliz. Ellis 
16 tNich. Fournesse and Marye Hitchin 

Aug. 14 William Cordingley and Jennet Hollins 
William Cussen and Eliz. Willson 

21 William Hollingerake and Eliz. Hutchinson 
Sep. 5 William Firth and Anne Butterfelde 

12 John Bawkert and Effam Cordingley 
17 William Hollingrake and Issabell Mitton 
18 John Drake and Mary Hayley 
25 William Cordingley and Eliz. Burden 
26 Cutbart Baines§ and Grace Smithies 

Oct. 3 John Beane and Effam Fearneley 
16 William Akehead and Anne Lowden 
27 Abraham Marshall and Ellen Midgley 

Nov. 1 James Roydes and Frances Scolefeld 
27 Walter Tempest and Eli. Walker 

Edmunde Whittakers and Jennet Binnes 
30 Adam Whitehead and Anne Holden 

f sic. I Possibly Barker. § Possibly Barnes. 

1 
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1598 Dec. 3 Tho. Bankecrofte and Jennet Mason 
4 Tho. Thornton and Issabell Walker 
5 Rich. Akeroyde and Eliz. Roydes 

18 Tho. Crofte and Margaret Fossard 
Robert Kellet and Anne Binnes 
Michaell Watson and Anne Jowet 

29 Robert Deyne and Susan Robinson 
Tho. Jowet and Issabell Firth 

Jan. 18 Tho. Baylie and Elizabeth Bridgin 
30 Tho. Holdsworth and Issabell Clugge 

Feb. 5 John Gleydhill and Mary Swifte 
13 William Jeifreyson and Anne Pepy 

Rich. Lee and Jennet Nowell 
Tho. Swayne and Bridget Swayne 

18 Tho. Kaye and Elizabeth Atkinson 
19 Samuell Robeitshaye and Anne Gaunte 

1599 April 1 Marmaduke Bawdwyn and Jennet Atkinson 
17 Tho. Shorte and Anne Brokden 
30 Humphrey Clayton and Grace Haineworth 

May 7 Roger Walden and Eliz Bedford 
8 Tho. Reyner and Margaret 1\Iillner 

CALEB KEMP, VICAR OF BRADFORD. 

25 Simon Taylor and Susan Vicars 
) John Woodde and Sara Swifte 

June 2 Richard Richardson and Anne Pollarde 
19 Henry Wright and Bridgett Ellys 
20 James Hill and Ellen Armygille 

Edward Hill and Marie Apleyeard 
July 2 John Whalley and Jane Browne 

10 Thomas Oldfeilde and Elizabeth Smithies 
23 Lionell Rayner and Alice Cooke 

Robert Cooke and Marie Hayneworth 
30 Percevall Jowett and Anne Kellett 
31 John Rakes and Anne Langchester 

Aug. 7 George Feilde and Issabell Mortimer 
Edward Feilde and Jennet Thornton 

Sep. 2 Richard Ellys and Marie Barestowe 
Oct. 8 William Broke and Jennet Roodes 

16 John Fearneley and Sara Jowett 
22 George Roides and Elizabeth Walton 
23 Thomas Marshall and Effam Jowett 

Edwarde Watson and Rosamonde Jowett 
John Smayles and Agnes Pearson 

Nov. 5 John Hopkinson and Grace Fournes 
6 Abraham Bateson and Beatrice Lister 

13 George Judson and Sara Tayler 
19 Frauncys Duckworth and Elizabeth Slayden 
20 Richard Kellett and Anne Swayne 

Thomas Wilson and Ellen Mallynson 
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1599 Dec. 12 John Smithe and Anne Boothe 

17 Robert Mortimer and Alice Wright 
28 William Hawmond and Margarett Lawe 

Jany. 9 George Kent and Marie Smithe 
14 John Wilson and Elizabeth Dyson 
17 John Yates and Joyce Brodeley 
28 William Firthe and Alice Feild 

Feb. 3 Charles Walton and Elizabeth Walton 
Robert Sykes and Margaret Hargraves 

4 John Stockdaile and Marie Cooke 
John Procktor and Margaret Lister 

CALEB KEMP, VICAR OF BRADFORD. 

1600 April 7 Robert Burneley and Issabell Pollard 
8 John Knipe and Margaret Sclayter 

Examined hitherto by 
CALEB KEMP, VICAR OF BRADFORD. 
NICHOLAS CRABTRE. 
GODFREY BALYE. 
WILLIAM  I I I JOWETT marke. 
THOMAS SHOWE marke, 

May 4 Thomas Ledgerd and Anne Ridings 
5 Edward Cosyn and Fraunces Smith 

William Preistley and Grace Crowther 
6 Lawrence West and Susan Hargreaves 

13 Robert Jeifreyson and Margaret Wayde 
John Bradford and Agnes Oldfeild 

19 John Dighton and Effam Bollynge 
20 George Rayner and Elizabeth Walibank 

June 3 Thomas Emson and Marie Armitage 
30 Christofer Nicholls and Elizabeth Boothe 

July 4 Humphrey Bower and Grace Kitching 
7 Thomas Roide and Anne Cordingley 

14 Edward Lister and Elizabeth Crabtree 
25 Thomas Hollyns and Elizabeth Shepeherd 

Sep. 8 Mathew Walton and Susan Smailpaige 
15 Edward Hayley and Anne Jowett 

Robert Steade and Margarett Wodde 
28 George Ellys and Issabell Thompson 
29 William Lillye and Susan Illingworth 

Edward Vicars and Marie Smalipage 
30 John Ward and Issabell Kellett 

Oct. 6 Tho. Pollard and Susan Bynnes 
7 Roger Clarkson and Jennet Steade 
9 John Jowett and Elizabeth Mortimer 

14 William Brookesbanke and Eliz. Rodley 
Christofer Windibanke and Elizabeth Midgeley 

26 Marmaduke Tirrye and Marie Best 

CALEB KEMPE, VICAR OF BRADEFORD. 
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1600 Nov 2 Henrye Johnson and Marie Jackson 
10 Samuel Sugden and Anne Brodeley 
11 George Pearson and Agnes Stell 

Thomas Jowett and Anne Walker 
17 John Jowett and Issabell Tempest 

James Cosyn and Anne Cappes 
18 Thomas Bower and Sara Craven 

James Walker and Grace Walker 
24 William Baylie and Issabell Walker 

John Preistley and Anne Machon 
Dec. 8 John Bothomley and Issabell Roydes 

John Crabtree and Marie Grainge 
12 Robert Hardye and Susan Milner* 

Jan. 11 John Cotes and Margaret Smythies 
20 William Emmotsonne and Sybille Parkinson 
26 Robert Grene and Marie Lee 
27 John Bradeley and Marie Pollard 

Richard Rowlynson and Grace Rookes 
Feb. 17 Henrye Wright and Elizabeth Walker 

22 Isaake Fyrth and Margarett Sharpe 
)23 Godfrey Wodde and Margarett Denton 

Thomas Hustler and Edithe Haldisworth 
1601 May 11 Michaell Chippingdale and Elizabeth Roydes 

18 Robert Mortimer and Jennett Waterhowse 
Thomas Ashton and Elizabeth Smythe 

>19 William Jowett and Dorathie Wilson 
25 Robert Ambler and Margarett Drake 
26 George Moone and Effam Banke 

June 2 William Lillye and Elizabeth Walker 
9 Tho. Exley and Alice Willman 

Tho. Kellett and Alice Rookes 
15 Edward Wodde and Elizabeth Hopkinson 
24 Leonard Burnett and Anne Armytage 

July 1 John Lang and Agnes Brodeley* 
5 John Walton and Sara Vickers* 
6 Samuell Tayler and Issabell Cooke 

13 John Dobson and Grace Jowett 
20 Joseph Swaine and Susan Brookesbanke 
121 William Jowett and Fraunces Rawson 

Aug. 3 Robert Boothe and Marie Otes 

CALEB KEMP, VICAR OF BRADFORD. 

Sep. 1 Martyn Sugden and Issabell Ellys 
Thomas Fletcher and Margaret- Thompson 

14 Walter Grenewodde and Anne Rooks 
15 Edward Rawden and Elizabeth Pearson 
16 Richard Steade and Bridgett Hunter 
22 John Walker and Margarett Jowett 
28 John Keeling and Alice Waterhowse 

* By licence. 
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1601 Oct. 5 James Midgeley and Anne Boothe 
12 James Clarkson and Margarett Turner 
13 John Sugden and Sybill Halle 

Gilbert Rayner and Bridgett Lister 
27 Thomas Thorneton and Ellen Roydes 

William Grenehall and Agnes Widdup 
29 Richard Mallynson and Sara Waterhowse 

Nov. 2 John Hill and Margarett Marley 
9 William Mitchell and Elizabeth Slinger 

16 Samuell Drake and Marie Pearson 
Dec. 7 George Westerman and Fraunces Fielde 

14 Roger Kellett and Mary Rumbles 
- John Ogden and Mary Smythies 
f James Heslington and Mary Steade 
Richard Roydes and Alice Horton 

Jan. 6 John Watson and Elizabeth Browme 
12 Thomas Thornton and Issabell Ellys 
24 Samuell Boothe and Elizabeth Clarkson 

Feb. 1 William Smythe and Jennet Rayner 
2 John Emott and Edith Lang 
9 Richard Lister and Margarett Hey 

Thomas Gleadhill and Mary Rookes 

CALEB KEMP, VICAR OF BRADFORD. 

JOHN BEANE CHURCH-

JOHN <- PARKINSON f WARDENS. 
1602 May 11 Thomas Short and Issabell Brockden 

18 James Short and Mary Gibson 
William Drake and Mary Robertshay 

24 Edward Pighells and Alice Blaymires 
June 6 George Walker and Issabell Bowes 

15 George Rawden and Jane Booth 
Edward Crabtree and Margarett Bawme 

16 Stephen Hollingrake and Alice Roberts 
20 William Fyrth and Elizabeth Oxnard 

CALEB KEMP, VICAR. 

July 5 Robert Grene and Beatrice Wayde 
11 Robert Jubb and Agnes Swallowe 
12 William Watson and Mary Rayner 
13 Abraham Lister and Grace Haldisworth 

James Machon and Margarett Lister 
19 George Fletcher and Jennet Henthorne 
20 John Jowett and Effarn Machon 

Aug 8 Tempest Rodley and Jennett Furnace 
10 Henry Mathew and Anne Northroppe 
24 Richard Thornton and Mary Sowden 
31 Christofer Wright and Effam Scott 

Sep. 7 Robert Midgeley and Anne Wilson 
27 Humphrey Smallpage and Elizabeth Chippingdale 
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1602 Sep. 27 James Smythe and Jane Nicholson 
Oct. 4 James Swayne and Anne Law 

11 Thomas Fleeming and Alice Birrye 
Nov. 9 James Thorneton and Jennett Hill 

John Skirac and Alice Ramsden 
14 George Kellett and Nargarett Hayley 
15 Thomas Birkinshay and Alice Scott 
16 Robert Blakey and Mary Fournes 
30 William Tayler and Alice Wilson 

Dec. 6 Christofer Shackleton and Sibill Wilkinson 
Samuel! Smalipage and Mary Rayner 

7 Robert Barraclough and Grace Rayner 
Brian Hayneworth and Susan Hollyns 

Jan. 23 Luke Baylie and Jane Hargraves 
31 James Hawkshey and Anne Binnes 

James Smithies and Hester Crowther 
Feb. 27 Michaell Shackleton and Sybill Fewell 

28 Thomas Walker and Grace Hargraves 
Michael! Chippingdale and Grace Scott 
Frauncis Rayner and Jane Garth 

Mar. 1 Edward Towgood and Alice Hopkinson 
6 William Howgate and Jennett Jackson 

Thomas Hodgeson and Elizabeth Thorneton 
7 Richard Wilton and Mary Roydes 

Frauncis Brooke and Jane Clarkson 
William Hayre and Mawde Willman 
Richard Smallpage and Ellen Johnson 

CALEB KEMP, VICAR. 

THOMAS -r SUGDEN 1 
WILLIAM W SMYT'nE, CHURCHWARDENS. 

1603 April 26 William Pollarde and Grace Haldisworthe 
George Ellys and Marie Baylie 

May 9 William Sowden and Anne Walker 
16 Nicholas Farrande and Agnes Thornton 
23 Gilbert llillhowse and Jennett Dobson 

Richard Heye and Anne Benson 
William Pighells and Sibille Bothomley 
Edmund Wydoppe and Issabell Litlewoodd 
Robert Burneley and Jane Assheton 

30 Richard Pearson and Elizabeth Cappes 
William Brookesbanke and Alice Smailpage 
William Collynson and Mary Brookesbanke 
Michaell Milner and Jane Lawkland 
William Wodde and Anne Crawshey 

June 7 Robert Vickers and Bridgett Lee 
12 Thomas Hamond and Mary Clayton 
13 Peter Collinson and Anne Walker 

James Roydes and Elizabeth Stancliffe 
James Brigg and Ellen Sugden 
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1603 June 14 Michaell Hemingway and Sybill Smythe 
20 Nicholas Crabtree and Sara Lister 
26 Matthew Clough and Frauncesse Dunning 
27 Richard Hanson and Ellen Warde 

July 18 Richard Lillye and Agnes Parkinson 
Robert Smythé and Emme Cotes 
George Murgatroyde and Jane Illingworth 

24 Thomas Fournes and Elizabeth Wilson 
25 Robert Fletcher and Margaret Fletcher 

Aug. 1 James Bell and Martha Werberton 
8 [Robert] Grenewodde and [Grace Barrit]t 

15 Richard Bilibrough and Sara Sugden 
22 John Dawson and Ellen Walker 
23 William Dawson and Margarett Rookes 

y29 Thomas Jowett and Dorathy Appleyeard 
Richard Kighley and Mawde Roydes 

30 Richard Kinnge and Agnes Lockwodde 
Richard Kinnge, junr., and Dorathy Pearson 

Sept. 20 Richard Home and Hester Hardye 

CALEB KEMP, VICAR. 

RIChARD LISTER ) 
>. CHURCHWARDENS. 

WILL CLARSON, ) 

Oct. 3 Thomas Smith and Elizabeth Pighells 
4 Robert Nicoll and Susan Walker 

24 Richard Jackson and Grace Hollande 
Nov. 7 Richard Jowet and Elizabeth Hopkinson 

14 Robert Ellis and Jennet Slayter 
William Walker and [Issabell] Swayne 

22 John Hayneworth and iEffam Drake 
29 William Lawe and Lucrece Rodley 

Dec. 1 Robert Hayneworth and Agnes Drake 
19 Joseph Hobson and Elizabeth Snell 

Jan. 2 Thomas Ryding and Anne Ferrer 
10 Richard Pearson and Barbara Rookes 
30 John Sowden and Ellen Lee 

William Roberts and Anne Tempest 
Feb. 6 Jonas Gibson and Grace Sidgeswicke 

12 William Williamson and Agnes Snipe* 
13 James Bayne and Sara Sugden 

Thomas Sinythies and Anne Swallowe 
14 William Holmes and Isabell Banke 
16 William Butterfeild and Jennett Blackburne 

1604 April 23 William Brooke and Elizabeth Cooke, maried at Kirk-
Edward Lang and Issabell Chippingdale [heaton 

24 John Wayles and Rosamond Gibson 

CALEB KEMP, VICAR. 

RICHARD LISTER, CHURCHWARDENS. 
WILL CLARSON, 

* Licentia p. Will. Robinson, D.D. This entry is interpolated, tin different writing 
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1604 April 30 Robert Haukhead and Jane Ball 
May 14 Thomas Pollard and Agnes Laycocke 

15 John Hartley and Jennet Butlér 
21 Humphrey Hopkinson and Issabell Lee 
29 John Brayner and Susan Swift 

June 5 John Croft and Alice Lummax 
12 John Irondell and Jennett IDayle 
18 Edward Kellet and Alice Knipe 

Abell Hall and Jane Lister 
John Sclayter and Alice Atkinson 

19 John Robucke and Alice Pollard 

CALEB KEMP, VICAR. 

WILLIAM BALYE, 

EDWARD COOSSEN, 

JOHN WILSON, 

NICHOLAS CRABTItE, 

CHURCIIWARDENS. 

June 26 Abraham Whitwhamand Jane Netherwàdde 
Thomas Hodgeson and Priscilla Lawe 

July 2 Michaell Drake and Mary Dobson 
3 Edward Bower and Grace Walker 

Thomas Sharpe and Maigarett Walker 
9 Kellett and Elizabeth Dawson 

29 Thomas Nettleton and Susan Farrer 
Aug. 6 William Chippingdale and Anne Cosyn 

14 Simeon Wilson and Sybil! Sugden 
27 Mathew Carter and Sybil! Ernotson 

William Threapland and Alice Swayne 
Sep. 4 John Walker and Mary Ellistones 

10 Henry Buckley and Elizabeth Mirfeild 
19 Thomas Cockell and Susan Tayler 
25 Thomas Roydes and Elizabeth Tordoffe 

Oct. 1 Edward Jowett and Mary Taylor 
William Denby and Elizabeth Paslew 

7 William Smithe and Ellen Barker 
9 Henry Wilson and Susan Drake 
16 James Garth and Margaret Midgeley 
18 William Roydes and Susan Talbott 

Nov. ii John Wilkinson and Agnes Halidaye 
13 Edward Fletcher and Issabell Dawson 

Robert Grenall and Jennet Roids 
26 John Medley and Marie Barestow 

Dec. 3 Christopher Hopkinson and Issabell Wright 
4 John Sugden and Agnes Denton 
10 William Sutcliff and Anne Drake 
11 William Fyrthe and Mary Baylie 

Christofer Swayne and Elizabeth Swayne 
18 Henry Atkinson and Kateryn Croisdale 

Jan. 13 Robert Lyngerd and Marie Byrne 
15 Abraham Ryley and Alice Bynnes 
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1604 Jan. 28 John Hardie and Beatrice Pearson 
tEd ward Lee and Angelis Langbothome 

Feb. 4 Robert Raniden and Elizabeth Pollarde 
6 Christofer Burnet and Agnes Blakburne 

11 John Exton and Marie He]lywell 

CALEB KEMP, VICAR. 

WILLIAM BALYE, 

EDWARD 000SSEN, 

JOHN WILSON, 

NICHOLAS CRABTRE, 

1 605 April 1 William Fearnesyde and Anne Sniythies 
8 Martin Cordingley and Elizabeth Boothe 

John Hillhovse and Marie Butterfeld 
22 William Rodley and Grace Yeadon 

CALEB KEMP, VICAR. 

RYCHARD LYLLYE 
> CHURCHWARDENS. 

CHARLES COLSTON, 

May 6 Michael Sowden and Marie Kighley 
7 Joseph Bawmforth and Marie Cosyn 

14 Marke Hopey and Brigitt Rooks 
Edward Swifte and Anne Grenewood 

20 Edward Bartyll and Ellen Boothe 
27 William Bower and Elizabeth Grene 

June 3 Samuel Haldisworth and Grace Pearson 
John Heape and Alice Fournes 

24 James Perkinson and Elizabeth Waterhowse 
25 Henry Steade and Susan Mortimer 

July 1 Nicolas Pighells and Grace Gleadhill 
8 Abraham Jowett and Mercie Swayne 

15 John Lillie and Elizabeth Smithe 
29 Ottewell Correll and Alice Priestley 

Aug. 12 John Shakieton and Margaret Laycock 
15 Joseph Hargreaves and Margaret Wright 

?26 John Jowett and Susan Hollyns 
John Otes and Grace Cordingley 

Sep. 2 Richard Homer and Katherine Wooller 
3 Samuel Hardie and Marie Hill 

16 John Cotes and Alice Hogge 
24 Thomas Brooks and Marie Ellistone 
30 Edmund Braythwait and Marie Dyson 

Edward Brooke and Prudence Steade 
Oct. 21 Henry Laycock and Marie Hollyns 

22 Jonas Bower and Anne Steade 
Nov. 4 John Smithies and Jane Lister 

18 James Medcalfe and Jane Northropp 

Richard Grene and Ellen Walker 

CHURCHWAR: 

f Henry erased and Edward written above it. I 
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1605 Nov. 21 Richard Lyllye and Elizabeth Dawson* 
Dec. 2 Richard Kyrshay and Elizabeth Lawe 

>3 James Jowett and Marie Pollarde 
10 Samuel Swayne and Beatrice Richardson 

James Thorneton and Elizabeth Bynnes 
12 Thomas Crabtree and Jane Spence* 
23 Richard Bilbrough and Jane Bowker 

Jan. 28 Thomas Butterfeild and Jane Fydo 
CALEB KEMP, VICAR. 

RYCHARD LYLLYE, CHURCHWARDENS. 
CHARLES COLSTON, 

Feb. 3 Charles Colstone and Agnes Burton 
Robert Roides and Edith Woodde 
John Crowther and Margaret Walker 

20 George Anley and Jennet Butterfeld 
•-I1ar't 4 Paule Exley and Elizabeth Craven 

CALEB KEMP, VICAR. 

1606 April 29 Robert Lee and Margarett Cotes 
John Deane and Anne Butteifeild 

May 6 William Banke and Effarn Bowker 
Thomas Allerton and Elizabeth Hustler 
Simeon Bower and Issabell Jowet 

12 Robert Dawson and Anne Guy 
13 Thomas Pollard and Alice Streaker 

William Tordoffe and Anne Cowling 
Christofer Knowles and Mary Tattersall 

20 Robert Smythies and Anne Rishworth 
26 John Walker and Issabell Grenegate 
27 James Pearson and Mary Tlawmond 

June 2 John Mortimer and Susan Hellywell 
10 William Whittakers and Jane Fox 

Thomas Freckleton and Issabell Anderson 
11 Edward Hayton and Margarett Atkinson 
16 Edward Clegg and Anne Parkinson 

July 28 James Jewet and Elizabeth Waddington 
29 Jeremie Crabtree and [Hes]ter S[onyer] 

Aug. 11 Abraham Greenwood and Grace Bairstcw 
19 Humphrey Ellis and Anne Fearnside 
25 Gilbert Brooksbanke and Mary Fielde 
26 Richard Naylor and Marie Smith 

Sep. 2 Richard Mather and Kathering Pickerd 
15 Tristram Thornton and Anne Jowett 
16 Mathew Cordingley and Mary Widdopp 
23 William Cowborn and Elizabeth Lilly 

Oct. 7 Robert Roberts and Mary Nicholls 
10 Christopher Stubley and Agnes Corbott* 
13 William Phillip and Jane Ward 

CALEB KEMP, VICAR. 

* By licence. 
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1606 Oct. 20 Edward Dawson and Agnes Halliday 
21 Henrie Whittakers and Grace Turner 
28 John Walker and Elizabeth Newall 

Nov. 4 Mathew Spencer and Agnes Walker 
10 John Hammond and Anne Machon 
12 William Hallyday and Anne Prockter 
24 Michaell Small1ige and Jane VindIe 

Dec. 1 William Jowett and Issabell Pearson 
15 William Boothe and Mary Mallynson 
22 John Jowett and Margarett Kellett 
29 John Sowden and Grace Longbothome 

Thomas Collynson and Frauncis Emondson 
Jan. 5 Walter Thomas and Anne Hill 

6 Thomas Haworth and Elizabeth Cotes 
12 Samuel Cosyn and Anne Steade 

426 Thomas Jowet and Jane Hawkehead 
Feb. 8 George Sunderland and Issabell Clementshay 

16 Andrew Hare and Beatrice Stanhopp 
William Barestowe and Ellen Wyllrnan 

1607 April 6 Gilbert Hammeiton and Elizabeth Birkehead 
7 John Beamond and Margaret Stevenson 

14 Edward Roides and Issabell Scott 
27 Richard Haldsworth and Susan Boothe 
28 Richard Wright and Margarett Alleiton 

Nicolas Richardson and Kymbra Hall 
May 11 Richard Hilyard and Mary Phillippe 

12 John Nicholls Clarke and Mary Boothe 
Samuell Machon and Susan Roydes 
Edward Jowett and Alice Hopkinson 

18 Robert Hollyns and Susan Drake 
Samuel Midgeley and Saba Moore 
Peter Dyson and Issabell Langfelley 
Jesp Drake and Elizabeth Wilkinson 

25 Robert Tomson and Mary Roydes 
June ' 2 Abraham Jowett and Dorathy Bradford 

14 Robert Rishworth and Elizabeth Read 
15 John Learoyd and Anne Methley 
16 William Crabtree and Anne Byrtwisle 
22 William Jowett and Ellen Katterson 

Nicolas Roydes and Susan Tattersoll 
29 Robert Hawkhead and Mary Bartles 

Edward Staincliffe and Alice Shackleton 

CALEB KEMP, VICAR. 

30 Samuell Sharpe and Ellen Boothe 
Robert Blaymires and Rosamond Ramsden 
Francis Smythe and Anne Browne 

July 6 John Barcroft and Anne Hawkesworth 
23 Abraham Pearson and Mary Drake 

Aug. 4 Robert Lilly and Margaret (Josyn 
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1607 Aug 16 Thomas Wayles and Issabell Snype 
James Royds and Margarett Hustler 

Sept. 7 Symon Beverley and Sara Mitchell 
21 Henry Hucksley and Rosamond Beane 
23 Thomas Blackwodde and Martha Deane 

Oct. 12 Robert Craven and Cicily Pollard 
John Wright and Marie Holgate 

13 William Roberts and Beatrice Ogden 
19 James Selayter and Beatrice Túrner 
27 Thomas Wilyamson and Issabell Katterson 

Nov. 10 Tempest Crabtree and Mary Grene 
John Nicholson and Elizabeth Hargraves 

16 John Lunne and Sybill Hoppey 
Dec. 7 Samuel Parkinson and Jane Swayne 

8 John Roberts and Ellen Marton 
Roger Pollard and Ellen Rodley 

) William Mawde and Alice Swayrie 
21 Henry Sharpe and Alice Haldisworth 
22 Robert Lawe and Susan Boothe 

CALEB KEMP, VICAR. 

Jan. 25 Anthonye Smith and Grace Hill 
Feb. I 1 John Jewitt and Anne Boothman 

8 George Clarckeson and Catharin Walls 
9 Brian Illingworth and Ellen Squire 

Roger Sidall and Alice Wattson 
1608 April 5 Jerernie Ellis and Mary Cordinglye 

11 John Drake and Sibell Driver 
19 William Rawson and Issabell Horton 

May 3 William Dale and Alice Nayler 
Richard Newall and Alice Hollins 
Thomas Sowden and Susan Kittchin 

24 Charles Powle and Margaret Royds 
William Blakey and Marie Kittchin* 

June 14 William Jewett and Issabell Jewett 
21 Robert Norton and Anne Whittakers 

CALEB KEMP, VICAR. 

24 William Yeadon and Issabell Hustlert 
29 John Lister and Issabell Garlell 

July 5 William Dawson and Alice Kellett 
25 James Baraclough and Dorathy Judson 

Samuel! Jowett and Issabell Stringer 
27 Thomas Smith and Brigett Willson 
28 William White and Margarett Collshay* 
31 Henry Bell and Dorathye Houghton 

Aug. 22 Isaack Hawmond and Issabell Lister 
23 Richard Green and Margarett Lister* 

* By licence. 

The names in italics are in the writing of a different period. 
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1608 Aug. 25 James Barlaye and Jane Marecrofte* 
30 Thomas Wilikinson and Agnes Nettleton 

Sep. 3 Thomas Thornton and Alice Woodhead 
Oct. 10 William Wattson and Agnes Jubbe 

24 Samnuell Smith and Mary Millner 
26 William Barcrofte and Issabell Sagar* 

Nov. 8 John Dugdaile and Mary Walker 
15 John Sharpe and Mary Cloughe 
20 Antlmonye Ellystones and Elizabeth Brooke 

Dec. 5 Aaron Thomas and Mary Smith 
7 6 John Wood and Marye Fournesse 
13 Robert Sykes and llrsala Lang 

Christopher Dawson and Jane Parke 
20 Edward Hill and Issabell Nettleton 

Gregory Snell and Issabell Willkinson 
Edward Collirison and Agnes Stringer 

Jan. 2 William Akehead and Susan Fearnlye* 
Radulph Swaine and Mary Saltonstall* 

Feb. 14 Abraham Smith and Mary Steade 
27 George Northiope and Susan Booth 

1609 April 18 William Smith and Susan Tayler 
Michael] Horton and Susan Wattson 

CALEB KEMP, VICAR. 

ROBERT B his G marke GRENE. 
JOHN FEARNELEY. 

May 8 Richard Halye and Anne Brockden 
9 Rich. Cordinglye and Eliz. Thornton 

Joseph Harper and Jennett Greenall 
115 John Greenough and Dorothie Butterfilde 
116 John Bolland and Issabell Risheworth 
22 William Swayne and Margarett Oordinglye 

Abraham Sugden and Mary Drayte 
23 Dennis Illingworth and Susan Brooksbanck 

William Walker and Elizabeth Hodgson 
William Dickson and Mary Waterhouse 

June 19 Christopher Booth and Ellen Hillhouse 
20 George Royds and Issabel Ward 
27 James Pearson and Jennet Deyne 

July 4 Ambrose Brigge and Jennett Snowden 
11 William Thomas and Margarett Flettcher 

Nicholas Midglye and Margarett Walker 
George Wood and Dorothye Yeaden 

Aug. 7 John Broomefield and Elizabeth Tullan 
14 John Clarke and Ju.. Dentont 
28 William Booth and Grace Longehothom 

Sep. 11 Leonard Howcare and Anne Suttclyffe 
Henry Dunwell and Effam Hewton 

* By licence. f A doubtful reading of an indistinct interpolated entry. 
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1609 Oct. 2 John Jenninge and Ellen Lee 
16 Leonard Denton and Jane Swayne 
19 Thomas Cowiston and Agnes Rawson* 
23 Nicholas Pearson and Issabell Clìappman 

Richard Cordingley and Grace Thornton 
Henry Rylye and Anne Bucklye 

Nov. 6 Frannces (sic) Broadley and Mary Vickers 
Mathewe Oytes and Jone Broadlye 

20 William Middleborough and Grace More 
21 Roger Bower and Martha Allerton 

Dec. 3 Brian Baylye and Brigett Smith 
5 James Earnsawe and Elizabeth Jewett 

11 Roger Knoweles and Anne Thornton 
12 William Smithes and Margarett Butterfild 

Thomas Cowde and Elizabeth Whalye 
Jan. 8 Thom: Grenegate and Susan Slinger 

9 Edmund Brathwait and Grace Northrop 
29 Robert Wade and Beatris Sugden 
30 John Iredale and Susan Roydes 

CALEB KEMP, VICAR. 

Feb. 6 Edward Jewet and Alice Mawde 
13 Michael Bothomley and Elizabeth Butterfeld 
15 Jesper Hey and Margret Warde 

Mar. 20 Peter Sugden and Jennet denbey 
1610 April 9 Robert Jackson and Jane Ogden 

16 Thomas Potterton and Grace Butterfeild 
Abraham Gleadhill and Margarett Wright 

17 Richard Hardwicke and Alice Haldsworth 
23 John Hewitt and Ellen Cordingley 
30 Tho. Pollard and Grace Swayne 

Thomas Fyrth and Mary Hayneworth 
May 2 Richard Craven and Effam Beane* 

8 George Ingham and Beatrix Smyth 
14 John Kighley and Anne Tong 
21 Robert Mortimer and Anne Ogden 

William Hill and Issabell Smythies 
June 14 Joseph Hudson and Elizabeth Pearson* 

18 Robert Otes and Margarett Smailpage 
William Boothman and Mary Fletcher 

25 John Parkinson and Beatrix Beeston 
July 2 John Cotton and Margarett Birkby 

Christofer Hall and Mary Boothe 
10 Richard Sugden and Margarett Fyrth 
23 William Norton and Margaret Smithies 

Aug. 20 John Nutter and Grace Thorneton 
Thomas Craven and Margarett Baugh 

21 Henry Clarkson and Elizabeth Kent 
Sep. 3 Frauncis Scott and Mary Haighe 

* By licence. 
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1610 Sep. 4 George Hill and Agnes Bothomley 
17 Lawrence Rothwell and Grace Stancliffe 
24 Richard Sharpe and Anne Hodgeson 
30 Josua Waterhous and Anne Haddocks 
9 Robert Clarkson and Agnes Lilly* 

22 Richard Birrage and Anne Royds 
29 John Lawe and Jennett Cordingley 

John Swift and Elizabeth Cordingley 
Nov. 6 Richard Lee and Mary Ellys 

Joseph Ramsden and Elizabeth Threapland 
12 Richard Warberton and Margarett Boothe 

Robert Smailpage and Susan Feilding 
Dec. 3 Thomas Buck and Sybil! Crabtree* 

4 Symon Smallpage and Margarett Lake 
16 William Ernmott and Judith Pighells 
18 Michael Bentley and Rosamond Burton 

Robert Smythies and Dorathy Halisted 
Jan. 14 John Metcalfe and Margarett Booth 

22 John Dickson and Mary Lister 
29 Abraham Fearneley and Mary Bower 

Abraham Smyth and Elizabeth Kellett 

CALEB KEMP, VICAR. 

WILLIAM BARCROFT 
> CHURCHWARDENS. 

ABRAH: SWAIN, 

Feb. 4 Thomas Barraclough and Dorothy Bowker 
James Wallis and Sara Drake 
John Vickers and Margarett Blackburne 

1611 April 2 Richard Walker and Elizabeth Rawson 
4 Richard Boothe and Jane Thorneton 
9 William Holgate and Mary Sheard 

16 Robert Lee and Mary Laycock 
29 Richard Robertshaw and Mary Jowett 

May 6 Mathew Sowden and Elizabeth Driver 
7 John Wright and Jane Brockden 

12 Samuel Barraclough and Issabell Illingworth 
June 24 Samuel Hopkinson and Jennett Jackson 

25 John Wilkinson and Elizabeth Eastburne 
July 1 John Hodgeson and Susan Swayne 

William Ogden and Rosamond Cordingley 
John Grave and Mary Wolley 

2 Robert Pollard and Mary Sugden 
8 Thomas Wilson and Anne Learoid 

23 William Northropp and Grace Benton 
Richard Wilson and Rosamond Jowett 

Aug. 5 Frauncis Baylie and Anne Ward 
20 Stephen Beckwth and Dorothy Wyn 

Sep. 2 William Lodge and Mary Bower 

* By licence. 
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1611 Sep. 17 Walter Wright and Alice Brockden 
Oct. 1 John Clarkson and Agnes Bowes 

21 William Seede and Ellen Roids 
Roger Smyth and Margarett Rycroft 

22 William Swayne and Dina Parkinson 
29 James Stephenson and Anne Hill 

Walter Haldsworth and Anne Kellett 
Nov. 5 John Dickson and Mary Baylie 

> Thomas Wilkinson and Johane Smythe 
Jonas Mitchell and Mary Middlebrough 

Dec. 2 Thomas Hey and Ellen Wright 
William Newby and Sara Bawme 

9 John Smythies and Margarett Croft 
16 Edward Jowett and Grace Morley 

John Pighells and Hester Pighells 
Jan. - 6 William Wilkinson and Jane Barraclough 
Feb. 10 James Roids and Beatrix Stead 

11 John Baylie and Jane Snawden 
18 Mathew Lister and Jane Hodgest 
24 James Hodgeson and Margarett Nicholson 

i\lar. 24 Michaell Jowett and Mary Jowett 
1612 April 13 Lawrence Robertshay and Anne Leache 

l 4 William I1lingworth und Mary Laycocke 
20 John Laycocke and Jane Nettleton 
21 Bernard Smythies and Sara Sowden 
27 William Shackleton and Mary Marshall 

James Whittacres and Anne Marshall 
Richard Shackleton and Alice Wilson 

May 12 Richard Nayler and Elizabeth Ogden 
17 Richard Cowlyng and Susan Longbothome 

Christofer Clark and Jane Smythies 
18 John Nicholls and Rosamond Booth 
19 John Hoyle and Edith Ayneley 
25 Jonas Apleyeard and Martha Thomas 
. Thomas Wilkinson and Beatrix Nayler 

CALEB KEMP, VICAR. 

MICIIAELL WALKER. 

26 Abm. llinchcliffe and Mary Hawkesworth* 
Thomas Fleeming and Jane Smyth 

June 2 John Robertshay and Edith Drake 
22 Richard Jowett and Frannces Pickerd 
23 William Woomersley and Dorothy Stead 
29 Michael Scolefeild and Mary Milner 

July 6 William Ca.ppes and Mary W ayde* 
21 Richard Yeadon and Mary Lilly 

* By licence. 

t Parchment surface erased at the end of this name, which originally was 
liodgeson, as the s is not of the terminal type. 

C 
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1612 July 27 Thomas Ledgerd and Mary Stanhope 
Aug. 4 Isaake Roids and Ellen Bank 

11 William Smyth and Elizabeth Carre 
4 16 William Jowett and Prudence Bairstowe 
26 John Heape and Katherine Richardson 

Sep. 8 John Grene and Margarett Woddall 
15 Isaake Bawmeford and Rosamond Tong 
22 John Boothe and Mary Higson 

Oct. 8 Henry Browne and Elizabeth Denby 
27 Christofer Clark and Elizabeth Illingworth 
28 Abraham Denby and Anne Kitching 

Nov. 30 Edward Todde and Elizabethf Robinson 
Dec. 1 John Hepworth and Alice Best 

8 John Booth and Ellen Jagger 
John Prockter and Ellen Ecclesfeild 

12 John Waterhowse and Anne Jowett 
14 Leonard Laycocke and Rebecca Midgley* 
22 Abraham Botl1omley and Alice Hill or Hall 

Michael Lancaster and EffiLm Howitt 
23 Richard Cordingley and Grace Lacye 
29 Thomas Feild and Mary Mortimer 

Jan. 4 Daniel Bates and Bridgett Tayler 
6 Richard Cockroft and Elizabeth Ashton 

12 William Kighley and Mary Crawshey 
Edward Hill and Ellen Lacye* 

26 Edward Waddisworth and Elizabeth Northorp 
John Waterhowse and Elizabeth Wilson 
Syinon Ba(r)kerT and Elizabeth Wodde 

Feb. 2 Robert Sykes and Alice Exley 
9 John Phillippo and Mary Cordingley 

Thomas Tenant and Mawde Hill 
15 John Orawshey and Jennett Brockden 
16 Richard Grene and Anne Garth 

John Lang and Elizabeth Sheffeild 
1613 April 7 John Horton and Ellen Waterhous 

May 4 Christofer Hollyns and Agnes Walker 
11 Richard Sowden and Mawde Leache 

Bernard Smythies and Susan Clegge 
17 Robt. Houghton and Susan Farrer 
18 Martin Hodgeson and Anne Swayne 

Richard Allerton and Issabell Roids 
Tristram Akehead and Elizabeth Newby 

25 Robt Garnett and Mary Sowden 
Salomon flyrst and Issabell Cordingley 

June 1 Christofer ilyrd and Jennett Grenewodde 
John Smyth and Agnes bids 

* By licence. 
In different ink over an erasure. 

This letter is missing. 
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1613 June 1 William Savile and Elizabeth Mawde 
14 Mathew Hollyns and Judith Pearson 

CALEB KEMPE, VICAR. 

Ric. JOWET, CHURCJXWARDEN. 
JEREMYE BOWER, CHURCHWARDEN. 

22 William Boothe and Susan Adamson 
George Scott and Mary Hill 
Thomas Hardwick and Margaret Cowburne 

28 Thomas Righe and Elizabeth Castock 
29 William Peaze and Anne Wright 

Brian Foster and Jane Bawmeford 
30 Thomas English and Susan Bughous* 

July 13 John Hudson and Arnie Horton als Bolland 
> 20 John Jowett and Issabell Illingworth 

Thomas Denholme and Grace Wilton 
Aug. 3 Edward Lang and Mabel! Kerner 

10 lsaake Ellistones and Sara Northorp 
Roger Fox and Elizabeth Cowburne 
Christofer Thorneton and Grace Waterhowse 
George Waterhowse and Mary Thorneton 

17 William Chippingdall and Mary Nayler 
24 Richard Crabtree and Ellen Chewe 
3! Thomas Todd and Issahell Thompson 

Sep. 13 Michaell Preistley and Grace Jo 'ett 
21 Martin Nayler and Mercy Ellis 

Oct. 5 William Drake and Mary Aspden 
7 John Wilson and Susan floldsworth 

11 Anthony Longhothome and Ciciley Baxter 
12 John Mortimer and Hester Mortimer 
14 William Hogg and Edith Mitchill 
18 William Ramsden and Alice Whittakers 
19 Robert Dawson and Alice Fyrth 
25 Theophilus Singleton and Alice Ashley 

Nov. 4 Thomas Hodgeson and Alice Vickers 
9 Gabriel Parkinson and Anne Ellis 

Richard Mashter and Anne Jowett 
Edward Pearson and Elizabeth Smyth 

Dec. 20 George Marshall and Beatrice Sowden 
Jan. 6 John Acroide and Sara Jackson 

17 James Haneworth and Anne Drake 
Samuel Hytchen and Jennet Prockter 

18 Humphrey Kellett and Marie Grene 
Michaell Hargreaves and Marie Waterhouse 

Feb. 22 Nicholas Whearter and Anne Smyth 
25 William Clarkson and Mary Pearson 

Edward Coflyng and Elizabeth Swayne 
Mar. I Robert Jowett and Ellen Stead 

* By licence. 
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1613 Mar. 2 John Midgley and Issabell Hawkesworth 
7 George Turner and Grace Waishe 

William Wilkinson and Effam Smyth 
William Wrigglesworth and Alice Kellett 

1614 April 26 John Vaux and Sara Thorneton* 
May 2 William Barran and Agnes Bowser 

Thomas Gleadhill and Susan Buck 
11 John White and Mary Rishworth 
16 Thomas Bower and Susan Horsley 

Richard Waterhous and Issabell Gleadhill 
Walter Beane and Elizabeth Whittakers 

CALEB KEMP, VICAR. 

24 William Fletcher and Margarett Swayne 
30 John Whitehead and Eliz. Nettleton 

June 6 William Bineks and Eliz. Lomas 
Christofer Booth and Alice Witter 

13 Michaell Hawmond and Mary Hodgeson 
14 John Ramsden and Prudence Rooks* 
27 John Sniythies and Mary Thompson 

Christofer Butterfeild and Mary Heggen 
July 9 John Hollyns and Elizabeth Clegg 

Abraham llaldsworth and Jennett Hopkinson* 
25 Thomas Smyth and Anne Phillip 

Aug. 8 Mathew Bairstowe and Issabell Hill 
29 William Smythies and Beatrice Grenewodde 
30 Leonard Fawcett and Jane Pighells 

Sep. 12 Elias Browne and Margarett Norton 
13 George Bucktrowt and Grace Page 
21 Henry Cordingley and .Magdalen Horseman 
25 William Northorp and Mary Fearneley 
26 Frauncis Waller and Rebecca Boothe 

Oct. 4 Michaell Bothomley and Grace Walker 
13 Nicholas Crabtree and Jennett Craven* 
24 John Waishe and Agnes Bynnes 

Nov. 1 Richard Walls and Philles Bolton 
5 Robert Tlaldisworth and Elizabeth Sugden* 

13 Isaake Smyth and Susan Marshall 
14 Michael Savile and Ellen Northorp 

Michael Dobson and Anne Sowden 
21 Robert Holt and Mary Craven* 
29 Christofer Kellett and Sara Newby 

Dec. 5 Anthony Wilson and Alice Walker 
Richard Baidwyn and Rosamond Wright 
Thomas Barraclough and Grace Illingworth 

13 Christofer Swayne and Susan Lawe± 
19 John Ashton and J(ane) Whettakerst 

By licence. 
j- These entries appear again on this page in very faint ink below the entry for 

April 10th. 
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1614 Dec. 19 Thomas Haldsworth and Bridgett Northorp 
20 William Hellywell and Jennett Stockdalet 

Richard Warde and Susan Foxt 
Jan. 10 John Saxton and Anne Wrightt 

23 William Swayne and Susan Cowling 
30 Ellys West and Margarett Smyth 
31 Robert Clarkson and Luce Fothergill 

John Hill and Mary Cawdrey 
Feb. 7 William Thompson and Alice Stead 

14 William Brooke and Ann Hopkinson 
Abraham Haynworth and Agnes (illegible) 

1615 April 10 John Burton and Margarett Lilly 

Jo: OKELL, VICARIUS. 

ROBART CLARKSON. 

EDWARD LYSTER. 

118 John Wodde and Issabell Roberts 
John Burrowes and Ellen Thorneton' 

25 Richard Mimes and Ellen Clough 
May 8 Thomas Duckworth and Anne Robinson 

16 Rowland Roids and Susan Walker 
Cuthbert Bell and Susan Mather 

18 Anthony Cooke and Grace Watterson 
22 Abraham Roids and Grace Fletcher 

June 5 Isaake Haldsworth and Elizabeth Roids* 
Robert Brewer and Martha Barrett 

11 William Nicholson and Cicily Norton 
12 William Sowden and Sara Crowther 
13 Mathew Avegeard and Margarett Teale* 

Jonas Mitchill and Alice Ellis 
25 Thomas Freckleton and Issabell Thorneton 

July 4 Edward Hopkinson and Sara Swayne 
William Clough and Mercy Smyth 
Henry Lancaster and Anne Dyson 

9 William Nayler and Jane Wilkinson 
18 William Tayler and Hester Sugden 
25 Maximilian Rooks and Barbara Whitley 

Richard Midgley and Elizabeth I1lingwoith 
Aug. 8 Thomas Bayne and Ellen Jowett 

26 John Hartley and Issabell Hyll 
28 Lawrence Rawson and Jane Hawkesworth* 
29 Richard Roids and Anne Wodhead 
31 William Home and Alice Tempest* 

Sep. 11 John Walker and Sara Hollyns* 
18 Nathan Darwen and Agnes Cloughe 
26 John Wright and Alice Dowgyll 

* By licence. 

f These entries appear again on this page in very faint ink below the entry for 
April 10th. 
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1615 Oct. 16 Robert Thorneton and Issabell Jowett 
William Smyth and Elizabeth Holiroyd 

24 James Smyth and Margarett Clarkson 
Samuel Guy and Ellen Kitching 

30 Joseph Barrowclough and Issabell Moore 
31 George Bell and Agnes Hewitson 

Nov. 6 John Wooller and Susan Cordingley 
7 John Clarke and Sara Ellys 

JOHN OKELL, VICAR. 

R0BART CLARKSON. 

EDWARD TYSLER. 

20 John Woller and Susan Sowden 
21 William Webster and Elizabeth Deane 
24 John Smyth and Margaret Grene* 
30 Tristram Kitson and Beatrice Swayne 

Dec. 5 Christoper Hopkinson a/s. Brigg and Ellen Wilson 
Abraham Willis and Jennett Lister 
Edward Swift and Anne Flather 

12 Nathanael Harper and Agnes Thorneton 
Jesper Drake and Ellen Wilson 

17 William Turner and Hester Ryding 
19 Peter Jowett and Susan Harrison 

William Smailpage and Dorothy Butler 
26 Samuel Becke and Alice Birkinshay 

Jan. 1 Robert Roids and Issabell Lee 
2 Samuel Crabtree and Mary Bairstowe 
' James Jowett and Grace Wright 
8 John Crowther and Jennet Reyner 
16 John Birkby and Isabell Akehead 

Jan. 5 John Smailpage and Elizabeth Jowett 
12 Thomas Fletcher and Grace Hawmond 

JOHN OKELL, VICAR. 

ROBART CLARKSON. 

WILLIAM WALKER. 

1616 April 6 Barnabas Higgen and Mary Binnes 
9 Robert Dickonson and Mary Swallow 

16 John Baytes and Grace Haldisworth 
Bartholomew Walles and Elizabeth Towers 

22 James Bartles and Jane Nettleton. 
23 Michaell Mitton and Alice Grene 

Robert Hill and Grace Ambler 
John Dobson and Margarett Haworth 

May 2 John Dobson and Margaret Haworth (sz) 
4 Anthony Slater and Elizabeth Mitchell 
7 Abraham Swayne and Issabell Sugden 

* By licence. 
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1616 May 7 Abraham Royds and Effain Clarkson 
13 John Beane and Alice Bothomley 
21 William Hardy and Judith Wright 
28 John Hollyns and Ellen Sharpe 

JO: OKELL, VICAR. 

JOHN SMYTH. 

WILL: GRENE. 

June 17 Robert Grene and Martha Haldsworth 
July 2 Nicholas Roids and Mary Hustler 

8 William Lister and Mary Ledgerd* 
William Speight and Mary Pearson 

9 Thomas Waishe and Mary Marshall 
23 Mark Phillip and Issabell Hewitt 
25 William Wodde and Anne Rakes 

Richard Baylie and Anne Kitching 
Aug. 6 Peter Hill and Cicely Henry 

7 William Lister and Mary Jowett* 
13 Richard Akeroide and Margarett Mitchell 
22 John Steade and Anne Hey* 

Sep. 2 Thomas Pearson and Dorathy Hawkesworth* 
George Hill and Efflim Aldersley 

3 'William Allerton and Elizabeth Butterfeild* 
9 Jonas Wilks and Susan Illingworth 

18 Abraham Stancliffe and Elizabeth Sharpe 
28 Michael Walker and Dorothy Oroisdale 
30 Thomas Atkinson and Issabell Yong 

Oct. 1 Robert Dobson and Anne Potterton 
8 Thomas Haldisworth and Issabell Baxter 

JOHN OKELL, VICAR. 

WILLIAM GRENE. 

JOHN SMYTH. 

WILLIAM NORTHROPP. 

Nov. 4 Anthony Warde and Elizabeth Sharpe 
Michael Drake and Anne Woller 

5 William Hargraves and Susan Sugden 
19 Thomas Smyth and Jane Phillip 

Dec. 3 William Midgley and Mary Appleyeard 
16 William Robinson and Prudence Grene 
17 Robert Gayton and Beatrix Grene 

Leonard Huddlestone and Johane Norrys 
19 John Farrer and Grace Ellys 
24 Thomas Atkinson and Grace Nutter 
31 James Lambert and Anne Wilkinson 

Jan. 7 William Bretton and Grace Swinglehirst 
Richard Fournes and Susan White 

* By licence. 
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1616 Jan." 14 John Jowett and Effam Nayler 
24 Mathew Cordingley and Jennet Brooke 
26 Thomas Bucke and Ellen Exley 

JOHN OKELL, VICAR. 
JOHN SMYTH, 
WILLIAM GRENE, CHURCHWARDENS. 

Feb. 11 James Thorneton and Susan Hill 
Peter Hill and Ellen Fletcher 
John Horton and Elizabeth Parkinson 

17 Samuel! Wright and Edith Haldisworth 
24 Abraham Thorneton and Elizabeth Lancaster 

Richard Clarkson and Elizabeth Bolton 
25 Edward Watson and Ellen Bollyng* 

Edward Gomersall and Alice Burneley 
William Otes and Issabell Royds 

Mar. 3 John Deane and Elizabeth Milner 
Humphrey Walker and Elizabeth Swayne 

4 William Boothe and Mary Blakey 
Robert Walton and Mary Brookesbank 
Henry Milner and Anne Richardson 
Henry Sutcliffe and Dorothy Fairebank 

1617 April 21 Michaell Hellywell and Susan Sowden 
22 Richard Jowett and Dorothy Fyrth 

Abraham Swayne and Issabell Barcroft 
29 John Driver and Grace Deane 

May 6 Samuell Tetlowe and Edith Hayneworth 
Miles Ellesmough and Elizabeth Holdisworth 

JOHN OJŠELL, VICAR. 

JAMES BROCLDENN. 

HENRYE WRIGHT. 

13 Robert Downes and Elizabeth Wilkinson 
Frauncis Cowburne and Grace Earneshay 

15 John Vickers and Elizabeth Chambers 
20 Richard Sooden and Anne Milner 
24 John Blaymires and Grace Jackson 

1 27 Jonas (?) Wodde and Margarett Walton 
June 3 John Clayton and Grace Booth 

Peter Hollingrake and Anne Stukeley (?) 
John Asby and Margarett Walmisley 
John Robinson and Martha Allerton 

10 William Ramsden and Dorothy Chadwicke 
16 Richard Whitehead and Grace Jowett 
30 Ambrose Driver and Mary Deane 

July 1 Robert Fyrth and Jennett Dobson 

JOHN OKELL, VICAR OF BRADFORD. 

MICHAELL BENTLAEY. 

WILLIAM WILKINSON. 

* By licence. 
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1617 July 8 William Pearson and Frauncesse Cosyn 
15 John Bairstowe and Anne Kellett 
21 Martin Rakes and Agnes Whittakers 
29 John Bawmefurth and Margarett Carlile 

Henry Deane and Elizabeth Bolton* 
Aug 19 William English and Bridgett Eflys 

21 Humphrey Kellett and Grace Grenewodde* 
26 John Waddington and Elizabeth Tyas 

Jo: OKELL, VICAR OF BRADFORD. 

HENRYE WRIGHT, CHURCHWARDENS. 
MICHAELL BENTLAEY, 

Sep. 8 Edward Woodhead and Effam Dunwell 
James Wooller and Susan Hargraves 

9 James Wilson and Margarett Haldsworth 
John Clark and Mary Butterfeild 
John Kitching and Grace Rishworth* 

15 Thomas Hewett and Alice Smallpage 
23 George Marshalland Jane Jowett 
30 Joseph Hargraves and Anne Midgley 

Michaell SmaBpage and Jane Ledgerd 
Oct. 7 William Thornton and Susan Roydes 

14 John Hilhowse and Grace Brockden 

JoH: OKELL, VICAR OF BRADFORD. 

WILLIAM WILKINSON. 
HENRYE WRIGHT. 

16 James Phillip and Issabell M usgrave* 
' 21 Richard Jowett and Mary Waterhous 

Nov. 4 Richard Croft and Issabell Wright 
11 John Denton and Anne Askwith 
25 William Watson and Ellen Hewitt 

Dec. .1 William Wheelwright and Katherine Fisher 
- 9 William Feild and Susan Longbothome 

Samuel Hodgeson and Mary Bentley 
Thomas Thorneton and Agnes Browne 

Jo. OKELL, VICAR OF BRADFORD. 

HENRYE WRIGHT. 

ii Richard Brooke and Margarett Wodde 
23 John Waishe and Issabell Pighles 
29 Thomas Thorneton and Grace Jubb 

4 Jan. 5 William Wodde and Grace Litlewodde 
13 John Rastrick and Grace Cotes 
27 Samuel Litlewodde and Elizabeth Roids 

JOHN OKELL, VICAR. 

WILLYAM AKED. 

EDWARD RYSHWORTH. 

* By licence. 

Written over erasures by the same hand as the rest of the page. 
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1617 Feb. 2 Lawrence Ward and Jane Thomas 
Jonas Priestley and Susan Sowden 

3 John Parkinson and Alice Kellett 
Robert Tayler and Sybill Lord 
John Waishe and Grace Wilson 

9 John lye and Jane Fyrth 
16 William Nayler and Alice Steade 

Jonas Verley and Grace Jowett 
William Walker and Jennet Flather 

JO: OKELL, VICAR. 

HENRYE WRIGHT. 

WILLYAM AKED. 

1618 April 6 Henry Roids and Issabell Fyrth 
Humphrey Clayton and Emme Drake 

7 John Robinson and Mary Garnett 
21 James Butterfeild and Barbara Newby 
28 Samuel Warde and Alice Fox 
‚ John Jowett and Margaret Townend 

May 3 Richard Waterhous and Ellen English 
5 Isaake Blackburne and Agnes Walker 
14 Richard Brighowse and Elizabeth Barcroft* 
18 Richard Tayler and Ellen Thorneton 
19 Henry Cocroft and Mary Lister 
19 Edward Lister and Sara Hill 
25 George Whiteley and Mary Sym 

Thomas Kitching and Jane Grenehall 

JOHN OKELL, VICAR. 

WILLIAM BALY. 

JOHN HORTON. 

June 2 John Hopkinson and Bridgett Wright 
John Shorde and Anne Shawe 

- 9 Richard Ogden and Grace Jowett 
15 Edward Orene and Alice Wilkinson 
16 Richard Fisher and Mary Nayler 
18 Thoma's Jowett and Anne Northend* 
22 Wiiliam Cotes and Martha Nicholson 

Edward Rishworth and Sara Jowett 
23 George Kighley and Jane Roids 

John Preistley and Mary Bentley 
Thomas Roids and Issabell Todde 
Rich. Hodgson and Sara Wardt 

July 5 Brian Hawkhead and Ellen Ashton 
21 Robert Burneley and Anne Barrett 

Henry Browne and Judith Bawmeford 
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1618 July 28 Robert White and Anne Wright 
Sep. 8 John Mortimer and Margarett Richardson 

JOHN OKELL. 

Wm. BALYE. 

JOHN HORTON. 

29 Jonas Smyth and Jennet Boothe 
Oct. 6 John Cowlyng and Rosamond Longbothome 

12 James Thorneton and Anne Deane 
20 John Apleyeard and Mary Milner 

John English and Ellen Prockter 
j 27 John Jowett and Grace Craven 

Nov. 2 John Boothe and Ellen Northorp 
17 William Hemsworth and Ellen Steade 

James Robinson and Issabell Wilman 
21 John Feud and Anne Cooke* 

Dec. 8 William Higgen and Anne Roids 
15 William Thorneton and Anne Farrand 
26 Peter Hardy and Rosamond Sowden 

Jan. 12 Thomas Feilde and Susan Bairestowe* 
19 Richard Walker and Elizabeth Hobson* 

JO: OKELL, VICAR. 

Wm. BALYE. 

JOHN HORTON. 

Feb. 2 Jonas Robertshey and Sarah Jowett 
.3 Thomas Wilkinson and Martha Mallinson* 
4 Thomas Shawe and Issabell Hodgeson* 
9 Gilbert Brookesbank and Agnes Sugden 

John Thulis and Hester Pollard 

JOHN OKELL, VICAR 

1619 April 11 Richard Deane and Agnes Arrnygill 
12 Lewes Watson and Anne Milner 
20 James Boothe and Elizabeth W alker* 
26 John Whittakers and Grace Wilson 
30 William Beamont and Martha Swayne* 

May 10 Lawrence Boothe and Sara Smyth 
25 William Gascoigne and Mary Wilman 

Thomas Smyth and Mary Mitchell 
June 1 Peter Hill and Elizabeth Fletcher 

William Wilson and Anne Ellys 
William Bower and Ellen Prockter 

9 Leonard Gregson and Anne Elles* 
15 Thomas Kendall and Issabell Dickson 
22 James Stockdale and Alice Langfellow 

Henry Lancaster and Rebecca Parkinson 

* By licence. 
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1619 June 24 Thomas Morley and Susan Blaymires* 
July 6 Thomas Hopkinson and Rosamond Dawson 

William Phillippe and Elizabeth Lupton 
19 William Beane and Mary Hildyard 
22 John Sowden and Elizabeth Browne 

Aug. 2 Jonas Deane and Mary Stansfeild 
3 Lawrence Ferro' and Elizabeth Wilkinson 

Jo: OKELL. 

9 Roger Iveson and Elizabeth Kellett* 
16 John Pighells and Mary Pighells 
17 John Raistrick and Anne Nayler 
23 James Hawkshey and Margarett Smyth 

Sep. 13 John Cooke and Katherine Smyth 
14 Joshua Baylie and Judith Dickson 

John Sugden and Sybill Turner 
Oct. 2 William Holgate and Margarett Shackleton 

10 William Apleyeard and Elizabeth Smyth 
12 John Lumb and Edith Rothwell 
16 Robert Chapman and Elizabeth Syddall* 
19 Miles West and Sarah Jovett 

Henry Crosgill and Sybill Denby 
Nov. 2 Robert Cooke and Mary Brooke 

Richard Boothe and Grace Kellett 
9 Richard Kay and Sara Kay 

16 Edmund Cowper and Edith Horton* 
Thomas Hollingworth and Judith Bairstowe 
Joseph Darwen and Elizabeth Robinson 
Richard Wright and Prudence Wilman 

22 Hughe Shuttleworth and Agnes Otes 
23 William Carbutt and Martha Midgley* 

Ottiwell Gorrell and Alice Roids 
8 William Feilden and Grace Lodge 

30 William Farrand and Susan Butterfeild 

JOHN OKELL, VICAR. 

Dec. 7 John Hesle and Beatrix Watson 
12 Robert Barber and Ellen Roydes 
14 Sampson Bayne and Alice Gibson 

Thomas Crowther and Bridgett Helme 
21 Richard Chapman and Anne Walker 

Henry Johnson and Elizabeth Fox 
23 Thomas Barraclough and Effam Banke 
28 Robert Baylie and Martha Wright 

Jan. 18 Robert Walshe and Elizabeth Hardwick 
Feb. 1 Robert Swayne and Anne Smyth 

8 John Fournes and Sara Haldisworth 
Michael Darwen and Elizabeth Carleton 

13 Thomas Ridding and Anne Sanderson 

* By licence. 
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1619 Feb. 13 Nathanael Ambler and Elizabeth Righe* 
15 William Crabtree and Mary Kendall 
28 Thomas English and Ellen Clarkson 

John Brodeley and Mary Jowett ' 

1620 April 18 Robert; Somerson and Anne Exley 
25 Robert Shore and Anne Marton 

May 2 Thomas Harper and Elizabeth Bairstowe 
William Ball and Margaret Wilson 

8 John Preistley and Alice Stocks 
15 Constantine Adamson and Alice Kellett 
23 George Haldisworth and Alice Feild 

Michael Northorpp and Margarett Threapland 
30 Robert Casson and Elizabeth Craven 

June 13 Thomas Whalley and Ellen Lynley 
Thomas Hutton and Alice Kellett 

720 Thomas Exley and Anne Roydes L. 

22 Robert Warde and Susan Barraclough 
26 John Bawme and Sara Hodgeson 

Edward Whittakers and Ellen Watson 
27 Thomas Fletcher and Susan Waddisworth 

July 3 Robert Illingworth and Alice Roberts 
8 William Craven and Elizabeth Chappell 

20 Richard Steade and Elizabeth Fletcher 
Aug. 1 Thomas Glover and Florence Wetherhead 

2 Leonard Winterburne and Anne Walker 
16 Thomas Johnson and Marie Pollard 
22 Edward Walker and Alice Gleydhill 

Sep. 5 Henry Fearnsyde and Margaret Swainston 
11 Richard Jowet and Margaret Jowet 
12 William Swayne and Elizabeth Robinson 
17 Isaac Leigh and Susan Hodgson ,-

24 Tristram Ledgerd and Elizabeth Rayner* 
Oct. 12 Josua Bower and Prudence Mitchell 

23 William Roids and Katherine Wilson 
24 John Todde and Alice Clayton 

Nathan Halsted and Issabell Denton 
Edmund Akeroide and Elizabeth Robertshey 

31 Thomas Kellett and Mary Gleadhill 
Nov. 2 James Burton and Margarett Hilton* 

6 Christofer Wilson and Priscilla Smyth 
'> 12 Richard Wilkinson and Susan Braidley < 

23 Joell Gleadhill and Issabell Eastburne 
Dec. 4 William Hill and Elizabeth Smythies 

John \Vofler and Judith Mortimer 
5 John Roids and Mary Beanelands 

11 Abraham Swayne and Marie Thorneton 
12 John Hustler and Margret Scolefield 

Jan. 9 John Wilkinson and Jane Ellis 
21 Cutberd Bell and Marie Sugden 
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1620 Jan. 23 John Hurd and Mercie Smith 
30 Christopher Lambe and Issabell Baildon 

Richard Richardson and Gennett Barnes 
Feb. 6 William Walker and Marie Bowling 

12 Samuel! Exley and Anne Illingworth 
Richard Clough and Marie Cundliffe 

13 Edward Swift and Jane Mallinson 
. William Jowett and Grace Hargraves 

Mar. 5 Lawrence Haworth and Elizabeth Midgley 
1621 April 2 William Horsfall and Grace Hartley 

3 Roger Ratcliffe and Margret Snowden 
18 Michael! Greggs and Anne Steede 
24 Thomas Sharpe and Graee Jowett 
26 Christopher Smithes and Marie Barcroft 

May 5 Thomas Hollins and Sara Jowett 
7 William Snowden and Anne Beeston 
8 George Woodd and Elizabeth Wrigglesworth 

Christopher Roides and Marie Craven 
13 Gabriel! Parkinson and Margret Sutill 
14 Christopher Pickard and Sara Jowett 
15 William Smith and Grace Gill 
31 Stephen Harrison and Maude Illingworth 
22 Richard Northropp and Alice Field 

Christopher Mitchell and Marie Mitchell 
27 James Hill and Dorothie Page 
28 James Nayler and Elizabeth Kitson 
29 Robert Whittakers and Susan Jewett 

June 4 John Steede and Mary Jewett 
John Ealand and Anne Illingworth 
George Beane and Susan Fhillipp 

5 John Jewett and Hester Illingworth 
12 Nicholas Glover and Edith Hill 
p 13 Richard Jewett and and Grace Mortimer* 
26 William Chewe and Issabell Baracloughe 

July 3 William Blackey, and Bridget Nailer 
9 James Jowett and Marie Mitchell 

10 Steven Hollinracke and Elizabeth Jowett 
William Scott and Hester Dickson 

16 Abraham Jowett and Marie Gleadhill 
17 John Denton and Hester Bailie 
31 Thomas Myres and Agnes Gilder 

Aug. 14 Edward Stancliffe and Marie Howgate 
18 John Lister and Susan Howldsworth 

Gilbert Threapland and Ann Exley 
Sep. 1 John Sutcliffe and Elizabeth Fouldes* 

10 James Gleadhill and Susan Morley 
John Medley and Grace Broodley 

11 Thomas Brooke and Alce Fearneley* 
17 Richard Walker and Isabel! Snipe 
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1621 Sep. 25 William Lambert and Judith Longbothome 
Oct. 15 James Bell and Gennett Sheitheld 

16 James Smith and Elizabeth Richardson 
Roger Butler and Sibifl Denton 

24 Abraham Gleadall and Frances Phillip 
30 Thomas Riley and Elizabeth Hopkinson 

Nov. 6 Abraham Wilman and Susan Greenwood* 
James Thornebar and Marie Swinglehurst 

U Thomas Roides and Marie Midgley 
20 Richard Thorneton and Grace Wilkinson 
31 Joseph Greenehough and Sara Priestley 

Jan. 17 Abraham Dickson and Elizabeth Faucett* 
Robart Waterhowse and Anne Bancroft 

Feb. 5 William Smith and Jane Tenant 
12 Richard Thorneton and Susan Bentley 
26 Steven Faucett and Alce Walton 

Michael! Hichon and Elizabeth Stancliffe 
John Harrison and Anne Pollard 

Mar. 4 James Bartle and Alce Coates 
Joshua Cooke and Susan Drake 
Abraham Smith and Sara Colledge 
John Eastwood and Issabell Hargraves 

1622 April 2 John Beane and Susan Fletcher* 
23 John Jowett and Marie Rowlinson L 

John Garnett and Bridgett Butterfield 
May 6 George Wilman and Phoebe Greenewood 

12 Abraham Whittaker and Frances Jackson 
21 Isaack Jackson and Beatrice Fletcher 

William Jowett and Alice Jowett 
William Aldersley and Anne Jowett 

June 4 William Nicholls and Anne Amathon 
John Nichols and Dorothie Baraclough 

18 Stephen Gargrayve and Annis Butterfield 
25 James Fearneley and Judith Wilton 

Thomas Coopley and Marie Baraclough 
July 1 George Howldsworth and Marie Horsfal! 

6 Edward Brooksbanke and Bridget Battes 
8 Samuel Smith and Alce Cooling 
9 William Applyard and Anne Tittirington 

Aug. 13 William Denholme and Elizabeth Robinson 
Sep. 9 Thomas Firth and Margret Browne 

10 Stephen Kighley and Anne Shorte 
Oct. 3 Richard Pigells and Ann Stannopp 

10 Thomas Higgin and Marie Wilson 
20 Robert Firth and Elizabeth Hargraves 
J22 John Wilkinson and Ellen Lister 

Richard Fournace and Jane Hopkinson 
28 John Swallow and Ann Preistley 
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1622 Oct. 29 George Beane and Martha Swaine 
Anthonie Ward and Beatrice Geldert 

Nov. 9 Thomas Hill and Elizabeth Mathon 
12 William Walker and Sara Jowett 
14 James Ryley and Elizabeth Rawson* 
26 Henrie Crommocke and Ellen Baraclough 

Dec. 12 John Roides and Grace Wood 
17 Mathew Lister and Marie Lewis 

Jan. 27 Henrie Bradshaw and Ann Nettleton 
Feb. 9 Thomas Bame and Margret Perkinson 

Richard Chapman and Elizabeth Lillie 
18 Edmund Acroid and Marie Dobson 
23 Jonas Fearneley and Grace Swaine* 
24 Richard Binnes and Marie William 
25 Cuthbert Bell and Marie Machon 

Peter Collinson and Marie Ward 
Mar; 13 Richard I.ealand and Ursula Mawde* t 

24 Jonas Walker and Martha Balme* 

JOHN OKELL. 

1623 April 14 Abraham Whittakers and Grade Greenewood 
15 John Rastricke and Gennett Nailor 

Peter Hill and Ellen Smithies 
20 Thomas Walker and Issabelit Lister 
23 Richard Bailie and Sara Swaine 
30 John Roe and Elizabeth Ellis 

May 14 Samuel! Stapleton and Ann Roids 
18 Richard Walsh and Elizabeth Bowker 
23 Christopher Rilsden and Katherine.Oasticke 
25 Thomas Sutcliffe and Eliz Moore 

June 2 Richard Brooke and Ellen Collinson 
15 George Walker and Jane Todd 
22 Abraham Nichols and Marie Hawmond 
23 William Gleadhill and Marie Morley 
25 Nicholas Stead and Barbarie Pickard 
29 William Jowett and Grace Sharpe 

Aug. 12 John Howldsworth and Grace Applyard 
24 Richard Whittakers and Ann Jackson 
29 Robert Stead and Ellen Thorneton 

Oct. 19 William Northrop and Ann Nailer 
Thomas Roides and Augusta Tenent 

22 William Haymond and Rebecca Dawson 
25 James Allerton and Elizabeth Hill 
26 Mathew Roides and Frances Emmett 

Nov. 5 Thomas Swaine and Edith Baistow 
11 Mathew Mitchell and Susan Field* 
12 Nathaniel Jowett and Marie Kitchin 

* By licence. 
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1623 Nov. 12 Joseph Bower and Issabell Sharpe 
William Swaine and Elizabeth Robinson 
James Hartley and Anne Shackleton 

Dec. 3 Richard Jowett and Issabell Kighley 4, 
10 John Bucocke and Susan Mortimer 
22 James Nettleton and Gennett Cordingley* 
26 John Mortimer and Marie Musgrave 

Jan. 28 Abraham Walker and Winnefred Child 
Feb. 2 John Oldfield and Eliz Winder 

3 Edward Lakeland and Ellen Beamond 
4 Thomas Swaine and Martha Sunderland 

Raffe Foster and Hester Bameforth 
Thomas Ellis and Anne Sergison 

8 Richard Sunderland and Grace Smith 
9 Thomas Walker and Betlisheba Drake 

1624 Mar. 29 Richard Walker and Anne Kighley 
31 William Booth and Alce Rowlinson 

April 5 Jacob Poole and Marie Bower 
7 Christph Foster and Elizabeth Jowett 

28 Robert Jubb and Issabell Watkinson 
Abraham Midgley and Susan Jowett 

May 5 Richard Jobson and Effam Sugden 
6 John Bolton and Gennet Midgley 
12 James Hill and Marie Kighley 

Edward Sands and Marie Faucett 
18 Thomas Kitchin and Jane Gibson 
19 Raffe Stringer and Phebe Hill 

Thomas Tomson and Brigett Stead 
26 Robert Claiton and Marie Priestley 

George Phiflipp and Sara Roids 
Richard Greengate and Ann Midgley 

June 2 John Moore and Dorithie Hill 
9 John Nichols and Susan Willman 

13 Robert Baraclough and Elizabeth Kitchin 
Isacke Kitchin and Grace Baraclough 

22 Thomas Rishworth and Margrett Harris I 
23 William Corbett and Jane Robts 
24 Burnard Wilson and Ann Faishay 

Julie 7 William Coates and Jane Hall 
11 Thomas Crabtree and Marie Crabtree 
12 John Pickard and Judith Gleadhill 
14 Thomas Smith and Angelis Lee 

Michaell Walker and Elizabeth Jubb 
Aug. 8 Thomas llouldsworth and Susane Hoileroide 

24 William Munckton and Joane Roids 
25 Thomas Dickson and Francis Gargrave 
29 Robt Vicars and Susan Roids 

Sept. 6 John Fairebanke and Ann Thorneton 
8 William Illingworth and Marie Robtshaie 
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1624 Sept. 29 Richard Judson and Elizabeth Cordingley 
John Scolefield and Agnis Scolefield 
Michaell Hartley and Sara Horsfall 

Oct. 4 Thomas Firth and Grace Crosland 
6 Tempest Cordingley and Elizabeth Sharpe 

12 John Phillipp and Barbarie Norfolke 
13 George Tailer and Ellen Ellis 
20 John Webster and Grace White 

Nov. 1 James Hill and Elizabeth Anderson* 
Tobie Greenewod and Agnes Booth 
Peter Ellis and Ellen Farrand 

2 Jonas Stoble and Sara Haymond 
TO Abraham Watson and Sara Thorneton 
17 Jonas Ashton and Margerie Stead 
29 Frances Blades and Susan Broadley* 

Dec. 7 Thomas Ogden and Ellen Binnes 
21 Abraham Machon and Alice Jowett 
22 Samuel! Becke and Susan Fournace 
27 Richard Sugden and Ellen Dison 

Jan. 18 John Sugden and Rosamund Lister 
24 John Gennison and Ann Watson 

Feb. 2 James Bartles and Marie Fielding 
9 Mathew Slater and Marie Hemmingway 

23 John Dawson and Nargrett Hall 
' John Willman and Ellen Wilkinson 

Edmnd Kendall and Gennett Rastricke 
Hughe Howldsworth and Issabell Rowlinson 

28 John Mortimer and Alice Nubie 
James Thorneton and Ann Grame 
Christoph Lamb and Alice Lamb 
Robt Norfolke and Elizabeth Windell 

Mar. 1 Thomas Jefferson and Beatrice Lacy 

- JOHN OKELL, VICAR. 

1625 April 18 William Jackson and Grace Bates 
William Cordingley and Hester Smithies 

19 James Walker and Ann Longstaffe 
20 Richard Collinson and Marie Clarke 
25 Jonas Wells and Jane Godley 
27 Walter Nailer and Margret Moore 

John Broughton and Elizabeth Nicol]s 
28 Tobias Law and Agnes Hawksworth* 

May 1 John Mitchell and Sara Dobson 
10 John Hardie and Elizabeth Mitchell* 
11 Richard Laicoke and Ann Howldsworth 

Steven Hollinrake and Issabell Roides 
25 Robart Barber and Elizabeth Langscrafte 

JOHN OKELL. 
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1625 June 1 William Robarts and Elizabeth Darvin 
5 William Firth and Elizabeth Smithies 
7 William Horrocks and Ellen Whittakers 
8 Roger Whalley and Grace Scott 

15 Joseph Bower and Elizabeth Jewett 
William Banke and Alice Wood 

16 Thomas Hustler and Susan Brooksbanke 
19 James Horton and Marie Thorneton 
29 John Parkinson and Margrett Dawson 
30 George Booth and Sara Booth* 

July 5 John Milner and Ellen Smith 
6 John Hill and Gennett Wilbie 
7 Henrie Beaneland and Ann Hailey 

13 Thomas Bucke and Marie Drake 
21 Francis Hall and Ann Greenegate 
24 Ambrose Brigge and Mawde Sowden 
25 John bile and Sara Jowett 

Walter Waterhowse and Agnes Vicars 
26 John Pearson and Marie Bruer 

Richard Thorneton and Nlargrett Pontfract 
Aug. 16 William Bell and Gennett Crowder 

Simon Smalepage and Susan Walker 
23 Thomas Bailie and Rosomond Walker 

Sept. 4 William Jewett and Issabell Brockden 
18 Walter Beane and Jane Heaton 
27 Richard Acroid and Issabell Womersley 

Thomas Armitage and Susan Mitchell 
Oct. 4 Robert Firth and Ellen Beamond 

11 Josias Booth and Marie Sheophard 
Samuell Bower and Hester Firth 

16 Joseph Field and Grace Pearson* 
18 William Robinson and Alce Oddie 

William Whitley and Grace Bailie 
Richard Holmes and Marie Holmes 

25 William Turner and Dorothie Hanson 
George Blackburne and Agnes Watson 

30 George Whitley and Sibell Hemingway 
31 George Northropp and Elizabeth Braithwite 

Nov. 8 John Hodgson and Marie Midgley 
Michaell Butterfield and Susan Acroid 

13 Christopr Bell and Rosamund .Judson 
14 Isaacke Broadley and Sibell Deane 
15 William Bailie and Susan Hustler 

Michaell Armitage and Elizabeth Ward 
28 Homfray Sowden and Susan Warburton ( 

Dec. 6 Gilbert Sladen and Susan Earneshaw 
29 Frances Bradshay and Issabell Chew . 

Jan. 9 Thomas Sugden and Ann Swaine c 
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1625 Jan. 12 Thomas Chadwicke and Grace Howson 
31 John Cooke and Elizabeth Vicars 

Nicholas White and Grace Stirke 
Feb. 7 John Abbott and Elizabeth Butterfield 

9 John Midgley and Marie Whittakers 
16 Michaell Haworth and Elizabeth Iveson 
18 Thomas Firth and Marie Trent 
20 William Deyne and Margrett Adamson 

Randall Woodd and Alice Blaymires 
Mar. 7 John Thorneton and Marie W alker* 

C.. 

JOHN OKELL, VICAR. 

1626 April 10 Thomas Jepson and Bettrice Slater 
17 Edward Walker and Grace Thorneton 
25 James Nailer and Marie Wilton 
30 Thomas Chippindale and Marie Denton 

May 7 William Womersley and Alice Firth 
Michael! Hargraves and Issabell Sugden 

9 William Hutchinson and Dorothie Howldsworth 
Robert Bruer and Marie Kellett 
Richard Driver and Marie Drake 

17 Richard Kellett and Grace Blackburne 
John Yates and Elizabeth Hodgson 

21 James Pighells and Grace Tommis 
4 24 Nicholas Wilkinson and Ellen Tilletson 

30 Nicholas Roides and Susan Chippindale 
Richard Jowett and Judith Acroid 

June 7 Richard Richardson and Marie Law 
21 Jonas Child and Marie Hartley 
24 John Roides and Elizabeth Dishforth 
25 Walter Stevenson and Jane Backster 

July 2 Samuel! Stockdall and Sara Gill 
5 Arthur Rawson and Agnes Wright 

Jesper Bailie and Alice Adamson 
20 Samuell Deane and Martha Lister 

John Sutcliffe and Martha Jubb 
Thomas Eastburne and Susan Judson 

Aug. 2 Nicholas Pratt and Alice Cayvard 
6 Steven Sowden and Bridgett Jewett 

15 Mathew Haineworth and Susan Deyne* 
22 Ezechiell Tailer and Elizabeth Purdie* 

William Bower and Marie Drake 
William Jowett and Ann Field 

Sept. 6 George Kit'chin and Dorithie Johneson 
19 James Hopkinson and Sara Dobson 
20 Joseph Lum and Susan Sunderland 

Joseph Hargraves and Gennet Hopkinson 
27 William Dawson and Marie Watkinson 

• .j * By licence. 
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126 Sept. 27 William Wood and Elizabeth Howgate 
Oct. 4 John Whiteley and Ann Steward 

8 Christpr Ricroft and Ann Wilson 
11 Christopr Thorneton and Marie Nailer 
17 John Fletcher and Marie Phillipp 
18 Abraham Firth and Hester Dawson 
29 Christopr Mitchell and Susan Wright 

Richard Oddie and Isabel! Walker 
Nov. I Thomas Ashton and Ann Rowlinson 

5 Abraham Webster and Elizabeth Cordingley 
7 Luke Buddies and Margret Croisdale 
8 Henrie Illingworth and Martha Ittill 

15 Robert Croft and Issabell Hall 
21 James Gibson and Elizabeth Cordingley 

Dec. 3 James Robinson and Anne Greenewood 
6 Thomas Butterfield and Ann Acroid 
13 William Armitage and Edith Beamond 
23 Robert Feather and Bridgett Nailer 
26 Isaack Farrar and Katherin Proctor 
30 William Kitchin and Alice Somnerscales 

Jan. 3 John Snipe and Ann Tullan 
8 Ellis West and Marie Smithies 

17 Brian Ytley and Ann Swinglehurst 
Feb. 3 George Stowe and Elizabeth Illingworth* 

6 Richard Richardson and Susan Swayne* 
Robt Honneworth and Ann Mortimer 
Isaack Fletcher and Elizabeth Woodall 
Thomas Steade and Gennett Crooke 
Adam Barabie and Dinah Catlinge 
Thomas Waterliowse and Elizabeth Greenewod 

Mar. 6 Henrie Hopla and Hester Fowrnes 

JOHN OIiELL. 

1627 April 4 Edward Yates and Jiine Hill 
10 Robt Sutcliffe and Hester Waterhowse 
18 Abraham Elswicke and Abigail Bothomley 
25 Isaacke Oldfield and Ann Booth 

May 1 John Drake and Susan Sagar 
Joseph Roides and Marie Bell 
Robert Nicholls and Elizabeth Mathaman 

10 John Woodhead and Elizabeth Tomson 
14 Peter Terrie and Margret Wrigglesworth 
16 William Wilkinson and Dorothy Dawson £ 
22 William Thorneton and Elizabeth Sharpe 
23 George Gleadall and Sara Brooksbanke 

Edward Harper and Margret Vicars 
29 Hughe Milner and Marie Pierson 

July 4 Peter Drake and Issabeli Rakes 
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1627 July 9 Edward Acroid and Ann Hilliard 
15 Thomas Kellett and Elizabeth Pollard 
18 William Reiner and Issabell Roides 
23 John Kitchen and Susan Bower 

Aug. 9 Xpofer Burrell and Ellen Bucke 
27 George Preston and Marie Cawdrey 
28 Thomas Deyne and Marie Aldersen 

Sept. 11 Thomas Houldsworth and Marie Ellis 
16 John Lodge and Susan Booth 
24 John Holmes and Ann Gill 
25 James Phillip and Marie Wodd 

Oct. 2 ThomasWorsnam and Elizabeth Sharpe 
15 John Grenehough and Issabell Bowlinge 
17 Anthonie Scruton and Gennett Ellis 
18 John Acroid and Grace Oytes 
21 William Wodd and Jane Batley 
24 John Copley and Susan Thommis 

Nov. 1 John Watkinson and Jane Hargraues 
8 Francis iDisworth and Susan Kirke* 

21 Demas Wardle and Martha Ellis 
Dec. 5 Christopr Fletcher and Rosamond Bentley 

12 Jonas Hall and Ann Garth 
16 Edward Field and Grace Jowett 

JOHN OKELL. 

Dec. 18 John Lister and Elizabeth Booth 
27 Thomas Smalepage and Grace Sharpe 

Jan. 7 William Nettleton and Dinah Horsfall 
8 John Lancaster and Susan Smith 
9 George Kendall and Alice Hawkehead 

14 John Howldsworth and Betrice Pollard 
John Jepson and Elizabeth Lister 

Feb. 2 Daniell I1lingworth and Susan Brooksbank 
5 Thomas IDarvin and Marie Wright 

12 Robt Becke and Marie Vicars 
18 Frances Roides and Dorothie Atkinson 
19 Robert Wright and Sara Oytes 
21 George Furnace and Ellen Crabtree 
25 Jonathan Smith and Elizabeth Milner 

John Whaley and Ann Sharpe 
Richard Nicholson and Elizabeth Jowett 
Rowland Hodgson and Bridgett Mortimer 

26 Averie Smith and Alice Brooke 
1628 April 15 Xfer Eastburne and Sara Newall 

23 Richard Walker and Grace Bateman* 
Jonas Gibson and Elizabeth Ambler 

24 John Hopkinson and Issabell Swainet 
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128 April 29 Alexander Mitchell and Susan Hage 
30 Samuel Haymcnd and Susan GleadallY 

May 13 William Holmes and Sara Dobson 
18 William Waterson and Elizabeth Batte 
26 Xpofer Sugden and Ellen Jackson 
28 Benjamin Wailes and Marie Hobson 

June 1 Richard Birtwhistle and Ann Hartley 
3 John Jowett and Sara Turner 

10 Peter Aldersley and Agnes Lillie 
23 William Dawson and Elizabeth Wilson 
24 James Kighley and Ellen Roides 

July 8 William Butler and Isll WilkinsonWilkinson 
18 Edward Roides and Katherine Cayward 
27 Richard Stancliffe and Alice Claiton 

Aug. 4 William Adamson and Issabell Bothomeley 
5 William Lakeland and Ellen Deine 
12 William Clough and Ann Kellett 
14 Thomas West and Ellen Bower 
18 John Whittakers and Elizabeth Hartley 
19 Joseph Troughton and Siciley W alker* 

William Sugden and Jane Smith 
26 Henrie Kitchen and Ann Farrar 
27 Peter Riley and Jane Farrand 

Sept. 2 William Illingworth and Issabell Watson 
Samuell Hargrave and Elizabeth Smalepage 

15 William Wilkinson and Elizabeth Nailor 
17 Abraham Baraclough and Marie Ogden 
23 John Atkinson and Alice Clarke 
28 Richard Robarts and Issabell Auderson 

Oct. 1 William Hartley and Sara Rodley 
2 Allan Gilpin and Ann Hey* 
5 Robt Wilson and Margarett Fletcher 
7 Samuel Slater and Edith Steade 

John Claiton and Ellen Brigge 
13 Jonas Ashton and Hester Longbothome 
21 James Firth and Elizabeth Husband 

Thomas Sinalepage and Gennett Hill 
26 George Tompson and Bridgett Lister 
27 George Hartley and Issabell Bairstow 
28 John Southren and Grace Hoileroide 

Richard Pighells and Margret Sugden 
Nov. 9 John Hemsworth and Elizabeth Lee 
> 10 William Wodd and Judith Hill 

11 Andrew Wightman and Alice Sicks 
18 Isack Roids and Ann Haineworth 
21 John Lunie and Isabel! W odd* 
23 Thomas Croft and Marie Sharpe* 

Dec. 1 Richard Hodgeon and Ann Barcroft 
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1628 Dec. 2 Richard Drier and Sara Booth 
9 John Beamond and Isabel! Ridings 

14 Francis Smith and Ann Brooke 
16 John Okell and Ann I1lingworth t 
22 John Walker and Jane Denes 
23 John Horton and Issabell Wilkinson 
24 Thomas Bower and Isabell Butler* 

Jan. 1 William Watson and Sara Binnes 
6 Joseph Cowburne and Margret Tailer 
7 Jacob Waterhowse and Ann Smithies 

13 Christopher Wooller and Marie Smith 
14 Thomas Lame and Ann Tottie 

George Farrand and Alice Thorneton 
25 Thomas Uordingley and Bridgett Sutcliffe 

Feb. 1 William Haineworth and Marie Smith 
Mathew Vicars and Susan Smalepage 
Sam uell Horsfall and Elizabeth Robarts 

ii Gabriell Bucktrout and Jane Collier 
15 Robert Firth and Elizabeth Tonge 
16 Richard Midgley and Grace Rishworth 

Thomas Hulhowse and Margret Smith 
17 Edward Butler and Sara Rayner* 

Henrie Pollard and Marie Cording1ey 
Christopr Burrell and Ann Deane 
William Swifte and Ellen Flathers 

1629 April 7 Joseph Woodhead and Ann Midgley 
Thomas Tayler and Gennett Hopkinson 

14 William Raymond and Issabell Hall 
John Garnett and Susan Priestley 

18 William Horsforth and Mary Croft 
Hugh Booth and Agnes Oldfield 

May 12 Thomas Kellett and Martha Swaine 
Richard Stonner and Ann Pierson 

19 Walter Blackburne and Ellen Howldsworth 
Mathew Sowden and Grace Haineworth 

25 John Cooke and Elizabeth Parkinson 
26 Richard Richardson and Jane Hopkinson* 

Jonas Turner and Ann Roids 
June 2 John Hollins and Effam Haineworth 

1 John Wilkinson and Ann Aldersen 
7 Samuell Netherwood and Sara Pierson* 
9 Abraham Ogden and Alice Greenehorne 

15 Wm Kitchin and Marie Lister 
23 John Rayner and Priscilla Cuningham* 
30 Edward Swift and Jane Roides 

July 7 Thomas Thorneton and Ann Smith 
13 Abraham Longbothome and Ann Threapland 
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1629 July 15 llenrie Bradshay and Martha Nett19ton* 
Aug. 4 Michael Balme and Elizabeth Lister 

18 John Drake and Marie Dawson 
Thomas Nicholls and Edith Nussie 

JO: OKELL. 

Sept. 1 William Cooke and Phoebe Kempe* 
8 Abraham Browne and Elizabeth Garnett 
14 George Field and Marie Akead* 
17 Brian Wilson and Elizabeth Sm ith* 
21 Tristram Clarkson and Susan Wilson* 
22 Matthew Lunie and Ann Pickard 
29 Michaell Pollard and Susan Sowden 

Henrie Falshay and Elizabeth Barrett 
John Walker and Mawde Firth 

Oct. 4 John Webster and Marie Greston 
6 Robert Clarkson and Hester Tailer* 
7 George Fletcher and Agnes Parkinson 

John Lune and Ann Sower 
13 James Crossland and Marie Sharpe 

John Nailer and Susan Lange 
Charles Rigg and Marie Fletcher 

14 James Butterwoth and Issabell Rycroft 
20 Richard Lillie and Marie Hawkehead 
27 Robert Spenser and Ann Lillie 

Nov. 3 William Emmott and Judith Hardie 
William Armitage and Grace Roids 

10 William Jowett and Grace Shawe 
18 Richard Rilsden and Susan Earneshay 
30 Thomas Hewett and Susan Lancaster 

Dec. 1 John Ambler and Ann Illingworth 
8 William Swaine and Marie Smith 

Thomas Machon and Margret Whittaker 
9 Thomas Siser and Margrett Sharpe 

21 John Walker and Marie Bailie 
Jan. 5 Nicholas Wilkinson and Ann Kellett . 

6 John Pearson and Issabell Judson 
John Firth and Susan Horsfall 

13 John Hurde and Marie Dickson 
Feb. 2 Michael! Walker and Ellen Collinson 

William Wood and Grace Sharpe 
John Wriggle and Margret Wilkinson 

3 William Wilkinson and Marie Firth L 

7 Isaacke Bolton and Sara Rishworth 

JOHN OKELL. 

1630 April 7 William Vicars and Marie Thornebar 
20 Michaell Burneley and Elizabeth Poplewell 

* By licence. 
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1630 April 27 Richard Helliday and Sarah Stead 
May 3 Thomas Swaine and Marie Bower 

William Collinson and Alice Wright 
8 Thomas Roids and Doiothie Scott 
18 Robert Field and Elizabeth Taylor 
24 Thomas Dawson and Marie Brooksbanke 

Abraham Brigge and Ann Cossentine 
26 John Brigge and Marie Wilson 

June 7 Nathan H.oilerojde and Marie Smith 
9 Xpfer Scott and Elizabeth Hanson 

15 Joseph Deane and Marie Field 
23 Jonas Longbothome and Dinah Hudson 

Samuel! Kellett and Susan Roides 
July 5 John Sheward and Johuan Jagger 

6 William Dickson and Issabell Hurd 
William Gill and Ann Becke 

10 Abraham Brierley and Margret Browne 
12 Timothie Lister and Marie Pas]ey 
21 Robert Gaiton and Rosamond Pickard 

Aug. 11 John Tommis and Hellen Terrie 
Sept. 20 John Kitchin and Grace Jepson 

22 John Vicars and Elizabeth Smith 
24 John Pollard and Edith Stevenson 

Oct. 8 Joel! Gleadall and Elizabeth Hayley 
19 James Jowett and Elizabeth Fletcher 
27 Jonas Craven and Jane Beckwth 

Nov. 1 Simeon Darvin and Susan Cawdrey 
.3 8 Jonas Jowett and Katharin Man 

Henrie Cordingley and Ellen Pollard 
21 Abraham Wilkinson and Marie Wilson 
23 Isaack Fawcet and Ellen Sharpe 
30 Xpofer Rilsden and Marie Deine 

Bartholomew Parkinson and Grace Swaine 
John Cawdrey and Elizabeth Mallinson 
Richard Massie and Sara Drake 
Mathew Scott and Edith Smith 

Jan. 16 Thomas Smith and Martha Kighley* 
18 John Milner and Edith Yeaden 
19 Antbonie Lech and Marie Pearson 
22 Steven Holmes and Marie Smith 
31 William Goodall and Sara Mallinson 

Feb. 10 Alexander Haukemer and Ann Cunrnghaxn 
11 John Elswicke and Eliz Williamson 
15 Gilbert Deane and Marie Sagar 

1631 May 2 Thomas Slater and Marie Ryding 
William Pickard and Ann Field 

3 William Thornetou and Issabell W ood* 
5 Lawrence Carter and Dorothie Key 

* By licence. 
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1631 May ii James Hill and Agnes Sugden 
16 Samuell Firth and Effain Roides 

Michaell Hargraues and Grace Jowett 
I. 1 11 . 19 Thomas butch -I--, S utcliffe and Elizabeth ru1S 

30 Samuell Fearneside and N argret Claiton 
June 1 William Claiton and Ann Cowper* 

7 Michaell Medley and Sibel Medley 
William Procter and Elizabeth Friar 

16 Edward Preston and Ann Jowett 
21 Frances \Vaineman and Ann Hey 
22 William Claiton and Grace Braithw ite* 
27 Abraham Kellett and Ann Middleton 
29 Thomas Richardson and Hester Law* 

John Vicars and Mercie Dawson* 
July 4 John Yarre and Ellen Clarkson 

18 Joseph Fearneside and Marie Helliwell 
Aug. 1 John Hollins and Ellen Dawson 

10 Thomas Firth and Marie Jewett 
24 John Smith and Marie Cordingley 
29 Richard Homer and Ann Hargraues* 

Sept. 5 William Pollard and Hester Riley 
12 John Clough and Sara Walker 
21 John Oytes and Debora Barrett 
28 William Horsfall and Dorathie Jowett A 

Oct. 10 James Fairebanke and Grace Kellett 
11 William Banke and Issabell Gibson 
17 Jonas Pearson and Susan W alker* 
18 Samuel Dobson and Sara Key 
19 John Kellett and Grace Hardie 

Nov. 1 Xpfer Lansdale and Issabell Bameforth 
Samuell Ashton and Marie Wodd 

14 John Holmes and Ann Hindle 
15 Thomas Hollins and Ann Crabtree 
28 William Hutchinson and Ellen Hanson* 
30 Michaell Hey and Edith Milner 

Thomas Brockden and Ellen Snipe 
James Allerton and Marie Pearson 
William Hill and Marie Hargraues 

Dec. 1 William Coates and Issabell Bartles 
6 Richard Allerton and Elizab Barons 

16 Edward Suindepethi- and Alice Gaukeroger 
Jan. 16 Andrew Sherries and Ann Lister 

30 Gervise Dickson and Ann Bower 
1632 April 1 Simon Kent and Issabell Hopkinson 

10 Michaell Gilbart and Marie 000leston* 
Jonas Darvin and Elizabeth Roids 

* By licence. 

t Difficult to decipher. 
See Baptisms of 21 Oct., 1632, of Andrew, son of Andrew Sherries, of Horton. 
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12 April 14 Michaell Hartlie and Issabell Mitchell 
30 Thomas Smith and Marie Beane 

May I Edmund Colthurst and Ann Snipe 
3 Thomas Gibson and Marie Gill* 
7 Abraham Faucet and Ellen Spenser 

John Phillip and Martha Jowett* 
Robert Burneley and Marie Brooksbanke 

8 William Backster and Sara Dobson 
10 Luke Squire and Agnes Wade 

Richard Bawdin and Margret Barnards 
21 Richard Thorn eton and Sara Howldsworth 
28 Richard Sugden and Grace Tommis 
30 John Wilson and Agnes Bailie 

Michaell Drake and Agnes Holmes 
June 12 Edward Bowling and Margret Blackburne 

19 William Pearson and Elizabeth Whittingham 
William Hey and Ann Wilkinson* 

July 2 John Olaiton and Marie Crabtree 
Henrie Watkinson ann Marie Illingworth 

3 John Tommis and Hester Coaling 
9 Abraham Robertshay and Marie Watkinson 

23 John Priesley and Beatrice Bowas 
25 Edward Lange and Ann Jagger 

Aug. 1 Edmud Booth and Issabell Sugden 
7 William Robinson and Susan Jowett 

13 Henrie Jackson and Susan Squier 
15 John Adamson and Ann Rawson 
27 John Jowett and Marie Hopkinson 
28 John Drake and Effam Drake 
29 George Farrand and Sibell Haworth 

Sept. 5 Nicholas Farrand and Bridget Tomson 
11 Samuell Milner and Alice Crabtree 
24 John Scott and Gennett Bowkoke 
25 Martin Raks and Margerie Banes 

John Walsh and Edith Sowden 
Oct. 3 John Wilkinson and Sarah Sharpe . 

8 William Rodley and Margret Craven 
15 John Broughton and Grace Higgin 
16 Henrie Pollard and Marie Mitchell 

Thomas Robarts and Marie Tailer 
24 William Walton and Rebecca Roids 
29 Samuell Sugden and Grace Smithies 

Nov. 6 Richard Ball and Susan Priestley 
7 Mathew Carter and Prudence Jowett 

12 William Olaiton and Grace Shaw 
Thomas Vicars and Marie Sharpe 

14 James Ellis and Susan Midgley 
27 William Hollins and Ann Il1ingworth 

* By licence. 
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1632 Nov. 27 John Midgley and Grace Pearson 
Mathias Brooksbanke and Lettice Ashman 
Jesper Hlailey and Sara Acroid 

30 William Jowett and Marie-Denby/-
John Roids and Ann Collinson 

Dec. 4 William Chippindale and Ann Fido 
5 Jonas Robartshay and Marie Il1ingworth 
12 John Sharpe and Marie Clarkson* 
28 John Smith and Issabell Pollard* 

JOHN OKELL. 

Jan. 15 flenrie Whitley and Dorithie Bowker 
Edmud Jepson and Marie Il1ingworth 
William Birkbie and Alice Bailie 

16 Frances Tompson and Ann Smithson 
22 Jonas Hailey and Alice Ward 
24 John Butterfield and Ann Cosin 
30 William Sowden and Sara Hartley 

Feb. 11 John Haineworth and Elizabeth Hodgson 
12 John Waterhowse and Martha Walker 

Jonahan Swifte and Marie Oytes 
18 Robert Jowett and Hester Widdopp 

Joseph Holmes and Marie Booth 
Edmund Hewett and Katherin Siddall 

22 Joseph Dawson and Effam Cordingley* 
25 Richard Kitchingman and Elizabeth Royall* 
28 Joseph Lister and Alice Pearson* 

Mar, 3 Richard Bagfoote and Elizabeth Hill* 

FINIS MARRIAGES—VOL. I. 

VOL. II. 

The Regester of the illaraqes in the perish of Bradford begining 
the 27th of March Anno Dom. 1633.t 

1633 Mar. 27 Robert Walsh and Dorritie Barraclough* 
April 29 Abell Gleadall and Ann Smmers 
May 2 James Blagburne and Marie Vickers 

6 Isacke Webster and Agnes Lee 
John Dawson and Dorrietie Trusedaile 

8 William Fearnside and Susan Gleadall 

* By licence. 

f Each year in this volume has a heading similar to the above or couched as 
follows :—Registrum omidum nuptiarum Anno Doniini 1635. 
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1633 May 8 Thomas Swaine and Grace Pearson 
14 John Hoyle and Jenitt Wilson 

Lawrence Ambler and Judeth Crabtrie 
16 William Woode and Ann Scott 
20 John Iredale and Susan Laycok 
21 Isacke Jewitt and Marie Smythes 
22 William Bouth and Ellizabeth Wilkinson 
27 John Brogden and Marthey Wilson 

Michael! Firth and Jenitt Ailmerrod 
28 Michaell Balme and Susan Whitwham 

June 10 Nicholas Kitchin and Sara Deyne 
11 Thomas Hill and Ann Bowling* 
24 John Claton and Jane Crabtrie 

Richard Grene and Ann Windlet 
26 Samuell Rooke and Grace Burdall 

July 2 James G]eadall and Grace Hey 
7 Henrie Nutter and Marie Gleadall 
9 Thomas Higin and Ellizabeth Swift 

William Snype and Mercie Haworth 
10 Gilbart Threapland and Ellizabeth Clarkson 
17 Thomas Ellison and Ann Wilkinson 
25 Andrew Utley and Ann Northropp 

James Baly and Marie Wright 
30 John Learoyd and Luce Fawsitt 

Aug. 12 John Rayner and Hannah Boyes* 
William Brashey and Ann Newi 

13 William Swaine and Frances Whitthiil* 
John Hartley and Margret Wouller 

20 Joseph Greenehough and Ellin Whittikcrs 
21 Richard Jenkinson and Sarah Richarson* 

Thomas Blaka and Marie Firth 
26 Steven Medcalfe and Ann Haineworth 

Richard Driver and Marie Smythes 
Sept. 2 Gorge Turner and Ellizabeth Thornton 

3 Robert Pickard and Marie Wilkinson 
4 Richard Mortimer and Marie Pollard 

10 William Atkinson and Jane Barker 
25 William Atkinson and Marie Craven 

Oct. 1 Michaell Ogden and Ellen Lilly 
Michaeil Milner and Abigail Stanklife 

8 Thomas Fawsitt and Ann Walker 
William Ryley and Ann Clomzh 

15 John Watterhouse and Mary Bankecroft 
John Pollard and Pheabe Pollard 

22 William Thornton and Agnes Scolefeld 
Nov. 4 William Dun and Ann Ricarson 

19 Thomas Goulsbrough and Ester Wright 

* By licence. 
An interpolated entry. 
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1633 Nov. 19 James Hardie and Grace Pighell 
26 William Britan and Ann Pearte 

Jany. 23 Richard Margretson and Issabell Dickson* 
26 Samuell Pollard and Alis Tirrie 
27 James Speight and Susan Snell 
30 John Nalson and Susan Sharpe 

Feb. 2 Michaell Firth and Sara Smithson 
3 Thomas Clough and Grace Mallison 

Mathew Brooke and Ellizabeth Harrison 
13 James Allerton and Patience Sm yth* 

1634 April 14 John Waterhouse and Mary Brookesbanck 
22 Samuell Hitchsonn and Sara Phillip 
28 William Nichols and Mary Greene 
29 William Hawmand and Mary Gleddell 

John Helliwell and Martha Sharppe 
30 Thomas Booth and Mary Bucke 

William Boococke and Grace Bailie 
May 1 John Aecroide and Mary Ogdenn 

6 Thomas Cordley and Grace Jewette 
Edward Gouldsbrough and Grace Wright 

7 John Hainworth and Mary Pearson 
10 Robert Wilkinson and Anne Baumforth 
21 Symond Pickersgill and Hester Hopkinsonn* 

June Edmund Pearson and Marie uordingley 
3 Isaacke Longbothom and Grace Whittley 
4 Edward Hodgsonn and Margrett Hansonn 

John Hargatt and Elizabeth Wilkinsonn 
5 Nicholas Hardwicke and Mary Booth 
6 James Brigg and Prudence Bower 
10 Steven Killner and Elizabeth Dowson 
11 Isaack Dawson and Sarah Coulthston 
16 John Wadsworth and Jane Robinson 

John Beamond and Susanna Warde 
17 George Beane and Barbery Phillipp 
18 Michael Hawmande Margrett Writhell 
24 Peter Ellisse and Margrett Robinsonn 

July 7 James IIlingworth and Elizabeth Nichols 
22 Nicholas I1lingworth and Mary Hopkinsonn 

John Yates and Susannah Ludge 
23 George Askwith and Sarah Hawmande 

Richard Pickersgill and Alice Jewett 
Aug. 19 Robert Barronn and Phehe Wilsonn 

25 Henry Casson and Sarah Midgley 
John Bayne and Jane Fleeming 

Sep. 2 Walther Jobson and Susannah Greene 
Michael Fletcher and Anne Pickering 

9 Joseph Threa.pland and Alice Deyne 
16 Henrie Johson and Ann Haukheade 

* By licence. 
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1634 Sept. 29 Christopher Shieres and Effam Ogdenn 
John Bower and Rosamonde Hall 

30 John Smith and Ellen Yates 
Oct. 1 Joseph Jewett and Mary Niallinson L 

6 John Swifte and Alice Pollard* 
Henry Laicocke and Mary Denbey 

7 Thomas Sowden and Briggett Nailer 
John Haworth and Ann Thornton 

8 John Turner and Susanab Brooksbanck 
13 Abraham Leigh and Hannah Blakah 
14 John Bynnes and Alice Aecroide 

William Bertwisle and Ellen Butterfeilde 
21 Henry Phillipsonn and Ellenn Wooler 
27 John Hoolle and Elizabeth Bower 

Richard Preston and Sarah Exley 
William Kellett and Grace Wilkinsonn 

28 Abraham Balme and Mary Baerstow 
Robert Womersley and Bennett Rishfoorth 

Nov. 3 Edward Bentley and Issabell Walker 
4 Edward Coossen and Ellenn Wright 

Richard Hargreaves and Sarah Baerstow 
Richard Seales and Margrett Bynnes 
Petter Sowden and Jane Woodheade 

5 William Hill and Judeth Roide 
10 Richard Pollard and Rosamond Rawson* 

William Roide and Prudenc Rowlinsone 
12 Joseph Hollinge and Jennett Crabtree 

John Murgatroide and Edith Willsonn 
13 William Allerton and Ann Hayneworth* 
14 Christopher Madder and Ann Clarke 
22 Martynn Bentley and Issabell Hurste 
24 Richard Jewett and Elizabeth Craven 
25 Ambrose Firth and Grace Crabtree 

George Lumme and Grace Lyster* 
Dec. 5 William Hey and Ann W aynrnann* 

22 John Drake and Edith Rishworth* 
Jany. 22 George Thiriston and Ellenn Wilson 

26 John Wright and Susannah Dobson 
Abell Gleddill and Susannah Bell 
Charles Barraclough and Jane Ashtonn 
Miehaell Smith and Margrett Wrigley 
John Mitchell and Ann Pickard 

Feby. 3 Edward Crabtree and Francis Feilde* 
9 William Metcalfe and Susannah Thornton 

13 Abraham Ryley and Ann Bates* 
1635 April 8 Barnard Dawson and Ann líiccars 

Thomas Smyth and Issabell Booth 
16 William Walker and Grace Clayton* 

* By licence. 
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1635 April 19 Lawrance Booth and Mary Lyster 
21 John Jewett and Marthay Waterhouse 

John Walker and Mary Whittakers 
William Oytes and Ann Warburton 

22 William Bearron and Parnell Hardie 
John Mathew and Elizabeth Smyth 

25 John Brooksbancke and Sara Cockill 
Robert Birkeheade and Grace Phillip* 

27 John Robinson and Margrett Walker 
28 Nicholas Sharpe and Grace lficcars 
29 John Bailey and Phoebe Burnette 

Thomas Newall and Joyce Dunne 
May 1 John Mitchell and Ellen Drake 

Thomas Ogden and Jane Judsonne 
2 Edward Viccares and Jane Yates 

John Wilkinsonn and Ann Flesher 
26 James Bell and Ann Bell 
27 James Olaiton and Mary Iredall 

June 2 John Mortimer and Siscely Kitsonne 
Martyn Cordley and Mary Oordley 

8 Robert Harper and Mary Barraclough 
16 William Ellison and Elizabeth Swayne 

Richard Wilkinsonn and Bridget Watkinsonne 
Henry Thomisse and Ann Richarsonde 

24 Samuel Nichols and Elizabeth Rawsonne 
25 Thomas Pighies and Francis Deane 
30 Christopher Cassonne and Grace Denhoulme 

Thomas Roides and Jane Barraclough 
July 14 Luke Bailie and Ann Hargreaves 

Edward Bowling and Ann Hattonn 
Aug. 4 William Freeman and Mary Walbancke 

ii Gregoryj Cooke and Margrett Swyfte 
24 Jeremy Clough and Margrett lJllacke 

John Jewett and Mary Bearstowe 
Sept. 15 Michael Drake and Jane Woode 

29 Abraham Boardall and Susan Hod gsonn* 04 
Jonas Mortimer and Judeth Mitchell 
Peter Sugden and Margret Hill 

30 Jeremy Welsslett and Sarah Dicksonn 
Oct. 13 John Widdoppe and Mary Halle 
Nov. 4 Edward Capstocke and Issabell Dawsonne 

17 Samuel Tayler and Ann Smyth 
George Pollard and Mary lye 

Jan. 18 Peter Pickarde and Mary Jackson 
31 Nicholas Wright and Mary Bullocke 

Feb. 2 Thomas Horsfalle and Mary Whittakers 
3 John Elliss and Grace Snell 

* By licence. 
t Written over George. 
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1635 Feb. 3 John Smyth and Jane Swayne 
Robert Hopkinsonne and Sarah Smythies 
John Orrigg and Annes Yarre 

4 4 Roberte Fawcett and Grace Maude 
7 John Gleaddell and Ann Laicocke 

Abraham More and Grace Crabtree 
12 John Olaytonne and Ann Wilkinsonne 
13 John Smyth and Judeth Aldersleye 

.ii7 Matthew Jewett and Susan Buttlei* 
1636 April 19 Thomas Dighton and Ellen Greenwood* 

27 William Wilkinson and Frances Braudley* 
May 2 Luke Hill and Elizabeth Rishforth 

3 Jonas Hawmond and Mary Bloldsworth 
John Robinson and Mary Wilkinson 

10 Robart Pearson and Lucie Pearson 
11 Francis Dickinson and An Boothmann 
12 Nathan Mitchill and Ann Kighley 
14 Peter Tordoffe and Margrett Bower 
16 James Dawson and Frances Hey 

Richard Ward and Mary Sowden 
-.1 18  John Jewitt and Mary Walker 

19 Isacke Balme and Sara Oordingley* 
20 Jonathan Rishforth and Dina Fletcher 

June 24 Mathew Scott and Susan Gleadhill 
27 John Jowett and Mary Deane 
28 William Jowett and Ann Watson 
29 William Stead and Ann Ellis 

Nicholas Stead and Sarah Nowell 
July 6 William Seede and Grace Medley 

12 George Longbothome and Mary Medley 
14 Bernard Dawson and Isabell Atkinson* 
19 Henry Atkinson and Mary Northrop 
20 Rodger Seedele and Ann Sikes 
27 Andrew Hall and Susan Lodge 

Aug. 3 Thomas Jbbatsonn and Ann Dawson 
Christopher Loftas and Ann England 

8 John Darnbrough and Margaret Perkinson* 
16 John Sheaffield and Lucy Learoyde 
22 Christopher Fournace and Sara Brooksbanke 
25 John Jowett and Sara Jowett* 
29 Christopher Bell and Alice Greene 

Sept. 14 Richard Brooksbanke and Susan Swaine* 
John Langstrath and Hellen Brooke 
William Flather and Susan Liversedge 

27 Edward Robertshaw and Isabel! Middlebrough* 
Oct. 5 William Sikes and Mary Bairstow 

17 John Walker and Ann Crowder 
Nov. 1 Lawrence Whitehead and Mary Phillip 

* By licence. 
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1636 Nov. 8 William Jowett and Susan Sugden 
Robart Booth and Isabell Widdop 

9 John Hodshen and Mary Hodshen 
15 Jeremy Clegge and Grace Ramsden 
22 Christopher West and Alice Boothman 

Christopher Cocker and Katherine Sharpe 
Christopher Mitchill and Susan Coosin 

23 William Brooksbanke and Sara Bamforth 
28 John Drake and Ann Milner* 

Jan. 30 John Waterhowse and Elizabeth Swayne 
Peter Ingham and Elizabeth Ellis 

Feb. 2 Lawrence Longbothome and Rebecca Sugden 
William Brooke and Brigett Watterson 

13 Stephen Langley and Ann Burnley* 
1637 April ii John Bordafl and Sara Lister* 

.' 25 John Mawde and Anne Hemingwaye I 
26 James Baynes and Ann Leach 

May 2 John Jowett and Rebecca Walton 4-
George Pickard and Marie Scales 
Jonathan Murgetroyde and Priscilla Roydes 
George Holdsworth and Annis Flather 
William Furnas and Anne lye 
Jonas Butterfield and Marie Jepson 

3 Jonas Cay and Anne Ambler 
8 Samuel Deane and Anne Il1ingworth 
9 Robert Swayne and Edith Firth 

Abraham Butterfield and Anne Jowett 
Thomas Stansfield and Nary Hylyard 

June 6 John Mitchill and Susan Rigg 
12 William Jowett and Anne Catterall / 
13 John Booth and Susan Wade 
19 John Sharpe and Joyce Widdopp 
20 John Deyne and Gran Pickes 

Y 26 Christopher Wilkinson and Anne Walker I 
27 Walter Deaglis and Judith Stogdale 

July 3 George lloldsworth and Marie Phillipp 
11 Francis Hall and Elizabeth Jowett 
12 Danyell Fearneley and Elizabeth Midgleye 

Aug. 1 Tristram Aked and Elizabeth A rdington 
8 Samuel! Hudson and Annis Wood 

Abraham Bairstowe and Martha Medley 
25 Nicholas Bower and Elizabeth Marshall* 
29 Myles Wallis and Susan Oytes 

Sept. 5 Matthew Tiollyns and Ann Hollyns 
Oct. 5 Ambrose Brigg and Marie Brire 

17 Abraham Sutcliffe and Susan Clemitt* 
Richard Battie and Marie Northropp 

24 James Homer and Marie Collinson 

* By licence. 
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1637 Nov. 7 Isack Machan and Martha Bell 
13 Thomas Nubye and Susan Cordley 

Samuel Threapland and Annis Bowson 
14 William Speight and Marie Pickles 
15 Thomas Cowthera and Elizabeth Walker 
22 Matthew Stead and Judith Whitehead 
26 Jonathan Bairstowe and Luce Gibson* 

? 27 John Jowett and Sara Jowett 
Isacke Denbye and Ann Drake 
Isacke Wormeall and Elizabeth Hodgson 

Dec. 1 William Nicholls and Sara Jowett* 
5 Williem Sharpe and Ellen Bowers 
6 Abraham Roydes and Margaret Stock* 

29 Adam Pirni and Anne Birrill 
William Pollard and Alice Northroppe 

Jan. 29 John Wadesworth and Marie Elseweeke 
30 Samuell Bower and Marie Fletcher 

William Booth and Bridgett Vickars 
31 John Lee and Isabell Smyth 

John Mortymer and Sara Phillipp 
Feb. 2 John Jackson and Margarett Mortymer 
Mar. 16 John Pratt and Dorathy Croft* 
April 18 Richard Pickles and Sarah Waltoun 

' Jerimy Jowitt and Anne Lister 
24 Henery Higsonn and Mary Tommas 

Mathew Oates and Gennitt Siddall 
Jonas Whitwham and Mary Garnitt 

25 Jonas OhippendeU and Margrett Wood 
Michaell Parker and Susan Walker 
Richard Oordingley and Eeaster Brigge 
Richard Driver and Susan Bairstow 
Jerimy Olatonn and Easter Baraclough 

26 John Pickeren and Alice Garyesonn 
30 Abra: Baraclough and Margrett Ellis 

May 1 William Hey and Anne Oowuard 
7 James Nutter and Annis Jacksonn* 

22 Robert Swaine and Jane Tayler 
James Firth and Ellizabeth Turner 
Thomas Walker and Ellin Gibsonn 

23 Thomas Gilbert, minister, and Sara Sharpe 
June 12 Roger Lister and Ellizabeth Wright 

William Whitticars and Susan Booth 
13 Mathew Olatonn and Mary Crabtree 
20 Xpofer Ghill and Anne Adammsonn 
26 Robert Denby and Isabell Slinger 
29 Nathaniell Tayler and Ellizabeth Booth 

Outbert Veritie and Anne Higgen 
July 1 Robert Chapman and Martha Gibsonn 

' By licence. 
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1637 July 2 John Woodhead and Margrett Yeadonn 
3 William Field and Susan Short* 

John Jenninges and Judith Drake 
Walter Blagburne and Mary Ward 

',17 Richard Jowett and Mary W ard* 
25 Thomas Ashtorin and Susan Ambler 

William Hill and Beatrice Smithies 
Aug.) 7 John Jewett and Ellen Dunstall 

8 Thomas Todd and Sara Sowden 
13 Bartholomew Parkinson and Jennitt Rediough 
14 Xpofer Swaine aad Grace Halds worth 
25 Robert Greene and Ellen Cordingley 
28 John Fooller and Mary Birry 

Sept. 5 William Farrer and Katteren Todd 
11 Jonas Ashton and Grace Booth 

William Brettan and Mary Browne 
20 Peter Robinsonn and Ellen Horton* 

Oct. 1 Nathan Clegge and Mary Smithies 
3 John Cawtherey and Allice Rippon 
9 Robert Swaine and Susan Pearsonn 

Thomas Smith and Mary Wattsonn 
10 William Pearson and Anne Hall 
23 Thomas Chorley and Allice Leach* 
26 Nickollas Farand and Ellizabeth Riley 
29 Abraham Heyley and Ellizabeth Gleadill 

Nov. 12 Robert Booth and Mary Boardall 
Abraham Lumme and Rebeckey Drake 

20 Jerirnie Northroppe and Mary Walker 
Thomas Bower and Anne Longbothome 

21 Richard Lambert and Sara Haldsworth 
26 John Earle and Ellizabeth Farrand 
27 Jonas Blaymiers and Susan Tordiffe 
30 Walter Jobsonn and Jane Turner 

Dec. 2 Jacob Kitchen and Susan Phillippe 
Jan. 14 William Robertshey and Isabell Jacksonn 

28 George Kighley and Dorithie Cowvard 
>30 John Rawlinge and Mary Mawde 

James Booth and Grace Bayly 
Feb. 1 John Stephensonn and Grace Wilson 

4 Edward Pickard and Barbary Walker 
Edmond Thompsonn and Agnis Croft 
James Butterfeild and Susan Todd 

S John Coulthers and Jane Rodley 
7 Gabriell Cawvard and Allice Peele 
9 John Kitchen and Mary Crabtree 

1639 May 1 Hugh Sandersonne and Margery Yeomanne 
John Sowdenn and Ann Hargreaves 

6 Richard Hargreaves and Francis Smyth 

* By licence. 
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1639 May 7 Edmunde Roides and Susanne Newbey 
John Nichols and Margrette Scales 

8 John Smythies and Sarah Leigh 
14 Joseph Milner and Susan Hayneworth 

John Fletcher and Anne Broidall 
15 Abraham Stanckliffe and Ellenn llouldsworth 

Anthony Hurste and Ann Hopkinsonne 
20 William Walker and Mary Baines 
21 John Murgattroide and Susann Midgley* 

June 7 Samuell Crabtree and Issabell PhiIip 
12 William Hollingrake and Issabell Jewette 
21 James Warburtonn and Mary llouldsworth 
25 John Walker and Margrette Prestonne 

July 2 Jonas Bottomley aud Susan Bottomley 
5 John Lidgard and Sarah Jennings 

10 Samuell Lumbey and Hester Dixonne 
Jonas Brigg and Lucras Lawe 

25 Thomas Higginno and Hester Bailie 
30 Richarde Battle and Anne Kighley 

Joseph Blaimyres and Sarah Garnette 
Aug. 6 Roberte Walker any Mary Gledhill 

' 14 Roberte Rishworth and Dorathie Boococke 
24 William Jewett and Ann Baker 
27 Anthony Walker and Susanne Jagger 

Sept. 10 John Yates and Elizabeth Parker 
21 Thomas Berry and Sarah Riding 

Oct. 2 William Gill and Issabell Cowling 
James Phillippt and Grace Denhoulme 

9 William Dobsonne and Grace Roides 
18 John Ashtonne and Mary Woodde 
21 William Baines and Mary Platte 
22 Richard Jepsonne and Issabell Houmes 
28 Mr. Jarvais Woorrall and Grace Bower* 
30 Christopher Oroisdall and Elizabeth Smith 

Thomas Coossinne and Susan Wooller 
Nov. 2 Robert Pollard and Mary Woodde 

5 Christr. Gaskoigne and Alice Mowsonne 
Robert Nortonne and Susan Pollard 
John Birkebey and Susann Roides 

6 Thomas Hawmond and Mercy Bower 
12 John Sowdenn and Susan Rishfoorth 
13 Thomas Roides and Susanne Laycocke 

Natbanne Drake and Jennett Sheatley 
19 Jeremy Roides and Sarah Wilkinsonne 
26 William Newbey and Grace Williamce 

John Ramsdenn and Susann Houldsworth 
Thomas Gledhill and Ellenn Jewette 

* By licence. 
f Written over an erasure in a different hand. 
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1639 Nov. 26 Richard Kent and Margrette Jewette 
Dec. 5 William Blaimiers and Nercy W iddoppe* 
Jan. 20 John Roides and Issabell Frickletonne 

21 Daniell Greenwoodde and Mary Clough 
Matthew Clough and Ellenn Moore 

27 Nathaniel! Harper and Grace Woodde 
Joseph Wright and Mary Roper 
Robert Àshtonne and Martha Hortonne 

Feb. 3 Joseph Viccars and Ann Smalepage* 
5 Nicholas Hawmund and Frances Stainforth 
18 John Sowdenn and Ann Smalpage* 

1640 April 7 Richard Sugden and Jane Watterworth 
John Graye and Anne Howell 

9 Michaell Watson and Jane Walton 
13 Edw. Clapum and Rebecka Smyth 
14 William Kent and Anne Wilson 
19 William Pearson and Margarett Wolton 
21 Arthur Whitley and Elizabeth Bower 
28 Christopher Howgate and Phebee Whitwham 
31 John Whittakers and Agnes Deyne 

May 4 Jonas Fearneley and Marie Bower* 
John Ledgard and Anne Hartley 

5 Samuell Lobley and Marie Hargreues 
Xpofer Thorneton and Alice Collinson 
William Colinson and Susan Hall 

6 William Higgin and Anne Dakers 
8 John Bairstowe and Susan Sowden 

27 John Pickupp and Sara Wiglesworth 
June 1 Xpofer Mitchell and Anne Heaton 

2 Abraham Jagger and Grace Wardman 
John Crabtree and Marie Feild 
John Barraclouth and Grace Walker 

8 Henrie Settle and Marie Sunderland 
Lionell Fletcher and Marie Bairstowe 

9 John Pickering and Alice Place 
William Marshall and Susan Sugden 

16 Thomas Wilkinson and Agnes Rodley 
24 Joseph Atkinson and Jane Smyth 
25 Abraham Barraclough and Martha Emmett 
29 Lionell Bower and Margeret Snipe 
30 John Whalley and Edith Cawvard 

Xpofer Thorneton and Elizabeth Jowett 
July 7 Francis Blagburne and Elizabeth Goodall 

William Dawson and Marie Jowitt 
15 Thomas Hardie and Marie Crosegill 

Thomas Phillip and Susan Becke 
-i Aug. 4 John Illingworth and Isabell Roydes 

10 John Duckworth and Grace Dobson 

* By licence. 
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1640 Aug. 12 Samuell Holmes and Isabel! Hall 
William Bartles and Hannah Nailer 

15 Richard Child and Elizabeth Stevenson 
26 Hugh Bordman and Elizabeth Allerton 

Sept. George Beecroft and Jennet Peareson 
2 John Ellis Margarett Firth 

29 Richard Wilson and Elizabeth Nicholson 
Jonas Feud and Sara Bairstowe 

30 William Allerton and Grace Leach 
Nathaniel] Smyth and Margarett Walker 

14 Isack Collinson and Marie Arrundell 
19 Edward Walker and Anne Smithies 
27 Lewes Wilman and Jane Gaskang 

Nov. 9 John Blagbrough and Susan Helliweil 
10 William Cowllinge and Mercie Knipe 
12 John Birrie and Susan Firth 
17 William Ellis and Susan Bell 

Thomas Wilson and Elizabeth Wilson 
Richard Mortimer and Anne Milner 

18 James Baynes and Margarett Steuenson 
24 John Haworth and Elizabeth Whittacres 
25 William Kitching and Dinah Robinson 

John Thorneton and Sarah Asbie 
26 Richard Atkinson and Elizabeth Norton 
29 Robert Thorneton and Anne Prockter 

Francis Smyth and Judeth Brooke 
Michael Dixson and Jennet Hudson 
Peter Willman and Isabell Dixson 

30 Martin Hemingwaye and Grace Nutter 
Dec. 23 Robert Fletcher and Alice Peareson* 
Jan. 19 James Collinson and Marie Cawtherey 

26 William Parker and Elizabeth Thompson* 
Feb. 2 Joseph Haineworth and Marie Middlebrough 

9 William Corley and Ann Foster 
10 Robert Whitehead and Eliz. Wheretor 
17 Mathew Milner and Sara lloldsworth 
20 John Threapland and Katherine Collinson 
24 Edward Tyres and Rosamond Bower 

March 2 Lewis Watson and Anne Wilson 
Walter Togood and Elizabeth Sheapheard 

1641 April 26 John Garnett and Rosamonde Bailie 
Steuen Banks and Elizabeth Harvie 

27 Richard Rarnsden and Grace Widdope 
Nicholas Farrande and Ellenor IllirAgworth 

May 4 Mathew Robertshaw and Sara Oytes 
5 Thomas Fletcher and Effam Tirry 

James Kighley and Ann Greene 
10 Richard Allerton and Susan Bordall* 

By licence. 
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1641 May 11 Michaell Bates and Isabell Smyth 
Samuel! Fletcher and Grace Wright 

18 Cnristopher Braiseite and Alice Wrighte 
Richard Black burne and Mary Lawe 

25 Robart Wilkinson and Mary Rishworth* 
26 William Webster and Elizabeth Stainforth 
8 James Jowett and Sara Hollinss* 

Gamaliell Brearah and Susan Jowette 
June 1 Ruben Snowden and Jane Smyth 

John Walker and Margrette Chew at Thornton 
24 Thomas Netiton and Jane Wells 

John Lord and Elizabeth Machanne 
26 Edmund Thompson and Elizabeth Turner 
29 Christofer Sugden and Susan Hilliard 

William Johnson and Elizabeth Clough 
30 James Braiseite and Jennet Megson 

July 8 Henrie Wise and Grace Home 
14 Joshua Hey and Judith Hopkins* 

Thomas Gill and Mary Wilkinson 
20 William Crofte and Elizabeth Walker 

William Bairstow and Issahell Dison 
21 Jesper Broughton and Sara Nailer 

Aug. 4 George Farrand and Jane Haukheade 
9 Henry Ramsden and Agnes Stoneley 

16 William Hardie and Priscilla Bearon 
17 Anthonie Mason and Frsnces Hayneworth 
18 Samuel! Cauuard and Marthey Marshall 
24 John Thoinisse and Sara Swayne 

Sept. 8 Samuell Greathead and Sara Swayne 
15 Richard Aeshton and Jane Woode 
21 Tyniothie Crabtree and Bridget Crabtree 

George Hold sworth and Margret Robinson 
Oct. 5 John Stankcliffe and Grace Pearson 

John Lacoke and Judith Coossine 
6 Thomas Ibbotson and Ann Windle 

Edward Tirrie and Mary Dickson 
9 Moses Bower and Mary Booth 

13 Thomas Lambard and Bridgett Roides 
14 Joshua Shepley and Mary Bawme 

Abraham Haineworth and Issabell Westerman 
William Baynes and Francis Gledhill 

18 John Kellett and Susan Waterhouse 
19 Wllliam Pickerine and Anne Prestley 
25 Henrie Whetter and Sisselie Hill 

Nov. 1 Mathew Smyth and Dorathie Armittage 
2 Thomas Chippingdall and Jane Pilkington 

John Collinson and Susan Halle 
9 John Jowett and Sarah Ingham 

* By licence. 
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1641 Nov. 9 William Tankard and Ann Waterhouse 
10 William Longbothon and Jane Moser 
24 William Swayne and Marthay Smyth 
30 Thomas Pighles and Ellen Sowden 

Joseph Firth and Alice Walker 
Dec. 1 Thomas Ledgard Mary Clayton* 
Jan. 13 Samuell Lister and Alice Inglish 

Francis Drake and Grace Swayne 
Feb. 7 Matthew Ciauen and Ann Smyth 

Abraham Hemingway and Judith Butler 
Abraham Norton and Issabell Leigh 

15 Thomas Walker and Alice Bower 
John Holdsworth and Elizabeth Swayne 
John Hartley and Susan Shackletone 

1642 April 11 Robert Hemingway and Martha Nicholls 
17 Christopher Wright and Marie Wright 
18 John Walker and Sarah Jowett 
19 James Whittakar and Anne Grymeshay 
20 John Sinythies and Isabell Kent 

William Snowden and Anne Capestocke 
Richard Holmes and Helliiige Briggs 

26 John Higgson and Marie Houldsworth* 
May 2 James Pearson and Isabell Pollard 

3 Abraham Collinson and Martha Arandell 
4 Jonas Wood and Jane Croft 

18 Mathew Sowden and Marie Wilson 
William Holmes and Marie Man 

,3 04 Samuell Ogden and Marie Craven 
John Leach and Susan Greengaite 

June 13 Henrie Drake and Isabell Mitchell 
14 James Hopkinson and Mabbell Shaw 
15 Jespar Drake and Grace Barstow 

Thomas Murgatroyde and Marie Haineworth 
20 Gregorie Cockcroft and Sarah Deane* 
28 John Awdislay and Marie Leigh 

July 5 Abraham Kellitt and Alice Tayler 
John Crabtree and Elizabeth Greene 

11 Abraham Deyne and Margrett Wanne 
13 Jonas Walker and Elizabeth Nicholls 
18 Samuel! Clough and Marie Walker 
19 John Jowett and Ellinge Hilhowse 
25 Abraham Bins and Anne Summerscales 
26 John Hanson and Sarah Hopkinson 

James Hill and Marie Denham 
28 James Knowles and Grace Gleadhill 

Aug. 4 Richard Turner and Elizabeth Worsnam 
9 Myles Elsmugge and Susan Watson 

11 Richard Ridid and Marie llorsfall 

* By licence. 
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1642 Aug. 14 John Adicke and Elizabeth Craven 
James Sharpe and Grace Clarkson 

24 Michaell Deane and Jane Hodgion 
Sept S John Duckworth and Susan Drake 

13 Robert Smythe and Susan Cowbarne 
21 Austin Cloudslay and Isabel! Hey 
25 John Brigge and Hester Bookcocke 

Oct. 1 John Barstow and Susan Haineworth* 
2 Peter Midglay and Hester Nayler 

24 Richard Coardlay and Judith Schoalfeild 
Nov. 8 John Parkinson and Marie Hemsworth 

16 Samuell Kellett and Grace Moore 
Thomas Knott and Sara Sutcliffe 

30 John Wittlay and Anne Hemingway 
Dec. 24 Richard Sowden and Alice Sowden 
Feb. 2 Richard Rayner and Anne Rawson 

Edward Vicars and Alice Wherter 
1643 April 4 Thomas Wilson and Margrett Robinson 

May 1 Thomas Hudson and Anne Suttliffe 
3 Abraham Ingham and Dorathie Walker 
9 James Shortte and Isabell Hawmond 

21 George Walker and Marie Walsh 
22 Lambart Towler and Anne Ambler 

June 19 William Brooksbanke and Dorathie Popplewell 
1644 April 1 Richard Banister and Sarah Pickuppe 

30 Thomas Smythe and Elizabeth Pighells 
John Jaggar and Grace Baily 

May 12 Edward Midglay and Susan Stocks 
14 Edward Brewer and Anne Vicars 
16 Jonas Royde and Elizabeth Robarts 
20 Abraham Thomas and Mercie Briggs 
22 John Jowett and Marie Watterhowse 

John Akedd and Hannah Mitchell 
26 Tempest Pearson and Marie Hardwicke 
28 Michael! Milner and Grace Jowett 

Thomas Pighells and Elizabeth Brigge 
29 Robert Stansfeild and Leah Crauen 

James Fairbanke and Isabell Smythyes 
June 11 Jonas Oats and Alice Shackleton 

12 Robert Kellit and Margrett Cawtheraw 
24 Robert Balme and Jane Willman 
25 John Wrigglay and Isabell Walmslay 

July 14 Robert Inglish and Martha Swaine 
16 John Lancaster and [blank] Yeadon 
20 William Schoalfeilci and Anne Edmund 
24 James Jubb and Alice Webster 
28 John Elsmuffe and Ellinge Guy 

William Denton and Grace Wright 

* By licence. 
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1644 July 29 Richard Turner and Elizabeth Ingham 

30 John Greenwood and Grace Pearson 
Aug. 4 William Ramsden and Isabel! Westerman 

15 Christopher Thornton and Isabell Roads 
22 [blank] and Sarah Gooddall 
24 Jonas Brigge and Grace Balme 
27 John Foster and Elizabeth Pearson 

Sept. 1 John Lambe and Anne Appleyard 
2 John Walker and Elizabeth Sowden 

10 Robert Parkinson and Marie Booth 
16 Joseph Firth and Hellen Thornton 
17 William Greengaite and Susan Mitchell 
22 Matthew Houldsworth and Marie Ramsden 
25 Joseph Fearneside and Jane Robarts 

John Walton and Anne Maukielands 
Oct. 1 Jeremy Clayton and Marie Crowder 

6 Edward Yarre and Alice Waishay 
Jeremy Eston and Susan Judson 

14 Thomas Clarkson and Susan Smyth 
19 John Harrison and Grace Robarts 
27 Edward Chapman and Sat-all Wareinge 
29 William Thornton and Ellinge Harrison 

Nov. 4 Jonas Preistlay and Sarah Hawmond 
5 llenrie Nailer and Marie Bins 

12 William Smythe and Ellen Emott 
13 William Rayner and Susan Wilkes 

Dec. 5 John Marshall and Lidiah Longbottome 
8 John [blank] and Elizabeth Hall 
30 Jonas Chippingdaile and Anne Baly 

Jan. 12 Timothie Horne and Sarah Crofte 
18 Josiah Houldsworth and Elizabeth Cowlston 
26 John Turner and Mercie Firth 

Feb. 11 William Baly and Martha Swaine 
James Myres and Susan Roads 

12 Robert West and Frances Sharpe 
17 John Easburne and Alice Northrope 

Abraham Barstow and Sarah Preistlay 
John Preistlay and Sarah Barstow 

18 John Mortimer and Jennett Smalepage 
Joseph Drake and Sarah Hopkinson 
John Jowett and Anne Stead 

24 Robert Garnett and Beatrix Fletcher 
Mar. 24 James [blank] and Ellen Ogden 

1645 April 7 William Robertshaw and Jane Rastricke 
William Acorn and Susan Hey 

22 Joseph Nicholls and Elizabeth Awdislay 
28 Ralph Foster and Alice Rossindaile 

May 7 Thomas Bowes and Margrett Pollard 
14 James Smyth and Marie Nailer 
21 William Ingham and Marie Browne 
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1645 May 21 Richard Ward and Marie Whitelay 
29 William Skaffe and Sarah Holmes 

June 4 Richard White and Alice Greene 
10 Richard Stankeliffe and Martha Machan 
18 Richard Feud and Marie Fearnley 

July 2 George Batchler and Susan Clough 
John Woodhead and Katterin Roads 

3 John Sugden and Marie Shawe 
29 Barnard Ellis and Elizabeth Fletcher 

Aug. 5 William lye and Anne Rishworth 
Dec. 3 Gilbert Brooksbanke and Beatrix Rowlinson 

23 John Walker and Marie Watterhowse 
24 William Norton and Marie Jackson 

Jan. 13 Thomas Fawcett and Marie Coutman 
26 Robert Cockson and Marie Frankland 
27 John Bedford and Susan Wilkinson 
29 Nathaniell Bower and Marie Saile 

Feb. 3 Michaell Darwin and Ellen Fawcett 
4 John Vicars and Dorathie Kighlay 
9 Thomas Todd and Ellen Clough 

10 Thomas Mellin and Martha Gibson 
William Stephenson and Marie Shawe 

Nr Robert Wood and Agnes Windle 
1646 Mar. 30 Stephen Dixon and Susan Lister 

April 7 William Feud and Marie Crofte 
9 John Moore and Isabel! Wood 

23 Richard Cordley and Elizabeth Mitchell 
Mayy 4 William Jowett and Susan Smalepage 

5 Thomas Bever and Anne Willman 
13 William Baly and Anne Jowett 

June 2 John Jackson and Marie Hollings 
18 Edmond Wadsworth and Grace Houldsworth 
23 James Hargraves and Anne Denholme 
30 Francis Wray and Anne Norton 

July 2 William Pearson and Elizabeth Holmes 
13 Jonas Ashton and Ellinge Wadsworth 
14 John Lumbe and Marie Mitton 
20 John Barraclough and Jane Barraclough 

Aug. 4 Robert Sikes and Jennet Smytbson 
Richard Appleyard and Mercie Booth 

5 Robert Clarke and Grace Sugden 
6 Michaell Sill and Agnes Edson 

ii William Brooksbanke and Susan Garnett 
13 Tristram Aked and Hester Booth 
18 Henrie Hardie and Hester Baly 

Walter Nailer and Marie Jowett 
John Watterhowse and Ellen Booth 

25 Robert Brewer and Marie Hardie 
Robert Stead and Martha Balme 

27 John Wilkinson and Martha Halay 
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1646 Aug. 27 William Kittson and Anne Horton 
Sept. 1 Peter Metcalfe and Sarah Aked 

9 Thomas Holmes and Anne Tailer 
Oct. 6 Michael! Ogden and Susan Pearson 
Nov. 3 William Bins and Marie Lawson 

10 John Booth and Anne Northroppe 
Richard Sunderland and Dorathie Thornton 
John Brier and Anne Kitchin 
John Parker and Anne Ellis 

17 Richard Thornton and Susan Thornton 
William Howgate and Anne Robarts 

19 Jonas llorsfall and Marie Feather 
Dec. 1 William Dixon and Anne Crabtree 

James Earnshay and Marie Horslay 
3 William Dawson and Marie Lister 

15 Michael! Sowden and Easter Hanson 
John Eareland and Grace Stankcliffe 

24 Jame Smythe and Susan Gleadhill 
29 Thomas Roe and Jerinett Sim 

Jan. 5 John Answorthand Elizabeth Stankcliffe 
26 Michaell Aikeroyd and Sarah Deane 

Feb. 1 William Pollard and Sarah Blackburne 
2 William Pullan and Sarah Bower 

10 Josias Holdsworth and Phebeau Richardson 
Mar. 2 James Knowles and Rosamond Gill 

John Mitchell and Martha Swaine 
Jonas Heaton and Anne Hall 
William Beamond and Anne Dobson 

1647 April 27 Fardinande Browne and Marie Flather 
Daniell Booth anl Anne Forte 
Thomas Cottome and Martha Booth 

May I John Kirshay and Rebecka llawmond 
4 Matthew Scott and Jane Hardie 

Richard Parsons and Elizabeth Hemsworth 
11 John Metcalfe and Isabel! Coplay 

Lyonell Fox and Marie Midgley 
18 Christopher Wright and Grace Robinson 

June 3 Michael! Firth and Marie Mortimor 
8 William Roberts and Grace Fether 

Michael! Smalepage and Sarah Whittakers 
15 Francis Mitton and Marie Brooksbanke 
29 Robert Buckley and Grace Crauen 

Thomas Wilkes and Sarah Capps 
July 13 Thomas Brigge and Anne Norton 

Robert Andrasse and Isabell Blakbrough 
Richard Wadsworth and Alice Pollard 
Thomas Crauen and Margrett Baines 

14 Richard Ward and Anne Guy 
20 John Sharpe and Marie Rawson 

James Browne and Sarah Demo 
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1647 July 20 Abraham Gleadhill and Grace Fletcher 
Aug. 10 Jeremy Benn and Sarah Wood 

17 Oswell Tennant and Anne Kighley 
30 James Lumbie and Marie Eshton 

Sept. 22 John Roper and Anne Phillippe 
29 William Clarke and Ellen Barraclough 

Oct. 6 Robert Birkbie and Easter Barraclough 
26 John Brigge and Ellen Crabtree 

Dec. 21 Francis Drake and Marie Wooller 
28 Jonas Heape and Marie Chappman 

Feb. 2 William Baly and Jane Eshton 
Mar. 8 Robert Parkinson and Grace Swaine 

18 Paule Rawson and Agnes Parkinson 
John Pearson and Jennet Rishworth 

1648 May 2 William Shay and Elizabeth Thornton 
9 Francis Morley and Martha Greene 

Thomas Jowett and Sarah Watterhowse 
16 William Booth and Marie Midglay 
23 John Willman end Marie Kitchen 

John Sagar and Marie Crauen 
Gilbert Lassie and Elizabeth Law 

June 24 John Clough and Sarah Fox 
July 12 John Smyth and Marie Wilkinson 
Oct. 24 Joseph Robertshaw and Sarah Hill 
Nov. 7 Thomas Mortimor and Preselley Law 

14 Richard Bower and Jane Brooke 
Feb. 5 John Clough and Sarah Walker 

6 Michael! Drake and Marie Walker 
1649 May 7 Samuell Barstow and Marie Walker 

John Barstow and Marie Whittham 
Ellis Birrie and Jane Kittson 

June 25 Ambrose Roper and Prudence Wilkinson 
July 2 Abraham Denbie and Martha Robinson 

10 Josuah Booth and Jane Smith 
John Crabtree and Ellen Walsh 

Aug. 20 Joseph Starkie and Marie West L 
27 Ralph Ogden and Grace Holt 

Sept. 11 Robert Pollard and Anne Robinson 
16 Thomas Trueman and Susan Webster 
21 Francis Currier and Sarah Megson 

Oct. 3 Edward Marshall and Anne Rawson 
12 Jonas llilhowse and Marie Bower 
14 Samuell Stankcliffe and Mercie Hollings 
24 James Tomas and Susan Jowett 

Nov. 13 John Shires and Susan Smith 
20 John Rawson and Elizabeth Drake 
28 Thomas Rogers and Alice Liverseidge 

Dec. 10 William Rylay and Anne Greene 
Jan. 14 Jonathan Leach and Elizabeth Milner 

28 William Jepson and Judith Hawmond 
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'Feb. 24 Jonathan Jowett and Marie Scott 
Mar. 12 John Hodgion and Marie Baines 

1650 April 17 Matthew Gelder and Anne Booth 
30 Jeremy Bower and Rosamond Wales 

May 6 Isaack Tayler and Martha Roads 
7 John Balme and Sarah Hanson 
8 Robert Snowden and Grace Scarburr 

June 19 Robert Brewer and Marie Wadsworth 
Aug. 6 John Brooke and Ellen Swaine—" married att Yorke" 
Jan. 6 Nickholas Stead and Elizabeth Togood 

17 Sirneeon Boweer and Susan Ricardson 
1651 April 9 Abraham Jackson and Alice Watson 

May 13 William Heaton and Martha Il1ingworth 
14 Joseph Booth and Grace Burnitt 
19 Richard Mimes and Isabell Kitson 
28 Isaacke Illingworth and Mary Ogden 

Aug. 9 Isaacke Watterhouse and Sara Judson 
19 Jonas Grave and Susan Wood 

Dec. 2 Jonas Waterhouse, minister att Bradford, and 
Hanna Bynns, married at Halifax 

23 John Bucke and Ann Jowett 
Jan. 13 Joseph Hollings and Mary Sager 
Mar. 1 Michael! Carter and Judith Pearson 

1652 April 17 John Mortimer and Elizabeth Hill 
May 11 Thomas Roads and Ann Roads 

19 James Tšighley and Judith Hall 
20 Ralph Myres and Elizabeth Wilkinson 

July 12 John Bynns and Mary Robinson 
Aug. 10 Richard Stead and Mary Bower 
Sept. 17 Robert Tirry and Phebae Holdsworth 

28 John Tillotson and Mary Netleton 
Oct. 6 Timothy Dixson and Elizabeth Swayne 

19 William Kitchin and Sara Diveson 
29 John Muf and Mary Horsley 

Dec. 20 Jonathan Hardy and Ann Akroyd 
Jan. 15 William Swayne and Elizabeth Ellison 

Christopher Pearson and Grace Gleidhill 
1653 May 10 William Ashton and Isabell Hill 

17 Samuel Midgley and Sara Wawmersley 
15 Richard Eastwood and Sara Berry 

June 1 Thomas Swayne and Sara Kitchin 
13 William Stead and Sara Holmes 
28 Nicholas Sharpe and Mary Jowett 

Xpofer Uroysdale and Ann Hollings 
1654 Dec. 5 William Midgley and Francis West 

John Thornton and Susan Whalley 
Paul! Simpson and Grace Tempest 

12 John Ellis and Mary Baites 
20 Adam Chapman and Sarah Booth 

Jan. 23 William Coates and Sara Mitton 
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THIRTY-THIRD ANNUAL REPORT, 

1911. 

The Council have the pleasure of presenting the Annual Report 
of the Society for the year ended 3oth September, xvii. 

Under the Presidency of 1)r. J. Hambley Rowe, M.B.C.M., 
the Society has had an exceptionally active and prosperous year's 
work, and it is no exaggeration to say that never in the history of the 
Society has the Presidential Chair been more ably filled. He is 
succeeded by Mr. John Sowden, whose long connection with the 
Society worthily entitles him to occupy this post, whilst Dr. Rowe 
continues in his position of Honorary Editorial Secretary which he 
has filled with such ability for the past three years. 

Mr. E. A. Wells now retires from the post of Honorary 
Treasurer and has earned the best thanks of the Society for his 
efficient services in that capacity for three years. Mr. John R. Lawson 
has been nominated to succeed him, and the Council feel that the 
finances of the Society will therefore continue in thoroughly capable 
hands. Mr. Richard Poole and Mr. David Wade, J.P,, become Vice-
Presidents, and Mr. Wells, Mr. T. W. Brydon Milligan and Mr. J. B. 
Stansfield succeed to the places on the Council vacated by Mr. John 
Sowden and Mr. Poole and by the Rev. Leonard Dawson and Mr. 
Walter Platts, J.P., who have left Bradford, there being one vacancy 
on the Council to be filled. 

The membership of the Society stands at 129 as compared with 
128 last year. Four members have died, four have been struck off 
and six have resigned, whilst fifteen new members have been elected. 
The Council venture to say that the present membership is hardly 
worthy of Bradford, and that the Society ought to meet with much 
larger support, and they therefore invite the co-operation of the present 
members and their friends in a special effort to increase the member-
ship during the new Session. 



The Society has during the year lost by death Messrs. William 
Mitchell, G. B. Cole, R. Waugh, and Sir Theo. Peel, Bart. Mr. Cole 
was a former member of the Council, and the last named was for 
many years an interested member of the Society. 

The Library belonging to the Society has been increased during 
the year by the acquisition of the Annual publication of each of the 
following Societies 

i. -- The Yorkshire Archæologicat Society. 
2.—The Thoresby Society. 
3.--The Surtees Society. 

Parts 3 and 4 of the "History of Baildon "by Mr. \Y. Paley Baildon, 
an Honorary Member of the Society, have also been acquired. 

Part XV of "The Bradford Antiquary," which completes the 
third Volume of the New Series, will shortly be in the hands of the 
members. This new volume will be found of exceptional interest and 
should prove a worthy successor to the preceding numbers of the 
Series. The Council tender their thanks to Mr. Richard Poole for 
his kindness in compiling the Index to this Volume. 

The number of the Lectures during last winter has been doubled 
and the retiring President merits the warm thanks of the members 
and the public for the high standard maintained by these lectures. 
The average attendance at these lectures, delivered at the Bradford 
Church Institute, was 36, the highest attendance being at the lectures 
by the President and Mr. \V. R. Holloway at each of which 53 ladies 
and gentlemen were present. The number of Excursions during the 
past summer has also been increased, and the brilliant weather largely 
added to their enjoyment. An Excursion to Leyburn and Bolton 
Castle had unfortunately to be abandoned owing to the Railway Strike. 

The following are the Lectures given during the Session 
1910-11 :-

1910. 

Nov. 4. 

57 i8. 

Dec. 2. 

1911. 

Jan. 6. 

20. 

Feb 3. 

15. 

Professor MOORMAN. 
"The Study of Yorkshire Place-Names.' 

Mr. WILLIAM SCRUTON. 
"The Old Wells and Watercourses of Bradford." 

Mr. J. NORTON DICKONS. 
"Roman Evidences in West Yorkshire." 

(Lantern Illustralions.) 
Mr. A. B. SEwELL. 

"The Ancient Parish of Bradford." 

Mr. WILLIAM HORNE, F.G.S. 
11 Curious Old Yorkshire Customs," (Exhibition of Curios.) 

Messrs E. A. WELLS and WM. ScRUTON. 
" Bradfordiana. " 

I.--' History of the Bradford Church Institute." 
2.--" The unconscious humour of some local Minor Poets." 

Mr. J. J. STEAD. 
" Historic Sites in the Spen Valley." (lantern Illustrations 



March 3. Rev. JAS. GREGORY. 
Richard Oastler and the Ten Hours' Movement.' 

17. THE PRESIDENT (Dr. J. HAMBLEY ROWE.) 
"Relations of the Brontës." 

31. Messrs. JNo. CLAPHAM and W. E. PRESTON. 
Miscellanea." 

t.-'' History of the Baptist Cause at Shipley." 
2.-" Local Pottery Manufacture." 

April 21. Mr. W. R. HOLLOWAY. 
"In Mid-Airedale with a Camera." (Lantern 11/usfrations.) 

The following are the Excursions which have taken place during 
the Session --

1910. 

Dec. '7. Visit to Leeds Philosophical Society's Museum. 

1911. 

April 29. Visit to Bankfield Museum, Boothtown, Halifax. 

May 13. Guiseley. 

27. Birstall. 

June 17. Howden, East Yorks. 

July 1. Knaresborough. 

22. Hubberholme. 

Sept. 2. Kildwick. 

9. Woodsome Hall and Almondbury. 

The Council have held ten meetings during the Session includ-
ing the Council Tea which took place on the 6th February, 1911, at 
the Victoria Hotel, Bradford. 

It is proposed to present Mr. Thomas Howard at the forth-
coming Annual Meeting with an Album of Views, as a token of 
appreciation of his invaluable services as Honorary Corresponding 
Secretary from October, 1894, to October, 1910. 

Finally, the Council take this opportunity of expressing their 
thanks to all those who have in any way contributed to the work and 
transactions of the Society during the past year, including also the 
Press of the District. 

On behalf of the Council, 

J. LANGDALE GREGORY, 
Hon. Corresponding Secretary. 

Cheapside Chambers, 

Bradford, 

October, 1911. 



Bradjord, October 3rd, 1911. 
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Summary Cash Account-September 80th, 1911. 

BRADFORD HISTORICAL AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY 



Bradford historical and Antiquarian Societp. 
ww w  

SESSION 1911-1.912. 

LIST OF OFFICERS, 

President : 

MR. JOHN SOWDEN. 

Vice-Presidents: 

Dn. J. HAMBLEY ROWE. 
MR. S. E. WILSON, 

HARRY SPEIGHT 
J. A. CLAPHAM. 
BUTLER WOOD. 
PERCIVAL ROSS. 

MR. J. N. DICKONS. 
THOS. HOWARD. 

,. JACOB MOSER, J.P. 
., RICHARD POOLE. 
., DAVID WADE, J.P. 

Hon. Treasurer: 

MR. JOHN R. LAWSON, 

East Morley and Bradford Deposit Bank, 32, Manor Row, Bradford. 

Hon. Secretaries: 
1DIT0RIÅL: 

DR. J. HAMBLEY ROWE, 

88, Horton Grange Road. 

1911. 
Oct. 25. 
Nov: I. Mr. JOHN SOWDEN. 

15. Dr. R. A. LANKESTER 
29. " Bradfordiana." 

Mr. BUTLER WOOD. 

Dec. 13. Mr. J. B. BRAY. "The 

,, 

1912. 
Jan. 10. 

,, 24. 
Feb. 7. 

21. 

Mr. W. E. PRESTON. 
Dr. FRANCIS VILLY. 
Rev. JAMES GREGORY. 

" Miscellanea "-

CORRESPONDINO 

MR. J. LANUDALE GREGORY 

25, Cheapside. 
Librarian: 

MR. JOHN CLAPHAM, Dene Royd"Shipley. 

Members if council: 
MR. J. T. DRAKE. 
REV. J. GREGORY. 
MR. G. HEPWORTH. 

WM. HOPKINSON. 
,, GEO. OLDFIELD 

MR. W. E. PRESTON. 
J. RYDER. 
J. J. STEAD. 

,. T. W. B. MILLIGAN. 
., J. B. STANSFIELD. 

MR. E. A WELLS. 

Auditors: 

MR. WM. CLAIHDG-E, M.A, J.P. MR. J. L. WILLIAMS. 

SYLLABUS, WINTER SESSION. 

'ANNUAL MEETING. 
'... Presidential Address. 

"The Qnaint Medical Lore of our Forefathers." 

"Bradford's Oldest Books." 
Beginnings of the Catholic Revival in Bradford." 

"Eccieshill Manor." 
"Roman Affairs in the West Riding." 

The History of Early Education in Bradford." 

Mr. PERCIVAL ROSS, C.E. "Ancient Fords and Bridges of the Aire." 

Dr. J. HAMBLEY ROWE. ... ... "The Dog in Folk-Literature." 
Mar. 6. Rev. JAMES UnEGORY. "The History of Early Education in Bradford." 

(Second Part.) 
it 20. Mr. H. ROBERTS HODGSON. "The Early Quaker Movement in Bradford." 

April 3. Mr. J. CHRISTOPHER SCOTT. ... ... ... ... "Old Skipton." 
17. Mr. J. LANGDALE GREGORY. ... ... 'The Origin of Language." 
27. (Sat.) Visit to Keighley Museum. 

Excursions are contemplated to the following places in the Summer 

Leyburn and Bolton Castle, Burton Agnes, Roche Abbey, Thornhill and Lees [Tall, 
Druids' Altar and Marley Hall, Cartmell Priory, Calverley, Newburgh Priory, Byland 

Abbey and Coxwold. 




